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In 1922, the b h e v i k govemrnent e-lled

some 160 prominent -itellectuals from

Russia. Numbered arnong these were many of the leaders of the Religious Renaissance
which had flourished sinœ the tum of the century. fhey advocated a lhird way": neither

for the Tsarist regime nor the Bdsheviks; neither for Capitalism nor Communism; neither
for Materialisrn nor Ideaiism; rather, they promoted persmalist, spintual development

(Godmanhood), Christian economic ettiics (Sobomst'), and a path to knowledge
infomed by reason, but guided by faith (Religious-Philosophy). F o r d to join the
Russiandiaspora, these religious philœophers continued 10 advance their movement with

the help af the Young Men's Christian Association. Largely at the initiative of Nikdai
Berdyaev (1874-1948), they also began to intetact with the French intellectual milieu in
Paris in order to develop inter-confessional and cuttural understandings. Although

Russian religious-philosophy suffered a certain decline follom'ng Worid War Two, many
of their writings had retumed to the USSR. As Soviet intellectuals discovered these
works, they gradually began ta revoit against diaiectical matenalism, and aspire to recover
the religious-phifosophicaitrad'iion. In 1988, this R e m was at last made possible, and

religious-philosophy has been enjoying a secorid renaissance which continues unabated
today.

En 1922, le gouvernement boichevique a expulsé quelque 160 intellectuels
éminents à l'extérieur de Russie. Parmi ceux-ci nombraient beaucoup de chefs de la
renaissance religieuse qui a prosph5 en Russie depuis le début du siècle. Ils appuyaient
une "troisième voie": en faveur ni du régirne tsariste, ni des bolcheviques; ni du

capitalisme, ne du communisme; ni du matérialisme, ni de l'idéalisme; au lieu de cela, ils

promouvaient plutôt le développement spirituel et persorindiste (vers le Dieu-homme),
l'économie chretienne (sobomost') et la connaissance motivée par la raison mais dirigée
par la foi (la philosophie-religieuse). Obligé de faire partie de l'émigration russe, ces
philosophes religieux continuaient leurs efforts d'avancer le mouvement avec l'aide de
l'Association des jeunes chdtiem.

A

i'inlative de Nicolas Berdiaeff (1074-1948). ils

commençaient à communiquer avec le milieu intellectuel français a Paris pour développer
les connaissances inter-confessionnaleset cutturelles- l a philosophie-religieusesouffrait
d'un certain déclin après la deuxihe guerre mondiale, beaucoup de ses oeuvres est

retournés à 1' Union Soviétique. Quand les intellectuels soviétiques a découvert ces

oeuvres,peu à peu, Ils ont commencé une révoit8 contre le matérialisme dialectique, et
ils aspiraient au r4tabiiiement de la tradition russe philosophique-religieuse. En 1988,
fût enfin possible, d'effectuer ça mtbur; une deuxième renaissance de la philosophie-

religieuse continue à cet jour.
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Author's Note
This thesis employs a modified version of the übrary of Congress system of

transliteraüon: the customary English spelling of names for ail the principal persmages
is applied thmghout except in quotatians where a French or archaic form iHas used in
the original. However, the names of Russian and Soviet schdars today are spelled in

accordance with the system. Unless specified, ail translations into English are mine.

I would like the thank the McGill OeparEment of History and the Max E- Binz Felfowship

foundatior. -w providing the grants which made this work possible. I also express my
gratitude to Dr. Maynard BricMord, Atchivist of the University of Illinois at Urbana-

Charnpaign, for his invaluable assistance with the Paul B. Anderson Papers, to Father
Sable of Scranton University who unearthed the papers of Helene lswolsky for me, and
to Dr. John Hellman for giving me acçess to the unpublished dianes of Emmanuel

Mounier. Finally I thank my husband and my family for their unending patience and

support, without which this thesis would never have been written.

In 1922, Lenin engineered the expulsion from Russia of some 160 intellectuals he
deemed anti-materiakt and "counter-revdutionary". Little could he have imagined that
seventy years later, as the Communist regime crumbled, the ideas developed by these
unwilling émigrés would retum to the former Soviet Union to enjoy a new currency and
vogue. Amazing indeed as many of the expelled formed the backbone of the churchrelated "religious-philosophical movement", something the Communists, thereafter, spent

two generations trying to exterminate. The expulsion of this group coincided with the
execution or deportation to labour camps of the Orthodox clergy, the seizure of sacrai
items, and the confiscation of religiow/non-materialist literature.'

For al1 intents and

purposes, these acts seemed to mean the death of the Orthodox Church in Russia. Yet.
the transformational policies of Pemstmika and Glasnost', combined with the Orthodox
Church's celebration of its millennium in 1988, aroused a wave of religious fervour that

caused the people to express their desire for free, pluralistic worship. Since this time,
many of the wotks written by the 160 in emigrau'on have been republished through a
wholesale project sponsored by the Academy of Sciences, and initiated by the Politburo

in the last years of the Soviet Union to promote the dissemination of religious thought.

' As the writer Sdzhenitsyn described: '...the root destructh of religim in the country, which
throughout the twenties and t h i W was one o
f the rnost important goals of the GPU-NKVD, could
be reaiiaed oniy by mass attests of ORhodox beiiiers. Monks and nuns, whose black habits had
been a distinctive feature of O# Russian life, were intensively rounded up m every hand, piaced
under anest, and sent into exile. They anested and sentenced adive laymen. The circles kept
getting bigger, as they iaked in ordinary believers as well, a# people, and particularly wwnen,
who were the most stubborn beiievers d al1 and who. for many kng years to corne, WOU# be
calleci 'nuns' in transit prisons and in camps: Aieksaridr Sdzhenitsyn, The Gulaa Archioelaaa
(New York: Harper & Row, 1973) 37.
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How could this written treasury of ideas ever have been created, presenmd, and

then transported from the emigration back to the USSR? The religious philosophers and
their colleagues were expelled with nothing more than their immediate families and one
suitcase apiece. They arrived in the West with few connections aside from the already
existing émigrés of the substantial past-revoluthary diaspora. During their lifetime, these
intellectuals continualty had to carve out a niche in an increasingly materialist world.
Moving from country to country, interest group to interest group, most died in relative

obscurity on foreign soil. Nevertheless, today, thanks to two generations of presewation
and consensus on the part of these émigrés and those who carne into contact with them,
the contribution they made to Russian philasophy is becoming fully evident. Moreover,
the grandchildren of the Revdution are now the vanguard of their literature's RelumO2
This thesis traces the history of the religious philosophers in the twentieth century and the
events that made it possible for the current Retum to occur.
The interest in these ideas which the post-Communist intellectuals are evincing
may be explained by the religious philosophers' vision of Russia and its destiny. They

had suggested a "third way" which equally opposed the Tsarist regime and rnaterialist
socialism (especially Marxism). Thus, they had proposed an alternative for change in
Russia which had competed with the Boishevik and al1 other Socialist and Liberal
programs. Moreover, theirs was a wdd-view wtiich evolved from balancing the dominant

The Retum (or Va~vrashchenie)is the term that Russians empioy today to charaderize the
republicaîion of pre-revdutionary and 6migr6 teligiousphiksophiGal meberials. In a broad sense
it is applied to dl matefiais mpubiishedthet were censured under Soviet authaii. However,
in the intelleaual milieu it is usuaity stiidîy reserved for those previously forbidden works relating
in some forrn to religion and spirituahi.
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schools of Russian thought (Westernizer and Slavophile), rather than one dominated by

either Western or Eastern c o n c e p t i d
The nineteenth-centuryphilosopher, Vladimir Sdoviev, is most frequently attributed

with being the founder of religious-philosophy. He was able to reunite "the religious
orientation of the (Slavophiles] with the Western outlook of the [Westemizers]" thereby
embodying in thought, Russia's geographical reality of k i n g both East and Westt4
During Russia's Sifver Age at the dawn of the twentieth century, religious-philosophy

served to inspire novel approaches in artistic expression. It also attracted a growing
contingent of thinkers who were to develop the principles of this native Slavic worid-view
into a coherent and decisive body of ttiaight. At its basis was a recognition of the human
paradox: people are matter but also spirit; knowledge is discovered through reason but
afso through faith; spiritual (i.e. dukhovnye)principles underlie dl material preoccupations.
The religious philosophers, therefore, did not deny the need for social justice and an end
?O

Tsarist repression, but they opposed the monism of materialist socialism. When the

Revolutions broke out, most religious philosophers were supportive of the Tsar's demise,

and most chose not to emigtate nor to join the Whites dunng the Civil War. They stayed

Both the Marxists and the Popurists out of which the mq*wrevdutionary parties (Menshevik,
Bolshevik, and Socialist Revoiutioriary) deriveâ were largely founded upon the theories espoused
by the Westernuers and by Western thinkers. RussWs Ment Liberal tradition which found a
consolidatecl voice through the M e t Party war also dominated by Western ideas. On the other
hand, groups like the Eurasianists and some seleded nationalist P a n - S W i adhered to a more
eastward-Wng view which eschewed Western concepts.

' James Edie, James Scanian & Mary-Barbara ZeWin, Russian Philosor>hyVol III (Knoxville,
TE: University of Tennessee Press, 1994), 55.

in Russia cornmitted to assisting a spiritual change among their own people which would

transform the revolution from within.'

In so doing, they became a persistent thom in the side of the new Bolshevik
regime.

It would perhaps not be incorrect to consider these intellectuals to be

Communist Russia's early dissidents. Aiways working within the parameters of the latest
decrees and never directly counterrnanding Bolshevik rule, they nevertheless pursued an
educational task designed to evoke questions and dissent from the Russian people. The
religious philosophers canstantly challenged the regime on matters of ethics, momlity,
human rights and dignity, and pluralism.

As will be explained below, these actions,

combined with the still formidable influence of the Orthodox Church, aroused the highest
echelons of Bolshevik officialdom to develop a complex plan designed to root out al1
these remnants of religion!
In expelling the religious philosophers along with other undesirable intellectuals
out to the West, the Bolsheviks seem to have expected that they would be marginalized
on account of their foreignness, their advocation of active (not spectator) spiritualism, and
their repudiation of rational materialism. As this story will show, the Bolshevik leaders

5

G. Fedotov, 'Rossiia, Evropa i rny,' Nowi arad 2 (1932): 3-15; F. Stepun, 2adachi
emigratsii,' Nawi arad 2 (1032): 15-28; F. Stepun, Torevdutsionnoe soznanie i zadacha
emigrantskoi liteiatury,' Nowi arad 10 (1935): 12-29; N. Berdiaev, Y) profeticheskoi rnissii skva
i mysli,' Nowi arsd 10 (1935): 5666; F. Stepun, 'ldeia Rossii i formy eia rsskrytlî,' Novyi arad
8 (1934): 15-28; Ot Redaktsii, Pukhcnmya zadachi russkoi emigratsii,' Put'1 (September 1925):
9-14.

See Chapter 2 bekw. One part ofthe plan, diafted by Lenin, which spelled out exactiy how
the ORhodox Church might be destroyed was released through dissident sources in the 196ôs,
but was disparaged as a fake by buth Soviet and Western schdars. In 1994, however, James
Biilington led an investigation team from the Libiary of Corigress into tho Soviet Archives where
t hey discovered the original, transîated it, anâ disserninabed it on the Internet. Aîthough Richard
Pipes has just released the English editii m W n i n g it and other expiosive sources in T h
Unknown Lenin: From the Secret Archiva (New Haven: Yak University Press, 1996). it is Hill
unfamiliar enough to deserve fuR exposition in this thesis. See Appendix 6.
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were not wrong in this assumption. However, in hindsight they did not take into account
three exceptional conditions.

First, there existed a substantiai but divided émigre

community into which these thinkers were being thrust, and upon which they would

impact to promote a greater degree of unity and purpose. Second, the flourishing
Western organizations committed to Christian oecumenism and to spreading the Social

Gospel would be most receptive to the ideas of the expelled. Third, a rnovement for
spiritualengagement was just awakening among certain European intellectuals with whom
the religious philosophers would discover an immense rapport. Hence, as this study
explores the connections developed by the religious philosophers once compelled to join
the emigration, it discovers not sirnply marginalization, but also the flowen'ng of many
inter-cultural and interdenominational initiatives. These served to aid the ernigration as
a whole, to presewe and continue Russian Orthodox culture, and to further develop
religious-philosophy for both the Russian and Western peoples.
**f

Study of the Russian emigration, prior to the cuvent Russian transformation, by
and large remained a fringe interest in Western historiography until the late eighties. After
all, who would want to devote much attention to the clear "losers" of the Russian
Revolutions and resuîting Civil War? A testimony of its abscurity may be illustrated by its
undetermined dernographic proportions. Nurnbersfor the emigration range from 800,000
to three million, and the statistical dispute shows no signs of being tesdved in the near
future.' Some schdars have examined the emigration issue because it had soma direct
relevance to their own interests. Three Frenchmen during the inter-war years, for

'

FOI a discussion of the dernographic debate, please see Appendix C.

example, paid considerable attention to these foreigners in their rnidst.'

The vast and

supposedly novel problem of refugees also interestedthose invdvedwith the new League
of Nations. and prompted studies intended to infonn policy de ci si on^.^ After Worid War

Two, the sporadic trend mtinued. There were a few biographies of the more famous
n s ~one
~ ~ or two
Russian émigrés, a few studies of specifically Bmigr6 i n ~ t i t ~ o and
explorations per decade on singular émigre movements like the smenavekhovtsy," the
~ u ~ s i a n r ~ tor
s ,the
' ~ Russian Fascists,13

Charles Ledré, Les émiarés russe en France: ce au'ib font. ce au'ils mnsent (Paris,
L'Illustration, 1930); Jean Delage, La Russie en exile (Paris: Libm-rie Delagrave, 1930); 3.
Campcommunal, Ca condition des Russes B I'etranaer et snéchiernent en France ( P d : Recueil
Sirey, 1925).
W-C. Huntingtm, The Hamesick Million. Russig0ot-d-Russia (Boston: Stratford, 1933); Sir
John Hope Simpson. The Refuaee Probkm: Rewrt of a Survev ( m d :Oxford University Press,
1939).
la Regarding religious institutions, an example is Doria# Lowrie, Saint Seraius in Paris. The
Orthodox f heoloaical lnstitute (Loridon: Society for Prornoting Christian Knowiedge, 1954). A
book which did appear in the 1970s about St. Sergius, but shouid not be paid attention is Alexis
Kniazeff, L'institut St. Serae De l'académie d'autrefois au favonnement d'auiourd'hui (Paris:
Beauchesne, 1974). The reason for this caution lies in the fact that Kniazeff appears to have
piagiariied Lowrie's work on St. Sergius for the first three chapters, mereiy transiating his
description from English into French.

-

" The first systematic study of this movement only occurred in 1994 as part of the 'Return'
phenornenon, although the movement did get brkf mention in many shidies of the early Soviet
Union, See Hi#e Hardemari, Comina to l e m mtti the Soviet Reuime: The Chanaina SianMovement amona Russian &niarés in the Eulv 1920s (&Wb: M h e m Illinois University Press.
1994).

'' Charles Halperin, 'Russia and the Steppe: George Vemadsky and Eurasianism,'
Forschunaen zur osteurorraische Geschichte 36 (1985): 551194; Nicholas Rïasamvsky, The
Emergence of Euissianism,' Californie Slavic Sudies 4 (1967): 39-72. Another such 'movernenr
which might be mentiorrd here is L Hamilton Rimiander. '€xiled Russian Schdeis in Prague, the
Kondiakov Seminar and Institute,' Canadian Slavwiic P a ~ e r s16.3 (1974): 331-352.
l3John J. Stephan, The Russian Fascists: Traciedv and Farce in Exile. 1925-45 (New York:
Harper & Row, 1978). Reieted wwks am Catherine Andreyev, Vlssav and the Russian Liberatian
Movement - Soviet Reaiitv and Emdre Themies (Cambridge: Cambridge Unhnity Press, 1987);
A. P. Stolypin, Na sluzhbe Rossii (Frankfurt: Possev Ver@, 1986); B. Prianishnikoff,
Novo~okolentsv(Sihrer Spring, Md.: Mullilinguai Typesetüng, 1986). Also deserving of mention
in this category is a study of just the White Russians with lime reference to the fascists within their

One exception to these specific-interest examinations was the 1963 study by a
Russian émigre teaching at Oxford, Nicholas Zernov, who told the story of his people and
his mentors in The Russian Reliaious Renaissance of the Twentieth Centur~.'~This

work, close in aim to the present thesis, provided an illuminating view of the Orthodox

influence on the emigration, and especially upon the ideas generated within.

As a

participant in the major religious movements of the émigrés, Zernov was able to augment
his detailed knowledge of Orthodox theology with reminiscences of his personal
development. His focus was the Russian Student Christian Movement in the emigration
in which he played a long and leading role. This penetrating testimony to the faith and

strength of the émigrés is truthful and rno~ing.'~
He made no attempt, however. to place
religious-philosophy within the historical coritext of the emigration.
The first systematic histocical studies were undertaken only in the 1970s.16

Michele Beyssac wote a useful study of the phenornenon in France, La vie culturelle de

midst: Leonid K. Shkarenkov, Aaoniia bebi emiciratsii, 2nd ed. (Moscow: Mysl', 1986).
l4 Nichoias Zernov, The Russian Reliaiaus Renaissance of the Twentieth Centurv (New York:
Harper & Row Pub., 1963). Some mention of phihophical devekpments made by Russians in
the emigration was given in the final chapters of Vasily V. Zenkovsky, A Historv of Russian
Philoso~hy,trans. George Kline, 5th ed., V d 2., 5th ed. (London: Routledge 8 Kegan Paul, 1953).
See also Nichobs O. Lossky, Histow of Russian Phibswhy (New York: Internationai University
Press, 1951). and in James M. Wh, James P. Scarrîan & Mary-Barbara Zeldin eds., Russian
Phiksophy Vol 3. (Knoxville: University of Tennessee Press. 1 9 8 7 ) .

For m e information on this m e m e n t see especially Chapter 3 in which archival material
has been added to Zernw's anatysis.
l6 About émigré Iiterature, specific studies are to numerous to be cited hem, but see
particuiarly: NP. Poit01a1S&y,ed., Russkaia literatura v emiaratsii: sbornik statei (Pittsburgh:
University of Pennsylvania Press, i972); Aheâ Appel and Simon Karlinsky, The Bitter Air of Exile:
Russwi Writers in the West. 1922-1972 (Berkeley: University of Calidornia Press, 1973), and Gkb
Struve, Russkaia literatura v izananii: O ~ v istoricheskt
obzora zarubezhnoi literatury (Paris:
YMCA-Press, 1984). Also d e s e ~ h gd attention is the unique archival maderial presented in
Vladimir Gessen, V bor'be za zhizn' :zaoiski emkranta :Peterbura-Berlin-Parirh-N'iu lork (New
York: Rausen Pub., 1974).
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I'emiaratiwi russe en France: Chroniaue 1920-1930," and Robert C. Williams at Harvard
completed an even more encompassing work, Cuiture in Exile
Germanv 1881-1941.''

-

Russian Émiarés in

Beyssac's theme has since been revisited by Robert Johnson

in New MecCa. New Babvlon.

Paris and the Russian exile^'^ which takes a more

sociological approach in sa far as it situates the Russians within the bmader cantext of
refugee history in the twentieth century.
prevaiting view

Like Williams, Johnstari still holds to the

- cleariy indicated by the use of the term "exilen in their titles - that the

émigrés were first and forernost the 'Vanquished", and henœ all of their activities must be
viewed as despeate attempts to copa with "despair and ultimate defeat"."
Until 1990, a study which might bring the diverse centres of the emigration and

the full spectnim of their activities together in some coherent f o m was still lacking in
Western historiography. An attempt to do this was undertaken by the respected Russian
historian at Columbia University, Marc Raeff. Wth his book Russia Abroad, he provided
a valuable introduction to the entire emigratim which imrnediately places in perspective

l7 Michele Beyssac, la vie cuhurelle de î'brniqratiori russe en France: Chronique 0920-1-1
(Paris: P.U.F ., 1971). His work was expandeci upon in Catherine Gousseff and Nichoias Saddier.
'L'émigration Russeen France, 1920-1930,'Mémoire de Maitressed'Histoire, Department d'histoire
des slaves, University of Paris, 1983.
'O
Robert C. Williams, Culture in Gcile - Russian Emiares in Germanv 1881-1941 (Ithaca:
Cornell University Press, 1972). Some m e r related studies which iargeiy focus on a specific
element of the emigratiori in Germany are L. Hughes Feishman and 0. Raevskaya-Hughes, eds.,
Russkii Berlin. 1921-1923: m materialam arkhiva B.I. Nikolaevskoao v Guveiavskom lnstitute
(Paris: YMCA-Press, 1983); Thomas R. Beyer. G. Kratz, and X. Werner. Russische Autoren und
Verhae nach dem ersten Weitkrkae (Berlin: Arno Spitz, 1987)-

Robert Johnston, New Mecca. New Babvkrr: Paris and the Russian Exiles. 1920-1945
(Kingston, Ont.: McGiIi-Queen's University Press, 1988).
20

Robert C. Williams. Culture in Exile 242-

most movements or events that Mure historians might wish to explore at greater
~ength.~'Raeff himseif defined what he t i e d to do and what he thought should be done
in these words:
f h e airn of this bod< is quite modest; for a comprehensive history of Russia
Abroad much mmographic spadework is still necessary. As noted, such work
has b e n and will be camed out by a number of sctrdars in the fields of literature
and the arts, but more histon'cal and sacidogical study is still needed, so that
Russia Abroad ceases to be somehow suspended in mid-air, independent of the
existential circurnstances and the host environment of Russian émigrés in the
1920s and 1930s.'~
In retrospect, his timing could not have been better.

By i990, the extraordinary

transformation in Russia was more than apparent. Along with the need to reappraise the
"sovietology" approach to Russian pdiücs, came a complementary resurgenceof Western
interest in émigre studies, which was fuelled by the aspirations of Russian intellectuals
today? Finally, the Rehrrn has not only brought back the original works of the religious

2' Marc Raeff, Russia Abroad: A Cultural Histw o
f the Russian Emiqration. 1919-1939 (mord:
Oxford University Press, 1990)- He has m e n dher wwks on the subject: see Marc Raeff.
'L'émigration et la cite nouvelle.' Cahiers du monde Russe et Savietiaue 29-34 (1988): 543-552;
Marc Raeff. 'Novyi Grad and Gemrany: A Chapter in the IntelWual History of the Russian
Emigration of the 1930s,' Felder und vorfelder russicher Geschichte, eds. 1. Auerbach, A.
Hillgruber, and G. Schrarnm (Freiburg, Breisgau: Rombach, 1985) 255265; Marc Raeff, Y
pomoshch' issledovaniiu zaiubezhnoi rossii.' Nowi zhurnal 196 (1995) 348-358; Marc Raeff,
'Institutions of a Society in Exile: Russia Abroad 1919-1939,' Rossia/Russia 6 (1988): 95-117.
22

"

Marc Raeff, Russia Abraad 14.

For example: Catherine Evtuhov, 5ergei Buigakov: A Study in Modernhm and Society in
Russia, 1900-1918,'diss., University of California at Berkeley, 1992; Kenneth Ciarke Wenzer, The
Transmigration d Anarchocommunism,' diss-, The Caaidic University of America, 1985; J. E.
Hassell, Russian Refuaees in France and the US between the Wor# Wars (Philadelphia:
Transactions of the American PhiksophicalSociety,1991); Ternira Pachmuss, D.S. Merezhkovsky
in Exile : The Master d the Genre d Bommhie Romancée (New York :P-Lang, 1990); Ternira
Pachmuss. A Movina River of Tsars :Russia's €merience in finland (New York :P. Lang, 1992);
Ternira Pachmuss, Russian Literature in the Beltics Between the World Wars (Columbus, Ohio :
Siavica Publishers, 1988); George Kline, Variabioris on the Theme of Exile,' BrodskVs Poetics and
Aesthetics, eds. Lev Loseff, and V A Pdukhin (New York: St. M i n ' s Press, 1990) 56-88; Aleksey
Gibson, Russian m t n , and critiim in Paris f m m 1920 ta 1940 (The Hague: Leuxenhoff
Publishing, 1990); John Giad, Cociversations in Exile (Durham: Duke University Press. 1993); înna
Broude, Ot Khodssevichado Nabdcova :nostal'ciicheskaiatema v m z i i mrvoi russkoi emiaratsii
(Tenafiy, N.J.: Ermitazh, 1990); Amdd McMillin, ed., Under Eastern Eves :The West as Reflected
in Recent Russian Emiar4 Writinq (London: MacMillan, 1991); Lswrence Senelick, ed.,Wanderinq
Stars :Russian W k r 6 Theatre. 1905-1946 (lowa Ci: University d lowa Press. 1992); &mice

philosophers, but has also prornpted Russian scholars to embark upon their own
assessments of the emigration."

The prevailing theme in most émigré studies prior to Raeffs was that of the
material hardship, defeat, and frustration from which these dispersed people suffered.
Even Russia Abroad largely focused upon the unrelenting isolation and alienation of the
émigré communities- It is undeniable that the difficukies faced by the ernigrants in both
reconciling themselves to their fate and in adjusting to their new foreign milieu often
seerned to be insurrnountable.

Nevertheles, material circumstances and extemal

conditions are not the m l y things which determine how people live and act. Will, spirit,
and ideas may fiwrish despite outside forces, and may even turn a difficult situation into
one of unexpected advantages.

The religious philosophers were forced frorn their homeland carrying an
undirninished intent to assist an intemal, spiritual transformation of the revolutionary
impulse in Russia. Upon amving in the West, therefore, they immediately sought the
means by which their aspirations could be attained. However, as it is almost impossible

Glatzer Rosenthal and MaRha Bohachevsky-Chorniak, eds., and Marian Schwartz, trans.,
Revolution of the S~irit: Crisis of Value in Russia (New York: Fordham University Press, 1990);
Judith O. Kornblatt and Richard Gustafson, eds. Russian Reliaious Thouaht (Madison: University
of Wisconsin Press, 1996)24

See the recent odlectii which traces the dimensions of the Retum with regards to
philosophy,and describes which émigr6 authors are enjoyingthe mast attention in their homeland
today: James P. Scanlan. Russian Thduaht Aftetr Communism: The Recaverv of a Phibonhical
Heritaae (Armonk, NY: M E Sharpe, 1994). Russian schoks have already produced wwks
dealing with the emigtatim 8 s a whde. See, Viacheslav Koatikw, Ne budem ~roklinat'izanan'e...
Puti i sud'bv russkoi emiaratsii (MoMxm:Mezhdunarodnye atriosheniia, 1994). Additbdly the
RussianAcaderny d Sciences has prepareda hnovolume colledion which contains many arücles
from scholars in Russia and throughout the nror#: Academician E P. Chelyshi & Profesor DM.
Shakhovski eds., KulYurnoe nasledie rossbkoi emiaratsii. 1917-1940 2 Vds. (Moscow: Nasledie,
1994).
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for one group to enter into association with others without themselves being transfomieci
and drawn into the preoccupations of their new cdleagues, they soon found themselves
augrnenting their goals.
Although the religiws philosophers began their invdvements with such, perhaps
unlikely, organizations as the Young Men's Christian Association in order to further what
they called the "Post-Revolutionary" movement - the dissemination of ideas intended to
transfomi the revolutionary impulse in Russia away from Communism and towards a more
religious and spiritual vision - they could not remain untwched by the concems of the
Association's leaders. These émigrés, in fact, found the aspirations of the YMCA to assist
in the development of a w d d w
dei

oecumenical movement absdutely vital to their quest

for Russia. If they wanted to prove to their people that Christianity was more worthy than

what they called the "dead end" of Comrnunism, then a unified Church would be a much
more valuable means of persuasion than one which was divided and tom by parochial
disputes.

When both fate and practical considerations conspired to cause most of these
émigrés to congregate in Paris by 1924, the demands of their Post-Re~ol~onary
and their
adopted oecumenical efforts motivated the religious philosophers to seek close ties with
French intellectuals. They were fortunate in their timing because a certain religious revival
was occumng in France which made the atrnosphere congenial to Russian religious-

philoçophy.

As they forged intense and enduring friendships with both Protestant and

Catholic intelfectuals, they did indeed expand the means for disseminating their ideas,
and thus contributed to the growth of oecumenisrn and th&

Post-Revduü~

movement. However, they ako became invdved in the cmcems of their new French

12

colleagues: literature and the arts; the development of a religious existentialism; the
French Personalist movement,

By becoming invdved with Personalism which also maintained a "third way",
refusing both the options of the status quo and of the nsing idedogies @oth Communism

and Fascism), the religious-philaophem became fully immersed in al1 the political
quanels of that time.

Once World War Two broke out, the "third way" became a

dangerous association due to the incmasing spirit of pdarization: If one was not a
Cornmunist then one must be a Fascist and Nazi cdlaborator. The reverse was even
more perilous as the Nazi Occupation in France ruthlessly executed suspected
Cornmunists. In refusing both Fascism and Communism yet espousing a worid-view
which embodied certain elements of both ideologies, the Personalists and the Russian
religious philosophers found themselves repeatedly misundeistood. This unenviable
situation essentially put a halt to their activities, and its taint scaned their efforts for
decades after the war ceased. Nevertheless, the Russian religious philosophers had
already created a vast body of literature expressing their ideas. As the phenornenon of
the present-day Retum suggests, these wiitings were transfened back into Communist
Russia where they began to work their way into the minds and hearts of intellectuals who
themselves becarne a new generation of Pst-RevoluOo-8s.
The Russian religious philosophers were not a unified group that can be assessed
as a faceless collective. Diffuse and driven to fmquent quanels, each was a distinct and

eccentnc personality in his or her own right. The central figure of this thesis is Nikolai
Berdyaev because it was he who played the major rde of creating connections and
involvements with the YMCA and the French intellectuals. At his salons in Moscow, then
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Berfin, and finally at Clamart in the outskirts of Paris, he provided a dynamic environment
in which to promote discussion, ideas, and action. Berdyaev also possessed the ability

to connect his own ideas with the most immediate dilemmas faced by hurnan beings. In
so doing, he rapidly became the rnost popular Russian philosopher in the emigratim and,
today, his works are central in the Retum.

Berdyaev, however, did not work alone. His close friend Sergei Bulgakov was a
major force in these activities, and arguably did much more to promote the oecurnenical
movement. Bulgakov, perhaps, desewes more attention than Berdyaev for it was he who
originally brought the ternpestuous philosopher back into the Church, and, therefore, to
religious-philosophy. To Russian scholars the names Berdyaev and Bulgakov bring to
mind two others: Peter Struve and Semen Frank. As will shortly be dïscussed, these four
shared a unique relationship which shook the Russian intelligentsia at its very foundations
in the years prior to the Revdution. Struve, unfortunately, was a rather reticent member
of the ernigration, and he soon broke his former ties with religious-philosophy in favour
of more political involvements. Frank, however, was a vital participant in the activities

discussed herein, and his advances in philosophy made their own impact.
In addition to these four, this thesis refers to the singular, self-proclaimed disciple
of Nietzsche, Lev Shestov, who was to define his own brand of religious, and irrational,

existentialism. The intuitivist philosopher Nikdai Lossky also made his contribution to
these activities, as did Berdyaev's loyal friend and cdleague (and an active philosopher
in his own right), M s Vysheslavtsev. The leading expert on Orthodox history and
doctrine, Georges Florovsky, greatly assisted FrartceRussian and international
oecumenical initiatives and, furthemiore, did a tremendous amount to presenre the
religious-philosophical message dunng the unsympathetic years of the Cdd-War. Many
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others are involved in this story. Each cmtributed to presewing

religious-philosophy

while it was forbidden in their hameland and, for this reasm, al1 are being reciaimed to

a greater or lesser extenî by Russians today.
For they did not metely maintain their culture and theif ideas, they also expanded

them in the seemingly less-than-fawurable situation of emigration. In fact, as this thesis
will demonstrate, ernigration brought many opportuniües which would probably not have
been available had these people been allowed to remain in Russia. Therefore, this is not
a story of defeat and despair, but one of indomitable spirits who refused to be quelfed

and always found some way to begin again.

At the tum of the twentieth century, the hegemony of positivistthought came under
attack in Russia, and this revolt encompassedevery field of intellectualactivity. Positivism
had been the central tenet by which the intelligentsia ratianalized their role in Russian
society ever since the ernancipation of the serfs in 1861. Its fundamental precept relied

upon the conception that hurnanity was first, whdly matenal -"man is nothing more than
a composite of atomsnl

- and second, whdly rational - 'man would aiways act in his own

best interests".' These beliefs had allowed the intelligentsia to explain every human
problem as a consequence of poor environment which prevented man from acting in
acwrdance with natural law; fix the social inequalities, so their theory went, and al1 the
ills of the human condition would immediately ce-.

All one needed was a plan which

created total equality in al1 areas of Me. Once people saw that they were playing on a
level field and that no one thrwgh birth had any advantage over them, and they would
immediately cease al1 self-destructive behaviour.
It had not taken long for the M d s t blueprint to becorne widely accepted as the

most appropriate way to fix that which was wmng in Russia.

The end-resuit of

'

'It is th& man must be regardeci as a single being having onty m e nature...that this
organism is the material which produces the phenomena under examination, that the quallies of
the phenomena are ooriditioried by the propertiesof the materiai, and th& the lews by which the
phenomena mise are m l y special cases of the operation of the laws oS nature.' Nichdas
Chernyshevsky, The AnthroOokgical Principie in Phiksophy,' Russian Phihr. eds. James
M. Edie, James P. Scanlarr & Maiy-Beibera Zelôin, vaî. 2 (Knoxville: University of Tennessee
Press, 1994) W. %ut we others, who do not believe in God or in the immortality of the sou1 or in
the innate freedom of the will...We others, rnaterislists in theory...' Michael Bakunin, The Paris
Commune and the ldea of the State,' Russien Phibsoohy vol. 1 413.
'A careful exarninatiori of the motives aiat prompt men's actions shows that al1 deeds, good
and bad, noble and base, heroic and ciaven, am prompteid by one cause: a man acts in the way
that gives him the rnost phsure. He is guiâed by self-interest...' Nicholas Chernyshevsky, The
Anthropobgical Principle in Phiksophy,' Russian Phiboohy voi. 2 52.

Communism seemed to match the dready existing conditions of collective peasant life
in Russia to such a degree that many Russian intellectuals thought they c w l d almost
entirely omit Marx's stage of 'bourgeois capitalismm.f More cautious thinkers. such as
Lenin. came to believe that the Russian situation might at least allow a more rapid
transition from the "bourgeoisn ta the "socialist" revduüon than Marx had proposed for
Europe.' Thus. despite certain divergences, most of Russia's intelligentsia di agreed that
socialism was the cure for Russia, and this Cause dominated al1 of their activities. They
judged each other in accordance with what contribution their individual works made to

the Cause, and they derided and condemned as decadent and self-indulgent any
intellectual who d a r d to create for any other reasod

The entire premise of the Cause only came under widespread attack in the last
years of the nineteenth century. In 1898, the dilettante artist Serge Diaghile@launched
a new gathering for select members of the intelligentsia who were interested in artistic
pursuits outside of the Cause. Personally, Diaghilev was tired of visiting Europe and

hearing the people there describe Russia as culturally backwards; he was convinced that

This was first proposed by Chernyshevsky, and is more fully described in Franco Venturi.
The Roots of ~evd&: A H&&Y ci the ~opulï&
and Socialist M&ement in Nineteenth Centurv
Russia (London: William Cbwes & Sons Ud., 1960) 147-150.

' Vladimir 1. Lenin, April Theses, 20 April1917, as cited in William H. Chamberlin, The Russian
Revolution. 1917-1921, Vd. 1 (Princeton, NJ: Plinceton University Press, 1987) 44 1443.
The best explanatiocis of this particuiar facet of the Russian intelligentsia has been given by
Isaiah Berlin. P b e se8 his colledion of essays. Russian lhinkers (New York: The Viking Press,
1978).

Alexander Benois remernbers: 'He painted no pidures. created no productions, ballets or
operas; he hardiy ever appeared as a critii on questions of art...but the inspirath and fire wuhich
we professiorid artexpressed in our Hlork was dispiayed by Diaghilev in the organizing of
everything in wuhich we were assochted....The sphere of advertking arid publicity was N i n to us,
whereas D'ihilev was marwelkus ab it he ums a born master of the art: Cited in Suzanne
Massie. Land of the Firebid (New York: Simon & Schuster. 1980) 420.

-

there existed enough native talent in his country to shock the Europeans out of their
complacency.
What did he want? Thrw definite things: to reveal Russia to Russia, to reveal
Russia to the worid, to reveal the world - new - to itseK7

His 'Wednesdays" inaugurated a new quest sofely for the advancement of the Arts, and
he unabashedly forbade the inclusion of any socially-relevant issues.

At first the traditional intelligentsia ignored him. However, in 1899, Diaghilev's
group began to publish its own journal, Mir iskusswa

me W d d

as Art): Russian

newsstands were transfmed by its brilliant coiours, mtty commentary, and syrnbolist
poetry which directiy contradicteci the usual grey t u r g i d i of political and economic

tracts8 By now, Diaghilev's 'Wednesdays" had the highest raputation in St. Petersburg
societyg Between 1899 and 1904, while Mir iskusstva was published, the traditional
intelligentsia sniped from the sidelines condemning the effort as "sheer de~adence";'~
yet, they faithfully bought their copies every fortnight. Diaghilev's audacity in pfomoting

Robert Brussel as cled in Massie, Land of the Firebird 420.
.If was iavishty printed on beautiful paper, with excellent reproductions. Diaghilev and
Filosofov dug out of the Acderny of Art dd type characters dating from the tirne ofEmpress
Elizabeth. Bakst worked al1 night with the printers, setting type and wrking on hyouts.' Massie,
Land of the Firebird 424-425.

-

The Mir iskusstvagroup included the paintersand stage illustrators L m Bakst, Konstantin
Somv, Alexander Benois, Eugene Lanceray. Alexanâer Gokvin, Ivan Bilibin; the writers Dmitrii
Merezhkovsky, Zinaida Gippiw, Dmibii Fiksolov; the musicians and oomposers Alexander
Scriabin, Nikolai Rimsky-Kbmakw, Ssrgei Rachmaninov, Serge Koussevikky, Mikhail Glinka,
Modest Mussorgsky, Alexander Boroôin, lgor Stravinsky; the dancers Anna Pavkva, Tamara
Katsavina, V a s h Nijinsky; the choreographer Mikhail Fokine; and the singer Fyodor Chahpin.
'O

However, m e innovative members of the intelligentsiawere inspired by Diaghilev to begin

their own solely artistic inliatiies: from 1900-1914 a host of art journals were StaRed,.including1 3
Scales, The Treasures of Art, The Golden Fleece, The Flame, Ar,Ddkn. Volent literary debates
took place in the pages d the journals Grif and Scomion. lnspired by the activities ofThe World
of AR, W&er Nouvel and his frierrds farmed a Society which presented evenings ofcmternporary

music and introduced St. Petersburg to the new music of Debussy, Franck, Ravel, Schoenberg
and Prokofiev.' Massie, Land ofthe Firebird 427.
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intellectual activity which had completely no relevance to the Cause reached astronomie
proportions when he was able to fuse the diverse talents within his circle toward one allconsurning and awesome production: The European grand tours of the now-famws

Ballets msses. Through this endeavour he and the creative artists achieved a worldrenowned reputation."
The rebellion among the Russian intelligentsia took hold with the first release of
Mir iskusstva. Writers, poets, political thinkers, philosophers al1 began to question what
had been inviolate before. Atthwgh Diaghilev's salon generally attracted adherents to the

perfoming arts, it also included the m a t adventurous intellectuals from the literary milieu.
Two of the most prominent were the curious husband-and-wife team of Ornitri

Merezhkovsky (1865-1941) and tinaida Gippius (1869-1945). Merezhkovsky had actually
begun his move away fiom positivism as early as 1892with his essay "Onthe Causes of
the Decline in Russian Literaturenin which he adroitly attacked the "censorshipnwhich was
levied by intellectuals in the name of the Cause; he declared that their obsession with
social justice was causing them to undennine all creative effarts which tried to introduce

new ideas or mise the level of language and literary expre~sion.'~

" For each successive year until the outbreak o
f Wor# War One, the Russian troupe played
to packed houses in city after city, gamering rave reviews in major European paper:
dt-heir
famous performances included Boris Goduriav (1908); Le Pavilkri d'Amide, Cleopatra. and
Svl~hides(1909); Schdhérazade, The Firebiid and Giselle (1910); Swan Lake, Petrushka, and
Soectre de la Rose (1911); m h n i s end Chk6 and Pr&&
h IIActrès-midi d'un Faune where
Nijinsky made his infamous gesture (1912); and the uomiing tiiumph, The Rite ofSorinq, caused
a riot at its premier in Paris (1913). See Massie, Land o
f the Fnebird -9.

6

l2 An expkraüon o
f Merezhkovsky's life and thought mey be found in Bernice Rosenthal, D.S.
Merezhkovsky and the Silver Aae: The Devebment of a Revdutioriarv Mentalit~
Hague:
Martinus N i j M , 1975). See a b ,Ternira Padimws, D.S. Merertrkovskv in Exile :The Master of
the Genre of Bioara~hicFlomarich (New Yodc: P. Lang, 1990); Zinaida Gippius, Omitrii
Merezhkovskii (Paris: YMCA Press, 1951).
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60th he and Gippius had become fascinated with the writings of Nietzschel3
during this time, and in their own work they galvanized the pursuit of a new f m of
Iiterature which was broadly identified as Symbolism. It, in tum, spawned a host of
literary experiments

-

into Oionysian imagery and ethics, acmeism, and futurism

-

gradually replacing the Cause with Art. Merezhkovsky and Gippius were to nurture a host

-

of writers, the foremost of whom Alexander Blok (1880-1921), Andrei Bely (1880-1934),

and Viacheslav lvanov (1866-1949)

-

came to embrace Art as a "rneans to higher

tn~ths".'~
Thus. the very premise of the Cause and its entire philosophical foundations
were to be scrutinized and then, by a substantial number of Russian intellectuals,
discarded as flawed.

Early Religious-Philosophi-l

Meetings

Merezhkovsky and Gippius seized upon Diaghilev's inspiration and methods to
create their own society. Yet, Merezhkovsky was not satisfied with fighting against the

Cause. He felt that sorne new underlying principal should be introduced into Russian
consciousness to replace the old positivist, socialist paradigm. Further infiuenced by
Dostoevsky, Tdstoy, and the religious philosopher Vladimir Sdoviev (1853-1900), he
devoted more and more of his work to specifically religious thernes in search of the

" The Bolshevik writers kgdamu, Gorky, and Lunacharsky, for example, al1 began to use
certain Nietachean concepts in ttieir mnlc For more informath on the influence of Nietzsche
on the Russian intelligentsia, see Bernice Rosenthal. ed., Nietzsche in Russia (Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 1986).
l4 Bernice Rosenthal & Mattha Bohachevsky-Chomiak, eds., A Revdution of the S ~ i r l Crisis
:
of Value in Russia. 1890-1924 (New York: Fordharn University Press, 1990) 27.
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unknowable 'moments where one enters the half-opened door to etemitÿ."

He had

decided that the Cause did not appeal sufficiently to him because it lacked any spiritual
or religious dimension.

Merezhkovsky Iaunched his defence of spiritualit' with a challenging essay in Mir
iskusstva in 1900. He analyzed Dostoevsky and Tdstoy, not as commentators of social
ills in Russia, but as predominantly religious M e r s . In so doing, he insisted that the
unified atheism (or at least complete neglect of religion) on the part of the intelligentsia
was misguided, and had caused much of the sterility which he attributed to the Cause.

If Diaghilev had been perceiveâ as a decadent, Merezhkovsky was deariy toying with the
label of "heretic". Nevertheless, he had tapped into a mood for change, and was read
and followea

DY

an ever-growing number of the intelligentsia. As his wife wmmented

about thos8 times:
Sornething was breaking down in Russia. Something had been left behind;
something was just being born or brought back to Me. We had started moving
forward. Where? This was not known to anyone, but even then, on the threshold
of a new century, one could feel tragedy in the air of Russia."

For Merezhkovsky the answer seemed to lie in some spiritual or religious rebirth, and he
championed Syrnbdism because he saw it as a means for bringing religious and mythical
metaphors into literature. However, he also realized that the prevalent ignorance about
religion and the Russian Orthodox Church must be mitigated if Russian intellectuals were
tnily to incorporate such themes in their future work.

At this time, Merezhkovsky was presented with dramatic evidence about the
enormous gap between the Church and the intelligentsia: the Orthodox hierarchy

"

Merezhkavsky, as cited in Pierre Pascal, Les arands courants de la mnsee russe
conternooraine (Paris: Libraiiie Fachbacher, 1971) 20.
l6

Zinaida Gippius, Omitrii Merezhkavskii û0.
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decided to excommunicate Leo Tdstoy. Upon hearing of this ad, Merezhkovsky hotly

proclaimed: "if you [the Church] have excomrnunicated him ~olstoy),then ais0
excommunicate us. because we are with him and not with yw'."

Cleariy more

communication was essential, and changes were required among the clergy as well as
the intelligentsia if they were ever to become remciled.
In both the creation of new styles and the cal1 for a reformed religion,
Merezhkovsky was not alone. The memurial Vasily Rozanov (1756-1919), who had taken

on the mantle of Dostoevsky (as well as his wife'), was putting his own stamp upon the
new approach. He devoted his writings to the question of religion and the expression of
religious symbdism. After completing a series of artides assessing the meaning of

Dostmky's The Legend of the Grand lnquisitor (1899), Rozanov concentrated on the
relationship between religion and cutture; this led him to his ensuing preoccupation of the
spiritual element in sexual relations and mamage.
in 1902, Rozanov shocked Russian society with his bold assertions against
traditional Church interpretations of Christ the man. He insisted that God did not want

weak or insipid characteis in the play of Iife, but joyws, virile, and impulsive men; the
Church had castrated Christ, and then ail of the Saints who fdlowed. At the heaR of his
polemic was a complete mvdt against asceticism, celibacy, and especially, the chaste
mamage.

Rather, he argued that God knowingly cteated man as animal, and fully

expected hirn to gain as much physical pleasure as that state afforded: man was not
doomed to bum; he should be encouraged to feel a spiritual satisfaction along with the

"

Merezhkovsky, as cited in Pascal, Les arands aounuits 20.

'O Oostoevsky's hg-time mistress and second wife, Pdina Susyears after his death.

remarried R o m a few
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physical fulfilment.'s Like Merezhkovsky, Rozanov augmented the logical force of his

arguments with a new literary styie.

His, however, was not mystical or dreamy

syrnbolism, but rather scintillating, paradoxical, and brutal. In sharp, abrupt ternis spiced

with aphorisms he illustrated the gap between the Church and everyday life.
Rozanov was not only shorî in his writings. He was also notoriausly impatient and
curt with al1 people ha enco~ntered.~~
Although his literary compositions were
cornpelling, his personality tended to repulse others. Merezhkovsky, on the other hand,
was bom gregarious, and, although he was intransigent in his opinions, his cham and

open nature attracted seeking persmaiiiies in drwes.

This faœt of his character

complemented his own personal needs: Merezhkovsky was a teacher, and he needed
to test his ideas, compare them with others, and pass them on. He said once that "1 must
inflame others or I Iode myself"?' Consequently, it was at Merezhkovsky's initiative that
the Religio-philosophic meetings in St. Petersburg were established in 1901: Bringing
together clergy and intellectuals, he hoped to educate young members of the
intelligentsia about the Church, and simuîtaneously make the Church hierarchy more

aware of intellectual mncems. Rozanov's similar interests cmpelled him to attend and
take an active part in the praceedings, but he was incapable of providing the

org anizational force.
The first "seance" was held on Nwember 29, 1901. Both sides in the now public
debate were equally represented with theoiogians and priests in comparable numbers to

''

Pascal, Les arands courants 19.

See Andrei Belyi, Mezhdu dvukh rediutsiï, 2nd ed. (Chicago: Russian Language
Specditii, 1966); Nachab veka, 2nd ed. (Moskva: Go&- izd-vo Khodozh. lit-iy, 1966) for a
description of the new relgious intellgentsia.

''

Merezhkovsky, as cited in Pascal, Les arands courants 19.
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"heretical" (to the Cause) philosophem and writers. The gatherings were also officially
sanctioned by the High Procurator, Constantine Pobedonostsev, of the Holy Synod. In
order to maximize the potentialfor acn'mmiws debate, Merezhkovsky combined the most
reactionary clerics with the most revoiution;uy artists. The m a t conservative of the
Church members was Bishop Serge, auxiliary of the Metropditan of St. Petersburg.=
Yet, controversial clerics were also invitedsuch as Archimandrite Antonin, who would later
found "the Living C h ~ r c h "and
, ~ Archimandrite Michael."
The laic representativeswere, on the other hand, rnostfy independent thinkers and
personalities. In addition to Rozanov, there were several experts on religion such as
Anton Kartashev (1875-1960) who was to become the Ministerfor Religion during Russia's
brief Provisional Gwernment. At that time he was teaching theology at St. Petersburg
Theological Acaderny, but had resisted fomally joining the clergy because he perceived
it to be in dire need of reform especially regarding autonomy from the

tat te.^ The

syrnbolist protégés, Blok, Bely, and Ivanov, were included as was the more traditional,
symbolist poet Vasily Briusov: ki8 did not share the others' fascination with religion, but

was concerned with illustrating issues of the "inner man"? In addition to a collection
of other avant-garde artists and intellectuals, the gatherings even included Marxists

-

*

He wouiâ later go on to becorne M e t r o p d i d Russia under the Soviet Regime. and play
a very contrwersial paft in the -et-Church
byaity dispute, forcing al1 Orthodox believers to take
an oath of byalty to the Soviet State in 1927, or face excornmunicatim.

"

This dubious b â y representeâ itself as a reformetion of the Orthodox Church, but was well
known to have been a paid pby of the Bdshevik Party designed to disciedit religion in Russia.
An ekquent writer who went on to convert to the O# Believers befote his untirnely death
in one of the popuîar uprisings in the twilght d the Tsarkt Regime.
25 Nichoh Zemov, The Russian Reliaious Renaissants o
f the Twentieth Century (New York:
Harper 8 Row, 1963) 90.

a Rosenthal and Bohachevsky-Chomiak, eds., A Revdutiori of the Spirit 27.
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Maxim Gorky, and Anton Lunacharsky - and the two former Social Democrats Nikdai

Berdyaev and Sergei Bulgakov.
The meetings lasted until 1903. and totalled twenty-eight in all. Merezhkovsky
succeeded admirably in provoking acrimoniow and mtroversial debate (the first subject

was Count Tolstoy's excommunication by the Orthodox Church), and the hall where the
meetings were held was always filled past its capacity of 200 people? In order to
disseminate the discussions to a wider, public audience, Merezhkovsky and Rozanw
edited a new journal Nowi out' (this task was soon taken over by a young poet, George
Chulkov) which tended to emphasize the m f m tendencies, and criticized conservative
Orthodox views. Despite this certain editorial agreement that the Church must change
to a state where it had some veritable meaning and value in the lives of its laity, the- was

still a large divergence over what methods would be most appropriate and over what
course these changes should take.

Finally, the High Procurator decided that the

meetings were becoming too popular and much tao outspoken in their criticism of the
Church; after the Iast meeting on April 5, 1903, he suspended the gathen'ngs
perrnanently.
While most clencal representatives still retained a degree of resistance to any
laically-directed change, the meetings began to spur a radical transformation in worid-

view ammg the secular compment The young poets and m e r s , especially Alexandr
Blok and Andrei Bely cemented their cornmitment to Symbolism with an understanding
that a spiritual or religious theme might underlay al1 their advanced foms. They found
security and a sense of purpose in the idea that art could be religious. This was not
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merely a superficial merging of spiritual symbols with the narrative of everyday Me, but
a complete transformation of the meaning of art; a divine impulse gave more validity to

the unexplaineddesire of the artist to create; symbdic and non-verbal foms charactented
the "unknowablewdimensions of faith and grace in a more dramatic manner than dry

theological tracts. ln shoR, the change involved cmceptualizing human artistic creatims
as a dialogue between the artist and afl forces in his Iife. A dialogue between man and
the world, man and man, but also between man and God.

From Manism to Idealism
The impetus for change discussed at the Religio-philosophic meetings intersected
with an outnght revoft against Marxism ftom s m e of its most prominent adherents within

Russia. At the tum of the century, Lenin began to cwidemn the so-called "Legal Marxists"
whom he felt were revising and penmrting the "truthsn of Orthodox Marxism. Foremost
of these was the stipulative fwnder of the Social Dernocratic Party in Russia, Peter Struve

-

(1870-1941). The others were Nikdai Berdyaev (1874-1948), Sergei Bulgakov (1871

1944, and Semen Frank (1877-1950). The four had begun to write in a similar vein to

Geman and French revisionkt Marxists such as Eduard Bernstein, Rasa Luxembourg and
Jean Jaurès. They saw that the wodd situation of the pdetanat had changed from the

tirne of Marx in so far as unions and social r e f m s enacted by most govemments in

Europe were swiftly undemiining any need for a vident and complet8 socialist revolution.
The Manist plan. they feit, needed to be refmed to sua the new c o n d i t i ~ n s . ~

"

Se8 Richard iûndersiey, The First Revisianists: A Studv
(Oxford: Chrendon Press. 1962)

of 'Leaal Marxism' in Russia
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Lenin's outnght refusai to countenance any change in Marxist theory was largely
supported by his fellow Social Oemocrats in exile in Switzerland.

However, their

intransigence made the four intellectuals in Russia feel more and more alienated. While
the four "Legal Mandsts" each amved at an irreconcilable opposition to Marxism
independently, they did share a similarity of method in that each man was a competent
philosopher in his own nght, and each was compelled to examine the fundamental
premises of any theory which he espoused. It was this drive to rigorous analysis which
caused them to first suggest reforms of Marxism, and then to unearth critical flaws which
precfuded their continued invdvement in the movement.
Struve was the most established Mamist. He had participated in the founding of
the Russian Social Demacratic Party in Minsk in 1898, published a central Marxist tract,
Critical Obsenratims on the Problem of Russia's Ecunomic Development (1894) at the
age of twenty-four, and edited the two predominant Marxist journals in Russia until 1901.

That year, just ahead of the Tsarist police, he emigrated to Gemiany where he established
an anti-govemment review Osvobozhdenie (Libration). A more mrnmitted soldier for the

Cause could not be found, and S t w e was held a hem by the intefligent~ia.~
It was this very reputation which made the "betrayal" of Struve so calamitous to the
Marxists specifically and to the intelligentsia in general. Struve dedared his disavowal of
Marxism after his mwe to Gemiany in a preface, "On Various Themes" to the first
published work by Nikdai Berdyaev, Sub'ektivizm i individualizm v obshchestvenoifilasofi

Adriana Tyrkova, Na ~utiakhk svobode (New York: Chekhov Press, 1952). The most
cornprehensive bbgraphy of Struve in English is the niiK, vdume work written by Richard Pipes,
Struve: Liberai on the Lefi. 1870- 1905 (Cambridge, m.:
Harvard University Press, 1970) and
Struve: Liberal on the Riaht. 1905-1944 (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1980).
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Both Struve's introduction and the work which it accompanied created a

scanda1among the intelligentsia: the two men argued that socialist theory in Russia - both
Marxist and Populist - was logically flawed, and could not stand in the face of rigorous
philosophical testing. It accused the Russian socialist theoreticians of adhering not to
objective, scientific truths as they proclaimed, but rather to subjective, opinionated

No greater condemnation could ôe made of ?he social materialists. The entire
foundation of their ideas rested upon the premise of objective absolutes: Scientific
investigation, histdcal deterrninism, natuml law, and rational materialism. To Say that
Marxist or Populist theory was nothing more than flawed opinion, was to undemine its
very reason for being. Moreover, if social materialism was actually based upon the

subjective method, as both ûerdyaev and Struve argued, then its claim to offenng the
one, true solution to al1 of mankind's problerns was invalidated.
We say that this double foundation for the ideal [Socialism] is absolutely
inadequate; a third foundation is necessary, one which we wwld cal1 obj8ctively
ethical. It is necessary to show that w r social ideal is not only objectively
necessary (the logi dcategory), not only subjectively desirable (the psychologi d
categary), but also that it is objectively moral and objectively just, that its
actualization will be pmgress in the sense of improvement; in a word, that it is
binding on all, has unconditional value, is sornething obligatory (the ethical
categoty)?'
The former Maotists thereby insisted that social materialism could not be applied
universally nor could it fuffil its aspirations for worid ievdution unless it was fundamentally
revised at its ontdogical basis. In this one publication, they pierced the Cause of the

This has beentransieted intoEnglish as Nichdas Berdyaev, Subjectivism and ObjectMsm,'
Russian Phiboohy, Vd. 3, eds. James M. Edie, James P. Scanian and Mary-Barbara Zeldin
(Knoxville: University of Tennessee Press, 1994).

''

Nicholas Berdyaev, 'Subjectim and Objectivisrn,' Russian Phibsonhv Vd. 3 150.
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Russian intelligentsia by raising the spectre of doubt: Could the Materialist program for
social justice have any "objecfive moral ~ a n c t i o n ' ? ~
The publicationwas a scanda. Struve's preface made it impossible to ignore, and

the carefully crafted argument by Berdyaev attracted considerable attention. As a debate
began in the Socialist press, the intelligentsia demanded, h o was Nikolai Berdyaev?
And why would Struve have supported him? As the first reports came out, proponents
of socialism took heart frorn the revelatian that Nikdai Berdyaev was the youngest son

of a minor noble? Further information. however, proved m a t disquieting. Berdyaev
had joined the Marxists m i l e a student at the University of Kiev (1894-1898), and he had

conducted his Party tasks with dexterity. Moreover, he had written the heinous article
while in exile in Vdogda. Berdyaev and his fellow Marxist students had been anested in
a police raid in 1898. lnstead of using his family connections to mitigate his sentence he
had insisted that he share the fate of his comrades. Not only had he drawn the attention

and cornmendation of the Kiev Social Oemocmtic chief, Anton Lunacharsky, he had

willingly suffered persecuüon for the

aus se?

While Berdyaev did not have the stature

of Struve, he had clearly been an asset to the ManWs and a loyal revolutionary.

The truth could, themfore, no longer be denied. Two committed Marxists had left
the Cause because they had found on dose examination its philosophical basis was

*

Nictiobs Berdyaev, "Subjectiim and Objectivisrn,' Russian Phiksophv Vol. 3 151.

"

Biographies of Berdyaev have been written in Russian, French and English. The most
authentic English version was d e n by Doiia# Lowrie, Rebellious Pro~het:A tife of N i k a
Berdvaev (New York: Harper & Brothers, 1960). Two recent biographies written by Russians have
brought some new archival material to light: N.K. Dmlrieva and A.P. Moiseeva, Nikdai Berdiaev:
zhizn' i tvorchestvo (Moskva: Vysshaia shkola, 1993); Aleksandr Vadim. Zhizn' Berdiaeva:
Rossiia (Oakland, CA: Berkeley S M Specialities, 1993).
Nicholss Berdyaev, Drearn and Realitv: An Essav in Autoôioamohy, trans. Katharine
Lampert (New York: MacMillan, 1951) 117-f 23.
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flawed, subjective, and opinionated. As a fellow revdutionary and cornpatriot in exile in

Germany described hirn, Struve was a man,
for whorn ttiere existed none of the stereotyped f m s . He checked everything
and tumed everything upside down....He was the first to find justification,
explanation and proper expression for still unformulated changes in public
opinion?'
Like Struve, Berdyaev was also an intensely questioning individual. He had enjoyed a
degree of philosophical self-training as a youth, and had augmented his knowledge whife
at university. It was in the intense, Marxist-dominated community in Vdogda that he
began to see flaws in the aieorks expressed by his cdleagues and. as h8 held Marx up
against Kant but also other great philosophers, he found that he could no longer accept
the materialist position. Separated by hundreds of miles, the two Mantists both travelled
the road away from materialism; for a time they found sdace and answers in the
diametrically opposed philosophy of idealism.
The revolt of S t w e and Berdyaev was fdlowed by a new intellectual movement
and the publication of a review critical of Marxism, social rnaterialism, and the Cause.
Problemv idealinna (Problerns of Idealisrn) made its debut in 1902 as a forum for
renewing the viability of idealist philosophy in direct repudiation of dialectical materialism.
Struve edited the journal from abroad. The first collection explained the contributors
disillusionment under the heading " F m Marxism to Idealism," and it included essays
from the two other fomierly staunch Marxists: Sergei Bulgakov and Semen Frank.

Sergei Bulgakw had b e n raised in a religious environment and was destined for
the seminary to fdlow his family's tradition in the priesthood."
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Hovuever, as an

Mihile Zernov does demte several pages to Bulgakov, describing his intellectuel
devebpment (see Zernov, The Russian Reîiiious Renaissance 137-150, 265-269, 335). and a

adolescent he became increasingly troubled by the obvious inequalities in Russian
society, and soon revoited against this: "Orthodox piety only irritated me, for % mystical
side had ceased to exist for me.

...I

b a r n e the vidm

of a gloomy revdutionary

nihili~m".~'As he shifted out of the thedogical schod to study law at the University of
Kiev, he s w n becôme invoived wÎth the Marxists and wrote several important econmic
tracts?

Nevertheless, he continued ta have religiws experiences (one in 1895 and

another in Dresden in 1898)" which sowed the first seeds of doubt in his chosen path

of Mamism; when his fn'end Berdyaev tumed away fKwn the Cause in 1901, Bulgakov
agreed wia, his argument and joined the new revdt. Like Struve and Berdyaev, he tumed

now to Kant and idealism which he found temporarily more satisfying than materialist
philosophy.
Semen Frank had also been educated in a religious environment. He was raised
by his matemal gandfather who was an Orthodox Jew and one of the leading eiders of

the Moscow synagogue? His stepfather, however, haiboured Populist sympathies, and
recent dissertation has been written coricerning Bulgakov's phiksophy (seeCatherine Evtuhov,
"Sergei Bulgakov: A Study in Modernkm and Society in Russia. 1900-1918.' diss.. University of
California at Berkeley, 1992). there exists no biography of him in English, French. or Gerrnan.
However. a biography has k e n written in Russian by a felkw Russian Bmigr6 Lev Zander.
i mir, 2 vols. (Paris: YMCA-Press, 1948). Bulgakov also wote a short autobiography: Sergei
Bulgakov, Avtobioaraficheskie zarnetki (Paris: YMCA-Press. 1991). For a list of Bulgakov's witings
see Kliment Naumov, Biblmrahie des oeuvres de Serqe Boulaakbv (Paris: Institut d16tudes
slaves. 1984).
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Sergei Bulgakov. Avtabiomaficheskie zafnetki 2629.
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Sdme of these include Sergei Bulqakw, Y) zakonornernosti sotsial'nykh iaivlenii,' Vo~rosy
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Sergei BulgakovAMobioaraficheskie zarnetki 61-62.

Frank has been even iess studied by Westem schohrs than Bulgakov. As he had done for Bulgakov,
Zernov dwoted a few pages to describe his background, writings and phibophy. S m tsmov, The Russian
Relbious Renaissance 158-163,338. However. the only cornpiete ducideSion of hi l i and hi development
is his own autobiogaphy, Semen L. Fank, S.L Frank (Munich: s.n., f 954). Sec also Philip James Swoboda,
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introduced the young Frank to the leading socialkt and Maocist Russian writers. Frank
became a member of the Social Democratic Party while at the University of Moscow in
1894, and worked closely with Peter Struve.

Marxism attracted me by its scienafic f m . Iwas impmssed by the thought that
human society can be u n d e r s t d through the study of the laws that gwem it, in
the same way as nature can be studied in science. I accepted also the ethicai
principles of the r e v ~ l u ü o n ~ ebut
s , I never liked them."
Despite his continual doubts about the methods espoused by the Maoasts, he still wrote

socialist pamphlets, and was eventually expelled fiom Mœcow University in 1899. Going
abroad, he directed his studies increasinglytowards philosophy at the University in Berlin
and, upon his retum to Russia in 1901, he decided to devote al1 his energies to a career
as a philosopher. The shift of his former mentor Struve and the appeal of Berdyaev's
treatise coincided perfectly with Frank's personal transformation, and he gladly offered
his services in outlining the new idealist programme.
Struve's m e r s also included other Russian philosophers who had never been
attracted to Marxism, yet found the idealist trend attractive. The foremoçt of these, the
jurist and philosopher, Pavel Novgorodtsev (1866-1924)' became Struve's CO-editor. He
had always embraced the liberal politics of Constitutional Democracy, and cherished the
British model as an example for Russia: his most wmpelling attachment was, therefore,

The Philosophical ThougM of S.L. Frank, 19W-15: A Study of the Metaphysical Impulse in Earîy Twentieth
Century Russia,' (PhD. diss, Columbia University, 1992); Philip Boobbyer, S.L. Frank: THe Life and Work of
a Russian Philoso~her.(Athens. OH, 1995). His works have been consisteritly (if infrequeritly) republished:
Natalie Duddington, tram., God Wth Us: mree Meditations (London: J. Cape, 1926); The Vhdimir Soloviev
Antholo-a, ed. Semen t Fm k , tmns. Naîaiie Duddington (London: S.C.M. Press, 1950); lz istonï nisskoi
filosofskoi mvsli kontsa 19: nachah 20 veka (Washington: Inter-Language Litemture Association, 1965);
Unknowable: An Ontoloakal Introduction to the Philosoohv of Reliaian, tram. Boris Jakim (Athens, Ohio:
Ohio University Press, 1983); The M M Shineth in Darkrnws: An €ssav in Christian Ethii and Social
Philosophv, tram. Boris Jakim (Atheris, Ohio: Ohio University Press, 1989).
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Sernen L Frank, Bioarafiia. P.B. Struve (New York Chekhov Press, 1956) 5.

to the nile of law, and he continualiy bemoaned the intelligentsia's naket6 and puerile
appreciation of the law's intricades and importance. S m Nwgorodtsev would rise to
prominence as the Chairman of the Kadet Party in Russia?

Sergei Askddw, a

notorious metaphysician and "pan-psychist", was also aftracted to the idealist mwement
as were the Princes Evgeny (1û63-1920) and Sergei (1862-1905) Tnibet~koy.~

Problems of fdealiim made a sensation and scanda1not only among the MamMs,
but among the mass of the intelligentsia: idealim, nietzscheanisrn, natural law,
absolute principles, morals on a metaphysical base, instead of just rnateflalism
and the social cause, these were heresies. But a great deal of attention would be
paid to their cal1 by the coming poiiücal eventsu
The elaboration of idealist principles in Ploblemv idealizma coincided with the rise of ne&

Kantian and neePlatonic philosophy in the Russian universities, as well as with a similar
resurgence of Idealism occumng at that time in Europe, especially in Germany."

The growhg popufarity of such investigation in Russia may have had as much to
do with its novelty as with the intnnsic ment of idealist philœophy. Materialisrn and
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Novgorodtsw remains an elusive figure. There are fragments about him in Rosenthai and
Bohachevsky-Chorniak, eds.,A RevoltAÏonof the Soirit 247-264; and in Zemov, The Russian Reiiaious
Renaissance 332-333. At ieast one of Novgorodtsev's works has been republshed: Ob obshchestvennorn
ideale (Moscow: Pressa, 1991). Some of his ideas may be found in Russian Schools and Unhreisities in the
World War (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1929); G.F. Putman, RussianARemaüves ta Marxism: Christian
Socialisrn and ldealiic Libedisrn in Twentieth CenhJw Russia, (Knoxville, TN, 1977).
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The Trubetskoy family had repeatediy coriverged with alternative intellectual movements in
Russia, especially those based upon sorne spiritual fouridation. An ancestor of these two princes
had been a notorious free-mason at the tum of the nineteenth century, and had suffered exile for
his participation in th8 Decembrist revoit of 1825. One of his daughteis had then married the
Slavophile philosopher lvan Kireevsky, and she purportedly was instrumental in brïnging him into
the Orthodox revival movement led by the rnonks of Optina Pustin. See Henry h z . The
Philosophy of lvan Kireevsky,' The Slavmic and East Euronean Review (March 1926): 594-604.
EvgenyTrubetskoy continued to be a central figure inthe reliiious renaissarice until his death, and
afterwards, his children coritributed greatly to the movement within the emigratiori. For a
biography of Sergei, see Martha Bohachevsky-Chomiak, S.N. Trubetskoi: An lntelkctual Amonq
the Inteltiaentsia (Belmont, Mass.: Nordland. 1976).
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Pascal, Ces arands courants 18.

For more information, see Frederick Copleston, A Historv of Phibsoûhx, Vd. 7 (New York:
Doubleday, 1985) 361389-
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Positivism had dominated Russian self-consciousness for almost fifty years, but despite
the seemingly unquestionable solutions and assurances which they put forth, these
concepts suffered from sterility and a certain inhurnanity. ldealism was, moreover, a
cornfortable transition for previous Materialists because it too asserted certain absdutes,
accepted determinism, and provideci a guiding plan. Yet it also was more cornplex and
speculative, for it allowed consideration of rnetaphysical truths as well as the overpopularized material and physical realities.
For the four former Marxists and their new cdleagues at Problemv idealizma,
however, idealist philœophy became only a temporary stopping-ground in their search
for "truths" which would explain man's d e in the world and Russia's particular

charactenstics. Once open to a greater plurality of worfd-conceptions they began to
study intently the specifically Russian contributions to philœophy. The four were aided
in this by the Princes Trubetskoy who were self-avowed disciples of Russia's predominant

religious philosopher, Vladimir Sdoviev. As they began to appraise Soloviev's works and
gradually to trace the development of this train of thought through its Russian dgins, the
writers of Problemv idealizma fwrid themsehres increasingly confronted with the issue of
religion. It was decided that more information was needed, and this was part of the
reason why Berdyaev and Bulgakw chose to becme regular attendants of the Religiophilosophic meetings held by Merezhkavsky.
In 1904, this entire group of idealists mwed beyond their allegiance to Kant and
Plata with the intent of creating a true religiws-philœophy for Russia. The first expression
of their ideas was recorded in Nowi ut' (the journal which 8erdyaev and Bulgakov had
taken over frorn Merezhkovsky after the fon=ed dosure of his Religibphilosophic f m m
in 1903. Chulkov continued his editmhip of the review. The move from ldealism to
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reiigious-philosophy was prompted by some of the same motivations which had caused
the four to originally bave Mamism.

They found the abstract speculations and

rationalizations of the great Greek and Gennan ldealists rather sterile and too absolute.
Moreover, al1 four men were still very concemed with th8 social pmblems in Russia and
the wodd, and they feît that pure ldealism was too other-worldly and too irnpractical.
Possibly, they desired to personalize the ideal: To bnng God from the un-reachable
absolute of the ideal into some living connectedness with hurnan life and aspirations. In
1905, when Nowi ut' again was censored by the office of the Hdy Synod, the group

reopened their discussion in a new journal Vmrosv zhizni (Questions of Me).
For these intellechralsthe religious-philosophicaltradition had the benefit of being

a native one quite distinct from Western developments, and they becarne increasingly
convinced that it was the only appropriate path for their country- They continued to rail
against the illogic of Marxism, the iddatry of Positivism, and the sterility of ldealism as
they perfomed the invaluable task of recovering their own Russian philosophy. In so
doing they began to see a unique destiny for Russia in the world.

Religious-Philosophical Antecedents
Launched by the Slavophiles in the 184ûs, the religious-philosophical school of
thought held that the crucial eiement for any tme advancements in philosophy, theology,
or social theory was an East-West Christian reconciliation. The ontdogical basis for their
theory was the conception that knowledge derived from two sources: reason and faith.
In the eadiest history of man, these two ways to knowledge had been used together, but
as civilkation evdved, they had split along geographical lines. The West had developed

rational thought to its highest level, but at the expense of faith.

The East had
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concentrated on leaming the best methoâs to amve at revealed knowledge h i l e
neglecting reason.

In Russia, concem over this division led to the genesis of a

philosophy of unity. Logos (Westem rational knowledge) must again be combined with
Sophia (wisdorn, or Eastem revealed knowledge) in order that both could benefit from the

advances made almg their divergent paths, and a renewed, unified approach to
knowledge be achieved.
This the-

had been first proposed by the Slavophiles. They had gone to the

West to study and leamed of the great advances made by Hegel and Schelling in
philosophy. Upon retuming to Russia, they were tom between their allegiance to the

-

Greek Patristic tradition which tay at the b a i s of Russian Orthodoxy it was cunently
undergoing a promising revival in the hands of the monks at Optina Pustin - and the new
ideas they had learned in the West. Unwilling to disregard either their national traditions
or the Western ideas they had leamed, the Sfavophiles struggled for a way to integrate
the two.

Initially, several of the Slavophiles were threatened and repulsed by some of the
consequences of rational thought which they had seen in the West: The erosion of
religious spirit, the autocratie deteninisrn of Hegel, and the developments of industry
and the prdetanat. They feared that any acceptance of Western reason would bring
these blemishes to Russia. Constantine Aksakov (1817-1 860) was one of the most ardent
anti-Western Slavophiles. Dresçed in the tradiîional garb of the Russian peasant, he
shunned modemity, Hegelian thought, and al1 aspects of Western civilization with a
passion; for Aksakw. the salvation of Russia lay in a retum to its mythical pasta Alexis

Nichoh Riasanovsky, Russiaand the West in the Teachina dthe Shmnhiles. (Cambridge.
Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1956) 49-50.
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Khomyakov (1804-1860) was, at first, also a proponent of Russian isolationfrom the West.
He had spent a year at the universities in Germany and Austria, and had come back to

Russia revoited by the pditical and social situation he had seen in the West. Russia, he
insisted, must be protected from Yhe rationalism, the machinism, the jundicism, and the
democratic 'impersonalism' which were causing the West to !oseits souLd7
It was lefî to the Slavophiles' leading philosopher, lvan Kireevsky (1806-1856).who

also held serious doubts about Western development, to propose a solution by which
Russia could help the West and not simply eut itself off from the changes which were
enveloping the worid. He believed that Russians, emotionally open and capable of love,
should aid the faithless, divided ~uropeans.~Kireevsky envisioned a universal

brotherhood of men in which Russia,
would sewe as the bridge between East and West; Russia would offer a cure to
both the "grabbing indMdualismUof the West and the despotic anti-individualism
of the East?
His last essay. O neobkhodimosti i vasmozhnosti nowkh nachal d'lia f i l ~ s o f i i , ~

suggested that the World should use Europe's superior capacity of reason as a starting
point for a new unity in which Russia would provide the communality and faith to bind
humanity t~gether.~'
Kireevsky established the histdcal

"

and philosophical foundations which

Edie, Scanian, and Zeidin, Russian PhiksoPhy Vol. 1 161.

Edie, Scanlan, and Zeldin, Russian P h i m h y Vol. 1 161.
Janko Lavtin, Wreevsky and the Probkrnd Cullute.' The Russian Review 202 (1961): 119,

Transiated as lvan Kireevsky, "On the Necessity and Possibility of New Piinciples in
Philosophy,' Russian Phi-hy,
Vd. 1, eds. James M. Hie, James P. Scanlan and Mary-Baibara
teidin (Knoxville: University d Tennessee. 1994) 171-213-

Kireevsky, 'On the Necessity and Possibilii of New Principles in PhiksoQhr 213.
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predicated the need for a religious philosophy. He first explained the limitations which
had led Western rational thought to its finite end:

...when man rejects every authofity except his abstract thinking, can he advance
beyond the view which presents the whole existence of the w d d as the
transparent diaiecüc of his own reason, and his ream as the seif-consciwsness
of universal being? It is obvious that in mis case the ultimate goal which can be
conceived by an abstract mason separateci from other cognitive powers is the
goal which he has been approaching for centuries, wtiich he has now attained [in
Hegel). and beyond which there is nothing fuither for him to seek."
In Kireevsky's view there were no more advancements to be made in Western rational
philosophy, or indeed in Western social and religiws life.

In its entire reliance on

individual reason, Western philosophy could naw orily "expand in breadth, developing
details and giving al1 individual disciplines a cornmon sense'?
Western religions faced an even bleaker future. Division began frorn the first
moment that the Roman Catholic Church decided to admit individual opinion into the
realm of divine revelation @y creating a Roman hierarchy with the Pope as the 'Vcar of

St. Petet', later the 'Vcar of Christ" and Gad's physical representative on earth, and

changing the unchangeable, etemal Christian d o g r n a ~ ) . ~
In Kireevsky's opinion, this
first schism began a chain reaction which was causing the Christian Church in the West

to splinter again and again. Protestantism might be the most dramatic of the ensuing
schisms, but it was not the last. Once individual reason could command dogma, every
individual would eventually insist upon creating his own religion."
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55 'Natural reason, upon which the [Protestant] Church was to be affirmed, outgrew the faith
of the people. Phiksophical concepts more and more replaced, and are still replacing, reliiiws
concepts.' Kireevsky, "On the Necessity and Possibilii of New Prïncipks in Phiksophy" 194.

For Kireevsky, the fragmentation did not stop hem The endless game of abstract
thinking caused human beings to criticize and dwbt every tradition, etemal value and
truth.

Eventually, even man's conception of himself became unattached to any

foundations, and he saw himseif as a spectator to the grand parade of life around him:
"..mot only was faith lost in the West, but also poetry, which in the absence of living
convictions became transformed into a barren amusement; and the more exclusively
poetry sought imagined pleasure alone, the more tedious it became.'-

Finally, the only

remaining sen'ous interest left to Western man was industry.
lndustry rules the world without faith or poetry. In w r time it unites and divides
people. It detemines one's fatherfand; it delimates classes; it lies at the base of
state structures; it moves nations; it declares war, makes peace, changes mores.
gives direction to science, and determines the character of culture. Men bow
down before it and erect temples to it. It is the mal deity in which people sincerely
believe and to which they submit..lncidently we have not witnessed everything
yet. One may Say that we are seeing only the beginning of the unlimited
domination of industry and of the -nt
phase of philosophy. Proceeding hand
in hand, they have yet to mn the full course of the modem development of
European Iife. It is hard to see what Euiopean culture may came to if some sort
of inner change does not occur ammg the European peoples."
The Westem worid had reached a terrible impasse and, Kireevsky asserted, if

Russia did not show the West a way in which they could stop this destructive spiral they
would al1 perish. He, thus, persuaded many of his fellow Slavophiles to abandon their
isolationism and, instead, attempt to work with the West to the bettement of bath parties.
It became their quest to remind the West that in true Christianity,

...[t]he sum total of all Christians, of al1 ages, past and present, comprises one
indivisible, etemal, living assembly of the faithful, held together just as much by
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the unity of wnsciousness as through the communion of prayer?
Only if Western rational thought was again reunited with Eastern faith would Christianity
be saved, and a new age of man begun. Without such a union, Kireevsky was very

pessimistic about the future of the wdd. Kireevsky's arguments were so persuasive that
even the isolationist Slavophile, Khomyakov, abandoned his former stance in his final

years. and embraced oe~umenism.~After 1860, however, most of the original
Slavophiles had died, and the pursuit of religiaus-philosophy fell into some obscurity.
Feodor Dostoevsky tried to continue to develop certain elements of religiousphilosophy. So too, it may be said, did Leo Taktoy. However, Dostoevsky was so
intransigent in his attitude to the Cathdic Church, and became such an ardent nationalist
and isolationist that he could not embrace the mingling of reasan and faith. lnstead he
devoted most of his writings to attacking the developments of rational philosophy,
especially in its new, popular f m : materialism. Tdstoy, as well, diverged from the
central religious-philosophical path. He was first ail rational, then al1 religious. With the
creation of a new religion, his Tdstoyan sect, he actively worked against Orthodoxy and,
indeed, al1 established churches. In the end, he too ernbraced anti-rationality and came
to believe only in the "strong faith of the simple peasant". Thus, it was only through the
work of Vladimir Sdoviev, that the quest for a true refigious-philosophy was rejoined.

Sdoviev largely agreed with Kireevsky's appraisal of philosophy and worid
development. Yet, he found the Slavophile's ducidation of unified knowledge to be
incomplete. Kireevsky was too entrenched in the patristic tradition, and still too unfamiliar

sa Kireevsky, Y)n the Necessity and Possibiiii d New Principies in Phiksophr 197.
5s This is discussed in Serge W h a k w . The Doctrine of the Unitv of the Church in the Works
of Khomvakov and Moehler (London: Society for Promding ChrÛüan Knowledge. 1946).

with the intricacies of rational thwght to achieve a comprehensive integration. Soloviev,

on the other hand, had begun his career as a student in Western philosophy and, while
he remained loyal to Orthodoxy, he asserted that:

The task which stands before us is: to introcluce the ancient content of Christianity
into a new form that corresponds to it, i.8.. one that is rational and
unconditional...Now it is as clear to me as 2 x 2 equals 4 that the great
development of Western Philosophy and science, apparently indifferent and often
hostile to Christianity, in actuality has only fomiulated for Christianity a new and
worthy f m for
He, therefore, advocated a moâemization of Orthodox theology which would maintain its

patristic foundation, but also assimilate the new rational developments from the West.
Perhaps SolovievBsmost important insight into the relationship between reason

and faith was in his concept of GodmanhOOd6' Soloviev

saw man as acting as the link

between God and created matter, exhibiting the characteristics of both. From created
matter, man denved the capability of logos (reason or " G d as an active force and
productive unwa): "'Reason', is a f m a l pnnciple, it has no independent access to
reality. It is, as it were, essentialiy abstract, i.e., precisely detached from reality, Le., from
the being.lS From God, man cardes the element of Sophia (faith or ''the vety essence
of God and the very purpose of ~ o d ~"On
) : the contrary, 'faithgis precisely an insight
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into existence. It touches reality even if it cannot, by itself, give an account of m a t it
p~ssesses.'~
For Soloviev, Sophia was both faith or hoiy wisdom. and "ideal a perfect

humanity, etemaliy contained in the integral divine being or Christ"? in other words,
Christ - the "Godrnan" - was the perfect creation of God in that he completely integrated

logos and Sophia. Christ, as the inspiration and example for aH Christians, therefore,
showed man the way to attain full and wmplete knowledge. Reason must be used to
inforrn us of the truths which can only be known thraugh faith.
With this strong theological bent, it should not be surprising that Soloviev did not
simply reiterate Kireevsky's appeal for the integraüon of Eastern and Western philosophy
through a new religious philosophy. He also stated that a reunification of the Christian
Churches was essential for man's evolution to Godmanhood. For him, Sophia was God's
ultimate goal of uniting humanity with itself and with

Gd." Only once the Orthodox

reaffirrned this truth to their Cathdic and Protestant counterparts, once the Christian
Church again becarne one, could it inspire the rest of humanity to finally follow their
ultimate destiny in God.
These fwndations came to inspire those finde-siecfe mernbers of the intelligentsia
who were dissatisfied with Materialist Pasitivism.

Merezhkovsky and his group of

religious-seeking intellectuals quickly proclaimed Sdoviev as their feading example.
Gradually, the four "heretics" from Marxism and their new colleagues also tumed to
Soloviev and the quest for a religious-philosophy. Sdoviev never personally knew any
rnernbers of the generatiori who was to p a l a i m him their leader: he died in 1900 just as
-

-

-
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the new spirit of revolt was coming into its full force. The new brand of intellectual saw
his death on the eve of the new century as a portent of the change in which they intended
to assist,

As the poet Alexandr Blok said,

Sofoviev died in July 1900, i.e. six mmths before the coming of the new century,
which at once revealed a countenance unlike that of the preceding century. As
a witness not altogether incapable of hearing and seeing I dare state today that
even January 1901 stood under a sign altogether different from December 1900,
that the beginning of the century was accompanied by new signs and portents?

Some Political Engagements
The full expression of religiws-philosophy was somewhat delayed by the 1905

revolution in Russia, and the enormous constitutional changes which accompanied it. For
the first time in the country's history, the Tsar granted a representational body, the Duma,
which would finally limit the autocracy. The riots and massacres appeared to have
succeeded in forcing a guarantee of civil rights, and even the notorious censorship office
had its operations severely curtailed. While the new laws seemed to vindicate the fongavowed promises of the Socialist revolutionaries, rnuch of the intelligentsia had been
shocked and disgusted with their first real taste of revdutionary violence. They had seen
the masses aroused, and f w n d that it was not as simple and gforious as all the multitude
of positivist tracts had made out. Thus, while cautiously jubilant about the new rights and

freedoms, the mainstream intelligentsia was now uneasy about the face of a fully-realized
socialist upheaval.
The Orthodox Church was also affected by the Revdutim of 1905. Since the turn
of the century, the rising ferment for change had caused a growing openness and
opposition to Orthodox isdation (seen as early as 1901 with the participation of ctergy at
a Aleksandr Bk)(,

as cited in Nicholas Zemov, The Russian Relicrious Renaissance 88.
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the Merezhkovsky meetings). With the revolution of 1905, this pressure increased, and

certain established lay thedogians and clerics began to demand serious church reforms
intended to modernize and make it more relevant. The first step out of obscunty required
that the Church free ïtself from the strong gwemmental contrd which had imprisoned it
since the time of Peter the Great.

The government office of the Hoiy Synod was

considered, by modernists, as the greatest barrie?to reform because of its conservatisrn
and adherence to bolstering Tsarist authority. Consequently, many of the leading figures

in the Church hierarchy began to demand that the Tsar convene a Great Sobor in order
that the Church could discuss the possibility of r e f m ; there they could freely elect a
Patriarch and take control of their own govemance, dispensing forever with the
compromised Synod

There was enough support in the Church that the badly

besieged Tsar Nichofas II finally signed a mandate to convene the Sobor. However, he
refused to cal1 it at that tirne, and set no date for its eventual convocation:
I feel that during the troubled time through which we are passing it is impossible
to accomplish so great a worlc as the convocation of a Council. This task
demands quiet and consideration. Ipropose therefore, when a favourable season
cornes, to set this great plan in motion after the example of the Orthodox
Emperors of dd, and to cal1a Council of the whde Russian Church in accordance
with canons. for consideration of questions of ecclesiastical administration?
Aithough the Church reforrn mwement had not been able to force an immediate calling

of the Great Sobor, they did gain official recognition for their aspirations through the
Tsar's statement. They were also granted the privilege of striking a commission designed
to recommend exactly what issues shouM be ~ i s atd the future Sobor."
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At the end of 1906, the Sobor Cornmission released its findings. It concluded that,
in addition to a series of clerical refoms, the Orthodox Church should work towards four
major goals:

it should revive the principles of Sobomost', restore the Patnarchate,

arrange the convocation of the Great Sobor. and establish a doser relationship benNeen

derical and lay representatives."

The religiowphilocmphical agenda. therefore, had

attained official recognition within Church circles, and reformers were actively encouraged
to cornmunicate with interested secular intellectuals.

As the country reorganized itself, the religiws-philosophical movement
sporadically continued its investigations. The most organized f m m was a series of new
"at-homes" initiated by Merezhkovsky and Gippius. Their discussions, however, became

more and more mystical to a point where the couple abandmed any pretence of working
with established Orthodoxy. By 1907, Merezhkovsky was openly talking of starting his
own religion based upon the "resunection of Christ". This tendency repelled Sergei

Bulgakov, and he dended it as a "fad"comparable to the 'Tdstoyan", Theosophic", and
other cults. Throughout 1906 and 1907, Berdyaev appeared to give it much more serious
consideration as he continued to attend the newiydirected meetings at the house of
Merezhkovsky and Gippius. However, even his patience and desire for orïginality finally
wore out, and ha found that the relationship had beamie imitating for al1 concemed?

Many of the other leading intellectual proponents of religiws-philosophy also
became involved in pdiücs dunng this pend. Peter Struve found in himsetf a surprising
-

- - --

-

-

--

Dmitry Khomyakov, and AD. Samarin. The k t two were descendants of the Shvophiles Alexis
Khomyakov and Yuri S d n . Thus a link was estabrished betweenthe cunent refoim movement
and the oid Siavophite aspiratioris.
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sympathy for order and more mservative positions. He returned to Russia in 1905 after
the granting of the constitution, and transfomed his "League of Liberation"into a branch
of the Kadet Party. While Struve persuadeci Bulgakov and Berdyaev to participate in the
foundation of the new bague, " 5 som fost both men's support due ta differences over
methodology and pditical opinion: Berdyaev attended the congresses at the Black Forest
and at Schaffhausen, but found the "serni-liberal, semi-radical" group even more strange
and abhorrent to him than the Social Democrats had been; Bulgakov was simply
alienated by the members' lack of social programs, and likewise extricated himself."
In 1907, Struve was elected to serve in the Secorid Duma.
Disappointed with the directions which Struve was taking, Bulgakov decided to
f o m his own party wtiich he intended to be more truly representative of religiousphilosophical aspirations. He called it the Christian Socialist Party and, running on this
platforni he was elected, like Struve, to the Second Duma.

Bulgakov's political

preoccupations during and after the 1905 Revolution brought him into contact with a new
Moscow-based religious-philosophical movement. His Christian Socialist Party shared
founded in 1905 by two
similar aspirations to The Christian Brotherhood of CombatqWE
philasophers from Tiflis, Vladimir Em and Valentin Sventitsky. Both men had corne back
to the Church under the influence of Prince Evgeny Trubetskoy, and they fwnd the
message of Christ more revdutionary and fuffilling than Marxist matenalism.

Like

Bulgakov, they had viewed the liberation brought about by the Revdution of 1905 as a
crucial time to piesent aitematives to the traditional socialist parties. Coming to St.
Petersburg to sdicit supporters for their Moscow initiative, they found Bulgakov and his
-
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Christian Socialist Party much in sympathy with their own aspirations.

*+*
The phenomenon of Christian Socialism was an entirely new one in the Russian

political sphere. However, naw that the Church was actively working to liberate itself frorn
the bounds of the tsarist govemment, the geneml fin-de-siècle revoit against Positivism

made possible such a religious political mwement. Those members of the intelligentsia
who were unfulfilled by atheist socialisrn still harboured a desire to promote social justice
and new political realities in Russia. They found in Christianity, a more sympathetic vision
of equality and fairness. üterally interpreted, the gospel decried every abuse afflicting
Russians at that time.

As the revolt against social materialism proceeded and the intelligentsia began to
rediscover its own religiws-philosophical heritage, they also found concrete political
principals advocated in the wriüngs of the early Slavophiles and in the woiks of Soloviev.
The central concept of sobomost'

- an organic organization of freely united individuals -

provided a religious alternative which seemed, in its pure fom, more appropriate for the
Russian situation than the foreign importation of Marxism. In sobomt' there was no
messianic proletanan class, no question of top-down social engineering, no rigid historical
determinism, nor any stultiiing scientific-rational rnethod. Rather, the Slavophiles had
envisioned a simple expansion of the Orthodox Church ideal of sobomost' to every facet
of society. Sobamosf' outwardly extdled the superiority of the Orthodox synodal system
and inwardly defined the Church, "not as a centre of teaching or authority, but as a
congregation of lovers in ~hrist? Stemming from eaily Christian history, sobomost'
promoted the idea of equal individuals cming together thrwgh l w e for mutual growth

Edie, Scanlan and Zeldin, eds., Russian Phibeoohy Vd. 1 161.

and protection vuhile never losing their freedom or uniqueness as they pursued their
spiritual developrnent. This ideal was maintained in the early Russian Orthodox Church
through the Sobor

- a "council of equals" - the guiding and inspirational body of the

Church.
When the Slavophile movement began in the 1840s, the Church Sobors and the
Patriarchate had been in abeyance for much longer than a century. Such time and
distance caused the Slavophiles to romanticize highly the ideal of sobomost', so that it
became an alrnost mystical symbd of the potentially perfect communion of brotherhood
which men might achieve. They idealized not only the pre-Petrine Orthodox Church, but
also the free peasants before serfdom and their communal organization, the mir.
However, this very transformation of reality allowed the Slavophiles to conceptualite
sobomost' as a uniquely Russian version of utopian or religious socialism.
Sobomust' creates a dialecticaltension between the welfare of the community and
the weifare of the individual, ensuring the sanctity of both. This situation is
realized in the obshchina [mir] which the Slavophiles considered, "...the highest
fom of social, moral, and political organization because it ernphasises the primacy
of the social over the individual and yet guarantees the freedom of the individual,
as a part of, not apait fmm, the community.""
In the 184ûs, the Slavophiles proposed that the serfs be ernancipated, allowed to fom

naturally organic communities, and to manage al1 of their affairs at the local level. They
envisioned a laose federah'on of autonomous mirs organized by a greatly reduced central
govemment which would contrd only specifically national issues such as defense, the
postal system, and extemal trade. All matters of law, economics, education, and religion
would be handled at the most local level, the mir, and the political power of the nobility
and bureaucracy would be obliterated.
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The guiding principal for al1 future human relations would be sobomost', not
dernocracy, communism, or any other purely rationalist system. lnstead of subsuming
the individual to society or alIdng

individuals to abuse others through means of private

ownership of land or means of production, sobomost' propased a means of reconciling
the two polarities by rnaintaining them in continual tension. The Slavophiles had not

believed that natural mari, divorced from God's guiding principles and governed only by
the meagre power of his own reason, was capable of forming just societies; nor did they
accept any man-made plan for the whdesale reorganizatim of human cornrnunities.
Rather, Christian ethics must presuppose each act of an individual or a group.
They espoused an extraordinary degree of personal responsibility, and
encouraged each person to undergo intense spiritual training as the starting point for
sobommt'. Communities would then naturally f m , they asserted, as sirnilar seekers

gathered together to assist each other's developrnent. Reasm would be tempered and
guided by faith at each stage in this new evdution. Soloviev later explained this process

as a gradua1 growth toward Godmanhood. As more and more human beings engaged
in this spiritual endeavour, the immediacy of material concerns would increasingly fade
as a preoccupation: money and profit would have no value to people invdved in finding

their own divine qualities; the urge to dominate others would subside as people realized
that one must come to seek G d freely. Finalty a veritable brotherhood of mankind as
envisioned by Christ and the first apostles would actuafly come into being on Earth.
The message of the Slavophiles was not particularly complex nor really that novel.
It had al1 been said M o r e in the Bible and by Christian believers thrwghout the
centuries. Similar evocations were made again and again by the prophets of every faith.
The Slavophiles were certainly not the only writers who suggested that human beings
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actually had to work towards the creation of the "City of God", and that this, not material,
earthly preoccupations was, in fact, their divine purpose in life. What was unusual about
the Russian situation, hawevet, was that this belief became transfomied into a concrete
political and philosophical programme which was repeatedly resunected and attempted.

Sobomost' had been in the shauows for over fifty years, but with the revolt against
Positivism and the "religious renaissance", it again became a living aspiration for a
growing section of the intelligentsia.

Sergei Bulgakov won his seat on the Second Duma running on the platform of

sobomost'. Sventitsky and Ern simultaneously merged their "Christian Brotherhood of
Combat" with his party and brwght the religious-philosopnical initiatives in Moscow
together with those in St. Petersburg. They were not passive in their efforts: Sventitsky
openly advocated the use of vidence in the Christian ternis of fighting for righteous
causes:

It is impossible to bring people to Christ by using force, but one can apply it in
order to stop their covetwsness which corrupts mankind. A Christian can fight
against eaxiomic exploitation by using force."
Once the cbllaboraüon between Bulgakov's group and Sventitsky's had b e n ananged,

Sventitsky and Em returned to Mascaw to begin a cocresponding publication ta Bulgakov
and Berdyaev's Vwrosv zhizni. They called it Vo~rosvreliaii (Problems of Religion), and
it ran from 1906-1908.

Unfortunately the pd'iical careers of both Bulgakw and Struve were fairly shortlived. A reactionary tum in 1907 caused the Second Ouma to be swiftly disbanded, and
new electoml laws restricting the suffrage prevented th& inclusion in the consetvative

V O D I Zhizni
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Third Duma. 60th men accepted that they had more success in the publishing world
than in politics: Struve went on immediately to take over the editomhip of the popular
rnonthly Russkava mvsl', and began preparatims for completing a doctorate in
Economics; for Bulgakov, St. Petersburg with its intrigues and bizarre cuits had lost its
allure, and he decided to move to Moscow and work more closely with the religiousphilosophical group there.

The Vladimir Soloviev Society
Sventitsky and Em had dissdved the political "Christian Brothertiood of Combat"
with the disbanding of the Second Durna, but their publishing initiative proceeded apace.
They began another regular review called In Search of the City. They had even fomally
organized the rnovement into the Mœcow Society for the Study of Religion and
Philosophy dedicated to the memory of Vladimir Sdoviev. Through this, they maintained
close contact with the Princes Tmbetskoy and with another disciple of Sdoviev, Lev
Lopatin.

They had also attracted Father Egorov and two other intellectuals

-

Paul

-

Florensky and Alexander Elchaninov into their midst.
Alexander Elchaninov was a promising historian and philologist who had given up
his academic career to join the religiws-philosophicalmwement. He was now secretary
to the Moscow Society.

Florensky (1882-1952) was a brilliant mathematician who

possessed an unusually encyclopedic range of abilities and interests; he was also adept
at philosophy, theology, phildogy, medicine, and an advanced student of Russian

folklore.

When he met Bulgakov, Florensky was lecturing in philosophy at the

Ecclesiastical Academy in Moscow, and in 1908, would be appointed a full Professor.
Having decided to devote his edectic talents to enhancing the appeal of Orthodoxy,

Florensky began to expriment with a series of devices which would make religion seem
more relevant in the Vies of the secular intelligentsia. He suggested that icons, Russian
folklore and religious art be used as a teaching tod to spread the message of Orthodoxy.
Bringing the latest developrnents of European thought to bear upon his theological
eruditions, he transformed the face of religious publications.
lnstead of a dull cover, prosaic print and dry language, which was considered to
be the appropriate expression of solid learning, he presented his profound
speculatims on the nature of our kndedge of God in the f m of twelve intimate
letters addressed to a fn'end. His theological aftimiations were accompanied by
lyrical comments, personal allusions and poetic descriptions of Russian
scenery?
ig,
Using the techniques of Symbdist literature and the new styles of painting and drawn
Florensky admirably merged the full spectrum of the ensuing artistic revolution with a
deep cornmitment to religion.
With the addition of Bulgakw in 1908, the Moscow Society quickly expanded it
operations.

It began two separate publications: brochures for the n a d and an

entirely different set for the intelligentsia. The former tended to discuss pdicies in terrns
of familiar Church parables and sermons, or popular concerns, myths and legends:
A~ostolicChurch, St. Francis of Assisi, God or Mammon, The Dav of the Eiahth Hour,
Earth, The Woikers Svndicates. The inteilectualorgan was phrased in more technical and
abstract ternis in order to appeal to highly-educated readers who were familiar with the
latest pditical-economic jargon and theon'es: The Question of Pro~ew, Christian
Socialism in Enaland, The Autocracv and the Liberation Movement from the Christian
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Point of View, The Fundamental Traits of the Ca~italistReaime." For befievers and loyal
rnembers of the Orthodox Church it must have been a novel experience to finally see their
faith given credence in social, pditical and economic tracts; after almost sixty years of

hearing about the Cause and finding, if not -ght

coridemnation of religion then a

complete vacuum regarding the spiritual, there was suddenly an outpouring of spiritual
alternatives.
The central core of the movement remained the same until 1909. Extemally,
however, they continued to receive contributions and support from Bulgakov's former
colleagues at Nowi ut' and Vwrosv zhizni in St. Petersburg, and from Struve and Frank.
Even Merezhkovsky, Chulkov, Filosofov, and the poet Viacheslav lvanov sent in their
opinions. Bulgakov had never ceased in trying to persuade his friend Berdyaev to make
the move to Moscow, and, in 1909, he finally succeedeâ. When Berdyaev announced his
intention to corne, the Moscow Society decided that the time was right to finally organize

al1 the religious-philosophical initiatives, meetings and "at-homes" around the country in
a central forum. Formally changing their narne to the Vladimir Soloviev Society, they
began to negotiate a public place for regular meetings, and asked diverse groups
throughout the city to unite with them.
The judge, Pavel Astrov, agreed to bring the regulars from his salon. At this time,
these included many prominent symbolist m e r s like Andrei Bely (who had also decided
to abandon St. Petersburg socieîy), Sergey Sdovyev, and Lev Kobyfinsky. Astrov had
also becorne the mentor of a ywng philosopher, Feodor Stepun (1882-1969). who had
completed his studies in Gemany.

Stepun was interested in explorhg a possible

convergence betweenthe Neo-Kantianschools and Russianreligious-philosophy. Astiw's
-

a

-
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eclectic salon further boasted, "priests Iike Gngory Petrov, theosophists Iike K.P.
Khristoforova, liberal politicians, and other representatives of the Moscow intelligentsia.'"
Berdyaev's amval also encouraged the participation of his fornier colleague frorn the
Merezhkovsky circle, Viacheslav Ivanov, and of Ivanov's new frîend, the literary cntic and
historian Mikhail Gerrhenson (1869-1925). Semen Frank relocated to Moscow to join the
new society, and Peter Struve kept in close contact fmm St. Petersburg. G A Rachinsky

was eiected as their President.
As the time for the first meeting approached, the supporters were able to gain the

assistance of Marguerite Morozwa: The grand dame of Moscow Society and the wealthy
widow of the industrial magnate and art collecter Mikhail Morozov. She agreed to put the

lobby of her hotel on Smdensky Boulevard at the disposal of the Vladimir Soloviev
Society. There, in a spacious, public place surrwnded by icons, the tableaus of Vrubel
and the Empire bronzes, the orators wuld be assured of the largest possible audiences.
The printer A S . Yashenko prepared invitations for the first meeting which was to take
place at eight o'clock in the evening on January 19. 1909. The key-note speaker was
Berdyaev, and the tale of his speech was, "Philosophical Verity and Intelligentsia Truth.'"

In order to enhance the popular appeal of religiws-philosophy, the Vladimir Sdoviev
Society offered pleasing entertainment in addition to the key-note addresses of a given
meeting. Hence a speech by one of the intellectuals was frequently interspersed by a
performance by Rachmaninov or Stravinsky of their latest compositions, by a reading frorn
Blok or Bely, or by the latest artistic f m s of Benois or Kandinsky.

"

For descriptions of the diverse sacieties and meetings prior to the unificatian under the
umbrelia of the Vladimir Sokviev Society see Andrei Belyi, Nachak veka and NikU 1. Astrov,
Voscmminanie (Paris: VMCA-Press, 1Ml).
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Forays into publishing spread interest in religious and philosophical themes to the
outer limits of the intelligentsiaand Moscow sdety.

Audiences flocked from as far away

as Kiev, Minsk, and Kazan to attend the meetings at the Molozova hotel, and related

publications were easily able to find sustaining markets. Struve placed Russkava mvsl'
largely at the disposal of the new religiws-philosophical writings, and the revenues of his
journal increased to such an extent that they were able to open a conesponding
publishing house "Russkaya mysl" in 1910. It tried to meet the maisive demand for
religious and philosophical literature by specialiu'ng in the translations of foreign authors
writing on related subjects: Bergson Essav on the lmmediate Givens of the Conscience
(1910); William James, Vaneties of Reliciious Exmrience (1910); Schleiemacher,

Discourse on Reliaion (19111, and Eduard Zeller, Histow of Greek Philœo~hy(1912).@

In 1909 Russkava mvsl' defended Gogd against the condemnation of the Westernizers
and Populists, reassessing him as a "predictor of an effective Christian socialism".
Emil Karlovich Medtner's publishing house in St. Petersburg had been doing a
thriving trade in religious-philosophicalworks since 1905. Now most of his collaborators

-

Bely, Blok, Kobylinsky, Sadovsky, Stepun, S. Sdovyev, Briusov - had moved to Moscow
to join the Vladimir Sdoviev Society. To make the most of the rising trend, Medtner

divided his publishing efforts into three distinct series, expanding from Musaget"
(Literature - mostly of the syrnbolist and other new styles) to include two new branches
of publishing: "Orpheus" (Mysticism) and "Logos" (Philosophy). Under the "Orpheus"
series in 1912, he brought a number of Western mystical wntings to the Russian reading
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Pascal, Les grands courants 33.

pub l i c f "Logos1'.was responsible for prducing a new philosophical journal Loaos after
1910: It was edited by Nikdai Lossky (1870-1965) who was making great strides in
elucidating a Russian f m of intuitive philosophy which Bergson was so succ~ssfully
popularizing in France?
The burgeoning market and the vast audiences at the Vladimir Soioviev Society
persuaded Madame Morozwa to become involved in publishing. She opened the related
house 'Put'' in 1910, assisted in ediiorial decisions by Berdyaev, Bulgakw, Rachinsky,

Prince Evgeny Trubetskoy, and Ern. In addition to specifically publishing the new books

produced by the rnembers of the Vladimir Soloviev societyIw her house concentrated
on resurrectingthe writings of Russia's native religious phifosaphers of the eighteenth and

nineteenth centuries in their entirety. Sdoviev's Cdleded Worûs, first published in 19021907 by Radlov, were reprinted between 1911-1914 in ten volumes augmenting the three
volumes of his lette= (1908-1911). Mikhail Gerzhenson edited two volumes of the Works
and Letters of Chaadaev in 1913 and 1914.
In 1912 the first publication of the famous Slavophile, Ivan Kireevsky's Collected
Works was released in Moscow. Kireevsky had been consistently banned in Russia and,

until this date, scholars knew of his views only through the interpretations of his friend and
colleague Alexis Khomyakov. However, as Kireevsky was the preeminent philosopher for
For example: Hvmns of Omheus; Heraclius, Fraciments, Eckhart, Sermons; Ruysbroek.
Ornaments of the Mvstical Marriacie; Jacob Boehme, Auma, others by Novalis, Swedenborg. and
Wagner, and even Fwetti by St. Francis of Assisi.

'Logos' ako pubkhed Bais Vysheslavtsev's thesis on Fichte (1914). the lntuitivist Nimlai
Lossky, The World as All Oraanic (1915) and Novgoiodtsev, The Social Ideal (1917). See Pascal.
Les arands courants 33.
For example: Fbmsky, The Pilla and Grwnd of the Truth (1914). Buigakw. Two Cities

fhe

(1 91 1) and Philosoohy of Eooriomics (1912), Beidyaev, Phikso~hv
of Freedom (1913), Ern.
Struqqle for Loaos (1911). Frank, The Obiect of Knowledae (1915) and The Sou1 d Man (1 917).

See Pascal, Les arands courants 33.
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the Slavophiles, his original writings were a goldmine to the cuvent religious

philosophers. At fast they had the exact words and phrasing of the man who was largely
responsible for originating their singular wodd-view in the fint place?
For the layman, the change was almost inconceivable. lnstead of focusing alf of
their attention upon a bill, a reform, or an entire revdutionary blueprint that would solve
the social, economic and political problems in Russia, the intelligentsia began looking for
integration and deeper causes. The jargon ternis "classn,"prdetariat", "bourgeois", slowly
fell aside for lengthy discourses on human nature, on the divine pnnciple in man, on
man's relationship with his maker. Division was being supplanted by union, brotherhood,

humanity. Politics shifted fiom being a priority and an absdute, to a subfield or a
descriptive category. The renaissance of religious-philosophychanged the frarnework for
future debates about the Cause.

lnstead of one class versus another, there were

suddenly only human beings before God. Could one judge the "bourgeoisienas being
wholly bad if individuals in this class was each the child of God? In the reverse, how
could the proletariat be ail good and al1 nght if they were only human like the rest of the
population? A question began to resound in the halls of St. Petersburg and Moscow:
Should we not consider a man's sou1 as air yardstick rather than the amount in his
wallet?
Moreover, as spiritual issues came to preoccupy the intelligentsia, then material
problems slid to the side. A good Christian, wholly aware of his relationship with God and

Acmmpanying these re-rekases were biographies of Rossia's foremost thinkers.
Gerzhenson published his bbgraphyofChaadeev in 1908, ûetrdyaev's biogra~hyKhomiakw was
released by Tut" in 1912 bringing a fuller picture &the Shuophile legacy to Iight. Ern addecl his
contribution with Skamroda, an appraisai of the eighteenth-century Ukrainian mystic. Serge
Askoiâov wrote a book on his fadher. A Kozkv, the metaphysician and Sokviev's contemporary
who had been so preoccupied with delimiting the rehtimship between God and the worîâ.
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witi the entire humanity could not be true to this and still vidate others. If people began

to accept that every single person was divine, God-created, and possessing of a unique
spintual value, then they could not objectify others on the rnaterial basis of profit. A shift
in pnorities and in attitude was demanded by religious-phiiosophy. It condemned much
of the status quo. Capitalism, absdutism, police brutality, censorship, the death penalty,

conscription, and imperialist war came to be characterized as sins of idotatry in so far as
one man (or group of men) thwght he could put himself in the place of God and judge
or control other men. Yet on exactly the same premise it refused the revolutionary
alternative promised by various socialist parties who iddized a certain class, a thing, and
were prepared to kill others in d e r to institute their idedogy, which was also a thing.
Taking this atypical stand, religious-philosophy placed itself along a mmpletely new path.
Neither for the status quo, nor for any of the proposed attematives, its adherents began

to orient themsetves around a new founding principle: That the spiritual was primary and
must first be considered before the implementation of any material system.

Vekhi (Landrnrrkr)
Part of the amazing populadty of the Vladimir Soloviev Society must be attributed
to the single-mat scandalow publication of these pars. ~ e k h ireleased
,~
in 1909, was

a collection of essays &en

by seven members of the Vladimir Sdoviev Society. It

presented a reswnding and devastating critique of the entire Russian intelligentsia from

The English equnraknt to Vekhi would be Signpasts, Landmarks, or Milestones. The
authors of this w o k were Nikolai Bsidyaev, Sergei Buigakw, Mikhail Gershenzon, A S . Izgoev,
-dan
Kistiakovsky, Peter Struve, and Semen Frank All except Gershenzm were at one time
marxists. See Marshall S. Shatz & Judith E. Zmmemran, trans. and eds., Vekhi (Armmk, NY:
M.€. Sharpe, 1994).

a perspective grwnded in spirituality m i l e admitting the full gamut of political opinion.

The most important task, as the m e r s saw it, was to formulate an authentic approach

to man's dilemrna in the world. It may therefcxe be asserted that with the publication of
Vekhi, Religiws-Philosophy came into its full maturity.
Vekhi was the most important publication of that year: it quickly ran to five editims
and elicited more than two hundred letters in response; numerous societies debated
and five retaliative cdlectims of essays were produced by the main left-wing and centrist
parties." These responses were almost al1 defamatory and few actually addressed the
issues raised in Vekhi. As Andrei Bely comrnented, "The tendency was less to analyze
the book than to sentence it to a summary executionn."
Although each of the contributors held quite different beliefs, they al1 agreed with
the central message of Vekhi as stated in the foceword:
Their common platforni is a recognition of the theoretical and practical primacy of
spiritual life over the extemal forrns of community. They mean by this that the
inner life of the persmaiity is the sde creative force of human existence and that
this inner Me, and not the seif-sufficient principles of the political sphere, is the
only sdid basis on which d t y cm be built."

Some of the societies that heu meetings in 1909 to specifically discuss issues raised in
Vekhi included the Society fcr the Diieminaüon of Technical Knowledge (met on April 14), the
Religious-Phiksophical Society (met on April 21). the Women's Club (met on April 22 and
November l), the Literary Society (met on May 22). and the Sociite Savantes (met in Paris on
November 13), where lenin read a paper. See N.P. Pottoratzky, The Vekhi dispute and the
Significance of Vekhi,' Canadian Siavic Review 9 (1967): 90-91.
This included V zashchitu intelligentsii,' a collaboratioci between leftist liberak other
radicals (including two Mensheviks), 'Vektii kak uiamenie vremeni," written by a coilectii of
Social Revolutioriaties and Populists, lntelligentsiii v. Rossii,' publiihed by the Kadets, 'Po
Vekham,' including twentyae miters from various political camps, and finalty l z istorii mveishei
russkoi literatury,' produced by the Bokhetvik party. See Poitoratzky, The Vekhi dispute and the
Significance of Vekhi 93.
02
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A. Belyi, Pravda O rwskoi inteliigentsii. Po pavodu sbomika %khi1,' Vesv (May. 1909) 65.

Mikhail Gershenzon, Preface to the First Editii,' Vekhi xxmii.
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Nikolai Berdyaev, repeating his premier speech at the Vladimir Soloviev Society, insisted

that the intelligentsia had to approach Russian and European philosophy in its entirety.
lnstead of fully understanding any one philosophical idea, or searching for the 'Truth", the
intelligentsia simply tumed theory into dogma. This absdutism undemined their ability
to provide responsible leadership. It also left them bereft of any concrete future vision to
apply after they overtumed the autoaacy.'

Seigei Bulgakov attributed their dogmatism

to an "heroic" self-image. Persecuted by the govemment and convinced of the legitimacy
of their Cause, the intelligentsia abandoned reality: As heroes they were super-human

and therefore unaccountable. He blamed the excesses of the 1905 Revolution on this
lack of selfdiscipline and r e ~ p o n s i b i l i i . ~

As responsible citizens, the intelligentsia had to respect the rule of law; they had
to "make the law work" in Russia. Such true leadership would immediately benefit them
by putting an end to the aberrant pditical judgments of Russian Courts and eventually

render the Siberian exile of pditical "criminalsua thing of the past. Moreover, a firrn
grounding in legal principles would enable a mare peaceful transition to a new political
system.

Acting as the foundation for Russia's new governrnent, it could prevent

despotism and the abuse of individuais. Kistiakovsky insisted that only with formal,
respected laws are individual nghts protected from random violation?

9*

Puisuing this

Nikoiai Berdyaev. Thilosophical Verity and Intelligentsia Truth.' Vekhi 12-16.

"

Sergei Bulgakov. 'Heroisrn and Asceticism: Reffecüans on the Religious Nature of the
Russian Intelligentsia.', Vekhi 17-48.
The concepts of personal moralii, personsl seîfimprovement, devekpmnt of the pelsonelify, are extremely unpopuiar with the intelligentsia...the
intelligentsia must be carrected, not from without but from withh..: (33-34).
Bogdan Kistiakovskii. "in ûefense of Law: The Intelligentsia and Legal Consciwsness,'
'Even the most outstanding leaders of the intelligentsiaare ready to renounce the
irnmutable principles of legal procedure for the sake of temporary advantagesn(102).
O"

Vekhi 91-112.
-
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attack, Struve mdemned the intelligentsia's anarchist bent, In idolizing the peasants,

the intelligentsia had becorne alienated from the State. They were convinced that the
existing order was cornpletely c m p t and entirely opposed to reform. Hence, al1 of the

intelligentsia's revolutionary programs called for total change, for the dismantling of
autocratie govemment.

However, none provided a concrete replacement program."

Struve recalled the violence of the "Days of Freedom" (1905) to dernonstrate the
consequences of creating a political vacuum.
Even the life-style of the intelligentsia had to change.

lzgoev pointed to the

decadence and ignorance of the intelligenty youth. Given no direction from their parents,
these students wasted their time ddnking, rnasturbating, and visling prostitutes? They

never leamed the basic w d s like Plato and the Bible, and thus were prone to
manipulation by demagogues. lzgoev attributed their decadence to a fear of death and
self-hatred:
It goes without saying that a man who acknowledged that he "had no right to rive"
and feit a continual divergence between his words, ideas and deeds could not
create worthy forms of human life or be a tnie leader of his people.gg
Therefore, the intelligentsia had to leam how to "love Me". And one can only love life if

one believes in God; then improving onesetf on earth b e r n e s essential. fhus in divine
retribution exists the "purpose"h i c h makes man's life woRh living.
Vekhi saw in the problem of religion, the intelligentsia's greatest weakness.
Having subscribed to atheism, they had alienated the very grwp, the narod,which they

97 Pëtr Struve, The Intelligentsiaand Revdutioci,' Vekhi 115-129- 'No one has ever called
for massive politicaland social changes Wh such unbouirded frivolity as our revdutionaty parties
and their organizaüons during the 'days of freedom" (123).

9~

A.S. Izgoev, Y3n Educated Youth: Notes

00

A.S. Izgoev, a n Educated Youth: Notes on Its Life and Sentiments,' Vekhi 86.

on Its Life and Sentiments,' Vekhi

73-74.

were trying to help. The narod regarded the intelligenlia as strange beings, probably
mad, and in some cases dangeious. In 1874when the intelligentsia Went to the people"
the narod ignored thern or sumrnaied the local constable to arrest the ~oreigners".'~

The vekhovfsy asserted that this mistrust was caused by religion, not by differences in
language or perception. Berdyaev saw its on'gins in Peter the Great's reforrns which had
secularized "society", but ignored the masses, leaving the n a d with their "old religious
beiiefs and fee~ings."~'Gershenzon concuned:
The people fail to understand us and hate us,but this is not the whole story. Can
it be that they do not understand us because we are more educated than they
are, and hate us because we do no physical labour and live in luxur)/, No, the
main thing is that they do not regard us as human beirigs; to them we are manlike monstem, people without G d in w r s o u ~ s . ' ~
If the intelligentsia were going to successfully lead the people, they had to regain
~od.'"
The Vekhi authors perceivedthe intelligentsiaas hanging over a dangerous abyss.

Dissociated from the State, they had no practical knowledge of how to govem, of the rule
of law, and of the many controversies existing in their huge country. How could they be

responsible leaders without training and experience? They could only destroy, not build
anew.

Alienated from their constituency, the narod, they further endangered the

continued existence of Russia. It was possible for them to prod the peasants into action

'* Abbott Gleason, Youna Russia: The Genesis of Russian Radicalkm in the 1860s (New
York: Viking Press, 1980) 5.
'O'

Nikobi Berdyaev, The Oriains d Russian Communism, trans. R.M. French (London:
Geoffrey Bles, 1937) 14.
'O2

Mikhail Gershenzon, Creative Self-Corisciousness,' Vekhi 61.

.Al1 are equal befare God, and everyone has absolute importance if he fuifils his indiviâuai
destiny, occupies his own place in the wor#, and tmamws an individual whose image abides
eternally in the mind of God: Berdyaev, 'Socialism as Religion,' Revdution of the S~irit130.
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through propaganda, but they could neither control nor direct this action. The narod
generally were contemptuous of the intelligentsia's impractical

and confusing ideas, and

the intelligentsia had no clear understanding of their needs and desires.lW
Responsibility, educatim, and religion therefore had to be adopted by the intelligentsia
if they were ever to abandon this road to anarchy.

Vekhi was not the first platforrn from wtiich the religious-philosophical intellectuals
engaged political matters directly, but it was undoubtedly their most dramatic foray, and
it popularized religious-philosophical concems in an unprecedented manner. Even the

tenor of responses aided the public dissemination of their message: the unifom
criticisms, delivered in outraged diatribes, dernonstrated a reaction of anxiety on the part
of established revolutionaries and pditical thinkers; their meetings, collections of essays
and articles senred to bring Vekhi to the attention of many more people than those who
would normally have purchased it. The massive response then provoked a sensation
through incongruency. As Russians flocked to buy and read the new editions of Vekhi

in order to find confirmation for the daims made by one or another political figure, they
would be confronted by the realization that the attacks did not address the specific issues
raised therein. What became increasingly revealed was nat weakness or prejudice on the
part of the Vekhi authors, but rather the inadequacy of established viewpoints. The

inability of leading pditical figures to transcend their rigid and often repeated party lines

lW Aleksandr Bk(c was simuir;uieousiy elaborating upon th& theme,
He gave an address
'Rassiia i intelligentsïïgbefore two liierary societies in Novernber 1908 and pubiiihed it in Zoktoe
runo 1 (1909). W s criticisrn ofthe intelligentsia gfew throughout the years preceding the
Revolutionof 1917, M i n g him finalty to publish a pre8dshevik essay 7ntelligentsiiairevdiutsiiia
in Znarnia truda on 19 January 1918, in which he proposed that the sufferings of and attacks on
the intelligentsia were no more thari what that 9c'clsssndeserved. See Aleksandr 6W. "The
Intelligentsia and the Revduüon: Russian Intelledual Histw: An Anthdaay, ed. Marc Raeff
(1909; New Jersey: Humanities Press, 1978) 364-371.
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in order to address concretely the assertions of the vekhovtsy, signalled the possible
bankruptcy of their leadership.
From the "Leff came long, but similar declaratims that the Vekhi writers were
"bourgeoisie" tiying to stifle the just daims of the peasants and the working man. They
saw the collection as proof that "liberals" had completely joined the "reactionaries". Lenin

called them "Kadets" (although the Kadet Parly had already disavowed and harshly
criticized the collection), labelled them the "encyclopedia of Iiberal desertion", and
accused them of being opposed to democracy al1 in an attempt to drive fuither the wedge
between the working and bourgeois

classe^.'^ Victor Chernov, leading a coalition of

Socialist Revolutionaries and Populists, condemned Vekhi for tamishing the glorious

Cause, and vilifying the tremendous advances made by the inte~ligentsia.'~Those
representing the "Centre", or the position of constitutional democratic Iiberalism also
resented the attack in Vekhi of the activities of the intelligentsia, and felt constrained to
make clear the distance between their p l a t f m and that of the religious-philosophem

The leading Duma rnember, Paul Miliukov was parthlady outraged by Vekhi's subtle
criticism of the ignorance of Russian liberaldm Even the aged Tolstoy added his
censure to the M o l e debate, condemning Vekhi for being "over-intellectual," and he

'= Vladimir 1. Lenin. 'O 'Vekhakh',' address given a! the Sociétés Sevantes conference, Paris
France, 27 November 1909. A transcript was publihd in his Cdlected Works, trans- Yuri
Sdobnikov, Vd. 16 (Mascow: Progress Publiishers 1973) 1-1 14.
Vekhi kak znamenie vrerneni vakhi as a Sign d the Times] (Moscow: lzdanie Zveno,
authors included N. Avksent'ev, 1. Biusikvskii, IaVechev (ak.a Viktor Chernov), lu.
Gardenin (a.k.a Viktor Chernov), N. Rakitnikw, N. Ratner, L Shishko, and B. lur'ev, Another
publication put forward a simiiar anaichist pktfom: V rashchitu intelliientsii [ln defense of the
Intelligentsia] (Moscow: Izdatel'stvo Zaria, 1909). Wntets ofthis w r k included K. Arseniev, 1.
Bikerman, Boboiykin, VI. Botsiariovskii, N. Valentinov, N. Gekker, I . Ignatov, Nik. lordanskii. 0Levin, F. Muskatblit, and Grig. Petrw.
'O6

1910). The

'O7

Paul Miliukw, Yntelligentsiii i istoricheskaia traditsia,'

Petersburg: Zemlia, 1910) 89-192.

Intelliaentsiii v Rossiï

(St.
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insisted that he gained more insight from a peasant ftiend's letter than from the whole
series of essays.'"

Yet Vekhi had tapped into a g
o
rw
ng
i

wony on the part of moderate political figures

and intellectuals. The events of 1905-1906 demonstrated the vofatility of the Russian
populace, and the inability of revolutionaries to contrd the masses aroused by their
polernics. Few citizens living in St. Petersburg or Moscow wished to see any similar
demonstration again in their lifetimes. For several years there was only a general sense
of uneasiness, but Vekhi changed al1 that. It brought the problem out in the open, and

made clear the irresponsibility and lack of foresight pervading ?ot only the radical

intelligentsia, but, by in large, al1 of Russia's political and intellectual classes. Quite
naturally the various leaders were stung by the attack, and felt it necessary to defend
themselves. However, by failing to accept any resporisibiiity or to answer the charges,
they added to the feeling that both refonn and revdutimary alternatives were out of
control. After the Vekhi scandal, religiws-philosophy was propelled into the forefront of
popular awareness, and had successfully shown itself to be a completely new approachIt could no longer be mistaken foi just another socialist or liberal initiative.

The Russian Revolutiori
While Populist, ManOst and other social materialist, positiiist works had dominated
the Russian literary scene prior to the tum of the century, religious-philosophy was
increasingly corning to the fore in the Empire's last twenty years. The Vladimir Soloviev
Society and al1 the associated publishing houses thrived through W d d War One. With

'OB
LN. Toîstoy. Y) Vekhakh,"
izdanie, 1928-1958) 285-290-

Pdnoe sobranie sochinenii, Vol. 38 (Moscow: lobileirioe
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the coming of the war, a certain nsoglavophilism began to enter the writings of the
religious philosophem as their persaial expression of patiWoc sentiment.

Razanw. after

years of abusing the Tsar and the Orthodox Church, suddenly tumed volte-face to write
The War of 1914 and the Russian Renaissance (19t 5) which justified both the Autocracy
and official Orthodox doctrine.
Florensky and Bulgakw had made great strides with their expression of a new
theological concept - Sophidugy - fimt introduœd by Viadimir Soloviev. During the war,
St. Sophia came to symbdiie Russia's partiwlar

woiM destiny. S. Durylin m d e The Citv

of Sophia (1915) to resurrect the idea of Moscow as the 'Third Romem. He explained
again that after Rome and Constantinople, Moscow now held tnie Christianity; the
Russian mission was to bring its beliefs and concepts, especially SObdmost', into
dominance throughout the wodd. Prince Evgeny Tnibetskoy added his fervent patriotic
expressions in: The National Question. Constantinwle and St. Soohia, The War and the
Universal Mission of Russia, The Patriotic War and its Spiritual Sianificance.
Hence the religious-philosophical movement was able to seize upon Worid War
One as a crucial moment for Russia to reassert its place in the wohd. Bulgakov openly

advocated that Russia "had a responsibility for the spiritual destiny of humanity" if only its
intelligentsia cwld finally transcend their limited materialist precoriceptions. Berdyaev

was more cautious: in The Destinv of Russia (1918), he clearly elucidated the split
rnentality within his people whereby they avowed high spiritual pnnciples and a new
approach to social relations, but also tended to embrace quick solutions, messianic
crusades, and sheer barba*.

He suggested methods for re-orientating these negative

energies in his capstone treatise A Sense of Creation: Essav of Justification of Man (1915)
which appealed for man to recognize his link with G d in the area of creativity: God had
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created man so that man too could create; man was closest to G d at the moment of
creative inspiration. Berdyaev also wondered if many social problems could not be
conected by a change in man's perceptions towards work.

Occupations involving

creativity would presumably be more fulfilling than drudgery p e r f m e d for the sake of
money. Therefore, he championed the "creator, not the "takef or destroyer.
Since issuing their emphatic waming in VekhL rnost rnembers of the religiousphilosophical movement had concentrated upon developing elernents of this body of
thought, and elaborating new concepts. Berdyaev was m e of the few who continued to
focus upon the critical flaw in the intelligentsia and among the Russian people. In 1917,
however, Vekhi came rushing back to the forefront when its very predictions actually
occurred: failures to r e f m , the immense pressure of war, and the insidious messages
of "heaven on earth" put forth by social materialists finally raised the emotims of workers
in St. Petersburg to a fevered pitch. One spark set off the whole cataclysm, and the city

was swept into a spontaneous revolt.
The events of February 1917 took every intellectual by surprise. As the people
rioted, soldiers mutinied, and the Tsar abdicated in quick succession, the intelligentsia
struggled to find their place in the melee. The writers of Vekhi had been absolutely
correct: The intelligentsia had lost contrd of the movement which they had fostered and
encouraged. In the midst of this chaos, the religious-philosophieal mwement found itseff
split along political lines. Some decried the absence of authority and the

loss of their

Tsar while others applauded the end of the autocracy, but wonied about what forrn of

government would replace it. Only the Symbolist poet Alexandr Blok openly embraced
the Revolution as an exhibition of the raw power held within the glorious Russian narod.
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Gmdually, most of the religious-philosophical movement reoriented itself to the
new conditions, and they were distracted by church affairs.

The new Provisional

Govemment, in its haste to address dl the cornplaints of Tsarist times swiftly granted the
Orthodox Church full right to complete the reforms which it had requested back in 1905.

It appointed Kartashev as new Procurator of the Hdy Synod and, in an edid on April29.
1917, told him to convene the Great Sobor with al1 possible speed. By August 5, 1917

the Orthodox Church was at 1st liberated fmm the govemment as the Office of the Holy
Synod, created by Peter the Great, was permanently dissofved. The Sobor began ten
days later.
For those involved in the religious-philosophical movement, the calling of the
Sobor suggested that their fondest aspirations rnight soon be realized. The Orthodox
Church was preparing to redefine itself and its rde in the country, and it should soon be
able to take its place as a signïficant social institution. Sobomost' seemed potentially
within their grasp. The Sobor was a substantial event including 432 representatives from
the laity and the clergy: 80 bishops, 149 priests, 9 deacons and 15 cantors from the
clergy met with 299 laymen.'"

Most of the latter had been involved to some degree

with the religious-philosophical mwement, and many of the clergy were newly cwdained,

former rnembers of the intelligentsia, fully committed to the cause of reform. The Vladimir
Soloviev Society personally fielded Sventitsky, Florensky, and Elchaninov for the clergy,
and Bulgakov, Kartashev, and Prince Evgeny Trubetskoy for the laity.
Aithough the cause for reform along the lines prornoted by the religiousphilosophical mwement had by far the largest representation at the Sobor, it did not go
uncontested. lncluded also was a strong
-
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-
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of consewatives who saw only
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danger in a Church which became highly involved in secular affairs. There were also
priests who had been influenced by the social matenalists and wished the reforms to
somehow take a Communist direction; this contingent was led by Alexander Vedensky.
Most divisive were the clergy from the different national republics of the Empire who felt
that nationalist aspirations and freedom from Moscow was more important than any
genuine changes in the Church organization; these sentiments were so powerful that the
entire Georgian delegation decided to boycott the Sobor, declaring unilaterally that theb
Church was now independent.
After the Eucharist was celebrated at Uspensky Cathedral in the Kremlin, the
the Cathedral of St. Saviour. The
delegates convened at the largest church in MOSCOW,
appeal of the reformist movement was immediately demonstrated with the almost
unanimous election of Archbishop Tikhon, a known reforming cleric, as Chaimian for the
event: 407 of the 432 present voted for him.l1° The first issue on the agenda was the
election of a Patriarch, and here the consewatives were able to put forth two very strong
candidates: Antony Khrapovitsky and Arseny of Novgorod. However, the refonners were
strong enough to push forward the election of Tikhon, and he was fomally enthroned as
Patriarch on Novernber 21, 1917.
The Bolshevik seizure of power in Nwember did not halt the prdceedings of the
Sobor. lhey mtinued their work until many of the dd repressions were edicated and
a new programme to express the principles of sobomost' in al1 Church activities was
developed; the Sobor only ended in September 1918. Despite the completion of their
reforms, the Sobor representatives were not able to ignore the new govemment. Just as
they were redriecn
tig

"O

their Church so that it cwld play a much mare important rde in the

Zernov, The Russian Reliiious Renaissance 197.
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everyday Iives of the Russian people, the Bolsheviks were passing laws designed to
obliterate its fundon. They stopped short of fwbidding public expression of religion,
however, they seized al1the Church lands, closed the thedogicaf schools and confiscated

their Iibraries, dissdved Church mamage in favour of civil, and formally separated Church
from State: "No Church or religious society has the right either to own private property or
to enjoy the rights of a juridical person.'"'
The religious-philosophicai movement among the intelligentsia was also suffering
under the rule of the Bdsheviks. Medtner's and Morozova's publishing houses were

clased down. When the decree against "cwnter-revolutionary" organizations was made,
the Vladimir Soloviev Society had to cease its f m a l operations. The Bdshevik attack

was not u n i f m at first: in March 1918 the former members of the Society began to hold
conferences at the Pdytechnic Museum in Moscow where Orthodox, Tdstoyans,
Anarchists, and ldealists could express their ideas, and members of the Bolshevik Party
would corne and debate with them; Anton Lunacharsky and Maxim Gorky were frequent
psrticipants. However, with the burgeoning of the Civil War during the sumrner of 1918

and the creation of the Cheka (secret poiice) such public meetings were swiftly disbanded
as treasonous.
The religious-philosophical movement was forced underground to personal

meetings held in their own homes, and to disseminating their ideas by word of mouth or
from hand to hand. Many of the less committed proponents of the religious revbal began
to join the exodus out of Russia, and away from the Bdsheviks and their policies. The
start of violent hostilities in 1918 m l y incieased the emigration. However, the central core

111

"Separatian of Church and State, Church and Schods, and Religiaus Rights and
Freedorns," 20 January (2 February) 1918, Documents of Soviet Histocy, ed. Rex A. Wade, Vd.
1 (Gulf Breeze, FI: Academic lnternatiorial Press, 1991) 96.
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of the old Vladimir Soloviev Society remained in Russia, hoping that they could reforrn the
Revolution from within. In 1918 they issued their coridemnation of Bdshevik policy in a
collection lz alubiny clearly indicated as a sequel to Vekhi. The book was published, but
not initially released.

Bratstvo sviatogo Sofii
Under such arduous conditions, the m a t committed adherents to the religiousphilosophical movement in Russia decided to form a religious brotherhood in order to
strengthen their resdve and faith, and to bring them camfort in their trials. A hdy
brotherhood - bratsfvo - bound its members by a vow taken in Church before God, and
was a living realization of the pnnciples of sobomost*. Once avowed with full Orthodox

Church recognition, the members of the bmtstvo would consider each other tmly as
brothers (albeit linked by God and faith, not by blood): they would use the familiar ty (you)
form of address with each other instead of the formal vy; they would pray together and
assist each other's spiritual development; most of al1they would protect and shelter each
other. As betrayat and infiltrators of the Bdshevik Cheka becarne more and more
prevalent in Russian society, it must have seemed that such a cornmitment was a
necessary protection. It also complemented the central tenet of sobomost' for individual

spiritual development within a low'ng community.
Due to the intensely secretive nature of such a union, the actual members are

difficult to detemine, let alone the detaifs of their cornmunim. All that even suggested
the existence of such an organization were a few obscure references made in the mid1920s to a Bratstvo sviatogo Solii (Brothedmod of Saint Sophia). This could then be

connected to the former Vladimir Sdoviev Society becauseof their often-stated allegiance

to that Saint and to the concepts of Sophiology. Moreover, most references always listed

Sergei Bulgakov as a member of the Bratslvo sviatogo Sofri'. However, until recently, its
date of origin, vows, and almost al1 specific details were ~ntraceable.''~

In 1994, more information was unearthed and has been presented by M. A.
~olerov."~He discovered a dmft of "The Provisional Charter of the Brotherhood of St.
Sophia-Divine Wisdomu wiitten in 1918 by A.V. Kartashev and confirmed by Patriarch
Tikhon.

The Brotherhood....sees as its aim the uniting of Orthodox Church people,
predominantly people active in education and culture (intellectuals) in th& striving
for depth and fullness in their church life and in their efforts toward the beneficial
cornprehension, discovery, and pracücal implementation of the great universal

principles and promises of the Church of Christ."'
The official sanction from none other than the newiy-installed Patriarch indicates the

prestige of the Bratsfvo, and its close ties with the refonn movement within the Russian
"2 Marc Raeff speculates about this katstw in Russia Abroaâ 91-92, 139-140. He suggests
that it was fomed by Sergei Bulgakw in 1919 (he does not Iist any other original mernbers except
Anton Kartashev) and says that it was later joined (in about 1922or 1923) by Peter Struve, Semen
Frank, G.B. Vernadskii, Peter Savitsidi, and an undetemineci number of other Russian émigrés.
He also assumes th& this htsfvo was continuous with the 'Priiutinskii Brotherhood.' an
association that had been established between 1885-1908 (Raeff, 91, 139). New evidence in
Russia implies that making such a connedion based upon aneodotal evidence has resulted in
error: one schdar chastises Raeff, Supposedly thanks ta the membership of Struve and G.V
Vmrndskii (!) in it.' Modest A. Koierw, %ratstvo SV. Sofii: Vekhovtsy i evrazitsy (1921-192S),'
Voprosv fiiosofii 10 (1994): 143-66.
To explain W r o v ' s indignation: this ptiiutinskii kelstvo was also inspireid by Vladimir
Soloviev's idea of 'kdIekllvnoj lichnaW (cdlective persoriali) which perhaps explains why Raeff
rnakes the connectiori. However, hem dl similafi ends: the pnïuthskii ketslvo was composeci
of some o
f the original members of the M e t s and it included 0.1. Shakhovsky, V.1- Vernadsky,
F.F. and S.F. Oidenburg, 1.M Grevs, A.A. Kornibv [See, 0.1. Shak)rovskoi, Vis'ma O bratstve,'
y
bnits(vo, but it
Zven'ia: Istoiiclreskii al'manakh 2 (1992): 17S1771. It w8s the mly h ~ h l public
certainly had no visible links with this much more secretive organization of refigious-phiksophersStruve was never a member, nor was the Vernadsky whom Raeff identified. There is no c o m m n
ground between Russian 7iberals" and Russian 'telgious-phiWuphersm.
'13 Kolerov's article has been trmslated into Engiish as The 6rdhertiood of St- Sophia: The
'Landmarks People' and the Eurssians (1921-1925),' Russian Studies in Phiksoohy 34.3 (Winter

1995-96): 26-61.

"' Kolerw, The Brotheihood d St. Sophie'

27.
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Orthodox Church. Its draft Charter ducidates the full burgeoning of the purpose of the
religious-philasophical movement: Namely to bring together an elite group of intetlectual
laymen, an apastolic brotherhood of the intelligentsia, who would lead, maintain and
further the synthesis of religious and philosophical principlesfor "practicalimplementation"
in the w ~ r l d . " ~In other words, the prîrnary exponents of the religious-philosophical
movement in Russia

- incited by the Church r e f m s and the threat presented

by

-

Bolshevism decided to transfomi their ideas into action.
The Bratstvo was an ecclesiastical organization and, "ln the spirit of the Church,

into t h r w levels: (1) brothersthe Brotherhood is hierarchical. lts members were d ~ d e d
novices; (2) brothersdisciples; and (3) br~therselders.'~'~In its fufly-developed fom
the Bratstvo had twelve members at the elder level. One of these would be chosen
Chainnan by the members to organize, preside over meetings, and presumably to
maintain records (althaugh these have never been unearthed). It is not yet known how

the Chairman was chosen nor what, if any, electoral method was used.
in
i al
Kolerov was unable to detemine exactly whom the org

mernbers of the

Bratstvo were during the Civil War years in Russia. However, frequent reference in
personal M e r s indicates that Sergei Bulgakov was a member.

It has also been

suggested recently that Nicoiai Lassky and Lev Karsavin were among the founding
participants."'

Later, in the emigration, mernbership was revealed by references in

- -
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Kolerov, The Brotherhood of St.Sophia' 27.

l l7 Kolerw obtained this information f
rm A. Klernent'ev who is now engaged in studying the
life of Lev Karsavin (1882-1952). Karravin was a relative l a t m r to religious-phibophy (1918)
and rnay have becme invohd with the movement wtiile a Profesor of Medieval History at St.
Petersburg University. See A. Klement'ev, Pela i dni LP. Karsavina,' Vestnik RKhD 167 (1993)

97.
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personal letters and memoirs: Semen Frank, for instance, admits his inclusion in the
BraMvo in his biography of Peter Struve."'

Vasily Zenkovsky (1 8 8 1-1 962) named as

original members (or at least members in Russia), himself, Bulgakov, Paul Novgorodtsev,
Nikolai Berdyaev, and Karta~hev."~
Until more is known, the membership of the Bmîstvo between 1918-1922 (while

it was able to operate within Russia), cannot be ascertained. However, it seems to have

contained the four former Mafxists (Struve, Berdyaev, Bulgakov, and Frank), and quite
possibly two of their fellow collaborators in Vekhi (Izgoev, and Kistiakovsky). The other
original members of Problemv idealizma (Novgoroûîsev, Prince Evgeny Trubetskoy, and
Kartashev), were cleariy included, if not the propelling founders. It seems most likely that
the last three elders were Nikdai Lossky and Feodor Stepun considering their relativefy
lengthy involvement with the Vladimir Soloviev Society, and a late addition, Georges
Florovsky.
At the Iower ranks, certain candidates may be included either because of their own
admission or because of close association. Lev Karsavin and Vasily Zenkovsky asserted
that they were members. The printer for the SoiovW Society, A.S. Yashenko, and the
former editor of Nowi ut', George Chulkov, may be included because of their
organizational actMties dunng the post-revdutionary period which will be discussed in
chapter two.

Novgorodtsev's student and protégé, Boris Vysheslavtsev (1 877-1 954)

became engaged in religiow-philosophical movement dunng the Fimt World War, and

A possible explanatiori is that Buigakov had mtinually been a prirnary organizer of
religious-phiksophical i n K i e s , and he may well have acted 8s the major recruiter for the
bratstvo. Semen L Frank, BioaWia P.B. Struve (New York: Chekhov Publihing House, 1956)
'la

138.
l

V.V. Zenkovsky, 7arozhdenie RSKhD v emigratsii,' Vestnik RKhD 167 (1993): 21.
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was closely involved in its semi-dandestine activities after 1917. Whether or not the

Symbolist writers Bely, Blok, and lvanw were inducted is, as yet, u n k n m . What may
be said is that the BrafWo seems to have supersedeci the Vladimir Soloviev Society after
the Bolshevik takeover causing its transformation from a looselygathered, public
association into a tightly-knit, fonnaily-bound, and secret brotherhood.
Despite the many questions which remain about the Bdstvo, its purpose has
become increasingly clear.

With the B r a t ' o sviatogo Sdir' they created a singular

intellectualand political mwement determined to oppose alf rationally-created ideologies
including Comrnunism, Liberalism, Democracy, and Capitalism in favour of sobomost'.
The following chapter will examine the process which led to the abrupt expulsion of
almost every potential member of the Bratstvo from Russia in 1922. Before this event, it
may be asserted that the group worked to mitigate the worst offenses and persecutions

of the Cheka against intellectuals and artists. It also subtly pursued a programme of
resistance to the "Bdshevizing" of Russia. Its members wrote about, lectured on, and
debated ways in which the revdution might be transfomied from within in an effort to help
the populace of Russia wertum the idedogy which the Bdsheviks were trying to
implement, and replace it with their genuine Russian aiternative.

2. The Diaspora

By 1918, with the Bdsheviks firrnly in power, a horrible irony rnust have stnrck the
religious philosophers: Hem, indeed, was the confinnatim of their wamings issued in
Vekhi. Frank had characterized the typical Russian radical as "a militant monk of the
nihilistic religion of earthiy well-king."' The Bdsheviks, with theii drab unifomis. with

their increasingly repressive rule, and with their ruthless pursuit of eradicating every d d
Russian societal tradition in the quest for "heaven on earthwbecame a parody of the fears
which the vekbvtsy had expressed only nine years eariier. As the new government
instituted the Cheka, disbanded the Constituent Assembly at gunpoint, outlawed
opposition parties, and began to censor publications, Vekhi's prophecies were made mai:
Translated into teal life, the teaching of the Populists, not to mention that of the
Marxists, turned into licence and demoralkation. There are only two atternatives
to the idea of education in pditics: despotkm or ochlocra~y.~

...unproductive, anti-cultural nihilistic mora~isrn.~
They (SDs during 1903 split into Mensheviks and Bdsheviks] vidated the cardinal
legal principle that a society's statutes, like a constitution, be ratified on a special
basis by a qualified majonty4..-The idea proclaimed in this speech [Plekhanov] that force and usurped power are supreme, and not the principles of faw is
simply monstrau~.~

-

' Semen Frank, The Ethic of Nihilism: A Chaiaderùatior\of the Russian intelligentsia's Moral
Outlod<,' Vekhi, tms. and eds. Marshall S. Shatz and Judith E. Zimmerman (Armonk, NY: M.E.
Sharpe, 1994) 150.
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Peter Strwe, The Intelligentsia and Revduüon,' Vekhi 125.
Semen Frank, 'The Uhic of Nihilism: A Charaderizatiori of the Russian Intelligentsia's Moral

Outkok,' Vekhi 155.

'

ûogdan Kïstiakovskii, "in ûefense of Law: The Intelligentsia and Legal Consciousness,"

Vekhi 106.

Maximalist goals lead to the maximalist means...lgive myself the right not only to
the propeity of others, but to the. life and death, shwld this be needed for my
idea. lnside each maxirnalist there is a Iittle Napdeori of socialism or anarchism."
Oernagogy of this sort is spiritually demoralizing and creates an oppressive
atrnosphere. Moial cowardice develops, while love of truth and intellectual daring

are extinguished.'
t

M e cornfort, homrver, must have corne from such vindication. Rather, the religiousphilosophers, like al1other non-Bdshevik Russians, were faced with a new reality in which

there were few available courses of action.
Simply put, the m l y possible resporises to the new regime, short of changing
one's entire world-view were, to leave, to fight,

or to stay and oppose within the newly-

irnpoçed restrictions. Ernigraa'm was still a viable ch-,

and gained frorn the reality of

outn'ght war propagated by the Yighters". The latter was incoherently organized around
loyal supporters of the Tsar, aithwgh many of quite divergent idedogies - i.8. Menshevik,

-

Socialist-Revolutionary, Anarchist, Nationalist soon joined the White forces once the Civil
War became a reality in the summer of 1918. The third alternative was chosen by those

who disliked military engagement, held an intransigent loyalty to their homeland, and/or
could not stomach the prospect of a restoiation. It required a degree of caution and

ingenuity to be able to reconcile opposition ta Wshevism with empathy for the dynamism
of the revolutionary impulse.

Sergei Bulgakw, Heroûrn and Asceücism: Reflect'bns on the Religious Nature
Russian Intelligentsia," Vekhi 32.

' Nikolai Berdyaev, Vhiksophical Verity and intelligentsia Truth,' Vekhi
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Emigration and the CM1 War
The ernigration was initiated by the Bolsheviks' pdicies of dass war and

nationalization. Hoping to Save their tattered fortunes and their Iives, businessmen and
nobies led the ex-

from Russia. Som they were joined by others fleeing repression,

war, and economic deprivation.

As the Civil War entered its second year, thousands .

slipped through the fluid bwders of the separatist Ukraine, and the newly independent
Poland and Baiüc States. They fwged passes and identity pape=; s m e sewed jewels

and valuables into their clothing or hid them in loaves of bread; a few pretended to be
Gennan prisoners-of-wat or mentallydisturbed patients?
Th8 Russian diaspara became a flood in 1920 when the White Amy fell before

Bolshevik troops: First Denikinnsforces at Nwo1ossiisk that spring, and then Wrangel's
army at Sevastapd in November. After the last defeat, some 150,000White soldiers and
their followers swamped Russian and Aîlied boa& and warships on the Bosphonis in a
massive exodus to Constantinople (Istanbul), the Gallipoli peninsula, and islands in the
Aegean or Marmora Seas? There, they joined the suMMIs of Denikin's army, and
remained in internment camps until they could be transfened to countnes more willing
to take them as refugees.
Most émigrés settled near Russia in hopes an imminent cdlapse of the Bolshevik
government would permit their retum. Those who had fought for the White Armies
searched eagerfy for signs of a new opposition in Russia which would necessitate their
services. Thus, the emigration dispersed over Finland, the Baltic Republics, Pdand,

a Describeci in John Hellman, Vnterviews with Alexander Marc,' Cagne, Italy, 1985, cassette
7a-4. See also Denis de Rougemont, .Journal d'une 6~ocrue(Paris: Gallimard, lm) 93-94.

T.F. Johnson, Intemadional Trarncs: F r m Chao6 to Permanent Woiid Peace, 2nd ed.
(London: Hutchinson, 1938) 230.

Bulgatia, the Kingdom of the Se*,

Croats, and Slovenes (Yugoslavia), and Germany.

On Russia's eastem frontier, 50,000 settled in the Manchurian city of Harbin and another
70,000 moved to the variws Far Eastern countries of China and indone~ia.'~As the

-

-

emigration began to stabilize, Gerrnany and in particular Berlin emerged as the initial
centre of Russia Abroad."

Berlin alreaây had an established Russian intekctual

community and a vigourous Russian press which drew many of the fieeing émigrés.

Gennany also had the added benefit of being close to Russia should events allow the
émigrés to retum, and a iow cost of living which the impoverished Russian refugees could
afford.12
The diaspora included a d i ~ p r ~ o n a t elarge
l y number of Russia's most highly

educated and skilled citizens.13 Two-tthirds had attended secondary school; one-seventh
held university diplornas; alrnost al1 the Bmigrés possessed an elementary educaüon."

Due to the large military component, men outnumbered women, most of the men were

'O

Raeff, Russia Abroad 24.

"

See W i l i i i , Culture in Exile for the most cornpiete analysis of the emigraüan in Germany.
Also helpful is L. Feishman, R. Hughes, & O. Raevskaya-Hughes eds., Russkii Berlin. 1921-1923.
l2

ln 1923, the State Department of America received a report frorn Warren D. Robbins,
counsellar of the American embassy in Berlin quding an estimate of 800,000 Russian tirnigrés in
that country akme: 'By far the most impoitant cokny of Russians is to be found in Berlin. There
are in Berlin approximateiy 180,000 Russians.' Warren O. Robbins, ietter to the Secretary of State,
14 March 1923, National Archives, Oocument Diion, Russian Section, Record Group 59,
Department of State, Washington D.C., File 861-4812189.
" In M. Bredekin's study d 3,354 Bmgrés in Varna, Bulgaiie, 50% of men wer the age of 17
were manual labourers, 30% were skilkd &ers
or semi-prdessiorials, and 18% were slalled in
purely intellectual pursuits. In R m i a the c o m m breakdown before World War I was: 80%
manual, 5% skilled niwkers, iess than 1% intelleduals. See 8redekin as cited in Simpson,
Refuclee Problem 86.
"

Professor Ivantsov based his mnk on a suwey ofémigrés in Yugoslavia that had been
conducted in 1921. See Recueil konomiaue russe vol. 2. (Prague, 1925) 8s cited h Sir John
Hope Simpson, The Refuaee Pmblern: R e m of8 Survey (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1939).
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unmamed, and the majodty were between 19 and 45 years of a g d 5 On an aconomic
scale, the émigrés included many of the top wage eamers, tax-payers and landowners

Even after the Reds had won the CM1 War (at least in Me heailland of Russia),"
the exodus mntinued. Added to the earîier emigration were Russian prisoners-of-war
(POWs) from Wodd War One who had been intemed in Germany and Austria-Hungary,

and were now in the process of being repatriated. However, many of these POWs, upon
heanng of the conditions in their f m e r homeland, chose not to return. After 1920,
moreover, the Stream of Russian émigrés began to include larger numbers of peasants,

workers, and even Red soldiers: In the aftermath of the CM1 War, material devastation
provoked an escalating famine and multiple epidernics.
Of the Bratstvo sviatogo Sofii, Peter S t w e was the rnast vulnerable to Bolshevik

persecution as a former ranking early Marxist, and his later participation in the Kadet
Party. He was also the most militant. In December, 1917 he travelled south to join the

Volunteer Army under General Alekseev.

Throughout most of 1918 he operated

underground in Moscow and Petrograd. At the end of that year, he went to Archangel
to await the British Expedià'oriary Farce, but failing to find the English, he and his family
escaped into Finland."

Strwe continueci to adively s d i c l international support for the

l5 In Ivantsov's shrdy in Yugoslavia, he found 69% of the drnigrés to be men. Of these 66%
were between 19-45 years of age and 70% were single- A similar study by Mme. Sdocisky done
in Belgrade in 1929 established a ratio d 6û.48 men to.
9
3
women. In M. Bredekin's study in
Varna, 64.8% of the people surveyed were between 20-40 years of age. See Sirnpsori,
Refuuee Probiern 85-86.

''

Richard Pipes, Struve: Liberai on the RiM. 1905-1944 (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard

University Press, 1980) 24&268.
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White A m y , and even retumed to Russia at the end of 1919 as part of Denikin's

In the spring of 1920. he somehow managed to escape the Red Anny's

forces.''

seizure of Novorossiisk, and ernigrated once again; mis time he was never to retum.

who fdlowed much of Sttuve's torturws path was not
Prince Evgeny T~betskoy,
as lucky.

He succumbed to typhus in Nwolossiisk just before the White Amy fe11.~"

Anton Kartashev, fwnder of the Bratshrg, had also joined Strwe in the initial protest in
1917, and even accompanied him part of the way to Archangel. Rather than leave Russia

at that time, however, Kartashev retumed to Moscow. There he faced considerable peril
because he had been the Minister of Religion under the Provisional Govemment and,

furthemore, had directly joined the White initiative. Upon his retum, he found hirnseif an
outlaw reduced to hiding in fnends' homes. He was even arrested once by the Cheka,
but sornehow managed to escape from prison. Early in 1919 he managed to slip across

the border to

inl land?'

In the emigration, Kartashev was s m followed by Pavel

Novgorodtsev who was also invdved in the Civil War.

Suwiving in Rursia

Th8 remainder of the Bratslvo stayed in Russiadespite their opposition to MaoOsm
and the perils of the CM1 War. Unlike their "brothers"who had emigrated, they, to varying
degrees, could not justify participating directly in the war, and generally found little

sympathy for the White position. Much as they had cawed out an alternate path between

Struve took charge of a daiiy newspapar G m t Russi& (Veli-eie Rossiia) on Denikin's
territory. See Pipes, Struve: Liberal ori the Riaht 278.
'O

Rosenfhal and Bdiachevsky-Chomiek, eds.. A Revoiuüon of the Soirit 321.
"

Donald Lowii, Rebelliws Pro~het:A Lirs d Nioolai Berdvaev (New York Harper & Row,
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the tsarist statusquo and revdutionary socialist materialkm during the pre-Revdutionary
years, they now gravitated to a position outside and apart from the Red-White debacle.

As Berdyaev would contiriually insist, they might not respect Bdshevism, but neither did

they wish for a mstoration. Moreover, the religious-philosophers had rarely engaged
directly in politics under the Tsarist regime, and wem not disposed to take such a stance
at this time. The only one of the remainder who had any political experience was Sergei
Bulgakov, and he was now a priest in the Orthodox Church subject to the authority of that
body.

Furthemore, the members of the brafstvo who did join the Whites and emigrate
were those who had always abhmed sociafism, or, like Struve, grown increasingly
disenchanted with socialist policies over tirne. On the coritrary, those who stayed shared
a greater openness to the appeal of social justice. They persisted in believing that the

guiding spirit behind the changes in Russia was propitious.

Only the instrument

-

-

Maotisrn and the Bdsheviks was perverting this dynamism. The former editor of Vekhi,

Gershenzon, even went so far as to embrace the Bdshevik cause because of the vitality
he saw rnanifested in its movernent. So too, did the poet Aleksandr Blok. Thus, the

Bratstvo and a cor8 of associated propocients of religious-philosophy rernained in Russia
to continue their work.

Caution, secrecy, and obfuscation.

These had been the bywotds of the

intelligentsia during the repressive years of the nineteenth œntury when censorship,
informants, and infibation forced them to operate "underground".

Weaned on

Dostoevsky's intrigues, the religious philosophem adjusted Meir rnethods to the nilas of
the new Bdshevik gwemrnent.
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A decree banning all "hostile" newspapers was passed on November 9, 1917, and
it was immediately foliowed by

an order to ~ w h ~ aail
t eprivate printing presses and

stocks of paper; al1 atternative parties beginning with the Kadets on Oecember 17, 1917

were banned; widespread legitimate means of dissent were thus made unavailable. The

creation of the Cheka on Decemôer 20.1 917 provided the Bolsheviks with a special amy
designed to root out any "wunter-revdution" and anest its propagators. People's Courts
replaced the existing judicial system making it more likely that sentences rendered would
be arbitrary and especially severe. The dangers of appositional work were compounded

after February 22, 1918 when the powers of the Cheka were broadened: "counterrevolutionaries, spies, speculatots, ruffians, hodigans, saboteurs and other parasites... will

be mercilessEy shot by the commiss/*on's detachmen& on the spot of the 0i8ence.~
With these restrictions, the ieligious philosophers adapted their course of action.
Those who held any allegiance to a political party, disavowed it as soon as it was oficially

outlawed. "Put'" publishing house was shut d m , Struve had to dase Russkava mvsl'

as well, and the other publishers of religious-philoeophical writings quickly joined the
diaspora. Thus, by the end of 1918 al1 the dd means of disseminating their ideas were

gone.

However, Berdyaev had long been operating his select Tuesday "at-home"

meetings at his apartment on Maly Vlas'evski Lane and, as a private gathering of fn'ends.
these remained fully within the boundaries of the new laws. He thus continued them

dunng and after the turbulent y e m of the Civil War. Usualfy the guests were limited to
the old staiwart supporters of religiws-philosophy who happened to be in Moscow on

any given Tuesday.

Occasionally, however, a "safeu intellectual celebrity could be

IZistolii V~~rossjiSkoi
&rezwd\ainoi kmissii. 1917-1921 aa.: sbornik ûokumentov [Frorn
the History of the AICRussh Extiaordinary Commission, 1917-1921: Collection of Dacuments]
as cited in Jesse O. C h b o n , A Histm d Russie (New Y&
Random House, 1962) 492.
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enjoined to participate. The philosopher AN. Losev was one such guest in 1918. Extra

protection was ironically provided by one of Üie frequent guests:

Olga Kameneva

(Trotsky's wife and the sister of Kamenev), found the discussions interesting.

Her

presence must have wamed the Cheka away from efforts to infittrate and arrest the

participants?
Despite the convivial family atmosphere, discussions were not limited in anyway
by the outside censc~hip.Members could elabarate on their frustrations, theirfears, and

even their hatred of "godless communism". While no record of the meetings exists (as
far as is known), a hint of the tenor of conversations may be obtained from individuai
works which sorne of the participants wmte that year, and especially from the collection

of essays, Ir alubiny ( F m out of the Oepths)."

This M e r bleak and depressing tome

was the inspiration of Struve who, in his last days in Moscow, wanted to revisit Vekhi in
light of the events of 1917.
Gershenzori refusedto have any invoivernent with the sequel when he discovered
Struve's particulariy anti-Bdshevik intent, and Kistiakovsky was unavailab~e.~
The shift

away from sacialist sympathies was further illustrated by two of the six new contributors
whom Struve inciuded: Pavel Novgorodtsev and Viacheslav Ivanov. Novgorodtsev held

a centrist political position, and lvanov was moving increasinglyto the radical right. Even
Berdyaev's article was uncharacteristically rigid. In it, he made frequent referenœ to

" Donald Lamie, Rebeliiis Prwhet 151. At this tirne, L

m Tiotsky wss commander in chief

of the Red A m y , while Lev Kamenev wss the Commissar d the Moscow Soviet. W h were
members of the Bolshevik Pditburo.
24 IL alubinv: Sbornik statei O nrsskoi revdiutsii, 2nd ed., (Park: YMCA-Press, 1967). There
is also an English translation by Wdliam F. Woihrlin, Out ofthe ûeoths: A Coilediori ofArticles on
the Russian Revdutiorr. (Irvine, Mi.:Charles Schlad<s JI. Publisher, 1986).
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Joseph de Maistre, and the need for reaction

against the "chaos of mob-rule." During the

year he transformed these ideas into a book, The Philosoohv of Ineaualitv, which he later
disavowed. He came to corisider its sole worth lay in its reiteratiori of the important
censure against inhibiingfme creaüve endeavair, but he felt uncomfottable with the bitter
tone and scathing attacks which he had employed."

Bulgakw and Frank dwelled more

upon the tragedy of revolution, and their sadness that their warnings in Vekhi had not
been heeded. Their articles lacked the pointed themes and energy exhibited in the earlier
collection. By and large, Iz alubiny served as a persmal catharsis for each of its authors.
Wih a much heavier relianœ on religious themes, it dwelt upcm "the Christian cycle of sin,
repentance, and redernption...not merely as a metaphor for the revdution but as an
explanation and sdace for it?'
Berdyaev also led the move to continue the dissemination of religiousphilosophical ideas in a more positive and judicious dre
ic
o
itn

with the fandation of the

Free Academy of Spiritual Culture. Unlike the negative purpose of lz alubiny, the "school"
was intended to spread the ideas of religious-philosophy to any person of any class,

political affiliation, or occupation who wished to leam more.

In beginning such a

constructive undertaking, mrdyaev and the majority of the Bmtstvo discarded their selfabsorbed preoccupation with the tragedy of the Revdution. and moved on to pursue its
transformation. This was declared cleady in their only condition for admittance: one rnust
accept I h e new age as an age of material destruction and spiritual creation.'a

26

Nicholas brdyaev, Dream and Realii 225.
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words, its mandate did not oppose the present regime, it simply oppased its central
doctrine of dialectical materialism.
The Free Academy was also more carefully established with a view to the existing
restrictions. Berdyaev registered the Academy with the Moscow Soviet, and obtained the
appropriate permit$ and licences signed by Lev Kamene? (Societies, organizations and
private academies had not yet atîracted the attention of Bdshevik idedogists). Premises
for courses were obtained from the Women's University in Moscow, and lectures and

seminars were held in other locations.
The facuity was essentially comprised of the oid members of the Vladimir Sdoviev
Society and/or the remaining members of the Brafstvo. In the sense that the Free
Academy piamoted widespread education into religious-philosophicd themes and
encouraged Ïts participants to apply these ideas in their writings and every-day lives, it

was the descendant of the Vladimir Sdoviev Society. Berdyaev taught courses in his two
favourite subjects of the philosophy of histoiy and the philosophy of religion. Boris
Vysheslavtsev held a position in philosophy at the Universityof Moscow, but took the time
to give instruction into the field of ethics at the Free Academy, and even took on the role

of Dean. Viacheslav Ivanov put aside his increasingly radical pditical pursuits in order

to teach Gresk religion, and Feodor Stepun elaborated on themes of contemporary life
and work? Michael Gershenzon agrwd to continue his assoo
a
cin
t

over Iz alubiny, and conducted courses in histocy."

despite the dispute

Semen Frank became the principal

30 LA. Kogan, VysW za granitsu bezzhabstno' (Novoe ob izgnanii dukhomoi elity),'Vo~rcq
Filoçofii 9 (1993): 62.
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administrator of the Free Academy in Moscow, but dso gave lectures on introductory
philo~ophy.~
The Academy also drew some new intellectuals who had not noticeably

paflicipated in the Vladimir Sdoviev Society. Struve's student Yuri Bukshpan, entered hrlltime to teach ewnomics after he had conducted his mentor to ArchangeLp There was
also the jurist Gold'stein, who became instructor of Law, Griftsov, and the writer Muratov
who had entered into a business relatioriship with Berdyaev. By far the busiest member
of the faculty, however was Andrei Bely. Not only did he give lectures in philosophy and

spintual culture at the Free Acaderny in Moscow, but also cornmuted between that city
and St. Petersburg (dun'ng a Civil War) where he directed an associated society: The F r w

Philosophical Society or Vd'fïla. Fortunately he was helped in this by the CO-directorship
of P.V. lvanov-Razumnik?

The St. Petersburg Vol'fila complemented the Free Academy although its efforts

were more ditected towards furthering religious-philosophicalknowtedge than to teaching
the basic ideas to the uninformed. Fomially begun at the start of 1919, a few months
after the Moscow Free Acaderny had opened its doors, it boasted the inclusion of many
of Russia's most advanced non-rnaterialist intellectuals.

Bely's long-time friend and

Russiansgreatest syrnbdist poet, Aleksandr Blok, was a member until his eariy death from
typhus in 1921. Nikdai Lossky. who by now had achieved a reputation in academic

Pipes, Struve: Liberal on the Riaht 260.
Lowrie, Rebellious Prwhet 151; Berdyaetv, Drearn and R W i 234-235; Vadimov, Zhirn'
Berdiaeva 185-187; Kogan, 'Vyslst' za granitsu' 62.
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circles as one of Russia's foremost philosophers, could not resist the cal1 of the Bratstvo
and continued religious-philosophical investigation.
Vol'fila also enjoyed the contributions of the rather challenging personality, Lev

Shestov (1866-1938), who had already established a formidable name in Europe as one
of the leading anti-rationalist thinkers of his t i m e . His w h s on Dostoevsky, Nietzsche,

and Tolstoy had been m'defy published and translated, and he was beginning to define
certain elements of an entirely new mode of thought which was to becme called
existentialism. Shestov had retumed to Russia an the eve of W d d War One, after
teaching and travelling in Europe for almost fifteen years.

Already acquainted with

Berdyaev and Bulgakov frorn th& student days in Kiev, he f w n d that he had most in
common (and this was not that much, as Shestov was a notonbusly original thinker) with
the r e l i g i o - h h intelligentsia? He remained with Vol'fila until the end of 1919
when he decided to take his family into safety, and emigrated ftom Russia.
As many of the courses offered at the Free Acaderny and themes discussed at

Vol'fila might be m s t r u e d as counter-revolutionary by the authorities (or at least too

overtly religious), the decision was made not to advertise the meetings. The general
ration on paper and lack of substantial fun& probably were also a factor. Students and
interested iisteners "discovered" the organizations by word of mouth.
By 1919, Berdyaev's reputation as a lecturer on religious themes had spread, and
he was invited to an Anarchist club for a debate on Christ; the audience was largely

j6

xvii.

Bernard Martin. ed., A Shestw Anthokqy (Mens, Ohio: Ohio University Press, 1970). k-

composed of Tolstoyans. Red Anny men. sailors and workers?

His populanty and that

of the subject spread, and Berdyaev and other professors at the Academy were

increasingly invited to public lectures throughout the city? The apparent appeal of such
lectures prompted the facuity to undertake a new dimension to their programme in 1920.

They began to give public lectures about once every two weeks on a theme of specific
interest to the individual professor." The benefits were two-fold: first. they could spread
their religious-philosophical ideas to a much wider audience and potentialiy recruit new
students through the public lecture format; second, they could test and refine thernes that

each was developing for future publications.

Berdyaev applied this method in the

creation of Dostoevsky and The Meanina of ~istory."
The resutting notoriety, however, was not without its dangers. In the spring of
1920, Berdyaev gave a series of courses at the Central Distillery. Not only were the

''

Berdyaev recollected that he w8s rather shocked upon hearing the first few speakers. He
soon discovered that the point was to v i l i i and rnock religion, not to engage in serious discussion
about it. "having Iistened to ail the speakers Ifeît completely paralysed, not knowing what to say
or how to extricate myseif from the frightful predicamerit. But I made an intense spirluai effort,
concentrated ail my p e r s , and got up to speak when asked to do so. WRh the very first words
I feit as if I was seized by some power inspiring me and g ~ n me
g strength and dl the worâs
appropriate for the occasion-.A!first the audience was extrerneiy hostile and drowned my words
in hisses, cries and derisive ejaculabioris. But graâually I gained c m t r d over it. and enâed rny
speech in a roar of appiause.' The speech was entitled a n the Worth of Christiiity and the
Unworthiness of Christians.' Berdyaev, Oream and R e a l Ï 233-234.
Berdyaev gave a public lecture on 'Science and Religion' in the hall of the Pdytechnic
Museum to a crowd d approxirnately two thousand people. Berdyaev, Dream and Realii 234.
Topics on which the prof~ss01s
dehered ledures in that year included: The Crisis of
Cutture,' The Crisis of Phiksophy,' 'About Christian Freedom," 'About the Substance of
Christianity,' 'Ideaiist Greece,' 'About full Messianism,' 'East, Russia and Europe,' Windu
' . Leorrtiev,' 'VI. Sdwiev and Universal Christianity.'
Mysticism,' 'About wercoming Platitudes.' K
Vadimov, Zhizn' Berdiaeva 208.
jg

Berdyaev, Dream and R e a l ï 235. Neither book aw# be published in Russia awing to
Bolshevik censorship. Berdyaev kept the rnanuscripts, and was only able to publish them after
his expulsion in Berlin.
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premises "official" (i.8. government owned), but also the number of students was quite
large. A Bolshevik journalist wrote stndently about the situation in Pmvda, and Berdyaev
was arrested along with the chairman of the distillery. In this case, Berdyaev was able
to gain his release the same day after several hours of questioning by simply showing the
perrnits for the Free Acaderny signed by Kamenev; the Cheka seemed most interestea

in having him define "Spiritual Culture" but, as hi rapid release indicates, could not find
anything counter-revoiuüonary in the subject?

After this incident, the Free Academy

moved its lecture series to a "neutral" location, the auditorium of the Pdytechnic
~useum.~~
Later that same month, an February 20, Berdyaev was again anested by the
Cheka and transported to Lubianka Prison. This time, the charge involved an apparent
Iink to the counter-revolutionary "Tactkal Front" which was sending information to the
White Amy General Yudenich in Pdand.u

After several days confinement and

questioning, Berdyaev was taken to an intewiew

with Dzenhinsky himself; Kamenev and

Menzhinsky (second in command of the Cheka) were also present. According to his
autobiography, Berdyaev decided to take the offensive, and delivered a half-hour speech
on his philosophical beliefs and his moral objection to communism while dearly asserting
his total lack of interest in plitical Me."

The Cheka leader seemed to accept his

honesty; he said, "lt is possible to be a materialist in theory and an idealist in life or, on

-

-

"
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the contary, an idealist in theory and a materialist in life"."

He then asked Berdyaev

several questions about his connecu'oristo several people implicated in the case to which
the philosopher, experienced in the methads of police interrogations from Tsarist times,
politely refused answer. After the interview, Ozerzhinsky asked one of his policemen to
drive Berdyaev home because it was late at night and he did not want him to be harassed

by rufiÏans on the street. No charges were laid; Berdyaev was simply requested not to

Ieave Moscow wiaiout p e m i i ~ i o n . ~
Despitethis unwanted police attention, the growïngsuccess of the Free Academy
also had its personai benefits. Berdyaev had established a reputation as an excellent
professor and lecturer which attracted the attention of the faculty at the University of
Moscow. After his a m t s and releases without any furthet complications, the Dean of
Philosophy G.G. Shpet, asked him to take up a chair of philosophy at the University, and
becorne a regular rnember of the facutty."

This was not only a great honour for a man

who did not even hold an otficial Baccalaureate degree, but also augmented his rneagre

incorne. Involvernent with the University aided the Free Academy in that students who
found the curriculum insufficient for their needs began to take additional classes at the
Academy. Interest in the Free Academy blossomed to such an extent that Bely opened
a second branch of his Petrograd Vol'fila in Moscow in September, 1921, which was
directed by Genhenzon and ~ysheslavtsev? Furthemore. Lossky and the philosopher,

-
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E.P. Radlov, became the editors of a new journal Mvsl' in Petrograd which published
articles from the members of the philosophical society.

The continued autonmy of "societies," "academies," and "associations" despite
myriad Bolshevik restrictions, caused the so-called "bourgeois" intelligentsia to gravitate
to this type of forum in their desire to disseminate and develop their ideas. In addition

to the Free Academy and Vol'fila,other similar organizations of prominence included: The
Russian Technical Society (1921) in which Pitirim Sorokin played a major role; The
Socioiogy Society (1919)~
led by N.I. Kaieev;

The History, Philosophy and Social

Science Societies (1917) of Perm University; The Philosophical Society of Omsk
University (1921); The Pedagogical Institute in Kostroma (1922); and the Institute of
Educated People in Chita (1922)."
Through the Free Academy of Spiritual Cuiture, its associated organizations, and

the multitude of similar initiatives, the religious philosophers pursued an educational task
which they felt the Bdsheviks had neglected to their peril. They attemptedto spread their

ideas not only to intellectuals, but also to the workers of the Revolution in the hope of

broadening their perspectives and igniting an interest in spiritual, ethical, and moral
issues. Judging by the steady expansion, they did enjoy a degree of success. Bdshevik
policies might provide for changing material conditions, but the Free Academy professors
were engaging minds and hearts. In so doing, they hoped to gently push the Russian
people towards a stance where they naturally began to demand change in basic policy

from their own leaders: were they not attempting a spiritual transformation of the
Revolution from within?

Sorokin a
50

h coritributed to th# group.

Uogan, "Vysiat' ta granitsu' 62.
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Despite Berdyaev's frequent assertions that he had no interest in engaging in
politics, he was not immune to the campaign for hurnan rights especiaily where it
concemed people within his own profession. Along with creating the Free Academy of
Spiritual Cuiture in 1918, he joined

an initiative with the former Socialist Revolutionary,

Michael Osorgin. to begin the Writers' union? This body tried to provide shefter and
fooc

:O

writers H o were displaced and starving as a result of the new censorship and

residence laws. By the new constitution of the R.S.F.S.R. delivered in the summer of
1918, the bourgeois were now considered a class, and were disenfranchised. They were

refused ration cards for fuel, and given only part rations or none at al1 for food; their
houses were seized, and mly the fortunate few were ailowed to remain in residence while
sharing the remainder of their t o m s with other people in the city. Cornpounded by the

closure of newspapers and publishing houses, this left most artists bereft of the basic
necessities of life, let alone work.
An additional facet of the Writers' Union was to protest the anest and
irnprisonment of writers, and to work for their release. The counter-revoiutionarylaws and
the exuberant efficiency of the Cheka meant that the lowliest M e r wuld easily be seized
for one injudiciws phrase in print. In fact, aside from the few Bdshevik writers, the safest
course for artists was to simply end their careersu The Writers' Union, duly registered

"

Berdyaev, Oream and Rsality 231.

52 Maxim Gorky was the most obvious exception. Only his affiliiiori with the Bdsheviks saved
him repeatediy h m airest and impiisoriment. Mer the disbandhg of the constituent assembly,
and the massacres which fdknred, Gorky equated the actions d his cornrades to those of the
Tsar's M e r s cm '1Bkody Sunday' in an editoriai. He continued to lambaste his own Party
throughout 1919-1921 fw every act d despdism and restridiori of free speech. While these
editorials in Novaia zhizn' prwoûeâ several haish persorial ktters from Lenin, Gorky was never
silenced. See Maxim Gorky, Untimelv Thouahts: Essays on Revolution. Culture and the
_Boisheviks. 1917-1918, tram and ed. Herman Emidaev (Locidon: Gamstone Press, 1968)-
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and licensed, was housed in Herzen's home on Tverskiim Boulevard in ~aûcow." In
addition to Berdyaev and Osorgin, the administration included the writers Muratov,
Zaitsev, and Khodasevich.

An otfshoot to the Union also provided the means of

subsistence for its directors: they established a book store - the Lavka Writers' Shop

-

from which they sdd their own and other authors' works (mostly pre-revolutionaty) at

relatively high cost?

While not providing a vast source of income, the shop did keep

its owners and their families fed thrwghout these gn'm years.

The Famine

Life in Russia, indeed, was not pleasant during these years. The turrnoil of Civil
War constantly restn'cted supplies to the major cities, and those which did arrive were

largely directed to the factory workers. The so-called "Bourgeois" scrounged for their
basic needs, selling mement-

from their past, and breaking up fumiture for fuel. They

also had to perfonn heavy labour tasks because, by virtue of their class, they were
wnsideted unemployed; Berdyaev todc his turn shwelling frozen garbage in the depths
of winter. However, despite these hardships, city life was by no means as desperate as

that in the countryside. Marauding White and Red troops rnarched through villages
indiscriminately requisitioning food stocks for their amies, torturing peasants, and killing
al1 who were tainted with the hint of coilaboration. These temors were augmented by the
Bolshevik poiicy of War Communism implemented in 1918: simply stated, the pdicy
demanded the fœtering of class war in aJl peasant villages; Bdsheviks endeavoured to

!53
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tum '?rue"peasants against the "kulaks" (n'ch peasants) who were supposedly forces of
counter-revolution and White syrnpathizers. However, when whole villages refused to act
against one of their own deerned unacceptable by the authorities, then the entire
population was &en exterrninated.

Mass deaths, the th& and slaughter of more than seventy percent of ail labour
animais," and the persistent requisitioning left village after village destroyed. By 1920.

most peasants were operating at a subsistenœ level, and refused to plant more food than

was required for their own needs; the iest, they now knew, w w l d be "stolen". A drought
that year in the Vdga and Central Asian districts made these hawests insufficient even
for the existing population, and yet the Bdsheviks still demanded their requisitions, often
slaughtenng those peasants who had nothing to give.

By 1921, when the Regime

sincerely hoped that, The tortured country now [had] the chance to begin to heal the
wounds inflicted by the imperialist and civil wars.'& it instead faced the most devastating
famine since 1891.
At the start of the year, Petrograd had insufficient food to feed even its workers,

let alone the bourgeois; Central Asia, the Tambov province, and the NaRhem areas were
starving. As hunger took its tolt, revdts began to spring up al1 over the countryside. The
Antonov tising in Tambov was quelted only with severai divisions of the Red Amy, and

not until early summer. However, by far the most minous waming to the Bdshevik
leaders was the revoit which began in the naval base at Kronstadt. There, the most loyal
and stalwart fighters, the sailors who had been the first to side with the Bdsheviks in

55 Reporteci in 'Failure d Soviet-Russian 'Land Reform,'" Riaasche Rundschau 152 (11 July
1921). Nathal Archives, Document Division, Rwsian Section, Record Group 59. Department of
State, Washington D.C., file 861.48/1490.

Red A m y General Frunze as cited in Plavda, 250 (7 November 1920): 1.
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October, 1917, mutinied against their officers and Communist n k n They demanded
freedom of speech, the creation of opposition parties, the reinstaternent of a dernocratic
constituerit assembly, and ecoriamic reforms. Even worse, they found support among
the Bolsheviks' own Centrai Cornmittee as diverse f a d m

were hastily created to

challenge the Politburo. Angry printers at the Kushnerev typography in Mœcow seized
the opportunity to reprint anti-Bdshevik Wings, most prominently lz alubiny, in the hope
of spreading the spontaneous revdt even further.'

The Bolshevik leaders did not hesitate to put d m this revoit violently, but its
magnitude forced them to recorisider their poiicies and face the coming famine for the

first tirne. The Kronstadt revdt lasted ftom March 1-17, 1921. During this time, the
situation in Russia attracted international attention. White Russian émigrés were eagedy
awaiting just such a sign of popular dissent which might lead to the downfall of

Communism and permit their return. Of course, humanitarian concerns were awakened
as well. The European powers and international aid bureaus further found their attention
drawn to Russia because of a new influx of refugees; this time it was not Whites, nobility,

or bourgeois fleeing the war, but peasants, proletanat, and even some Red soidiers and

sailors trying to escape the famine.
While Lenin and the Pditburo were immersed in military action against the
Kronstadt mutiny duiing these two weeks and trying to cantrd their w unruly Party,"

See Paul Avrich, Kronstadt. 1921 (Princeton. NJ: Princeton University Press, 1971) for a
description of this event.

Pipes, Struve: Liberal on the RiaM 258. The distributim wss quicldy stopped and only the
publication date, 1918, saved the remaining authors in Russia from anest.
59 The Ban ori Factions whidr made Party expulsion the penalty for opposing the will of the
Politburo was instituted beniveen 6-16 March 1921, and the first Communist Party purge was
begun.
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a fluny of telegrarns were passing to the poiitical representatives of every major Western

nation. The American Govemment and the League of Nations were the recipient of most
of these. 80th had played the major role in the reconstructionof Europe after World War
One: the League of Nations ran a relief-refugee-POWprogramme under the direction of
the farnous Norwegian explorer Fridjof Nansen; America instituted the extremely well-

funded American Relief Association (ARA) which was directed by President Harding's
close friend and the negotiator for the United States at the Versailles Peace Talks, Herbert
Hoover.
An appeal was made by the émigré Russian Parliamentary Committee in Paris to

President Harding to supply Petrograd on March 7. 1921?

A day later. the

philanthropist Dr. D. H. D u b m k y consigneci 4000 bales of clothing and 600 cases of

food to help Petrograd; these materials were handled by a sub-division of the Nansen
commission of the League of Nations for refugee aid?

On March 10, President

Davydoff of the Russian Industrial Commercial Corporation again appealed to President

was then reported on March 14 that not
Harding to aid the starving people in ~ u s s i alt. ~
only Petrograd, but also the ganison of Kronstadt was thmatened; the base had sufficient

supplies for only two weeks; Arnerican agent Magnider asserted that 75,000 people

*

President Goutchedf of the Russian Pailiamentary Cornmittee, letter to President Warren
Harding, 7 March 1921, W i Archives, Document Division, Russian Section, Record Group 59,
Department of State, Washington D.C., file 861.48/1391.

'' Dr. D.H. Dubrowsky, letter to Albrecht, 8 March 1921, National Archives, h u m e n t Division.
Russian Section, Record Group 59, Department d State. Washington D.C., file 861.48/1392.

" Piesident D m of the Russian Industrial Commercial CorQoration, letter to President
Warren Harding, 10 March 1921, N a t i i Archives, Document Division, Russian Section, Record
Group 59, Department oî State, Washington D.C., file 861.48/1397.

(45,000 of them soldiers) were in imminent threat of starvation." The next day State

Department representative Hughes denied any relief on the grands that it w w l d vidate
neutrality: the Bdsheviks must first oflrcially request assistance before the Arnencans
could render their aid?
Publicly, the Bdsheviks were doing their best to ignore the coming ciisis.
Privately, however, a sen'es of ciphers indicatedjust how serious the situation really was.
As early as Febniary 19, 1921 Lenin acknowledged this in a letter to G. M

Krzhizhanovsky, head of the State PlanningCommission: "we aie beggars. Hungry, ruined
beggama In Apnl, the Pditburo was appraised of the fact that the previws year's poor
harvest was consumed in the Transcaucasian region, and the entire Vdga region was
almost in the same state. On March 31, Lenin instmcted the Commissar of Trade and
Commerce, LB. Krasin, to immediately obtain a stock of consumer goods from abroad
which could be exchanged for grain? On April 9, Lenin sent a telegram to G.K
Orjonikidze, Chairman of the Caucasus Bureau of the Central Cornmittee which
demonstrated his government's impotence in the face of the coming disaster.
I have received y w r cipher message about the desperate food situation in
Transcaucasia. We have taken a number of steps, given a little gdd to Armenia,
confirmed aH kinds of instructions to the Commissariat of Food. But I must wam
you that we a m in great need hem, and Mil not be able ta help. I urgentfy require
that you s h w l d set up a regional economic body for the whole of Transcaucasia,

" Naüonal Archives, Oocument Division, Russian Section, Record Group 59, Oepartment of
State, Washington D.C., file 4361.48/1400National Archives, Document Division, Russian Sediori, Record Group 59, Department of
State, Washington D.C., file 861.48/1400. There is some indication that Hoover was already
indirectiy supplying the Society af Friends (the Quakers) who had begun a religious relief initiative
in Western Russia
V.1.Lenin. Cdleded Woiks, tram. Yuri Sdobnikov, vol, 35 (Mosaw: Progress Publishers.
1970) 475.
6~

Lenin, Collected Works vol. 45 1 1 1.

make the utmost effort with concessions, especially in Georgia; try and buy seed,
even if it be fram abroad?
As the situation worsened and imperative work projects were slowed or halted through

la& of food, the Bdsheviks began a propaganda campaign blaming the White Amy,
foreign intewention, bourgeois counter-revdutionaries,
agncuitural devastation.

Kulaks, and finally drought for the

Nevertheless, in replacing their own policy of forced

requisitioningwi?h a new tax-in-kind, by reducing the 1921tax target to almost half of the

and by o
a
lw
lnig
previous year's requisition targetWm

a measure of freemarket exchange

for surplus production, the Bolsheviks tacitly recognued their own culpabili in the
economic devastation.
The Bolshevik govemment mtinued to put a brave face on the situation and
avoided the unpleasant aitemative of international relief until the rniddle of June. On June
16, Lenin even gave a speech, "The Success of the New Food Pdicy" to the Third All-

Russian Food ~ongress? His words were s h m to be a lie two days later at the PanRussian Congress of ~griculturalists.~ There, the leading academic and civil

-

agronomists - mostly bourgeois repocted their findings on the tme extent of the famine:
the drought that summer, which had also reduced yields in 1920, extended over 800

miles from Viatka in the north to Astrakhan in the south and over 350 miles from Ufa in
-
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Lenin, Cdlected Worl<s vd, 35 483.

The delivery quota for grain for 1920-21 had been 423 rnilliori poods. In 1921-22 this was
slashed to a tax-in-kind target of 240 miliii poods. For potatoes, the Qovernmentdemand was
reduced from 1 10 to 60 million poods. The target for rneat was kwerêd from 25.4 to 6.5 million
@S.
Alexander Nove, An Ecanomic Histw of the USSR (hkkham, Ontario: Penguin Books,
1982) 84.

"

Lenin, Colleded Woiks vol. 32 455,458.

A translation and copy of mis report wss made mailable to the State Department on July
N a t i i hdths, Document Division, Russian Sedion, Reeord Group 59,
Department of State, Washington D.C., fik 861.4811480.
14, 1921. Se8

the east to Penza in the west;" 88 million poods of grain would be needed if the
Russians were to be saved from starvation, although Professor Rybnikov personaliy
estimated 100 million.

The Congress made no attempt to hide their coritempt for

Bolshevik economic policies, '9718 Govemment was blamed for plavinq at Communist
International and world revdutim h i l e the ~ e o p l ewere dvinq of huncretn Quite
startling was the fact that a minister of the Communist Party, Bogdanov, attended this
meeting and, at its closure, asserted that,
a decree was to be issued shorüy, according to which up to 50% of the
Government estates (sa-called soviet estates) which are in worse condition than
ever, would be leased to private ~ r s o n s . ~

As a resutt of this forecast and the eyewitness accounts of the Cooperative
specialist M.I. Kuhwarenko and th8 Agronomy professor Rybinkov wtio had just retumed

from the rnost affîicted area of Saratov, the Moscow Society of Agriculture called for the
formation of an aid society to immediately begin relief measures. Out of this meeting on

June 22,1921, Vsemiiskii Obshchestvennyi Komitet pomoshchi golodaiushchim (the AllRussian Social Committee to Aid the Stawing), or VOKPG, was fomed."

Composed

" Harold H. Fisher, The Famine in Soviet Russia. 1919-1923: The O ~ e r a t hof
s the American
Relief Administrath (Freeport, NY: Books for Libraries Press, 1971) 51,

"

"FailureofSoviet-Russian 'Land Reform," 152 (11 July 1921), NationJ Archives,Document
Division. Russian Sediori, Record Grwp 59, Department of State, Washington D.C., file
861.48/14#:

1.

Tailure of Soviet-Russian ' L W Reform" 2.

'' No consistent acronyrn for the group ha$ yet b e n established. Most Western schdais cal1
it simpiy the "bourgeois cornmittee' [E.H. Carr, Michel Hellerl which wuld be rather unwieldy and
potentiaily lead to confusion in this exposition. Russian schdars refer to it divemeiy as

VSERPOMGOLa [Leorit'ev],V)<PG Wimva),and even enoneously as POMGOLOM [Maksimov]
which was another relief orgenization fotmed by the Centrai Executive Cornmittee of the
Communist Party after this ammittee was sarictioned. Theiefoie. for the d e of chrity and
brevity, I have chosen to apply the usuai rules of acronyms, anâ laôelled it by the first letters of
each word in its formal name - hence VOKPG.

mostly of university professors, Tdstoyans, and other intellectuais, the Committee was led
by three former Kadets who had held portfdios in Kerensky's short-lived Provisional

Government. The Economist, Sergei N. Prokopovich, had been the Minister of Food and
Provisions and, with such expertise, he was elected leader of the Committee. The other

two principal members were his wife, the agmomist Ekaterina Kuskova, and the former

leader of Zemgor, Nikolai M. Kishkin."
Aithough the Cornmittee had fonned in reaction to the Bolshevik gavernment's
inability to provide famine relief, they realized that official sanction of their actMties was
essential for their success. Hence they sent a delegation to the Kremlin to obtain such
approval. Neither Lenin nor the Commissar of Agriculture, Teodorovich, would admit

thern?' Kuskova then sought the assistance of her d d friend Maxim Gorky who agreed
to use his connections with the Bdshevik Party to arrange a meeting. Almœt one month

later, Gorky prevailed upon Pditburo member and Commissar of the Moscow Soviet, Lev

For the first remdition of this story see Michel Heller, "Premier Avertissement: Un Coup de
Fouet,' Cahiers du monde russe et soviétiaue 202 (1979) 131-172- Recently more information
about the expubions in 1922 has been presented in LA. m a n , Vysiat' za granitsu
beuhalostno',' 9 (1993) 6144. See alsa for VOKPG: Yun Maksimov, '1922 god: Bol'sheviki,
zapad i intelligentsiia (Vospominanïi ochevidtsa)." Dbkmaticheskii Ezheaodnik (Moscow.
Mezdunarodnyeotnosheniia, 1992) 385-405; la V. Lemt'ev, UkvidatsiiaVSERPOMGOLa: Pis'rna
E.D. Kuskovoi k V.N Fgner 1921-1922,' Rwskoe Pmshioe 4 (1993): 330-342.
rr See Appemla A for a table ofthe VOKPG members.
76 Michel Heller, Tremier Aveitissemenr 132. This wss no4 the first tirne that Lenin had
refused Prokopovich and Kuskova: on March 27 of that same year, the couple had suggested a

plan to help restore the Rubk by issuing bonds secured by their CeoperatNe Society (an
institution which they h d formeci in 1918 after revdiing their rnembership in the M e t Party in

recanciliatiinwith the new Bdshevik gavernment) seemingly in accordance with the gwernment's
roli-back of natiorialized institutions as put foRh in NEP. However, Lenin rejected their plan on
the grounds that it was biatant capitalûm. This decision did nd prevent Lenin from seizing upon
the idea himself and, on April 8, ordering one of the Secretmies of the Central Executive
Committee (WslK) ,Preabrazhensky. to issue these borids on the security of the Communist Party
and the commodity stocks of the R.S.F.S.R. thus effecting a certan
i
revitalibn ofthe currency
through State means. See Lenin, Cdleded Works vol. 45 106.
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Kamenev, to receive the delegation from VOKPG. At the meeting, Kamenev admittedthat
Russia did not possess the intemal means to prevent or significantfy mitigate the

famine."

Then suddenly, on July 12, VOKPG was granted official sanction from the

Politburo to organize relief efforts, and the Cornmissar of Public Health, N.A. Semashko,
and Lev Kamenev were inducted into the Cornmittee.

This reversal on the part of the Wsheviks may not be explained as a policy
evolution by the Party.

It was a sudden tumaround.

submission from Nansen offerïng aid to the st-ng

Lenin had received another

in Petrograd two days before, on July

10, which he had urged the Pditburo to accept; they had done so unanimwsly
11.''

on July

Yet such proposais had k e n proffered by Nansen and by the ARA repeatedly

since 1919, and had been rejected."

The Baîsheviks had begun to initiate crucial

changes in domestic policy in 1921 with the obliteraüm of War Communisrn", but these
did not involve a mitigation of tax obligations (grain) or total Party contrd even at the

height of the famine."
What seems to have occuned - and this cannot yet, if ever, be known due to the
secretiveness regarding motivations - was a machiavellian decision to change direction
on the part of Lenin. This is evinced in a secret telegram which Lenin sent to Semashko
on the day VOKPG was sanctioned by the Pditburo:
Semashko, my darling!
Dm? fret, sweetheart! We shall leave the Quakers to you, to you alone.
You rnustn't be jeafous of Kuskova.

TT

Heller, *Premier Avertissemenr 134.

Lenin, Cdiecled Woiics vol. 45 M I .
fg

00

Fiiher. The Famine in Soviet Russia. 1919-1923 1433.
Lenin. CdJBCted Wo(b Yd. 45 238.

Today's directive to the Politbureau: Kuskova must be stn'ctly rendered
hamless. You are in the "communist cell" and will have to be on your toes,
keeping a strict watch wer ttiis.
We shall get Kuskwa to give us her name, her signature and a couple of
carloads from those who syrnpathize with her (and othem of her stripe). Not a
thing more.
It is really not very hard to do this."
He had determined that the VOKPG might be a greater asset than a threat; that the

Cornmittee might be able to sdicit e n m o u s sums in famine relief which they would then
be able to freely distribute throughout the country. It cannot yet be said that he hoped

that some of these funds wuM be diverteci foc the purpose of spreading Communism
woddwide, or that the bourgeois VOKPG-led relief negotiations were intended to pave the
way for diplornatic discussion. Nevertheless, Lenin appears to have decided to accept
VOKPG for no other reason than that they could be seen to be taking direct action to elicit
wodd support, that they justified Bdshevik inaction on the basis of lack of means,@and
that they might just bring in a substantial reservoir of monies. Moreover, VOKPG offered
the Bolshevik government a way of handling negotiations with the distasteful capitalists
at am's length as it were, and could easily be used as a scapegoat should the initiative
fail. Eiiher way, the Boisheviks had nothing to lose?

'' Lenin, 'Letter to N A Semashko.' 12Juiy 1921, letter 245 of CollecteclWorks voi. 45, -9.
This was the only tirne in the history of Soviet Russiathat a private organization was given the right
to make such arrangements with dher countries and foreign organizations wtiich seems to
indicate the immense proportioris of the crisis. Heller, Tremier Avertissement" 143.
This may mrll not ôe true. It may be possible that they did not have the wll to invest their
money in their own people. The New York Heraid, for example. reported that the Bolsheviks h d
alreaây sequestered some 4,247,665,526 rubles fram the Orthodox Church as weil as some
327,340 destinas of land. See the New York Herald 19 June 1921: 3.

"

E L Packer. the Russian a d v i for the American sewetary of state caricluded that VOKPG
was probabiy created for .a) emciency, b) confidence, and c) lacl< of Mkial responsibility in case
of failure which is probable.' See EL Packer (Division of Russian M r s ) , letter to Secretary of
State, 5 August 1921, Natiocial Archives, Document Oiiiari, Russian Section, Record Group 59.
Department of State, Washington D.C.. file û61.48/15û6.

The process by which international relief was engaged for this disastrous famine

in Russia took almost two months, and invdved intrïcate manoeuverings on the part of
al1 interested bodies. The poiitical machinations and secret agendas quickly obscured
and sullied initial humanitarian intentions.
Despite his obviow lack of faith in the potential gains an international appeal

might bring, on July 12, Lenin either directed Gorky or acceded to Gorky's plan to solicit
help from the Orthodox Church.@ The next day, Gorky sent a telegram to Nansen at
the League of Nations enclosing an appeal by hirn directed to "AI1 Honest People" and
by Patriarch Tikhon directeci to *the Archbishops of Canterbury and New Y ~ r k " .Later
~

with an American official, avowed that he had offered to
the Patriarch, in an i n t e ~ e w
make such an appeal much earlier, but that the Pditburo refusedm Neither appeal was

made public in the Russian press until several weeks had passed. On July 14, Nansen
sent his reply to Goiky stating that a relief endeavour of these propoctions wwld require
American assistance. and that they would not be Iikely to help unless their citizens who
were detained in Bokhevik prisons were released. He also forwarded the Gorky-Tikhon

appeal and his reply to the Arnerican consulate in ~ i g a ? The State Department in
Washington receivedthis on July 15, and farwarded a copy ta Herbert Hoover in London;

James J. Zatko, Descent into Darkness: The Destructionof the Roman Catholic Church in
Russia. 1917-1923 (Notre Dame, Ind: Ndre Dame UP, 1965) 102.
@

as

Maxim Garky, t e l e g m to Fridjof Nansen. 13 3uty 1921. National Archives, Document
Division, Fiussian Sedion, Record Group 59. Department af SWe. Washington D.C., file
861.4ô/l Sol.

Offic8 of the Commissioner of the United States, Riga. Memocandum of Conversation with
Mr. Colton of American Y.M.CA., 20 April 1992, National Archives, Document Division, Russian
Section, Record Group 59, Department of State, Washington D.C.. file 861.404/30: 1.

"

Maxitn Gorky,tekgram to Fridja Nansen. 13 July 1921, W i Archives, Document
Division, Russian Section, Record Group 59, Department of State, Washington D.C., file
861.48/1so1.

for some reason, they labelled Godcy as an "official f m the Commissariat for Foreign

In Russia, VOKPG could not begin its activities until it was sanctioned by the

Central Executive Commission (VTslK). This permission was given on July 21 after "three
stormy ses~ions":~
The Party only agreed when it was assurd that a Communist Cell
of ten loyal offÏcials would oversee the "bourgeois committeeu,and when their President,

Kalinin, revealed his plans to begin a separate, VTslK relief cornmittee calfed
POMGOLOM." That same day. the Information Messenaer in Russia repoRed upon the
formation of VOKPG, sympathized with the mandate of the Cornmittee to autonomously
administer al1 sums and products received intemaily and fram abroad, and emphasized
its restriction to refrain fiom al1 political activities. It did not mention that an appeal to the

outside worid had already been sent."
This last bit of crucial information, however, was emerging in the intemational
press that day, and commentary about Gorky's appeal was prevalent until July 23.
Immediately it was champimeci by such illuminaries as Anatde France, Gerhard
Hauptmann, Blasco Ibanez, Bemard Shaw and H.G. Wells. However, it was also vilified:

Office of the Commissioner of the United States, Christiania, Nomay, introductory letter to
the Secretary ofState explaining the telegram from Maxim Gorky to Fridjof Nansen, 15 Jufy 1921,
National Archives, Oocument Division, Russian Sectiorr. Record Grwp 59, Department of State.
Washington D.C., file 861.4811501.
89

Maksirnov, '1 922 god: Bolsheviki, zapad, i. intelligentsia' 386.

90 Kalinin was dearty instructedto do this by Lenin. S
em V.I.Lenin, 7elegram to the Simbirsk
Uyezd Congress of Soviets,Juty 18 or 19,1921,'and "TekphoneMessage to M.I. Kalinin and LB.
Kamenev, July 19, 1921,'letter 259, Coiiected Works vd. 45 21S. The Appeal was issued on

August 1.

''

Information Messenaer 27 Juiy 1921: 1-2. Translation in National Archives, Document
Division, Russian Sedim. Record Group 59, Department of State, Washington D.C., file
861.48/1549.
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In one particularly emotional outburst published on the front-page of Le Fiaaro, the

Leader of the Association of Veterans of France, Binet-Valmar, reminded Gorky that
because of the Bdshevik's cruelty, thousands of Russians had b e n made into refugees.
He further accused the Bdsheviks of being culpable for his son's death at the Front

during the summer of 1918 because of theit "treacheiy" at Brest-Litovsk. Binet-Valmar
concluded, as many others in Europe were to during the next month, that Russia should
only receive aid lit was aaxwnpanied by changes to the cunent regime."
At the height of this controversy,

on July 22, Hoover sent a copy of his intended

reply to Gorky to the American State Department for their approval."

The State

Department was further pressurecl by the mtum of Senator France fim a trip to Russia
who was now graphically describing the homble conditions which he had witnessed, and
demanding that immediate aid should be sent W h no cwiditions.'

Reports, albeit

minimizing the extent of the disaster, began to appear in Russian pape-. The bourgeois

in lzvestia that day stating that more
leader of VOKPG, Prokopovich, gave an i n t e ~ e w
than 1 million people were dying of starvation, that Russia did not have the money to
assist them, and that aid rnust be sdicited from abroad?

Finally, on July 23. Pravda

--

*

GU-

Binet-Valrnar, Le F i o 22 July 1921: 1.

93 Herbert Hoover, letter to the Secfetary ofState. 22 Juty 1921, Nationai Archives, Document
Division, Russian Section, Record Graup 59, Department of State, Washington D.C., file

861-48/1476.

National Archives, Document Diion, Russian Sedion, Record Group 59. Department of
State, Washington D.C., file 861.Ml1476.

""

This was received ftom agent Quarton by the SWe Deputment on August 9, See National
Archives, DocumentDivision,Russian Sedh, Record Grwp 59, Departmentof State, Washington
D.C., file 861.48/1507.
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published news of Gorky's appeal (Patriarch Tikhon's was not mentioned), and revealed
the full membership and constitution of VOKPG?

Hoover's reply reached Gorky on July 23. As Nansen had warned, Hoover's first
condition was the release of Arnerican prisoners?' His second was an official request
for aid delivered specifically by the gweming Comrnunist Party in order that the ARA
could be assured that these appeals were genuine? In retum, he made a direct offer
to the Bolshevik govemment of 1 2 to 1.5 million dotlais per month for relief.*

His

demands were backed by Nansen a day later on July 24 who sent a telegram to the

actual Cornmissar of Foreign Affairs, Nikdai Chicherin. stating:
Would a general international organisation for relief of famine in Russia on the
same basis as International Cornmittee of Relief Paris for Central Europe be
welcorne to Swiet govemrnent? If so could you give oificial staternent of actual
food situation in Russia.
He further reiterated, "As Arnerican cooperation absdutely essential it would be greatest
importance to know whether al1 Americans in Russia will be immediately released and

96 A transiation o
f the decree of the AlCRussian Centrai Executive Committee regarding the
AlCRussian Hunger Relief Committee published in Pravâa 160 (23 July 1921)was received by the
Arnerican Department of State ori 28 Juty 1921 ftom the Riga Bureau. See the National Archives,

b u m e n t Division, Russian Section, Record Group 59, thpartment of State, Washington D.C., file
861.48/lS5O.

''

Some sbny-six Arnerioas were k i n g heid at this timo for acts against the Soviet people;
most had been arrested during the CMI War for 7nterventiorrisma. Le F m o 28 Juiy 1921: 3.
Herbert Hoover. r(espmse to Maxim Gorky'sAppeal,' 23 July 1921.Docunrents of Soviet
History, ed. Rex A. Wade, Vd. 2 (Gulf Breeze, Fi: Academic International Press. 1993) 271-2789g The total amount given by the ARA between 1921-23was 6Cl m i l l i i dollars of which 24
million was provided by the Governrnent afthe United States and substantial sums were doriated
frorn the Red Cross, the Jewîh Joint Diiributioci Cornmittee, and vaiious church orgar~htions.
Kuskova estimateci that this aid WOU# result in only 35% rnortality in the Vdga region (the centre
of the famine) compared with the 50-70% which had been expected. See Heller, 'Premier

Avertissemenr 148.

sent at once to Russian froc~tier."'~
Before Gorky had a chance to reply to Hoover, the Communist wgan Nowi ut'
obtained a copy of Hoover's telegram and proceedecl to lambaste it on July 27 in an
editorial enütled 'Help...On Certain ~onditions."" It caustically berated Hoover for
restncting aid on pditical grounds: first, it noted the incongruence of Hoover discussing
such rnatters of State with Gorky and not an appropriate Communist official; second, it
gave several examples where European countries had been offended by the ARA'S

methocidm The editorial concluded by hinting that Russia would be better off dealing
with the famine on its own rather than being subjected to such insults, and it wamed
Hoover that he should simply rely on the existing distribution cornmittees in Russia (Le.
VOKPG) and not try to set up independent ARA bodies.

The next day, as Hoover was receiving Gorky's reply from a representative of the
Commissariat for Foreign Affairs in Latwia, his own telegram to Gorky began to receive

'O0

Nansen sent the teiegrarn on 24 Juiy 1921, and it was received by the American
Department of State on 25 July 1921 [see Schrneideman for the Office of the Commissioner of the
United States, ChMana, Norwcry, telegram to the Secretaty ofState, 25 July 1921, National
Archives, Oocurnent DMsion. Russian Section, RecordGloup59,Oepartment of State, Washington
D.C., file 861.48/1502]. it was then sent on to Hoover. Sete Charles E. Hughes, letter to Herbert
Hoover, 30 Juiy 1921, Natiorial Archives, I)acument Division, Russian Section. Record Group 59,
Department of State, Washington D.C., fiie 861.48/lSO2.
la'

It is not known if it was intentional thad the Communists applied the name from
Merezhkovsky's and then Berdyaev and Bulgakov's original religious-phiksophical journal to this
newîy established paper. The mincidence, however, is rather interesting. Welp...On Certain
Conditions,' Nowi put' 143 (27 Juty 1921): 13. The Department d State received a copy of this
article h m agent Quarton on 9 August 1921 and transîated it into English. See N a t i i Archives,
Document Division, Russian Section, Record G m p 59, Department of State, Washington D.C., fiie
861.48/1548.
'O2 Russian relief becarne a political m
P for ail Europeans who had resented the highhanded approach d the ARA On Juiy 26, Richard d the ARA reported tr) Herter at the
Department of Commerce that Gorky's appemi had been answered by the German millionaire
Stinnes who had been very aritagoriistii towards ARA mthods empbyed in Germariy. See
National Archives, Document Division, Russian Secûii, Remrd Group 59, Department of State,
Washington D.C., file 861.48/1540.

considerable attention in the international press. Most articles disparaged Hoover for
either reducing humanitarian concems ta pditics, or for being insufficiently harsh and
rigorous with his demands.lm Gorky's reply was cleady tailored for media
dissemination: it began by sarâonically assuring Hoover that his proposal had been
transmitted to the Communist gwemment "seeing that they alone can discuss the
conditions therein" (emphasis added); the telegram then stated that the condition
regarding Amencan prisoners was acceptable. lt cmcluded by saying,
The Russian Government considers it desirable as soon as possible to fix the
precise conditions on which this association will begin immediate relations of its
humane intentions to guarantee the feeding, medical treatment and clothing of a
million children and invalids. For that purpose the Russian Govemment would
consider it useful that Director Brown [ARA] or another person invested with full
powers should cany out negotiations and should immediately corne to Moscow,
Riga or R e ~ a l . ' ~
The affixed signatures intended to give an official air to this reply, but they were still

incorrect. The telegram was signed Maxim Gorky and Kamenev as "Chairman of the AllRussian Central Executive Committee for Helping the Famine Stricken Population".
Kamenev, however, was Chairman of the autonomous VOKPG, not of the govemment
POMGOLOM, as the signature asserted.
Regardless of these diplomatic manoeuvenngs, VOKPG was rapidly trying to fuffil
its mandate, and was one of the only bodies taking concrete action by the beginning of
August. Wor)ting under the insignia of the Red C m , VOKPG moved rapidly to co-opt
assistance from al1 Russians who could help. On August 1 it augmented its numbers by
an additional ten bringing the total to seventy-three. A Student Branch was fonned when

'"

R e d v e d by the American ûopmtment of State, 1 August 1921. See Maxim Gorky,

telegram to Herbert Hoover,28 Juîy 1921, National Archives, Oocument D i i o n , Russian Section,
Record Group 59, Department d State, Washington D.C., file 861.48/1503.
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the Moscow Ml-city Student Bureau offered its seMces to VOKPG and, by August 3,

eleven universities had joined; more than farty state universities were invdved before the
end of the month?

80th the parent VOKPG and the student branch were divided into three sections:
Organization, Uerature and Agitation, and Collection of Donations.

Kiskhin (with

stipulatory control by Kamenev) and Kuskova headed the first and third sections.

For the

second, VOKPG sdicited help from the Writers' Union and Lavka Writers' Shop. Michael
Osorgin was one of the ten later additions to VOKPG, brought in specifically to run their
publication organ Pomoshch*.'" Nikdai Berdyaev, was deliberately excluded from work
at VOKPG by his own partners. They needed someone to direct both the shop and the
Writers' Union and, as Berdyaev still had his cmmitments at the Free Academy, he was
chosen. Moreover, as there was a degree of risk in k i n g involved in VOKPG

-

its

participants did acknowledge the potential danger that the authorities would tum on them
because of their class affiliation and/or as scapegoats - Berdyaev's responsibilities and

previous debacles with the Cheka made him too valuable and wlneable to r i ~ k . ~ "In

the student branch, the leaders of the three sections respectively were V.D. Golwachev,
G.L Levin, lu. N. Maksimov?'

While the Literatuieand Agitation sections of VOKPG and the Student branch were

urging dl possible intemal support and disseminating news about the full ramifications

'" He was assisted in this by Boris Zaitsev who had been m e d the ociginal members of
VOKPG, and was one of his paRners at Lavka See Vadimov, Z h ~ nBerdmva
'
219.
'07
'O8

Vadirnov, Zhizn' Berdiaeva 219-22û.
Maksirnov. '1 922 god: Bd'sheviki, z a p d i intelligentsimm385-406.
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of the famine, the Cdlection sections rnanaged to mise over 60 million rubles and 300
million articles of clothing, produce and medical supplies before August 13.'"

The

significance of monetary contributions was diminished by the wildly fluctuating p r i e of

rye Rour which inflated from 100 to 200,000 rubles in the affected regions during the
by August 25, the Committees had secured the
month of A u g ~ s t . ~ Nevertheless,
'~
sacrifice of 100,113,678 rublesl l1from the already tembly impoverished Russian
population.
The success of VOKPG's appeal was such that they even reached the struggling
émigré popufation which created social cornmittees under the umbrella of VOKPG in
Berlin, Paris, London, and other major émigré centres. The London branch had cdlected
79,000 pounds steriing for famine relief befom the end of August."*
VOKPG delegates for foreign cdlectim

Kuskova and the

contacted govemment representatives in

Gennany, France, Sweden, Great Britain, the United States, and ltaly in order to arrange
the negotiation of foreign aid through either direct charity or credits and loans. The two

m a t prominent figures in VOKPG

-

Gorky and the daughter of Tolstoy, Alexandra

Tolstoya - headed Me appeal delegation which Ieft Russia on August 4 . 1 1 3

'O9

lzvestia 14 August 1921: 3.

"O
Prodouol'stvennaiaaazeta 18 August 1921. Such i n M i on& affected Moscow for a few
months, reaching the level d 120.000 rubles for a ration d bread by April 1922. In this d'w. lury
Got'e listed the price d bread from September 1921 until April 9. 1922. see Terence Emrnons.
ed. and trans., lime d Trwbies: The D i of lurv Vladirnirovich Got'e (Princeton, NJ: Princeton
University Press,1988).

l l'

Pomoshch' 29 August 1921.1.

'13
Nationai Archives, Document Division, Russian Sedim. Remrd Group 59. Department of
State, Washington D.C., file 861.48/1493.
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Despite such industry on the part of the independent VOKPG, the Bolshevik
Govemrnent acted as though the famine was a minor concem. On August 1, Lenin
ordered military units into the countryside to enforce the rapid collection of the tax in kind

-

grain

- for

his govemment's coffers, not for redistribution to the starving areas."'

POMGOLOM, however, did finally issue its appeal to the Russian people that day and,
on August 2, Lenin sent off the pditically-safe "Appeal to the International Prolemiart
wtiich called for funds from foreign workers; it brought in one million marks from the
Second ~ntemationale."~He also made an 'Appeal to the Peasants of the Ukraine" to
give up some of their grain for the famine victims."'

In fact, the general line

disseminated by the Bolshevik authorities was that the famine was not a very serious
affair, and actually quite lirnited in scope. To ernphasize its minuteness, the Commissar
for Foreign Affairs, Chicherin, issued a blistering reprimand to the Western nations on
August 2. He accused them of exaggerating the scale of the famine and the gravity of
conditions in Russia. Although admitting that some migration of people out of famine
areas was occumng, Chicherin insisted that "independent famine relief comrnittees
cornposed of people outside of Soviet gwemmental spheres" had the situation under
contr01."'
Beside VOKPG, the only other "independent" relief was being established by
various religiaus bodies. The Society of Friends (Quakers) and the Mennonites were
--

-

-

1'

Lenin, 70M.I. Frumkin," 4 August 1921, letter 296 of Cdleded Work vol. 45 238-239.

'lS

T.F.Johnson. International Tramcm 225.

' l6

Lenin, Cdleded Works W. 32 502.

l7

G.V. Chicherin, message to the Secretary of State, 9 August 1921, National Archives,
Document Division, Russian Sediori, RecordGroup 59. Department of State, Weshington D.C., file
861.4ô/15û6.
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already distributingfood in Iimited areas of the Vdga Region. The Orthodox Church, after
Patriarch Tikhon issued his appeal with Gorky, had created the Church Cornmittee to aid
the famine vi~tims.~'' However, these bodies never ieceived any official notice or
sanction. In fact, Tikhon's appeal was kept secret from the Russian population until
August 6 when it was reportecl in an arücle in Izvestia entitled "ItShould Have Happened
Long go!""^
The Catholic Church hierarchy in Rome also responded to the situation in Russia.
They were never contacted by the Patriarch because of continued tension between the

two denominations; the Orthodox had reason to suspect secret negotiations between the
Papacy and Lenin with regards to a massive Catholic missionary move into Russia.'"
Neverthefess, Pope Benedict XV sent his Secretary of State, Cardinal Gasparri, to
approach the heads of state about the issue of aid to Russia, and he appealed to the
people of the wodd for personal charity on August 8, 9, and 10.12' He personally sent
one million lire for relief to the Orthodox Church Famine Cornmittee that A ~ t u r n n . ' ~ ~

''' P o m ~ ~ h c h22
' August 1921.
cornmittee.

Sergei Bulgakov directed the Ukraine branch of this

l l9
lzvestia 6 August 1921. Translated by the Arnerican Department of State. Se8 National
Archives, h u m e n t Division, RussianSection, RecordGroup59, Department of State, Washington
D.C., file 861.48/1584.

'20 On May 20,1921 the Stats Department received informaüon that the H d y See in Rome was
in contact with Lenin ccwicerning Churdi reform questions. Some Jesuit fathers had recentty been
sent to Moscow. It was suggested that Lenin was ready to dvocate certain religious reforrns to
favour a ethdic revival of relgious forces among the peasarit po9uWom in return f
or dipkmatic
assistance from Rome. See Walter Srnlh (chargé d'affairs ad interim, Riga), letter to Charles E.
Hughes, 20 May 1921, NatiorialArchives, Document Division, Russian Section, Record G r w p 59.
Department of State, Washington D.C., file 861-404114.

12'

'22

Zatko, Descent into Oarkness 108.
Johnson, Internatiorial Tram=

225.
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The ARA chose Riga to be the site of their negotiations with the Russians. Lev
Kamenev, as Chaiman of VOKPG, met with Hoover on August 5 to launch the
proceedings, and to bring proof that the incarcerated Americans had been released
outside of Russia.'" Hoover then turned the details over to his second-in-command
Walter Lyman Brown, and to C.J.C. Quinn, P.H. Carrdl, and J.C. ~ i l l s r ; ' *Kamenev
~
was
replaced by the vice-Commissar for Foreign Affairs and a member of VOKPG, Maxim
Litvinov. Official talks began on August 10. Although neither had the resources of the
ARA, Nansen's organization and the International Red Cross hoped to be invdved in the

Russian relief programme as well. Nansen indicated his willingness to cornply with
whatever tenns were achieved by the ARA, but Ador of the Red Cross wanted to engage
in separate, less-conditionai, negotiaticms; he was granted Papal support for his intention
on August 11.'= On August 15, both Nansen and Ador amved in Riga to take part in
the negotiations.
At Riga, the ARA demanded their usual conditions: First the Bolshevik govemment

had to publicly admit that they had sought and needed assistance from the ARA.
Representatives of the ARA, h i l e guaranteeing not to engage in any pditical activities,
were to have the fredom to corne and go, and move about in Russia, without
irnpediment. The ARA was to be given free transportation, storage, communications and
handling of imported supplies, and priority ove?al1 other traific. Earmaking children as
the most essential victirns to be relieved, they demanded access to the aid sites in order

Other Ameiicans in the cwntry were now being piocessed for exit visas. Le F m 6
August 1921: 3; The Gbbe and Mail 6 August 1921: 1. See National Archives, Document Division,
Russian Section, Record Grwp 59, Department of State, Washington D.C., file 861-48/1494.
'24

'2~

Fisher, The Famine in Soviet Russia 59-60.
Zatko, Descent into Darkness 108.

to enforce proper delivery. In retum, the ARA would give aid to al1 who needed it
regardless of age, sex.

religion. race.

or political affi~iation.'~~Finally, the ARA

demanded collateral to secure Amencan Govemment loans.

If the plight of starving Russian people could not arouse much response from their

Bolshevik leaders, these demands cettainly did. On August i l , when thes8 demands
were transfened to Lenin through Gorky frorn Litvinw, he exploded:

Comrade Molotov:
It is absolutely necessary to appoint a special commission from the
Politbureau:
Kamenev, Trotsky
Molotov (with the right of his substitution by Chicherin) for the day-to-day
handling of matters connecteci with aid to the stanhng from America and the
league of Nations Council.
Hoover must be punished, he must be slapped in the &ce publiciy, for ail
the world to see, and the League of Nations Councit as well.
This is very hard to do, but it must be done.
I canY work. 7'here is absdute need of help from Trotsky, who has a
capacity for these things @oth diplornatic experience and a rnAitary and political
instinct).
Please have a vote taken in the Politbureau at once by telephone.
Show this note to everyone and get their voted2'
For Lenin, the demands of Hoover smacked of interventionism, and he accused
him of using the famine victims as leverage to dismember the Bdshevik g~vemment.'~~

lZ6

Fsher, The Famine in Soviet Rwsia 52-53.

'" V.t.tenin, 70V.M. Mdotov for the Pditbureauof the R.C.P.(B.) C.C.,' 11August 1921, Mer
310 Collecteci Worûs W. 45 250- 1. Leriin's view of the ARA becomes especially clear at the end
of the letter, The disguised interventimists must be caught (have Unschlicht [man who iater
helped round up the intellectuals foi depoctaliori] help out).
The Kompomoshchapparatus must be tightened up (if there is a shortage of men, bonow
some from the rniIiavy for nK,m t h s ) ... P.S. Our moves must be subtle. A nurnber of especially
strict measures. Hoover and Brown are liais and brazen-faced felkws.
The conditions must be of bhe stnctest: arrest and deportationfor the slightest interference
in our internai affairs.'
lm

From the W h e v i k penpectiue such suspicion about Hower's motivations was not
unreasonable. Hoover had represented the United States at the Versailles Treaty Conferences
which resuited in the kss of much of the former Russian lands. He was also implicated in the
to Soviet history, Hoover
American intervention endeavors in the Far East. Moremer, -ding
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or at least as a devious method to inject foreign capital and private interest into their
cornmunist society.'"

He must have hoped that the ARA and other organizations would

send their money directly to VOKPG, and allow them to distribute it as they saw fit without
the involvement of hundreds of American warkers. He certainly did

not expect to have

to deposit Bdshevik monies as cdlateral.
Lenin's concerns of intervention were reinforced by the rumours abounding in the

West: that Gemany and England were intending to use the famine to exploit Russian
resources; that the French were demanding that aid be attached to intervention; and,
most popular among 6migré circles in France, and that the VOKPG was intended to
become a new Provisional Govemment of Russia as Lenin and the other top Bolshevik

leaders resigned their positions and Red abroad.13' The fonner leader of the Provisional
Govemment, Alexander Kerensky, even stated categorically

that no aid should be given

at all: the famine should be used to help eliminare the Bo~sheviks.'~'
Litvinov was given his orders from the Pditburo, and he repeatedly tried to
dissuade the ARA from insisting upon handling their own distribution cornmittees. He

had plundered the minera1 resources in Siberia before World War One. See Lenin. Collected
Works vol. 45 770.
'21

This fear is suggested in Makçimov, '1922 god: Bd'sheviki, zapad i intelligentsiii 389.

''O This k t assertion received wnsiderable attention in the international press. The Gkbe
and Mail reported that Y)bservers say ammittee may extend infïuenceto pdlics', and 'SE€ END
OF SOVIETS. The paper did at îeast mention the d i c i l , l t WOU# appear that its prospects of
bewming the governing body niduid depend largely upon how much pressure Lenin and Trotsky
wouiâ be able to exercise upon it, $hou# 1 extend its endeavours into politicai fields' [12 August
1921: 1). See ako Le F m 2 August 1921: 3; 3 August 1921: 3; 6 August 1921: 3; 12
August 1921: 3; The Gkbe and Mail 6 August 1921: 1; Le Matin 6 August 1921: 1; Berliner
k M Anzeiqer 11 August 1921: 1; Cooenhaaener Lokal Anzeiaer 1 August 1921: 1.

'"

From a Department of State report of 13 August 1921, National Archives, Document
Division, Russian Section, R e a x d Group 59, Department of State, Washington D.C., file
861.48/1523.
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argued that American-run organizations might upset *present governmental distributhg
machinery and [duplicate] newly f m e d relief cornmittee [i.e. VOKPG].'"~ As the
dispute went on, Lenin decided to give in on the matter of collateral despite nsing
opposition within his own Party on the mole matter of international relief. On August 16,
he instructed Chicherin and Kamenev to depœit in gdd in New York City 120% of the
amount the A.R.A. was to be supplying for one month (1-8 million dollars) for one million
starving children and sick persans?
The sanie day, the State Department received a report frorn their agent Quarton
that major disagreement was occurring among the Bdshevik leaders. Trotsky was
apparently neutral in the matter, but "Radek and Boukarin are rnost bitter [and] may use
their influence to impede activities [of the] foreign relief wganization inside Russia".'"

Pressured in this way, Lenin instnicted Litvinov to hdd fim on the matter of distribution.
Regarding on-the-spot checks, he would only allow parity commissions made up of A R A .

men and Communist officials; Lenin completely resewed their right to choose where and
when these checks would occur. Further protecting his gavemrnent's stated reputation,
Lenin insistedthat the Bdsheviks had "never had rationing of any kind in the countryside,"

'" Wafter L. Brown, report submitted to Herbert Hoover, 13 August 1921. National Archives.
Document Diiion. Russian Section, Record Gmup 59, Department of Staîe, Washington D.C.,file
861.48/1528.

Lenin, 'Letter to G.V Chicherin and LB. Kamenev.' August 13,1921, letter 3 17 of Collecteci
Works vol. 45 253-254.

'= Quarton. message to the Secretary of State, 16 August 1921, National Archives, Document
Division, Russian Section, Record Grwp 59, Oepartment of State. Washington D.C., file
861.#Il
544.
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and protested the whucksters"assumption that the Bdsheviks rnight renege on their

debts.13'
Intemally, Lenin ordered another reform on August 17, demanding that Fnirnkin,

Avanesov and Stalin prohibe banuses in salt and ration it in the cities in order that there
be enough stock to pay peasants in the Ukraine for their grain.'"

While Litvinov

continued to refuse the conditions which jeopardized "Soviet dignity and sovereignty" as
well as lambasting the West for exaggerating the scale of the famine,'" the tmth of its
dimensions were b e m i n g obvias to everyone. Potential mortalities of 25 million which
had been reported thiough August were horrifying enough, but now more accurate

reports suggested some 40 million Russians were in immediate danger. No longer was
the problem isolated to stantation:

epidemics were flaring throughout the affiicted

regions; cholera, typhus, and anthrax demanded immediate medicines as well as
sufficient food and dothing. Moreover, the first reports of cannibalisrn were beginning to
filter through the still-fluid borders."

lS
Lenin, 'Letter to G.V Chicherin and L6. Kamenev,' 13 August 1921. letter 317 d Collected
Works vol. 45 253-254. In 1918 the Wheviks repudiated the so-called TsarkW war debt and
refused to pay back the substantial kans from USA and especially Britain and Fmce. It is
perhaps not surprising that neither Britain nor France Mered any aid to Russia during this crisis.
''13 Lenin, letter to M.I. Frumkin, VA. Avanesav and J.V. Stalin,' 17 August 1921, letter 322
of Collected Work vol. 45 257,

'"

Nowi out' 155 (18 August 1921): 1.

'= The first reports of this kind ceme diredty to the State Departmentfrom Quarton on August
20. He reported furthermore, that the Botsheviks were aehralfy -ng
to evacuate people h m
the worst regims. See Naaonaf Archives, Oocument Diion,Russian Secüorr. Record Group 59,
Department of State, Washington D.C., file 861.48/1568. The same day Birionkov. a rnember of
VOKPG's Berlin branch said in an interview that Prokopovich cmcurred with the 40 m i l i i i figure
and that the deficifi in grain was nd 75 miliii poods but 120 million. Se8 file 861.48/1637.

Il8

The ARA finally received acceptance of al1 of its conditions on August 21,
1921.13'

In choosing to retain their tned and tnie methods of independent distribution

and autonornous selectiorr of their own cornmittees, however, they had completely
underrninedthe need for VOKPG. If the ARA was going to recruit their own workers upon
amval in Russia, m a t need was there for a dubiously-composed committee to administer
the relief? The truth of this was evinced the very next day when Lenin ordered that visas
for VOKPG rnembers be rescinded indefinitely.'*

Lenin also inst~ctedZinoviev to

compile special press releases about the foreign aid. The agreement was to be kept
secret for the time k i n g H i l e Zinoviev was to emphasize that the collection of donations
for famine relief was sole& the providence of the Bdshevik Govemment. He was told to

prepare foreign press releases which did not initially attack the Amencan govemment, but
did tell al! interested philanthropists to send their aid directly to the Kremlin and not to
Hoover or VOKPG."'

From this time fornard. VOKPG was living on borrowed time.

Why did Hoover, and then Nansen, refuse to accept the agency of VOKPG as a
distribution body? According to the official ARA history of the relief initiative, the two
leaders did not realize that the Cornmittee even existed until the end of that month,
August 27, when their representatives anived in Moscow and heard about the fate of the
~ 0 K p G . lThis,
~ ~ unfominately, is a blatant lie. Not only had the international press

repeatedly reported that VOKPG existed and speculated about its chances of becorning

'%

Heller, 'Premier Avertissemenr f a . See Appendix B.

"'

Lenin, Telephone Message to G.Y. Zinoviev,' 22 August 1921, letter 331 of Cdleded
Works VOL 45 262-263.
le

F'isher, The Famine in Soviet Russie 78.
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the replacement govemment in Russialla but also the State Department had been

compiling a formidable dossier on VOKPG since July 28 which even included an appraisal
of its fundion?

The first proof of its existence (the July 21 article in Information

Messencrer) was, furthemore, focwarded directfy to Hoover on July 29, 1921 as indicated
by the official stamps.lq Finally Litvinov had repeatedly refened to VOKPG during the
negotiations as his reason why an ARA distribution-networlc would be unnecessary.
In Nansen's case, the charade goes furttrer.

On August 26, Nansen, now

representings m e sixty-seven private and public charities including the International Red
Cross, requested that his relief measures be directed by a committee headed by two
representatives: One from Russia and one from the League of ~ations?

Nansen

specifically requested that the Russian representative be one of the "neutral" (Le. nonBolshevik) rnernbers of the vOKPG."'
It is highly possible that the ARA did not trust the power or autonomy of VOKPG

enough to rely upon that body to safeguard what was to total sixty million dollars in aid
during the next two years. Nansen and Hoover both knew that it was not VOKPG which
controlled the government, amed forces, and transportation in Russia; officia! sanction
was not the tangible guarantee that official involvement offered. Why the history of the

lu

See note 132.

lu
See NationalArchives, Oocument Division, Russian Section, Record Group 59, Department
of State. Washington D.C., fiie 861.#/t 550 (28 Juiy 1921); file 851.48/1506 (5 August 1921); file
861.48/1493 (4 August 1921); file 861.48/1494 (5 August 1921).

National Archives, Oocurnent Diion,Russian Section, Record Grwp 59, Department of
State, Washington D.C., file 861.48/1549-

Fsher, The Famine in Soviet Russia 64-65; Johnson, Intematïod Tram=

219-220.

"'Curi~usiy,official historiesof Nansen's endeawxs say that the Russian representativewas
to be simply a member of the Soviet govemment, S æ Johnson, International Tramps 220.

VOKPG is abscured in the 4ïcial ARA and Nansen reridiüons, however, remains a matter

for conjecture.

Be that as it may, it was Nansen's final request which sealed the fate of the "ProKu-Kish-i' (Pmkopvich, Kuskova, Kishkin) VOKPG."

That same day, on August 26,

Lenin addressed the Pditburo:
"Cornrade Stalin:
Nansen's most braren proposal (to appoint a Cadet from the Relief
Cornmittee), the behaviour of these 'Kukishi" and the encfosed telegram cfearfy
reveal that we have made a mistake, or if we did not make one earfier, we are
going to blunder badly unless we keep Our eyes peeled.
You will recall that Rykov, shortly before he left, came and told me that
someone called Runov, m e of our men, had i n f m e d him about a meeting at
which Prokopovich had held forth against the gwemment. The meeting had been
arranged by Prokopovich, who had used the Famine Relief Cornmittee as a
screen.
What else is there to wait for now? Am we going to tolerate their obvious
preparations?
This is absdutely inmceivable.
I propose: this very day, Friday, 26/8, "Kukishi" should be dissolved by a
decision of the All-Russia C.E.C. - motive: their refusalto work and their resolution.
Appoint one man from the AI/-Russia Cheka to take over the money and to
supervise the liquidation.
Prokopovich should be anested this very day on a charge of antigovernment speech-making (at a meeting attended by Runov) and detained for
about three months, h i l e we make a h m g h investigation of the meeting.
The other rnembers of the "Kukishi" shwld be expeîied from Moscow at
once, this very day, and settled singly in uyezd towns, preferably without railways,
under surveillance.
Really and tmly it would be a bad mistake to wait any langer. The whole
thing wilf be done before Nansen leaves. Nansen will be faced with a clear
"ultimatum". m a t will be an end to this playing (with fire)
Not later than tomonow we shall publish five lines of a short dry
"governrnent communiqué": dissdved because of unwillingness to work.

'" By lale August this wss the joke riame by which VOKPG was known. In Russian, Kukishi,
is the word for 'Tig'. Most Russians considered VOKPG to be about as important. The generai
ridicule,especialty on the part of intelleduais, for the efforts of VOKPG shows the degree to which
most Russians were already cynical about %dependent? organitadions. The extent of
disillusionment within Russia W eviâent M i n the lury Gd'e diary which characterizes the efforts
of the VOKPG as Tods,' 'useless,' and piaises their anest m August 27 as 'lhe best and mo6t
honourable way out of a foolih sluadion.' See T. Emmoris, ed. and trans., lime d Troubles: The
Diary of luw Vladimirovich Got'e 418421.

We shall issue an order to the newspapers: the same day, tomonow, start
ridiculing "Kukishi" in a hundred ways. These whiteguards and sons of the landed
gentry wanted to take a trip abroad and refused to go and work in the focalities.
Kalinin has gone, but the Cadets find it "unbefitting". They should be ndiculed and
harassed in every paôsible way at least once a week in the course of two mmths.
The sore tooth will be extracted right away, and with great benefit in every
respect- There must be no wavering. I suggest that we get this thing over and
done with at the Pditbureau today.
Foreigners will start aniving, and Mascow should be "cleared" of the
"Kukishi", and their playing (with fire) should be stopped. Show this to the
members of the Politb~reau.'~
On August 27, 1921, the day that the first contingent of the ARA representatives
amved in Moscow, Chicherin signed the last agreement for famine relief with Nansen in
Riga which allowed his umbrella organization to begin their efforts which would feed over
one million Russians by the summer of 1922.lS0 That night, the VOKPG met at their
usual location on Sobachia square. They themsehres had not conducted one famine
relief activity since August 22, 1921 in protest to the decree that had revoked their

visa^.'^' They waited in vain for their president, Lev Kamenev, to corne and take his
usual place in their assembly. Prokopovich then telephoned Kamenev to question his
delay, and received Kamenev's assurance that he would be there momentarily?
lnstead a squad of policemen from the Cheka led by T.P. Samsonovy a w e d with orders
to anest everyone present except the Communist officiais in the assembly.

Neariy al1 of the *actualnrnembers of VOKPG were arrested and coriducted to
Lubianka prison as well as fÏve people f w n d at the premises of the Committee for Rural

Lenin, 'Letter to J.V. Stalin and All Members of the Pdibureau of the R.C.P.(B.) C.C..' 26

August 1921, letter 338 of Cdlected Works vol. 45 2-270.
Johnson, Internatid Tramos 225.

lS2 Record o
f Interview with Prd. S.N. Pmkopovitch,Berlin, 3 October 1923, Paul B. Anderson
Papers, University of Illinois at Urbana Charnpaign, Box 5: 2.

Coopemtion, and another eleven people found at the President of Rural Cooperatives, A,
Sadynn's home. As Kuskova remembered it:
They acted quickly, al! members of the ammittee were locked in the meeting haH.
Guests and others were brwght to another room. Then they started to summon.
- Member Vera Nikdaevna Figner!
They took her away.
- Member Aleksandr lvanovich Yuzhin-Sumbatw!
They toak him away.
- Member Lev Aleksandrovich Tarasevich!
They were designated for release. Also reieased was P. A. Sadyrin. Why those
in power, separated them from mutual responsibility is unknown. And then the
automobiles began to pull up at Sobachia squa
The anest was carefully planned, even to the point of alerting the Cheka officers as to the

particular physical ailments suffered by some of the vc
i tm
i s.

No reason was given for

their arrest and they were held for days without any audience. Then, they were subjected
to interrogations and asked to write statements about their work with the Committee, their
ties to religion. and their views about the Communist govemment.'"

Soon, fifty-five of

the accused were released, but had to leave Moscow, while the six foiemost members
were condemned to death: Sergei Prokopovich, Ekaterina Kuskova, N.M. Kishkin, Mikhail

Osorgin, D.S. Korobov and I.A. Cherkasov.
The incident was reporteci in Pravda in an article entitled 'The Truth About the
Russian Committee" on August 30. The next day the American State Department was
informed of the dissolution by their agent Quarton, and on September 1, Hoover was
personally notified.'"

Berdyaev, immediately took action in Russia to try and ameliorate

Ekaterina Kuskova,

as cited in 1a.V. Leorit'ev, Ukvidadsia VSERPOMGOW 330.

'% Record o
f lntecvjew with Prof. S.N. Proûopuitch, Berlin, 3 October 1923, Paul 8, Anderson
Papers, University of Illinois at Urbana Charnpaign, Box 5: 2-3.
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the sentences on his friends, especially Osorgin, who had been sentenced to death. He
gained admission to se8 the President of VTsIK, Kalinin, in early September, to plead
Osorgin's case as a Yeading cultural figure" h i l e citing his own relationship with
Commissar Lunacharsky. Kalinin purportedly responded with total disinterest stating:

"'Lunacharsky's recommendation has no significance whatsoever: it is as unimportant as
any recommendation Imight have given you. It would be a different matter had you been
authorized to refer to Comrade Stalin.'w'56

Oespite the fears of their friends and relations, the six leaders of VOKPG were not
to meet their end in front of a firing squad. The case of the Cornmittee was discussed
in the 8ritish House of Lords on Septernber 5, and examined at the American State
~epariment.'~On September 22, the Russian embassy in New York (which was stifl
controlled by Tsanst, not Soviet, officiais) informed the State Department that the Berlin
branch of VOKPG had appealed to Nansen and Ador to prevail upon the Bolsheviks to
comrnute the sentences to imprisonment. Moreover, Ambassador Bakhrneteff, strongly
suggested that Hoover add his name to them noting that if the executions were cmied

out, he could give up any hop8 of r e c e ~ n cooperatim
g
and assistance from other nonCommunist Russians dunng his relief initiative. Russians would look at the case of
VOKPG and wnclude invdvement was simply too dangerous.'"
Hoover took immediate action. On September 23 he cabled Brown in Moscow:

Berdyaev, Dream and Reaiii 232. It shouid be noted that Berâyaev wrote this some
dyeafs der the €?vent,
anci may have been indulging in s m seledive memory process
the prominence to which Sain haâ by then achieved.

'" National Archives, Oocument Diion, Russian Sedim. R8-d
State, Washington D.C., file 861.48/1612.

Group 59, Department of

'= National Archives, Document Division, Russian Sedian, Record Group 59, Demment of
State, Washington D.C., file 861.48/1609.

These reports rnay be p u d y anti-Bdshevik propaganda and in any event it is a
political matter in whicti private relief organizatim can take no interest. On the
other hand it seems to us that authorities should be informed that such action if
contemplated will undermine confidence and greatly destroy the sympathetic
attitude of the w d d toward Russiansufferings and thereby greatly limit the volume
of food stufls and supplies: if untiue should be promptly denied. lS

The waming messages from Nansen, Hoover and Ador had the desired effect. On
September 25, Kamenev told the above organizations that the stoiy t h d the VOKPG
leaders were to be liquidated was a fabrication; they had merefy been remwed from
~ o s c o w . 'Among
~
Russians, the word went out that this intervention had forced Lenin
to commute their sentences to exile in the northem province^.'^'
While the issue of VOKPG was being rBSdVed, Arnerican and international relief
efforts in Russia were proceeding at optimum speed. The ARA brought in a substantial
organization of Arnerican w d e r s to take charge of transport and distribution at al1 points.
In addition to their own team members from ARA assignments in Europe, they recruited

personnel from the Amencan Red Cross and from Arnerican religious societies. One
group which was noticeably absent - at least officiafly - was the Young Men's Christian
Association (YMCA) and its women's counterpart the YWCA: both of these groups had
been perfoming considerable relief efforts in refugee and POW camps throughout
Europe; their work was especially praised in Gennany and Austria-Hungary.

lsg
Herbert Haover, telegram to Waiter L Brown, September 23, 1921. National Archives,
Document Division, Russian Section, Record Group 59, Department of State, Washington D.C., file

861.W1662a.
'O

Walter L. Brown, telegram to Herûert Hoover, 25 September 1921, Ngtiial Archives,
Document Division, Russian Section, Record Gloup 59, Department d State, Washington D.C., file
861.U/I
685.

''' Michel Heller, "Premier AveRissemenV 148-149; Record of interview with Prof. S.N.
Prokopovitch, Berlin, 3 October 1923, Paul B. Anderson Papers, University of Illinois at Urbana
Champaign, Box 5: 1.
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However, the YMCA and its affiliates had unforgivably insulted the Bdshevik
regime at an eariier date due to their provision of "sddier's huts" and POW relief for both
the Red and White amies during Russia's Civil War. At the end of 1918, the Bdsheviks

detennined that the YMCA was working for the cause of f m i g n intewention, and the
Cheka anested its leaders then deported al1 foreign YMCA workers out of Russia.'=

Their reputation was further comprornised by their decision to continue their relief and

morale programmes among the White and Intervention h i e s in the Far East, and by
distributing increasing aid to Russian émigré refugws.18 Finaily, the YMCA could not
escape the Bolsheviks' ultimate condemnation about the religious - specifically Christian

-

nature of their organization.
For these reasons, the YMCA was forbidden on Russian territory, and the ARA had
no choice but to comply with this ban. A series of incidents, however, dernoristrates that

a significant number of YMCA representatives did manage to sneak back into Russia as
part of the famine relief initiative. Donald Lowie, a Secretary of the YMCA and a specialist

in Russian issues, entered the country on September 5. He was almost immediately
noticed by the security forces, and placed under dose surveillance; Leniri even mentioned
his activities in a letter to Chicherin that very day.'"

Wflhin a week, evidence was

cornpiled against L M e , indicating that he had held interviews

'61

with "dubiais elements"

Paul 6. Anderson, No East or West: The Mernoirs of Paul B. Anderson (Paris: YMCA Press,

1985) 4-22-

Anderson. No East or West 6,23; Ethan 1,Culton, Manuscript for Revised Fortv Years
with Russians, 1969, Paul 8. Anderson Papers, Universityof Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. 8 0 x 25:
86-109.
'64

Lenin letter to G.V. Chicherin, 5 September 1921, halter 370 of Cdiected Works voi. 45 289.
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(Le. bourgeois intellectuals) and even the Patriarch. He was then summariiy expelled
from Russia.
Five other members of the YMCA accompanied the second transport of ARA
workers classified as long-terni ARA employees in order to elude the secret police. In

fact, though, they comprised a separate ceIl within the ARA initiative, and were directed
from Riga by the YMCA Overseas director E.T. Cdton. Their mandate was to assess the
sitlration of students and professors in Russia, and to provide material and moral relief.
This arrn of the relief plan began to act on September 24, and they distributed food,
clothing and

- perhaps most precious - books to

Russia's destitute intellectuaf class.

Gradually, they were even able to offer small vacations to the south of Russia for
exhausted and sick professors. As the StudenVProfessor relief was started as a secret
endeavour, it was able ta continue its work long after the ARA mandate expired in 1923.
The YMCA reports indicate that they supplied continued funds to this initiative as late as

1928.'~
The famine was, therefore, being admirably contained and ministered to by
predominantly American assistance fKwn abroad, and the "little incident" of VOKPG began
to recede from everyone's attention. However, it has been asserted that these events
were to have wider ramifications for Russian intellectuals in general and for the religious-

In the late 1920s the YMCA was providing much iess mmey to this relief because the
improved economy and increased natnre support had reduced the need. Nevertheless they gave
9,780 roubles in 1927 and 4,890 roubles in 1928: mo6t d th& went to sahies for the naw Russian
secretaries of the programme 8.320 roubles 1927 and 4,16û roubles 1928. This work was carried
out in the five principal University centres and in sorne provinces.
In 1928, leadership consisteci
of s a secretaries and fiftv-heleaders of Bible study, men's, women's. and mixed groups. Aside
from Bible study, there were 260 students invohrsd in various types d volunteer Christian service.
"Fourth Report on the Fund. Exhibit X111: Student Movernent in Swiet Russia.' August 1928, Paul
B. Anderson Papers, University d Illinois at UrbamChampaign, Box 3.

-
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philosophical intelligentsia in partiddm

Speaiiation suggests that the events of that

sumrner produced a two-prmged motivation for a change in policy by the Bolshevik
leaders.

First, the famine had shown the Bdsheviks that they could not institute

communism immediately; in October 1921, Lenin fomialized the famous retreat of NEP

(the New Econornic Plan) which allowed for a degree of free market and privatizatim.
Nevertheless, foreign assistance allowed the Bdsheviks to ernerge from the experience
relatively unscathed pditically, and it reteased the leaders' attentions frorn total
preoccupation with the food crisis. If communism could not be directly achieved through
econornic policy, wuld it not at least be advanced idedogically?
Second, as far as the VOKPG incident was concemed, it confimed for Bdsheviks
that the bourgeoisie wwld exploit the rnost minimal opportunity to assert their pditical
will and undermine that of communism. The relative success of the shwt-lived comrnittee,
and of the continued Orthodox Church relief indicated that the "forces of reaction" still
exerted considerable influence among the Russian populace. Therefore, the first battle

of a new ideological front, so important for maintaining the morale of Communist
proponents, must be waged against these enemies within. However, as the following
examination of the events of 1922 will demonstrate, there was minimal direct connection
between the VOKPG incident and these events aside from a broad "classurelationship (Le.
bourgeois), and the inclusion of several VOKPG rnembers in the resulting expulsions.

'= The foremost pioporient of this theory is Michel Heller, but this Iine of argument is also
taken by LA. Kogari.
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The Expulsions and Penecutions of 1922
The Bolsheviks detemination to begin a new, non-military onslaught was

manifested before the end of 1921: In Novernber, they disapproved the Orthodox relief
committee, and sequestered its funds for their official POMGOLOM.'~~A month later,
they instructed the Church to again mise funds for the famine or face State seizure of
Church property; the monies would be distrîbuted by POMGOLOM. The Church complied
despite fears that if they did not wntrol the money, it would be diverted from the stawing.
and added to the coffers of the Cmmunist Party. The Patnarch was also aware that the

Church would receive no public recogniticm for its charity.lm Nevertheless, faced with
the threat of indiscriminate seizures, he prevailed upon pansh cornmittees to give up

ornamental jewels and al1 non-sacral art abjects?

The next Bolshevik offensive in the ideoiogical war began in January 1922with the
creation of a new Party organ Pod znamenem Markizma. The first issue opened with an
editorial by Leon Trotsky declanngthat Russian Communists must now engage in "Militant
Materialism". All other forms of philosophical investigation were deemed not simply
useless, but dangerous, and Trotsky encouraged Bdsheviks to take a more open
approach towards non-communist materialists in order that a "united front" of significantly
greater power and influence could be established to cwnteract mystics, idealists, and

'67
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Mr. Coiton of American Y.M.CA., 20 April 1992, Naüorial Archives, Oocument Division, Russian
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Memorandum SOWET RUSSIA (POUTICAL) Seizure d Church Promirty, 21 April 1922,
National Archives, Document Division, Russian S e c t h , Record Group 59, Department of m e .
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other pseudo-religious thinkers?

That same month, the Commissariat of

Enlightenment - Narkompros - began to attack the Academy of Humanist Sciences which
directed the humanistfaculties at Moscow and Petrograd University, and force a complete

transformation of th& cumculum."'

This pditical interference in their professional

autonomy caused the professors to walk

out in a bnef strike?

Their action was

emulated by the professors at the Moscow Higher Technical Cdlege in February who
added insufficient material resources ta their iist of demanddn
Despite the fact that Berdyaev had b e n affected by the university events and had
suspended his cfasses, he and the other religious-philœophers at the Free Academy of
Spiritual Culture mtinued as if o b l ~ w to
s the change in Bdshevik attitude. Feodor
Stepun recniited a new professor, Olga A. Shor, a f m e r student of his who had
cornpleted her studies in Gemany and had just recently retumed to Russia. She brought
the Free Academy the preciws gift of Oswald Spengler's The Decline of the West, which

-

lm

-

P d znamenern Markizma 1 (January 1922): 1-3.

'" Ifs divîsions includedphysical-psychdogy.socidogy,phibsophy,religion. and the chssics;
the President was P.S. Kogan, and the Deans d the first three programmes were V-V. Kandinsky,
V.M. Friche, and G.G. Shpet respedively. Lenin's wife Krupskaya direded 'Narkornpros"
contentiousty with Lunacharsky.

ln
This action, accarding ta the offkhi ûdshevik 8ccwnt. was supposedty influenced by a
series of articles umdemning Communism in the Paris review Posiednie novosti directed by Paul
Miliukov. The review was iargely diredeci toward liberai, democratic elements in the emigration
and written rnainly by M e t s . In r e t a l i i , Lenin suggested mat: W e shouid have Pravûa and
lzvestia carry a dozen articles on 'Miiyukw merely contemplades? Piavda of 21/11,
If this is mfiimed, make sure to sack 20-40 professors.
They are M i n g us.
This should be thought out, prepared and a sbong blow del^^.'
Vladimir 1. Lenin, T o LB. Kamenev and J.V. Staiin," 21 february 1922, letter 643 of Cdlected
Works vol. 45 480. Not surpiîingîy, =on February 24, 1922, lzvestia VTslK carried an artick
"Cadetsat WorU (On the Ledurers' Strike at the Mo6cow Higher Technical CdJege).' See Lenin,
Collected W h W. 45 721.
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was causing tremendous debates arnong the intellectual community in Europe. The
religious-philosophical intelligentsiawere so excited by the book, that they decided to give
an entire lecture series devoted to the subject, and Stepun conceived of the idea that he,

Bukshpan, Berdyaev, and Frank should write a collective appiaisal.'"
Berdyaev's lecture on Spengler, given at the end of January, 1922, was so wellattended that people were lined up outside the door, and filled the staircases. The
directors of the Wornen's University approached him after his speech, and told him to
either lirnit numbers in future or find a new location; they were afraid that the flaor would
collapse.'"

The collection of essays entitled Oswald Soenaler and the Decline of

Europe was finished in Febmary and, remarkably, did not attract the notice of the

censors.

it went on sale at Lavka Writers' Shop in Mosww, an affiliated store in

Petrograd, and several other outlets.
The book seemed to attract a great degree of attention. While it is not known

what its initial sales were, it was circulated outside of Russia and to the highest
government spheres within the country.

Since the start of Russia's "Religious

Renaissance," many Western works had been imported and translated to augment the
intellectuals' understanding of other trends in philosophy, but the transfer had not been
widely reciprocated. However, in making their first foray into the European philosophical
debate with the book on Spengler, the religious-philosophical intellectuals prompted
Western interest. The book was purchased by one of the secret YMCA men attached to
the ARA and sent to the Russian Division headquarters in Berlin for assessrnent There,

-

the secretanes who were establishing their own Russian language publishing house the

'71
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-

YMCA Press were so impressed that the quality of assessment indicated such a high

degree of expertise in religious and philosophical ideas that they instructed their agents
in Russia to pursue a contract for further books.
This proc8ss was direeted from Berlin by the former publicist for the Vladimir
who had emigrated during the Civil War. Due to his
Soloviev Society - A. ~ a s h e n k o-' ~
knowledge of Russian miters and literature, Yashenko had soon found a position with the

YMCA Russian Division helping to establish their new press. Now, he was also able to
utilize his formidable connections wÏth leading intellectuals within the country. On May
2, Yashenko wrote to Berdyaev in Moscow asking him to arrange amortg his professors

the writing of a collection of essays to be purchased and published by the YMCA

~ r e s s . 'The
~ subjects which were of most interest, he suggested, were: the state of
religion in Russia at that tirne; more focused explorations on the state of Christianity; the
Orthodox Church; new developments in Orthodox and other Christian thought; and,
finally, what directions would be most fruifful for expanding the assistance and relevance

of religion and Christianity throughout Russia,
Yashenko specifically requested contributions ftom the d d leaders of the Vladimir
Soloviev Society, and asked Berdyaev to recruit Bulgakov, Florensky, and Rachinsky in
Moscow. This would prove difficult as Florensky was travelling al1 w e r the country at the
direction of the Church, and Bulgakw was then stationed in the Crimea. Yashenko also
made a prelirninary offer on behaff of the YMCA to pay between 2,000 to 3,000 marks per
page of 36,000 letters. Payment would be a a n g e d through the ARA.

176

Yashenko's

See chapter 1.

Prof. A S . Yashenko, letter to Nikolai Berdyaev, 2 May 1922, Paul B. Anderson Papers,
University of Illinois at Uibana Champaign, Box 3.
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contact within the organization was none other than their old colleague George Chulkov

to whorn an advance would be sent-'" On May 13. Yashenko contacted Lev Kamavin

in Petrograd with a similar offer, asking him to also recruit Nikolai Lossky. The ARA
contact in that city was V.P. ~elkin.'"

Less beneficial for the religiaus-philosophers was another recipient of the
collection on Spengler. Lenin callected every new publication possible, and the Cheka
delivered Oswald S~enalerand the Decline of Eurom along with several other books to
him at the start of March. Upon reading the book, Lenin became suspicious, and
demanded to speak to Unschlicht about it: 7 think it fooks like a 'Iiterary screen for a
whiteguard organi~ation'."'~He ordered that the book be recalled, and every copy
seized from book store shehres.'" The immediate penalty for its authors, and especially
Berdyaev, was the closure of Lavka Writers Shop and its affiliate in Petrograd on the
charge of distributhg counter-revolutionary materia~s.'~
Lenin was already busy engineering the destruction of religious opposition in
Russia. On January 29, Krassnava ciazetta published an editorial accusing the Orthodox
Church of contributing a "drop in the bucket" to famine relief with their forced fund raising

'*

Prof. AS. Yashenko, letter to Nikoiai Berdyaev, 2 May 1922, Paul B. Anderson Papers,
University of Illinois at Urbana Champaign, Box 3: 2.
Prof. AS. Yashenko, letter to Lev Kaisavin, 13 May 1922, Paul B. Anderson Papers,
University of Illinois at Urbana Charnpaign, Box 3: 1-2.
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since the previous ~ecemûer.'" Lenin used this as an excuse to implement a decree
in Februaty 1922 seizing al1 Church valuables
relief measure."

- sacral or not - as an emergency famine

In March, Atheist advocated a much hanher application of the anti-

religious laws proclaimed in 1918. It also called for a new law denying the freedorn of
religious demonstration, and retroactively punishing those who had t o six rnonths hard
1ab0ur.l~ Since the seizure of Church valuables had been decreed there had been a
rapidly increasing number of mass demonstrations protesting the law; Patriarch Tikhon
issued an epistle in early March expiaining why the Church could not give up sacral

items.'=

lmThe journai fwther disparaged the Church by stating thai ail b r d feeding the stawing was
coming from 'Soviet power or other countries which are nat religious such as America," and not
from any religious bodies especially the Russian ORhadox Church. A copy of this journal was
obtained by the State Department. See Wonal Archives, Document Division. Russian Section,
Record Group 59, Department of State, Washington D.C.. file 861.48/1877.
18.
VTSlK decree wss levied Febrwry 26, 1922. It ordered al1 valuablas to be stripped from
every Church; its also harshly w n e d the Church's spiritual leaders to make no atternpts at
opposition. NationalArchives, Document DnnSion, Russian Sectiorr, Record Group 59, Department
of State. Washington D.C., file 861.404/53.

'=

Atheist 2 (March 1922). See National Archives, Document DNision, Russian Section,
Record Group 59, Department of State, Washington D.C., file 861.404/31.
lM A copy o
f TiWKWl's epistle was kept by the State Department. See National Archives,
Document Division, Russian Section, Record Group 59, Department of State, Washington D.C., file

861.4W53.

Behind the public scene. Tikhon had asked Colonel Haskell cmmanding the ARA to buy
the sacrai items so that they cou# be soid intact in America for the amount sought by the
Bolshevik govemment, A sacral object Le. the eucharist chalice was m e which had been
blessed and R WOU# be a sin again& God to dismantle, melt down, or othemise pervert the now
hoiy item. Many of these objects were also antiques which dated back to the 16th and 17th
centuries, and were, in their intact state, invaluable. Haskell cou# not comply because of the ARA
contract stating non-interferenceindomesticaffairs, but he concurred with Tikhon's fears that such
rnonies would mt be used for famine ieliet as he reportecito the American State Department, 7he
ARA already had more food and supplies at dl ports and ori al1 lines M i n g into Russia than the
Soviet transportatiari oould handie.' 8dh men bslieved the mmey WOU# instead go to the Soviet
%var-ch&. Otfice ofthe Commissimer of the United States, Riga, Memoiandum of Conversation
with Mr. Colton of American Y.M.CA., 20 April 1992, National Archives, Oocurnent Division.
Russian Section, Record Group 59, Department ofState, Washington D.C., file 861.404130: 2.
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The Cheka, ignored this appeal and proçeeded to its task. The results, however,
were not very pretty. Pogroms began in Smdensk on March 28-29 and spread to
Vologda, Viatka, and Petrograd: Jews were blarned for the seizure laws because there
were several high-ranking Balsheviks who were Jewish - Kamenev, Zinoviev and Trotsky
in the Politburo - and because Jewish temples were not initially subjected to seizure. The

Patriarch received death threats from members of the congregation who wanted to force

him to direct an outright opposition to the B d s h e ~ i k s . ' ~In~Shuia, the first church to
be desectated by the Cheka

on March 18, mass crowds assernbled before

it and

physically denied entrance to the Cheka agents, some of whom were wounded.lBB
Znamensky church was closed after the seïzure law was passed, and crowds again
prevented the authorities fmm entering. By April 21, the official Soviet report on the
seizure noted that only one quarter of scheduled valuables had been retrieved due to
mass dissent.'-

Berdyaev and a good proportion of the religious-phiiosophical intelligentsia
participated in the procession against persecution of the Church in Moscow. They were
al1 given last rites before beginning their march because they had every reason,
considering Bolshevik actions after the disbanding of the Constituent Assembly in 1918
and during the Civil War, to believe that they w w l d be shot down by Red troops. In the

-

'" Memorandum SOVIET RUSSIA (POUTICAU Seùure of Church Prmerty, 21 April 1922,
National Archives, Document Division, Russian Section, Record Group 59, Department of State,
Washington D.C., file 861.404/33.
Lenin, letter t0V.M. Mdotw, 19 March 1922, Library 04 Congress website, Dacumentsfrom
Soviet Archives, file ae1bkhun.bkg: 1 .
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end, however, the procession was so enormous that, although the Red cavalry was called
out and fired volleys in the air, they did not dare to attack the crowd directly, and the
seizure was called off for that day?
The Bolsheviks responded to this impedimentwith public and private approaches.

For the public, they issued urgent instructions to make inventories of sacral items in al1
churches and especially Jewsih

temples in order to demonstrate that sacrifice was being

demanded from al1 faiths. not just the Russian Orthodo~.'~'They also began to anest
leading members of the Orthodox hielillchy for inciting mass demonstration. Privately,
however, Lenin sent a jubilant instruction irnmediately after the Shuia incident to the
Politburo on Marcti 19 outlining his desired approach to the Church incident: Namely that

it could be used to destroy Oilhodoxy in Russia.'"
Against the intellectuals specifically, Lenin wrote the editorial for the third edition
of Pod znamenem Marlcizma in ~ a n h . ' " In it, he reiterated Trotsky's cal1 for a united

front of al1 materialists, and elaborated upon the need for such a compromise in the "joint
work of combatting philosophical reaction and the philosophical prejudices of so-called
Lenin then dismissed the entire work of advancad philoeophy in

educated society."'

-

Berdyaev, Dream and R e a l i 239; Memarandum SOVIET RUSSIA (POUTICAL): Seizure
1922, National Archives, Document Division, Russian Section, Record
Group 59. Department of State, Washington D.C., file 861-404133: 1.
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the West and in Russia as nothing more than that of "graduated flunkies of
clericalism."'"

In so doing he had just connected al1 non-materialist investigation

directly to the Church which he was in the process of destroying.
For the rernaining authors of Vekhi, Lenin's attack must have seemed rather ironic:
in 1909 he had disparaged their collection for being antidemocratic; now he wrote,

But, on the other hand, it becomes dl the dearer to us that so-called modem
partly also the
democracy (which the Mensheviks, the Sociaiist-Re~dutionaries~
anarchist etc., so unreasonably worship) is nothing but the freedom to preach
whatever is to the advantage of Me bourgeois, to preach..'"
Lenin did not address the Spengler book in this attack, as he probably did not want to
give it more attention than it had aîready arwsed. However, he did take the opportunity
to lambaste Piiirim Sorokin and the new journal Ekonomist, published by the 1 lth
Department of the Russian Technical Society, which he called "an organ of modem
feudalists"; "Sorokin must have l i e d in a monastery so divwced from society as to be
unbelievable."'"

In his conclusion, Lenin intimated a plan of action which was actually

to be camed out over the ensuing months. He stated,
The working class of Russia prwed able to win power; but it has not yet leamed
to utilize it, for otherwise it would have long ago very pditely dispatched such
teachers and mernbers of leamed societies to countries with a bourgeois
"democracy." That is the proper place for such feudalists. But it will leam, given
the will to leam.'=

The decision to expel and not liquidate was an anomaly in light of the Bolshevik treatment
of ORhodox clerics, Whites, and other oppositional parties. It is possible that Lenin,

lg5

In this qudrdion Lenin paraphrases Josef ûiitzgen Sr (1828-1888), ,a German tarinery
worker, who independently arrived at diaiedical rnaterialism." Lenin, Cdlected Worb vol. 33 228,
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having been once wamed about the VOKPG, did not forget the lesson which Hoover had
taught him: Certain executions at this time would undermine w d d sympathies for the
plight of Russia, and irredeemably harm the relief effort. However, is it not possible that
we should take Lenin at his word? If he executed the spiritual "feudalists" he would only
create more martyrs in Russia. If he sent them to "bourgeois" countries then, accarding
to the dictates of Marx, they would be ridiculed and quietly eradicated as ail other feudal

vestiges had been by bourgeois progress. Regardless, he saw no better time to get rid
of these thoms in the side of Russian communism.
It has frequently been suggested that Lenin was less blood-thirsty than Stalin,
especially towards intellectuals, because he was once a part of that milieu. A recent
Russian appraisal of the events of 1922 by LA Kogan denies this. Kogan asserts, and
dernonstrates with considerable evidence from Lenin's own wria'ngs, that Lenin wanted
to exterminate the way of thought descended ftom Vladimir Sdoviev almost as much as
he wanted to implement ~ommunism.'~As an intellectual, Lenin was actually much

more involved in the trends, jealousies, and intricacies of that milieu than Stalin. Despite
the frequent characterïzation of Lenin as the classical exarnple of a completely
dispassionate man, he had only the time and power to seek revenge upon those who had
contradicted him in the last years of his life. In 1922, it seems, he made the rnost of this
opportunity, and s t m e to rid Russia of every last trace of religious-philosophy.
This is not to say that Lenin did not have pressures upon hirn above and beyond
the desire for vengeance. Since instituting NEP in 1921, he had faced harsh criücism
within his own Party, and saw increasing signs that the Bdsheviks were lœing their
appeal to radical elements. Lenin's concems were evinced in the Party Congr-

lQ9
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took place from March 27 through to Apnl 2, 1922 when he was required to give an

accounting of NEP. Rather than emphasizing the success of the policy, Lenin instead
focused on its commentators. He told the Party about a rather obscure émigré group self-labelled the Smenavekhovtsy (after-Vekhi)

- who were trying to

encourage other

Russian refugees to support the Bokheviks and return to Russia because they believed
that NEP was not rnerely an exercise in practical

tactics, but a natural and inescapable

devolution from radical to moderate policies which al1revolutions (they pointed especially
to the "?hemidoi' of the French Revdution) eventually experiencdm

Lenin thanked

them in his speech:

Smenavekhovtsy adherents express the sentiments of thousands and tens of
thousands of bourgeois, or of soviet employees wtiose function it is to operate our
new economic pdicy. This is the real and main danger. No direct onslaught is
being made on us now...[s orne %var scareuwamings] .... Nevertheless, the fight
against capitalist society has becorne a hundred times more fierce and perilous,
because we are not always able to tell enemies from friends.'''
He thus acknowiedged that the- were extreme dangers in pursuing a policy of retreat

despite its econornic necessity.
Lenin explained that NEP could not yet be abandoned because loyal Bolsheviks
still had to leam methods of administration and economics frorn bourgeois specialists and
other experienced public war)ters. The Russian economy, furtherrnore, had to recover
from the multitude of blows brought on by W d d War One, the Revolutions, the Civil War,

and the famine. While chastising his Party for being arrogant and resistant to leaming
necessary techniques fmn those they despised, he also recognized their frustration and

Lenin, Cdiected Warks vol. 33 285. For more infarmatii on the smenavekhovtsy see
Hilde Hardemari, Cominq to Terms with the Soviet Recrime: The Chanaina Shnoosts' Movernent
amona Russian drniarés in the Earhr 19209 (DeKalb: Northern Illinois University Press, 1994).
Lenin, Cdletcted W o f b vd. 33 287.
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desire to move irnmediately towards full sodalism. As a conciliation he affimed that NEP
was only a ternporary stage which would be varied and adjusted to meet encroachments
by capitalist and bourgeois elements. This stance was emphasized in his closing speech
on April2 when Lenin declared that the submissive phase of NEP (which had given rise
to abuses by "NEP-men" and foreign intemsts), had produced the desired resuit of
stabilizing peasant agricuitural production. Therefore, he declared that the next phase of
NEP should now begin: "Now we have decided to hait the retreat.'-

The easiest way

to dernonstrate a new hard-line Bdshevik approach without provoking econornic
dislocation was to attack religious, non-materialist "elements"within the country. This
would show that the bourgeois were not to be tderated even though entrepreneurial
activities would continue to go unchecked.
On April 7, Lenin's secret plan against the Orthodox Church was put into action,
and the Patriarch was called to the Kremlin for a sharp meeting. He was given one week
to bring the entire Church in line with the seizure faws or face personal retribution; any
of his priests who incited resistance would be anested, tned, and shot. Lenin then asked

Tikhon ifhe would personally travel to the United States in order to gamer more publicity
for famine relief. He also suggested that the Patriarch might have fniitful meetings with
the Amencan govemment, and perhaps later he would be asked to represent Soviet
Russia with other foreign govemments. The Genoa Talks were just beginning at this time,
and the Bolsheviks were seeking, primarily, official recognition from any major power.
Tikhon refused. While he was prepared to use his connections with other Christian
prelates for the sake of the s t a ~ h gRussian people and hopeful that foreign powers
would extend bans and credits, he was afraid the Bdsheviks would try to exploit his
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contact with these governments as a means of gaining diplomatic recognition of their
Party as the legitimate nilers of Russia?

He also feared for his personal safety?

The Patriarch's intransigenœ made no impact upon the Bolshevik offensive

against the Church. Throughwt Apn'l, the GPU (formedy the Cheka) anested priests and
bishops connected with the earlier and continuing demonstrations against seizure of
Church valuables. On May 5, the first trials were held and eleven prelates. including

Tikhon's second-incommand the Metropolitan of Petrograd Benjamin, were sentenced
to death.=

Tikhon himself was presented with a warrant for his anest, and held at his

house pending trial. Despite the m a s pmtests which met the verdict and the news of the
Patriarch's anest, Bdshevik pressure tactc
is

against the Church continued. On May 12,

the leaders of the break-away "Living ~ h u r c h -

- Vvedensky, U r a s n m ,

Kalinovsky,

Belkov, and Stadnik - visited the Patriarch demanding that he resign frorn his position
because of the verdict, the m a s appeals, the vidence, and countless other "political" acts

Zatko, Descent into Darkness 102-1032(Y Office of the Commissioner d the United Stahs, Riga, Mernorandum of Conversation with
Mr. Colton of Arnerican YMCA., 20 April 1992, National Archives, Document Division, Russian
Section, Record Group 59, Department of State, Washington D.C., file 861.404/30.

National Archives, Document DNiSbn, Russian Section, Record Group 59, Department of
State, Washington D.C., file 861.404121.
206 This secalled reformatiori g r w p was unveiled as a Bdshevik-created body early in its
existence. Its leaders were paid agents for the regime, and their mandate was not to reform the
Church, but ta undermine its idluence wer the people of Russia. Ouring its existence, it was
unable to entice any substantiel nurnber of the laity away frwn the Church; at its end, the
Bolsheviks simply abdished A and sent its remaining leaders in Russie to exile on Sokvki Island
in the Arctic Sem. See William Emhardt. Reliiion in Saviet Russia; Anarchv. Toaether with an
Essav on the M n a Ctiurch bv Seraius Troitsky (Milwaukee: Morehause Pub., 1929).

which sullied the reputation of the Church. According to Izvestia, Tikhon tendered his

re~ignation.~
His trial began on May 14. 1922.
One year after being besieged by appeais to help the stawing

in Russia, President

Harding was again deluged by telegrarns. They began to arrive one day after the trial of
Patriarch Tikhon had begun. After official requests from Archbishop Alexander of Canada

and Metropolitan Platon of the United States asking Harding to protest the trial and
continued persecution of the Church in Russiatm he received petitions from every
Orthodox parish in the United States as well as many Episcopalian ones?

Harding's

response continued to remain the same: despite his sympathies for Patriarch Tikhon and

the plight of the Church in Russia, there was nothing he could do offkially because this
was a domestic Russian pmblern. On June 15, the House of Lords in Britain debated the
issue, and carne to the same c~iclusion."~

'O7 'Patriarch Tiihon [sic] has of his own Acoord Ternporariiy Resigned,' lmestia 108 (17 May
1922): 1-3 nranslated by the Department of State]. See National Archives, Oocument Division,
Russian Section, Reccwd Gfoup 59, Department of Staî8, Washington D.C., file 861-404134.

208 National Archives, Document Division. Russian Section, Record Group 59, Department of
State, Washington D.C., fik 861.004122.

Fifteenpetitionscame May 16 (file 861.404/26; fiie 861.404/27), Nine folkwed the next day
(file 861.404128). This was further folkwed by twehfe on May 18 (file 861,404129) akng wïth a
letter from the Episcopali Church Conference (fik86114Wf36). and three more on the 19th (fiie
861.404/32). After acknowledging the receipt of these (file 861.404/35), Harding received still
more. S a on May 20 (fiie 861.004138) foikwed on the 22nd by a telegram from the Russian
Orthodox Grwk Cathdic Mission of Western Canada representing Arnerican- and CanadianRussian subjects prdesting the actiori that had been taken @nst Tikhon. It had even been
signed by the Russian Amto the United States,Boris Bakhmeteff and Archimandrites in
Canada (file 861.404/37). P e t i i s still fkwed into Harding's office: F i e on May 23 (file
861-4041'39)seven
.
on May 24 (file 861-404140;file 861.404/41) including one from the Diocese of
Rhode Island Episcopalian Chur* (file 861.404/44), two on May 25 (file 861.404/42), and finally
4 more on May 26 (file 861.404/43) which indude one from the Russian parish in Chicago with 14
pages of signatories attached (file 861.404/45).
2'0 Nationai Mchives, Document Division, Russian Section, Reoord Graup 59, Department of
State, Washington D.C., file 861.004/80.
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Patriarch Tikhon was not sentenced to death. Lenin had already instructed the
Politburo that such an extreme action would endanger their control over the country and
th& attempts at international diplomacy. He was, however, found guiity of incitingdissent
and confined to indefinite house arrest. Between June 15 and July 15, the third trial of
the ciergy ensued gMng no such ciemency at its outcorne. Thirty-seven priests and
bishops were sentenced to death2" Between 1922 and 1923, these trials resulted in
hundreds of priests being executed, and thousands being sent into exile to Solovki lsfand;
there, they were systematically starved and frozen to death.
The clergy were not the only victims of this new pdicy of tenor. In February 1922,

the foremost leaders of the now-banned Socialist Revdutionarieswere anested, and fortyseven were slated for trial that summer. On Juiy 3, Maxim Gorky wrote to Anatde France
asking him to lead a protest against the trial of the SRs which was just beginning; Gorky
asserted that it would merely be a sham leading to "the murder of people who had
sincerely served the cause of the Russian people's emancipati~n.~'~
He also sent a
copy of his letter to Comrade Rykov with a warning that a death sentence for the SRs

would result "in a moral blockade of Rwsia by socialist Europe.~~'~
Russia's intelligentsia, especially the religious-philosophers, were about to face
their own assault. Nevertheless, that Spring found the professors at the Free Acaderny
of Spiritual Culture busier than ever before: the closure of the history and philosophy
faculty and the dismissal of the professors (including Berdyaev), because of their strike
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action, left hundreds of students without courses; they joined the Ftee Academy, and
swelled classes there to o ~ e f l ~ n g . The
~ " professors also participated in the May
protes& against Balshevik persecua'on of the Church. On May 14, the Commissar of
Public Heahh, Sernashko, repofted to Lenin that the dissent was spreading ammg the
educated classes. He had received information about "anti-soviet

speeches by Yop'

doctors at the 2nd All Russian Congress of Medical Section" which took place f r m May
10-14, and he counsefled his leader to deaf carefully with these *dangerws trends?

Lenin quickly prepaied the necessary weapons for the next mslaught. On May
17, he ordered the Commissar of Justice, O. 1. Kursky, to add a supplementary article to

the Criminal Code which,

...explains

the substance of terror, its necessity and fimits, and prwides

justification for it; one which is forrnulated in the broadest possible mariner, for
only revdutionary law and revduüonary conscience can more or tess widely
determine the lirnits within which it should be applied; an addition which made
culpable those who participate, associate, encourage, or condone any
organization whœe purpose is to assist that section of the international
bourgeoisie which refuses to recognize the rights of the communist systern of
ownership that is supersajing capitalisrn?"
Moreover, the new article, Paragraph 57, was to rnake such offenses punishable by death
which might be m m u t e d to either life imprisonment or expulsion abmad.
Two days later, on May 19, Lenin sent a directive to Dzerzhinsky at the GPU with
explicit instructions as to the anest and investigation into about 100 writers and
professors; the uitimate aim as stated in this letter was their final deportation from Russia.

'*

Vadimov, Zhizn*Berdiaeva 228.

*''

Lenin. 70J.V Staiin.' 22 May 1922. letter 744 d Cdlected Works vd. 45 743.

'"Lenin, Cdlected Works vol. 33 358.

"Cornrade Dzenhinsky:
On the question of demng
the writers and professors helping the
counter-revdution.
This needs more thorwrgh preparation. Without it we shall make mistakes.
Please discuss these measures of preparation.
Call a conference of Messirig, Mantsev and s m e other penoris in
Moscow.
Put the duty on the Pdibureau members to devote 2-3 hours a week to
looking through a number of periodicals and books, vwï@ing execution,
demmding revi8ws in writing, and securing the dispatch to Moscow of al1 noncommunist publications without delay.
Add to mis the mviews by a number of Comrnunist writers (Steklw,
Olminsky, Skvortsw, Bukhann, etc.),
Collect systematic information about the political record, work and Iiterary
activity of the prof~ssocsand writers.
Assign al1 this to an intelligent, educated and scnipulous man at the G. P.
CI....

...The Petrograd magazine Ek~n~mi'st,
published by the Xlth Department
of the Russian Technical Society, is another matter. 1 think this is cleariy a
whiteguard centre. Its No. 3 (mi'y NO. 3!!! this nota bene!) cames a Iist of its
members on the m e r . These, I think, are almost al1 the mœt legitimate
candidates for deportatim.
These are patent counter-revdutimaries, accomplices of the Entente, an
organisation of its seMtom and spies and cmpters of the student youth. We
should make arrangements to have these "military spies" caught and once caught
constantly and systematically deported.
Please show this mfidentialy, without making any copies, to the Politbutu
mernbers, retuming it to you and to me, and i n f m me of their opinion and your
wn~l~sion.~'~
Then fate intervened. Before Lenin could oversee the rapid action against the
intellectuals, he had a stroke on May 25. He was sent out of Moscow to Gorki to recover,

and would remain there until October. In his absence, the special cornmittee which Lenin
had fomed to oversee the case of the "bourgeois intellectuals"

- Kamenev, Kursky,

-

Unshlikht, Mantsev, and ~ e s h e t d ' hesitated to act definitively without his supervision
of the lists which they were compiling. They, themfm, Iimited the attack to small

manoeuverings instead of whdesale anests. In June, Glavlit was created to replace the

2"

Lenin, 70F.E. Dzenhinsky,' 19 May 1922, letter 739 d Coliected W c h vd.
~ 45 555.

old Bolshevik censorship bureau with broad directives as to what type of literature was

unacceptable, and a much more accwntable chain-~fcornmand~'~
The sixth of that
month saw the anest of the remaining professas at the Academy of Humanist Sciences
for interrogation, and the GPU searched the premises for evidence of counter-

revolutionary activity. Also in June, the Association of Artists of Revolutionary Russia
(AKhRFî) was created to espouse "socialist realisrn" as the only acceptable fom of

writing?

This early precursor to RAPP harshly criticized even some of the proponents

of Bolshevism like Mayakovsky and Essenin causing them to react with subtle criticism
of the regime within their

own poetry and prose.

Finally, in August, the purge of the intellectuals began. Lists had been compiled
by the special sub-Pditburo cornmittee, sent to Gorki to be checked by Lenin, and they
were now distnbuted by Dzerzhinskyto the necessary GPU agents. In total, 174 persons
were targeted for anest. August was a good month as most professors who had gone
to the countryside for summer holidays were returning to the cities at that time to prepare

for the next semester's cla~ses.~'On August 3, seventy-seven intellectuals were
anested in the ~kraine*

On August 10, new laws were passed regarding the

registration of associations and societies rendering the statutes for the Free Academy of
Spiritual Culture, Vol'fila, the Russian Technical Society, and countfess other groupings

'Statutes of the Main Administration for Literature and Publishing (Glavlit),' 6 June 1922,
Documents ofSaviet History, ed. Rex A. Wade, Vd. 2 389-391.

'Dechration of the Associatiori of Arüsts of Revdutionary Russia (AKhRR).' June 1922,
Documents of Soviet History 391-392.

"'

Berdyaev and his family managed to get away from Moscow for the first sumrner since the
revolution. They stayed with Osorgin, who had just b8en reieased fIom the NoRh. in BONjk. Sete
Vadimov, Zhun' Berdmva 230.
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which had been formed by the disenfranchised to be illegal?

The next series of

anests were completed by August 23 with sixty-seven apprehended in Moscow and thirty
in Petrograd?'

Berdyaev was caught in this wave of anests as were the intellectuals

who had contributed to the one fateful edition of Ekonomist, the professors who had gone

on strike, and rnany of the f m e r mernbers of VOKPG?
The anests al1 took place in the rniddle of the night. Each person was designated
by a secret nurnbered Oder which listed their address and stated that they were part of

the "Operation". It was signed by the Chairrnan of the GPU in charge of "Oper. section",
although no name was given. Each a m t todc about four hours as the agents also
searched the houses for incriminating evidence.

From Berdyaev they seized the

notebooks in which he had written in, dl his letters, and even papers which he had
thrown out?

The arrested were then taken off to prison where they were arely held

for more than three or four days. The interrogations were al1 the same. First they were
asked to give their opinion of the "structure of Soviet power and the system of proletanan
governrnent." Berdyaev responded that he feît uncornfortable with basing everything

upon class and upon one nanow opinion which depended on an ideological
characterization of what it was to be peasant, prdetarian or bourgeois; he would prefer
to have a less "arist0ctaticninterpretatim which took into consideration people's individual
abilities, desires, and traits. Ivan Alexandrovich llyin said that he fwnd Soviet power to

M. Kaiinin [Chairman of VTsiKJ, Instructions for the Registratiori of Societies, Unions and
Associations,' 10 August 1922, Documents of Soviet History 392-393.
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2 ~ 6Oesignated by Order # 1722, Berdyaev was one d the first anested or\ August 16,1922.
'Vyskrt' za granitsu' 71.
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be an inevitable result of the past one hundred years trend in Russia's socio-spiritual
evolution. Feodor Stepun decfared that he was loyal to Soviet power as a citizen, but as
an intellectual believed Bdshevisrn neglected the people's spirit and could not give them
purpose and hope?
Second they were asked about their view of "the intelligentsia's task" and rhat of
what are called 'societies'." Third, they were asked what their attitudes were 'Yowards

such methods of Soviet power towards the professor's strike." Fourth, came a request
to explain their attitude toward the smenavekhovtsy, Savinkov, and toward the trial of the
SRs." Fifth, they were asked to give their views on the "condition of Soviet power in

regional, secondary schods and attitude towafâ the r e f m s of them.' Sixth, they were
asked to give their opinion of the perspective of the Russian emigration abroad. Finally,
they were asked for their views on political parties in general and in Russia in
particular?
Replies to these questions seem to have generally been a uniform "no opinion,"

with the exception of the emigratiori question to which rnost of the accused responded
that they disliked the White& and the incestuous politics which pervaded that milieu. The

day after their questioning, each was pmsented with a verdict which sentenced them to
life in exile outside of Russia, and p m i s e d their death should they ever attempt to retum.
They were requested to sign the fdlowing statement:

On [date) the deaw about my trial in the capacity delineated in article no. 57 of
the Criminal code of the R.S.F.S.R. was mad to me and I do not corifess myself
to be guilty of that, namely being engaged in anti-soviet work, and particulafly, I
do not believe myseîf to be guiîty of that, namely causing extemal embarrassrnent
for the R.S.F.S.R. by engaging in counter-revdutionary work.

They were then given a second f o m to sign which stated:
Pledge. Given by me, M. [name], to the Govemment political administration
[GPUJ, that I pledge not to retum to the territory of the R S F S R . without
permission frorn the organs of Sov
e
it
power. I have been advised of Statute 71
of the Criminal code R.S.F.S.R. which States that I will face the greatest measure
of punishment if I retum of rny own free will within the boundaries of the

R.S.F.S.R....229

Therefore, while adrnitting to nothing and in some cases even protesting the accusation,

each person was told s/he was to be exiled abroad and forced to seit their possessions

and obtain v i s a s . During the entire time of their incarceration, none were given a trial,
told why they were accused, or given any chance to defend themselves against such
charges. They were tdd instead to be grateful that their fate was exile and not death by
firing squad. Upon their release and exile, each person was tdd she or he would be
executed if they remained or if they tried to retum at any time in the future?

Between

September and December of 1922 the Genan ships Oberbürgemieister Hacken and
Preissen conducted most of the exiles fmn Russia to Berlin.The "First ~arning- against intellectual counter-revolution had been issued,

and Lenin, in one move, had rid the R.S.F.S.R of many of Russia's most prominent and
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Record of COIIversatbn mfh Pr& S.L Frank. Berlin, 4 Odober 1923, Paul 8. Anderson
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R e a x d of Conversation with Prof- S.L Frank. Berlin, 4 Odober 1923, Paul B. Anderson
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The Berdyaevs saiied upon the Oberbürgemister Hacken in November from Petrograd
to Stettin with some seventy other rnernbers of the expelled arrâ their families. There they were
provided with a train to Berfin. Berdyaev thanked the German government for their assistance in
providing Visas foi him and his farnily in his autobiography. Sem Lowrie, Rebellious Pronhet 158.
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capable intetlectuals. Of the 174 anested, 160 were actuaily sent abroad. The Free
Acaderny was thus destroyed.

Only Bukshpan and Gershenzon evaded expulsion:

Bukshpan was repressed mthin Russia finally ending up in the Gulag; Gershenzon died

i e,
in 1925. In the Ukran
Zenkovsky, were a

the two remaining members of the Bmtsfvo, Bulgakov and

h anested. After 1922, themfore, the Braslvo sviatago Sofii found its

entire rnembership collected in Europe against the will of its forernost rnembers. The
other philosophers who were exiled were lvan Ilyin, lvan Lapshin, and Pitirim Sorokin.
While not specifically related to religiws-philosophy,they would cany some of its themes
and images in their future work in exile.
Those who had been invdved in VOKPG were also numerous. Three of the
leaders, every Tolstoyan, al1 the writers, and many of the other poiiticals were included.
The only exceptions were Academicians who worked within any scientific field who were
obviously deemed tw potentiaily useful to be disposed of despite their dubious pditical
leanings. This applied, as well, to one noteworthy religious-philosopher and priest. Paul
Florensky was not deported in 1922.

He was ailowed to remain in Russia, but

constrained to his scientific explorations, and he managed to produce some important
theories before his internrnent in the Gulag and his death in 1952. Therefore, the
apparent rule was that scientists could stay, but philosaphers, economists, political
theorists, and other intellectual "parasites" must go.

In retrospect, the fate of the expulsees was amazingly lenient considering that
which was to befall their clencal counterparts, not to mention millions of other Russians,
in the ensuing years. An indication of relative pi-on

may be found in Sdzhenitsyn's

Gulaa Archimlaao in which he iightiy dismisses the incident:

From the early twenties on, arrests were also made among groups of
theosophists, mystics, spiritualists...AJso, religious societies and philosophers of
the Berâyayev circle. The so-called "Eastern-Catholics" - fdlowers of Vladimir
Solovyev - were anested and destroyed in passing, as was the group of A.I.
Abrik ~ s o v a ? ~
However, in the ernigratim these intellectuals who so invduntarily had been propefled
into its midst were to bemme its vanguard in Europe. They had stayed in Russia in order

to continue their work begun before Bdshevism; once exiled they continued their pursuit
of an aitemate path - a "third way" - outside of Russia. Most of the hundred and sixty
were the leading proporients of Russia's religiws and philosophical renaissance. The

expulsion denied the new Soviet Russia some of its most creative native intellectuals. In
return, it gave the gift of their ideas, exprience, and energy to Russia Abroad and to the
West.

* Aleksandr 1. Solzhenitsyn. The Gulaa Archimiam. 19143-1956. An Ex~erimentin Uerary
Investiaation, trans. Thomas P. Whitney (New York: Harper & Row, 1974) 37.

3. The YMCA and the Russian Emigration

Once the expelled intellectuais arrv
i ed

in Berlin at the end of 1922, they discovered

that an international organization, the Young Men's ChristianAssociation (YMCA) was very
active amid the emigration. Althwgh the Russian religious-philosophem had a passing
knowledge of the YMCA because of their relief efforts during World War One in Russia,

and their latest, secretive, participation in the ARA famine relief, they appear to have been
more or less ignorant about the full dimensions and mandate of the YMCA. However,
upon their arriva1they immediately realized that the YMCA shared their central aspiration:
namely continued work among the people of Russia.
The 1920s marked a continued attempt on the part of the YMCA to overcome its

annihilation in Russia dunng the Civil War years when the Bolsheviks had categorically
banned al1 facets of the organization within their boundaries.'

Despite repeated

protestations about the neutrality of their work, the YMCA found itself and its activities in
Russia linked inescapably to the cause of foreign intervention. By the end of 1918, the
YMCA was declared an enemy organization by the Bolshevik govemment, and American

Association Secretanes were ordered out of the Boishevik-controlledareas of the country.
They were more fortunate than the Russian mernbers of the YMCA: wtien caught by the

Reds, these associates were imprisoned and many were shot.

'

The YMCA had starteci a native organiraliori caîied "May* ['the Lighthouse'] in tsarist
Russia, but this hsd failen into disuse largeiy because of pressure From the Office of the Hdy
Synod in the years immedily prior to the wtbreak of war. lnitially enthused by the new
"openness' of the liberal, democratic Provisiorial Government in the February Revolution. the
YMCA never had the chance to rebuiid their infrastructure tom by the pressures of war once the
Boisheviks seized power.
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It was the continuous waves of Russian emigrants to Europe between 1918 and

1922 that presented the new threads of opportunity and hop8 to the YMCA that they

might be able to continue their Christian work and dialogue with Russians. Beginning
with war-sewice activities Iimitedto raising POW morale and related relief initiatives in the
many camps thioughout Europe, key YMCA leaders began to think that the émigrés
might be their linchpins to re-entry. If the Bdsheviks were eventually overthrown, these

émigrés would retum with the YMCA; if the Bdsheviks stayed in power, those Russians
that returned would still carry a grain of the YMCA message.

Getting Back ta Russia
With unrepentant optimism that ttieir expulsion f r m Russia was merely a
temporary setback, most of the Overseas Division leadership of the YMCA in 1918 began
to seek new and innovative ways to re-enter the country and continue their service.

However, it soon becarne apparent to them that Bolshevik intransigence was just one of
the obstacles they had to overcome. Their activities were met with resistance and
apprehension by many of the high-ranking members of the central organization in New
York. While the YMCA in America had been fully prepared to finance assistance in the

immediate reconstruction and reorganization of Europe, they had no intention of making
this a permanent anangement. By 192û, YMCA leaders appeared to follow the trend for
isolationism that had begun to pemeate poiitical and econornic thwght in America; they
started to question why Amencan mmey and citiens shwld be expended to aid the "the
ungrateful and trwblesome E u r o p e a d when they couid be more effechhrely put to use

As expressed by Ethan T. Colton in hk 1969 manuscript for a revised versim of his earlier
Fortv Years with Russians (New York: Associafion Press, 1940). With the International Cornmittee
ForeignWork and Religious Work Departrnents and Oversess Wor# War I Committee. 1904-1932,'
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sewing their own kind at hame. Tfiey, therefore, strongly advocated the curtailing of the

Overseas Division's activities for a more domestic policy.
In the erisuing "battle"m i n the Association to resdve whether it should continue
expanding abroad or begin caritracthg

and focusing exclusively ori North America,

personalities becarne the deciding factor. The most influential rde was played by Dr.
John R. Mott (1865-1955), the director of the international branch of the YMCA - the World
Student's Christian Fedemtion (WSCF).' Having almost single-handedly engineered the
expansion of the YMCA into India, China, Japan, and even in Russia before the outbreak
of the war, he was not prepared to countenance the dissdutiori of his life's work simply

because some of his countryrnen had turned to seifishness and fear. The other central
figure was Ethan T. Cdton, the master conciliator who directed the Overseas Division
office in Berlin.' Like Mott. Cdton believed that America, and especially the YMCA. had

a calling to spread Chrisüanity and its rnorals throughout the world, and he was
convinced that their work had made a difference; YMCA foreign relief and morale
programmes were making an immediate impact on POWs. Although Coiton was more
cautious about the extent to which YMCA service should be applied internationally - and
more pragmatic about the funds which Americans would be willing to part with

- he

agteed with Mott that the Association must continue its wwk outside of America.

Paul B. Anderson Papes, University of Illinois at U-hampaign,

Box 25.

For more infoma!ion on John Mott se8 Basil Mathews, John R. Mott. Worid Citizen
(London: Student Christian Mavernent Pr-,
1934); John Mott, Cessoris I Have Letarned in over
F I Years ofHebina to EstabWh Natiorial and World-We Movements. (Rochester, New York:
Rochester YMCA, 1944).

No bbgraphy of Mon hss, to my knowledge, yet been m e n . However much informati
about his Me mg, be obtaïned in his autobiography, Fortv Years with Russians (New York:
ksocigt'in Press, 1940).

The showdown to detemine YMCA policy regarding future work to be directed by
the International branch and the Overseas Division occurred at the YMCA General
Assembly at Newark, New Jersey in Febniary 1920.' If consensus on continued efforts
could be attained there, both Mott and Cdton intended to focus the decision towards a
new Russian initiative. Russia had long been a favwrite project for Mott.' and Colton
had cornmitted several years of his life to POW and relief work arnong both the

lnterventionist and White armies,

80th men felt that the YMCA's expulsion from

Communist Russia had been a fmstrating insuk, and they hoped to use this blow to
Amencan pride as a vehicle to unvince their peers at the meeting that no Russian
Communists were a match for aie Yankee spirit, In a laiger sense, however, Russia was
for both men a critical Christian problem: over three million Russian POWs had been

interned in Gemian and Austnan POW camps, and were not yet repatriated; the country
had been fighting a bloody civil war for two years leaving millions homeless, destitute,
and in need of both moral and physical support; the massive ernigration from that country

had created a refugee problem which was quickly surpassing al1 national and international
capabilities for aid.'

Finally, they believedthat Rwsia was essentially a devoutly Christian

country, being held hostage by an atheist dictatorship. If the rest of Christendom did not

Pro~osedPraaram of Y.M.C.A. Activitii in Russia Revised from Newark Conference RemR,
June 1920, Paul B. Andemon Papers, University of Illinois at Urban-Charnpaign, Box 6: 1.

'

Mott had participateci in the €lias Root Commission which President Wilson sent to Russian
in 1917. During thad stay, he also gaineci enûance to the Great Sobor where he saw, with great
interest, new religious spirit,

'

The Red Cross was bogged d m simpiy trying to feed the emgrants, let &ne rekcate
them; countries to which the refugees fled were having probiemsabsorbing them, and several had
set up detention camps as a stopgap mesrure. Disease wss rampant, and typhus. typhoid,
influenza, and choiera epiâemics w r e bing spread wor#-wide by the refugees. It was quite
simpty an internatid caîamity which required any aid availabie to sort out the mess, See Sir
John Hope Simpson, The Refuaee Pmblem: R e m d a Survey ( m d :Oxford University Press,
1938)62-1 16.
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act quickly to prevail against the intolerable conditions in Russia and the Bolshevik

govemment's policies regarding religion, then some one hundred million Christians might
be lost from the flock.

With these persuasive arguments, Coîton and Mott arrived at Newark to begin
chanc'ig minds. Each used the methods which most suited his character. Mott made
inspirational speeches about the effect the YMCA had already had on Russians within the
country, the emigration, and the POW camps. He called for a remembrance of the
Christian duty and vocation. He transmitted messages of h o p , need and purpuse which
inspired and overcame isolationist sentiments. Colton, alternately, met select, influential
leaders one-on-one. He appealed to the spirit of generosity in some, to the Christian
devotion of others, to national piide or fear of comrnunism's spread. With each person
he presented the case which would most appeal to their individual proclivities.'

On

February 24,1920 the delegates unanimously supported the continued work of the YMCA

International Division, and especially its role in Russia.
In consequence of its seventy five years of successful experience in more than
forty countries and mare particularly in consequence of its experience M i n the
past four years among the Russian people themselves, the Young Men's Christian
Association believes that its work for the mental, moral and physical bettement
of young men and boys will be of ieal value to Russia
Even the strong isdationist faction was silenced at that conference, as the need for YMCA
work was made plainly obviais to all. However, on the issue of Russia, the isotationists

This is implied both in Coiton's Fortv Years with Russians (New York: Association Press,
1940) and his 1969 manuscript (se8 Paul B. Anderson Papers, University of Illinois at Urbana-

Champag
i n,
Box 25). However, 1 would have been incongruasfor Coltm to have stated exactly
whorn he talked to and how he persuaded tha! peisorr; as a master of such one-on-one
persuasion his reputath dependeci upm maintaining wnfidences.
Promsed Proaram d Y.M.C A. Adiies in Russia Revised from Newark Conference R e ~ ~ r t ,
June 1920, Paul 8. Anderscm Papers, University of Illinois at Urban-Champaign, Box 6: 1.
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found some support from moderates and conservatives. They maintained that the YMCA
should wait and let the situation settie before deciding on its future course of action. In
their opinion, the Bolshevik government w u l d be ovenumed at any point and hasty action
might prejudice future efforts of the YMCA. They further suggested that if the Bolsheviks
did indeed stand the test of leadership, any charity work with Russian émigrés on the part

of the YMCA would just further exacerbate tensions between al1 Christian organizations

and a paranoid Bolshevik Russia. Christian ailniism and YMCA money were bound to be
problematic in any future dealings, as both would inevitably offend the Soviet authorities
and the Communist ideologues. For these reasons, the conservatives concfuded that it

might be better to ease off so they would no longer be seen as a threat."
True to form whenever any aspect of the International Division was threatened,

Mott responded vehemently. He asserted that enmous manpower and rnoney had

already been put into efforts to maintain any contact between Russia and the YMCA. To
preserve this tenuous link and to achieve any potential for Mure alliances, he felt that it
was of paramount necessity to keep the lines of communication open with any Russian
peoples, be they indigenous or émigre.

The end goal of such an approach, Mott

reminded them, was to make sure that the people in Bolshevik Russia must never feel
entirely abandoned by their Christian bmthers and must never forget Christian ideas and
life. With this persuasive argument and the sheer force of his personality, Mott was able

to sway the majority of members, and the program was adopted.

The Berlin

Headquarters of the Overseas Division, which had becorne the a i s of activities for the

'O
This argument is outîined in Wewark Conference Nates,' 23-24 February 1920, Paul B.
Anderson Papers. University of Illinois at Urban-Champaign. Box 6: 1-3.

YMCA in Europe by 1920 due to its relief operations in Germany, was granted continued

funding, personnel, and support for a renewed Russian initiative.

As was consistent with most YMCA programs, it was proposed that Arnerican
personnel should initially direct the activities of the Russian program, with the intent of
eventually establishing a Russian national organization, "modelled on lines b a t adapted
to the needs and institutions of Russia, and supported and controlled by Russians.""

For the renewed beginning, YMCA bureaus would be set up in three to six major cities
in Russia under the initiai direction of the Americans in Berlin (and in the near Mure by

Russian nationals), as soon as they could obtain permission from the Bolsheviks.
Beiieving the Soviet ban of the YMCA to be of little substance, the leaders of this division
assumed that the necessary assurances could be obtained from the Soviet authorities
with a few simple meetings benNeen "reasonable people." The assurances the Y planners
proposed were fairly standard:
1. Necessary papers of authorization regarding buildings and living
accommodations, duty-free importation of supplies and equipment and nght ta
control their use once in country. Precedence-rights for the travelling of
Association secretanes, equipment and supplies. Privilege of securing locally
whatever materials necessary predicated upon their availability.

2. Reasonable freedom of residence, tmvel and communication within and outside
of Russia so that the program could be adequately developed. Ability for
Arnerican workers to leave Russia without hindrance should the situation develop
that they needed to foi their personal safety. YMCA representatives must also be
allowed to contact and work with any native Russian organizations schools,
athletic clubs, caoperative societies, and churches ta facilitate th& work.

-

-

3. Finally the YMCA expected to gel the right to hdd meetings 'Yor education and
entertainment as well as those of a religious nature."

In their forthright and naïve manner, the YMCA resdved that this program would succeed
as long as the spirit of good-m'll was made clear to the Soviets:

"

P r o m e d P r o a m of Y.M.CA- Actiuitïes in Russia 1.

Those in authority in Russia must be convinced of the good faith and the sincerity
of the Association and its secretanes. They must believe that these have no other
purpose in Russia except that of service to the Russian people through an
organization which is already sewing people of many other countries, without
regard to any antagonisms that may prevail between these countriss or to political
or social difficulties within the countries themselves. To this end the sponsors for
the program herewith propose the wish to deal squarely and openly - to acquaint
the pioper authorities with every detail of a propœed program, to discuss it with
them and corne to an agreement as to its practical application, and to keep them
infonned regarding its operation, once it is put into effect.12

Whât followed was a concrete program, city by city, for the reestablishment of the YMCA

in Russia it took into consideration the conditions that they would face in the various
areas, and relationsthey could rebuildwith other religious organizations such as the older
Y-inspired movement, Mayak, and the Orthodox Church.13
The new program for re-entry into Russia was implemented by the Berlin
Headquarters, shortly after the Newark Conference ended. Mot' retumed immediately to
Europe, and assigned his former personal Secretary and head of the YMCA in Moscow

in 1918, Paul 6 Anderson (1894-1982) with the task of beginning negotiations with the
Bol~heviks.~~
Anderson brought much experience to the job: he had witnessed the
Bolshevik Revdution in Russia, s m e the language fluently, and had personal experience
with the govemment; in 1918 he had been anested in Moscow, held for one week and
intenogated, before the Cheka released him for departation from Russia. He was now
charged, in 1920, with arranging an i n t e ~ e w
with the Bdshevik Foreign Commissariat

'*

Pro-Bd

Proararn of Y.M.CA. ActMtiks in Russia 2-3.

' Findinasof the Russia Canference (Newark. N.J., February 21-23, 1920), Paul B. Anderson
Papers, University of Illinois at Urbm-Champaign, Box 6: 1-7.
l4

In a multiple letter to Lowrii, Anderson, and Smtvilie, Dr. Moît stated that he had
instructed Anderson and other members of YMCA to be prepared to wait until full political and
organizationaldynamics had wwked themselves out before procetedingto impiement the Newark
and James
Program. See Or, John R. Uott, letter to Doria# A. Lowtie, Paul B. Ander-,
Somerville, Jr., from Warsaw, Poiand, 16 June 1920, Paul B. Anderson Papers, University of Illinois
at Urban&Champaign, Box 6.
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to discuss terms for the YMCA's retum to Bolshevik Russia. While he pursued the long

and frustrating task. of setting up the meeting, Anderson remained at the YMCA
headquarters in Berlin, where he also lent a hand ta their on-going work of repatriating
Russian POWs and camp work among Russian refugees.
Mott, himself, then went on to Poland where he supewised the transfer between
German and Russian POWs, and then Pdish and Russian veterans. He also tried to
facilitate the new YMCA Russian program by retuming personally to the country to
reestablish contacts and gain supporters. However, his prominent reputation as a Y MCA
director caused the Soviets to refuse him an entry permit. Travelling beniveen Warsaw,
Berlin, and Vladivostok where the YMCA provided aid to the remaining Intewentionists

and White amies, Colton busily coordinated al1 the diverse activities. After Mott was
denied entry to Russia, Colton arranged that Charles Hibbard, a much less prominent
secretary from the Berlin Headquarters, should go. However, even he was unable to gain
entry.15

These rejections made the work of Anderson even more important, and he
repeatedly tried to arrange a meeting with the Foreign Affairs Commissariat. Wth the help
of Donald Lowrie and James S m e ~ N ehe
, prepared for a meeting with the Commissar

Chicherin, certain that it would be granted in the near future. At this juncture, however,
he received new orders from Mott: he was still to meet with the Boisheviks if it could be
ananged, but was to approach the issue of the YMCA's retum to R u d a very delicately;
Mott suggested that instead of stating their intentions directly, Anderson should

IS Mott conthued to redn
intransigent on this issue. In later discussions with Anderson, he
continually reiterated that reentry into the Bdshevik contrdieâ areas shouid be the main priority
of the Russian division. Paul B. Anderson, No East or West: The Memairs of Paul B. Anderson
(Paris: YMCA Press, 1985) 30.
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emphasize their work with Russian POWs in Germany in order to show the Bdsheviks
their potential contribution. Moreover, he told Anderson that as the POW work was the
more immediate concern, it shwld be regarded as being more important than returning
the YMCA to Russia.16

Anderson did finally manage to arrange a meeting with the junior Commissar
Maxim Litvinov in 1920, but found the actual encounter disappointing. Despite the terrible

hurnan need in Russia, where augury of an immense famine had begun to show, Litvinov
was harshly denigrating to the YMCA. Anderson, Sommerville and Lowe had presented
their case by suggesting only that the YMCA return to Russia to provide relief to Russian,
German and Czech POWs there not to begin a complete YMCA service throughout the
land. They tned to establish their hociouable intentions by demonsttrating how the YMCA
had supported the Nansenhiife Cornmittee in Berlin to the amount of 50,000$ for POW
relief. It would only be natural that the YMCA presence within this organization could be
continued in the Nansen relief effort in ~ussia."

Litvinov laughed at this: The

Bolsheviks, he said, had no need for Christian proselytizers and bourgeois
inte~entionists.This was later repeated at negotiations between the Nansenhilfeand the
Bolsheviks, when the latter insisted that Nansenhiife ensure that no YMCA men joined
their operations. Not prepared to jeopardize their own relief operations for the cause of
the YMCA, the Nansenhilfe relief duly complied with the Bolshevik demand, and gave the
YMCA a categorical "no" to their request that YMCA men be placed in the relief

l6
Notes on Conference. Jan. 21. 1921, Paul B. Anderson Papers, University of Illinois et
Urbana-Charnpaign, 6ox 6: 5-6.

l7

Notes on Conference. Jan. 21. 1921 1-2.

proceedings. The answer, at this point was clear. The Bolsheviks would not accept the
YMCA on any ternis.
At the start of 1921, the Berlin Headquarters underwent a shift in personnel.
Francis Miller, the head Secretary, was transfened to Britain where his responsibility was
to recniit other Russian-work associates who were being trained at Oxford. His depanure
meant a new director would have to be appointed and Anderson, with his expenence and
his free time now that the Russian negotiations had stalled, was the perfect choice."
At first, he was assisted by Sornewille and Conrad Hoffman which allowed him to do

extensive travelling to assess the situation of the Russian emigration throughout Europe.
Anderson's mandate, however, was not changed: the YMCA was still committed to going
back to Russia. lmmediately after his permanent appointment, he attended a follow-up
conference to Newark in Berlin on January 21, 1921 to discuss, in more refined ternis,
what the aims and methods of re-entry might be.Ig
The meeting reinforced the premise, agreed upon at Newark, that future work in
Soviet Russia should Cie upfront, not " b a ~ k d o o r . ~
This restatement, however was
becoming more difficuit to defend with urgency as support for this tactic was
disintegrating even among members of the hitherto sympathetic International Cornmittee
of the YMCA. Colton attributed this change of hear?on the part of Mott's division to one

la

Paul B. Anderson, Commentary on Doria# Lowiie's R e m of the Russian Division Office

to the Central YMCA, 1929, Paul B. Anderscm Papers, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign,
Box 25.
l9 Composed of such rnembers as Ethan T. Colton, Charles V. Hibbard, Edgar MacNaughten,
Banton, Julius Hecker, A.V. Yakhuntov, Paul Vinogradov, Ralph W. Hdlinger, Paul B. Anderson,
and Torell. See Notes on Conference. Jan. 21. 1921, Paul B. Anderson Papers, University of
Illinois at UrbansChampaign, Box 6.
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of political convenience: 'They are hesitating not so much for themselves as to avoid

being placed in the position where they will be liable to the charge of being a pro-Soviet
organization."

Colton further explained that many large business houses in the United

States had begun to view communism with some paranoia. YMCA Cornmittees' decisions
tended to minor this trend, and the Secretanes had no choice but to conform to their
judgments. This was not an officia1 Arnerîcan policy by any means. Coiton described
conversations between himself and Arthur Bullard of the State Department which made
it clear that the government supported aid in the USSR, but could not force companies

or organizations to adhere to this pdicy. On Coltori's counsel, therefore, members of the
conference decided that patience was required to wait until the tide of "red-scare" had
passed over the USA?
The Russians at the meeting also cwnselled patience. However, they did so on
the grounds that the situation in Russia had becorne completely unstable. No longer
hoping for White victory (which was al1 but an impoûsibility since the Intervention had
largely collapsed and Wrangel had been forced to yield in the south, fleeing to
Constantinople), they still fek that the Bdsheviks were ripe for intemal dissension. The
lonstadt revdt signalled to them that other elements might soon seize power from the
Bolsheviks. Eventually, they hoped that these people would create a working coalition
with the remaining tiberals and non-communist socialists. Cmceming the YMCA, they
feared any rapprochement with the Bdsheviks could harm the YMCA's reputation after
a new government came to power. They suggested, thetefore, that the Ovsrseas Division

headquariers should only prepare the platforni for essential educational wor)c, and help
-

-

2'
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Nansenhilfe/ARA with necessary scouting expeditions in order to see which way things
might tum?
Vinogradov supported this cmpletely, notingthat Arnerican policy would probably
be inffuenced by the new group of influential émigrés in Pans who represent "more or

less" the reactionary perspective. "My impression is that anyway some four or fnre months
will pass before we can go to Russia, I do not know which group will be in controt in

Ru~sia.~' After discussing the past year's disenheartening encounters with the
Bolsheviks, and the refusal of Nansenhilfe, al1 memberç of the meeting did agree that
entry into Bolshevik Russia at the present time was going to be more troublesome than
the YMCA had predicted.

This conclusion allowed Anderson to bring members back to the essential point
of the meeting: What diplornatic approach must be taken in dealing with the Bolsheviks
in the immediate future, especially after their most recent charges against the YMCA?
Here, Anderson referred to the YMCA's work among the White and Intervention amies

in general and, more specifically to the internationally embarrassing incident whereby
Donald Lowrie had allegedly perforrned "spy-work" dunng a one week stay in Moscow."
Wth this politically delicate prablem, the YMCA had only two courses open to them in
Anderson's opinion. One would be to present the wtiole program of the Association to
the Bolshevik offiaals, and Say Take it or leave it." The other would be to give them a

" This was expressed by Yakhuntw.

See Notes on Cariference. Jan. 21. 1921 3.
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complete knowledge of the Association's program and then inquire what phases of mis
program might be undertaken?

-

While Hdlinger immediatelyinterjectedthat he was preparedto accept the ?cond
option only if contact between the YMCA and the Orthodox Church was pemitted, Hecker
now presented a moment of realism:
The YMCA is an alien element in Bolshevisrn- I believe we may have to have a
ditferent purpose in entering Soviet Russia. Our YMCA in America has as its
purpose the building up of character for the support of w r type of civili~ation.~'
Hollinger retorted that the YMCA, in its basic nature, was capitalistic - that could not be
changed. However, he conti'nued, "1 canna find any grounds anywhere in America for
believing that there is dernocratic contrai of the YMCA... I have confidence in the central

motive of the YMCA to do what Dr. Hecker has adrnitted, to create good citizens in any
civilization." Coiton went further and wwld not accept any proposal that denigrated the
essentially Christian character of Y work. To this Hecker responded 'We are not going
into Russia to oppose their social order. We can build character that will stand in any
civi~ization.'~Vinogradov intemipted at this point, insisting that Coiton was right and

Christian work was needed more than any other f m at the present time in Russia.
Unsatisfied with their options, the cornmittee decided to leave matters alone for the
present and concentrate their attentions on other elements of the YMCA work, especially
initiatives ammg the Russian refugees in Europe.

As the year progriessed and ne-

of the Russian famine became even more

distressing, Anderson stayed in close contact with Nansenhiife, and their efforts to
- -

.

-

--

- --
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dispense aid in Russia and Poland. At this time the Nansenhilfe was raising money
mainly for prisoners still hefd in Siberia as general relief was not yet possible. LowrÎe, the
consurnmate charneleon, sornehow rnanaged to get himself reassigned to the Nansen
Bureau and began helping their relief efforts in Siberia. Soon he would be accepted into
the ranks of Herberi Hoover's ARA relief operations, and even make m e more trip to
Moscow. Anderson tned to aid the Nansenhiffe initiative by cabling Mott and Hibbard,

and by asking the YMCA to contribute $250,000, "to staR first trainload supplies
accompanied by five Nansen Relief representatives including two or more Association
secretanes.

Cable reply."

He was troubled, however, m e n the reply came back

negative: later he leamed that the Central YMCA in New York was responding to a
"general feeling in Arnerica that relief supplies were taken over by government
[Bolsheviksj and used for propaganda purposes, with no supervision by the sending
organiration.la

By the end of 1921 and throughout 1922, the YMCA actually did get

back into Bolshevik-controlled Russia, but only by changing their "upfront" policy and
entering through secret means.
While the Bolsheviks might have b e n cumpletely opposed to the YMCA and any
future work it could do in Russia, other powerful institutions threw complete support
behind their plans.

ei
Patriarch Tikhon, in an intenn'ew with Louw

before his first

ignominious expulsion, clearly endorsed the YMCA and welcomed any help it muld give.
This was seconded in 1922 by the Greek Orthodox prelates out of Athens. On June 20,
1922,the Orthodox Church issueda

h a l appreciation and encouragement of continued

YMCA endeavors in Russia. Hamilcar. S. AîMtatis D.D., foremast theologian of the

29

Paul B. Anderson. Commentary on Dorialci Lowrie's R e m of the Russian Division Otfice

to the Central YMCA, 1929, Paul B. Anderson Papers, University of Illinois at Uibana-Charnpaign,
Box 25: 29.

Patriarchate in Athens delineated their reasons for this support, and their suggestions
about the most effective course of future action by the YMCA.
On the part of the new Russian Orthodox Chuich, and their reasons for supporting
the YMCA, th8 Greek theologian argued:
1. It supported the fall of the Tsar because this released the Russian Orthodox
Church from captivity and state subseivience.

2. It is fulfy wiiting to work with other Christian organizations to promote greater
unity and progress.
3. Its position is admirable within Christianrty: "Persistence in the religious

principles of Christianity as taught by Christ and the Aposttes and developed by
the Greek Church in a long Church tradition, liberal and philosophical (under the
f o m of mysticism and symbdism) confmations of the Church life and the public
worship, temporary and one-sided suspense or delay of the progress of both on
account of the existing national circumstances [Bdsheviks], but, a persistent wish
for progress and recanstructim...'
On the part of the YMCA and regarding its potential contributions to the Orthodox Church
in Russia, he stated:
4. YMCA has helped Orthodox Churches vanously in Greece, in the
Constantinople refugee situation; it has the support and friendship of the

Ecumenical Patriarch, and has done tremendous work in relief, Christian and
moral improvement in Russia.
5. There are many needs that the YMCA can fuifil: Parish organization chanty,
philanthropy, and order; young peoples and boys worù; education and
preparation of men preparing foc priesthood "Sinœ a very long time, our best
clergymen and our best professor at Thedogy (sic], after finishing their studies in
Greece, have visited and finished their studies in Protestant institutions and
universities; m a t of them (before the war) in Germany, and the younger ones
during and after the war in England and America." The YMCA can, therefore, help
support those in need both rnorally and financially; publication of religious books;
encouragement of missionary activities stopped by lack of finance and
international mflict; most of al1 work in Russia.
6. For work in Russia, the Orthodox Church sees two goals - preventing the
Roman Cathdic Church fiom using Bdsheviks to their benefit and taking
Orthodox believers into their Church; cmbating Bdshevik proselytising of
Atheism. The Roman Cathdic Church does not like to lose the such offered
opportunity... and then the poverty and misery of the Russian people opens widely
the door for the Roman Cathdic Church, who knows perfectly how to help the

poor. The Pope, from every point of view has a very proper ground of work in
Russia. The political conditions, the religiws wnditions, the present psychdogy
of the Russians, the treaties of the Vatican with Bolshevism and the direct or
indirect richness of the Roman Church, atl these help and assist the propaganda
a
work of the Roman Catholic Church in ~ u s s i...?
In other words, he supported the intemention of the YMCA because it could help the
Orthodox Church in its battle against both Romanism and Bolshevism.
The Roman Catholic Churchwas now offering unexpectedopposition to the YMCA
and its aspirations in Russia: Partially because it had its own agenda in that country, and

partially because it increasingly mistrusted the motivations and growing popularity of the
YMCA. Rome had viewed Russia as fertile territory for missionary work and conversions

for centuries, but had cmtinually been handicapped by the Tsar's national protection of
Orthodoxy. WRh the Revolutions and especially with the Wshevik take-over, the Roman
hierarchy saw an oppoitunity. The Bdsheviks desperately needed some official State to
offer them recognition; in return the Roman Catholic Church, denied of its statutory rights
in Rome by the new ltalian Republic (1871), and long desiring a voice in the Eastern

Christian world (Russia) saw a chance for c~mprornise.~'To this end. they ananged the
Genoa Convention of 1922 which threatened to trample on the ternis of the Versailles

Treaty and the intentions of the AngleFrench alliance.= As eady as 1921, the Roman

of the YMCA to the
Hamilcar S. Alivuabis D.D.. A kief Staternent u m the Relaîïonshi~
Orthodox Church, 20 June 1922, Paul B. Anderson Papers, University of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign, Box 3: 3-93'

At Gem. the Vatican was sornewhat betrayed by the Soviets' secret negotiadion of the
Rapallo Treaty with Germany thus mitigating their imrnediate need for foreign recognition.
Nevertheles the plan to m v e r t Russia remained a priority for Rome. Its dimensions are cieariy
outlined in "The Mission of the Cathoiic Church in Russia.' R e W of the Reverend Father Auaust
Manicilier, read in a Retreat d th8 Cadhdic Missionaiy Corigre9ations in Louvain Belgium in
September 12.1923. Paul B. Anderson papers, University d Illinais at UrbanaChamwgn. Box
6: 1-17.

For more information on the papacies d Pius XI and Pius XII, see Anthony Rhodes,
Vatican in the Aae of Dictadors. 1922-1945 (Larrdon: Hodder & Stoughten, 1973).
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Catholic Church had begun to prepare the way for its intended rnissimry onslaught on
Russia by attacking any altemate denominational initiative which might threaten its work.
As a consequence, the Pope issued a general ban against the YMCA in 1921.33 Hence,

the YMCA now faced a new opponent in their quest for retum into Russia.
Despite the continual setbacks and their failure to gain any compromise fiom the
Bolshevik govemment. the YMCA persisted in seeking re-entry and any means for directly
helping the Russian people. By the end of 1921, Anderson was finly established as
chief of the Berlin Headquarters, and began coordinating the actÏvities in Europe. That
year the rest of the POWs were either repatriated or relocated, and the intemment camps

for Russian refugees were finally ernptied. Now the individual countn'es were faced with
getting to know and understand their new visitors. YMCA camp work among the other
European nationalities had now corne to an end and the Overseas Division moved
increasingly to become the Russian division. As head of the Russian division, Anderson
sought other ways to contribute to the Russian people until the YMCA managed to get
back into their homeland. In discussions with Mott and Colton, and with prominent
members of the emigration, he gradually came to the decision that the YMCA would serve
best by helping the emigration. In that way, at least, some contact could be rnaintained
with Russians. Atthough this alternative was much less attractive than a whole YMCA
program in Russia, it was "Russian wark."
Thus, from the headquarlem in Berlin, Anderson continued several initiatives held
over from the war years, and began rnany new ones, al1 geared to help the emigration.
The tasks involved education for pradcal survival in new cwntries, the presewation of

j3 This was transiated into English publicatms by Febrwy 4 of that year. 'Papal Ban on 'Y
Reaches Arnerica in English Fom,' New York World 4 February 1921. Paul 6-Anderson Papes,
University of lIlinois at Urbana-Charnpaign, Box 7 .
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the Russian culture and religion, and the continued development of Russian thought and

way of Me. Colton refemed to the new perspective very positively:
This alternative represents a new dimension - instead of the physical entry into
Russia of persans with passports, program and money for operatims, one might
think in tenns of promoting ideas held in comrnm by Orthodox Russians and
Western Christians?'
Ever adaptable, the YMCA found that it couid serve Russians and Christianity in general
through the avenue of the emigration. And from this, a surprising outcorne accuned: the
American YMCA becamethe central conduit betweenthe Russian emigration and Europe;
as chief protector of the émigrés, it brwght their ideas, their religion, and their culture out
of isolated émigré ghettos and into the general European and, to a lesser extent,
Arnerican consciousness.

lmmediate Needs of the Emigration
The end of Wodd War One and the resulting treaties had created a new rnap of
Eastern Europe, and the YMCA moved quickly to establish its organization in these new
countries. To a large extent, the Association fdlowed the path of the Russian ernigration,

which appeared to amas as close to the former homeland as possible. The refugee
situation created by these displaced persons became the first crisis to deal with, and the
aid of the YMCA gave them the abiiity for hiRher development.
The most immediate gains were made in the Baltic States, especially Latvia and
Estonia, wtiere the largely Protestant population were in accordance with the aims of the
Association.

A delegatbn out of the Berlin Headquarters, composed of Sam Keeny,

Paul B. Anderson, Commentary on Dona# Lowrie's R e m of the Russian DiYiSm Office
to the Centrai YMCA, 1929, Paul B. Anderson Papeis, University of Illinois at Uibana-Champaigri,
Box 25: 32.

Herbert S. Gott, Edwin Wright and headed by Colton, himself, managed to secure

bureaux in Riga and Narva to serve both the Russian émigréss and the native
population. There, in Coiton's opinion, the YMCA met with unqualified acceptance:
The religious leadership of these dominantly Protestant populations (Lutheran)
gave full open support ftom the highest Church offices down thrwgh the parishes.
High grade young men came forward for life servicein the se~retaryship.~

Gyrns, educational facifities, religious services, and bible study class initiated by American
YMCA representativeswere gradually taken over by their own nationals and soon became
a normal part of life for the Baltic peoples.
Further south, in the new Eastern European countries, the YMCA faced more
difficuit situations.

While they accepted the YMCA's temporary relief, the Catholic

dorninated countries of Poland and Hungary were fat less in favour of the YMCA message
from the very beginning. This dichotomy could be seen especially in Poland's tentative
acceptance of YMCA involvement. Rather than encouraging any bureau to be opened
for native use, the government limited YMCA involvement to helping with POW relief and
repatriation. Dr. Mott took personal charge in this muntry during 1920 when the Poles
were engaged in a fielce war with Bdshevik Russia, and his direction of the hastilyerected camps for Russian POWs and Russian refugees relieved the Polish Government
of an extrernely expensive and arduais task?

For this reason, the YMCA was given

For a full history d the YMCA mnk mth Em~résin the Beltics see B. V. Pliukhanov,
R.S.Kh.0. v lahii i estonii (Paris: YMCA-Press, 1993).
jS

He manageci to establûh a Baitic sumrner schod, secure physical plants in the 3 main
cities, and in R i g a he got the city to bui# a spacious sports fie#. Cdton's work was recognued
by the Latvian government when they beaowed upon him the Order o
f the Three Stars
Commander decoraüon in 1931. See the sediori Wah the International Cornmittee ForeignWoik
and Religious Work DepaRments and Overseas Wodd War I Cornmittee, 1904-1932,' in Ethan T.
Colton's 1969 manuscript for a revised version af his earlier Fortv Years with Russians, Paul B.
Anderson Papers, University d Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Box 25: 106.
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official recognition and freedom to cany out their projects in Poland. By the end of the
war in late 1920, the Poles closed al1 POW camps in operation in an attempt to
discourage the masses of Russians fleeing across the border seeking asylum.
Transfemng the bulk of POWs (1W,000Russian soldiers) to Germany, the Polish
govemment, with the help of the French, sealed their borders to any further refugees in
an attempt to create the 'Cordon Sanitaire.& In concurrence with this new Polish poîicy
came the 1921 Papal condemnation of the YMCA, making the work of the Association

untenable. Inevitably, the govemment of Pdand asked Mott to cease his operations in
the country, leaving the responsibility for aiding and ministering to the epidemic-canying
refugees to the Red C m ,Nansenhilfe, and Roman Cathdic organizations. The work
of the YMCA, curtailed in Poland, followed the Russian emigration back to Gemany.
Disheartened, Mott retumed with his men to the Beriin Headquarters where
ongoing relief in th8 camps continued. He was irnmediately impressed with the German
government's magnanimous support. Despite the tremendws chaos and disillusionment
which the country was undergoing, the YMCA was still allowed to operate in almost
complete freedom.
The German authorities dealt very liberally with us (YMCA) and with their Russian
"guests", considering the state of their own finances and people. They allocated
banacks to house the rnass of strangers. For several years we had our large
headquarten building centrally located on Koch Sousse - rent free?
Although the repatiiation effort had begun as early as March 1918, the disorder in the
governments of both Gennany and Russia made arganization of the transfer very

-

-
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cornplex. Moreover, hean'ng about the Civil War in their homeland, many of the Russian
POWs refused to be sent back.
By the end of 1920, the YMCA had helped with the exchange of alrnost a l willing
Russian and Gerrnan veterans,
We [the YMCA] posted resourceful men at the frontier points of exchange. It was
"Exchange" because the trafic moved both ways - the Russian homebound.
Austrian, Gennan and Hungarian war prisoners getting out of Russia. Through
smiles and tears 1 saw in Riga the dearance of one echelm lord of the Entente
suivivors after five to seven years in Siberia?'
However, by then the new influx arrived fiom Poland along with masses of refugees al1
of whom had to be detained in camps until they could be propeily relocated. Where
POWs were, especially Russian mes, so too was the YMCA. Arnerican secretanes helped
with a variety of organitational matters and took charge of anything pertainingto morale.
Classes, musical units, religious services and sports were al1 provided as the YMCA

endeavoured to overcome the boredom and restrictions of confinement. The YMCA also
contributed $50,000 to the Nansen Bureau to aid the repatriation of those willing to retum
to Russia and to the Nansen Passport as a viable means of identification in any European
country for those who did not. It was only by 1922 that the last camps were finally
disbanded, the epidemics stopped, and the 6migrés placed in temporary lodgings.

Education Programt
Even while millions were stiil detained in camps, the YMCA recognized a very
pressing need of the emigration: few spoke the language of their new countries, and

*O Colton, Manuscript for Revised Fortv Yeais with Russians 108. The YMCA with the Nansen
Bureau and the Red Cross tried to reunite broken families and even had to p a s out new maps
of Eastern Europe so that people from former Austria-Hungary cou# discover where their new
homeiand was.
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even fewer were trained in technical or semi-skilled trades which were most likely to
provide them with employment in Europe.

A significant proportion of the Russian

emigration - despite its generally educated character - was also functionally illiterate which
did not augur well for employment, immigration, or ensy adaption. The YMCA thus
decided, in 1921, to spear-head an educatim program directly aimed at Russians with

the goal of improving their chances for survival.
The nucleus of this program came fiom yet another war effort. In 1915, Julius
Hecker had b e n captured by the Austria-Hungarians and interned in one of their POW
camps. Hecker was by nationality a Russian, but had gone to Cdumbia University in
New York as a student in order to obtain his dadorate in sociology. There, he had

encountered the YMCA and, admiring the organization, joined it and soon became a
certified secretary. When the war began, he retumed to Russia to fight for his own
country, only to be captured by the Austria-Hungarians and confined for the duration of
the war. Aithough Hecker's military role was swiftfy curtailed, he was not content to wait
passively in the camp until peace anived. Instead, he suweyed the feilow Russians in the
camp, and began a small training course initially intended to teach illiterates how to read.

the
Organizing a supply of books of different languages from YMCA men who s e ~ c e d

camps, he encouraged inmates to continue studying and reading to stave off
depression?

Som the demand for such instruction ovemhelmed Hecker's ad hoc

organization and he decided to set up structureci classes to provide for the wave of
interested students.
Politically, Hecker leaned to the "left" and he established contacts while in camp
(and perhaps before) with the Socialist Revdutionary Party. His seledon of reading and

''
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teaching material was thus slanted in a progressive and socialist direction. Nevertheless,
his success in setting up an educational service behind b-d

wire was instructive for

the YMCA, and they moved to help him expand it by funding conespondence courses
following the cessation of hostilities. F m this the YMCA Cortespondence School was
bom. The YMCA logically concluded that Hecker, with his valuable experience and
success during the war, should command the new educational initiative. He coordinated
course materials, professors (gained mostly from the emigration), and students from a

base in Prague and from the Berfin Headquarters. The subjects which Russian refugees
could leam from the Conespondence S c h d includedtechnical training, basic schooling,
preparation for University, and office skilfs.
The reason for the schod being mducted by conespondence was whdly
practical. Given the wide dispersion of the emigration, it would have required enonnous
organization and expense to set up formal schools in every major focale in which they
settled. Moreover, a substantial number of the émigrés moved to rural districts and were

employed in some fonn of fann labour. They would not be able to both feed themselves
and travel to some city in order to obtain a f m a l education. Through the means of mail,
these disparate peoples could be reached and given an opportunity for further learning.
By 1923, the Conespondence S c h d had 476 students registered from 41 different

countries and was offering 225 subjects. The breakdm was: 32% primary school, 51%
high s c h d , 10 % general, 5.5% ~dlege.'~By the end of the decade, enrolment had
increased to 7,091 students from 680 different localities. Courses mwnted to over 1000,
ranging from agricuiture to engineering, commerce, foreign languages, high school, and
religious education. By 1939 over 11,000 students were enrded in the Schcmi, including

'*
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124in the Soviet Union who found secret methods to pass their course work and tests
back and forth across the stnctly "closed borders". 28 countries in Europe, 17 in Afn'ca,
16 in Asia, 9 in the Amencas and Australia ail pmvided registrants for the courses. Cdtm

later weighed the benefits of the institute: "The School work advanced simple workmen
to become technicians and foremen in power stations, mines and mills. Others started
poultry fams and market gardens. The young gained entrance to higher educational

institutions.'"
Aithough the W C A could not afford to set up formal s c h d s in every country
where the emigratim settled, it did establish two Technical Colleges: the first was created
in Sofia,Bulgana,

As Bulgana received a significant proportion of the emigration due to

its proximity to the oid homeland, the YMCA decided eariy on to establish operations in
that country. Unlike other Eastern European countries with whom the YMCA worked,
Bulgaria was quite amenable to educational pmgrarns the Y might set up. Technical

education, which had been so sharply curtailed for former students from Russia, was seen
as essential by both the émigrés and the Bulgarian govemment. If positions were going

to be filled with capable professimals in their newly adopted country, they would have
to be properiy trained. Between 1922-1924,some 200 graduates of the schooi emerged

with saleable skills in surveying hwse construction and efectrotechnics, and each
became self-supporting.

Many expressed their gratitude by wwking on physical

reconstruction programs at a less-than-average rate of p a ~ . ~

Colton, Manuscript for Revised Fortv Y e m with Russians 109.
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Russel!. President d the Teachers Cdlege, v Ï s i i it. he proclaimeci the schod one of the best
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With the success of the Sofia academy, the YMCA's predilection for practical
education, and the need to offer training to young Russian POWs and emigrants in
Germany, a trade s c h d was established in Wünsdorf, outside

of Berlin, in March

1921.* It served to enable graduates to find employrnent upon their release no matter

what country they found themselves settled in. The s c h d offered programs in expert
electrical, mechanical engineering and draughtsmanship, agronomy and agriculture,
typesetting, printing and bookbinding?

Between the years 1921 and 1923, the

academy was able to award over 1,000 diplomas to students, mœt of whom went on to
professional work. One student, who wrote a report on the Wünsdorf school in 1923,
highly cornmended the YMCA for their work:
The Academy, the Student Hall, the Library, courses, seminaries, assistance to the
self-supporting organizatioris - every one of them is important and it is difficult ta
make a distinction between these various activities. The Y.M.C.A. has so closely
entered into our lives, that the true value of this work can be realized if for a
moment we suppose that nothing of this existed...we see how desdate would be
ouf Iives, as wdl as to a certain extent, the Iives of al1 the emigrants...A must
frankly Say that we were antagonistic towards it [YMCAJ. The disinterestedness
of the Association seemed too unusual and the war and the revolution had
rendered our rninds suspicious and we expected to find a hidden purpose in this
activity. Two years spent with the Y.M.C.A. have cornpletely dispersed this
preconception. With the development of these enterprises the noble principles of
Christian love towards our fellow-brothers were brwght forth...The organization
has melted the ice which ground our souls by its creative activity and the words
fell deep into our hearts opened in full confidence, awakening and calling them
to a new life."

*S
An Ex~eiimentand Dernonstration: the Vocationai Schml for Russian Refuaee at
Wünsdorf. Germany, 3 December 1923, Paul 0. Anderscm Papers. University of Illinois at Urbana
Charnpaign, Box 7.
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These educational initiativeswere minored by some govemments' programs in the
new Europe. Czechoslovakia was the most generous, at first, to the Russian diaspora.
President Masaryk of the newiy-constitutednation held considerable affection for Russians
because of his tutelage under the Tsar's authonty during his youth.

He relaxed

emigration niles to the point where almost any interested Russian émigré could settle in
his country. There, he advocated and subsidized an intense program of higher education

in the Russian language which became an immediate haven for the more academic
Russian intellectuals.

The first Russian-language university outside of Russia was

established in Prague in 1922, which allowed the enrolrnent of Russian students from any
country in Europe. The YMCA linked their organization to this effort by establishing within
the university the Studentsky Dornov (Student Hwse), a "hut style clubhouse...with
lounge, restaurant and activity moms. An American Secretary in charge guided in the

physical, cultural and religious program appropriate to the institution.'& In 1922, Donald
Lowrie was placed in control of the Dmov.

The YMCA Press
With their commitment to education for the Russian émigrés in the
Correspondence S c h d and the two Technical Cdleges, the YMCA soon discovered that
they were lacking one of the most important elements: nowhere in Europe or the United
States was there an available depœitory of up-to-date, effective textbooks from which to
train their students. Hecker, in charge of the Correspondence Schod, had first drawn
attention to this problem when the war ended. He had obtained some reading material
in various languages for his POWs, but 1 was generally of poor quality, and the Russian
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language books were completely insufficient. The demand for Russian books expanded
with the influx of refugees to Europe, and with the YMCA relief among the White forces
in Siberia.

In 1920, more influentid individuals added their voices to Hecker's in the cal1 for
the YMCA to provide Russian Merature. Mott and the Overseas Division of the YMCA
were contacted by the head office in New York City which had received a persuasive

request from the former Russian Ambassador to the United States, Bons Bakhmeteff, to
see what it could do for pnnting and distributhg Russian language te& for the variety
of impromptu and established schods thmghout the w d d . Furthemore,
A small group of Russian professional men who had found thernselves in New
York during W d d War 1, feeling this urge to help, approached the worldrenowned leader of the American YMCA, Dr. John R. Mott, with the proposal that
this organization lend its hand to helping Russia?

As the YMCA still had high hopes at this time of legitirnately tetuming to Bolshevik Russia

in the near future, they saw the publishing endeavour as having a very positive potentiaf
for expanding th& circle of influence; if they could produce Russian translations of the

latest scientific, humanist, utilitanan, and even religious publications from the United
States and Europe, they could advance both education and their own cause in Soviet
Russia. The YMCA, therefore, agreed to help Bakhmeteff wtio provided a grant of
$250.000 to begin the publishing initiati~e.~

At first, it was a cmperative enterprise. Russian schdars in New York City, led by
Bakhmeteff, chose and produced the publications, and then sent them to the Overseas
Division headquarters in Berlin for distribution to Russia. The New York-based scholars,
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rnostly engineers and teachers, saw that the most immediate need was for textbooks such
as Asbukha ( m e n by Vakhterov) or a Khrestomatia (writen

by Ostrogorsky), and more

specific books on more technical subjects such as electrotechnics, intemal combustion
engines, and agricultural methods. Wanting to appeal to Mott's and the YMCA's Christian
orientation as well as the need in Russia, they also amnged for the reproduction of the
New Testament (Holy Synod Edition) and for the translation of Mott's brochure 'The Living
Presence of ~hiist."'
Soon, however, it prwed impractical to continue publication out of America.
Distribution costs were prohibitive because the books had to be shipped first to Europe
or to the Far East, and then transported to Russia. Moreaver, the Russian readers were
said, by the European distributors, to be unreceptive to mere translations of English

works; they felt threatened by the Protestant wertones in some works, and could not
comprehend the Anglo-Western mentality represented in others. As Anderson at the
Berlin Headquarters concluded, future efforts in publication must be led primarily &y
Russian authors with only a few translations of the most advanced technical works. The
centre of activity, was, therefore, to be transfened tç Europe as there was an insufficient
pool of experienced Russian writers in ~merica?
In 1921, the first true Press (WCAüsk) containing one lowly printing press was
established in Prague. Not only was Czechoslovakia very accessible to Russia, it was
also the home of the new Russian University and Sch6ds which had attracted a host of
Russia's finest intellectuals and scientists. The potential market ftom Prague could be
immense: books could be easily shipped to Russia to supply universities and libraries in
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that country; they could also be sdd to the Prague Russian University and affiliated
schools; the Russian emigration in Prague, Berlin and Pans (three of the largest centres)
could individually buy these books as well. Finally, they could be used by Hecker's
Correspondence S c h d and, with minimal çost, shipped to the Technical S c h d s in

Wünsdorf and Sofia.
The first director of the YMCAtisk was Juliw Hecker, appointed to this post

because of his experience with the Conespondence Schwf, his academic qualifications,
and his Russian background. He was assisted, at a distance, by Paul Anderson from the

Overseas Division headquarters in Berlin. Wdhin a few months, however, Hecker had
embroiled the YMCA in one of the biggest scandals it had ever had to face in its history.
Hecker had long been known to hdd rather "teft-wing tendencies", and was quite open
about his connections with certain Russian Socialist Revolutimaries and other socialists
in Europe. What the YMCA did not realize, however, was that Hecker was using the

Press to publish material of a particutar idedogical bent: Not just progressive c; new
books, but outright communist and socialist literature.

The first indication of a problem came from a "group... operating more or 'ess
under covef committed ta "savingthe country [USA] from radical [communist or socialist]
penetration.'"

Using personal connections with certain prominent rnembers of the

YMCA they made unavoidable accusations about the type of literature that Hecker was
trying to disseminate. When nothing was immediately done by the Overseas Division to
remove Hecker they publidy charged that this parücular YMCA division was actively proSoviet: "on about the level of whem Cornmunistic, Socialistic, and liberal views alike get
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poated in the sarne 'Red' category.s.

At some exVerne risk to his own reputation,

Colton defended Hecker's choïce to publish the Roubakine books, a series of new
religious and political tracts challenged by American grwps as being suspect.
While in New York trying to defend Hecker and the Roubakine books against
charges from his fellow YMCA secretan'es, Coiton delegated Paul Anderson with the
responsibility of investigating Hecker's choice of publications in Prague. Anderson duly
travelled to Czechoslovakiato look at the prwfs, and then presented them to a Russian
émigré religious scholar who was friendly to the YMCA.

To his honor, the expert

confinned the charges that had been laid in America:
However, a friendly Russian rnember scored on the point that the writer's
[Roubakine] position religiously was definitely unacceptable to the Russian
Church. We awoke to the fact that fluent Russian-speaking Julius would take
advantage of our illiteracy in that language to get by with what he had in mind to
do. This led on to other discovefles that brought on his severance from Our
service.#
Hecker was dismissed in a fiurry of accusations and controversies. He went bitterly from
the YMCA and tumed increasinglytowards the forces of radical communism. By the mid
1920s he had become a m m i t t e d "fellow-travellet' stopping just short of full-Communist

party membership on account of religion. The State Department became aware of his
activities and put him under surveillance. At this point Hecker, his wife and four children
made a permanent move back to Soviet Russia on a falsified passport. Coitan tried to
keep in t w c h by meeting him on the few periodic visits he made to Moscow. On
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Coiton. Manuscript for ReFortv Years with Russians 110; Paul B. Anderson,
"Roubakine Report," 1921, Paul B. Anderson Papers, University of Illinois at Urbana-ChamWgn,
Box 3.
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Colton's last sojourn to Russia in the eariy 1930s, however, Hecker's wife said he had
been deported to Siberia. He was never heard from again?

After the Hecker affair, Paul Anderson's duties were simply expanded to include
the Prague Press as well as the direction of the Berlin Headquarters. His first move,
prompted by physical and practical constraints, was to cease buying any new
manuscripts or publishing alrnost any new books until he sorted out al1 the "illicir' material
brought in by Hecker, induding Roubakine's 10 vdume encycfopedia, contracted by
Hecker for the sum of $2,500 out of YMCA funds. Anderson's legal advisors saw no way
for the YMCA to avoid this obligation; the Roubakine books were destroyed, and their

copyright turned back to the author, but the YMCA still had to pay hirn the full arnount,
Upon further examination, Russians at the Prague University also urged Anderson to
destroy eight other books which either contained outright cornmunist propagandaor were
misrepresentative of the YMCA mandate."

To this Anderson faithfully cornplied.

As he contended with this mess, Anderson tried to divest the Prague warehouse
of the other stocks intended for Russia. He hoped that once Hecker's material was

dispensed with, the taint of communism would evapmte as well, allowing him to start the
project anew. Books were quickly transferred to Russia via the YMCA men attached to
Hoover's ARA relief cornmittee who randomly handed them out to students and
professors along with other relief items.'

56

Anderson also secured agreements from the

Coiton, Manuscript for Revised Fortv Years with Russians 1 10.

The books were: Khoridiakw's Ancknt Russia, Biriukov's International Sianificance of
Tolstoy; Pavbtsky's Strudure of the H u m Body, Hecker's Oraanizatii af YMCA Educathal
Work; Under the Sian af the Red Trianale; Science and Faith, Bin'ukw'sAaiicuRure, Louis Philippe,
Mother and Chi#, Spir's Justice and Iniustice. Reooft of the YMCA Press U d Russian Editorial
Section, 1924, Paul B. Anderscm Papem, UnRrersity d Ilfinois at UrbneChampaign, Box 3.
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Mennonites and the Society of Friends to distribute these materials free of charge while
conducting relief operations in Western Russia.
Once Anderson had eradicated Hecker's enors and dismissed his contract m e r s ,
he finally began to consider the future publication pdicy for the Press. Now was the

opportune time to direct the publications towards more traditional YMCA goals, and to
enhance the dissemination of accepted ieligious materials He presentedthis plan to the
Pfenary Meeting of the YMCA Ovemeas Cornmittee of the Ovemeas û ~ s i o nin
Copenhagen at the start of 1922. The YMCA men discussed the problern of the
availability of Christian fiterature in the Russian language for y a n g men. They agreed

with Anderson that the press in Prague might provide needed and helpful reading material
for boys, and they addressed the problern that Orthodox and Catholics require different

material than Protestants? The first list of suggested publications indicated the dire
need for material in Russian to provd
ie

basic history, geography, and Russian cuhure to

émigrés and to Russians in Bdshevik tenitory who increasingly fwnd only propaganda
available, if that. They decided to publish any acceptable book that would demonstrate
the role of Christianity in Russia's h i ~ t o r y . ~
Anderson had already been able to test the possible success of such a policy.
The previous year, he had made an exception to his hdd on publishing out of Prague in

order to release the Orthodox Prayer Setvice

book and the Bible. Just before the Plenary

Meeting, the YMCA had received a special cornmendation from Patriarch Tikhon himseîf
on January 13, 1922.

59 Retxwt of the Plenarv Meetina in Ccmmhaaen, 1922. Paul B. Anderson Papers, University
of Illinois at Urûana-Champaign, Box 3.
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Remrt on the YMCA Press Ud., 1923. Paul B. Anderson Papers, University of Illinois at
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Glace to y w and peace from God the Father and Our Lord Jesus Christ
We have been deeply touched by your noble and ttuly Christian desire and
W,fruit of many years
decision to republish the vaiuable "Orthodox Servc
ie
labor by Miss Hapgood.
Prayerfully and with al1our heart we invoke the al1 availing blessing of God
upon this devoüt enterprise wtiich proposes the spread of the faith of Christ upon
the earth and a contribution to the living communion of the believers in Christ with
our Lord and Saviwr, marvellous in His saints - and we wish abundant success
and joy in the Hdy Spirit to al1 who labor in this great task.
We express Our confidence that in the fuffilrnent of this purpose our
esteemed Dr. Mott and his cdleagues will include in their kind attention Miss.
Hapgood and will invite het to a valuable and useful participation in the conection
of inaccuracies, omissions and typographical e m which found place in the first
edition, and which, as we understand she has already cdlected into a special
summary, in case there should be a second edition of the book.
Thanks be to God for it all. Committing to His prescient will the completion
of the work thus undertaken to His glory, we shall count ourselves happy of the
Lord permit us to live to be gladdened by news of the publication of this book so
needful for the comprehension of the teachings of the Hdy Orthodox Apostdic
Church and in witness of the zeal of the Young Men's Christian Association for the
preaching of the truth of Christ.
Our Patriarchal blessing on w r American fiock ever dear to Our heart, and
to our never-to-be-fargottenAmerican friends; to y w ail, Our Patriarchal blessing
and prayerful greeting?

Therefore, in October, 1922, Anderson becarne full Editor-in-Chief of the Press in Prague
with the mandate to begin a large-scale publication of religious materials. The new aitns
were the publication of:
1. Vital ethical and religious b o k s to meet the present spiritual needs of Russian
students and youth wherever accessible.

2. Books for tods in our actual Association program: Conespondence Schwl,
Sofia, Athletics, etc.
3. Books of educatimal character for wtiich sale in Russia is assumed or

replacement in the same categoiy?

6' Patriarch Tikhon, "Tothe American Young Men's Christian Associiion, 6erlin18trans.
Donald
Lowrie, 13January 1922, Paul B. Anderson Papers, University of lllinoisat Urbma-Chantpaign, Box

3.

-

" Remrt of the YMCA Press Ud Russian Editorial Sedori. 1924, Paul B. Anderson Papers,
University of Illinois at Urbena-Champaign, Box 3.
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The new direction of the Press begun in Prague in 1922 yielded product by 1923, m a t
of which was intended to meet educatimal needs within Russia. Fdlowing these new

goals, some 37 books were published by end of 1923, and 20 others were in progress.
Just as Anderson had almost completely dispersed the bulk of the Hedter
material, he received the addiional burden of distributing the rernaining materiais
originally publ'ihed in New York by the Russian literature Department (Bakhmeteff and
Karpovich), the total consignment of which was valued at 550,000.~This, in addition
to the new books starting to be printed in Prague, presented e n m o u s difficulties in
storage and cdlation: He needed to dispose of them quickly.

Overwhelmed with

responsibilities and stniggling with temporary storage negotiations of the books,
Anderson was devastatedwhen he received news, in 1923,that the Bdshevik govemment
was about to place an embargo on al1Russian Merature published outside of the country.

How was he to gel rid of al1 these books, if he could not sel1 them in Russia? Ingenuity
again prevailed. Thœe remaining books of the Prague Press were rushed through

publication and shipped with the remnants from New York in a last package of relief to
ARAfYMCA representatives in Moscow just ahead of the embargo deadline?
Then repatnatim of the Czect, Legiorinaires and withdrawal of the Allied
supporting troops ftom the territory brought an extension of Red power to the
Pacific. The frontier ciosed to us befote a book supply could mach any
consideable distribution. The output served, however, to implement splendidly
the Conespondence Schaol's program outside, and the surplus faund its mark.
In 1923 w r Student Relief Section, operathg inside, accepted the offer of 69,603
books at a cost of 12,0005, induding distribution?

A RSDW cm the YMCA Press in Praaue. 1921-22, Paul B. Arideisorr Papers, University of
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Box 3: 1; 4.
64
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Thus eventually the Press found some way to get the books into Russia. In one year it
supplied some 41 libraries by this circuitous path. Being a one-time deal, however, it
forced Anderson to ponder the future purpose and intent of the Press. Less than a year
after obtaining permission to orient the Prague Press towards Christian literature, he was

now faced with a drastically reduced market. There were over 100 million potential
readers in now-closed Russia, and the emigration could provide only about 1 million

purchasers, most of whom were destitute and reliant on charity. Clearly a reappraisal of
the YMCA role in pubtishing was demanded.
To this end, Anderson had already comrnanded some preliminary investigation of

the situation in Berlin. As director of the YMCA Overseas Division Headquarters in that
city, he found it illogical to have to spread his time between Prague and Berlin in order
to fulfil his various duties. Hence, he investigated the feasibility of moving the Press from
Prague to Berlin, and thus centralize the entire Russian operations. In 1922 he asked
Koiesov, a Russian émigre associated with the YMCA and experienced in publishing, to
compile a report on Russian-language publishing in Berlin.
Kolesov reported that only two major Russian houses were thriving in the German
capital: Ladishnikov, and Devrien, which was being subsidized by the German capitalist
Stinnes. This latter house, however, was phasing out the Russian section to replace it
with other languages. Two other, small publishers did exist

- Znanie directed by Mr.

Sishkfaver and Rodina by Mt. Morkovin - but they printed books chiefly concerned with
science, techndogy, and d d reprints? The other ne-

that Kdesov discovered was

that these Russian publishers in Berlin were al1 on the verge of bankruptcy. Their prices

66

'Kolesoff Report:

Champaign, Box 3: 1.

1922, Paul B. Anderson Papers, University of Illinois
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did not reflect inflation and the rise of labour and costs. Hoping to stop undercutting, the

Russian publishers and bookseIlers had formed a union at the end of May 1922 to keep
their prices high enough,

However, the prices kept rising independently of the

depreciation of the German Mark and so headway was either slow or non-existent. Cost
of paper was the most apparent problem: with depreciatian, its astronornically high price
made publishing endeavors alrnost prohibitive.

Assessing the situation between 19l9-lWZ1Kolesov fuRher discovered conflicting

views as to exactly how many books published abroad were actually sdd and distnbuted
in the USSR. In general, he reported, it seemed that "te Soviet authorities put no
' ~that was needed
obstacles in the way of distribution of foreign books in R ~ i a . Ail
was a special importing license fram the Vnestotg (Ministry for Foreign trade) to export

books into Russia; the demand for reading material within Russia itself seemed to have
forced the officiais to comply to sdiciting outside publishing houses. The main distributor
appeared to be Zakoopsbytwhich rnaintainedoffices in London, New York, Shanghai and
representatives in Vladivostok, Dairen (Japan), Constantinople, and Australia. In 1922,
this Company agreed to seIl YMCA press books frorn Prague on a commission basis,
guaranteeing the Eastern front until 1924P
With this information, Anderson tentatively concluded that moving the Press to
Berlin might be a definite possibility. Although the financial situation in Germany was
unstable, he had guaranteed financing from the United States. It would also be more
convenient and less costly if he centralized al1 YMCA Russian operatioris. Most of all,
there did appear to be a place in Berlin for a Christiandented, modem press. Certainly
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it would have to compete with these houses and with others in Gerrnany, Czechoslovakia,

and even in ~aris? Yet. as 'a modest and highly specialized (religious) enterprise at
the start," Anderson feit that the YMCA could effectÏvelyexist beside "these more general

pub~ishen."~

The decision to mwe more directly into Christian publications was influenced by
more than just the YMCA's natural predilection, or by the strong inspiration in this
direction provided by Dr. Mott. In the Auturnn of 1922, the YMCA had discovered a
unique source of future manuscripts: the expulsion of intellectuals from Soviet Russia in
1922 caused over 100 leading Russian professors, M e r s , and thinkers to settle in Berlin.
The YMCA, in fact, had been negotiating with several of these members prior to their
expulsion with the intent of creating a large anthology of Russian religiws thought. When
news of th& amval in Berlin reached Anderson, he counselled th8 Russian members of

the Berlin Headquarters to approach the exiles in order ta find out if the YMCA could be
of any service to them. This quickly led to a f m a l meeting with Boris Vysheslavtsev who

then introduced Anderson to Nikolai Berdyaev.

The recent exiles were pleased to diswver the YMCA's cornmitment to the
furthering of religious thought and Merature. They also proposed a solution which
Anderson himself had begun to conceptualize: regardless of the vicissitudes of the
Russian market, could not the YMCA help the cause of Christianity among the emigration
itself? Hem was a possible bridge between the YMCA and the Russian people. If the
Press helped win wer the general emigration to the cause of the Orthodox Church, and
acted as a liaison between Russian and Western culture, then these émigrés could be a

Vosrozhdenie' was the most active house in Paris.
Anderson, "A Brief History d YMCA Pressn 7.
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vanguard for Christianity, and by extension the YMCA, when they finally retumed to
Russia.

Anderson's new alliance with the recent exiles tipped the scales in favour of the
move to Berlin. There he had a repository of some of the finest minds f r m Russia who
would publish only under the YMCA press. This monopoly would give the Press such a
unique character that Ït could not fail to compete successfully with the more general, and
g
from the central
often out of date, established houses in Berlin. After r e c e ~ n permission
YMCA and a rousing endorsement frorn Dr. Mott, Anderson moved the Press to Berlin in
1923. The Prague Press was sdd to the highest bidder to provide sufficient funds to

cover the move and the start-up costs in Berlin. All its remaining stocks were then
distributed to the Wünsdorf schod, the Home Study s c h d in Berlin and the Sofia
Technical College. Their mtinued needs added a final motivation for continuing the
publishing endeavour. albeit on different lines?
The YMCA Press in Berlin was quite a different enterprise than the former YMCA

publishing efforts had been. Previously, they had published some books in Russian, but
these were almost exdusively renditions of Protestant and Western ideas simply translated
into the Russian language. They had never made any attempt to presewe or further
Russian literature. Nor had they held a unified position on promoting religious and
spiritual works from people of al1 nationalities and denminations. Anderson saw this
earlier purpose as k i n g one of the causes of weakness among YMCA Russian work:
because the Russians would not participate in such obviously Western perspectives, the
YMCA had never been able to persuade large bodies of Russian Orthodox to becorne
comrnitted to its purpose; those Russians who actively espoused The Russian Idea"
--

"

Anderson, "A Brief History of YMCA Pressm3.

could feel no common purpose or affinity with earlier YMCA tactics; in fact they felt
threatened by them?
Now he intended to change al1 this.

Having established a connection with

Vysheslavtsev and Berdyaev,Anderson decided to use their considerable critique abilities
and contacts among the emigration for his press.
Then the influx of the notable Christian schoiars in Berlin, copiously productive,
yielded precisely the talent as H e r s and editors to supply the dearth in religiais
cultural directions. The dernands added up to dimensions cafling for a publishing
house."
Anderson also took pains to develop contact with Metropditan Eulogius (the head prelate
of the Russian Orthodox Church in the West), in order that the YMCA Press might receive
officiai Orthodox sanction." In this way he feit that the YMCA cwld serve the emigration,
and he became converted to the view that the Russian diaspora represented a
trernendous hope for future Christian work.
The unexpected and for many unintended amival in the West of perhaps two
millions of such Russians changed the situation. It f m e d a bridgehead for
Russian Christian Culture in the West. This expansion of Christian culture is
expressed in the Orthodox word "sobmost", which means joined together in love
and Christian purpose. It is a national trait of the Russian people. It constitutes
resistance to the suppression of free expression, and refers less to the activiiies
of Soviet pditical dissidents than to the persistence of Orthoâox faith and
eucharistic worship in tens of millions of ordinary citizens in the USSR.=

* Paul B. Anderson, Commentaty on Dmaiâ Lowiie's R e W of the Russian Division M c e
to the Central YMCA, 1929, Paul B. Anderson Papers, University of Illinois at Uibana-Charnpaign,
Box 25: 32.
f3

Colton, Manuscript for Reviseâ Forhr Years with Russians 1 12.

" M e t r o p d i Eukgius, Lettet to Paul B. A n d e m . 18 December 1924, Paul B. Anderson
Papers, University of Illinois at Urûana-Champaign, Box 6.

'' Anderson, Comrnentary on Donald Lowrie's R e m d the Russian Division OfCice to the
Central YMCA 32.
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It was this post-revolutionary movement that the YMCA Press enjoined."

Wnh this

transformation in 1923, and the complete closure of the Russian market, the YMCA at last
resolved to focus its attention upon the emigration.
That year Paul Anderson also wrote W.W. Bantam in order to discuss his
intentions for the press and to seek advice. He proposed that the new Russian Press in
Beriin should continue to choose "subject matter, method of presentation and
authorship...specifically related to market in RussiaD'despite the fact that this market was
cunently closed to YMCA operations and their offshoots He also maintained that he
would carefully monitor the actual value of any proposed publication of a book, and if it

was not high enwgh at that cunent time, it should be held for later publication.
This means that we must give special study to the development and maintenance

of that full content and literary style in order that manuscripts shelved for one or
two years may not become antiquated?
Anderson's experience with the Russians stood him in good stead in his position. As
director of the new Press, he was able to solicit advice from appropriate Russian advisors
as to the particular literary expectations of the market.
Russian is a large language with great pride in her uniqueness. This refers
especially to the richness of meaning in her phrases and words, which al1 the
people are accustomed to and which is quite distinct fiom Our practical, specific
language of modem English writings.

''

By 1929 Anderson was prepared to back such a rnovement fully even if ldid nothing to
assist the reentry of the YMCA into Soviet Russia. 7 wouid say, then, that the foutth alternative
for the YMCA is to ahgn itseif with this spiritual, intellectual and social unity and to let the YMCA
PRESS serve as its instrument. becoming a part of the inâigenous Russian striving for Chrisüan
community thiwghout the woiiô.' Anderson. Commentary on ûonald towrie's R e m of the
Russian Diviiim Office to the Central YMCA 33.
Paul B. Anderson, Letter to W.W. Bantam. c.1924, Paul B. Anderson Papers, University of
Illinois a! Urbana-Champaign, 80x. 3.
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If the Press was to appeal to the emigration market, and in future, hopefully, to the market

within Russia, then translations of English worl<s had to be of a superior quality and
format. Finally, Anderson appraised Bantam of the attempts he and his cdleagues at the

Press were making to sdicit wria'ngs from Russia despite the international complexities
and dangers to personal security that this action might entail?
In 1924, the YMCA Press was finally organized and centralized in Berlin upon
acceptable YMCA standards. The current ptoblerns were comparatively mundane, such
as clearing up copyright vidations when üanslating books from the New York Russian
literature section into Russian for publication. These were solved by the temporary
relocation of their two Russian specialists from New York to Berlin: Prof S.F. Baldin and
N.P. Makarov: The first was an expert intechnical literature, the second in agricultural and

economical literature. The new editm'al board was composed of Paul B. Anderson as
General overseer with total responsibility,

Professoi A S . Yashenko (for General

Literature), Professor 8.P. Vysheslavtsev (for Religious literature), Baldin and Makarov.

By the end of 1924, the staff was reduced with Baldin's return to the United States.
Makarov became Senior editor for al! technical and scientific literature, and the other two
rernained in their oid positions. Mr. Kœhkin was then added to the staff

- he was an

instiuctor of the Conespondence s c h d - helping with editorial work and proof reading.
m e r instructois wem commandeered when necassary."
The new aims of the YMCA Press were clearly delineated: First, it would increase
ernphasis on religious publications because achievements of 1923 were gaining the

Anderson, Letter to W.W. Bantam 2.

-

'O Report of the YMCA Press Ud Russien Editorial Section, 1924, Paul B. Anderson Papers,
University of Illinois at Urtma-Champaign, Box 3.
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respect and recognition of Russian religious leaders in the emigration, and they were
found to be increasingly prepared to coilaborate. Second, it would give attention to the
special book needs of the Association's educational work and Student Relief in Russia.
Third, it would lima general production to six titles which sales have proved to be in
demand and which serve to maintain a balance and, fourth, it intended to maintain the

high quality of authorship. translation and appearance? A certain success in this may
be evinced by Metropditan Platon's (the Head of th8 Russian Orthodox Archdiocese of
America) personal endorsement of the ~ress?'

In 1924 one important addendum was made to the YMCA Press in Berlin: In
addition to publishing any of his manuscripts, and to funding and assisting in the reorganization of his Religiws-Philosophical Academy, the YMCA appointed Nikolai
Berdyaev as Editor-in-Chief of the YMCA Press, retuming Makarov to overseeing only
technical literature. This enabled the YMCA to provide materially for the Berdyaev family
in order that the philosopher could continue his work without undo hardship. It also

brought one of the foremost critical and intellectual rninds to their enterprise, and under
Berdyaev's leadership they were able to maintain the high quality of religious literature
throughout the interwar years.

80 The religious wwks pubîished in 1923 included a translatii of the New testament (50.000
copies). Lowtie's The Liaht d Russia (2,ûfJô). Berdyaev's Dostoevsky (5.000). Stankevitch's,
Mendelieieff. Rosenberg's, Novikd Thase in press: Berdyaev et al. Svmmsium on RussL's
ReliaiousProblem, Frank ûownfallofthe Idois, Zenkavsky Praver, Hoover,American Indnriduaiism.
Report of the YMCA Press Ud - Russian Editoriai Seaion, 1924, Paul B. Anderson Papers,
University of Illinois a! Urbana-Charnpaign, Box 3: 5-6.

'' C.V. Hibbard. Letter to Metropditan Platon thanking him for his endorsement of the YMCA
Press, 24 March 1924, Paul 6. Anderson Papers, University of Illinois at Urbana Charnpaign, Box
3.
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Despite the successful reestablishment of the YMCA Press in Berlin from Prague,

Anderson did not forget his financial supporlers, nor did he let triumph go to his head and
stop seeking advice. In 1924, he travelled back to the United States for a dinner at the
Yale Club on May 1 to corisult with the primary sponsors of the new Press. The dinner
was hosted by Roger Williams, a leader of the YMCA, and includedthe Russian historian,
Michael ~arpovich.~
Anderson was assisted in his presentation by C.V. Hibbard who
had undertaken the liquidation of the Prague Press and deah with most of the Hecker

At the dinner, there was general agreement that Arnericans could and should
continue to be involved in producing literature for Russians either within or outside of the
Soviet Union. However, beyorid this, each guest had quite a different conception of how
that involvement should be handled: Dr. Geoffrey Montgomery proposed an emphasis

-

on pragmatic literature books of utilitarian value such as poultry raising, boot making
and text books, not books aimed at building or defining moral or religious character

-

which were intended "toshow the goodwill of American Christians towards Russia even

at a time when religious literature is restricted in production and distribution in ~ u s s i a . ' ~
The one exception that he put forth, and which al1 present agreed with, was the continued

publication and distribution of the Bible. Montgomery added this because, when he had

"

Other YMCA leaders indudeci, Mr. KA. Wilson. Mr. Irving Squire. Or. Geoffrey Montgomery,
Mr. H. M Lydenberg, Mr. E.C. Carter, M
.I W.J. Cdby, Dr. H.B. Grose, Mr. Kirby Page, and Mi.
Charles M. Roe.

"

Mermrandum of Discussion at Dinner Gatherina Called bv Mr. Roger Williams on the
Production of Literature for Russia (New Haven, Conn.: Yale Club, 1 May 1924) Paul B. Anderson
Papers, University of Illinois at Urtma-Champaign, Box 3: 1.
b.
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visited Russia in the winter of 1923, he was unable to find the Bible or any other religious
material available.
H.M. Lydenberg supported this from his own experience.

He left Russia in

January, 1924%and, shortly before his departure, he talked with Mi. Schmidt - head of the
State Publishing House ("Gasizdat")

-

and was told that the Soviet Governrnent had

banned publication and distribution of the Bible except by private religious s o ~ i e t i e s . ~
E.C. Carter was more interested in the state of philosophical and ethical studies and their

publication in the country sa Anderson relayed to him the information that he had
received from those expelled in 1922:

Such non-materialist or non-communist

philosophical endeavors were not allowed to be published, and their proponents were
forced to pursue other lines of inquiry, and often other employment entirely if they wished
to survive. Therefore, if altemate phihophies were to be pursued in the Russian
language, they would have to be produced by Russian émigrés who were specifically
supported in such work and published abroad."
At this juncture, Lydenberg proposed a very practical option: The Society of
Friends (Quakers) had a certain freedorn of movernent and import in Russia and could
be used as the distributors of Russian books published abmad if done with sufficient
care. The pragmatic rnembers, Irving Squire and Montgomery, again asserted that this

would be a prudent course of action. Rather than publishing religious woiks which the
Soviets did not want, the YMCA shwld only produce utilitarian books, establish a market

*

At this time the Quakers and dher Protestant grwps mm, having m e success in
distributing their Bibles and relisbus materiels in Russia. For the Orthodax, this was disturbing
as they had not the freedom or the funding to compte with these 'foreigners'.
J

J

~

Memorandum of Discussiori at Dinner Gatherina... 1.

gradually, and then see ifit was possible to slowly infiltrate more religious subjects within

It will be better to let them be without religious literature than to let such literature
stand in the way of humanitarian service thtough non-religious books in Russia?'

After all, the two men argued, them was a much larger market in Soviet Russia wtio coutd
at least be served by non-religious books if such a pdicy was followed.
The underlying ran'onale for this idea came from the Secretarks' knowledge of the
publishing difficulties which were bdng experienced by Soviet officials. Aithough they
had tried to continue to publish and distribute books, economic bamers made the market

less than stable. Books cost an average of 11 kopecks to produce under Soviet regime
as compared to 4 kopecks during the time of Tsarist Russia. Thus on al1 fevels

-

advertising, marketing, cornpetition, and cheap production - the Soviets were ver- far
behind either Americans or Europeans. Other options which were suggested were the

establishment of a utilitan'an publishing house in the USSR separate from the current
YMCA Press in Berlin which would permit wider production and distribution of necessw

tex& as well as giving the Soviets the benefit of an Arnerican injection of funds.
The meeting then turned to a critique of the YMCA Press, and the guests began
asking Anderson if he had truly incorporated the Soviet book concern in his present

mandate at the Press. Knowing he wwld be put on the spot here, Anderson responded

"

In discussing how to evade censocship and earn the trust of th8 Soviets the question as to
whether humanitarian Iierature rnight not be prepared and published in Russia while continuing
the production and distributim of literature outside of Russia, Anderson stated in this connection:
Yhat the Açsochüm had not up to the present attempted to establish its publication enterprise in
Russia, although on m e occasion the Soviet Consul in Berlin and had discussed this matter with
one of Mr. Anderson's Russien cdkmgues in the YMCA and had suggested the desirabiiii of
investing American capital in this rnanner in Russia, Hawever, the Soviet law, he understands
prohibas the operation of a publishing firrn in Russia ifit undertakes also ta publish outside of
Russia. This WOU# not be an irisumntable dilficuîty, hawever, as an entirely new f i n might be
estabiiihed in Russia in a d d l i to the YMCA Press operaüng outside of Russia, or vice versa-'
Irving Squire. Memorandum of Dnuission at Oinner Odheriia... 2.
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that he had been in constant contact with agents of Gosizdat in Berlin, had given them
a copy of each new book, and was doing his best to enlist cordial communication. As
yet, however, the Soviets had not made a single purchase of YMCA stocks. Dissatisfied

with his response, Lydenberg suggested a new poiicy of direct communication with
Gosizdat in Moscow rather than going through possibly unreliable or incompetent agents
abroad. To this Anderson retorted that the ban had been instituted directly by the Soviet
govemment; if the YMCA wanted to appeal ihe ban on its activiiies, they must get
cooperation from the Politburo and the Foreign Commissariat, not from a relatively
powedess bureaucracy like Gosizdat.'
Unwilling or unable to understand the sheer obstinacy and political intransigence
of the Bolsheviks, Roger Williams now asked if YMCA published books were free or
almost free would they not then be allowed? He hoped that the pragmatic monetary
concems might ovemde poiitical considerations. This fell on deaf ears as the YMCA was
not readily in favour of an endeavour which had no chance to be even self-supporting let

alone profitable. Finally, the resdution was at last agreed upon that Amencan materials
would not likely be acceptable in Russia regardles of their tons or intent. This was
verified when Anderson's personal opinion was sdicited. Anderson had lived this dilemma

two years ago when he first started working with the Press: he had supported utilitarian
over religious as such works did seIl in the USSR; however, within a year even these

books were banned as the "Soviet authorities were not ignaring of the fact that the YMCA
Press publishing utilitarian literature was Christian in its basis and purpose."

Thus,

Anderson felt fully justified in withdrawing his support for such propositions of
sidestepping Soviet laws as they were impractical and would not w&.
Memorandum of Discussion at Dinner Gatherina... 2.

Therefore, they
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rnight as well publish religious material which at least the émigrés wanted. And with

regards to the possible future market in Russia it would have to be al1 or nothing: Even

"if the [Bolshevik] Govemrnent recognizeâ the ultimate purpose of the YMCA Press, the
Press would be failing in its duty if it failed to produce the religious literature which the
Soviet Govemment recognized as within the province of Me press.& By the end of the
dinner, the group finally accepted this reality and gave Anderson full honour for his work

and encouraged him to continue upon the lines he had already begun.
Such acceptance came not only from American, but also from Russian sources.
In 1924 the famous Socidogist Pitirim Sorokin who was cunently the only Russian to be
assigned a full faculty position at an Amencan University, appealed to Anderson for the
Russian publication of his latest bookssD In the d
fo
lwn
ig

year, Anderson received

personal cornmendation fiom the top Russian Church leaders in Western Europe

-

Metropolitans Eulogius and Anthony, and Bishop Benjamin - for the publishing program
of the Press."

After so many setbacks, the Press was lnally a success.

The Russian Religiour Philosophical Academy
f h e appointment of Berdyaev and Vysheslavtsev to the YMCA Press was a
tremendous coup for Paul Andetson. However, his relations with the members of the
expulsion of 1922 also invdved the mation of a new type of s c h d in Western Europe,
and the direct sponsorship

of Russian religious thought abroad.

In the YMCA's

" Memorandum of Discussion at Dinner Gatherina... 3.
PRirim Sorokin. letter ta Paul B. Anderson. 18 August 1924. Paul B. Anderson Papers.
University of Illinois at Uibana Champaign. Box 6,
O'

Paul B. Anderm. Russian Service in Eurom: Annual Remrt for the Year 1925, Paul B.
Anderson Papers. University of Ininois at U r b Champaign,
~
Box 6: 7.
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perception, the Bdsheviks had decided to expel these individuals because,
Of liberal mind and Orthodox tradition they had been meeting some success in

reclaiming the intelligentsia for the Church. Communist educatimal policy
prescribes entenng the mind of a nation thus ruled of al1 ideas and interpretation
of facts that do not cornport with dialedical materialism. It fdlows that exponents
of opposing systems must be silencecl by destruction or exile?
However, for the YMCA it was this very success which endeared them to this srnall elite.
As the ships canying

the expelled began to arrive in Germany they produced a

certain Runy of excitement among the general emigratiori. Prokopovich and Kuskova
were known personally, or at least by reputation, by almost al1 the émigré intelligentsia
in Berlin. They were, altemately, loved, envied, hated and, by some, viewed with outright
suspicion as potential Bdshevik spies. All, however, were cunous to see them again in
person. The Countess Tolstoya augmented the publicity sumnding the expulsion: No
one in Berlin émigre society wwld dam to say that they had not read the great works of
her father, Lev Tolstoy, and she was a celebrity in her own nght for her many charitable
endeavors. Lastly, the professors, philosophers, wnters, and applied scientists had

sterling reputations among the old Russian nobility and intelligentsia now in emigration.
While many might dispute their ideas, a l were p r w d of the way they had enhanced
Russia's standing in the world. Therefote, when the Pmissen first docked at Stettin in

September 1922, and then the Oberbii~emeisterHacken in November, the émigré press
reported every detail of their a h a l in celebrity ternis. Once cleared through the German
immigration, they arrived in &Ain by train to be met by their fellow countrymen. Not a
single one of the exiles was left destitute or homeless: Kerensky arranged for lodgings

" Cotton. Manuscript for Revised Foitv Years with Russians
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for most of them; friends an5 relatives provided for the rest. The house of Frau Oehme
on 31/32 Ranke-Strasse was divided into apartments in which many were placed.
After the initial fluny had died dom, Paul Anderson, Edgar MacNaughton and the
Russian workers at the Berlin Headquarters went out to encounter the members of the
expulsion in order to offer the assistance of the YMCA. They wanted to leam about the
latest conditions in Russia, and see what advice these exiles might give about the YMCA's
plans for retum to service in that country. More importantly, they wanted to meet this

group which was considered by Russians, and by s m e of the more knowledgeable
Europeans, to be the finest Christian thinkers in Russia. When Anderson leamed that
Berdyaev camed completed manuscripts with him which he had not been able to publish
in Moscow, he immediately offered the senrices of his Press in Prague. He also came to
the conclusion that there shwld be some means by wtiich they and their colleagues
could continue teaching and fomulating their ideas in Europe. As Berdyaev had directed
the Free Academy of Spiritual Culture in Moscow, he feit confident that he could erect a
similar institution in Berlin, especially as so many of his former Moscow instructors had
either already emigrated or b e n deported with him. Berdyaev was delighted by the plan,
and the Russian Religious Philosophical Academy was bom."

First, the YMCA secured a praperty in which general lectures and courses could

be held, and befwe the end of that year the Academy opened its doors to prospective
students. Its immediate popularity was reparted by Anderson in glowing ternis:

93 Paul B. Anderson, Russian Division R e m . 1922/23, Paul 6. Anderson Papers, University
of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Box 7.

The great intellectual and spiritual assets of Berdiaeff, Bulgakoff, Arsenieff, Frank
and others had authoritative weight at once among the Emigration, and shortly
throughout Orthodoxy and the Western religious philasophical worîd.'
However, other than these gestures, the YMCA leadership was not prepared to commit
to any cornprehensive initiative until a little time had proved the worthiness of the

Academy and of these exiled intellectuals. They had cause for their suspicions, for this
group of religious thinkers was not viewed with universal adoration by the generai
ernigration. lmmediately upon the formation of the Russian Philosophical Academy, the
YMCA received cornplaints from émigrés in America and from other Russian groups in

Berlin. One of the m a t virulent was launched by the paper Nakanunye, a Russianlanguage periodical in Berlin. When its contentions reached the ears of Colton, he
demanded an explanation from the Berlin Headquarters. The Swiss-born Association
Secretary, new second-in-command to Anderson, Gustave Kullman duly responded:

...the Nakanunye is, if not Bdshevistic, a positivistic, socialistic newspaper with
strong anti-religious orientation. It was to be expected from the start that they
would fight religious thinkers expelled from Russia by the actual govemment. If
progress means the attempt to erect a rational life and a rational society without
a godly foundation, the philosophy of Our professors in the Academy is certainly
very much antiquated?
Kullman further defended the Academy professors as being the direct descendants in the
line of intellectual evdution from Plotinus, Griganos, and Augustine to Dostoevsky and
Soloviev.

He described his undetstanding of the main tenets of their religious

philosophy," and then the su-

which the Academy had been enjoying. Courses

As cited in Cdton, Manuscript for Revised Fortv Years with Russians 1 10.
s5 Gustave Kullrnan, letter to Ethan T. Caiton. 15 February 1923, Paul 8. Anderson Papers,
University of Illinois at Urbana Champaign, Box 7: 1.
% His exphnation: 'Such a Christian phiksophy by its inherent nature must be hostile toward
some of the big streams of Western thought. It will attack al! rationalistic cognition which narrows
down the chance of finding truth to its being conceived by ratiorial concepts. It will be hostile to

in religious thought taught by Berdyaev, Karsavin, Frank, and Vysheslavtsev were full and
the general lectures they offered bi-rnonthly to the general public drew crowds as large
as 300400 people. For example, Kullman explained, "Prof. Berjaieff's presentation last

Sunday of Formai Democracy and Socialisrn as a problern of our spiritual Iife had an
attendance of 400 people. The discussion lasted two hwrs and was maintained on a
very high leveLtm

ln concluding his defense of the Acaderny, Kullman suggested that the YMCA
should not join the disclaimers, but should in fact try to strengthen their ties with these

intellectuafs.
It may be that the individual traits of this movement are typically Russian but I am
glad that its foundation is certainly deeply Christian. So much that some of us in
the Y.M.C.A. begin to realize how much these men have to give us.
Moreover, he rerninded Coiton that Russians in general (not onty the Bolsheviks) tended
to view the YMCA with a certain degree of suspicion. The Professors at the Academy and
their colleagues were among the few who were interested in working closer with the

Association, and who were broadminded enough to see it as a potential ally and not a
threat. Therefore he asserted,

The big task, however, seems to me to be to avail ourselves of that unique chance
to get some of the most potential men of today's Russia to think in ternis of the
French and British positivism which declares the study of outside nature the only source of
knowledge....lnstead of being full of the naturabtic optimism of the Nineteenth Century, seifcornphcent, self-admiring. seif-satisfied, it beiïeves that history is a dialectic process toward the
Kingdom of God. not in a straight line but in theses, antitheses and syntheses. For them historic
consciousness means the corrsciousness to be cailed to serve the Kingdom of God in creative
woik, creative wrwk being for them the onty way to bear witness to Godas realii....Such a
phiiosophy places quite naturalfy Christ in the centrai piac8. He is for those Russian thinkers the
living revelation of godiy Me. He is the reintegrath d ail that man separated. isaiated and
destroyed. The signifiGant thing about the Academy is that it is increasingly a movement and l e s
and less a mere institution,...a community of thinkers who are hilb aware of the mission they have
to fulfil as spirituaî leaders of Rwsia.' Kulrnan. letter to Colton, 15 February 1923 1-2,
97
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Y.M.C.A. as an organization capable of showhg
to the Russian youth that
expression spiritual life which Russia is lacking today?
In Kullman's opinion, the Academy could be the most helpful leverage point for expanding
YMCA work among the emigration.

His strong support for the Academy was seconded a week later by Anderson,
cunently wrapping up the Press operations in Prague. On February 21, 1923, Anderson
wrote a letter to Cotton indicating the hopes he had fw ttie newly expelled of 1922:

You know we have quite a body of the elite, particularly in philosophy and certain
schaols of econornics. Berdaieff, Frank, Lossky and Karsavin lead the former, and
men like Struve, Novgorodtseff and Prokvice [Prokopovich (my correction)] in the
latter. Then there are Lapshin and Kisewetter in literature, Sorokin, the only
Russian occupying a University chair of socidogy, Stratonow, an astronomer, and
many of lesser prominence. The group is weak in modem Education, though
Professor Hessen, University of Tomsk, is writing on the subject. I am not
rnentioning men in applied sciences but on@ those concemed with cultural life
where the Association is specially cuncerned...Another group headed by
Zenkowsky and supparted by Florovsky, Trubetskoy and others is publishing
collections of papers sustaining the Russian Orthodox Church as the only tnie
successor of St. Peter's labours...q uite a number of these men, pfincipally among
those first mentimed, are under expulsion... On the whole, however, they
represent a culture whose basis and expressions are unwelcome in Russia at
present. There are some, and these are the men Iwant you to think about, who
are still grawing and seeking the light which European and American thought can
throw on the problern of Russia. Ail of them want to "help Russia" and to return,
but naturally, these growing men are probably the ones who will be most useful
in the long run...On the whde, and as compared with Soviet Russia these men will
be found not onîy receptive but grateful for any mal advancement in thought that
Arnericans can bring?
Personally, Anderson had already appointed Vysheslavtsev to a prominent position in the
new YMCA Press which was s m to open in Berlin, and he prepared to disseminate the

ideas of the Religiws Philosophical Academy professors by publishing al1 their latest
works including the farnous compilation of their views on religion in Russia at that time.

WJ

Kullman, letter to Coiton, 15 February 1923 2-3.

00 Paul B. Anderson, letter to Ethan T. Coiton, 21 February 1923, Paul B. Anderson Papers,
University of fllinois at Urbana Charnpaign, Box 20: 1-2.

Now, he asked the leaders of the International Section of the YMCA for their cancerted
support of this group.

On September 29, 1923, the YMCA stabilized its methods for funding and paying
salaries of the Professors at the Russian Philosophical Academy. They decided to offer
a monthly renumeration for work done and a certain maintenance alfowance so that total
payment would cover their living expenses. For Berdyaev and Frank, this meant in
addition to their Academy salary of $25/rnonth they wauld receive living allowances of
$30/month. As the 1924 budget had not yet been confirmed, this held good only until
December 31, 1923. The circular letter to the Professors of the Academy explained: "Our
motive in doing so is to enable you to [Iive] in Berlin...We believe that in assuring y w
thus a stable economic basis we will make this last important and significant work easier
for y o ~ . " The
' ~ leaders of the International division had finally m

e through with some

concrete aid: with this additional funding, Berdyaev, Frank, Karsavin and Vysheslavtsev
were able to continue their writing and teaching without the need to seek altemate
employment in order to s u ~ v e .
This bore significant fruit: by the end of 1923 Berdyaev had completed A New
Middle Ases, The End of the Renaissance, and Leontiev; his The Meanina of History and
Dostoevsb were already being printed by the YMCA Press in Berlin-'''

Clearfy these

'OQ Gustave Kullman. letten to Nikolai Berâyaev and Semen Frank, 29 September 1923, Paul
B. Anderson Papers, University of Illinois at Urbana Champaign, Box 7 .

'O'

In the first few years of the Press, the fdkwing books by Russian religious phiksophers
were pubfished: Semen Frank, The Fall of Idds, The S~irituaib i s of Human Society and The
Meaning of Life; Vladimir Sdoviev, Spirituai Bssis of Life ; PX. Ivanov, Hurnili in Christ; Vladimir
Ilyin, The Riddle d Life and m i n d Living Uements; Nikoiai Berdyaev, Oost08vskv's Worid View,
K.Leontieff. Russian Thinker and Phibsoohv of the Free S~irit(2 vds.); Ivan llyin, Reliaious
Meanina of P h i h M a h ~Nikolsi Loasky, The Kinadam d God es Foundatiori of Values, fhe
~reedomof Will; Vasily Zenkovsky, Russfan Thinkem and Eurwe; b r i s \Fysheslavtsev, The Heart
in C h r i s t i and Russian Mvsticism, Fsith. Unbeiii and Fanaticism and Christiiitv and the Social
Problem; Sergei Bulgakw, Maor as a R e l ' ï i w s TV- as weli as many other b w k s on speciîïcaily
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thinkers, if adequately provided for, would be prolific producers of an entirely new wave
of religious-philosophical Merature.

The Russian Sudent's Christian Movement (RSCM)

As revitalized Christianity becarne the talk of Russian Orthodox émigre circles
throughout Europe due to its new publicity from the YMCA Press and from the Religious
Philosophical Academy, it found its most interested audience not from officially organized
groups be they clerically, poiitically, or YMCA driven, but arnong spontaneously arising
collectivities of young émigrés. These small groups, often of not more than four or five
people, began meeting al1 over Europe. They met at homes, at cafes, in the national
schools, and in the few solely Russian institutions abroad. They came together not to
discuss politics nor even the difficulties of their new situation in foreign lands, but to share
remembrances and knowiedge in order that s m e spiritual life oriented towards their
unique Orthodoxy might still continue.
When they gathered, they prayed, read the Bible, discussed the tenets of their
religion, and began reading the new Russian religious literature published by the YMCA

Press or any reports about the latest public lectures from the Religious-Philosophicai
Academy.

If they lived in or near Berlin, they began attending these lectures, and

afterwards would share their impressions. Slowiy their aims and aspirations solidified:
They wanted to find ways to live a tnie Orthodox Christian Iife, to learn more about their

own religion and its culture, and to transmit this knowiedge to succeeding generations.

religious topics. Cam~leteList d Publiiims d the Y.M.CA, Press. c. 1927 Paul B. Anderson
Papers, University of Illinois at Urôana-Champaign, Box 3: 1-2-
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The greatest concentration of such groups occurred as local cireles in the
university populations in Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Germany, the Baltic States and
France. As the YMCA Russiandivision became aware of these spontaneously eiupting
groups, it began to provide organization and synthesis through financial assistance and
the counselling of staff. Itwas hoped, by this expanding diversification through al1centres

where émigrés comprised a substantial number, that Christian values could be fostered
and extended. Cofton called it the "circulatory systemMof "vital spirituai experiences and
expres~ions."'~ From these circles, the YMCA saw the greatest potential for the
creation of an autonomous student Christian rnovernent among the Russian ernigration.
The YMCA was the first, but not the only organization to see th8 possibilities these
groups represented. The Orthodox Church in Europe also fwnd in the spontaneous
arising of religious study circles fertile ground for lay action and the expansion of their

flock. However, it also had the potential to threaten their own authority and the rigorous
understanding of their basic tenets. If these grwps kept meeting to discuss Orthodox
religious issues without the direction of trained clerics, they might evdve frankly heretical
interpretations of the meaning of Russian Orthodox Christianity, and eventually be lost to
the Church entirely. This situation was complicated by disagreements between the clergy

in emigration as to what theit Church really stood for. Some believed that the edicts of
Peter the Great were still vital and that the Church rnust continue to be subsumed under
the final authority of the Tsar, Others fdlowed the decision of the Great Sobor of 19171918 which had r e f m e d the Church and reinstated the Patriarch as the final authority.

The former group was most natirnalistic, and thus very suspicious of the role of
the Amen'can and Protestant YMCA in the lives of Orthodox Russian émigrés. The latter

laz
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tended to welcome al1organizational and financial assistancethat such associations could
bring, and they fully supported any influence the YMCA might have in synthesizing these
disparate groups because it would enhance religious-philosophical unity. In 1923, a
certain cohesion was effected as the YMCA, the Professors from the ReligiousPhilosophical Academy, and priests fdlowÎngthe refomed Orthodox Church contacted
as many of the groups as possible, and had them send delegates to the first international

conference in Prerow, Czechoslovakia. There, the delegates and these organizers would
decide upon a name for al1 their groups, their organizational and membership rules, and
their first tentative plan for action.
The conference at Prerow began on October 1, 1923 and ended on October 8.
It was held under the auspices of Dr. Mott's World Student's Christian Federation (WSCF),

and entirely funded by this organization. The YMCA was well-represented at Prerow by
Hollinger, Kullrnan and Lown'e; th8 WSCF sent Miss Rouse, and the YWCA sent Miss
f3ule.lm However, ail three organizations protested that they were there only to guide
and counsel; al1 decisions must be made by the Russians, and especially the delegates

themselves. The Church sent Bishop Benjamin, the personal assistant to Metropolitan
Eulogius, and Father Sergei Bulgakov. There was even a link between the old Russian
YMCA

-

Mayek

- as former member, A.I.

Nikîtin, attended?

Ofthe sixty delegates,

Ralph W. Hollinger, Report on the Student Conference: Russian Christian Circles in
Western Euro~e.Prerov. Czec-.
1-7 Octobsr 1923, Geneva, 18 October 1923. Paul 6.
Anderson Papers, University of Illinois at Urbana Charnpaign, Box 3: 4.
la

'- Gustave Kullman, R e m on the First General Conference of the Russian Christian Student
Movement. outside Russia. held~in~G&.~zechoskvakia.fiom Odober 1. to Octoôer 8.1923,
Berlin, October 1923, Paul B. Anderson Papers, University of Illinois at Urbaria Champaign, Box
3: 1.

representatives came from Pans, Lille, Belgrade Zagreb, Berlin, Sofia, Dorpat, and
Kishinev.
The resuits were in accordance with the YMCA's preference for autonornous,

independent developrnent matching national ~haracter.'~ First, the delegates
unanimously sanctioned the Russian Orthodox Church as their highest and final authority.
The fears of priests were, therefore, curbed as they were guaranteed a continued position

of influence over al1 matters relating to religion. Second, they chose the name for their

new organization. They called t h e m s e h the RussianStudents Christian Movement; this
was both a tnbute and an expression of gratitude to their American friends wtro had made
the conference possible. Third, and perhaps most importantly, the conference provided
the first occasion in which the delegates could al1 see a general unity of mission. It

brought together the spontanewsly created groups to cornmon wok, and showed the
continued strength of Orthodoxy and its original meaningful contribution to
~hristianity.'~
The final decision of the conference was to keep the RSCM Orthodox
and not begin f m i n g intercarifessional groups: These, they feared, would dirninish

Church Me in favour of the grwp's own fife.
This was not that unusual an experience for the YMCA and its affiliates. They
encouraged their autonornous branches to develop their own character which could

"The amference was Russian throughout- Nme of the foreigners participated in the
executive management al the convergence nor had a place on the regular program, although we
did sit in the general committee and occasionally taok part in the discussions.' Ralph W.
Hollinger,Report on the Student Conference: Russian Christian Circles in Western Eurooe. Prerova
Czecholsovakia. 1-7 October 1923, Geneva, 18 ûctober 1923,Paul B. Anderson Papers, University
of Illinois at Urbana Champaign, Box 3: 2-3.
la6 Gustave Kullman, Remrt on the First Geneial Cariference of the Russian Christian Student
Movement. outside Russia. heu in Prerow. Czechoskvakia. from October 1. to October 8. 1923,
Berlin, October 1923, Paul B. Anderson Papers, University d Hlinois at Urbana Champaign, Box
3: 2.

involve separations along sex, religious lines, age and occupation. The only rule of the
YMCA was that racial discrimination was not acceptable (atthough it did occur), and when

the groups did work in society they must sewe all regardles of any considerations. For
their own constituency, however, they had almost complete freedom to associate with
whom they wished.

The final question put to the Russians by the YMCA before the end of the
conference was what their continued role should be?
Severai of us had a long conference one aftemaon with Father Bulgakoff, to find

out from hirn what the place of Protestant wodcers, such as ourselves, might be
in relation to student Christian work ammg the Orthodox. He was most cordial
in insisting that we should continue to assist in organization, in the promotion of
Bible Study, (which he feels that Protestants have wisely emphasized more than
has been custornary ammg the Orthodox), in training leaders, or in furnishing
financial support for such enterprises as the Russian Student Movement or an
OrViodox theoiogical seminary.lm
On the universal council, the delegates appointed Professor Vasily Zenkovsky as

President, and Liperovsky as Secretary-Treasurer. Other members were Nikitin, Miss
Brechet, Hollinger, and eight students from diverse centres. The newly constituted RSCM
also indicated an eagemess to continue and expand their relations with the other

organizations - the YWCA, YMCA and the WSCF - and appointed their representatives
there to the Presidium. The first budget of the RSCM was 450 pounds sterling, most of
which was donated by the WSCF.lœ
ln all, the RSCM was quite a unique organization cornpared to the more traditional
YMCAs in Arnerica. One major discrepancy was seen in their definition of the terni

'O7

Ralph W. Hoilinger, Repurt on the Student Conference: Russian Christii Circles in
Western Eurooe. Prerw. CzecMsad&, 1-7 Odober 1923, Geneva, 18 ûctober 1923, Paul 8.
Anderson Papers, University d Illinois st U h a Champaign, Box 3: 2.
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"student". In the Russian perspective the "student" was ageless and, hence, althwgh the
rnovement concentrated on providing some spintual educatiori to youth, its participants
derived from any age group and was by no means exclusive to the young. The Russians
also did not believe in the segregation of the sexes. Thus, there was no female and male
RSCM as the YMCA, YWCA was divided. The RSCM was a fully co-educational, all-ages

organization with distinction made only at the youngest levels with boys and girls camps
in order to facilitate organization and family acceptance.'"

The RSCM gave impetus to the Press endeavour as it brought together so many
young minds eager for readings about the Russian religious heritage and their spiritual
traditions. Acmrdingly, the Press increasingly began to publish religious educational
materials and books, "for the youth-element there as elsewhere that tended most to break
away from family and Church dis~ipline.""~ The importance of ernphasizing the
Christian aspect of the newly f m e d RSCM grew as exponentially as the movement itseH.
The formal organization seemed to have inspired phenomenal growth as the original

members found new purpose and unity to their work:
The Student Movernent has probably b e n most prolific of spiritual resufts. The
number of grwps in Czechoslovakia increased to eleven, largely led by students
themselves; in Jugoslavia, with no paid leader whatever, the first group attained
a rnembership of over sixty, and stimulated the formation of several others; in
Berlin and Pans the number of grwps and members has continued to increase.
Not only have young men been brought into richer spiritual life through study and

'O9 'Finally, visualiie program and activiti appropriate ta the spread in yesrs, all intensively
religious yet reaching out into the sacial sewice fieid without any theoretical limits. The program
is what fully unified Student and City YM and YWCAs would be here without physical fumishings.
In short, the non-equipmnttype serving both sexes jointly." Coiton, Manuscript for Revbed Fodv

Years with Russians 111.
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"%emiton the YMCA Press Ud Russian EditoiialSection 1921-23. Paul B. Anderson Papers,
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Box 3: 2.

fellowship in these groups, but several have been led to undertake Christian
callings, the ministry and seMce in the Christian Association."'
Panicipants flocked to each circle gradually forcing the formation of national centres of
the RSCM in Czechoslovakia, Gemany, the three BaJtic States, Bulgaria, England and
France.
With their new ties with the International Students Movement, the RSCM began
sending one or Wo delegates to each conference of Nationai YMCAs; even in the first

year of their existence, they managed to send two Russians to the Second World
Conference for Boys work of the YMCA at Portschach, Austria, in August 1923. In an
article in the Austnan magazine Neuwork Bob Jansen affimed the Russians contribution:
The attitude wtiich I have just tried to describe, namely, that al1the consequences
of political and social events of mis wodd have their ultimate cause in the
sinfulness - Gd-aloofness - dominant in humanity, I found myself sharing with
very, very few men in the conference and yet...This experience I shared with 2
Russians, and this very close fellowship with them seems to me especially
important and full of significance for the ~ u r e . " *
In other words, Russians were more susceptible than others to accept sorne blarne in

past events because they believed in "suffering" and in "sinfulness" of mankind; in fact,
a prevalent view among the emigration was that their cunent dispossessed situation and

the Bolshevik Revdution was the result of their own sins before Christ.

In 1924, the RSCM cuntinued its vigouws growth. After the 1 . 0 preliminary
conferences of 1923 which established the groundïules for the movement. it held a third
assembly in Falkenberg, Gemany between June 6 and 12, 1924. Organized by a

'"

Paul B. Anderson, Russian Senrice in Eurme: Annual RemR for the Year 1925, Paul B.
Anderson Papeis, University of Illiriois at U M Champaign. Box 6: 8.
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cornmittee of four students, four Professors (3 from the Religious-Philosophical Academy),
and two YMCA Secretanes, the conference broughttogether 44 delegates (18 women and
26 men) from Hanover, Prague, Paris, and S~fia.''~ Ahhwgh it did not include

delegates from each European RSCM, Falkenberg was a tuming-point in the life and
purpose of the movement.
The chosen theme was "Orthodox Life Comprehension," and for the first time the

Religious-Philosophical Academy took a substantial role in the proceedings. Their
contribution was both educational and inspirational. They injected a new premise to the
entire work of the RSCM, namely that it should further Russian religious thought actively
and openly. The meetings were divided into three sections: liturgical, with professors,
and student-only meetings."'

Church seMces and ppayers were officiated by Bishop

Benjamin who was now declared first Prelate of the RSCM. He headed the Iiturgical
gatherings, while the Professors Frank, Berdyaev, Karsavin and Zenkovsky lectured at the
educational meetings. Each day, after these formal events were concluded, the students
withdrew into general or small group meetings to discuss their own affairs and their
impressions of what they had been told that day. The emphasis in lectures and services
was sobomost'. The students heard for the first time a direct cal1 to organite, work,
prepare, and becorne more spiritually-guided for an eventual retum to Russia. At both
the lectures and the liturgical meetings the message was the same; the world was now

11"
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divided into twa camps, Christian and anti-christian, and while they were each free to
choose their own course. they must live with that c h ~ i c e . ~ ~ ~
The YMCA was especially honoured at that conference. The RSCM obtained an

ikonostacy from Berlin Orthodox Church which was presented to the YMCA
representatives as a gift of gratitude for their rde in establishing the Orthodox Church at
Falkenberg. Later, the students organized and decorated the Church so that it could be
used for services during the conference.
The central liaison between the RSCM and the YMCA at Falkenberg was Pianoff,
a Secretary at the Berlin Headquarters and a leader of the RSCM in Berfin.

He

characterized the gathering as such:

I cannot express in words the spirit of the conference which developed in the spirit
of singularity and brotherly lwe. In reality it was a monastical mood of life. The
heaR of it was church s e ~ k eand
s prayers. The atmosphere was very light, joyful
and free....ln the evening of that day Vesper was officiated...lt is impossible for me
to frame this night in words. Here in the da& corner, Professors, students, men
and giris prayed, kneeling before ikons, tears falling (rom their e y e ~ . " ~
The spirit of cooperation allowed for three important decisions to be made, First, and

most directionally important, the RSCM committed itseffto fostering the spirit of sobomast'
and preparing themselves for leading the eventual restoration of such Christian principles
in Russia. Second, they agreed to unite the Berlin Movement by an elected committee
and monthly meetings. Wth such coordination, the YMCA could operate more effectively
among them, and truly sewe their extant needs. Third, they decided to establish annual
summer conferences in Czechoslovakia for al1 Russian students in order that they might
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rest from their studies and flourish in the pure countryside atmosphere. There they would
engage in strenuous physical activity, wÎth only periodic mental exercises provided by
Bible classes and religious meetings."'
This last resolution was so enthusiastically endorsed that the RSCM rnanaged to
establish the rest-camp that same summer at Moravska Trebova, a six hour ride from
Prague. Wdh forty students and ten profesors, 'The aim of the wnference was the cal1
to faith, the strengthening of faith among students, the summing up of the former work

and making plans for the M ~ r e " . "The
~ mono chosen at Morasvski Trebova, however,
was rather ominous: "he that is not with me is against me; and he that gathereth not with
me scattereth" (Matthew 12:30)."~ At this camp. the Religious-PhilosophicalAcademy
was noticeably absent as Zenkovsky (who proposed the motto) and the local émigré
Professors from Prague jealously reasserted their influence over the students. Professor
J.J.Lappo gave a lecture on "Missionary service as a moving force in the history of the
Orthodox Church". Quite opposed to the Falkenberg message of unity and cooperation
with other Christian denorninations in the spirit of sobomost' Lappo used his speech to
demonstrate th8 superiority of the Orthodox to the Roman Cathdic Church, "...calling
attention to the fact that the Orthodox Church had always peaceful rneans of promoting
A note of tderance and acceptana was given, however, by Father
~hristianity."'~~

Sergei Bulgakov who, as a pmctising priest and Professor at Prague, was reluctantly
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invited to the camp by Zenkovsky. His talks were much less defensive or militaristic, but
still carried a vein which could be interpreted as a cal1 to amis. His *address was calling
the people to use the spiritual power given to them by Christ to transfom the present
life."121

The Move From Berlin t o Paris
In 1924 a traumatic upheavalaffected the YMCA Russian division. The continuing

lack of stability in the Geman e m o m y

- massive inflation which caused the Deutsch

Mark to become almost worthless - was putting an unbearable strain upon the already
minimal resources of the Russian emigration. In such conditions, the émigrés (whose
numbers in Gennany may have exceeded 500,000'~), began a massive exodus fiom
the country. The YMCA was less affected by the inflation crisis thanks to their reliance
on the stable Amencan currency. Nevertheless, the cost of operating the Press became

prohibitive, and their employees were finding it difficult to cope. Moreover, they were
rapidly losing the market, the Russian emigration, which they had sworn to serve. On

April 23, 1924, Colton forwarded official orders to Anderson to prepare for the movement
of the Berlin Headquarters out of Gennany. The leaders of the International Cornmittee

of the YMCA had decided that it w w l d be safer and more proftable if they moved a l their
operations to more stable countridp Coiton relayed their decision. for the time being.
that the Headquarters would be moved to Geneva where Mott was situated with the
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control centre of the WSCF, and the other enterprises - the Press, the Conespondence
School, the Technical Cdlege, and perhaps the Religiws-Philosophical Academy - would
be relocated to Paris.

Such an undertaking promised to be extremdy cornplex. It required a large
unexpected expenditure, tremendous arganization and, rnost of all, delicate handling of
the personnel. Obviously not al1 Russians associated with or employed by the YMCA
Russian Headquarters would want to uproot their families so soon after they had settfed
in Gerrnany. Those who were prepared to stay with the organization would have to find
new lodgings in Paris, get to know completely different laws and way of life, and in most

cases leam a new language. The YMCA itseff, would have to start from the beginning in
making contacts arnong the emigration already settled in France in order that they could
continue and expand their work.
Fortunately, rnuch of the grwndwork had already been laid by Anderson who had
made an extensive field-trip to France in December 1923, perhaps in preparation for
exactly this eventuality, but stipulativelyto discover the situation of Russian émigrés in that
~ountry.'~'In his report, he noted that France was fast becming the new centre of the
Russian ernigration largely because of that country's involvement in and sympathy with
White intervention in Soviet Russia. Moreover, of al1 countries in Europe, more Russians
had longstanding connections with the French, and many of the aristocracy owned
property there. Once they had to flee Russia, France became a natural retreat where they
could create their new homes. Upon contacting the central organization for Russian
émigrés in Pans, Zemgar, and the French Ministry of Labour, Anderson discovered that
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Russians were amving from Poland, Gerrnany, the Balkans and North Africa, and that
some 30,000 male young Russians had obtained jobs in French factories in the last 8

rnonths. In each French industrial region, more than 10,000 Russians were employed in
factories, but only 500 Russian students were registered at variws institutes of higher

leaming. The Zemgor produced evidence that more than 63,000 Russians were living in
the Departement de la Seine (Paris) afone.lzs From this trip, Anderson was able to

detemine the basic composition of the emigration: most were young men between 2035
years of age; most fought in World War One and/or with the White amies. Regarding
education, they ranged from those who did not finish high-schd to those just beginning
their university degrees.

The vast majonty, however, had completed elementary

education. Those most likely to find work had some technical training, not just intellectual
or military experience.

The greatest problems facing the émigrés in France were

language difficulties and laws protecting the French labour force.
Of particular interest for Anderson on his sang

trip to France was the condition

of students and education for the Russian ernigration. This, after all, was his major
preoccupation in Gemiany and the major aim of the YMCA world wide. in Paris, he fwnd
only one organization specifically devoted to the problem of students: The Comité de
Patronage pour les universitaires russes under the direction of Michel Fedorov.

It

received 800,OWF aid from the government in 1923: 300,000F paid the salades of
Russian professors lecturing at the Slavic lnstitute of the Sorbonne; 500,000F paid

Outside Paris, most Russians were cdleded around big industrial plants: in Montargis,
60 Russianswere wwking for the HutchinsoriRubber W h ; in Maideville (Calvados, Normandy),
56,000 Russians worked for Creuzot Steel; Oecazetvilie (Lyms) had 4-500 Russians in their metai

works and mines; Montebord listed a few hundted at the chernicalfactories in Rohan; in RoubaixLille-Tourcoing, there were more than 400 Russians in metal and textile plants. Anderson, Report
of Russians Immigrants Living in France, 1624 Oecember 1923 4.
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stipends and tuition fees of Russian students. In addition to this the Catholic Church in
France was providing stipends to some 50 R u ~ i a n s . ' ~ However these were
comparatively small sums: the 150-300Fl month did not wver al1 their costs, and these
students had to find part-time work on the side or other private means in order to survive.

There was a hostel which housed 50 students at a cheaper rent of only 275 F/month
including food, but these were basic necessities with no organized activities, sports, or

meetingd2'

The only student moale initiative was being directed by the Abbé

Questnay who was assigned by the Vatican to conduct missionary work among the
Russians. Not only was this a tiny endeavour - 20-25 Russian students met in the club
roorn at rue Tourneforte 2 4 times a month

-

but also his Société pour l'étude et

affirmissement de la culture slave was specifically pmselytizing the Catholic faith to
Orthodox believers.

Wth the YMCA's stated commitment to respect alternate

denominations and religions, it could clearly offer a more acceptable alternati~e?~
The oniy institution at this time that was specifically devoted to the preservation

and maintenance of the Russian culture was the lnstitute d'etudes Slavs founded by the
French professor fiom the Universite de Paris, Emest Denis, in 1919, and funded by the
govemments of France, Czechoglwakia, Pdand, and ~ugoslavia.'" Therefore, there

was also room for a specifically Russian study centre, especially one conducted upon
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Orthodox religious lines.

Although it was never explicitly stated in the YMCA

communications, Anderson's report probably influencedthe leadership's decision to move
their Russian operations to Paris. He had provided evidence that activities such as they
had organized in Gemany, Czechoslovakia, and Bulgaria, especiatly, were both needed
and desired arnong the emigration in France.
As Anderson preparedfor the move frorn Berlin, having already secured temporary

lodgings at 9 rue Dupreyten in Pans, a major conflict arose regarding the ReligiousPhilosophical Acaderny.

Some of the more practical-minded Secretanes, such as

MacNaughton and Colton, felt that financial restraints could be eased if the YMCA ceased
funding the Academy. It could remain in Berlin and survive as best as it was able. Then
they would have ample funds for the move, and perhaps even additional monies which
could extend the functions of the Conespondence and Technical schools. Even before
the official decision reached Anderson about the move, such rurnours abounded in the
YMCA Berlin Headquarters and quickly reachedthe ears of the Russians employed there.
As strong supporters of the Academy's mandate, they were outraged by this hint of

betrayal, and began making persona1 protests to the Sectetanes in 8erlin, and even to
the higher leadership of the International division. Pianoff, undertook to write a direct
letter to Colton on April 9, 1924 defending the Academy and urging the YMCA not to
withdraw its support. In his letter he gave not only a rousing endorsement for the
Academy, but aiso a brief lesson in Russian history:
In order to define the spiritual state of the present generation, I am obliged to
mention an ineligious rnovement of the past, existing in Russia which has a great
influence upon th8 cmsequenœ H i c h Russia survv
i es
now. Long ago, thrwgh
very mmplicated causes, the intellectual class of Russia strived for ievolutionary
ideas, aiming at social rec<x~struction. These ideas have been based on
rationalistic irreligious rnotives..Aer 1905 a srnall group of intellectuals came to
the realizatim that this ineligiws mwement cwld not reorganize life without a
religious justification. They perceived that otherwise the consequence to Russia

would be tragicai. Among those men were a few Professors of the Academy. In
1917 al1the said ideas came to consummatim....The present generation was very

slightly attached to the said mwement Young men of this generation had spent
their eariy years in the trenches of the W d d War and Civil Wars. Their spirituat
treasury was indeed empty, for the atmosphere in which they were educated was
irreligiws. When we came in contact with a number of young men in Berlin, we
found that their very inner como
ciusness
was in a state of demoralization. No
question, there were individuai souk who painfully sought the truth of their fate,
who thrwgh great difficulties finaliy retumed to Gad. Al! the rest remained in a
static position, trying to fiIl up life with cheap trifies, insignificant. and extemal
things.Ix>
The program of the Academy, Pianoff asserted, reached these disillusioned and

threatened young people as no other organkation could. It provided a systematic course
of fundamental principals of Christianity, and a study of life and past thoughts from a

Christian boint of view. It reached masses of students thrwgh regular lectures at student
centres in Berlin and in the provinces with the goal of awakening spiritual understanding.
It called not only to students but to the general dmigré population by its open meetings

in Berlin hetd every two weeks for the entire Russian colony; these meetings included
discussions and sornetimes a lecture from representatives of other confessions. It was
helping the refomed Orthodox Church under Metropditan Eulogius by increasing
awareness of the Church transformation which had occurred in the Great Synod of
1917118. Finally, the Prof8ssors fmn the Academy gave above and beyond the cal1 of

duty to the RSCM with at-homes. discussions, and paradpating in conferences."'
In Pianoffs opinion, the su-

of these efforts could not be measured in any

material ternis:

F.T. Pianoff, letter to Ethan 1.Calton, Berlin, 9 Apiil 1924, Paul B. Anderson Papers.
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The resuit of such work gave a tremendous awakening arnong the students who,
in the past, very often did not see any justification in life...At the present time these
young men and women gather around the Academy in grwps for spiritual
communion. These gmups are based not on a light sentiment, but on cancrete
faith which was obtained by the ind~duals
through the great sufferings and inner
stniggles.
Not only had it helped an immeasurable number of émigré students, but also, Pianoff
argued, it had revitalized the Russian cdony and was gradually counteracting th&
isofationisrn, xenophobia, and pditiil disunity.

...the Academy has given a noticeable influence upon the social life of the Russian
colony and many changed attitudes towards Russia. Before the activities of the
Academy, the Berlin cdony had political lectures which often fostered hatred.
Since the Academy started its wwk pofitical lectures have alrnœt disappeared and
often the members of the Academy in public speeches strongly emphasize the
destiuctiveness in pditicisrn.'"

In the final segment of his argument, Pianoff tdd Cotton that the Academy, of al1 YMCA
endeavors, had established the greatest international reputation: The Academy is well
known not only arnmg Russians, but Germans, ltalians and French religious thinkers..."
Moreover, it was the one Russian organization which completely shunned any form of
protectionism.

While most Russian 6migrés felt threatened by other confessions,

religions, and natirnalies, the Professors of the Academy actively sought out diverse
contacts which might expand their own expenence. "It was noticeable by al1 that the
Academy never expressed a nanow attitude towarûs other confessions. It was always
the tendency of bring an understanding betweenal1confessions for spiritual communion."

And k t , but not least, the Academy was not only helping to keep Russian 6migrés tnie
to their Orthodox faith, it was bringing non-believers back ta God.
It was not seldom that Archimandrite Tikhor remarked that since the Academy
came into existence, the members of the church had increased greatly...ln

lM
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conclusion I may state that at this time when everywhere unheard of evil is
prevailing, blindness and weakness, raoted to al1 f m s of Our life, the great
sacrifice and spirituaf power is required fiom each man...There is no place now
for placidity and naivety in Christianity.... The Academy...was the spiritual centre for
living activnies among the students and the Russian c ~ I o n y . ' ~

As far as Pianoff was concemed, the Religious-Philosophical Academy was the YMCA's
best chance for furthering the cause of Christianity against the rising tide of atheism and
ideology. It would abandon the institution only at the cost of losing any tnie influence
over the emigration.

Pianoff and other individuals who m t a c t e d the YMCA leadership were swiftly
given patronage by Dr. Mott. At the end of April, he came to Berlin to engage in a long
conversation with Anderson's replacement, Bryant Ryall. As a result of this discussion,
Ryall sent an urgent letter on May 3, 1924 to Anderson in order to prepare him for the
new "edict from on high"that would be in effect upon his retum to Berlin. Regardirtg the
activity of the Press upon its relocation to Paris, Ryall informed Anderson that, "it is
perfectly clear that neither Dr. Mott or Coiton will m s i d e r for one moment anything other
than Religious and Associational literature.""

While this probably came as no surprise

to Anderson, and was in accordance with his own beliefs, Ryall also offered more

dramatic news about the fate of the Religious-Philosophical Academy:
I think it well to throw out this waming to you. He (Dr. MottJ said very positively
last night just before I left him that he would far soorier see the Correspondence
Schod dosed rather than have the actMties of the Religious Philosophical
Academy cut off in any way.

Dr. Mott not only defended the Academy from the practical set, he even insisted that the

scope of its operations should be expanded in Paris:

Pianoff. letter to Conon,Berlin, 9 April 1924. 3-4.
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Dr. Mott again took the initiative in very strongly urging the need of a Journal of
some kind which can serve as a source of spiritual inspiration to the scattered
groups of Russians al1 wer the world and also a source of communication and
exchange. [He even agreed to the possibility of subsidizing such an endeavour.]
Dr. Mott and the rest of w do not have in mind making this a specifically
Association magazine, rather a general Religious magazine which cwld indirectly,
of course, serve in spreading the knawledge of the ~ssociation.'~
Thus the Academy was to be saved. If the financial pressures of the move proved to be

beyond the capability of the Headquarters budget, Anderson would have to cut other
programs. Dr. Mon, however, dso indicated that he woutd personaily seek as much
financial support as possible for the Russian work.

The YMCA Secretahes should

therefore think in ternis of expansion, not reduction in their program.
The actual rnove was a feat of tremendous accarnplishment for Anderson. lt was
also an extremely trying experience. In his annual report for 1924 he explained the
intricacies which had been invdved. First he had to move the Conespondence School
from Berlin to Paris in advance of the general Headquarters and other operations. This

was necessary to insure that ongoing courses did not suffer any loss of communication,
and it provided the opportunity for a "camplete reorganïzation of administration and

finances, leaving the schooi now

on a firm and known bas* in both respects.""

In

Paristhe Conespandence S c h d and the on-siteTechnical Schooi were brought together

and incorporated under the name of the "Russian Superior.Technical Institute"; this was
soon given diploma-granting status by the French Ministry of Education. The move

caused a certain drop in registration in 1925 frorn 476 down ta 423 students, but more

courses were bought: 1442 zs coriqared to 930 in 1924. The total cost of operation had
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been brought down frorn $13,052.03 to $10,837.09 mainly by a reduction in salaries and

the cost of prepaation of k t u r e d 3 '
The rnoving of the Press was an even more complex endeavour. All ties to Prague

had not yet been severed as the original corporation for the YMCAtisk Press, the Y.M .C.A.
Press Ltd., was still in existence. They had not dissdved the corporation because

German commercial law allowed for a business to be operated in that country even
though the parent corporation existed in another. Rather than bearing the cost of starting

a new Geman corporation, they had simply worked under the auspices of the one in
Prague. Now they were moving every program out of Central Europe and as the French

law was significantly more protectionist, it was necessary and expedient to close down
the Prague corporation and open a new one in France. In December, 1924 after the
paperç had been submitted to f m the new French corporation, the one in Prague was

placed on a liquidation basis. This also gave Anderson the opportunity of divesting the

business of al1 of its remaining stock geared for practical and utilitarian purposes by
secret channels to the U.S.S.R.;

"the program and policy of the present Russian

publication s e ~ (Y.M.C.A.
b
PRESS) (Paris] has b e n defined as religious and character
building s e ~ c ealong
,
the Iine of which new books have b e n successfully produced and
rnarketed."' je

The new Press was established in Pans with Anderson as director,

Vysheslavtsev as assistant editor, and Nikdai Berdyaev as Editor-in-Chief.
Berdyaev moved quite happily to Paris as this gave him the chance to continue,
what he considered, fruitful work within the auspices of the YMCA. The Association put
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him and his family briefiy in a local hotel in the city, but he soon maved to mare cordial
sunoundings as a guest with his friends the Prince and Princess Tnibetskoy in the Paris
suburb of Clamart. By the end of the year, he had sufficient rneans to rent a small house

on 14 avenue Marechal de Grandschampsthere in Cfamart. Together with Vysheslavtsev,
he transferred the Religious-Philosophical Academy to Pans. However, they did not sever

their old ties, and the Academy continued to function in Berlin, led now by Semen Frank.
Karsavin joined them in Pans and continued his teaching activities. Other religious
thinkers who had been settred in Eastern Europe were attracted to Paris by the move of
the Academy, and by the end of the year Georges Flwovsky, Georges Fedotov and Vasily
Zenkovsky had joined the staff.
The RSCM also moved its central office to Pans in 1924. The Secretary-Treasurer
Liperovsky headed the move with the support of Pianw. Once Zenkovsky had migrated
to Paris from Prague by the end of the year, the central presidium was again united and

complete. Initially it was established at the YMCA Press office on Rue Dupryten, but soon
moved to more spacious accommodations at 10 Blvd Montparnasse where a forty r w m
building housed the RSCM, its press Vestnik (the Messenger), the Boys and Girls Club,
and the YMCA ~ r e s s . ' ~
In the open basement refectory a lowcost meal service was
provided. Religious education classes were taught in any available rooms M c e every
week.

In the attic m s , some of the very poor Russian 6migrés found temporary

lodgings; they even had a grammar s c h d for the youngest children. In the summer, the
young were herded out of doors and out of the city to summer camps at locations

Colton, Manuscript for Revised F W Years with Russians 111.

provided at minimal cost to the organization by charitable benefactors. Nearby in a
garage, a new parish was established so regular religious services could be ~ffered.'~'

For Anderson, the entire mwe was a p e n d of trial "among the rnost difficult I
have ever lived thr~ugh."'~'He found heading the entire job of the Russian division too
big for him alone, even with Kullman's help, and issued a cal1 for assistance in that annual
report:
Having no Russian on the staff to assign this work, it fell to me personally to
prepare advertising, distribution lists, and conduct negotiations with book stores
in various European cwntries. The result was that I gained a better knowledge
of how this work should be done, but also a conviction that it could not be done
by me alone so advantageously as by a Russian if put on the staff for this
purpose. Book sales can be made only by real effort, and effort requires the time
and attention of some individual more free than rny~elf.'~'
The central administration of the YMCA, however, was not willing to lend any more money

or personnel to the trouble-fraught Russian division, and Anderson was left alone to cope
with Kullrnan and MacNaughton and the two Russian editors. As a resuk, Vysheslavtsev
was increasingly forced into marketing, recniiting literature, and sales, leaving Berdyaev
in almost sole control of editorial decisions. Anderson coordinated al1the various activities
of the Russian division with Kullrnan acting as special liaison for religious matters and
MacNaughton maintainingthe financial sector. Out of sheer necessity, the Amen'can staff
began to rely more and mare on those Russians who might have little experience, but at

'*O "The Circles, seminars and conferences, conducteci cm the generaîly Western pattern by
iay people, represented new forrns to Orthodoxy. Eariy akdness by a certain clericai element
slowiy gave way to cdiaboration. The Annual Conference of al1 the Circles functioned
derm>cratically.' Cdtm, Manuscript for Revised Fortv Years with Russians 1 11,
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teast exhibited great will; step by step, the emigration was being forced to become selfreliant and autonomous.

St. Sergius Theological Inititute

The new respmsibilities which were thrust upon the emigration with the move to
Pans had, ironically, a positive effect upon their morale and self-confidence. Forced to
make their own decisions about the deveiopment of programs for the émigre community
with minimal YMCA direction, they began to do so with a vengeance often taking their

Amencan sponsors by surprise. In no case was this more obvias than in that of the new
Theologica! 4cademy.

The concept was not a new one for either the émigrés or the YMCA. As early as
1918 when the YMCA was still functioning legally in Russia, Father Paul Florensky, acting

as representative for all Church leaders who adhered to the authonty of Patriarch Tïkhon,

proposed a joint initiative between the Orthodox Church and the YMCA to start a new
theological academy in Moscow. The intent was to have a schod which would accept
both Russians and foreigners alike, and people of any Christian confession for the
purpose of promoting "understanding, sdidarity and cooperation between the
Communions coricemed, and particularly to share with Russian Christians the problems
and values of modem leaming in the experience of Western Chri~tianity."~

Plans for the undertaking were abruptly abandoned when the Bolshevik Cheka
began rounding up the Y men in Russia for deportation that year. However, they were
not forgotten. In February, 1924 Hibbard of the Berlin Headquarters finally cornpleted the

'* C.V. Hibbaid, mutJine of a Pian in the Diredion of Establishing a Thedogical Academy in
Moscow under the Patronage of the Western Churches,' 4 February 1924, Hibbad Overseas File,
Paul B. Anderson Papers. University of Illinois at Urbana Champaign. Box 6: 1.
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blueprint for a new interconfessional, Orthodox-run thedogical academy.lu

All that

rernained to be done was to reach a decision on where the s c h d should be located.
The YMCA was still stnmgly in favwr of making the school in Russia, but Bolshevik

repressions of the ORhodox Church and their closure of most theological academies in
Russia made this suggestion less than practical. Moreover, the Association, as yet, had
had no success in obtaining permission to retum to that country.
It was at this point that the ernigration itseff stepped into the proceedings and

began to force through their own agenda. In a plea spearheaded by the Orthodox
Church in the West under Metropditan Eufogius and seconded by the RSCM, they asked
the YMCA to help them establish a thedogical academy outside of Russia. Their

arguments were persuasive. Demographically,the Orthodox priesthood in the emigration

was undemanned and swiftly facing extinction with over 50% of clergy aged more than
ffty years and only 5% in their twenties;'"

the rapid growth of the RSCM demanded

both more ecclesiastical service and the opportunity for those who felt a calling to receive

advanced theological training. At their three conferences in 1924, at Falkenberg, Moravska
Szebova (Czech) and Chateau d'Argaronne (France), the RSCM repeatedly endorsed the
need for an academy.lYL

Dr. Mott acceded to their request, and he personally guaranteed to donate $5,000
to the future establishment of an academy."'

He then dispatched Bryant Ryall on a

lu

Hibbard, Qutline of a Pian..," 1-3.
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scouting expedition in order that the YMCA might determine the best location for the

proposed school. Ryall submitted his complet8 report on March 17, 1924. He had
surveyed most of the promising locations in Europe with the major exceptions of Gerrnany
and France. Gerrnany was discarded because the YMCA was cunently endeavouring to
move al1 of its assets and programs out of that country. France, about to become the

new centre for YMCA operations in Europe, had already been well-examined in the

previous year by Paul Anderson, and the YMCA was fully informed about the pros and
cons of the situation there. Supposedly, this data would be taken under consideration

when the YMCA leadership made its final decision about the Academy.
In his report, Wall presented the fdlowing mclusions about the most Iikely
alternative locations for the thedogical s c h d :

Constantinople: sympatheticArchbishop Anastasii and School of Religionalready
there is pro. However, that schwl is Protestant and does not prepare men for
priesthood. Moreover, Nikiin reports that students in Constantinople fear k i n g
their Orthodoxy; the city is expensive, ditficult to get in and out of, bad geogaphic
location, and hostile to White Russians; there is no Russian Church in
Constantinople.
Sofia, Bulgaik: Has Russian Church, is an Orthodox country, most sympathetic
to White Russians and can get government financial support. However, economic
and political situation uncertain, geographical position non-central, YMCA
regarded with most hœtility of al1 caintries in Europe, Karlovci Synod there is
reactionary, "Too much Petkoff," Protestants and Orthodox fighting, Orthodox
suspicious of any Protestant arganization and its aid; 'Scene of conflict centering
around YMCA and Student Federationfrom which we ought to protect our Russian
friends."

Belgrade, Serbia/Yugo.lavir: Orthodox cwntry, has good Acaderny with 35
Russians studying thedogy, friendly to Russians, fairiy central, reasonable cost,
and available monasteries. However, Serbian Church and Thedogy Acaderny
would resent rival Russian schod, Acute pditical situation with reactionaries,
Pnissians, and remnants of Wrangel Amy; s t m g dergy support for Bolshevik
"LivingChurch", and MetropolitanAntonii there is leader of Monarchical movement.

Czechoslovrkia: Generally friendly to Russians, some material there for faculty,
a lot of students, central. However, increasing antagonism to such a large
percentage of White Russians,gwemment and people non-supportive of Russian

religious movernent, will soon recognize Bolshevik govemment, expensive, no
easy residence, no Orthodox background, student attitude bad - "too much help."
Palestine: Stable, has building facilties, has Russian traditions, is the Holy fand.
However. "most unfortunate conflict benNeen the confessions," bad geographical
location, expensive, no facuîty there, hard to transport there.
England: Stable govemment, "mal mligious freedom." Church of England most
sympathetic of al1 Protestant chunhes to Orthodoxy; good YMCA; govemment
and private funding possible; reasonable cost of living; free from Russian political
atmosphere; closer to Europe than USA. "Usable supplementing English talent
available;" "no temptaüon to stay" However, no Russian Orthodox background
or faculty, and some Russians dislike England.

USA: Stable with political and religious freedom, sympathetic Episcopalianchurch,
easiest for YMCA, already establishedconnection betweenOrthodox leaders there
and American Churches, have existing institution at Tenafly, Russian friendly to
idea of Arnerica, mœt money available, "some Orthodox background and an
existing Church," and auxiliary facuîty there. However distance and expense of
getting Russians there and most expensive to Iive in. Moreover, real "danger that
they will not r e t ~ r n . " ' ~
Aside from certain eccentncities in this report, the clear message was that either England
or the United States would be the best alternative- The question now would be to see if
the Russian division would remain sdely in France, or if it would gradually try to transfer
its offices (and necessarily many of the Russian people whom it sewed) to the United

States.
With the complications of the move to Pans, the YMCA put the question of the
theological academy on hold. They expected to make a decision sotnetirne in the
following year which they would then communicate to the emigration Church leadership.
However, here the ingenuity of the Russians came into play and, before the YMCA could
react, the Orthodox Church had imvocably embarked upon a course of action. By July,
1924, the Russian 6migrés had completed their plans for a thedogical academy to train

Bryant Ryall, report on country most favourable for a YMCA-funded Russian Orthodox
school, 17 March 1924, Paul B. A n d e m Papers. University of Illinois at Urbana Champaign, Box
la

6: 1-4.

religious leaders from ernigrants and especially from the ranks of the RSCM. lhey,
themselves, formed a cornmittee headed by Father Bulgakov and Zenkovsky to detemine
the curricula and intended student-base. In Paris, the recently relocated Metropoiitan

Eulogius established his own cornmittee, headed by Michael Osorgin, to seek a location
for the school in that city. Thus, unbeknownst to the YMCA leadership, the Russians had
already decided what kind of schoof they wanted and where it would be located.
The first indication the YMCA had of these plans came in a letter from Liperovsky
to Dr. Mott on July 28, 1924. He described the plans drawn up by Bulgakov and
Zenkovsky, sent an expression of the Metropdian's gratitude for Mott's prornised gift of
$5,000, and asked that the full amount be forwarded at the earliest possible juncture in

order that they might be able to fuffil their financial obligations. The émigrés had already
purchased the premises for the schod in an auction in Pans! Liperovsky described the
place in glowing terms. They had bought a f m e r German Lutheran Church which had

two adjacent buildings and a large piece of land at 93 rue de Crimée, Pans. The
purchasing price. he explained, was 321,000 F of which the Theological Academy
Committee had been able to pay l5,OOO F immediately out of Russian Church funds.

They had an additional 35,000 F in hand, which was demanded on August 6, but the
balance had to be paid in last and final instalment 275,000 F on November 18, 1924.'"
Liperovsky assured Mott that the Russians themselves could cover 50,000F of the
275,000F balance, but they required his help if they were to be able to pay off the whole
amount.'"

'41
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obtain other funds ftom his diverse sources to help their endeavour. They promised, in
tum, to hold funding drives among the emigration in order to procure what they could.
However, as Mott was well aware, the emigration did not have access to unlirnited
resources, and if the Cornmittee could not pay the full amount by the stated date, they
would lose their original investrnent. At the end of the letter, Liperovsky explained that he

was writing on the authority of both the RSCM and the Orthodox Church. He had been
picked for this task by unanirnous agreement from the RSCM presidium and from Father
Bulgakov, Father A. Kalashnikoff, Zenkovsky, Berdyaev, Kartashev, Prince G. Tnibetskoy,
Vysheslavtsev and Metropditan Eulogius:
I have been charged by them to give y w full information about the present status
of the question and to ask your kind assistance at this most serious hour in the
history of our Christian student m~vement.'~'

Only then, did he admit that they were al1 a little worried about being able to complete
their (rash) project. They would consider a mortgage or any other suggestion which Mott
cared to make. They were even willing to have the property put in the name of the
Arnerican Churches, the WSCF or the YMCA; in short, they would accept any conditions
which would allow them to pay the full amount.

Rather shocked about this abrupt change of plans, and surprised that the
Russians had been able to engineer so complex a matter without the knowiedge of the
YMCA, Mott telegraphed Kullman in Pans and ordered him to conduct a full investigation.

This he duly cornpleted and fomarded the resuits to Mott on August 4, 1924. Kullman's
news was less than pleasing for the YMCA administration. Having made their promise

to the Bmigrés, they cauld not abandon them even thwgh the purchase had been
conducted without their apprwal or even their advice. Yet, it was made clear in Kullman's

Uprowky, letter to John R. Mott. 28 July 1924 2.
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letter that the YMCA would have to bail out the Russians with considerably more money

than they had expected. Kullman explained that the information sent by Liperovsky
regarding the financing of the Academy was erroneous. He attributed this not to any
rnalfeasance on the part of the Russians, but simply a lack of business experience. When
Liperovsky had drafted the letter, he received the figures directly from Metropolitan
Eulogius who was, as he himself would admit, no businessman. The actual conductor
of the deaf, Michaet Osorgin (son-in-faw of Prince Gregor Trubetskoy), had not been
available to help with the writing of the letter to Mott. Thus, Kullman arranged an interview
with Osorgin, and found out exactly what contract had been signed by the Russians at
the auction.'"

He urged Mott to consider the amended information and act upon it

accordingly in order that the entire mission might not be jeopardised.
First, the property was saund. It contained a church with room for 1000-1200

people, four out-buildings which m l d be used for residence and maintenance staff; there

was gas heating in al1 the houses and running water. The financing, however, was a
different matter. The purchase cost was 321,ûûûF, to which was added auction costs,
taxes and fees of 50,327.50F and a repairer of 50,000F; this brought the total to a

significantly higher amount of 421,327.50F. With al1 the Russian funds available, the
uncovered balance was still365,OOOF. Even if a mortgage was obtained, they would still
require 207,500 F before the end of the year. Kullman further wamed Mott that it was
unlikely that the Russians would be able to negotiate a mortgage due to their lack of
collateral, and their inability to guarantee a regular income from other sources.

He

expected, therefore, that the full 365,000F would smehow have to be raised by other

lS2

Gustave G. Kullman [Paris], ktter ta John R. Mdt [Loridon]. 4 August 1924. Paul 6.
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means. As the h n c was cunently valued at 20F to the American dollar, Mott's original

prornised gift would only mver 100,000F of the total required sum, leaving 265,000 F (or
13,250 US dollars), still to be paid.lB

Such news was l e s than pleasing to the YMCA leadership which had already
exhausted its intended hinds for the Russian division with the cost of the move to Pans.
Few of the leaders in New York were prepared to foot this additional expenditure for what

they considemd to be a poody conducted and ill-prepared venture.

However, the

Russians were not about to accept failure. Their first move, after contacthg Mott, was to

set up a funding cornmittee directed by Prince B.A. Vassilchikoff.'"

A plea for fun&

was delivered in every sermon conducted in the Russian Orthodox churches around
Europe, and a special donation office was set-up on the new prernises.

Slowly the

necessary money began to corne in as destitute émigrés gave money they could il1 afford.
Some donated jewellery which they had managed to conceal in their escape frorn Russia.
The personal sacrifices were immense as these impoverished individuals managed to
collect over 100,000 francs.'55

'"
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'" The cornmiltee clwrsisted of: Archimandrite John. Archpriest Nikolai Sacharoff. Archpriest
G. Spassky. Archpriest, S. Buigakoff, Prince G.N. Troubetskoy. M.M. Ossorgin, Prince BA.
Vassilchikd (head), Count A. K. Chreptovitch-Bouteneff,N.T. Kashtanoff, PA. Vachrusheff, B.P.
Gleboff, E.P. Kovakvsky, I.P. DemM. Professor A.V. Kartasheff, S.S. Bezobrazoff, V.V.
Zenkovsky, LN. Liperovsky, KA. Zamen, I.V. Nikanoroff, TA. Arnetistoff (as secretary).
Metropolitan Eubgius was tluiar head of the committee and the two YMCA secretades, G.G.
Kullmann and Paul Anderson were horiourary members- Doria# A. Lowrie. Saint Seraius in Paris:
The Orthodox Thdoaical Institut8 (London: S.P,C.K.. 1954) 8-9.
lS5

towrie, Saint Seraius in Paris 10. Whik sums did c m in from Anglican sources, the
regular sacrificial donations from the ernigres were the bread and butter of the institute. Paul B.
Anderson, Russian Sein Europe: Annual RemR. June. 1924 June. 1925, Paul B. Anderson
Papers, University ofIllinois at Urbana Champaign. Box 5: 2-3.
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Although Mott coufd not obtain any additional monies from the YMCA or its

affiliated organizations, he did contribute in the cal1 for funding. At his behest, the
Swedish philanthropist, E . 1 Nobel, donated 40,000F to the enterprise. Another large
gant came from a successful émigrés businessman in London, A.K. Oushkov, who

donated 100 pounds sterling.

Nevertheless, the due date in November was fast

approaching, and the total funds mllected were still far short of the needed amount. Four
days beforethe final accounting, an act occuned which both the Russians and the YMCA
could only attribute to divine providence. A Jewish philanthropist in Paris, M.A. Ginsburg,
came to the cornmittee office saying that he had heard about their plight. "How much

more did they need?" He inquired. As they told him of the large sum so desperately
required, he simply took out a cheque book and made over the surn of 100,000F for the
~ c a d e m y . 'They
~
were now able to pay their debt and the Mure Thedogical Academy

was at last the proud possession of the Russian Orthodox Church in emigration.
They decided to cal1 the Academy, St. Sergius, and the school opened its doors
before 1924 ended. It had 17 students in 1924125 out of some 70 applicants.ln The
Church was repaired and consecrated in a massive celebration on March 1, 1925.'"
At the consecration, Mettopditan Eulogius delivered the following sennon:

Five hundred years ago St Sergius built his monastery in the heart of an
impenetrableforest. We are setting up this cloister in the midst of a noisy city, the
heart of a world civilization...But does not this culture, which long since grew away
ftom its Christian foundations, represent a desert more savage and fruitfess than
was that of St Sergius?... And how Iwish that this place shwld become a wannly-

Lowrie, Saint Seraius in Paris 10.

-
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'- The interior decorabion of the church waf paid for by Grand Ouchess Maria Pavbvna, and
painted by the art& O.S. Steletsky. Lamie, Saint Seraius in Paris 13.

Iighted centre of orthodoxy, that Russian Orthodox people, their souk wom and
tom by past experiences, should tur.3 here as once, affiicted by the Tartar yoke,
oui forefathers repaired to the monastery of St Sergius to receive cornfort and
spiritual strength for the battle of life...A nd more, I hope that our foreign ftiends,
representatives of Western Christianity, may also find the way to this
shrine...Rememberwhat a significant pan of the means for this holy enterprise was
given by fmigners. We must show them the beauty of orthodoxy; may this
church be a place of brotherly intercommunion and the rapprochement of al1
Chri~tians..'~
With continued fund-raising activities, by the end of 1925 it had debt-free ownership of its

property, and was even able to cover in advance fout months' expenses for the school,
and still leave a balance in the trea~ury.'~
The unity and personal sacAces involved
in the donation process irnpressed even liberals and atheists about the still current need
for the Church and its possible vitality in the emigration: "Russians are realizing that their
unity abroad and their best expression of loyaity to Russia must find ground in spiritual
rather than in political. social or economic structures.'"

Metropolitan Eulogius formally

commended the work of the RSCM, St. Sergius, and the Religious-PhilosophicalAcademy
in furthering this trend in his formal report of May 31, 1926.

The ongoing providence for St. Sergius Thedogical Academy was provided by a
windfall from America. In 1926 John O. Rockefeller Jr. at the urging of Mott, Colton, and
other interested YMCA representatives, agreed to provided rnoney for a fund '70
Strengthen and Enrich the Russian Orthodox Church." This amounted to the sum of
$66,932.50 to be spread over six years in diminishing funds each year.

'59
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It encourages new undertakings, yet makes necessary the further discovery and
enlistment of financial support to bn'ng them to maturity and stability. Projecl
would thus prove their worth and timelessness.
Edgar MacNaughton directed the fund's distribution with assistance from Colton and
Anderson conducting continual dialogues with Rockefeller's personal almoner, Raymond

8.Fosdick and the Russian Orthodox professors at St. Sergius. WRh such a large
subsidy for their continued devefopment, the Thedogical Academy was able to become

"the spiritual powerhouse of the Russian Church in Emigrati~n."~
Having experienced already the trauma associated with having insufficient funds,
the Russian émigrés involved with St. Sergius were detennined to maintain a surplus
budget.

They were further encouraged in this by the YMCA Russian division's

cornmitment to fiscal responsibility and seff-sufficiency.

Thus, in a joint effort,

MacNaughton and the administrators at St. Sergius used a portion to the Rockefeller fund
to derive more permanent sources of money. Regular charities for the Academy were set

up among the Russian emigration, among French and foreign cirdes in Pans, and from

the Anglican Church in England. Simultanewsly, Coiton developed a similar fund in
Arnerica:

Unitedly we established financially supporting groups in Boston, New York,
Philadelphiaand Washington. "The Living Church," published in Milwaukee, organ
of the High persuasion, cam'ed a Mott-signed article I ghosted on the Academy,
its importance and needda
To aid this endeavour Lev Zander, a young Professor at the Academy, was sent to the
United States to tour Episcopal centres; he prepared the wayfor Father Serge Bulgakov's

'"
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visit and appearance before the General Convention.

As a result, St. Sergius was placed

on standing benevuiences Iist of the Episcopalian chunh.lu
At the end of his sentice with the YMCA in 1961, Colton assessed the legacy of

the ongoing Thedogical lnstitute in Paris:
A steady product of graduate students increasingly supplies the Russian priestly
offices outside the U.S.S.R., many in satellite states. Two-thirds of the student
body have entered from other Eastern Churches. The high level of scholarship
maintained has special timeliness today in the challenge Religion meets
everywhere under the pressures of rnaterialism and secularity. The Fund made
grants for the entrance of particularly qualified students. Some have gone on with
outside schdarship grants to Arnerica and British schods. In short, the Acaderny
affords thedogical professors and schdarly priests the seat for creative thinking.
It works for the presewation and continuity of values in the thought, tradition, life
and service of the Russian Church in the p e n d of severe trial and readjustment.
In recognition of their scholady worth and coilaboration, the Acaderny later
confened Doctorate degrees on Mott, Paul Anderson and Donald ~owrie.'"
It fulfilled its task of preseWng Russian Orthodoxy outside of Russia to such an admirable
extent, that before World War Two its program was copied in such couritries as Greece
and the United States. Through St. Sergius, the original culture and tenets of Russian
Orthodoxy as defined by the Great Sobor S U M ~ Vand
~ ~ were extended in the emigration.

The Orthodox Church Schiam
The heroic establishment of St. Sergius marked the height of unRy within the
Russian OHhodox Church in the emigration. Som after its inauguration, however, old
tensions within the Church reassertedtheir predominance upon the émigrés' spiritual life.
These conflicts had a complex history. The Great Sobor of 1917-18 had reestablished

the Patnarchate as supieme authofity of the entire Russian Orthdox Church, and Tikhon

'@After Wor#
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had been elected to this position. Wth the ensuing Bolshevik persecution of the Church,
however, and the massive ernigration of RussianOrthodox believers to Europe, it became

necessary to appoint a prelate who could coordinate Church life outside of Russia. This
was duly performed in the Patriarchal ukaz 423 dated April 8, 1921 which appointed
Eulogius, Archbishop of the Sees Vdynis and Z i i r , to the additional position of leader
of al1 Russian Orthodox in the Western world pending the restoration of free

communication between Russia and the outside.'=

The ukaz was received and

confirmed by the Supreme Church Administration, then residing in Berlin and under
presidency of Metropditan Anthony Khrapovitzky on April 15, 1921.
However, Eulogius' suprerne authority over al1 churches in the West was
irnmediately challenged by Father Srnimm in Paris. He pointed out that the Patriarchal

ukaz could be interpreted to mean that Eulogius' first responsibility was still to his Sees
Volynia and Zitornir (in Russia), and that any decisims relating to the Chorches outside
Russia shoufd be made only with the full agreement of the Supreme Church
Administration as a check to Eulogius' power. The reason behind this contention was
political: m i l e Eulogius was a staunch supporter of the new tenets developed at the
Sobor, the Suprerne Church Administration was controlled by clerics from the Karlovci
Synod in Bulgaria who still believed that the Tsar could be the only true leader of the
Church; they were largely reactionaries and monarchists who supported restoration on
any ternis.
Eulogius unwittingly contributeci to the conflict by refusing to challenge the
assertions by Smimov and the Karlovci Synod. He was a new emigrant to Europe, and
did not wish to begin his wcxk by irnmediately antagonising a potentially powerhrl group

Paul 6.Anderson. abituary: Metropditari Eukgius,' The Sîavonic Review 25 (1 947): 564.
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of the Church leadership. Perhaps in order to dernoristrate his willingness to work with
these émigrés, he even attended the radical monarchist and White anny assemblies held
in Gerrnany that year, and proffered the hdy grace over their meetings.'=

It was not

long, however, befwe the group abused his conciliatory nature. In November 1921, a

meeting of Supreme Church Administration voted to send a public protest to Geneva
against the Bolshevik regime. Eulogius immediately objected because such an act was
too pofitical and it might jeopardize the Church in Russia. The Administration ignored his
order in a deliberate revolt against his auttiority, and launched the protest. Eulogius was

proved correct almost at once. The Bdsheviks had been preparing their case against the
prelates of the Orthodox Church and, upon leaming of the protest document, they used
this as the major charge against both Patriarch Tikhon and Bishop Benjamin for counterrevolutionary acts in the trials of 1922. AWiough Tikhon escaped with only house arrest,
Bishop 8enjamin lost his life by hanging partially due to the mistake of the Supreme
Church Administration in the emigration.

Realizing the terrible emor which he had made, Patnarch Tikhon issued a new
ukaz on June 5, 1922 which cleared Eulogius from his responsibility to the Sees in

Russia, and commanded "the Supreme Church Administration to be abolished, retaining
temporarily the administration of the Russian parishes abroad in the hands of Your Grace
[Eul~gius]."'~Eulogius had ako been raised to the ank of Metropditan by the ukaz
of January 30, 1922. There now could be no misunderstanding that Eulogius alone
commanded the Church outside of Russia.

lm
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Again, however, Eulogius was reluctant to act expediently. He postponed the
fulfilment of the last ukaz of June, 1922 until verification could be received frorn Patriarch
Tikhon and the central Church assembly in Russia. This delay allowed the Supreme
Church Administration time to consdidate their authority throughout parishes in the

Balkan region.

Thereafter, Metropolitan Eulogius could only exert his powers over

Northern and Western Europe and over the North Amen'can parishes. In order for his
decisions to be accepted in the Balkans, they would have to be seconded by the new
leader of the Karlovci Synod, Metropolitan Antony.
For a few years the situation remained fairly stable as al1 the Orthodox prelates
st~ggied
to stabilize their Churches in the emigration. However, trouble again began to
brew when St. Sergius Theological Academy was established in Paris. Cornpletely
directed under the auspices of Metropditan Eulogius, the Karlovci Synod regarded its
completion as an insuit, and a threat to the extension of their influence. In 1925, Patriarch
Tikhon died in Mosww and the Russian Orthodox Church was left without a supreme
authority. As the synud in Russia struggled to reorganize itself after the deprivations of

the Bolsheviks and this final blow, it could provide no direction for the Churches outside
of Russia. Eulogius was now in a tenuws situation as he had been appointed to his p s t
by the Patriarch Tikhon. Wth the Ioss of that moral authority, it was only a matter of time

before the Karlovci Synod extended its daims. The YMCA was aware of the problem and
agreed with Eulogius that, "Incteased rivalry would be unfortunate both because of

personalities and because of the bad effect of any evidence of dissension in the
ch~rch."'~~

'" There are alremdy evidences that the Metropditan Anthony will seek to capitaiiie on the
present lack of Patriarch's authority to aggiandize his position in Europe: Paul 6.Anderson,
Russian Service in Euro~e:Annual RerioR. June. 1924 June. 1925, Paul 8. Anderson Papers.
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Not only did Tikhon's death facilitate challenges from the Metropolitan Anthony of
the Karlovci synod, but it also left the Orthodox Church more vulnerable to Catholic
advances and erosion. Monsignor dYHerbignyof the Catholic Oriental institute in Rome
published a tract "After the Death of the Patfiarch" early in 1926 which reviewed the
Orthodox situation in emigration including St. Sergius, and noted the favourable climate,
now, for Catholic advance.

"ln Belgium and France priests have been actively

proselytising,.." The only hddouts were some Gennan Catholics especialty the
Benedictine monks, who "are seeing the values to [bel brwght into the Roman from the
Eastern Church" and swght not to recruit Orthodox believers, but only to understand their
faith.lm
The Karlovci Synod also began its attack in 1926, and it aimed at the most
vulnerable aspects of Eulogius' leadership. Sending their priests out to rneet with the
delegates of the RSCM, the Karlovci group preached against continued involvement with
the YMCA. They had prepared this onslaught very carefully: Russians in the emigration
were conditioned to respmd negatively to two groups

- the Jews and the

Masons

-

because they almost unanirnously characterized the Bdshevik Revolution as a JudeoMasonic plot. Any person or organization that could be tainted with such a connection
would immediately be shunned by the émigre population as a whole.
The YMCA was a perfect scapegoat.

As a foreign, American, and largely

Protestant organization, it coutd be assumed that few Russians were wmpletely familiar
with its policies or constitution. A legacy of Russian p r e j ~
-:cestereotyped Americans as

almost universal Masons, and it shwld not be difficuk to establish some connection with

University of Illinois at Urbana Champaign, Box 5: 3.
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Jews. Moreover, the brief tenure of the YMCA in Bolshevik-controlled Russia with their

service among the a m y in 1918 and the Hecker scanda1 was enough to prove that they
were "secret Communists." Finally, the American symbd for the YMCA, the Red Triangle,
could easily be used as evidence that they were Masons (the Triangle) and Communists
(~ed)."' Al! that remained was the production of sufficient propaganda which could
inform the Russian emigration that the YMCA was invoived in an international plot to

destroy the Orthodox Church be it for the cause of Masonry, Judaisrn, Protestantism, or
Cornmunism.

Once the YMCA was so tainted, then the Karlovci Synod could easily destroy their
Russian Orthodox cornpetitors. The RSCM coufd be brought under Karlovci jurisdictim

and freed from their cmnection to the YMCA, and those who resisted could be labelled
collaborators and secret agents. Eulogius wwld be usurped on the basis of his close
ties with Mott, and his acceptance of YMCA funds for St. Sergius. Most of all, they could
roll-back the increasing influence of the religious intelfectuals centred at the ReligiousPhilosophical Academy and St. Sergius by demonstrating their financial and personal ties
to the YMCA. Father Sergei Bulgakov, Semen Frank, and Nikdai Berdyaev were the main
enernies of the Karlovci Synod because their message of universal, personal, and spiritual
Christianity, of acceptance and tderance, directty contradicted the Synod's quest for
power, hierarchy, and the restoration of Russia's great imperial destiny.ln
The Karlovci Synod had launched a tentative attack in the émigré monarchist
journal the Double-Headed Eaole at the end of 1924 in order to assess their enemy's

"l
Ralph W. Hdlinger, letter to Gusbve G. Kullman 1st. C W ] , 12 December 1924. Paul B.
Anderson Papem. University of Illinois at Urbana Champaigri, Box 8: 1.

ln
Nikoiai Berdyaev, mernorandum. 27 December 1926, Paul 6. Anderson papers, University
of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Box 3: 14.
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ability to counter their effort. The YMCA took immediate note, and with some chagrin
realized that the war over opinion would not be easily won. Not only were many of the
facts correct, despite gross misrepresentation, but also they would have to be careful not
to offend Americans as they defended themselves to the Russians. On December 12,
1924 Ralph Hollinger contacted Kullman to advise him to proceed with extreme caution.

They should not offer any dacurnentary evidence to reMe the Karlovci daims, because

this wouid just provide further ammunition for their warped representations. Instead they
should calmly answer the assertions, point by point, and let their reputation among the
emigration do its wo*: "...the charges are not sufficiently weti-grounded to be worthy of
such a careful reply"'".
Regarding the c i a h that the YMCA was actively working to support Judaism,
Hollinger cautioned Kullman against making any violent protestation.
I do not feel justified, however, in putting into such a serni-format statement al1that
you say, which is a rather strong arraignment of the Jewish nation. I might agree
with you personally, and might make such a statement in conversation with a
Russian, but I should hesitate to put it into writing?

While he loathed anti-Sernitism and agreed with Kullman that the Karlovci Synod was
acting in a despicable manner, he was afraid that certain elements among the YMCA in
the United States would react badly to any public statement that their organization
accepted the Jewish religion as such.

Kullman was wamed to remember that the

American YMCA was fundamentally Christian; it did not allow Jews to sit on any decisionmaking boards, and was actively committed to furthering the cause of Christianity
worldwide.

ln
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As far as the issue of the YMCA's relationship to the Masons was concerned,

Hollinger felt obliged to offer Kullman a few home-tmths about the situation in America.
ff we should include in a statement fike this what you Say about the Masons, we
should have to spend the rest of our lives answering criticisms of out article which
would come from the United States and some countries in Europe; in the second
place, I do not feel so strongly about the evil influence of Masonic societies as you
do. There are a number of prominent Masoris ammg my best friends in the
secretaryship.lX
Quite simply, Freemasonry was not widely viewed in a negative manner in the United
States. Nearly every small town in the country had its Masonic Hall which acted as a
social centre as well as a place for furthering the Masonic ideals. Lacking either the
Catholic or the Oid Wocld paranoïa about the "plots" of Masons, many Americans
generally looked upon the order with respect. For this reason, the YMCA would have to
handle the Karlovci attacks with the simple assertion that the Association was not directly
allegiant to nor contrdled by the Masons.
Having been able to assess the m o u r y of their opponents, the Karlovci Synod
moved to spread its propaganda among the RSCM. Here they were most successful
among the groups in the Balkans and in Czechoslovakia. They did establish enough
legitimacy that, at the general meeting of the RSCM in 1926, a proposal was brought forth
to end any further contact or sponsorship from the YMCA. Furtherrnore, this group at the
conference proposeci that the RSCM be placed under the complete jurisdiction of the
Karfovci Synod, and divest themsehres of their allegiance to Metropolitan Eulogius.'"
A quick defense was prepared, led by Nikolai Berdyaev and the Professors of the
Religious-PhilosophicalAcademy, and by Vladimir Zenkovsky. They counselledthe YMCA

ln
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to stay well-divorced from the entire situation, and to make no protestation. Rather, they
would handle it in a perfectly Russian manner. After rnuch deliberation, the YMCA
temporarily agreed. At that RSCM general assembly, Zenkovsky (President of the RSCM),
presented a paper unveiling the complete illegitirnacy of the Karlovci Synod.ln

This

was then seconded by Nikoiai Berdyaev who brought compelling evidence with him of
persona1 communicatioris from the f m e r Patriarch Tikhon which validated Eulogius'
p ~ s l o n . " ~In conclusion. the Metropoiitan Eulogius, himself. appeared with a message
not of anger, but of conciliation and forgiveness. The resuit was an ovenhelming vote
in confidence of Eufogius and the YMCA, and the decision to completely divest the RSCM

:rom any further dealings with the Karlovci ~ynod.'" Those students hom Bulgaria who
held allegiance to Karlovci left the conference in dismay.
The schism which had just occurred within the RSCM was soon to be repeated

arnong the general Russian Orthodox population. Outraged at the faiiure of the plan to
takeover the RSCM, the Karlovci Synod sent a delegation to Eulogius in 1927 demanding
that they be given supreme authority over the Balkans, the Far East and America. When
Eulogius refused to allow such an extension, they respmded by clairning authority over
al1 Russians in Western Europe and appointed Metropditan Seraphim (the former

ln
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Archbishop of Finland) new head of Church outside Russia in a direct challenge to
~ulogius.'"

On July 27, 1927 the Kariovci Synod was declared iltegitimate by Eulogius, and
the Russian Orthodox were told to cease attending any sewices conducted by its priests.
This ban, however, did not stop the Kariovci; instead they declared themselves the true
Russian Orthodox Church (albeit under no patriarchal authority), and continued their

operations throughout Europe. The Church had thus broken. Individual émigrés were
forced to choose under who's authority they would place their spiritual well-being.
Although the mass rnajority gave their allegiance to Metropolitan Eulogius, a large
percentage, even in his centre of strength in Pans, chose in favour of the Karlovci Synod60th the Russian Orthodox Church and the cause of the YMCA were weakened by this
unbreachable division.
The schism changed YMCA pdicy toward the emigration. They had hoped that

initiatives such as the RSCM would soon be able to be seif-directing and self-supporting
allowing them to divest themselves of the burden of assistance. However, this evidence
of the still strong resentmenttowards the YMCA and its beliefs proved that there remained
much work to be done. As a consequence, in 1928 the Russian Office detennined that
it could not begin to withdraw its service to the Russian 6migrés for an indefinite period

of time. Kullman spoke for the Russian division headquarters in presenting this decision
to the International Section of the YMCA.
There is a deep and almost uneradicable suspicion against the 'Wrmn- YMCA.
Russian society has no ground under its feet. It is poor and atornized by factional
strife and pditical passion. While Russian society has been slowiy educated to
bear a modest share of the burden of "more obvious" features of our work, like

Coiton. Manuscript f o l Revised Fortv YBEVSwith Russians 118.

boys and girls work especially, there is littfe chance to get thern to take financial
responsibility.. ."'8'
Fuithemore, he proffered the opinion that the YMCA would lose everything they had
already gained in their Russian work if they were to abandon it at this tirne. And if they
left, he personally believed that the émigrés would soon degenerate into divided,

hopeless and bitter parochial centres which would be ripe for any authoritarian
propaganda.
Let me put my personal conviction
quite plainly before you. Ultirnately success
or failure of the YMCA rnovement in Orthodox lands depends from its spirituai
policy and from it only. Content and methods of work are "obvious and desired.
To put it bluntly: can Orthodox youth have this content and these methods, and
with it, not merely remain Orthodox but b e r n e better and deeper Orthodox. If
the YMCA is not rnerely a very handy social sewice institution suggesting new
ways of physical work, new ways of the use of leisure time, new ways for "second
chance" education, if the YMCA is first and forernost a religiws rnovement of
youth and a movernent of religious education can it then be an Orthodox youth
movernent with tmly Orthodox mligiws education?
The difficulties of fomiing a Russian YMCA in the emigration are not due
to difficufties "in essentials", namely the spiritual pdicy, but to difficulties inherent
to the entirely a b n m a l and "unsoundnsituation of the Russians abroad. Neurotic
over-suspicion against the "EEMKAH", poverty, morbid atomization and factional
strife, pditical and religious these are the passing circurnstances leading our work
in the emigration to take other Iines...We are more a movement and less a social
welfare institution than any other work started by the American Y in Europe, we
are one of the most indigenous, if not the mat, we are better rooted in the
spiritual tradition of the country we serve, the group of paid secretaries and
volunteer leaders ernerging from our work can be compared favourably with any
other g r w p in Europe. Few movernent[s) have the spiritual and cultural prestige
we have.
We have forrned the European Cwncil of Student Movement, because we
are the one oecumenic and irenic religiaus force able to bind new religious life
throughout Europe. It so happens that the Russian Movement secretary becomes
the only Federation agent wanted in the Scandinavian countries. This al1 is not
due to personal merit but to the kind of religiws reality we stand for. Zenkovsky
and Pianoff make a gmat contribution at the Hdland meeting of the Y-Worlds
Alliance. Zenkovsky, Pianoff and Vychesavtzeff are likely to share the meetings
of the Execuüve in Geneva in November. There is today, after some of the radical

la'
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measures of July 27th, 1927, more willingness to work closely with the YMCA
forces gathered in Europe than perhaps ever before.lg
On October 30,1928, E.T. Cdton responded for the InternationalSection expressing their
general agreement with the findings of the Russian division. He accepted the need for
continued work, but wondered if it could not be transfmed into more practical
undertakings which would appeal better to their American backers.
Regarding the spiritual content of the Russian Mollement, my single concern has
been whether it has been broad enough to bring in more than what might be
called one school. As you know, the Russians in America quite generally interpret
it as too "other-worldly" and its leaders as ultra-philasophical, this being reflected
more in the literature than elsewhere. However, I do not seriously question the
main strategy which I understand has been to insure first of al1 a vital group
sufficiently homogenews to work together... In the generation of their foreign
relationships and semecethey have not contrïbuted to hospitals or Church bodies
or Young People's Societies of Christian Endeavour, and if after the Russians
reconstructive period is over they should find what they are cooperating with the
Russians is sornething apart f r m what they know as the "Brotherhood", either
their ardor will cool or there will have to be a process of education toward their
cooperating with it going counter to the philosophy of the Foreign work in its
whole history?
Despite this caution, and indeed prophecy of what was to corne during and after World
War Two, the International Section did agree to continue supporting the operations of the
Russian division.
Wtiile acknowledging the natural hurnan tendency to exaggerate the importance
of one's own work, it does appear that the Russian Division was completely correct in its
judgement of the émigrés' capability for self-organization. Their Russian work may not
have seemed practical or in accordance with the usual tasks of Overseas Division offices;
nevertheless it was the only effective course which could be taken with the Russian

Gustave G. Kullman, letter to Ethan 1.Colton, 3 October 1928, Paul 8. Anderson Papers.
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emigratim. As Paul Anderson explained in 1926, the YMCA had to restrain itseff frorn
starting its own programs until they won the trust of the general emigration, and this could
only be done through Eulogius' Church.
The Association's task willthergfore be not only to bring young men into the
Church, but to aid the Church, with methods, advice and general collaboration,
in its own efforts at winning young men. Mare than in any other situation, the
Association must consider means of making the Church attractive to young men
and as effective in its program as it is inerrant in its Truth.'"

This was not an easy, nor a rapid process. It involved the establishment of personal
contacts and friendships, mtinued, repeated proof of the YMCA's honourable intentions
and commitment to non-intervention in Orthodox life.
What the Russian division had learnedthrough their discussions with the Orthodox
leaders, and especially with the religious intellectuals like Berdyaev, Butgakov, and
Vysheslavtsev, was that the "other-worldly stufl" was in fact the Russian's basic beliefs.
No other element wuld appeal to them like spiritual work: money, charity, sports, and
material goods either meant little to them or caused immediate suspicion that they were
being "bought". It was this very realizatim which had allowed Berdyaev and his fellow
religious thinkers to have such success in Bdshevik Russia. In justifying this to the
American leadership, Anderson made the tentative claim,
An answer is not easy, yet the attention at present given in the Soviet press to
ideas created and circulateci among emigrants, and the fact that dealings with the
emigrants is often rated as a criminal offense in Soviet law courts, must mean that
what is done abroad has an influence in Russia.lBS
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Thus, even in the emigration, the religious thinkers were still having an impact on their
people at home. While individuals and political rnovements could be stopped, even the
Bolsheviks were finding it impossible to prevent the penetration of spirituality. The YMCA
would either join this endeavour, or it might as well give up entirely on Russia and retum
to isolation in the United States. Simply put, they had to accept Russian methods if they
wanted to influence Russian people.

Put'
This battle had already b e n fwght between the Russians and the YMCA over the
establishment of St.Sergius and over one other endeavour - the creation of a Russianlanguage, religious-philosophicaljournal. 60th times the Russians were able to get their
way accepted by the Arnericans with the help of the Russian Division Secretanes, and the
always concerned attention of Dr. Mott. They would continue to do so until the start of
Wodd War Two.

Dr. Mott had already suggested the journal in his meeting with Bryant Ryall in
Berlin in April, 1924. Once this was put to the Russian professors at the ReligiousPhilosophical Acaderny, they enthusiastically endorsed the proposal. Arrangements were
made for a meeting between Nikdai Berdyaev and Dr. Mott by Paul Anderson and

Kullman to take place in Switzerland at the end of that year. In an awùward incident, the
parties amved only to find that Berdyaev was k i n g detained by the Swiss authorities at
the border near Bem; new Swiss pdicy denied entrance of any Russian bearing a Nansen

passport unless they could prwe that they had employment in Switzerland. Accordingly,
Mott adjusted to the situation and took himself, Anderson and Lowrie out to meet
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Berdyaev in the nearby French tom. There, at a small cafe, they drew up the plans for
a Russian Orthodox religious-philosophical journal.

Having estabfished the program, the concret8 details were hammered out in a
series of conferences at the Russian division headquarters in Paris. The first meeting was
held on October 6, 1924 and included Anderson, Kullman, Berdyaev and Vysheslavtsev;
Anderson acted as chairman. After recapping the history of the initiative, Anderson
proposed that the aim of periodical should be to "play a vital part in the development of
A sub-goal should be working to increase collaboration
Russian religious th~ught."'~
benNeen Christian East and West, but the major emphasis must remain on Russian
religious problems. Berdyaev concumd and warned further of the danger of falling into
a "nanow, professional thedogical journal": he was less womed about international

character than about subject matter.
Yet more, true to Orthodox tradition, it must keep a standing chronicle of al1
significant religious developments in the Western wodd, Protestant and Cathdic.
tts attitude towards other spheres of life (art, science, philosophy, education, law
and the state, political economy) must be one which tries to permit and integrate
al1 thinking and al1 activity within these spheres into a tmly Christian way of living.
He emphasized that it should be readable by "the broad masses of educated Russians,

especially young uss si ans...,"^' and he saw it as an opportunity to regenerate and
broaden Russian religious thought.
Regarding leadership and the nascent pditical stance of the journal, al1 agreed
that they should oppose the "still prevailing 'ancien regime' relgiousity" [Karlovci], in
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favour of the rejuvenating tenancies begun with the Revolution and the Great Sobor.
Berdyaev noted that the RSCM was already expanding this tendency among the émigré
intelligentsia. He also explained that a nucleus existed from which further promotion
could be launched: Those former members of the Vladimir Sdoviev Society and related
associations who were now almost entirely congregated in the emigration. Vysheslavtsev
gave his cornplete support to Berdyaev,

The Russian youth stniggles wïîh the problems of the State, the War, the
Revolution, the class-war and the great spiritual crisis of our days. It wants a
really Christian re-thinking of al1 these relationships. It has a deep sense for the
crisis and tums naturally for help to the christian religion and to those wtio can
creatively interpret the message of Christ in ternis of the present historical
situation. The task of the Journal is to answer this challenge to help.
Kullman was then charged with presenting the suggested format of the journal. It should,
he asserted, contain four sections: 1. A stmg, mystical editorial, 2. Essays of deep
evaluation and explanation of Russian religiws thought, 3. Comments on the symbolic
meaning of different rites and rituals, 4. "A constant chronicle of developments in the
Protestant and Catholic ~ o r l d . " ' This
~ was unanimously agreed upon, and a proposal
for the editorial and administration board was tabled and passed.

Kullrnan was

suggested as assistant editor from the beginning.
On November 14, 1924 the group met again to discuss a complaint from Colton
that had arisen with regards to the administration board. They decided that the journal
should be published under the auspices of the Religiws-Philosophical Academy: this
would not their hide relationship with YMCA, but it would not state it directly either; it
would also Save them the legal problems of setting up a new organization. Due to the
lack of time, they cut the meeting short and agreed to meet at Berdyaev's hwse in

'*
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Clamart on November 28,1924 to decide upon the name, the content of the first number,
the date of issue, prke and circ~lation.'~

The agreed name for the journal was "Put"' (the way). This was chosen because
it had special meaning to the religious thinkers who would contribute to the endeavour,

and because it would be immediately recognizable to the émigré population at large. fn
Russia, the first religious-philosophical journal had been called Nom* put'; the circular
publication and publishing house for the Vladimir Sdoviev Society in Moscow had ais0
been called "Put"'. Once al1 the fomial details had been arranged, Anderson and Kullman
sent off an amended repoR to Colton and the International Division explaining their
intentions. However, despite the fat3 that Mott had suggested the idea and agreed with
Anderson, Kullman and Berdyaev regarding its implementation, Colton had his own ideas
about the propœed journal. He had already m e n these to Anderson even before the
meeting with Mott and the f m a l drafting of the proposal in Paris: on August 9, 1924,

Colton had suggested strongly that,
If this publication is to be most useful in its exchange between the Communions,
then there must be on the Editorial Board and outstanding scholar of the western
Churches - first to direct the Board to the sources of the best Protestant material
i e;
and second to commend to th8 Western Churches the
for use in the magazn
material that appears fiom the Eastern Churches.'"
Coiton had even g m e so far as to suggest that the editocial board should include a nonconformist and an Anglican representative, and he proposed Dr. David Cairns for the
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former. Furthemore, ise had insisted that the preparation be gradua1 and complete in
order that he would have a detailed presentation to pass before their sponsors.
Therefore, when Coiton receivedthe albeit well-drafted and complete proposal, but
one which insisted that the journal be an entirely Russian undertaking, he was appalled,
He immediately wrote a vehement and devastating critique to Anderson and Kullrnan

accusing them of being manipulated by the Russians. Anderson and Kullrnan wrote back
separately, using their letters to provide independent expressions of their individual
reasons for choosing this course for W.
Anderson's letter was dispatched on February 6, 1925. In it he endeavoured to
answer Cofton's most immediate concems: He argued that he and Kullman had not
supported the proposai because they had b e n influenced or forced by the two Russians.
He asserted that America had much to offer to the Russian religious situation, but would

do best by "carefully yet constantly seeking to create a demand for our aid," rather than
by "direct actions or in Russo-American union^."'^ He gave the example of the

Correspondence school which had consistently resisted religious courses on the excuse
of no text books. Yet only three weeks ago Vysheslavtsev had said that the Russians

were now going to offer lntroductim to the Studv of Christian& because they,
themselves, had found appropriate literature in the YMCA press stocks.
counselled the same approach to

W. Let

He thus

the Russians direct it and frame it

independently and soon they would be pursuing exactly the ends that the Americans
wanted.

19'
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I believe that the journal...will soon be absorbing as much AngloSaxon material
as its readers will take. From then on it will be a further process of education,
which will be aided by the Press and Cor. Schd.

Anderson then went on to explain the delicate nuances of his behaviour:
In this journal business, we have a great opportunity. The public is ready for a
journal, and is wanting one that will satisfy, not disturb. It is not underhanded
pdicy, but modem teaching method, I believe, to win y w r public first, then to
work on 'em. If we can have canesponding editions in Arnerica and England to
keep us supptied with interesting (to Russians) things, the local editorial stâff will
try to do their part. While l $hall hdd no official p i t i o n on the journal, yet it will
be nin on Press funds and thrwgh w r apparatus, so I hope for ample occasion
to push things in the direction we both wish to r n o d q 2
With Anderson doing the careful appeal to Coiton's naturally consensus-uriented

character, Kullrnan was left to provide the emotion and the spiritual persuasion.lOl While
l e s practically appealing than Anderson's letter, it did senm to soothe Colton's ego, and

make him more amenable to the situation.

On March 11, 1925. after a lengthy wait, Colton responded to the two SecretarÏes
by granting an affirmative answer to their program. He still stood by his reservations, but
he was prepared to accept the advice of the Russian Bureau. In accordance with his

middleman position between the YMCA leadership in New York and the Russian division,
he urged them to offer saine recorrciliation of the varying points of view. He commended

Kullrnan for representing the opinion of the Russian 6migrés in such clear and
sympathetic light, but wamed him that Arnericans wwld perceive their feelings of
alienation in a very negative way. First, the Arnericans expected unconditional gratitude
from the Russians because "no body of Chnstians, whom I know, outside the Russian
Church is dispased to help perpetuatethe latter in quite the form and spirit of the present
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University of Illinois at Urbana Champaign, Box 6: 1 4 .
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time." Second, most American religious representatives regarded the Orthodox Church
as reactionary and anachronistic. This meant that, if the YMCA-Russian collaboration

hoped to solicit help from the more open and tderant American Church people, it must
gain from the Russians clear pro&

that "they are not exclusive, ossified, and with a

closed mind." Always considering the future ramifications, Cdton reminded Kullman that
the YMCA funding was limited in time and amant; the Russians must find means of

popular appeal or they would eventually have no funding. The stakes were high in
Colton's opinion. If the YMCA Russian work faiied, then other Americans would seize the
opportunity to prevail for "a resurgence of proselytuing missionary undertaking in Russia"
and condemn the ORhodox Church to what they believed was a Iongoverdue grave.'Colton then challenged Kullrnan's ready acceptance of these Russians and the
legitimacy of their stated cause. He, personally, found the Berdyaev-Eulogius group
rather rigid, and perhaps even outdated and out-of-twch. ln fact, Coiton said that he had
found much more 7iberality" inside Russia. To defend his position, Coiton refened to an
out-of-context phrase frwn the appeal of Patriarch Tikhon: the greatest service the YMCA
could perfom '%Il be on behalf of the rationalists." What Tikhon envisioned, of course,

was cooperative YMCA-Orthodox work in Russia where the YMCA huts and student work
could bring non-believers back to a certain mceptMty of religious value in life, and then
the Orthodox Church would take them the rest of the way."

In the emigration,

however, the YMCA was not prepared to establish the huge organization which would

'- Ethan T. Coiton, letter to Gustave G. Kullman, 11 March 1925, Paul B. Anderson Papers,
University of Illinois ait Urbana Champaign, Box 6: 1.
Patriarch Tikhon, 7 0 the Ameiican Young Men's Christian Association, 8erlin," trans.
Oonald m i e , 13January 1922, Paul B. A n d e m papetrs, University of Urbana-Champaign,Box
lg5

3.
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facilitate rationdist, sports and academic activiies and a quality of life-style necessary to
encourage non- aelievers towards a more Christian life. Nor did the Orthodox church have
the resources to lead a general education and missionary work movement arnong their
people which could cary them on to full cornmitment.

Therefore, in this situation

compromise had to be made about what the work should be. Coiton attacked the
religious-philosophical grwp for not appealing to or winning over rationaiists (he
suspectedthat their contribution was only mysticalandn
a
lid
ro
c
t

and therefore completely

abhorrent to rationalists). For this reason, he asked, "What does a man like Makarov
think of them and their writing~?"'~
While demonstrating a degree of ignorance about the intriacies of the émigré
comrnunity, Coiton did express a legitimate concem regarding the speeches in the United
States by churchmen (he mentioned StuddeR Kennedy and "A man who visits Russia and
has real weight in making Amencan Religiws opinion whom I cannot name"), who
honestly "expressed the fear that the Soviet Regime would relent in their anti-religious
program too soon

- before the Orthodox Church had the superstition and wickedness

beaten out of it." Fortunately, for Kullman and Anderson (and by extension the Russian
religious philosophers), such attacks were so prejudicedthat Colton relinquishedhis hardline position: "1 have been moved recently to write in defense of the [Orthodox] Church."
Therefore, the raâicals in the United States unwittingly persuadecl Coiton. lnstead of
opposing the original concept of Put), he now only wanted to encourage certain changes,
My contention now is that the time is near at hand when Russian Church Leaders
m'Il be the only mes able, successfully, to defend Orthodoxy in a wodd of
scientific knowledge and social conscience, and they can do this only as they
themselves are giving a spiritual leadership to their people that enables the issues

lgs
Ethan T. Coiton, letter to Gustave G. Kullman, 11 March 1925, Paul B. Anderson Papers.
University of Illinois at U M a Charnpaign, Box 6: 1.

of contemporary life to be met intelligently and triumphantly. I want the Journal
to be an instrument to this ends.lg7
He thus conceded acceptance of the tactics proposed by Kullman and Anderson as long

as it was made clear that the plan will be "hospitable to new ideas and values." Coiton

then venfied that "An interconfessional magazine is not practicable and was never
contemplated by US."'^
His conditions were, therefom, practical rather than editorial. There would be a
Policy Cornmittee for the new review of three frorn the Religious-philosophical Academy
and two from the YMCA, one of whom would serve as secretary.

Moreover, al1

nominations would have to be acceptable to both bodies. He insisted that the YMCA
representatives should be Mott with himself as supplement, and directly appointed
Kullman as the other representative and secretary. With regards to editorial policy, the
Russians would choose their own editor-in-chief, but he would be advised by a council
of two other Russians, one American Church scholar, one British Church scholar (Dean

Walter), and the secretary - Le. Kullman hiniseif. The policy was to be devoted to the
"service of the Russian Orthodox Christians," the publisher would be the ReligiousPhilosophical Academy, and fun& would be granted on a year to year basis with no
future guarantees.
In this way, Coiton hoped to appease both the American leadership of the YMCA
and the demands of the Rwsians led by Berdyaev. He had capitulated on those

demands necessary for gamering a Russian audience while standing fimi upon points -

lg7

Ethan T. Calton, letter to Gustave G. Kullman, 11 March 1925, 2.

'" Ethan T. Coiton, letter to Gustave G. Kultrnan, 11 March l925,2. Coiton's earlier letter (see
note 197) demonstrates that this wss in fact a rnisrepresentation. But as krig as they were al1 in
accordance, nobody need ever know of their earlier disagreement or his personal intentions.
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namely money and overseeing - that the Arnericans insisted upon. As a final panacea to
Kullman he stated:
In the foregoing, while your point of complete autonorny may not be met, it will be
noted that the Russian EdÏtor has veto power on al1 material to appear. We
reserve, in the Committee on Pdicy, a vote and in the editorial council, a voice,
believing, if the caoperatim is to be something more than subsidy, it will be larger
if organized in some way like this?
If Colton's conditions seem rather strict, it must be remembered that he had had his own

intentions rudely tramped upon by the Russians, by the Russian Division Secretaries, and
by Mott himself. Quite understandably, he was feeling rather unappreciated.

Coiton then began irnmediately to sdicit official approval for the endeavour from
the rather consenrative goveming committee of the YMCA. By the end of March, 1925,
he had given a tenrative go-ahead to the Russian Office in Paris, and requested the first

drafts of the magazine, and any other useful material which he could employ in soliciting
support. Colton sent these materiais, along with a personal statement by Berdyaev
regarding the editorial line of the journal, to Mott on March 19, 1925. Mott needed these

to prepare for an imminent meeting with certain Russian scholars with whom he intended
to discuss the proposedjournal, and hopefully, obtain their endorsement and subscription
to it.=
Berdyaev's statement outlined the reasons behind

and, more generally,

behind his support for increased communication between the Russian Orthodox émigrés
and the West:
The Church is not an institution, is not a hierarchy, is not simply a society of
believers. The church is a spiritual organism, the body of Christ; it cannot be

Ethan T. Cdtm, letter to Gustave G. Kullman, 11 March 1925, 3.
Ethan 1.Cotton, preface letter for Berdyaev's staternent to John W. March 1925, Paul
B. Anderson Papers, University of Illinois at Urbana Champaign, Box. 6.

bounded by rationalistic definitions.
freedm are c~rnbined.~'

In the Church, through love, unity and

Berdyaev insisted that, "[tlhe dogmas of the ecumenical councils, the sacrarnents, the
principle of Apostdic Succession - al1 belong to the divine and inerrant, the etemal in the
church." However, he also maintained that this did not mean the Church should be
considered as static (any living organisrn is dynamic), nar had it completed its
development, work, and giowth- He asserted that Christian work within and for th8
Church must continue, and will not be finished, until the "Coming of the Kingdom of God."
He then explained the purpose of the g r w p of &migrés which he himself was a part of:

Russian Religious thought, which is being camed ai in the group now active in
Europe in connedion with the Religiws-PhilasophicalAcademy, the Brotherhood
of St. Sofia, and the proposed religious journal, has always confimed Christian
freedom and creative development, has always condemned the evil and error in
the human side of the c h u r ~ h . ~
He saw signs of progress in their work in the graduai retum of f m e r atheist or agnostic

intellectuals to the Church in these days of the emigration. He asserted that the new task
for the Church was to address, Yhe positive attitude of Christianity to the life of the world
and of mankind, toward culture, toward the social question, toward the creative element

in man." He thus embraœd the YMCA course of action in his own and other Russians'

work; Christian revelation in al1 aspects of life, not sirnply a d ~ d e dlocalized
,
application
of Christian principles, but a unified, comprehensive approach.
In 8erdyaev's opinion, Russian religious philosophy was unique and could have
an important contribution to Western thwght and way of life, "lt has put before Christian
consciousness problems wtiich have significanœ and must be of interest even to Western

"' Nikoiai Berdyaev, Statement on The Russian ChurchI.tram by YMCA Press, March 1925.
Paul B. Anderson Papers, University of Itlinois at Urbana Champaign, BOX6: 2.
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Berdyaev, Statement an The Russian Church.'

3.

~hristianity.'~
The most important of these were the concepts of unlimited freedom
(not individualistic but in relation to a community in spirit, Le.sobomost'); of the organic,
coherent approach to knowledge which combines both faith and reason; of the cosmic

element superseding that of the material in the Church which is signified by the Russian
emphasis on the "transfiguration and resunection of the world; on the Second Coming
of Christ'; and finally, of the apocalyptic spirit in Orthodoxy which tums man towards the
future, denies complacency in the present, and searches continually for the Kingdom of
God, the "New City," "for the tmth of Christ."

In a statement very reminiscent of the

editorial protestation of Vekhi in 1909, Berdyaev clairned that:
This group represents no nanow tendency, but al1the present strength of Russian
religious though able to express itself in writing. In this group there are
representedvarious shades of religious thought. But these different shades blend
into one in their impulse toward Christian revival and Christian creativeness in life,
as against restoration of lifeless fomis?'
White his justification cannot be assessed as to its comparative impact on the sponsors
of the journal, the wrnplete program was eventually adopted. Berdyaev's letter, the

materials from Kullman and Anderson, Coiton's personal negotiations, and of course, the
moral support of Mott ail worked together to enable this initiative.
The first edition of

was released in October, 1925. It would go on to release

a quarterly edition for the next founeen years, and becme and eradicable testimony of

Russia Abmad."lS At the OUfSet it 'bas received with acclamation by some and sharp

2m
2(Y

Berdyaev, Statement on The Russian Church,' 4.
Berdyaev, Statement on The Russian Church.' 5.

7 0 my knowledge, 1 was the first secular Russian journal to set forth serious information
and discussion of thedogical and ecclesiastic issues and history... Last, but not least The Way
played a significant part in acquainting R w i a Abroad with select intellectual trends of the
contemporary West. It was an important role, forwe should not forget that the 6migrés. as a
group, lived in isaladiori fram the hast sociaies.' Marc Raeff, Russia Ab-:
A Culluial Histow
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criticism by other reviewers.
0rthodox.-

It is charged with being both too liberal and too

The former ambasador to the United States, Boris Bakhmeteff, was given

a courtesy copy when its first edition came out. He wrote to Colton expressing his
admiration for the effort and his pleasure at its contents?

This was seconded on

February 28, 1926 by one Vladimir Nosovith who wrote to comrnend the first edition of
Put' which he had obtained and read.
-

Nosovith fwnd himseHcmverted and changed sirnply by reading the journal. He
was a 23 year dd émigre who had been active in the Civil War on the side of the White
forces since the age of 16. Stniggling with the econmic repercussions of emigraticm,
he atternpted suicide in May 1925. Despite firing a bullet into his chest, he suwived. This
caused him, after a long spell of religious indifference, to try theosophy, then the occuît
sciences, and then "philosophical free thought."

Nothing rang true. After his suicide

attempt he contracted tuberculasis and ended up in a French Sanatorium from which he
had just now been released. In the Sanatorium he had been expased to Catholic
proçelytiu'ng and had corne dose to converting. In an ironically shocking repudiation of
Colton's "appeal to the rationalists," Nosovith asserted "1 suffered greatly under these
contradictions of heart and reason, cursing the "logic"of my brains which I could neither
vanquish nor throw away.'

And then, he found the answer: "Your quarterly (Russ.

Magazine "Put" published by Ymca-Press) becarne the main cause of my recovery from

'O6
Paul B. Anderson, Russian Service in Euromt: Annuai Report for the Year 1925, Paul B.
Anderson Papers, University d Illinois at Urban Champaign, Box 6: 8-

Boris A.Bakhmeteff. letter to Ethan T. Colton, 9 Oecember 1925, Paul 8. Anderson Papers.
University of Illinois at Utbana Champaign, Box 6.

avvful suffering of my soul."

He especially asked that his gratitude be extended to

Vysheslavtsev and Father Bulgakov because their articles,

...led me to bow befoce the Greatness, Depth, and the 8readth of Orthodox Faith.
The remarkable and inspiring articles of ywrself [Berdyaev], of Prince
Troubetskoi, Father Tchetverikw, Ivanov, Arseniev, Frank, Zenkovsky, Mr. Editor,
and your associates happiness and success in your truly rnissionary
enterprise?
In 1926, Put' published "A Letter from Russia" frorn an anonymous colleague still
in that country?' The essay explained condiions in the Soviet Union pertaining to the
persecution of the Orthodox Church. The Soviets had learned that providing martyrs only
weakened their cause foc turning Russians against religion. By 1926, they were applying
new tactics of trying to buy the populace and turn them away from the Church by ridicule
and scorn. This meant using extensive means of propaganda like the propagated in the

joumals "The Godless" and "The Atheisr'.

Despite these efforts, the author maintained

that the Church was emerging victoriow frorn Me spiritual battle with the communists.210
Wth Bolshevik repressions, the Church had becorne the only place free of class barriers

in Russia and, as such, it was attracting a new laity who were not simply peasants but
intellectuals: some came to seek solace for their personal tragedies; others to seek
sheiter from the 'Yoreign" ideas of Bdshevism.

...but there are also othen.

These are young and cheerful, these have brought
here not sonow and suffering, but hope and love, the undiminished enthusiasm
of youth... The Churches are not yet overfiowing, but most are full. ln the
countryside, however, the Bolsheviks have made their greatest gains, for there

200 Vhdimir Nosovith. letter to the editar [Nikdai Berdyaevj o
f the YMCA Press [translateci].
28 February 1926. Paul B. AndePapers, University af Illinais at Urbana-Chafnpaign, Box 6:
1-2.

210 This may have been the resson foc Berdyaev's high hopes at this tirne for the possibility
of spiritual renewal within Russia. 'A LeMer from Russia' 6.

only the d d attend church, al1 the Young have tumed to atheism.... In many
areas, people have sirnply developed a double faith and project the side most
appropriate for the situation: communist or Christian."'
This article, perhaps more than any other incident which had accurred in the last six
years, gave heart to the YMCA that its purpose still had meaning in Russia. Despite the
set-backs and the controversies, they had to continue their work among the smigration.
There, they had found a way to combat Communism and godlessness, and there lay the
only salvation for Russia.

4. Engaging the French Intellectuel Milieu

Interadon

with the "Ptotestant" Americans through the auspices of the YMCA had

a substantial effect upon the Russian emigratim. On the practical side, it galvanized their
efforts at inter-generaüonai cohesion, strengthened 6migré appreciation of the Orthodox

Church through the RSCM and other initiatives, and became almast indispensable in their
efforts to presewe Russian culture abroad. Yet, it also caused division. As was seen in
the previous chapter, ties with the VMCA was a major cause of the schism between
Eulogius's branch and the Karîwci Synod in 1927. Even before this definitive break,
however, dissention wer perceptions of Orthodoxy and its d e occuned among dl the
groups who were invdved with religion, espedally among the religiws philœophers.
The Bratstvo sMtogo Sofii had emerged a l m m intact from its members'
encounters with emigration and expulsion. They swïfüy mgrwped in Europe, and began

to re-establish the brotherhood. However, their situation had changed drasticôlly from
that of Russia in 1918, and they were now bound to redefine themselves. Different
experiences, morewer, forged different perceptions, and those expelled in 1922 began
to clash with the brothers who had vduntariiy emigrated before that time. Almost

immediately upm their arriva1 in the West, Berdyaev, Frank and Bulgakov had a
disturbing argument with Peter Stnive who derided their efforts in Russia. He did not
accept their daims that spiritual change could aiter the Bolsheviks from Whin, chastising
their political nabet6:

...bolshevism cannot be justifid, much less extdled, on the basis of the fact that
there are tendencies in the Russian Revdution that have a future...l am an
empiricist and a realist, and I do not see the connections and

disconnections...Where you see them, there are cancerous tumors, which should
be deal with wrgically.'
Struve had becorne embittered, and "sickened by any 'reconciliation with facts"' (i.e.
acceptance that the Bdsheviks were entrenched in pouver): through his experiences in
the Civil War?
His three fellow journeyrnen on that long r a d from Marxism to religiousphilosophy tned to be gentle with Struve, but they were by no means prepared to discard
the lessons they had leamed about the Russian people during their post-revolutionary
initiatives. Berdyaev, afways the most volatile of the g m p , was vehement in insisting that
restoration was impossible and, even more, undesirable. As he tried to explain the
aspects of the new era into which he believed the entire w d d had entered, Struve
became more and more intransigent in his denial.

The dispute finally provoked a

definitive split between the two formidable persmalities with each refusing to speak to
each other on the streets of Berlin. Bulgakov and Frank were distressed about the
breach, but like Berdyaev they fwnd Struve's "liberai nationalism" repellant, and his antiBolshevik activism futile. They too had seen the phenornena indicating a new age, what
Berdyaev had labelled "End of the Renaissance" (European not Russian religious), and
were interested in mwements which coriverged with the flow of transition, not those that
tried to tum the dock back to some bygone era.

' Peter Struve's repiy to P.N. Savitsky, as cited in W e s t A. Kolerov, The Brdherhwd of St.
Sophia: The ' L a n d e People' and the Eumsiens (1921-1925): Russian Studies in P h i b ~ h v
34.3 (Winter 1995-96): 31.
Kolemv, The Brotherhood c# St. Sophia' 30.
Richard Pipes. Struve: Liôerai on the Riaht. 1905-1944 (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard
University Press, 19ûû) 294. Part & the debate has been reawered and printed in I.K. Pantin,
"Perepiska PB. Struve i S.L. Franka (1922-1925): V o o m v f i b d i i 2 (1993): 115-139.
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Hence, the members of the Brststvo who had been expelled in 1922 saw the work
with the YMCA as a positive step which would assist them in furthering the development
of religious-philosophy both within the emigration and thrwghout the West. They also

wanted to extend such intercomrnunicatim, and engage the secular and clencal
representatives of the other Christian Churches. Before this could be camed out
effectively. however, they required a tightly-knit society which was unified in purpose to
represent the Russian refigiws-philosophicalpoint of view. To this end, it seerned most
logical to simply reconstitute the full Bratstvo in the emigration. As the dispute with Struve
had indicated, however, this might prove very clifficuit to accomplish.

Sergei Bulgakov led the effort to reinstate the Bmtslvo: he presented Kartashev's
original constitution' to Metropolitan Eulogius in 1923; the Metropditan swiftly approved
it for the new érnigr6 sluation.

-

Most of the original group including Kartashev,

Zenkovsky, and Berdyaev were al1 imrnediately reinstated, but Nikdai Lossky refused to
return. He must have had some presentiment of the nasty intemal debates which were
about to follow. Pavel Novgo~odtsevalso declined. He f e l too weak to join any new
undertakings. Age, the CM1 War and the process of emigration had taken its toll on the

legal philosopher. He died in 1924.
That year was quite chaotic with the mass mwement of 6migies and of the YMCA
Russian Division frorn Beilin to Paris. Bulgakw was also making his own preparations
to bring his family out of Prague.

Therefom, the reestablishment of the Bratstvo

proceeded quite sporadically. Frank came back that year with a "neW member, Prince
Grigori Trubetskoy, a cousin of the Princes Evgeny and Sergei who had played such a

' Which had gained appioval from Patriaich Tiin 1918. Se8 -ter
mentioned that Struve did not participate in any YMCA activities.

1. It should be
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vital role in the religious-philosophicalassociations in Russia. 60th Frank and Trubetskoy
strove for some alterations in the original constitution as they found Kartashev's draft a
bit constncting and somewhat unclear? mat charge was taken to extreme lengths by
another member of the Trubetskoy farnily: the phildogist Nichdas S. Trubetskoy publicly
condemned the Bmtstvo charter on the grounds that it did not adhere to common
practice and carried the taint of Cathdicisrn in its hierarchicaldistribution; needless to Say,
he did not join.'
Bons Vysheslavtsev entered in August after completing his move to Pans, but Ivan
IIyin, one of the thinkers expelled in 1922 who had b e n bmught back to the Church by
Pavel Novgorodlev was not accepteci; the combined factors of Ilyin's intransigent
cornmitment to interventionisrn, of his attachment to scientific psychdogy, and of the
recent nature of his conversion resuited in his exdusian. Despite some extterne vacillation
over Struve's parallel appmach and his subordination of al1 concems, even spiritual, to

political tasks, his record and lengthy invalvernent with the religious-philosophical
movement precluded a similar disass~ciation.~Acmrding to the historian Kolerov,
however, Lev Karsavin was not pemitted into the reconstituted Bmlstvo despite his loyal

Frank's padicuiar m c s r n seemed to be with the doctrineof prayer. He h d his awn speciai
prayer which did nd coriforni to those chosen for the katstvo (probabty a remnant of his Jewish
background), and wso adraid that his renewed inclusim w w i d compel him to cease using it.
Bulgakov quickly sfsured him that aie regulatioris applied on& to the observance of general
prayer, the fonn of which was consistent for al1 Church b o â i i and must remain so;piivadeîy,
however, Frank was more than wekome to use altemate f m as he wished as h g as they
accorded with ORhadox faith. Kiolem, The M e r h o o d of St. Sophiam34.
N.S. Tnibetskoi. T o Most esteemeci Sergei Niko(eevidi [&ilgalrw],' Mafch 1924, appenâk
of Kolerov, The Brotherhooâ of St.Sophie" 33-44.

' See S.L Frank, Bioaiabiia PB. Struve (New York: Chokhov Press, 1956) 138.
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service to the cause of religious-philosophy h i l e in Russial If so, this may be aniibuted
to his increasing invdvement in the 6migré movement of "Eurasianism" (founded by
Savitsky, Vemadsky, Suvchinsky), which aâvocated a renewal of the ties between the

narod and intelligentsia through an acceptanœ of Russia's Eastern mots in a rather
extreme fom of exclusionary Slavophilism. The former vekhovtsy were unanimous in their
appraisal that "Eurasianism is a movement backward compared with...the intellectual
movements of the twentieth century?

NeverthelesS. the Bratstvo did acœpt one

Eurasianist, the burgeoning thedogian Georges Florovsky (1893-1979), who albeit was
already distancing hiniself f ~ mthis
i invdvement at the tirne of his inclusion in 1923.
The Eurasianists, S t w e and Nichdas Trubetskoy al1 evinced the growing division
which was occurring within the Bratslvo in paru'cular, and within the emigration as a
whole. Most of the expelled had corne ta terms with the Bdshevik regime in so far as
they believed it could not be werthrown, and that Russians wwld have to change it fmrn

within. The vast majority of the earfier emigratim, on the other hand still held fast to
dreams of intervention, military excursions, and restoration. The expeiled wanted to bring
their knowiedge of the changes wrought under Communism to the West both as a
waming and as informative of the new era.

The 6migrés hated, and wanted no

understanding about dynamism, spirit, or popular vitality. Finally, the expelled desired to
engage the hearts and minds of 6rnigrk and Europeans: they advocated interconfessional discussions, philosophical advancement, and arganizational development;
they still aspired to develaping a religious-philosophicalmovement which could not only

Kolerov, The 8rotherhood af St. Sophia' 34. This is sormwhat ungbes no citation rior any rasons for Karsavin's exclusim.

because W r w

Nikoiai Berdyaev, as cited in Kolerov, The Brdherhood of St. Sophia' 35.
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oppose the grow-ng appeal of wmmunism, but also graphically W r a y every m e of its
limitations in the face of tme Christian ethics realized in everyday Me. This was a
challenge that most 6migrés could not accept.

Reasons for engagement
Once

had been successfully launched in September 1925, the religious

phiiosophers were able to tum their attention to the pmblern of Russian isdationism. The
émigrés had created notoriously closed mmunities once they settled in their adopted
countries, and they tended to inteiact with the native populations m l y when necessary
for their basic subsi~tence.'~They wwld woik and shop. of course, in businesses

owned by Europeans, but the rest of their time was usually devoted to exdusively Russian
endeavors. With the sheer sire of the ernigratim, many were even able to earn their
living in entirely Russian settings."

Their unwillingness to assimilate was demonstrated

by the substantial number who refused to accept citizenship in their new countries,

instead maintaining the symbd of their Russian nationality by using the Nansen Passport
for identification purposd2 For both the bmigrés and their "hosts". the Russian

comrnunity was perceived as a nation within a nation. The aggregate of these closed
comrnunities made up the conceptual nation "Russia Abroad".
The Russian Religious-PhilosaphicalAcademy was superficially nothing more than
another Russian 6migr6 institution

'O

with its lectures and courses offered in the Russian

Raeff, Russia Abroad 43-44.

l t Writing for Russian newspapers and journals, teaching a
t the Russian University in Prague,
and so forth.
'2 In 1925 there wara still some 500,000 Nansen Passports being used by Russian 6migrb.
Simpson, The Refuaee Problem 10 6 l O 8 , 197-198.
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language and devoted to Russian issues and ideas. The aspirations of its leaders,
however, went beyond the mer8 presenration and continuation of Russian culture in exile
which was the cornmon goal of most other drnigrb initiatives. They were trying to

engender a spiritual renaissance thrwgh the development of a new Christian
philosophical approach.

A)aiough their primary target was the Russian Bmigrb,

especially their youth, because they intended this renaissance to eventually travel back
to Russia, the leaders of the Academy fully supporteci the participation of interested
people of any other nationality. They saw the isdation of the Russian emigratiori as, in
fact, its greatest weakned3

The leaders of the Russian Religious-PhilosophicalAcademy were not ignorant of
the causes of émigre introversion. The problem of language, for instance, was one which
they themselves had found almost impossible to resohre: not only was it timeconsuming
and difficult to leam the new languages with enwgh facility to engage in meaningful

communication with Europeans, but also many of the Russian ternis which were so
essential in their cultural and philosophicalconceptions were not translatable into Western
languages."

The Russian history of centuries of virtual isdation from the West also

meant that tremendous work wwld be needed to overcome the traditional Russian
suspicion and fear of foreigners. Moreover, the vident circumstances which had caused
the ernigration precipitated a general malaise of resentment and depression among the
émigrés which precluded any enthusiastic embracing of new people or ideas.

l 3 Berdyaev, Piffialties d Religious Work Among the Russian Youth,' 27 Decernber 1929,
Paul B. Anderson Papers, University d Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Box 3: 3; and Nicholas
Zernov, "Russian Youth and the Unkm af the Churches," 18 Navember 1927, Paul B. Anderson
Papers, University of lllirrois & Urtm&Charnpaign, Box 3: 3.

l4

sobornost', lichnost', tselnost', mir, narad etc.
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Although the leaders of the Russian Religious-Philosophical Academy were
sensitive to such fears, they aiso had to deai with the concret8 problems created by this
isolationism. Time and again when they had embarked upon projects with the YMCA,

such as the RSCM, they had faced resistance and fear from the &migréswhom they were
trying to help. After three years of cmstantly encountering this problem, the Amencan
directors of the YMCA Russian Division and the religious philosophem agreed that a more
deiicate approach to their work must be undertaken. This was why they had al1 so
strenuously fought with the central YMCA administratim in New York for Put' to be a
solely Russian endeavour. Once it proved to the 6migrés that it was addressing Russian

concems, then it could gradually introduce other national and Christian ideas in an
attempt to slowiy chip away at the émigrés' intransigent isdationism. Over time, they
hoped,

could become the liaison between the mass of the Russian emigration and

al1 rnovernents for spintual revival and applied Christian philosophy, regardless of their
national or denominational on'gins. What remained to be accomplished was the creation
of

some

means of

informing its Russian readers about

international and

interdenorninational concems in order to gradually breakdown their intransigent
isolationisrn.

The founders of Put'.thetefore, were now faced with a dilemma. In Put' they had
created a voice wtiich wwld naw be heard by a proportion of the emigration, but how
could they exparid this voice to include the opinions of the wotld-wide Christian
movement without jeopardizing their audience? They had seen that the time was ripe for
Russians to enter the world Christian forum earlier in 1925 when a few members of St.
Sergius Institut8 had participated in the international oecumenical meeting in Stockholm
on "üfe and Work". There, they had leamed how the other Christian denominations were
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developing ideas and movements which complimented their own endeavors. Protestants
frorn a multitude of confessions and Cathdics were developing new fonns of Christian
philosophies and mwements among youths to encourage the relevancy of Christianity
in every day Me, pn'nciples for a spiritual appmach to labour, and initiatives to reunify the
whole Christian Church. For the fwnders of Put', it was a revelation to find other
Christians implementing the same type of enterprises which they saw as necessary for
their felfow Russian émigrés. ln their woik with the YMCA, these Russians had already
embarked upon the path to oecumenism. Now they had to find a way to encourage the
emigration as a whde to participate in the wodd-wide oecurnenical movement without
arousing the general Russian suspicions against foreign intnisions.
The first step had been the recreation of the Bratrtvo. However, that process had
been fraught with such controversy that the religious-philosopherswere forced to face the
magnitude of their task: If their own counterparts who had espoused the same ideas
prior to the Revdutian in Russia could not now accept their desire to engage in interconfessional communication, how coutd they expect the mass of the emigration to
embrace their plan? Yet unlike most of the émigrés, the expelled did not consider
themselves to be 7he defeated". They were not interested in nœtalgia, anger, or futile
dreams, but rather creativity, action, and growth. Therefore, they tod< the criticisms in
stride and considered them mly more reasons for a substantial anti-isdationist assault;
the disputation about the Bratshro pmed every point which they were trying to make.
They embraced oecumenism as the best path towards a m p l i s h i n g what may
be defined as ttieir four major commitments. Their first cmcern was undermining the
appeal of Communism and, more generally, counteracting the grawth of materialism.
This aim is most frequently associated with Nikdai Berdyaev who, even before his
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expulsion frorn Russia, had asserted that the appeal of Communism lay in its premise of
social justice.

Chnstianity had pmised to make al1 men eqwl and mate a just

-

brothertiood - "the meek shall inherit the earthw and for Berdyaev, Communism arose

because this promise was not fi~lfilled.'~He insisted that if Christianity was again made
relevant to social and pditical issues. its true ontoiogical bas& would make it infinitely

superior to Communism and e d e the populadty of the Communist rnovement
throughout the world.
Berdyaev's main approach was to demonstrate through discourse and publications

the flaws in MancM thought as oppcwed to the basic tNths of Christianity. Interaction with
intellectuals of other nationalfies and denominations was therefore essential: Berdyaev
made no pretence to knowing al1the ways in which Christian truths could be prwen; he

knew from his extensive readings that many other philosophem were struggling with
comptable problems elsewhere in Europe. If he could engage some of these thinkers in
debate. they could combine their foices to providing better explanations about the
reievance and importance of Christianity.
His fellow Russians suggested other ways to make Christianity appear superior

to Communism. Lev Zander and Nicholas Zemov of the RSCM felt that community and

action were important. if Christian movements were f m e d to provide a meaningful,
social and contemplative community, youths woufd be less tempted to join purely political
or ideological bodies. Zemov explained:

l5 This argument is rnost completely expressed in Nikoîai Berdyaew. Christian* and Class War
tram Donald Atwater (New York: S h e d & Ward, 1933). but it pervades a l m al1 ofhis writings
since 1917.

In modem Russia two questions stand out with particular clearness:
intematimalism and sacialism. The Soviet Gwemment for ten years has been
endeavwring to sdve the problems of social justiœ and the international
brotherhood of mankind. At the b i s of their idedogy they put atheism and
materialism, which far Communists cmstitute a new religion. We Russian
Orthodox Christians can see al1 the fruitlessness of these efforts, but at the same
time we reaiize that the strength of Comrnunism lies in the fact that it is manfully
endeavouringto sdve those problerns which we Christians have declined to sdve.
The Church is called to conduct mankind almg the ways of social and
international justice, but it can only have authority wer its members wtien it
becornes unified within itsetf. Communism for many representatives of Russian
youth appaars as OMne punishmnt upon Christifor their sluggishness.
Russian Orthodox youth inside Russia, because of poîitical circumstances, is,
however, powerless up to the piesent to express its feelings, and actual
confirmation of them can only be found in the student Christian circles of the
Russian ernigrati~n.'~
Vasily Zenkovsky, who headed the Pedagogical Bureau, saw Christian education as the
key to fighting cornmunism. One of the mandates for his centre was to promote "scientific

work on educational theory elaborating ideas, methods, programs for education in the

spirit of the Orthodox ~ h u r c h . " ~if more students were taught Christian tenets and
ethics it would protect them against the appeal of iddogy.

The most important elemerit in the Christian fight against Communism (and the
most explosive), was unity between the different churches. As long as Christianity
remained fragmenteci atmg denominational lines, and coriünued its bigoted squabbling,
it could not pretend to represent a body for the brothehood of mankind. The Russian

Orthodox, as the prirnary recipients of Cmmunist repression, were better placed than

'' Nichoias Zernov, %ussian Youth and the Union of the Churches,' 18 November 1927, Paul
B. Anderson Papers, University d Illinois at UharwChampaign, Box 3: 3.

'' Vasiiy Zenkovsky, The Reiïaious Pedeaociicai Cabinet Attached to the Theobaicai institute:
11927- 19331,Paul B. Anderson Papers, The University d I l i iat Urbn&Champaign, 6ox 3: 3.
This seven page report bfMy outfined the initietives of the bureau and, as of 1932, encourageci
mate attention to Christian social education in the hopes d m i t i i n g the adtraction of ideokgical

movements.
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m a t other denominations to demonstrate its destructive potential with regard to alt

religions, and to cal1 for a change towards unity.
This [the ctisis] put$ an awful responsibility on Orthodox society and demands
active wotk and organization; it demands a stniggle for faith and the Church; it
requires a fundamental ro-education; the w d i n g out of a more virile character,
capable of acting, protecting, attacking; capable of organekingal1 *tsChristian
forces; of caWng out its Christian belief in life itself. At present not only the
Orthodox but the whde Christian wodd, is facing the problem of applying the
principles of Christianity, d canying out the Gospel teaching al1 thrargh life."
No Christian Church could hdd back at these dire tirnes and remain isolated hoping that

the problems of the world wwld pass it by.
Yet, the religious philosophers realized that the Russian Orthodox wwld not

effectively transmit their knowledge of Comrnunism's threat unless its own legitimacy and
appeal was vastly enhanced in the West. Therefore, the second goal of engaging in
oecumenism was to i n f m and correct Western perceptions about the Orthodox faith.
Metropolitan Eulogius could see the importance of this mission as eariy as 1923 when the
head of Roman Cathdic missimaries in Russia, Monsignor d' Herbigny began to publicize
his belief that the true Church was that led by the "Living Church" in Russia and by the

Karlovci Synod extemally. He, therefore, undennined the international reputation of
Eulogius' authority outside of Rusria, and Patnaich Tikhon's within.lg Anderson and
Kullrnan confirmed the gMng

support for this position in favour of the "Living Church"

and the Karlovci Synod to Berdyaev in 1925, and in response he outlined a method for

''

Nikolai Berdyaev. Pimculties of Relgiow Work Among the Russian Youth,' 27 ûecernber

t929, Paul B. Anderson Papers, University af Illinois at Urbarrat-Charnpaign, Box 3: 3.
'O

One of Monsignor d1Herbigny'sartides on this subjeà was Y k p e c t rdlqiew de Mos-

en Octobre 1925,' Orientalia Chrisüaria 320 (1926): 24-3û. He aiso elabarateci on this position
in Tserkwnv zhPn' v Moskve (Paris: YMCA-Press, 1926).

defense which must be undertaken irnmediately in order that Eulogius' Church would not
be rnisrepresented in the West?

m e "Living Churchwwas being porîmyed to the West as a religious reform
movement similar to that of the Protestants?' Berdyaev wamed Metmpolitan Eulogius
that he could not simply issue an edict praclaiming the "Living Church" to be illegitimate
and heretical.

People in the West would disregard it because of their history: The

Catholic Chorch had launched such edicts against Protestantism, yet few people would
now deny that the Protestant confessions were true religions. Instead, some forum was
needed where the émigre clergy and laity could present convincing evidence to

Protestants and Cathdics that the leaders of the "Living Churchmwere either Bdshevik
agents or opporiunists, and that the mwement had no vduntary or widespread fdlowing.
There, they could also rebut the charges of the Karlovci Synod, and demonstrate the
durability of the changes wrought at the Great Sobor. On a more practical level, al1 steps
taken to enhance the prestige and importance of their Orthodox Church rnight prompt
other denominations to financially support their

initiative^.^ Such generosity m b i n e d

with vigourous actMty intended to enhance the stature of Eulogius' (and the Patnarch's)

authority, rnight also help convince uncettain members of the emigration to ignore the

dissension spmad by the Karlovci Synod and Balshevik propaganda.

NikW Berdaieff, statement on the status of the Russian Orthodox Church [translation], 19
March 1925, Paul B. Anderson Papem. University ofIllinois at Utban&Champaign, Box 29: 1-2,
6.
2'
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Berdaieff. statement on the status of the Russian ORhodox Church

1.

b r i e , Saint Seraius in Paiis 74. In 1930 St. Sergius was almost entirely funded by the
Friends of the Russian Church ietd by the Aichbishop of Canterbury. This is but one example of
the assistance oecumenical mnedions lent to their existence.
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The major target of this missionary drive was the Russian émigré youth who were
essential if such work was to be propagated in the future. Mobilizing the youth was the
third motivation for participatingin oecumenism. It was not sufficient that young Russians
simpiy remain Olthodox and l e m the basic Russian cuitural traditions. For the work of
a Chnstian renaissance and the application of Chnstian principles in al1aspects of Iife, the
youth needed to be taught concrete methods of organization, how to finance movements,
and how to engage in varying foms of social, cuttural and pditical activiiies. What the

Bratstvo had learnedthrough th& work with the YMCA, however, was that Russians were
inherently poor teachers of such skills.=
They had fwnd that the religious tradition in Russia was tnily backward in this
area. While the secular intelligentsia had learned sophisticated methods of organization
over the past century, the Church had not encouraged

- in fact it had actively stifled -

similar initiatives by laymen. "Orthodox laymen, who have been freer spiritually than
Catholics and less dependent upon the church hierarchy, are not accustomed to social
activity nor to responsibility as to Me fate of the Church"?' The solution which Berdyaev
proposed to the problem of Orthodox action was that, "...we Russians are in need of
greater activity and gieater oganization, and this we must l e m fmm the w~M."

"

The YMCA Russian division corroboraded th&, ancl cmtinually pinpointed the absence of
a religious ttaditiori of xrcial acüvity and a weak understanding d basic organizational practices
on the part of Russian Orthodox M e r s as their major obstacle for relgious wwk arnong the
Russian youth. Paul B. Anderson, The YMCA and The Russian Orthodox Church, 26 Nwember
1926, Paul B. Anderson Papers, University d Illinois a! Urûma-Champaign, Box 3: 1.
Nikdai Berdyaev, P ~ l t
of Religbus
i
Work Ammg the Russian Youth," 27 Decernber
1929, Paul 6- Anderson Papers, University of Illinois at UrbamCharnpaign, Bax 3: 3.

Nikdai Berdyaw, statement on the status of the Russian Olthodox Church [translation],
1925, Paul 6. Anderson Papers, University d Illinois ab Urbana Champaign, Box 29-1:

19 March
6.

The YMCA provided one major resource for leaming the skills of social

organization and action. At the world oecumenical conference in Stockholm on "Me and
Work" (1925). however, the Russians became aware of how many other denominational

movements existed which might be able to teach them even more important lessons of
motivating and instituting Christian youth activity. A mufütude of such organizations had
their headquarters in Paris and were thus madily accessible to the émigrés.

An

oecumenical initiative which brought in the leaders of French Christian movements might,
therefore, inform the Russians of the necessary methods and skills which they lacked.
Finally, oecumenism was appealing because it had long been a central purpose
in the Russian religious-philosophicaltradition. F m its Slavophile beginnings, this worldview held that the crucial element for any true advancements in philosophy, theology, or
political, economic, and social theory was an East-West Christian reconciliation.
The best arnong our Orthodox young people can add to the wdd's Christian
movement characteristics of their own spirituality. But it will increase rather than
weaken their own strength, if they will coilaborate with the representatives of
Western religion and study their methods of actMty and oiganization. Suspicion
and fear are aIways a sign of spiritual weakness. True strength is without fear,
and is not afraid of creative initiative and innwation....Only the wnsciousness that
Orthodoxy and indeed al1 Christianity, is entering upon a new epoch with new
problems, and the sensitiveness to the trend of histary and to the hs
i torc
i ai
hour,
can draw the spintual energy of ohhodoxy out of its state of isdation and
unfulfillment. Inthis respect our friends belonging to other religious denominations
may help us. We are entering now, after the W d d War, an epoch of various
kinds of unions among which is ais0 that of Christian forces. It is impossible to
keep aloof from such unions, but what we must guard against is not to lose our
individuai personafity, not to diminish the spiritual strength stoied up in Orthodoxy,
but to see that this entity joins them ail.

This vision of oecumenism saw a unified federation of Christian churches forming a
powerful spirit thioughout the w d d , "mscious of al1 the m p l e x i t y of the rnovement in

the world?
The Russian religious philosophers regarded their oecumenical endeavors as
starting points, and did not expect to cure al1 the ills of humanity. Their first goal was to
teach the intellectual leaders of the Western Churches about their religious-philosophical

',
and Suphia. In
tradition and its essential concepts such as s o b o r n ~ ~ tgodmanhood,
tandem with this, they also recognued the need to improve theii own understanding of
Western thought. Once a degree of philasophical and religious integratim was achieved
and taught to the young Russian higrés, there still rernained the daunting task which
would probably have to be camed out by their descendants: These ideas would have to
be brought back to Soviet Russia to i n f m the repressed people in that country and

generate a religious revival. Only then, would the ultimate aspirations of oecumenism
have a chance for realization.
There will m e a time when ChManity will again receive freedom in Russia,
when boa parts of Russian Orthodox youth will be welded together into m e
family, and then it will be able openly to share with the whole non-Oithodox world
its bitter and joyful expenence of hard trials, and to take an active part in the great
task of uniting al1 ~hristians?
Until that time, the religious philoeaphers regarded themselves as the bearers of the
Russian mission to Christianity. Their primary quest was to educate the Russian émigre

youth in order that they would cany on this mission, and they felt that their cause and
their salvation in this quest was the World Christian oecumenical movement.
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Nikolai ûerdyaev. Qimculties d Religious Work Among Che Russian Youth,' 27 Decernber

1929, Paul B. Anderson Papen. University d Illinois at Urbana-Chempaign, 6 o x 3: 4-527
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In their isolation, rnost of the Russian ernigration were deating with the massive
changes and upheavals h i c h had occuned in theif lives through denial, xenophoôia and
bittemess. As Sergei Bulgakw identified in the Karlovci Synod and other movements,

there was a growing tendency to tum,
Orthodoxy... into a "cunent", into Orthodoxisrn, without inner freedom and without
the sincere desire, above al1 and essentially, to know the force and depth and
beauty of Orthodoxy, to love it and not to use it for purposes of self-defense, in
order to give a dap to thœe who think diffemntly and celebnte differently."
These émigrés insisted that there was another way.

They suggested that although

people, govemments, and institutions cane and go, cornmon symbds and established
tnrths recur etemally. If these syrnbds and tmths could be discovered and established
they would provide an invaluable protecti'on against the crisis of change and uncertainty.

They advocated that it was precisely this awareness of the etemal purpose of Christianity
and the lasting meaning of Christian üuths which could only be established through

oecumenisrn. It would provide the disturbed émigrés with the security of their own inner
significance and outer stability.

Contact with people of other nationalities and

congregations should not therefore be shunned, but actively pursued.

The Emergence of Berdyaev as Leader
The BraIstva actually fell prey to these divisive forces.

By 1925 it had lost its

consistency and its driving purpose. Berdyaev resigned from the brothertiood, soon to

be followed by his fellow editor at the YMCA Press, Vysheslavtsev, and by Georges
Florovsky. After this time, the movement to engagement

-

to directly entering into

communication, invdvement, and action with intellectualsfrom different cultures and faiths
a Sergei Bulgakw, ietter to A.V. Stawovskii. 1 Octaber 1924, appendix in Kderav. "The
Brotherhood of St. Sophiaœ53.
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- would have to be led by motivated individuals unsuppocted by a cohesive group.
end of the Bratstvo did not rnean a discarding of sacietal ons,iastoci

The

but it did

exaggerate persmal responsibility to an extradinary degree.
Berdyaev, due to his natural talents and his m m i t m e n t to the pursuance of
religious-phifosophybecarne the foremost leader. Singly, it was he who forgeci the crucial
links with Eumpean intellectuals, and arranged forums for discussion. He was always
aided by one or another of the Russian émigrés with regard to ideas and morale, and he
always strove for inclusion in so far as it would not jeopardize his beliefs; yet, it was he
alone who bore the burden of these efforts. Paul B. Andemm of the YMCA was similarly
committed to such efforts and, with the unwavering support of Dr. John Mott, he
continually provided Berdyaev with secretarial and organizatiorial aid. Yet, neither could
provide the initiating force for propelling the emigration out of their apathy. It was left to
Berdyaev to actualize the religious-philosophicalaspirations in this challenging situation.
Despite the quarrels with his fellow religious-philosophers, Berdyaev retained

considerable prestige among the bmigrés, and his invdvement with the YMCA further
positioned him at the centre of 6migr6 activities. As Chief Editor of the YMCA Press, he

kept in contact with most of the writers in the Russian emigration. Aithough he resigned
from the Bratstvo, Berdyaev was still on intimate ternis with most of the professors at St.
Sergius. He was also the editor of Put' and, while he did not dictate the opinions m e n

in that journal, he cadd enlist the help of any of b writers in Mure initiatives.+e finally,
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as a frequent participant in the meetings of the RSCM and the leader of the Religious-

Philosophical Academy, Berdyaev was respected by a great rnany young érnigrb?'
Nevertheless, the crucial factor which enabled Berdyaev to lead the extemallydirected rnovement for European interaction was his giowing reputation among Western
intellectuals. Berdyaev wrote in a particulady accessible mannet: he captured the

cornplex ideas in succinct phrases and utilized immediately recognizable examples; as
much as possible he avoided lengthy philosophical or religious abstractions which might

confuse the point which he was trying to make. This literary ability m b i n e d with the
originality of his ideas and of his persona1 experiences made him very attractive to his
counterparts in the West. In Berlin, he established contacts with Max Scheler and Oswald
Spengler, and also developed an intimate friendship with Hermann Keyserling. The move
to Pans intemipted his mcerted effort at expanding ties in Gemany just at the moment
when his thoughts penetrated the mainstream with the resounding success of his new
book A New Middle Acies (1923). This work was almost immediately translated into

Geman. and its themes of medieval integrity and a transition away from sterile rationalism
made it extremely popular.

His reputation fdlowed Berdyaev to France. There, he was quickly sought out by
French intellectuals who were interested in his spiritual ideas as well as in his knowledge
of Russia under Cornmunism. In the wmds of Stanislas Fumet, who was purportedly the

first French M e r to invite Berdyaev to his house, We were very curious to know what

As one young 6migr6, Sophie [ShidkvskyJKbukriuin. commented: 'What amazes me now,
as I kmk back at the time, is the interest ail these men [the reïgious-philosophem expelieâ in
1922) showed in us young Russians they met abroad. They were willing to give us so much of
their time and attention, and they gave it so generwsiy... Berdyaev leamed that several of us met
on a reguiar bis at oui h o w ~
and a r e d to came and taik ta u s l Sophie Koukmzin, Manv
Worlds: A Russian Lifo (Cr-,
NY: St Vladimir's Seminaiy Press. 1980) 107.
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was really happening in Soviet ~ussia."' Fumet had known about Berdyaev because
he had obtained a German-language copy of A New Middle Aaes, and he discovered the
date of the Russian philosopher's anival in France through his brother-in-law, V i a Rosev
(Rosenblum) who had retained his connections with the Russian milieu despite his recent
conversion from Judaism to Catholicism. Prince E. G. Trubetskoy acted as intemediary
and, on the behest of Rosenblum, suggested that the Berdyaevs visit the Fumets at their
home on nie Linne in Paris. They agreed, and the meeting took place eady in 1925.
Fumet's young wife, Aniouta, who was also a tecent convert ta Catholicism,
eageriy anticipated the visit of the famaus Russian philosopher. She had read A New
Middle Ases in German and aspired to translate the work into French so that it would
reach a wider audience. Upon the Berdyaevs' anival, she immediately proposed this to

him, and was quite gratified at his serious and eager acceptance of her offer. She
intended the translation to be published in her husband's cdlection Le Roseaud'or which
had been founded in 1924 as a subsidiary of D e s c h de ~rouwer? The book was
finally translated and, upon its publication in 1927, Un Nouveau Moven Aae became a
bestseller. Moreover, the process had introduced Berdyaev to two French intellectuals
who were to play an important part in his life and work w e r the ensuing decades:
Jacques Maritain, the thomist thinker and professor at l'lnstitute Catholique, was Fumet's
partner at Le Roseau d'Or; Gabriel Marcel, the playwright and critic who was gradually
becoming a towering figure in French philosophy, was the editor of the collection.
The Fumets were also resporrsible for putting the Bedyaevs in contact with yet
another notable French Cathdic. At the first meeting at the Fumet's house in 1925, after

3'
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Berdyaev had answered their questions and those of their guests about the Soviet Union
with "patience and a lack of artificela his wife Lydia intejected with a plea: She was
feeling quite bereft in Paris as a lone Russian Cattidic in the Orthodox milieu and wished
to meet sympathetic Cathdic m e n with whorn she cwld discuss her religion. Lydia
diow
Berdyaev asked the Fumets, therefore, foc the address of Mme. Léon Bloy, the w

of

the famous Cathdic writer who had died in 1917. She hoped that Mme. Bloy would
welcorne her and introduce her to other fellow Cathdics. Nikdai Berdyaev was also quite
interested in meeting Mme. Bloy because he had studied her husband's books back in
Russia along with those of Villiers de l'lste, Verlaine, Huysmans, Baudelaire, and Joseph
de Maistre, and he had felt a gieat empathy wÎth his ideas?

Gradually, while the two

wornen enjoyed a burgeoning hiendship, Mme. Bloy assisted Berdyaev in establishing
strong ties with the French intellectual milieu. He was soon invited to the prestigious

Décades du Ponbgny and his relationship with Jacques Maritain was doubly enforced?
To his gratification, Berdyaev discavered that the maod in France was quite conducive
to an acceptame of his religious-philosophical ideas.

Sj
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Maritain, a former agnosüc Protestant who had held socialist leanings, converted to
Catholicism akng with his wife Raissa Oumansoff, a Jewish Russian émigre, in 1906 due to the
influence of Léon Bky. The stoiy of their oariversion is an intense and emotiorral one: the yaung
couple had becmm despondent at the lack of spirituaiity and purpose they found in their
phibsophical studies at the Sorbonne. and they agreed to comml suicide together if they did not
find some concrets meaning to îheir l i iby the end d 19ô6. ShaRty before the appointed date,
Raissa read Bky's The Woman who was Poor and, wemhelmed by its message, Sh8 asked her
husband to also read the book. The young couple then w e r t y approached Bky who was
immenseiy sympdhetic to their plight and skwty collvincsd hem d the salvatïm they WOU# find
in the hands of the Roman Caaidii Church. Bky even presided w e r aieir baptisrn and became
their 'god-father.' This stocy is most evocativeiy to# by Raksa Maritain. Les arandes amliés 3rd
ed. (Paris: Desclée de Brouwer, 1949).
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The Religious Renaissance in France.

Indeed, a certain feligious renaissance comparable to that which had ffowered so
intensely in pre-revdutimary Russia was aiso occumng in France. Epitomized in the
tragic history of the young p e t and editor Charles Péguy, a hœt of French intellectuals
had reached a sirnilar point of disenchantment with PositMsm, and had begun the long
trek to some renewed understandingof spiritual and religiws principles. They had been
nurtured by Léon Bloy; after his death, Jacques Maritain took over the mantle from his
godfather, and became the central focus of the religiws revival.
To assist this development, Maritain and his wife Raissa had decidedto form some
sort of society in which laymen and clergy could compare views on religion and the
relevance of Christianity in their time. As Maritain was rapidly bewrning a specialist in the
thought of St. Thomas Aquinas at the Institut Catholique, he feit that the meetings should
focus on a study of Thomism in order that the participants could develop a more
complete and rigorous understanding of its eternal principles. After an abortive attempt
in 1914, the Maritains were finally able to create their Cercles Thomistes in the Auturnn

of 1919 at their rented house in Versailles at 21 rue

ail let-~eviron." Rapidly increasing

mernbership and an unexpected bequest soon caused them to move to a larger house
on rue de Parc in the Paris suburb of Meudon.
In choosing the mernbership of his Cercles Thomistes, Maritain followed much the

same approach as had the religious-philasophersin Russia in that it should be as diverse
a group as possible:
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Jacques Maritain, NotebOOkS, trans. Jaseph W. Evans (Albany,
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...y oung persons and d d persons, male students and fernale students, and
professors - laymen (in the majority), priests and religious - professional
philosophers, doctors, p e t s , musicians, men engaged in practical Me, those who
were leamed and those who were uneducated - Cathdics (in the majority), but
also unbelievers, Jews, Orthodox, Pr~testants.~~
The setting for the meetings was also laid out in this initial year and maintained for their

entire duration. The atmœphere was familial rather than fonnal. RaUma,or her sister
Vera if she was unwell, and their mother acted as hoçtesses w e l m i n g visitors in for a
glass of tea in the wmfortable salon. Jacques prepared a brief outline for each meeting,
but no strict formality was observed as they read thrwgh the chœen writings, and moved

on to question/debate difficult points or relevant topics. At the end of each meeting,
several people would remain to dine with the Maritains, and continue the discussion on
an even more personal level. Only by midnight, would the family again be left alone to

retire exhausted, but replete in the knowiedge that true communication had occuned.
Since its inception, their Cercles Thomistes had grown each year. The initial group
of students and professors from the Institut Catholique was augmented by intellectuals
who were not directly involved in thedogical matters, but were interested in studying the
contemporary relevance of St. Thomas Aquinas' ideas and tenets. At first, the newcomers
were almost entirely drawn from Catholics amid the artistic milieu in Pans. This was
partially a consequence of the couple's long-held fascination with, and sympathy for the
arts. Jacques Maritain had publicized his belief that Thomist principals could be applied

to the subject of artistic creativity in Art and Scholasticism (1921)."

As the book

became more widely known, its descriptions of the inspiration which God and Christianity

'' Maritain, Notebooks

134.

Jacques Maritain, Art et scdastiaue, 2nd ed. (Paris: L Rouart et fils,1927). This has since
been transiated into English: M and Schdastiiism. and the Fmtiers of Poetry, trans. Joseph W.
Evans (New York: Scribner, 1962)-
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could evoke attracted artists who were seeking new foms of expression, and yet were
unsatisfied and divided by the current mechanistic or ifraüonalist models.
A process

of fragmentation had begun during the First W d d War among the

artistic milieu. General disillusionment with the traditions of the nineteenth centufy led
artists to seek new foundatims for their creativity? However, each time that one grwp
would create a new f m and decfare it to be the standard, another innovation would be
launched into the Paris scene, and they would al1 scrmble to try the Jatest experiment.
Between 1916-1924, therefom, they frantically pursued the latest fad in an age which

rewarded scandai wer attisa'c merit."

Cubism dedined as Picasso left to compete with

Jean Cocteau for notoriety in Diaghilev's latest production; Dadaism lost its allure to
André Breton's new syrnboiism as Parisian miters fwght to replace Apollinaire; the
colossal rise and fall of the Salle Huyghensrnimed the personal reputations that the club
made and destroyed in the space of one Saturday night.
In 1920 for example, Les Six becarne the rage in Paris when Erik Satie persuaded
fellow composers Georges Auric, Francis Poulenc, Arthur Honegger, Louis Durey,
Germaine Tailleferre, and Darius Milhaud to combine their formidable talents in a musical
show at Salle Huyghens. Les Six drew Paris spectators into its orbit when its title was

bestowed by Henri Collet in hi$ review of the opening show in Comoedia; within the year,
however, it split apart as each of the six 'betrayed Satie," and maved on to pursue greater
fame separately? Insecurity had replaced the schools of the Edwardian penod, and the
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fluctuations in their worid caused each to believe that they would succeed better alone,
that there was some magical apogee that cauld be reached if only they could mwe fast

enough. The incredibly rapid pace of change in the artistic world of Pans went hand-inhand with depravity, aicohdism, drug-use, and cornpetitions for the most flamboyant
behaviour and apparel.

A raft of suicides and deaths f r m over-indulgence bore

testimony to the inability of human beings to maintain this destructive way of Me?

As

the antics of Parisian artists became more and more wild, individual creators began to

look for some reprieve without which they feared that they would have to abandon their
careers or face seif-immdatim.
Alternatives to the insecunty of unleashed experimentalism, however, did exist at
that time in France, and the Maritains became part of one of these great movements.
Neo-classicisrn advocated that artists cease their search for the latest noveky, and base
their work upon the traditional forms perfected in the past.

As nineteenth-century

methods were generally unacceptable, neocfassicism urged artists to seek their
inspiration in classical Greek, Roman, and Medieval works. This required the dissolute
artists to engage in intensive study of &en long-focgotten art, apply exacting discipline,
and t hen produce simple, transparent, and perfected mations.

Neo-classicisrn, which had enjoyed such popularity in Russia at the turn of the

century, made its appearance in the Western world during W d d War One, but achieved
signiiïcant popularity only after the decadence of the modems had run its course in the
early 1920s.

As

it rose to prominence, however, it infiltrated every realm of the

One of the most famous esses was that of the h
iof Jean Cocteau, Raymond Radiquet
who, M e r achieving tremedous fams in 1921 with hi8 scandakus muel Diable au Coriw [orA
Devil in th8 Fbh, tnurs. A M. Sheridan Smith (Landan: Calder & byars, l968)], fell into a
depression and died fiom akohd abuse on 12 DeCernber 1923.
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hurnanities: art, music, literature, poetry, education, philosophy and theology. Within this
spectnim, Jacques Maritain's neo-thomism was a part of the classic revival and it merged

with innovations which were all a part of the perennialistperspective. As Maritain becarne

aware of the interest in his ideas, he decided to embark upon an enterprise designed to
actively encourage and rewarâ artistic efforts to engage in neo-dassical themes,
especially religious ones: The Raseau d'or collection played much the same role for
encouraging French religious publications, as the YMCA press did for Russian ones?
Paul Vafby espoused the classical mer experimentation in poetry and literature,
and created a stable s c h d in Syrnbdism. T.S. Eliot, enamoured with al1things ancient,
joined his voice to Valdry's in 1917 in Tradition and the indidual Talent, which asserted

that tradition was more important than individualistic whims."

The Russian émigre lgor

Stravinsky led a similar movement in the musical world. Now looking to the Latin and
Slavonic Church pasts for his inspiration, he ignored the dismay of his fans and of music
critics and refused to continue his former approach? In so doing, he joined forces with

Satie against the prevailing m a n t i c impressionist trend in compositions. In 1923, Satie
declared his debt to Stravinsky:
I love and admire Stravinsky because I perceive also that he is a Iiberator. More
than anyone else he has freed the musical thought of today which was sadly in
need of development. I am glad to have to recognize this, Iwho have suffered so
much from the Wagnerian oppression, or rather that of the Wagnenans. For, a

see chapter 3

Drushkin, laor Strsvinskv: His Life. Worlcs. and V

i 77.

" For example, the score for Oedbus (1925) was drarnatically ditlerent, more restrained, than
Stravinsky's eailier Rites d Sminq (1913). or The firebird (1912).

few years ago, the genius of Wagner was miserably adored by the combined
Mediocrity and Ignorance of the crowd?
The Franco-Russian alliance between Stravinsky and Satie unleashed a new mode of

music which prefenedthe "brevityand mciseness of musical discourse to the ramblings
and rumblings of irnpreosioni~m".~~
Art was also affected by the neoclassickt revdution. The energies of the émigré

Marc Chagall, who found his inspiration ftom a combination

of Hasidic writings and

Jewish village life in Vitebsk. brought his own fonn of neoclassicism to France? There,
his works resounded with the classically-grounded paintings of Maurice Denis, Gino

Severini, and Jean Hugo. The 6migrés were, thus, able to participate in the revival of
traditional foms in the West. While they sought to presewe the past which they had seen
destroyed in their own country by Revdution, the Western Europeans and Arnericans
Iooked for stability in their own past to cure the pst-war malaise. Although the need
stemmed fmrn different causes, their forces cambined in a unified aspiration to provide
grounded meaning for their creaüvity.

A major element inherent in neo-classicism was a return to religion. As they
looked to the past to find the fwndations and inspiration for their future work, most neoclassicists were drawn to biblical and medieval precedents.

There, they found a

reassuring unanimity of purpose in man's religious past, and revelled at the unquestioning
acceptance of divine influence in eveiyday life wtiich permeated their works.

a Eric Satie as cited in laor Stravinsky ed.M
1969) 35.
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Maritains were but a part of a widening grwp who found d a c e and valuable lessons in
the religious tradition of mankind, circurnstances would propel the couple into the
limelight.

From contributors to a religious renaissance within the neo-classicist

movement, they suddenly became the "experts of al1 things religious." Rernarkably, the
fragmented and disillusioned Parisian artists seked upon the Maritains' work in this
direction as the new answer. They had, perhaps unwittingly, tapped into the prevailing
obsession for change,and created an astonishing new fad. By 1925, "God was in!" and
their house at Meudon was the place to find him."
The Maritains' home had long been a haven for certain Cathdic artists before this
fad took hold. Jean and Valentine Hugo, Stanislas and Aniouta Fumet, Pierre Reverdy,
Maurice Denis, and Max Jacob (who converted from Judaism in 1909) were ardent
participants in the CezIes Thomistes, and had tried to spread the couple's Christian
message to their peers in the arts. However, the great transformation occurred only when
the "enfant terrible" of the Parisian artistic worid, Jean Cocteau, made his way to their
home in 1924. Attracted to Maritain by his book Art and Schdasticism and devastated
by the sudden death of his lover Raymond Radiquet, Cocteau began to visit Meudon to

discuss his doubts about, and yet fascination Wh. Catholicism and religion."
Throughout that year, Cocteau battled the formidable problern of an opium addiction

-

ironically he had been introduced to the substance by another frequenter of the Cercles

Thomistes, Louis Laloy, in Monte Carlo - and finally succurnbed to treatment at an elite

Brown. An lm~ersonationof Anaeis 246.

Cerfain biographers of Cocteau suggest that he was not motivated by a personal Christian
revelation, but rather by a desire to attmct a new b e r , Jean Bourgoint, who was intenseiy
religious. Cocteau is also attribut& with confiding to a ftiend that he sought out the Maritains only
to prevent same boy fiom mmitting suicide over an unrequited bue for him. See Brown, &
I
Im~ersonationof Anaek 247.
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hospital in Paris. He spent his convalescence under the sheltering Gare of Jacques
Maritain and, briefly, becarne a part of the Meudon househdd.
n
rv
tui
His moment of revelation came m e day in the e

of 1924-25, after he had

recovered, when he entered the Maritains home for a dinner engagement and caught
sight of their visiting friend Pere Charles (Henrion) garbed in the magnificent white robe
of the North African Burburs. Cocteau was astounded by the tranquillity of the young
monk and, after a night of intense conversation with Père Charles and the Maritains, he
finally decided to renew his vows. He todc mass the next rnoming in the Maritains'
chape1 fiorn the hands of Pere Chailes? In the typically Parisian manner of that time,
his conversion was no private matter: Cocteau published a letter to Maritain describing
his shock upon meeting Père Charles. his doubts and his stniggle with depression and
opium, and his final decision to embrace God and the Cathdic Church for al1 in Paris to

read .
This publicity sparked an immediate reacüon as a host of artists suddenly became
ardently religious. The h w s e at Meudon was besieged by a flock of eager converters
seeking to ride on Cocteau's coat-tails, and make their reputation as new "Catholic
artists." By 1925, when a young artist mentioned God, his colleagues and mentors would
Say: "you must talk to Jacques Maritain; he wiil answer you better than I cari? The

influx s w n became so large that Jacques and Raksa decided to hold what they terrned
laughingly "esoteric" meetings in addition to the regular sessions of Cercles Thomistes

Jean Cocteau, Lettre B Jamues M a i i n (Paris: Lb
i rarie
Stock, 1926). Maritain's response
was published in Jacques Maritain, Remrise B Jean Cocteau (Paris: tibrairie Stock, 1926). The
popuhrity of these confessions mgr be indicated by the fact that Maritain's response ran to at
least 17 editions.

'' Maurice Sachs, Le Sabbat souvenir d'une ieunesseoraaeuse (Paris: Gallimard, 196û) 143.

one Sunday a month. The re-otganizau'on was necessary both to provide enough free
time for them to pursue their other obligations, and to establish a certain direction and
purpose to the discu~sions.~
Of the new mverts, the impressionable, aspiring writer Maurice Sachs was the

most notorious. Only eighteen at the time, Sachs carne to Meudon with a sense of awe
and anticipation.
When the door opened, I saw in the entrance a man who resembled a l the
images of Christ; I had never seen features transposed into such a great
gentleness; the straight-forward and dear blue eyes were humid with tendemess
and the grand lock of hair which covered a part of his forehead gave him an air
of infancy..A melted under his regard, shnink, becam8 al1 child, I felt detached
from everything arwnd rnyseif and, as if by a miracle, even from the hsaviness
of my impurities. My guiitiness dissdved in the fire of this love of good wtiich
possessed a man entirely and not at all, that under his gaze I feit absohred of ail
my faults. renewed and perfedy happy?
If Jacques Maritain was Jesus Christ for Sachs, then Raissa and her sister Vera

Ousrnanov, were Mary Magdalene and Martha. Wnh romanticized enthusiasm, Sachs
flung himself into Catholicism: he was baptized at Meudon in 1926 with Raissa as his

god-rnother, and irnmediately entered the Dominican order."

Almost as rapidly,

however, he discovered that he was not yet prepared to embrace the vow of chastity, left
the Order, and became a "fallen-away Cathdic" befom the decade was out.

This incident caused considerable embarrassrnent for the Maritains, and has
largely affected their historical record. While the couple maintained that they were trying
to create an "intellectual apostdate," the most famous conversions which they had

assisted seern to have a dubious characte?. Cocteau continued his "depraved" life-style

Maritain, Natebooks 134-135.
54
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as a homosexual and opium addict; the symbolist writer Paul Sabon converted at Meudon

in 1925 only to commit suicide eight months fater; even Erik Satie's death-bed conversion
in 1925was held up to intense scrutiny."

For the m a t part the Maritains were, and

continue to bel accused only of naibett5 and perhaps an over-eager proselytising zeal.
They focused so intensely upon their mission that they did not consider the possibility that
they might be used by opportunistic artists seeking yet another "crazyf a d to add to their

list of notorious exploits.

The Oecumenical Circle
It was into this atmosphere that Berdyaev and the other émigrés leaving Berlin
entered when they arrived in Paris in 1924. Not only the tum towards religion, but also
the exaggerated appeal of fads caused the French intellectual and artistic milieu to be
quite accepting of the Russians. The religious-philosophers were in tune with the mood
of Neo-dassicism, and by the benefit of their "foreignness" they were an automatic

attraction. Morewer, the dite grwp who had chosen to stay in Russia under Bolshevisrn
until their abrupt expulsion were a remarkable change from the swams of displaced
nobility and tsanst officers. For Bedyaev, there could be no better situation in which to
embark upon inter-confessional and interaltural communications.

His broad plan to wrest the 6migr6 cornmunity out of their intransigent isolation
was initiated in the last days of 1925 after

had been launched. Anderson and

Kullman from the YMCA Russian Doision urged him to take concrete steps toward
establishing a f m a i oecumenical discussion group which could sehle as the first step
to breaking d o m denominational ignorance, and they offered whatever organizational

56
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assistance he might require. Lev Zander, head of the RSCM in Paris,

seconded their

appeal noting the dangerws vacuum in which m a t of his y w n g members were trapped.
Contacts with ywng French people, he insisted, would bring purpose and opportunity
into the émigrés' lives. It was Zander who mceived of the idea to use the new prernises
of the RSCM to h d d discussions with leading Protestant and Cathdic personalities in
France.57

With energy and enthusiasrn, therefore, Berdyaev set to wo*.

He carnposed a

detailed list of Russian h i g r é s who should be invited to an oecurnenical meeting as
representatives of the ~rthodox." For the Catholics, Berdyaev's first personal choice
was Mme. Léon Bloy who had dorie so much to assist his entrance into French society.
He tumed to Maritain for the remainder, asking hirn to select representatives from his

Cercles thomiste^.^ The last group which rernained to be enjoined were the French
Protestants. Although the YMCA was a largely Protestant organization - and Anderson,
Kullman and their Anglican friend Dean Walter were already invited

-

they had few

contacts with the Refomi Church or other Protestant congregations in France.
Berdyaev, thus, sought the assistance of a seemingly odd person, asking the
Abbé Laberthonnière to suggest the names of prominent Protestant theologians and

philosophers who might be interested in oecurnenical discussions with the Russians and
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the French ~ a t t i o l i c s . ~
"Odd",
~
because the Abbe was Catholic and, even more, an

outcast ta most of his feilow believers since he had been condemned in the Papal
encyclical ~asceodi.~'The reason why Berdyaev appealed to this Catholic to help him
enlist the participation of Protestants remains a mystery. What is known, however, is that

the Abbé Laberthonnière was extremely helpful in this regard, and he managed to bring
France's leading Protestant *~edogians
to the Russian oecumenical meetings.=

On January 10, 1926 Gustave Kullman finally received all the lists of people to be
invited to the proposed oecumenical meeting. Unfortunately, on that day, Kullrnan was
also afflicted by a temperature above 103 degrees. He, therefore, placed an ernergency
d l to Sophie Zemova, one of the leaders of the RSCM who was currently working in the

YMCA-Russian Division office, explained the situation and asked her to take over.
Zernova agreed and gathered the tists ftom the seriously-il1 Kullrnan. She then compiled
the names and typed out the sixty-six invitations which read as fdlows:

You are cordially invited to take part in the first meeting of the Circle for
Religious Studies which will take place on Thursday the 14th of January 1926 at
4 o'clock in the aftemoon at 9 rue Dupuytren, Paris Vle, (Métro Odéon).
Introduction theme of the discussion: N. A. Berdyaev - 'The Notion of Faith
in the Orthodox R e ~ i g i o n . ~

Abbé Laberthoriniere, letters to NikBerdyaev, 10 and 26 Oecernber 1925. Paul 6Anderson Papers, University of Illinois at Uibana-Champaign, Box 3.

''

In 1913, two of his major mnks Le tdmoianaaes des martvrs and Sur le chemin du
catholicisme were placed on the Index, and he was forbidden to publish @n in his iiietime.
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The meeting was held in the large, basernent cafeteria which usually housed the RSCM

assemblies, thanks to the benevdence of Lev Zander who agreed to put the roorn at their
disposal for one Thursday every month. mus, the Oecumenical Ciicle began.
The rnernbership of the Ciide was deliberately quite diverse to allow it to address
the plurality of concems which had prompted its creation. A slight majority of mature

theologians and religious philosophem gave it the neçessary expertise to define the major
points of Iiturgicaland doctrinal dÎerences. While it should not be misrepresented as an
official Church endeavwr nor as a meeting of al1 the forernost religious intellectuals in
France and the emigration, it did bring together a substantial proportion of influential
thinkers and religious leaders. Furthemore, with its inclusion of both French and Russian
youths, the Oecumenical Circle was insured against transienm. The youth would be able
to cary on the ideas developed in these meetings to other forums and initiatives. No
format minutes or record of the meetings of the Oecumenical Circle are known to exist,

and we can rely only on the reminiscences of some of its rnembers, reports issued in
Put', and
-

one unique case where a visitor took notes of the proceedings."

What

ernerges from this albeit scanty source material is the picture of a dynamic assembly in

which foregoing assumptims were ravaged, rules of procedure often completely
disregarded, and intense debates engaged.

S m e of the topics discussed, which are listed in the discovered historical

documents, also demonstrate that the Oecumenical Circle provided its participants with
an in depth lesson into the major faœts of the history and beliefs of each Christian
denomination. Berdyaev opened the circle with a talk on 'The Notion of Faith in the

" Emmanuel Mounier, mtretiens II' [unpublished], 1928-1930, Emmanuel Mounier Papers,
Châtenay-Malabry, France in the private coîkctbn man
i tan
i eci
by Mrs. Paulette Mounier (-y
obtained from Dr. John Hellman, McGill Unhrsity, Montréal).
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Orthodox Religion." When the grwp met again, the oRhodox Thomist and Dominican,
Père Gillet rose to present a Catholic rebuttal with his talk "On Analogy in the Knowing
of ~ o d . " Completing the round table, the third meeting was led by the Pasteur Lecerf

who led the discussion with his paper, "Religious Knowing and the Notion of Dogma."
For the next four years, this remained the general procedure for the Oecumenical Circle.
A topic for discussion would be chœen by the members, and then three circular
presentation-discussionsessions would be hefd at which each confession could put forth
their views.
The concentration of the first year's meetings on the questions of faith, theologies
of knowledge, and the differences between the constitutions of the denominations proved
to be very important for the worid oecumenical movement. In 1927, the second major

oecumenical conference was held in Lausanne on the question of "Faith and Ordep.
There, the Orthodox representatives, Sergei Bulgakov and Boris Vysheslavtsev, and the
Protestants Marc Boegner and Wilfred Monod, were able to bnng the discoveries of the

Oecumenical Circle to the world
reported on the Oecumenical Circle in its third issue of March-April, 1926.
Moreover, despite its necessarily Russian Orthodox administration, the journal quickly
demonstrated its cornmitment to oecumenism. In the second issue of January 1926, it
published an article by Samuel Kavert on the Stockholm Conference of 1925 which
outlined the intentions

of the Worid Oecumenical Mwement, and the achievernents of the

3 (March-April 1926): 382.
'Sobraniia pravoslavnyikh', Wikw iprotestantw v P m , '
This theme is eiaborated in Pbre Martin-Stanislss Gillet, Les harmonies eucharistiaues: essai
thhiocaique (Lille: Desciée de Brouwer, 1914).
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conferencan

The same issue also included an article by Jacques Maritain.

"Metaphysics and Mysticism," in order that the French Thomist's views could be
disseminated to a wd
ier

Russian audience than the members of the Oecumenical

circ/eemThe third issue of

not only listed the lectures which had been given, and

were soon to be delivered, at the OecumenÏd Circle, but also included an article by an
S. Ollard on "Anglo-Cathdicism."

The JuneJuly issue published Professor N.

Glubokovsky's article on the rde of Orthodoxy in Christian unitym and, in OctoberNovember, Gustave Kullrnan at fast made his contribution, "Protestantisrn and Orthodoxy"
in tandem with an anonyrnws "A.K." who wrote, "The Attitude of the Anglican Church

towards ~rthodoxy."~'Until 1930. when the Oecumenicdl C i d e was disbandad,
regularîy reviewed its achievements. Even after that date, the journal m t i n u e d to present
alternate denominational perspectives and encourage the cause of oecumenisrn.

By the end of 1928, not only were the monthly Thursday sessions still occurrÏng,
but the Oecumenical Circle had also branched off into more intimate gatherings which

met at the homes of Maritain and of ~erdyaev? On December 17, 1928. a young
protégé of Maritain, Emmanuel Mounier, who took voluminws notes of every meeting,

recorded one at the home of Maritain in Meudon where the Orthodox and Catholic

"Put' 2 (January 1926):
-

a Put* 2 (January

237-238.

1926): 209-218.

Put' 4 (JuneJuiy 1926): 490-494,
"

Put' 5 (October-November 1926):

610-612,61&618.

'2 Emmanuel Mounier. "Entretiens11', 17 Oecember 1928,16. Other such offshoots may have
been formed by the Protestant mernbers or by the Abbé hbertonniere. but we have no record of
this.
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members of the Oecumenical Circle exchanged a list of questions which they wanted

each other to answer over the coming years. The Orthodox Russians asked the Catholics

to comment on the following eight issues:
1. The Catholic Action mwement? The Apostles? The rde of laymen? The
personal responsibility of each to his own point of view?

2. The universality of the Church and the national elernent- Cathdicism and
Latinism. 1s it possible to identify universality and supranationafity? The national
Church and nationalism: to what point can universai Cathdicism be corisdidated
with national interests.
3. The rnissionaries. The directions of the Pope in this sphere. The Catholic
Church in China4. The Pope and the Church. The dogma of infallibility

S. Science and Religion. The attitude of the Cathdics towards bible critique.

6. How is the Orthodox church seen in the eyes of Cathdics. The Church and

grace. Attitude of the Cathdics towards dissidents. Cathdics and Protestants.
7. Asceticism and mysticism in the West. Their development through the course
of history. The temperance or sobriety in the mystical graces.
8. The sense of eschatdogy arnong the Cathdics?

The first of these questions was given an initial response at that meeting. Jacques

Maritain told the Orthodox Russians about the opinion of Pope Pius XI regarding laic
activities and Action Catholique. The Pope supported these initiatives, and recalled that

in the eady Christian Church, lay members of the Church had held a distinct position

within the hierarchy. Only gradually did apœtdic work become the complete purview of
clerics and, in the Middle Ages, fall under the contrd of the Grand Orders. Maritain then
referred to the recent letter from Cardinal Gasparri of January 24, 1928 in which he
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defined Action Catholique as Vie cooperation of the laity in the apoot~late.''~ The
Russians were confused about such active spiritual work, and one assumed that the
Catholic organization was a modem recreation of the Jesuit missionary or Dominican
inquisition initiatives. He stated that the Orthodox only pemitted such bodies for the
purpose of contemplation. never for action. Hence the participants were made aware

of a major divergence: Orthodoxy traditionally encouraged wholly inward development,

whereas the Catholics embraced realizing the spirit thmgh acfjvjfy "in the world".
The Cathdics then responded by asking the Orthodox to elaborate their views

about eight sirnilar themes:
1. What was the mie of layrnen in the Orthodox Church and what was the
personal responsibility of each to his own point of view?

2. The universality of the Orthodox Church and the national element. 1s it possible
to identify universality and supmnationality? The national Orthodox Church and
Russian nationalism: to what point can universal Orttiodoxy be msolidated with
national interests?
3. The Catholic Church in the eyes of the Orthodox.

4. Asceticisrn and Mysticism in the East.
5. The view of eschatdogy arnong Russians

6. me O I Believers.
~

7. The Ooctnnal Authority in the Russian Church
8. Russian and the Far East. The Slavophiles. Eura~ianism.~

From these topics, it is apparent that wer the course of the Oecumenical Circle's
existence, its rnembers attempted to relate the crucial aspects of their different histories

'* Emmanuel Mounier, Tntretiens 11,"
'f
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to one another. It is not known what the Protestants were asked to explain, but judging
from the similarity between the Orthodox and Cathdic lists, it may be surmised that they

gave lectures about their evolution as a Church, their dnrisions and particular confessions,
their views of mysticism, eschatdogy, nationalism, and their approach to laic action.
The theme which appears to have emerged as the central point of disagreement
was that of Church organization. While the Orthodox and Protestantsshared a somewhat

similar system of peers, the Catholic hierarchical organization continually disturbed the
Russian émigrés.

By 1929, the Oecumeni'cal Circle seemed to amve at a certain

understanding about this issue. As Maritain put forth, the Cathdics put the "rnystical
body" in priority over the "organic bodr of the Church, the mystical body of course being

manifested in the person of the Pope. Whereas the Orthodox seemed to tend more to
the Protestant conception of the "invisible ~ h u r c h ; "the
~ only temporal representative
of this would be the entire cangregatim.

More precisely, Prince Kovalevsky differentiatedOrthodoxy along the Iines of spirit
and matter: the Cathdic Church, with its hierarchy, brought the spirit of God into matter
through the person of the Pope, and this spiritual essence then devolved downwards
through the ranks of the Church. The Protestants left the spirit to its own realm and
focused almost sdely upon the matter

- the cmgregation.

The Orthodox, however,

divorced their entire conception of Church from matter. The Church was "universal
because it sanctifieci al1 humanity* and, as a spiritual essence, it mnected with al1 of its

believers."

The Western denominatians, therefore, were limited in the eyes of the

Orthodox by their separation ftom the spirit. E'iher they had to tum the Spirit into matter
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(Catholic) or they relegated it to the unknown (Protestant). The Russian Orthodox could
not accept such limitations because in their tradition, spirit was as real and tangible as
rnatter.
As one Russian explained in an offshoot meeting at Meudon:

Our divergence with the Cathdics? There is above al1 in the Cathdics the idea
of a hierarchical society, wtiere an exaggerated importance is attributed to certain
exterior signs. The Church, for us,must divest itseif of al1 material elements: it is
universal, because it sanctifies ail humanity even before it reaches out, al1 the
universe belongs to it, the ieast of laws. The Cathdics have chosen, as the sign
of their cathdicism, the unity of gwernment. It desires to be universal in time and
space. Whence the pope is placed as guardian of al1 authority and al1 infallibility.
For us infallibility is in the totality of the Church which is the body of the
~hurch?

The Catholic Thomists led by Maritain continually protested this understanding. The
hierarchy. they maintained, did not dirninish, nor render material, the spirit (holy ghost);
rather the holy ghost was automatically manifested in the decisiors made by their Church
leaders -the Pope aftet al1was directly linked to God. Here, the Orthodox countered with
history, and asked how the Catholics resolveddisputes betweenthe Council of Rome and
the Pope. Maritain and the Abbe Joumet tried to sidestep the question, responding that
this was "inconceivable" because the holy ghost was operating through both bodies, and
it could not contradict itseRm

The Protestants now became invdved as Pasteur Monod challengedthis assertion
on the basis of its incongruity with the historical record and the functional organization
of the Catholic Church. However, instead of being suppofted by the other Protestants,

T9 Emmanuel Mounier, recording cornments of 'Kni K M (one of the Princes Kovalevsky),
"Entretiens II," April 1929, 21.

Emmanuel Mounier, "Entretiens Il.' April 1929. 22. Journet wss a member of the Cercles
Thomistes and a new additibn to the Oecumenical Cimle. He was a prominent Dominican
theologian at Friburg.
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he was oppœed by the Calvinists led by Pasteur Lecerf who declared themselves to be
more in sympathy with the Cathdic Thomist position? They too saw their organization

as imbued with the holy spirit and did not like the Russian assertions as to the material
nature of their ~ganization.~
Yet, they also asserted that the Protestant heritage was
more from the "mysticaibody'!'than Maritain was preparedto admit because Protestantism

was, of course, an offshoot of the Cathdic Church.
Abbé Laberthonnih, on the cmtrary, rose in indignation against the assertions
of his fellow Cathdics. He did not accept their easy answer, and accused Maritain of

using the speculative logic which imbued Thamist schdasticism as a crutch, instead of
concretely addressing the fegitimate question of the Roman hierarchical legacy. This
caused Père Gillet to inteject with considerable heat as he found both Maritain's
explanation a weak expression of Thomist principles and Abbé Laberthonni&e1scriticisrn
of scholasticism inappropriate. Marc Boegner, who was chaiman of this session, was at

last forced to rise and cry out: "my Fathers, don? al1 talk at once when you have not
received your parde!'&
It was becoming increasingly evident that the most acrimonious debates were
occurring between the representatives of one denomination, rather than between those
of different confessions. Just as the Russian Bratsîvo had succumbed to intemal

dissention over the questions of inter-communication, the rde of Orthodoxy, and, of

--
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course, their approach to Bolshevism, the Catholics and Protestants found themselves
clashing in matters of doctrine and of the purpose of their churches.
However,jwt as that lesson was becoming accepted by al1the members, extemal
forces intewened in the Oecumenical Cimle. That terrible debate between the different
Protestants, and the quand between Maritain, Gillet, and Labeithorinière became
somehow publicized in French clerical circles. At the end of 1929, therefore, the high
prelate of Paris, Monsignor Chaptal, issued an edict forbidding Cathdics to attend any
assembly which included the Abbé ~aberthonniere? The unorthodox Abbe had al1 too
frequently provoked wntroversy in Rome, and Chaptal presumably did not wish his See
to become the centre of such attention. Morewer, the notoriety of the debate destroyed
the consciously-protected anmymity of the Oecumenical Circle: Catholics were not
supposed to partake in such adVities in the first place; above al1 they were not supposed
to attack each other and their Church in front of unon-believers.u By 1930, therefore the
Oecumenical Circle ended. The Maritains, Gillet, the Fumets and al1 the other Catholics
did not feel that they could risk excommunication for this endeavour.
In the final analysis, the Oecumenical Circle did seem to accomplish a realization

on the part of its rnernbers that denominational differences might not be as grievous as
philosophical or generational mes. This point goes a long way towards explaining the
eventual collapse of the Circle and the ways in which it propagated itself into other
forums. It had also fulfilled one of its major initial goals: that of i n f m i n g and providing
material for

in order that other denomination's coricems could be communicated to

the Russian higrés. Morewer, most members would agree that the formal Oecumenical
Circle was no longer necessary. Its expansion into more intimate bodies, as early as

Boegner, L'exiaence oecuméniaue 37.
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1928, at Meudon and Clamart were providing a more satisfactory forum for discussion.

These were also private initiatives which could largely be kept immune from Church or
State censorship.

And conceming the wider, world oecurnenical situation, the

international oecumenical movement, although restricted by the depression, was moving
into its maturity. Their purpose had been accomplished at least to the extent that the
members of the ûecumenical Circle now feit COCnfortabie in taking a part in the world
oecumenica1 meetings which were to occur thrwghout the 1930s. Therefore, the

Oecumenical Circie was eventually superseded by bodies both more intimate and more
international. Whether the Russians would have become invdved in the international
forums without this first expœure mmains a matter for conjecture. What it certainly did
accomplish was ta introduce the Russians to the French intellectualmilieu and allow them
to solidify relationships with particular French groups.
t**

The links which had k e n forged through the Oecumenical Circle benefitted the

emigration as a wtiole, and pravided the religious philosophem and their students in
particular with the means to further and expand their mwement. Out of those dramatic
and controversial meetings would arise a series of cirdes al1 committed to placing
spirituality again at the centre of human activity. Aithough each descendant group
focused upon a particular field of study, their participants would move between the
collectiviiies expanding their appreciatim and ttieir understanding.

In this way, the

diverse Franco-Russian societies pemeated one another; literature, philosophy,
economics, politics, and religion were each provided with their own singular forums
designed to maximize the cultural strengths provideci by the Russian and French
intellectuals. A host of new publications captured the movements, and reported on the
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discussions therein for al1 interested readers; books and pamphlets filled the remaining
gaps as the foremost thinkers from both milieus commented upon the experiences which

they were enjoying in these many-faceted circles. And at the centre of it a l were the
salons at Clamart and Meudon where Berdyaev and Maritain presided over their
"intellectual apostolate."
In concrete ternis, the first outcame of the Oecumenical Circle was a dramatic
increase in funding and encouragement to the pwerty-stricken yaing Russian émigres.
In 1927, three additional sources of assistance were ensured by the work of the YMCA
Russian Division and certain members of the Oecumenical Circle.

First, the YMCA of

France Groupe de fa Seine, directed by Charles Ki&, agreed to provide gymnasium
facilities in Pans and a Summer Camp outside the city. Ki& was irnpressed with the
rniddle ground fœtered at the Oecumenical Circle:the Russians there adhered to neither
the White Tsarist nor the Soviet position, and therefore camed no taint which would offend
his French Protestant members. He was, thus, quite happy to offer the services of his
organization to the RSCM and other ywng Russians affiliated with the Oecumenical
circle
Second, through the efforts of Dean Walter and the new connections established
by the RSCM w î ü ~
the students at St. Albans serninary, an Anglo Chureh fund was set up
to assist the maintenance of St. Sergius Thedogical Institute. This was essential at this
time because the American Chumh fund was limited to a three year contract which
expired in 1928; alternative sources of funding were thw necessary if St. Sergius was to

"

Eugen Ki&. letter to Paul B. Andenori, 13 June 1927, Paul B. Anderson Papers, University
of Illinois a! Urban-Champaign, b x 8.
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remain vital?

Out of this evolved the Fellowship of St. Sergius-St. Albans which still

flourishes today. Yearly conferences and then exchanges allowed the Russian thedogical
students to gain an appreciation of Anglican ritual, and in tum, the British students
learned more about the still relatively-unknown doctrines of Orthodoxy.

By 1928, a

review, Sobomost' was initiateci by the Fellowship, and it regularly reported upon their
activities, and the growing inter-communication between the twa faiths, cultures, and
traditions?'

A detailed exposition of Russian émigre engagement in Britain is beyond

the scope of this study, but it may be said that the relationship did ensure the suivival of
St. Sergius Theological Institute during many of the most barren years of the Great
Depression, and it assisted several young émigrés (for example, Nicholas Zernov) in
pursuing active careers in English academic and religiws institutions.
Finally, thmugh the efforts of Paul Anderson and the French Protestants Suzanne
de Dietrich and Marc Boegner, the Comité Française d'Enb'aide Universifaire was created
with a mandate of providing financial assistance to Russian university students. Anderson
and de Dietrich sat on the managing cornmittee; Boegner was part of the honourary
cornmittee whicfi included many notable French bureaucrats and professors such as

Herriot, Minister of Public Instruction,

and Léon Bninschwicg.'

By 1937 the day to day

direction of the Committee was undertaken by Sophie Zemova who had established her
necessary connections with the French Protestant and University milieu during the life

Paul B. Anderson, ietter to Gustave G. Kullrnarin, 18 January 1927, Paul B. Anderson
papers, University d Illinais at Urbfma- Champaign, Box 8: 1 4 .

" The Paul B. Anderson papers oorrtain a considerable amount of information on the Angb
Russian invohrements. See 80x8s 8, 15, 16, 28-W.
* The Russian Students' Fund. Paris,' 1928, Paul B. Andersan Papers, University ofIllinois
at Urbana-Charnpaign, Box 22.
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of the Oecumenical Citcle.

The entire interactive endeavours of the Russians at the

Religious-Philosophical Academy, St. Sergius, the RSCM, Put' and the "Circle," therefore
succeeded sornewhat in its primary goal of breaking down the isdation of the Russian
émigrés, and mitigating their alienated and impoverished state.

The Studio Franco-Russe

One of this first offshoots of the OecumenicalCircle was the literaryStudio Franco-

uss se.^

It began in 1928 under the leadership of Jean Maxence. editor-inchief of the

famous Parisian publication Cahiers de la auinzaine. Maxence had heard about the
activities of the Oecumenical Citcle, and wondered if sirnilar meetings - but on literary and
artistic themes rather than strictly religious ones - would not be profitable and informative.
He thus began to invite selected Russian and French intellectuals, many of whom were
concurrent1y attending the Oecumenical Circle, to his Studio Fmco-Russe. Hem, writers
and philosophers were encouraged to engage in ferocious debate over a chosen subject
or artistic method. The results would then be published in a booklet: the two principle
debaters, one Russian and m e French, would present their views in essay f o m followed
by notes on the general debate.

Between 1928-1932, fourteen such debates were held and their outcomes
published in Cahiers de la auinzaine. The first four were gathered in a collection entitled
Rencontres, but the remaining ten were published in their entirety as books. The majonty
of debates concemed the work of particular famous vuriters. However, the breadth of the
Studio Franco-Russe is indicated in the publications iesulting from debates on literary,

philosophical, and spintual movements. Thmugh Cahiers de la auinzaine, Franco-Russian

For a Iist d the participants. please see Appendix A.
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interaction was able to transcend simply religious discussion, and address other issues.
This proved to be quite important for the Russians who participated in the Studio
Franco-Russe: many were very ywng and just starting their careers as wrïters; the

debates gave them exposure to the French literary and publishing milieu, and allowed
them to develop connections which would help them publish their future works. Whiie
Zaitsev and Adarnovich were already established m e r s who could easily seIl their
materials to the Russian or, in the case of Adarnovich, the French and international press,
Berberova and Fedotov were launched at the Studio Franco-Russe. Their talent may have
guaranteed their internationalsuccess regardless of this introduction, but the rnemoirs of
the less~appreciatedYanovsky which describe the desperate plight of the "Russian

Montparnasse"writers, demonstrate that most aspiring Russianémigre writers would have

given anything for such an ~pportunity.~
The debates at the Studio Franco-Russe were legendary for their acrimony. In
contrast, somewhat, to the Oecumenical Circle, the intent was not merely to foster unity
or understanding, but rather to arouse the most fervent opinions and objections in order
that the participants could strengthen the exposition of their views. However, one similarity
did anse between the two circles: the most strenuous abjections were mast likely to come

from those who would be naturally corisidered allies.
Little by little, the 'national' divergences which intrigued the assistant and which
they were pleased, at the beginning, to emphasize, have disappeared in the
oppositions which anse from a difference of assimilation of a unique cultural
heritage. One does not wait to state that there are, at our reunions, two FrancoRussian grwps in attendance. And by this fact not m l y is w r initial goal fwnd
and even w e r m e , but also it becmes immediately possible to give to the

Vasify Yanovsky, Elvsian Fields: A 6ook of MePress, 1987).

(Dekalb. II: Northern Illinois University

debates al1 amplification, al1 necessary breadth for these studies which are more
and more reaLg'
Berdyaev and Maritain, for instance, received the harshest condemnation from their
national compatriots, not fKHn the opposite, expected side. Hence, Maritain wwld cane
home so upset and depressed after each engagement where he was so vidently attacked
by Mauriac. Maxence, or ValBry that Raïssa wwld advocate that he cease participating."
Berdyaev was sirnilady disturbed by the attacks of both yang and old Russians, many

-

-

of whom like Zaitsev he had already failen-cut with since his expu~sion.~
Moreover, althaugh the Studio Fmo-Russe was more immediately concemed
with literary themes than was the Oecumenical C k l e , it gradually evolved towards a

sirnilar orientation. Again and again the issue of religion would enter the debates of the

Studio Franco-Russewhere the participants found themsetves divided not along national
lines, but according to their approach to spiritual mattem. The final debate in 1932 on the
question of a renewed spitituality in France and Russia was the culmination of such
questioning and, despite the protestations of the more secular and anti-spiritual members,
the conclusion of the Studio Franco-Russe mandated that their era required spiritual

solutions:
Ali this has b e n said by others before us and better. But it seems equally good
to impose, on aur era, the cal1for certain "primarytruths". The Studio franco-russe
has largely contributed ta this. And if other reunions must be placed, later on, in
similar conditions, those who wwld participate in them will find it easier to

O'
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penetrate the issues with the example before thern of how we have tried to incite
friends?

OUI

The aspirations of the fwnders of the Oecumenical Circle had clearly struck a note of

sympathy at the Studio franco-Russe; it lent its contribution, through the medium of
Iiterature and the arts, to a reintegmtion of spiritual principles in all aspects of Me. As the
Russianinitiators of the Oecumenical Cide had hoped, Franco-Russian collaboration was
spreading, and it was motivated by a religious principte.

Clamart Tuesday.
The most direct descendant of the Oecumenical Circle after its disbanding in 1930
was the inter-confessional meetings hosted by Nikdai Berdyaev at his home in Clamart.

These sessions, which occuned one Tuesday each month, had begun before the closure
of the formai circle because Berdyaev and certain other members wanted to engage in

more intirnate, detailed discussion than the large gatherings of the Oecumenical Circle
permitted. Put simply, they discovered that the mandate of the Oecumenical Circle was
too large for their present capabilities:

As long as the Orthodox, Protestants and

Catholics still had only the most superficial comprehension about their divergences in
theological, liturgical, and philosophical mattersthey could not adequately address rnany
of the issues which had originally inspired the Oecumenical Cimle's creation. Thus, while

a certain sucœss was achieved insofar as mitigating Russian émigré isolation and
providing the RSCM youth and the dder Russian intellectuals with French contacts, unity
of the Christian Churches remained an as-yet unmachable goal.

Wsevokd de Vogt, 'Le renouveau spirluel en France et en Russie.' Cahiers de hauinzaine
22.1 (1932): 23.

Maritain had concuned completely with Berdyaev on this point, and he had
actually held the first limited gathering at his home in Meudon on December 17,1928.'~
There he brought some of the Cathdics and Orthodox from the Oecumenical Circ/e
together for an intense dissection of their major divergences.

lt

was through this

introduction that Emmanuel Mounier became a belated addition to the formal
Oecumenical Circle meetings at the premises of the RSCM. Berdyaev soon took over the
role of host with his Tuesdays at Clamart beginning on January 29, 1929." lnitially there

was some overiap with select meetings held at Meudon in April and May, but gradually,
Clamart becarne the central l o c a t i ~ n ?Together,
~
Berdyaev and Maritain propelled the

interconfessional discussions into new and fertile domains.
Alth w gh the Clamart Tuesdays replaced the Oecumenical Circle, its composition

was rather different. With the censure against Laberthonni&re. he could no longer be
included if Maritain and the other Cathdics were to attend. Moreover, his exclusion after
1930 caused the Protestants (whose initial participation he had enlisted) to also withdraw.

There is evidence, however, that the Orthodox and the Protestants were meeting
separately in other forums." Between 19130 and 1932,therefore, the Clamart Tuesdays
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eight days before the regular session of the Oecumenicel Cimle (probably in Aprii), and the other
on 13 May 1929. Emmanuel Mounier, €ntretiens 11' 21-30.

Marc Boegner, for instance, rernernbers the iast meeting with the Abbe Laberthonnière: in
had a week h g oecumenical retreat at Mutterhouse, the farniiy estate ofSuzanne de
Dietrich, near Niedaibronn. The guests were: P h Brillais (Superior of the Oratoiy), Abbe
Laberthionnere (still a priest at the Oratory), one Gennan and one Austrian Cathoiic thedogian,
an AngkCatMic fiom Mirfield, several Lutherans, the Reform Chur& contingent from Paris
1932, they

3t 6

were a strictly Orthodox-Catholic cirde. Only after the sad demise of the Abbé would the
three denominations again be r e ~ n i t e d . ~
Initially at the end of 1928 and the start of 1929, the g r w p invited to the Clamart
Tuesdays and the Meudon Mondays was mostly culled f r m the Oecumenical Circle, but
it did include a few additions: Jacques and Raissa Maritain and Nikdai Berdyaev of

course attended or hosted; Emile Demienghern, George Fedotw, Stanislas Fumet, the
Abbé Jakoubisiak, Vladimir Ilyin, Boris Vysheslavtsev, Louis Massignon, the Abbe

Laberthonnière (until 1930), and Pëtr Kovalevsky seern to have been the main participants
from the Oecumenical Circle. What is perhaps most interesting is who was not included,
or did not agree to attend, the supplernentary meetings at Clamart and Meudon.

For the Catholics, perhaps the most n o t e w h y omission was that of P h Gillet.
This eminent Dminican theologian who taught Thomist principles at the Institut
Catholique and had now becorne the head of the Dominican Order appears to have
been a natural choice. However, a clue to his disassociation might be found in the
disputes which occurred at the Oecumenical Circle between Pere Gillet and Jacques

Maritain. Père Gillet was a proponent of "orthodox" Thomism as oppused to the neo-

Thomism of Maritain and his disciples; it is perhaps possible that the initiators did not
want to distract the Orthodox-Catholic understanding with intemal quarrels between

(Boegner, Suzanne de Dietrich. and Pierre Maury), and the Russians
Vysheslavtsev, and Zander. Boegner, L'éxiaence oecumeniaue 74.
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09 As Congar remembered: 'Paris aiso offered other possibiiities. There was a FrancoRussian circle, which was the meeting-place for Orthodox, Cathdics, and Protestants. Nichokî
Berdyaev was its outstanding personal'i, together with Jacques Maritain, who without doubt owes
his awakening to an historical understanding of things and his sense of historical typobgy to his
contact with Berdyaev. Emmanuel Mounier, wtio was assocjated with the launching of Esprit, also
frequented this circk where I also made the acquaintance ofPere Lev Gillet and other Orthodox
friends.' Congar, Diakcrue between Christians 7-8.
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differing Thornists. Be that as it may, it is likely that Berdyaev, for one, did not miss him.
In his autobiography he characterized Gillet thusly: "Least of al1 did I like the Dominican

P6re Gillet: his Torquemada-like behaviwr towards Abbe Laberthonnière was positively
revolting."lm
The other exclusions of Catholics appear ta have b e n more practical. None of
the students of Mlle. Clare Jullien or herself were participants at the supplementary
meetings at Meudon and Clamart. This was parallefed by the Orthadox, who also did not
include the rnembers of the RSCM, soch as Nichdas Zernov and his sister Sophie or Lev
Zander, at the Clamart and Meudon meetings.

Cleady the intent was to limit the

discussion to theological and philosophical issues, and to not engage in wider
organizational perspectives.
As Père Gillet was excluded, or perhaps chose not to attend, so to were the
Princes Trubetskoy, Bezobrazov, Nichdas Lossky and, most surprisingly, Sergei

Bulgakov. The loss of these formidable thinkers does not appear to be the result of
Orthodox disputes which emerged at the Oecumenical Circle. Rather, it seems to have
been caused by more extemal influences. These émigrés had probably split with
Berdyaev over the issue of the semnd Orthoâox Schism: in 1927 the Metropohtan of
Russia (head of the Church since Tikhon died in 1925) Sergei insisted that every believer

take an oath of loyaity to the Soviet Regirne. Eulogius took no action on the behalf of his
entire flock outside the USSR. This did not result in a forma1 schism until 1930 when
Eulogius tod< part in prayers with the Ardrbishop of Canterbury for suffedng Christians
within Ru~sia.'~'lnterpreted as a direct act of disloyahy to the Soviet Govemment,

'Oc
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Metropolitan Sergei moved to reprirnand Eulogius, force his congregations to obey the
oath, and stnp him of his power.

Instead, Eulogius sought protection

from the

Oecumenical Patn'arch of Constantinople along *th most 6migré believers. Berdyaev
was one of the few exceptions.

His decision alienated many of his friends and

colleagues.
My relations with ecclesiasticalcircles among the Russian émigrés went from bad
to w m e ...This [his public decision) proveâ the occasion of vident abuse from the
political and ecclesiastical pillais of émigré reaction?

Mat' Mana (her former married name was Elizabeta Skobstwa, d.1945), and Georges
Fedotov (1886-1951) were two of the few to join him, and Fedotov was threatened with
dismissal from St. Sergius on this account. Berdyaev felt compelled to respond with an
article "DoesOrthodoxy admit Freedom of Conscience" in
associations there.

and endangered even his

For this reasan, the shift in rnembership should not seem too

surpnsing.
Sergei Bulgakov's retmat from the new Cfamart forum is perhaps the most tragic
example. After more than thirty years of intensely close friendship between himseff and
Berdyaev, they were finalîy divided by circumstances and intransigence. Bulgakov had
never tumed insular, and had aiways embraced expansion, inter-communication, and new
ideas; although he had long been more fomially attached to the Orthodox Church than
Berdyaev, there was never any hint of reprimand on eithefs part regarding their singular
approaches to religion. Yet, in 1930 the two divided mer this irreconcilable breach. As
a resutt, Berdyaev lost not only most of his connections at St. Sergius, but also his

-

-
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dearest friend. Only dunng the temble years of Wodd War Two w w l d the two again be
reconciled almost on the eve of Bulgakov's death.lm

The additions to the interconfessional meetings at Clamart reflected a new
approach on the part of both Maritain and Berdyaev. Berdyaev brought in Georges
Florovsky, the former Eurasianist, who as a thedogian was now extremely interested in
the Western confessions. Maritain included Charles du Bos, the famous literary critic who

"converted" (renewed his vows) to Catholicism in 1927 under Maritain's influence. In
1929, du Bos brought over the budding existentialist philosopher and dramatist Gabriel
Marcel who had just converted to Cathdicism at the age of forty having undergone a
series of intense mystical experiences during Wodd War One?'

Others who joined that

year included the Russian musician Nicholas Nabokov who was b e m i n g a close friend
of the Maritains, and Olivier Lacombe who was Maritain's colleague and disciple at the
Institut Catholique and the Cercles Thomistes. Also fram the Cercles Thomistes were

Père Jean-Pierre Altennann, Père Aupiais and Louis Laloy. In 1930, a young Russian
Catholic, Helen Iswolsky, was also included as was Maritain's "brothei" Pierre Van der
Meer (both were the godsons of Léon Bloy). In 1931, the Thomist historian at the Collège

de France, Etienne Gilson, and the Comte de Pange were introduced to the

meeting^.'^^

lm
See Constantine Mochulsky, letter to Helene Iswoisky, 26 Juîy 1945, Helene lswolsky
papers, University of Scranton, Box 1.

Marcel was the son of a Jewish rnother and an irreverently 'paganiW father who did not
deign ta have his son baptked. Seymour Cain, Gabriel Marcel (London: S h e d 8 Ward, 1963)
220.

All these personages were rnentioned as participating in discussionsat meetings recorded
in Emmanuel Mounier, 'Entretiens 11, III, IV,' 1928-1932.

descended into interna1 battles within one confession as differing members perceived
opposing realities as to what they really believed and held as true. The Clamart Tuesdays
were not free of such animosity, however its participants did attempt to narrow the

reasons for divergence, espetially between the Orthodox and Catholic perspectives.
Helen lswolsky recalled their autcome in a rather pessimistic fashion.

Duringthat year Ivisited, with the Maritains, the Russian Orthodox thinker Nicholas
Berdiaeff in his home in ClamaLThe diicussims which took place were of
considerable interest, and touched upon the most intricate thedogical problems.
They were especially absorbing when Maritainand ûerdyaev led the conversation;
it was a bout between two thinkers of exceptional speculaüve force and wudition.
Yet Maritian was too stricüy a Thomist, and Berdyaev too much a representative
of Eastern mysticism, to be able to agree. Thwgh akays courteous and friendly,
the conversations at Clamart did not lead to a definite understanding. 'O
lswolsky went on to elaborate exactly where the misunderstanding lay. As a close frïend

of both Berdyaev and Maritain, she was most interested in their conflict, and not the entire
proceedings of the Tuesday meetings. Her rernembranœ is, however, quite valuable for
delimiting the extent of collaboration which would be possible for the two hosts.
Another problern linked with the study of Berdyaev's thought is his concept of
knowledge as a mystical gnosis which does not require the light of human reason.
Not only does this concept contradict the Cathdic interpretation of the word
"knowledge" (and it was on this point that Berdyaev ciashed most frequently with
Maritain), but even the interpretation given to this word by certain Protestant
schods, for instance by the Biblicism of the Barthian s~hod.'~'
According to Iswdsky, therefore, it was the key concept of Sophiology or integral
knowledge which remainedthe primary stumbling block to East-West understanding. The
problem identified by the Slavophiles and Solvb

and their aspirations for unifying

'O6
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reason and faith, still seerned to remain an unattainable goal for their heirs in the
emigration.
In her later autobiography, lswdsky miteratecl many of her former cornplaints, but
also elaborated on the &ict

that she had peiceived. She asserted that Berdyaev's

philosophical orientation was "different" from that of Maritain, and yet that it did not
"wntradict" the French neo-Thornist's thought in any "essential way."'"

Furthemore,

despite her Cathdicism, lswdsky had aligned herseif with Berdyaev by the end of her life
when she wrote this second autobiography: All misunderstandings wem placed on the
limitations of Maritain and his French Cathdic dleagues or on the insularity of the
Russians; Berdyaev was the only person who fully comprehended the issues discussed.
According to Iswolsky, he was different from Maritain because he adhered to the "mystical
spirituality of the Eastern Church'Wereas the neo-Thomist, naturally, relied on scholastic
prepositions and the Western mode of speculation.
oecumenical dialogue in its widest sense:

This divergence related to

Berdyaev hoped to foster East-West

reunification by having Western rational thought informed and completed by revealed
knowledge or faith; Maritain aspired to explanations which did not appeal to revelation,
but were based on logic and metaphysical "truths". This conflict over knowledge was
basic to the Orthodox-Catholic debate. As long as the Orthodox, siding with Berdyaev,
looked for an increased appreciatim of mysticism and revealed knowledge on the part
of the Catholics, they wwld be disappointed. The Cathdics, instead, were seeking a

rational, scholastic description of Orthodox theology and pracüce.
lswolsky insisted that Berdyaev was quite awam of this problem, but hoped that
it could be overcome-

'O8

She fwnd him to be in great syrnpathy with Catholicism,

Iswolsky, No Time to G h v e (Creshmod: S. Vladimir's Press, 1985). 184.

especially "its new, progressive leadership," and asserted that he had a "direct 'feel' for
if.irt~

This she attributed to the influence of his materna1 grandmother, the French

Catholic Countess de Choiseul, and of his wife Lydia who was also Catholic. Moreover,
she validated his reasons for believing in the possibility of a rapprochement by insisting
that "Russian religious thought as representedby Berdiaev, not only attracted Maritain but

ako irifluenced him and his entourage, especially the ywnger rnembers." However, in
her final analysis, lswolsky still deemed the meetings to be a failure: "Due to the tensions
caused by various arguments during the meetings, they were soon discoritinued, never
to be resumed at Clamart."110

Emmanuel Mounier, on the other hand, seems to have regarded the Clamart
Tuesdays and the Meudon Mondays, as a valuable educational forum at which he took

copious notes. In these notes he rarely revealed his personal opinions, but rather tned
to record the lectures and debates as accurately as possible. In doing sol he left an

invaluable transcription of the oral discussions which othewise would have been
impossible to recover in their original fonnat or flavour. lswdsky has maintained that the
primary confiict occumd between Jacques Maritain and Nilcolai Berdyaev. Its basis was

their approach to knowledge and philosophy, and she transposed this to a wider conflict
between the Russian Orthodox and French Cathdics. Mounier's notes from the sessions
Iswoisky, No Time to Giieve...184. Berdyaev's hop8 of recoriciling Thomist sdasticisrn
with Russian religious-phiksophywas characteristic of his persocial approach to phiksophy. Lev
Shestov constantty chaiged that Berdyaev had gone so far with his comrnlrnent to freedorn and
yet had stopped short of the essential step insahr as he did nd try to dismantle or remove bgic
and morality. For Shestw these were the ultimate limitations to hurnan thought. Of course,
Shestov always rebelled against the cxwistraifaints
of ressorr thereby breaking the tenuaus balance
in 'religious' 'phiksophr on the side d religion. Leon Shestw, "Nicd8r Berdiaeff: La gnose et
la philosophie existentielle' trans. B. de Schkezer Revue ~hibsoohiaue
22 (1949): 2-23.
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which forrned Iswolsky's opinion, indicate that her observation was accurate, but
obscured a more complex divergence.
The problem had arisen during the meetings of the Oecumenical Circle framed
within the issue of Roman hierarchy versus equality in the Orthodox Sobor. There, it had
evolved into a bitter dispute over the characterization which each faith lent to its
conceptualization of the Church body. This argument had not been resolved due to the
sudden closure of the Circle with the ban edict m Laberthonnière, and arose in a different
form to illustrate a crucial difference between Eastern-Russian Orthodox and WesternCatholic thought. The coritroversy was broached at one of the first Clamart Tuesdays in
1930, sparked by the Polish Cathdic Kwarski's lecture evaluating a recent essay by

Berdyaev, "l'Orient et l'occident" which had evolved from the debates at the Studio

Franco Russe at Cahiers de la auinzaine."'
He appraised Berdyaev's main contribution in ternis of clarifying the relationship
between spirit (the hdy ghost), the cosmos (Gad), and the individual (potentially Jesus

Christ). The hdy ghost, Berdyaev had asserted, impacted more on the cosmic life than
on the individual, and the cosmos was the spirit which was imbued in the Orthodox

Church: W e integrate the cosmos to the Church. When the hdy ghost is in a saint, it
acts in reality upon Me cosmos which encompasses all.""

In the West. on the other

hand, as Kovarski interpreted Berdyaev's article, Ythe western patristic is preoccupied,
above ail, with the problems of the moral order, individual salvation and justification,

"'
Il2
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coming under the influence at that time of Roman (Stoic) juridicism and t h ~ u g h t " "In
~
the ensuing discussion Berdyaev clarified this:
Moreover the western religions are al1characterized, even before the conflict which
divided cathdics and protestants, by a tendency to ind~dualism.The grace acts
each time and for each [individual] ...Another aspect of this opposition, is y w r
[Western) tendency ta neutralize the cosmos, which leads to the rnechanism of
modem times."'
This, he explained, was why the Cathdics could assert that the hdy ghost was acting
directiy through their Pope. In the Western conceptual tradition an individual could gain
access to the hdy ghost without the intermediation of the cosmic life, manifested by the
Church and the organic collective.
The contrary view lay at the heart of the Russian conception of Godmanhood and
its complete distinction from supeficially similar Western ideas of individualism or

Nietzsche's übemensch. While both the Westem and Russiantraditions saw the potential
for one person to evdve beyond hislher material limitations and becorne the "new man",
they disagreed over how this transformation occurred.

In the Russian religious-

philosophical paradigm, such funilment could only be achieved within the loving embrace
of the organic community; man without bmthers was nothing; at the extreme, Jesus Christ

without the apostdate could not have futfilied his destiny. This was diametrically opposed
to the Western view that man could achieve through his own devices: That Christ had
been bom son of God with al1 the abilities necessary to manifest his destiny, and that his
apostolate were students and servants, not vital supports. In other words, Russian
religious-philosophy accepted that man developed through Me, whereas the Western view
still adhered to the idea that he was made intact at the moment of conception.

"3
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Although Berdyaev agreed here with Maritain's earlier assertion that the basis for
the Orthodox Church was the "organic body," he also replaced the "mystical body" with
the individual as the basis of the Cathdic Church. This explained for him, as it had for

Ivan Kireevsky almost one century before, why the Protestant schism and other heresies
had arisen: they were jealous of the divine connecth held only by the Pope, and wished
to seize an element of revelation for thernselves.

Berdyaev was always careful to

distinguish his opinions from the official Orthodox theological ~ i e w . ' ' ~However, in his
conception, the Orthodox Church was a not merely a temporal body or a collection of
individuals. Rather it was first and foremost an etemal spirit or essence in which the
congregation was grounded, just as "nature is grwnded in the ~upematural.""~The
HoIy Ghost did not act directly within any member of the Church; it acted on the spirit w
cosmos in which the Church was founded. Every believer, thus, had access to the holy
ghost be they a mystic, priest, or layman, but each must gain that access through the ail-

embracing, etemal spirit of the Church.
It was almost as though the ttue Church was an ether where God resided and the

holy g h a t performed its w d . The physical Church was simply the earthly representative
of this ether. Or, as Berdyaev responded to Maritain's and the Abbe Augustin's request
for clarification, "for the Orthodox, man is the terrestrial hypostasis of God.""'

The

Catholics could comprehend hypostasis in the Trinity in the sense that each person -

-

God, the hdy ghast, and Christ was substantially distinct from and yet related to the

others and collected in its own sphere. Ernst Renan had said of the Catholic doctrine,
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"it ~ : s make
t
[of Jesus] a divine hypostasis.'"'

However, they could not conceive of

man as also being a hypostasis, even a tenestrîal one. That definition was reserved for
Jesus Christ.

Berdyaev expfained how the Orthodox reconciled this: "Theie is no

distinction between natural and supematural creation, between nature and grace, at least
not the trenchant distinction of which y w have read."''g For Berdyaev, the supematural

process by which God created Christ out of his own spirit was no difierent than the
natural process by wtiich He created man.
At this, Gabriel Marcel who was such a recent convert to Catholicism had to
comment: "But, the original Fall implies such a distinction!" "No," responded Berdyaev,
"there was no distinction between nature and grace before the ~all'"" and, of course,

man was created before the Fall and his expulsian from Eden. Even after, Berdyaev
continued, although a distinction was caused by the Fall, "grace" was still the holy spirit
acting in nature. For that reason, he explained, the Orthodox do not use the terrn "grace,"
but rather they refer to the "gift of the holy ghost." "The Father is transcendent, the Son
is transcendent and immanent, the hoiy ghost is immanent in nature...and man is the
hypostasis of God."12'
They had at last reached the heart of impasse. In Catholic scholasticisrn, the main
proof of G d ' s infallibility was precisely this distinction between nature and grace which
Berdyaev had discounted. When the other ORhodox supportecl Berdyaev saying that
their faith had always disparaged Cathdicism for making an untenable distinction between
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"spirit in itself," and "spirit acting in nature," the Catholics replied that they were confused:
it was not a contradiction but the crucial mystery upon which the foundation of their

Church rested. Furthemore, replied several Cathdics in heated fashion, 'Yhe greatest
mystery of faith should never be msidered absurd;" with great passion, Maritain
would be a humiliation that God would not impose

concluded: ' m i s [Berdyaev's th-]
on us."12'

Perhaps the most ironic note at the meeting was sounded when the Orthodox
attempted to soothe the Cathdics. They assured them that the official Orthodox school
was rationalist and anti-mystical.

ln other words, Maritain and his fellow Thomist

scholastics would pmbably find they had more in cornmon with the official Orthodox if
only those intransigent coriservatives could wercome their xenophobia enough to engage
in discourse with the other Christian religions. They, the Orthodox at Clamart, were a new
school of Orthodox

-

the Sophidogical school

- who

derived their ideas from the

Slavophiles, Sofoviev, and the Russian "Religious Renaissance", and whom the official
school degradingly termed amodemisr".
Maritain must have appreciated the irony as well as still being quite upset, for he
retorted:

And the question is to find out wtiy the mdernist thinkers are so insupportable
to us [Cathdics] and why y w [the modemists] are so sympathetic to us!Ia
Berdyaev wisely ended the meeting m this note, promising to have the currents of
Orthodox thwght explained at their next reunion. A seed had been planted, however, at
that dramatic gathering which may have fwnd no sympathy with Maritain, but which

-
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affected some of the younger French visitors to the extreme. On the way to the railway
station, for their trip back to Paris, Mounier was taken aside by Gabriel Marcel who
confided that he was very interested in rnaking a doser study of the Russians at these
meetings. He msidered the possibility of engaging in related meetings between a few
of the Russians and a few of the younger French in order that they might, as a common
source, look at the texts frorn which their divergences arose. He was deeply preoccupied
with the Russians' conception of the theory of knowiedge, and wanted to discover &
'

basis.

For Marcel, the Russian Orthodox seemed to be approaching a "sort of

naturalization of the supernat~ral.'"~~
From this and ensuing discussions, Marcel gradually came to discern that the
major conflict of the grwp was not rnerely Orthodox/Cathdic, but rather objective versus
subjective or idealist versus persorialist and existentialist. He found that the view of
Berdyaev, regarding man evdving throughout his experiences in life, related to the new
issue of being which had been raised so frequently at the German universities he had

attended. In these lectures, Heidegger, Husserl and Jaspers had been elaborating an
entirely new approach to philosophy which permitted the inclusion of the subjectivist
stance. lndeed Heidegger's "being-in-itself" made it the central approach. Foi Marcel,
his conversion to Cathdicism had supplicated his mystical tendencies, but failed to fulfil
those of his intellect, and therefore, he conceived of a plan to embark immediately upon
more intense philosophical discussion with the personages from Clamart, especially
Maritain and Berdyaev.

'21
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Marcel's Christian Philorophical Society
Marcel had two main reasons for proposing the creation of a philosophical society
as an adjunct to the Clamart Tuesdays in July 1930. He had bemme deeply invdved in
the existential trends in Gemany during the eady 1920s, and continued to evolve his own
existential perspectives upm his retum to France. At the Clamart meetings, and through
his recent conversion to Cathdicism, he had realized that existentialism had not fully
explored the reaim of metaphysics. He saw in both the french and Russian philosophers
who attended the Clamart Tuesdays, a valuable reswrce for clarifying and illuminating
the contributions which could be made by Christian thought and metaphysics to the
burgeoning phitosophy of existentialism. Second, as a recent convert, he was plagued
by certain doubts about Christianity and, in particular, the Cathdic Church. He hoped

that a Christian philosophicalforum would help alleviate his inabilities to reconcile certain
Christian concepts with his own philosophical training.
Marcel first proposed his idea to Charles du Bos because the literary critic was a
close friend, and had been his introduction

to the Clamart meetings. Moreover, he knew

that du Bos found the Franco-Russian interaction

to be stimulating and helpful. As early

as March 6, 1929, du Bos had d e n an enthusiastic description of the meetings to

Marcel:
I have found your letter upon retuming from a vefy interesting seance at
Berdyaev's between the cathdics and the orthodox where Massignon gave us a
penetrating and precise talk on Saint Christine the Admirable at the end of which
ensued, between Berdyaev and several remadcable y a n g Russian philosophers
on the one hand, and Jacques and Raissa Maritain, Massignon, and rnyself on the
other, a v e y satisfying exchange of views?

Charles du Bos, letter to Gabiiel Marcel, 6 Mar&
Bibliothèque Nationale. France.

1929, fond Gabriel Marcel. Carton 16,
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Marcel then approached Maritain because he could ensure the inclusion of sorne of the
foremost Thomist thinkers in Pans, and was himseif a formidable metaphysician. While
Marcel did not intend for his philosophical society to be simply another Thomist forum,
he also wanted the additions which the Thomists could make. By the end of July, both
Maritain and du Bos had agreed that it was an excellent suggestion. They suggested that
Etienne Gilson be immediately included, and they proposed that each mernber should
then invite one other in order that the group be kept as small as possible. Certainly,
when the discussions verged into tenitory where none of them were experts, they would
bring in a specialist, but on the M o l e they wanted to keep the society to around eight
or ten participants so that it would remain small and intimate.'"
Marcel was quite relieved to find such an easy acceptance of his idea, and began
to outline the issues for discussion. He was specifically disturbed, at this time, with the
problem of evil, especially in the m t e x t of predestination, and he appealed to du Bos,
"...but will you follow me into this terrain?"'"

Marcel explained: his most persistent

doubts since his conversion had been provoked by his inability to reconcile Nietzschean
criticisms with his new-fwnd faith. Nietzsche's presentation of aitematives "beyond good
and eviF had greatly affected Marcel, and he wanted to see how Christian philosophem
refuted or clarified Nietzsche's assertions in order that he himseif might be able to
reconcile his doubts. He therefore suggested that the grwp begin with a study of

"certain fundamental te-

([Zara]Thwstra for example)" and juxtapose these with more

contempomy texts in order to "...se0 what can be exîracted as an assimilatable truth and
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a living reality." Marcel wanted to study the problem of evil because he hoped this would

lead to a "...better understanding of where to place the line of demarcation between that
which is faith, and that which is n ~ t . " ' He
~ ~reiterated this sentiment in a later letter to

du Bos with a touching revefation of his torment:
The need of a certain intellectual evidence which I tadked about for so long with
you at our last meeting, prevents me from believing; and I am convinced that I
have not arrived at that [the evidence] satisfactorily; it is my faith itself which is
vitally endangered?
Marcel demonstrated in this letter that he desperately needed the knowledge and
reassurance which might be provided by such a philosophical society. Wthout it, he
seriously feared that he might be drawn away fmrn the Church and God, perhaps forever.
Considering the attitude of his contemporaries in existentialist philosophy

-

Sartre,

Heidegger, Nizan, or Merieu-Ponty - Marcel's doubts becorne quite comprehensible and
irnmediate.
By September 1930, Gilson had agreed to join the proposed society which seems
to have formally begun at the end of that year.lP In addition to Berdyaev, they invited
Lev Shestov, who was himself a founder of existentialisrn. It is, as yet, impossible to
recreate the discussions which might have been held within this august circle, however
a glance at its known participants provides some insight as to its intellectual irnport.
Marcel, Berdyaev and Shestov were al1 to fully embrace the existential approach, and to
redefine it within a spiritual framework; in this they maved in concert with the few other
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religious existentialist such as Martin Buber and Karl Jaspers. Maritain and Gilson, on the
other hand, remained Thomists devoted to the scholastic methodology for their entire
careers and, white inbmed about the new currents, could never accept their subjectivity
and amorphws nature."'
Berdyaev remembered the meetings in a most flattering light considering the
rather unremitting critical ton8 of his autobiography:
1 must not omit to mention the philosophical gatherings at Gabriel Marcel's home:
they were, in my opinion, the only kind of meetings Iikely to have a permanent
value. They were attended not only by the French but by Gerrnans, Russians and
Spaniards, both y a n g and dd, whœe contribution had a decisnfe influence on
the work of the group. lt was pmbabiy the only place in France where problems
of phenomendogy and existentialist philosophy were seriously studiad.ln
He admired Marcel, although they later diverged mer pditical issues, and cornmendeâ

him for his thorough knowledge of German philosophies which he faund so uncornmon
in France.

However, aside from Marcel's idea of "the mystery"

-

of unavoidable

subjectivist involvement in the object of study - Berdyaev made no mention of his works
or later central tracts on being.

Lev Shestov, also must have rather shocked the "seeking" Marcel, for he was a
philosopher who made no cancessiaris to othefs egos or feelings. This singular Russian
was one of the first to elucidate the existentialist-type of philosophy at the tum of the
centur through penetrating comparisons of Dostoevsky and Nietzsche and, to a lesser
extent, through an examination of Tdstoy. By this time, his most intense scmtiny was

13'

du BbS avoiâed any camplete elaboratiori of his phiksophy before his untimely death in
about the mood of his

1939, preferring to restrict hirnself to literary criacism and commentary
times.
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reserved for the Oanish philosopher, S&en

As an existentialist. Shestov

quite deseived the fabel of being Nietzsche's most authentic follower:

He based his

entire philosophy upon an uniesenmi hatred of rational thwght and systernatization- He
bluntly resolved the Orthodox/Cathdic dispute about the "Fallnin a way which almost no

one could accept:
In what is only an ernpty phantom, in nothingness, man suddenly perceives
omnipotent necessity. mat is why everything that the faIlen man undertakes to
Save hirnsetf oniy brings hirn cfoser to the abyss. He wishes to flee necessity and
he changes it into an imrnutabilityfrom which it is impossible to escape. Certainly
he can not fight against necessity, but he can hate it, curse it. But imrnutability
must be adored, for it leads him to the kingdom of the spirit, Ï t gives him the "eyes
of the mind" and thanks to the rtiird kind of knowledgeuit brings to birth in hirn
"love for what is etemal and infinite, the intellectual love of God."lM
In many ways his speculations about the forced subjectian of human acu'vity to rational
ideas anticipated Marcel's later castigatims against mass technoascy.'15

On another

plane, his commitrnent to freedorn philosophically supersedeci that of Berdyaev.

The Last Judgernent decides whether there shall be freedm of will, immortality
of the swl, or not - wtiether there shall be a sou1 or not. And maybe, even the
existence of God is still undecided. Even God waits, like every living human sou1
on the Last Judgment. A great baffle is going on, a battie between life and death,
between real and ideal, and we men do not even guess what is happening in the
universe and are deeply convinceci that we need not know, as though it did not
matter to us! We think that the important thing is that we should arrange our lives
as welf and as comfortably as possible, and that th8 principal use of philosophy
itself, as of ail human creations, is to help us attain a placid and carefree
existence...C m q u e n t l y our whde moral struggle, even as our rational inquiry if we once admit that God is the last end of our endeavors will bring us sooner
or later to emancipation not only from moral valuations, but also fKxn reason's
eternal truths. Truth and the Good are fruits of the forbidden tree; for limitecl
creatures, for outcasts fiorn paradise. I know that this ideal of freedom in relation

-
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to truth and the good cannot be realized on earth - in al1 probability does not even
need to be realized. But it is gmnted to man to have prescience of ultimate
freed~m.'~
Although Berdyaev derided the rigid framework into which most philosophy (especially
Marxisrn) and thedogy (for example Thomist) had b e n placed, he stilt adhered to some
basic systematization, to logic and ethics, in order to describe his fundamental beliefs
about relationships and development.'"

Shestov, on the other hand, would not allow

such strictures. In a most extreme stance, he derided every such structure as falsely

created, iddatrous, and negative.
In his approach, he proffered one sdution to the problem which torrnented Marcel.
Indeed, Shestov asserted, it was quite possible to go beyond good and evil and yet retain
faith. In his conception, al1 that was required was to foilow the example of non-rational
beings and accept, finally, that there are things in the universe which may not be

understood.
Look at the moth that throws itself fearlessly into the flame without asking anyone
whornsoever, without asking itself, what will happen to it and what awaits it. You
also, s m e r or later, will have to throw ywrsetf into the flame where al1 your
etemal tniths will be consumed in a trice like the wings of the moth."

Embrace faith, discard reason: this was Shestov's existentialist answer to mankind. His
extrerne expressions did identify th8 crucial paradox which undermined Marcel's faith in
that he wanted to be a good Cathdic, but fett unable to accept the constraints of the
doctrine so rigidly expressed in ratiorial structures. However, his sdution would not have

permitted Marcel to remain a 'good" Cathdic (especially an obedient one), nor would it

13'
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earn him respect in most philosophical circles. Such a risk was beyond Marcel; as

Berdyaev wryly remarked, "1 was less happy with the fact that, despite his avowedly
searching and questioning attitude, he aiways gave the impression of knowing exactly
where he wanted to arrive, namely in the Catholic C h ~ r c h . " ' ~
Shestov's ideas might have been unpalatableto Marcel, but Berdyaev's continued
to tesonate. During 1933, a series of letters between Gabriel Marcel and Charles du Bos
suggests that Berdyaev was still exerting considerable influence upon Marcel. After an
initial respite from his religious doubts, Marcel had plunged back into depression.
However. that same year he read Berdyaev's seminal work, The Destinv of Man.'"

This

work was a more refined philosophical contemplation of the problerns which faced

modem man and society than Berdyaev's eariier manifesto A New Middle Aaes (althwgh
some might Say that it lacked the raw power and impact of the earlier book). On August
25, 1933, Marcel wrote to du 60s in a state of extreme excitement:

Have you read the book of Berdyaev? I found it to be capital. It is a lecture which
passionately and profoundly troubles me. The objectives of current Catholic
theology wtiich have been clashing within me are presented by Berdyaev with an
extraordinary force. How much - I must avow - I feel more in contact with his
thought than with that of Jacques [Maritain]! We must talk at length when you
have read this book, so rich and so profound.'"
In The Destinv of Man, Beldyaev pinpointed the e

m of Renaissance humanismthrwgh

a study of the ethics of law, redemption and creativity, and demonstrated how these

13'
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enors had perverted Christianity in order to advocate the need for a new Christian

h~manism."~
When du Bos urgently responded to Marcel, that same day, he suggested that,
while he agreed with Marcel about the importance of Berdyaev's ideas and was himself
now more inclined to feel more contact with the Russian than with Maritain, nevertheless
Marcel's spiritual problems were more likely a consequence of the attitude of the Vatican
than of any revelations he fwnd in The Destinv of Man?

Four days later, Marcel

corrected du Bos' interpretatiori and allayed his fears that he might be abandoning
Catholicisrn for Orthodoxy. What he had intended to impart, rather, was the impact of
Berdyaev's critique of the humanist ethics of redemption; it was not cunent events, but
Berdyaev's philosophy which had clarified, for him, the mots of his jack of faith."'
Recalling the original discussions of the Oecumenical Circle and the Clamart
Tuesdays, The Destinv of Man was, by in large, a juxtaposition of Berdyaev's long-held
concept of creatMty merged with the resoiuüons which these meetings had obtained. In
his critique of the ethics of redemption (which he said, evolved from Renaissance
hurnanism), Berdyaev tned to answer the question of "good and evil"; he also gave his
own interpretationof "being and non-beingnwhich had originaily prompted Marcel to fom
his philosophicai society.

Berdyaev maintained that the atheistic pnnciple (which

tormented Marcel) arose from a "legalistic distinction between good and evil" which
insisted that people must attempt to conque?evil. Their failure to eradicate evil led thern

le
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to blame God for either creating a worid in which evil existed, or for giving them the ability
to recognize evil."

Aithough he understood this rationale, Berdyaev asserted

that it was illogical. Human beings had freely chosen the "Fallaand th& new awareness;

they could not blame God for their ability to know good and evil. He further postulated
that God had not created the dichotorny between good and evil. Rather it was a product
of uncreated freedom, the Ungmnd.'- While God created the worid and humanity, he

was unable to prevent the influence of the Ungrund on his creation. It was precisely this
freedorn which led humanity to choose the Fall and subjugated them to a w d d in which
evil would always exist. Berdyaev's philosophy thus exmerated God for the existence of
evil.
However, God, the loving Father, did send His son Christ to give people the

message of redemption: "God shares the fate of the wdd: He offers the ultimate succour,
the Kingdom qf Heaven. but He cannot save humans from evil on earth.""'

For

Berdyaev, redemption was the "message of love":
"Christ's teachings and his ultimate personal sacrifice for humanity proved to
people that God would aiways love them and always receive them into His
kingdom; redemption placed the spiritual person, the Gd-man, at the centre of
Me, superior to al1abstract ideas including good and evil...Christianity in its original
and virginal f m not merefy questioned the supremacy of the idea of the good,
but sharply opposed its own moraiity based upon fi... Christianity has placed man
above the idea of the good...The idea of the goad, like every other idea, must
yield and make way for man. It is not the abstract idea of the good, but man who
is God's creation and G d ' s child.la

-
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Christ told humans "to love one another."

By founding His religion on love, Christ

established the fact that God's morality 1s different m m legalistic, worldly morality: l w e
must be directed at a cancrete person; it is impossible to love an abstract ides.'*
Thus Christ gave people redemption and replaced good and evil with love. People could

improve their lot by aspiring to God's morality of love on earth, and they were guaranteed
an end to their trials in Heaven.

What is apparent in this wok, is how much Berdyaev remained unconvinced by
the Catholic arguments at Clamart and at the Oecumenical Circle. He rnaintained the
original Russian Orthodox criticism of the Roman hierarchy, insofar as it preached selfimprovement and self-senhg

sacrifice (Le. salvation through 'good works") instead of the

central message of love. However, he had also realized that al1 Christian Churches were
to blame for the sorry state of Christianity in their era. Moreover, frorn his continued

exposure to the existentiaiists in Marcel's philosophical society and other French milieus,
Berdyaev had amved at an alternative to Nietzsche: beyond good and evil was not the
oveman, but the person; Christ had founded his religion upon his love of the person,

rather than upon love of good. This innovation marked every philosophical work of
Berdyaev's M e n after 1930. Whenever he perceived that a thing (an idea, a class, a
church) was placed above the person, he condemneâ it for idoiatry.

While it would be a gross exaggeration to say that Berdyaev provided a solution
for al1 of Marcel's religiws doubts, the conespondence between du Bos and Marcel

indicates that Berdyaev did manage to answer a crucial one. Two years later, Marcel

''' 'Love means seeing the dher in Gad end aWirming him in etemal Iife; it is the radiation of
energy needed for that eternal life. The Christian ethics of the Gospel is founded upon the
recognition of the significance of each human sou1 which is wrth more than dl the kingdoms of
this world. Personality hss unconditibnalvalue as the image and likeness of G d . No abstrad
idea of good cm be put above perronality,' Berdyaev, The Destinv of Man 107.
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would publish his seminal philosophy ttre et d'avoir which pedormed a rernarkable
integration between Chtistianity and existentialism. He had finally found a way to resdve
the assertions of Nietzsche and substantiate being in Christian principles. Thus, the

Russian Sophiologist conception of Godrnanhood entered Western existentialist
philosophy, and the dialogue between I and Thou (a "person")ersus

I and You (a 'Yhing"

or, "an individual" was at last engaged.

Russian encounters at Meudon Sundays
Such philosophical discussions were unappealing to the Franco-Russian artistic
groups which met at Meudon during the 1930s.

Yet, at their essence the same

opposition to objective, matetialist enslavement was apparent. While the French artists
may have been drawn to Meudon in the late twenties and early thirties as the latest
vogue, the Russian émigrés who gravitated to the Maritains' house saw their work in an
entirely different light. Prior to the Revolution, they had witnessed a similar fragmentation
and depravity ammg their own intelligentsia and, like the Maritains, many had forrned
societies and salons intended to provide traditional and often religious direction to the
"dissipated youth." Thus, they found at Meudon both a remembrance of their past way
of life in Russia, and a continuance of that woc)r.

Russian émigrés could feel cornfortable and engage in serious discussion at
Meudon partial@because th8 atmosphete was so familiar. Like their former salons in St.
Petersburg and Moscow, the Maritain househdd was ditected by a strong feminine
presencdg Perhaps more impottantly, with the womens' Russian backgrounds, they

Julie Keman, Our Friend Jacaues Maritain: A Persmal Mernoir (Garden City, NY:
Daubleday, 1975) 58.
lm
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could act as intemediaries between the French and the émigrés, clearing up points of
difficulty over translation or meaning. Thus at Meudon, unlike most other places in Paris,
the émigrés did not have to wefully monitor their expressions in the still unfamiliar
language of French.
As the conversation wwld flow fiom subject to subject unrestricted to any one

discipline, the Russians and French could exchange views about the changes of their day
and express their own understanding of m a t the spiritual rneant and how it could be
applied to any art or life. Despite the Maritains' record for conversions, it seems that the
Russian émigrés never felt pressuted w seif-conscious about the religious differences
between Orthodox, Cathdic or even Jewish perspectives. As Helen lswolsky noted,
l always observed that the Russians who visiteci Maritain irnmediately trusted him
and his wife and abandoned the defensive attitude which they so often adopted
when among Catholics.'"

Once at ease, the Russians could then engage in what they considered to be the most

serious work of their Iives. Whatever their individual careers, they felt they were fighting
the same battle as the Maritains: a united struggle to find a divine source for their work
and their personal lives.

As the "esotericn Sundays continued through the 1930s' the Russian émigre
participants thought that they were assisüng a truly important mwement directed by the
Maritains. By encouraging the representation of religious themes, figures, and light as
legitimate subjects for portrayal, and manifesthg them in their own work, they were part
of an effort,

...to stimulate the revival of religious art in France; they helped to rid the latter
[music] of bad taste which so Men accompanies the best of intentions...No doubt
one of the most important resub of the activity of the French Cathdic intellectuals

15'
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was to prove that faith can be expressed in forrns of beauty today as it was in the
Middb A g d P
By f 930,therefore, the Maritains had seen that it was possible to bring people to God,
and to provide the arts with a spiritual basis: Not by do
nc
ire
t,

but by exarnple.

I must add that the experienœ of our study meetings taught me a very precious
thing:namely, that discursive and demonstrative argumentation,doctoral enrdition
and historical erudiion are assurediy necessaty, but of little efficacy on human
intellects su& as God made them, and which first ask to see.15j

There was, thus, a unanimity of purpose between the Maritains' work, that of the

YMCA, and that of the Russian religious philosophers which became more and more
evident as their relationship deepened during the oecumeriical sessions. In many ways,
the Maritains were carrying out the same efforts with young arb'sts which the writers of
Vekhi, the Bratstvo sviatogo Sofii, and Berdyaev's Religious-Philosophical Circle had

attempted to carry out among the intelligentsiain Russia, not 10 mention those which Mott
and the YMCA had fostered in America and among the emigration. However, once the
trends merged in Paris at the end of the 1920s, they were able to combine their Russian
and French forces towards a united end.
The greatest foe which emerged to combat their work, ironically, was the
ideologies which they had atways abhmed. The Russianémigrés devoted their time and
energy at Meudon because they had seen what m l d happen if young intellectuals
remained bereft of spiritual direction; the Bdshevik success in Russia remained a
tormenting shadow over their lives in exile. Suddenîy, they had a second chance to
prevent art from becoming the captive of "socialrealism," and those 6migrés who became
part of the Meudon initiative did not want to los8 the French youth as they had their own
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in Russia. In the Parisian artistic world, however, the odds for their success were not

rated very highly.
His [Maritain's] hand of France pointed towards Rome, via Meudon, the weather
like taking the air of God; but the sky without doubt was too pure, too blue, too
pale. It could not be long until it turned to the s t m . With that, the spirits and the
arts tumed towards M o s c ~ w . ' ~
The rnood of the times was so bleak that thœe who wauld not be drawn to Meudon or

who had left the house unfutfilled, judged the whde initiative to be futile. The Maritains
with their French and Russian supporters could not resurrect a dead Church, a dead

religion; they could not close the Pandora's box opened in the nineteenth century by
Nietzsche, Darwin, Marx and Fmud and confimied by World War One that God was dead.
It [comrnunismJ does not have the missionthat Raissaand Jacques Maritain, both
born close to cathdicism, could fill, to awake amund them the sleeping Cathdics.

They throw pepper in the eyes and in the nosails. One salutary, etemal aid to al1
the Cathdic clan. One can begin again to live, because one was aIways intensely
alive around Maritain; he is the spice of the modem French church. But they
cannot make good on the impossible. They cannot make out of the Church an
actuality that she has l a t in the spirit of al1 vuhich is Young, in the spirits without
repentance. And they cannot keep a crowd around them of souls who corne out
of infatuation more than by vo~ation.'~
It was with as much fascination as ridicule that Parisian intellectuals watched the antics

at Meudon, wondering when the fuülity of their quest wwld finally dawn

on those

participants, and make thetn give up theit "silly spirituality" for the only tnie absoiutes of
Comrnunism or Fascism.
It must have been completely fnistaüng, therefore, to watch the meetings persist

and the work to continue. Even after Meudon was destroyed by the catacfysm of W d d
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War Two, its disciples continued their work and rernernbered the experience as the crucial

turning-point in their lives:

...I still consider Maritain's teaching on man and society extremely valuable and
unique in those days. Far fram offering us an irondad doctrine, wuhich is usually
associated with that of schdasticism, he made a dynamic and cteative appeal to
the spiritual forces. He gave us the feeling that we stood on the threshdd of a
new era in which heaven and earth, the City of God and the city of man, would
be brought together.lS
Whether or not the Maritains' aspirations were futile in a w d d in which the concrete
beliefs of communism and fascism answered sa many more doubts than their
effervescent hopes of a Christian revival, their influence over artists at this tirne created
a body of masterpieces which continue to inspire people today. The paintings of Chagall,

Hugo, and Cocteau are regarded with the same wonderment as the compositions of
Stravinsky and Loune are listened to, and the wriu'ngs of Green and Ghéon are read.
Despite their individual techniques and mannensms these works, and those of the other
Meudon participants, al1are pervadedwith a sense of smething other-woridly which both
confuses and delights.

Clamart Sundays
The increasing fure of idedogies, hawever, forced the religious philosophers to
re-engage the pditical sphere in a way that they had avoided since Vekhi in 1909. While
the artistic meetings flourished in Meudon, two miles away Berdyaev's Sunday teas
becarne a fluid centre for poiitical action invdving first Russian émigrés and then a wider
circle of French intellectuals and other interested visitors as the inter-war years
progressed. As has already been shown at the oewrnenical sessions at Clamart on
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Tuesdays, the atmosphere cultivated by Berdyaev was similar and yet distinct from that
at Meudon. Berdyaev had started his Sunday aftemoons as soon as he became settled
in Clamart in 1924. At that tirne, he did not yet know the Maritains and would not have
realized that his gatherings occuned in conflict with theirs. Nevertheless, even once the
two philosophers became friends, they each continued to hdd th& separate Sunday
gatherings: if an interesthg subject was intended for one Sunday at Meudon, Berdyaev
might cancel his teas and bring that Sunday's grwp over to the ~ a r i t a i n s ; in
' ~ retum,
Jacques Maritain infrequently would find time on his busy day, to travel over to Clamart

and partake of the discussion there.'"
Until the 1WOs, however, Meudon was a glittering centre for the discussion of
abstract Thomisrn and its application to daily life and the arts. Clamart, on the other
hand, brought together a much smaller group of the Russian émigre religious
intelligentsia and their sponsors from the YMCA for serious discussion about the modem
crisis, youth morale, and the need for a united Christian response to cure these problems.
While Meudon achieved the height of urbanity and good taste - in addition to holding an

-

unlimited number of guests Clamart cultivated the intimate rural atmosphere of some

The Maritains' tinely prepared, gourmet
"country-house in the very heart of Ru~sia."'~
feasts served on delicate china, contrasted with the simple, but delicious, home-madefare
and oversized tea-cups at Clamart.

'%
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Not only did a rather different atmosphere prevail at the house in Clamart, but also
the intensity and direction of the conversation varied from the nomi at Meudon. In one
way, Berdyaev's Sunday salon was less st~ctured
than Maritain's Cercles Thomistes, his
"esotericl' meetings, or hîs later "Russian Sundays": The conversation was not directed
by a specific outline, nor was it limited to schdasticism and the specialized study of

Thornist thought. Rather, at Clamart, "the continual flow of conversation was like a round
table talk continued from Sunday to Sunday" engaging whatever subject was of interest
t hat day. Nevertheless, Berdyaev dominated the discussions, often shifting from debate
to lecture:
His [Berdyaev's] talk was not what is usually called "conversation"; it was as if he
spoke alwd to himself, as if his thoughts flowed under oui very eyes, like a slow,
never-ending torrent.'"
In other ways, however, the Sunday meetings at Clamart were even more directed, or
perhaps more purposeful, than those at Meudon. Throughout the 1930s, the work
pursued at Clamart was directed towards concrete efforts to begin new initiatives.

In the first years after his amval in Clamart, Berdyaev was preoccupied with
organizing and furthering the Oecumenicl Circle; hand in hand with this, the Clamart
Sundays acted as an editor's forum for the latest additions to

m. By the end of the

1920s, however, Berdyaev and his guests tumed their attention from solely religious

matters to more political, yauth-oriented efforts. Berdyaev had long held very definite

political views about which he had m e n extensively, but only acted upon interrnittently
in Russia. His expulsion from Soviet Russia, however, combined with his exposure to the

apocalyptic opinions of Hermann Keyseiling, Max Scheler and, above all, Oswald
Spengler in Beriin (1922-1924) had caused him to perceive that not only Russia, but the
Iswolsky, Uaht before Ousk 94; Iswolsky, No Tirne to Grieve... 190.
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entire worid, was verging on the bn'nk of a catastrophe. This prophetic vision had caused
him to wwite A New Middle Aaes in 1923. By 1930, the worid situation had deteriorated
to such an extent that Berdyaev finally contemplated serious political engagement. He
was further motivated by the connections which he had been able to establish between
French and Ruuian Bmigré intellectuals. Wflh access to a wide variety of joumals and
publishing houses and a certain influence over several promising young people, he would
be able to spread his ideas in potentially signifiant dimensions. Thus, the house at
Clamart became more than a salm for thedogians and philosophers during the 1930s;

it evolved into a meeting-ground for an entirely new pditical mwement,

The first political program which arose from Clamart was, understandably, wholly
Russian. Gathering several select students frorn the Russian RePgious-Philosophical

Academy, Berdyaev inspired the creation of the P o ~ t - R e v o I ~ o n w i 8Led
~ . by a former
prince. Yuri shirinsky~hikhmatov,'~'
the Post-RewIuüo~8swere a youth movement
which sought to study events in the Soviet Union. Like Berdyaev, they accepted the
communist revdutiori as "an accomplished fact" and a positive, if albeit misdirected, proof
of dynamic spirit in that country. Their goal was to find ways in which to "surpass and
surmount" the Cornmunist revolution,

in hopes of reforming the Soviet Union "in

accordance with the ideas of genuine Russian hurnani~m."'~To this end, they
published a small journal called Utverzhdenie (Affirmationl.

'''

Yuri Shirinsky-Shikhmatw who w8s highly educated eamed his living in Paris as a taxi
driver, but pursued his education at night at the Russian Reiïgiws-PhihophicaiAcaàemy. He
was devoutly ORhodox and, although d noble birth, he did not use his tlle. Izadsky remernbered
him as a Wl, sienâer, charming marr with an extensive knowbdge of the social and political
sciences.' His wife had been rnamed before to a m i i i i t Russian socialkt who was tried by the
Bolsheviks and then committed suicide. Isurolsky, No fime to Grime.-- 188.
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In accepting certain positive elements to the Revolution, the Post-Revolutionaries
cut themselves off from the majority of the ernigration. For Berdyaev, this was no new

phenornenon.

Yet, it did cause Utverzhdenie to remain a largely unknown
There is no indication in the archives of the YMCA Russian Division that

publication.'"

they sponsored this endeavour, and in fact, the only testimony to its existence occurs in
the mernoirs of Berdyaev and Iswolsky, and in a brief mention in Maritain's Tnre
~umanism."

Cleady, the P o s t d e v o I ~ ~ ewere
s not able to transmit Berdyaev's

message in the rnanner which he intended.

As Yuri Shirinsky-Shikhmatov bore out his

days driving a taxi while writing his next essay for Utverzhdenie, Berdyaev continued to

seek other opportunities.
One Sunday in 1930 when Paul Anderson and several concemed friends of
Berdyaev's met at Clamart to discuss the morale of the y w n g émigrés, the established
political writer and former Socialist Fievolutionary,

llya Bunakov-Fondarninsky,suggested

that they found a new r e ~ i e w . ' ~While

gave voice to the philosophical and

oecumenical issues of religious-philosophy's '7hird waf, there was no organ for its more
concrete economic, pditical, and social understandings. Moreover,

was largely

restricted to established, dder writers. A new review might combine their energies with
those of the still widely-unheard thmigr6 youth. His idea was supported enthusiastically
by George Fedotov and Mat' Mana (Elizabeth Skobtsova) who had gravitated to Clamart

'*

Written sdefy in Russian, it cou# not attract a wide audience m
g the émigrés because
it did not ascribe to the accepted views White Russian, Menshevik, or ta a lesser extent Socialist
Revolutionary nor were its writers d establiihed reputath in the community.

-
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due to their sympathy for Berdyaev's decision to remain under the Orthodox Church in

Moscow. Skobtsova, as the former wife of an SR, could bring considerable political
experience as could Fondaminsky. Berdyaev, k i n g already invdved in the somewhat

sirnilar initiative of the Post-Revo/ufi0n8nes, agreed to assist, and bring what sponsorship
he could from

m.

The YMCA and the dder membem of the ernigration were not simply being overprotective in their concem with the youth. Since 1925, the Russian Montparnasse (the
district where the young émigrés congregated) had b e r n e a den of depravity where the
émigre youth drank to mask their hunger and hopelessness at the lack of
opp~rtunity.'~Suicides and eady deaths rnaiked the young intelligentsia who were
given no opportunity to publish in the established reviews. While the Studio Franco-Russe

had provided s m e with connections to the French press, few possessed the fluidity to
express their ideas in languages other than Russian, and the Russian émigré press was
largely reserved for those m e r s who had established their reputations in their own
country prior to the Revdution.
For Berdyaev, Bunakov-Fondaminsky, Mat' Mana and the directors of the YMCA
Russian Division, the concem was not only that y a n g Russian h i g r é s might dissolve
into depression and depravity - they had established the RSCM in order to prevent this
very occurrence - but also that they might be drawn into communist or fascist movements
as the only alternative to their sorry plight.

Instead, they decided to offer a more

professional, p~blicity~entated
aitemative which might launch Russian 6migr6 youth
upon a constructive path. The new review Nowi arad (the New City) was quickly

'66
FOI a description af the d i t i o r i s , see: Vasily Yanovsky. Eivsian F'ields: A b o k of
Memory (Dekalb, II: NoRhern IllinoisUniversity Press, 1987);Nina ûerberwa, The ltalics are Mine,
tram Philippe Radley (New York: Harcourt, Brace & W M . 1969).

outlined, and began to be published in Paris in 1931.1n

Largely supported and

contributed to by the established writers at Put' and funded by the YMCA Press, Nowi
arad allowed Russians to voice their opinions about the state of the modem world from
a Russian Orthodox perspecti~e.'~

Despite the rapid contraction of the YMCA Press budget due to the Great

Depression in the United States, Paul Anderson was able to concoct a plan whereby new

-

books and the new journal Nowi arad wuld be handled by commission printed by the
new publisher la Soci6t6 NouveIle dtEditions franco-Slaves (S.N.I.E.), and thus drastically
reduce the cost of werhead.lm In this way, he was able to divert sufficient funds to the
endeavour. The YMCA also supported the rationale of Nowi arad:

...an attempt on the part of liberal modem Russians in emigration to project the
type of society in which Christian principles, as well as human achievements and
individual and social weaknesses are taken into account. The first number has
drawn a great amount of criticism, favourable and unfavourable. Kerensky, for
instance, in reviewing "The New Cw in his paper states that T h e New City'will
bring into the camp of democracy and democratic socialism a new brigade of very
valuable fighters." Berdiaeff, Vysheslavtzeff, Fr. S. Boulgakoff, Fedotoff and others
of our nearest cdlaborators participate in this undertaking, and it rneans for the
Association an oppoctunity to coilaborate in an entirely new venture for Russians,
namely the attempt to take full account of social and political factors of the
modern day along with Orthodox religiow tniths.lm
Its initial editors were Fondaminsky, Fedotov, and Feodor Stepun who, despite his
decision to remain in Gennany, had not lost contact with his old calleague Berdyaev.
For a list of its amtributors, see Appendix A.
.Of Redaktsii: Nawi arad 1 (January 1931): 3-7.
'"O Notwithstanding the financial assistance it receiveâ from the YMCA, Nowi arad was not
able to maintain itseîf as a regular publiim. The first issue at the end of 1931 was fdkwed by
concurrent quarterly publications d the next four issues in 1932. However, in 1933 and 1934 its
circulation was reduced to m l y tm,bues per year, and from 19351939 it was only published on
an annuai basis.

'" Paul B. Anderson, Letter to Ethan T. Coîton, 31 December 1931, Paul B. Anderson Papers,
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Box 6: 3-4.
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From the first, Nowi arad argued against both the status quo and the alternatives of either
Communism or Fascism.

lnstead it proffered the view of Christian social justice

predicated by an Orthodox perspective which embodied many of the tenets of religiousphilosophy especially sobom~st'."'

Social Studies Meetings at Meudon

Perhaps influenced by this type of activity at Clamart, Jacques Maritain decided
to add a new elernent to his Sunday meetings in 1930 which he called "social-studies"
discussions. Although he held only one such meeting in 1930, by the next year his
"social studies" group became fimily established. The decision to engage in political

discussion could not have been an easy one for Maritain: since 1927, when he broke with
the Action Française, he and Raissa had actively shunned politics and related topics; they
had been scaned by the public and private condemnation from former friends (especially
Henri Massis) who considered the breach to be treachery.lR Moreover, the majority of

those who frequented Meudon were not very interested in pditics or economics, rather
their concems tended to be religious, artistic, and theoretical.
When the first "social studies" session met in May, 1930 to discuss the 'Yecundity
of moneylutherefore, the participants were not the usual group who gathered either at the

Meudon Sundays or even at Berdyaev's oecumenical Tuesdays.

Maritain's two

colleagues from the Institut Catholique, Abbe Lallement and Olivier Lacombe were in
attendance, as was his brother-in-baptism, Pierre van der Meer. The others, however,

"' Feodor Stepun, 'Zadachi emigratsii," Nowi arad 2 (1 932): 15-28.;
novomu gradu,%i
arad t 0 (1935): 106-111,

P. BitsiIli, 'Na putiakh k

''2 Bernhard Doering, Jacaues Maritain and the French Cathdic lntellectuais (Notre Dame:
University of Notre Oame Press, 1983) 46-48.
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were young university students who had had l i l e previous contact with the Meudon
circles: François Henry. Etienne Bane. and Jacquas de ~ o n l h . ' " As the meetings
expanded in 1931, Lacombe and van der Meer were replaœd by Emmanuel Mounier,
Helen Iswolsky, Pierre Linne,"'

Georges Izard, Marcel Adand, and AndrB DBl6age who

were al1young politicai activists. Periodically, Berdyaev would tear himself away from the
critical meetings for N-

arad, m a n d the Post-Rewoluüonari8~in order ta observe, and

perhaps redirect, the movement emerging at Meudon. However, the "social studies"

meetings were almast entirely the puwiew of young French intellectuals, and they were
largely directed by Lallement who acted as the 'expert" on capitalist theory and
ec0n0mics.l~
In 1931, as the "social-studiesn meetings at Meudon began to consume
approximately one Sunday each month, the participants were gratified by the Vatican's
acknowledgment of the wodd crisis with the issuance of Pope Pius Xl's quadragesima
anno. Despite the Catholic Church's open opposition to oecumenism and a unified

Christian front, it accepted that the growing appeal of Communism and other ideologies
with their promises of social justice was eroding the Church. ln this encyclical, therefore,
Pope Pius XI mndemned the excesses of capitalism, expressed a new urgency in the
need for reforms, and supported the concepts of a "just wage," guarantees of employrnent

Maritain, Noteboks 161.
'71

17'

the treasurer of the Cetcles Thomistes

His prominent position is evident in the notes taken by Emmanuel Mounier at these
meetings, 'Entretiens IV,' 1 February 1931 and 19 April 1931.
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and some fom of profitharing with worker~."~The encyclical was probably the final
motivation for Catholics like Jacques Maritain to engage in serious social discussion^.'^
Therefore, rather than any direct influence it seems that Berdyaev's political work
merely converged with a new awakening in the minds of Maritain and some of his
followers. Helen lswolsky was deeply invdved in the "social studies" work. Although she
had been so quick ta point out the theological and philosophical differences between
Maritain and Berdyaev, here she vouched for the tremendous parallels in their view of the
current social and political problems:

But where Maritain and Berdiaeff really met and understood each other intirnately,
was in the field of social problems. They shared the same Christian humanist
conception, and here pracücaily no diffemnces existed betwwn them. They
pursued for many years a common task based on deep frïendship, which only war
and the tragedy of Europe have unfortunately intempted.'"
In this, the two men bath engaged and yet opposed the trend of their time.
The so-called "cornmon" or 'tvorking' man had b e r n e the focus of almost al1
altemate political movements during the 1920s and 1930s. On a practical level, this was
a result of their increased political force which came with universal enfranchisement, and
their greater Iiquid weaith which was a by-product of industrialization. Emotionally, the
"plight of the working manu m b i n e d with the new, sophisticated methods of mass
manipulation (propaganda), created a powerful, political weapon which was eroding the
clout of the establishment. The rising idedogies of the period capitalized upon this

'" As cited in J. Wwyn Schapiro, Movementsof Social Dissent in Modern Europe (Princeton,
NJ: Van Nostrarid. 1962) 37.
ln
Iswoisky stated: Wo [Maritain] h8s urgeâ the Church to tum b attention to Me working
classes threatened mai complete de-Christhiratiori. arguing that it is because they did not find
justice in the Christian u~wld
that they have fdiowedatheistic leadeis.' Iswolsky, Liaht before Dusk
83.

ln

Iswolsky, Licrht before Dusk 86.

evolution in order to try and seize c o n t d of govemments. Fascism, in its variety of foms,
and Cornmunism were the pditics of the "massesaand, as such, increasingly succ~ssful.
For Berdyaev and Maritain, this trend was comprehensible, but its outcomes deplorable;

they embraced the cause (social justice), but not the means (rnass ideology).
Berdyaev had held this stance since his çontribution to Vekhi in 1909, and his
expen'ences under Bolshevik Cornmunism only confirmeci his view. Mantain, however,
despite a brief flirtation with Socialism in his pre-religious, student days and a distant
liaison with Action fmçaise had not seriously considered the e m o m i c underpinnings
which made idedogical movements so appealing. The "social studies" meetings were
begun to address this lack of knowledge. Gradually the group tried to explain which
aspects of Capitalism caused a reduction of human spiritual value and, conversely, which

elements made Communism so appealing to the working man.

As lswolsky remernbered,

At the tirne of which I speak I had myself made an extensive study of sociological
theories and especially of the history and evolution of communism, the tragedy
suffered by my country having natutally inspired me with a special interest in these
probfems. I had already reached the conclusion that it was useless to attack
godless Marxism unless one could propose in its place a Christianity which would
give the working classes a constructive and just social systemIn Maritain and his group (for he had already quite a number of followers)
I found the very men who were able to create this constructive system and who
had the faith and courage to apply it.'"
Therefore, the same underlying principle govemed the "social studies" meetings as had
moved the other Meudon initiatives in the arts and in the

Cecles Thomistes and the

Clamart efforts for oecumenism, the Post-Revolutron~es,and Novvi arad.
The meetings moved into full intent in November, 1930 with a discussion of
Socialism and the Communist Revolution in France. That day a tenuous bond was
formed between Mounier, Arland, Déléage and Georges Izard. Quite influenced by the
-

ln

-

- -

Iswokky. U h t before Dusk 8384; 76.
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growing pacifist movements in Europe, lzard initially found Arland much too activist in the

mode of George Sorel.laa Yet Arland, with his desire for heroic action, was quite

concerned with the cunent situation in the Soviet Union: he vehemently opposed the
French intellectuals' refusal to sign a petition protesting the imminent execution of some
50 intellectuals by the Soviet government. Maritain responded that, if the Soviets had

rnassacred some 5000 peasants (in the cdlectivization drive), they were unlikely to bend
to world opinion regarding a mere 50 inte~lectuals.'~'

Maritain suggested that the USSR was undergoing an entire transformation, and
deserved as much sympathy and assistance as the French could give, rather than
prejudiced condemnation. For Délt5age, the Sove
it

events were a curious experiment,

made bewildeflng by their ability to totaliy eradicate any mention or reference to God in
writings, ideas or expressions. Beyond that, however, the people were damned and did
not interest him further.'"

Mounier, however, felt a greater sympathy for the victims of

this experiment, and argued for invdvement which might mitigate the worst excasses.'"
At this, the conversation tumed to the Communist leaders in that Country. lzard asserted

an intimate, theoretical, knowledge of the Russian socialist parties and their leaders, then
noted that they seerned to have forgotten any innate "love of the peopleu; Adand agreed,
pointing to the French example of Robespierre and the extent to which he advanced over
time: "Certainly one day about the age of 18 he lwed the people, but not later." Raïssa
Maritain contradicted them, admitting that m i l e she knew only secondary leaders from

la'

"'
lg

Emmanuel Mounier, 'Entretiens 111,' 30 November 1930, 150-161.
Emmanuel Mounier, "Entretiens 111," 30 Navember 1930, 156.
Emmanuel Mounier, '€ritretiens 111,' 30 November 1930. 157.
Emmanuel Mounier. 'Entretiens 111,'

30 November 1936, 157.
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the Russian Revdution and not the great ones, she wuld assure them that those leaders
were "ardent, wnvinced, and genuinely devoted to the people." 'The revolution", she
continued "sparked a magnificent enthusiasrn among the youth, among the student~."'~
Arland asked for clarification, 'Was it a love of the people which inspired the students, or
a love of the ideology?" Raïssa Maritain responded "It is the same."'"

Such a statement now indicates how cursory was this group's understanding of
ideological phenomenon and, moreover, how fittle they had yet learned from the Russian
religious philosophers. At that tirne, however, they had not experienced life under an
ideological regirne. After a humorws aside, as Raïssa realized to her shock that she was
defending the Bolshevik revdutionaries, they moved on to discuss the Christian's role at
such times. When lzard suggested non-invdvement and resignation, Maritain stepped

in with his illuminating assertion that if one were resigned, one was not acnitg

as a

Christian: ''the saints are revdutionaries!" lzard retorted pragrnatically, "yes, but in the

final analysis it is rare to find in the same man the profwndness of the religious idea and

the spirit of re~dution."'~
For Mounier, this stmck a responding chord and caused him

to evaluate his aspirations for poiitical action: Was it possible that they could lead a new
form of revolution; one within the contrdled boundaries of the religious idea? Thereafter,
the "social studies" meetings began an exacting dissection of capitalism and communism

in order to detemine the potential parameters of a "thid way" (this title was suggested
off-hand by Raïssa Mantain) in which Chnstians could acceptably engage in political

lu

Emmanuel Mounier, 'Entretiens 111,'

30 November 1930, 158.
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Emmanuel Mounier, 'Entretiens 111,' 30 November 1930, 158.
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action.'"

For Mounier. such tran
in
ig

would be invaluable in his future pursuits as he

tried to establish just such a Christian body, one that endeavoured to respond to the
issue of social justice.

Esprit

Despite their virulent criticism of consumerism and the modem materialist
mentality, the Meudon "social-studiesncircle did not dissolve into bitter pessirnism.
Rather, they began to consider coricrete fonns of poiitical and joumalistic action which
might influence a change ammg the French populace and then thrwghout the world.
Just as Berdyaev had helped Shirinsky-Shikhmatov form the Post-Revolutiona~es,and
assisted in the creation of Nowi arad, Maritain and the senior rnembers of the socialstudies circle began to assist Emmanuel Mounier in realizing his own political aspirations
through the creation of a new French journal and movement. Before the next socialstudies meeting on March 8, 1931, Mounier approached Maritain with the idea he and his

new fiend, Georges Izard, had recently conceived.

Upon receiving Maritain's

endorsement, they began the first of a long series of conferences about the proposed
review at Meudon two days later. At this first meeting, Maritain voiced twa concerns
which were indicative of his still nascent invdvement with sacio-political activity: the new
review would have to be careful in its selection of "leftist art" to be reviewed, and it would

have to differentiate itself from Robert Gamc's Revue des ~eunes.'~'

'13'

This process has been specmcaiiy describeci from two different perspectives in John
Hellman, Emmanuel Mounier and the New Cattidii Left. 1920-1950 Fororito: University of Toronto
Press,1981) and in Catherine Baird. qeligious Communism? Nikolai Berdyaev's Contribution ta
Esprit's Interpretatbn of Communism,' Canadian Journal of Histocy 302 (1995): 29-47.
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Çirst, Maritain's preoccupation with the arts was not uncharacteristicboth because
of the personal work which he had undertaken in the "esoteric"meetings at Meudon, and
because of the prevailing interest of that time in France. In the 1920s, La Nouvelle Revue

Francaise [N.R.F.] was the most important publication in the nation and, until later in the
1930s. it remained largely the organ of writers and artists whose aspirations coincided
with its famous editof, Andri5 Gide. However, M e n Mounier and lzard approached
Maritain with their idea for a new journal, they were contemplating an approach which

would not only be grounded in spiritual and religious tenets, but also perceived
philosophy and political a c t ~ s m
ta be more important than art.
Second, Maritain's coricern regarding the Revue des ieunes was pragmatic and
personal. His brother-in-baptism, Pierre van der Meer, contrdled the publication of this

review through the house h d 6 e de Brouwer; Maritain did not want to embark upon a
cornpetitive endeavour which might cause conflict within his established ~ i r c l e . ' ~
Moreover, through his own f m y s in the publishing worid with the Roseau d'or collection,
Maritain was well aware of the fietcesme expenditure and difficulties entailed in setting

up a new publication. He, thus, counselled Mounier and lzard to test their ideas at
smaller houses, such as Clouard, and prepare themsehms for mitical and even

denigrating examinations of their pioposeci ideas and
gave perhaps the best advice possible.

In this way, Maritain

As ale budding jwmalists explomd the

publishing houses of Paris, beginning with the friends they had made at Meudon,
Clamart, the Studio Franco-Russe and other encounters, they accumulated both sponsors
and knowledge which helped to make their effm a success.
--

Emmanuel Mounier, Tntreüens IV,'

22 February 1931. M.

Emmanuel Mounier, 'Entretiens IV,'

22 Februauy 1931. 63.
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The "social-studies" Sundays at Meudon continued, gaivanized by the realization
that their results were helping to f m the editori-al consensus of the budding review.Ig'
At the oecumenical Tuesdays at Clamart, conversation increasingly turned from religious
issues between the Christian denominations to the coricrete philosophies of the

anthropological conception of man, and to individual freedorn as opposed to divine
predestination.la

These were subjects which might help Mounier define the

philosophical outlook of the new journal which they had decided would be called Esprit.
Gabriel Marcel, Charles du Bos, Nikdai Berdyaev, Pierre van der Meer and a host of other
contacts from the older generation joined Maritain in whdeheartedly assisting in its
creation. They facilitated the fwnders' interaction with similar groups, they described
their own experiences in publishing and editing, and most likely, they also began or
continued to influence the formulation of the new mwement's philosophy which came to
be called "Personalismn.
The Personalisrn developed by Emmanuel Mounier and his group Esprit followed
Rama Maritain's suggestion of the "third way" between the dominant pditical positions

of individualism, liberalism, democracy, and captialisrn on the one hand, and of collectivist
communism, fascism, or nazism on the other. Convinced that the modem worid was in
a serious state of crisis, Personalisrn blamed capitalism for social, political, and economic
inequalities, and attacked what they terrned "the etablished dis~rder."~It made a

'O' For example. On Sun*
April 19,1931 Abbe Lallement avoided his previous abstractions
and turned to the cmcrete influence which capitalism and matenalist concepts had upon the daily
ries and mentalii of people. A major issue that day was how capitalism disocganized and

weakened the family. Emmanuel Mounier, 'Entretiens IV,' 19 April 1931, 92-99.
lg2

Emmanuel Mounier, 'Entretiens IV.'

Tuesday 5 May 1931. 110-115.

This terni was used during th8 debates at the Studio F m d ? u s s e ori l e Renouveau
Spiritual,' Cahiers de la quinzaine 22.1 (1932): 16.

distinction between the individual and the person. The former, Personalists declared to

be alienated from other individuals due to the separation which came from possessing
private property and judging others on the basis of wealth. The latter, they viewed as
innately connected with other petsons by viftue of each being "created in the image and
sernblance of God.""

In championing the inherent dignity of each human being,

Personalism oppased any collective ideology which placed nation, cfass, race or any
concept or idea above man. Economically and politically, it accepted the "truth" of
Communism's aspirations for social justice while expming and denying the underlying
"lie" of its rnaterialist construction of social relations.'%
From this position, Espnt's version of "personnalisme communautaire" proposed
a benign revolution to transfomi modem man and society. Its foundation was spiritual

or, tnie to edict of Péguy, 'ta revdution sera morde ou elle ne sera pasv.'"
He [Mounier] called for a revdution without violence, but based on the
transformation of every separate person and of his way of life, liberated from the
struggle for rnoney and from the pressures of an impersonal state. A comrnunity
ie
was ta replace the centralized, allof men, linked by love and rnutual servc
powerhil state.ln

Revolution would thus begin within each person and extend to the carnmunity, before it
could affect the wider nation or w d d as a whde. The Personalist concept of comrnunity
conesponded in some ways to the Russian idea of sobomost', to Proudhon's commun

'O* Emmanuel Mounier, Pemalsm, trans. Philip Mairet (London: Routledge 8 Kegan Paul
Ud.. 1952) 18-19.

'% This platform was elaborated by Nikoiai Berdyaev, Verit6 et mensonge du communisme,'
Esprit 1 (1932): 322-339.

'- Emmanuel Mounier,mefaire la Renaissance,' Oeuvresde Gnmenuel Mounier, V d 1 (Paris:
Éditions de Seuil. 1961) 37.
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or to Max Scheler's G8samptpersonI but it also contained certain distinctly French

Catholic images.

The Non-Conformist Movementr of the 1930.
Concurrent with Mounier's embarkatim towards the Personalism of Esprit
appeared a number of h o n u m f m i s t " mwements" which similady opposed capîtalist
liberal democracy on the one hand, and the ideologies of Fascisrn or Communism on the
other in favour of a new spiritually-based conception of man. A young Russian émigré
of Jewish descent who had participated in the Sacialist Revolutionary Party dunng the
1917 Russian Revdutions managed to combine Russian Populist ideas with the latest

existentialist and psychdogid thought developed in Gemany into the concept of

personnalisme fed6rali~te.'~Alexander Lipiansky-Marc (1904-) , joined a band of likeminded intellectuals in Paris during the late 1920s to f o m another Personalist movement

which they called Odm Nouveau. Recently described as the innovator of the word
"personalism" Lipiansky-Marc launched his movement into the Pans milieu with a 1931
manifesto which declared: "WE ARE NEITHER INOIVIDUAUSTS NOR COLLECTIVISTS,
WE ARE PERSONAUSTS!" Althwgh the group, which included such prominent young

intellectuals as Denis de Rougement, Arnaud Dandieu, and Robert Aron, approached

'NI Jean-Louis Loubet del Bayle. Les Non-wnformist8s des années 30 (Paris: Éditions de
Seuil. 1961): Jean Touchsrd. Cepauche en France demis 1900 ( P d : &tions de Seuil. 1977).

See Catherine Baird, mussian Persocialism' 9-32.
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Personalisrn from a more systematic and even Nietzschean perspective, they shared
many of the aspirations of Mounier and Esprit?

When the first number of Esmit was published in 1932, even the N.R.F. had corne
to take the rising movement of Personalisrn seriously. That year, it published a special
section entitled "Cahier de revendications" in which the foremost ywng Personalistswere
enjoined to state their ideas and pditical positions. In addition to the Esprit and Ordre

Nouveau groups, three others had made their appearance in the Pans press and were
represented in the N.R.F.: Combat, Plans and Réaction. Plans was already established
with a "stylish" journal under the editorship of Philippe Lamour and, until 1933, it gave a
home to the members of Ordre

Nouveau who could not yet afford their own review.

lnfluenced by the utopian socialism of Saint-Simon modemized since by Henri de Man,
Plans ernbraced the philosophy of planisme: Specific social, economic and political plans

should be drawn up by a new technocracy in order to correct the imbalances of
capitalism without resorting to the radical transformation of comrnunisrn. Planisme was
by far the most corporatist type of nori-confomism and, thus, the review was able to

attract collaborators such as Hubert Lagardelle, Le Corbusier, and Pierre Winter.
Réactionwhich first appeared in 1930was the most order-oriented variety of these
joumals.

Edited and lead by Jean de FabréquesIa1 its writers included Jean-Pierre

Maxence (editor of Cahiers de fa auinraine), Thierry Maulnier, and two of the leaders of

Christian Roy, Wexandre Marc and the Personalismof L'Ordre Nouveau. 1920-l94O,' MA.
Thesis, McGill University, 1987,21. Alexandre Marc was the sole author of the above manifesto.
Roy has further substanüated his claiclairn
that Marc founded the persarialist movement in gAlexandre
Marc et la Jeune Europe, 1904-1934: L'Orâre Nouveau et aux origines du Personnalisme.' diss.,
McGiII University, 1992.
20'

At me-time ha was the secretary to Charles Maurras al the infamaus Action Fmçaise.
Then he had come under the influence of Jacques Maritain and finaiiy broken with the fascist
movement in 1930.

Ordre Nouveau, Arnaud Oandieu and Robert Arm. Despite their worship of Georges

Bernanos and their quest for vident action, the gioup remained committed to the
personalist vision of the spiritual value of rnankind:
Order is the law of being. To recognize order is to recognize our dual rnystery:
body and spirit. body represents our sdidarity with nature and with other men;
spirit is more than intelligence, it is the etemal soul, the daughter of God..A is to
recognize Mat we strive towards ends higher than oursehre~.~
Like the other persanalist mwernents, Ré8ction attacked demdcracy as decadent,

capitalismfor its relegation of human value ta a number, and Communism for its 'Yaceless
collective."
Combat, minoring the experience of Odm Nouveau, was late to make its
appearance as a publication. Written by Jean de Fabreques, Thierry Maulnier, JeanPierre Maxence, Robert Francis, Georges Blond and Pierre Andreau, the first issue was
released in 1936. Highly philosophical in tone, it reiterated many of the Personalist ideas:
The struggle that we wish to lead here is the struggle for a new synthesis, for a
reconciliation of the intellect and the reaf in their essential union and true
relationship. That is to say that this journal will be devoted neither to the games
of pure intelligence nor to the needs of a mscripted intelligence. We will atternpt
to reestablish the spirit and the world, the intellect and politics, man and society
in their proper relations and in their true un@?

This review too, endeavwred to spread the cause of a "new social humanism," to

reintegrate materiakt man with his forgotten spiritual essence, and to endow life with
more value than sirnply the pursuit of profit, of domination, or of levelling egalitarianisrn.
As the werlapping of name may already have indicated, these groups were al1
in close contact wîth one another, and could generally support a plurality of views instead

Réaction Apd 1936, as cited in David Ennis, Toward Commlment: The Reorientatiocr of
French Social Thought in the 19309.' db.. Boston University, 1979, 85.
203 Combat January 1936, as cited in Daviâ Ennis, "fouvard Commitmetnt: The Reorientation
of French Sociai Thought in the 1930s,' diss., W o n University, 1979.86.
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of setting themselves up in direct mmpetition. Denis de Rougement. for instance, soon
came over to Esprit ftom Ordre Nouveau, and yet still contributed to his d d group's

review.

Furthemore, many of the young Russian émigrés found the Personalist

movement to be so appealing that they decided to make their own contribution to it.

Esprit was their first choice, both because of the friendship which they had established
with Emmanuel Mounier at Clamart, and because of its international perspective and
sensitivity to Soviet issues: In addition ta offices throughout France, the Esprit mwement
established bases in Glasgow, Oxford, Cambridge, London, Brussels, Palermo, Milan,
Cracow, Prague and ~alamanca?
Helen lswdsky was instrumental in bn'nging the Russian 6migrés to Esprit. She
had become invdved with the Past-R8vdulionaries shortly after her introduction to
Clamart and wrote in their review Utverzhdenie whenever money could be raised for a
new issue.205As a steady participant in the "social studiesn meetings at Meudon. she

had also become engaged in the nascent Esprit movement at its foundation. After the
journal was launched in October, 1932, lswdsky brought them to rneet her friend
Mounier. Esprit was excited at the opportunity to gain assistance frorn those who had
intimate experience with the Wshevik regirne in Russia, and who retained enough
contacts to be able to gain more accurate and irnmediate information about what was
were
happening in the Soviet Union at that time. In return, the Past-Re~olutrona~es
excited at the offer of a more secure forum than their intermittently-releasedütverzhdenie.
An alliance was formed and, by 1933 the Russian group wrote articles under the name,
"the Fout', in Esmit, adding their perspective and news to the growing review.

XY

Emmanuel Mounier. Entreüens V.' 13 April 1932,103.
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lswolsky also acted as the conduit between Esprit and Nowi arad. In 1934, she
began to spend more and more of her Sundays at Clamart, There she was introduced
by Berdyaev to the editors of Nowi arad, and developed a close friendship with its

leading young star, Georges Fedotov. The Nowi arad writers were excited to learn of the
initiatives at E s ~ r iwhich
t
so clœely rninored their own intentions, In full agreement with
Berdyaev that the émigr6 milieu needed greater exposure to the French world around
them, they hired lswolsky to becorne Nowi arad's expert on French youth movements.
Thus in 1934 and thereafter, Helen lswolsky would write about the latest French

personalist developments, and the emerging vieyouth?

of the non-conforrnist French

Eserit benefitted from this exposure. gainng a new audience among some

Russian émigrés, and it retumed the favour by publishing an article in Russian fiom Nowi
qrad entitled, The awakening of ywng francaa7

It was through the assistance of

Es~rit
that Helen lswdsky was able to publish her first major mmographs L'Homme 1936
en Russie sovi&iaue, Femmes sovi&iaues, and L'ame de Russie auiourd'hui.

Personalism did not only arise in France. At the same time as these reviews were
beginning in that country, others arose in Bfitain, the United States, Portugal, Belgium,
Germany, and Mexico. In 1932, the N.R.F. noted the new mwements: Commonweal, the

Cafholic Worker movement, Cornmonweaith. The Personalist Los Anaeles, Personalismo
Catolico, and New Britain.

At this time, Personalism was fast beconiing the new

revolution of choice for many intellectuals around the world.

2m E. INdSkaia, Pukhovnyi put' frantsuzkoi inteYgentsW Nowi arad 11 (1936): 120-127;
'Ffantsuzkaia mdodezh' i problerny ~ o v r e m e n ~Nowi
,'
arad 13 (1938): 163-172.
'O7

A.M.I., 'Proôuzhdenie mdodoi Frantsii.' Es~rit7 (1934): 89-90.
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The outright Christian, or at least spiritual, aspirations of Personalism, combined
with its diverse &gins, may situate it within the general Christian resurgence of the interwar years. In its message, its view of human resporisibility and dignity, and its quest for
a more truly Christian f m of emamics, poîitics, and social organization, personalism

may be linked to the ongoing efforts of the YMCA and M A , the WCSF, and the Wodd
Oecumenical Movement. It was also grounded largely in the new religious (or spiritual),
philosophy which was k i n g developed by Karl Barth, Jacques Maritain. Etienne Gilson,
Nikolai Berdyaev, Gabriel Marcel, Martin Buber, Max Scheler, Semen Frank, and Lev
Shestov along both the new existentialist and dder, mare perennialist lines. As such, it
was part of the phenmenon of Christian or spiritual resistance against materialist

ideologies, economic technocraties, and atmiu'ng politics which prevailed during the

entre-deux-geum years.
As these "youth" endeavours continued side-by-side, the older generation, who

were engaged in one way or another in the Wodd Christian Movement, lent their support:
Put' periodically
-

reported upon issues raised in Esprit or Nowi wad, givÏng free

advertisement as well as a sense of significance; Charles du Bos published frequent
abbreviations of Esmit articles in Viaile in order to widen the audience of the review.

Instead of the passing of the torch fiom one generation to the other, it appears that al1
those who committed themsetves to a Christian future worked together in a great,
international cooperation.
Furthemore, the dder generation was just as interested as the younger in
combating the rising idedogies as well as the problems created by individualist
capitalism. In jwmals, philosophical books, nwels, and other publicationsthey exposed
the problems of the current time, and suggested ways by which Christianity could be

more truthfully applied. They sent petitions to the Vatican and continued to work with
other churches to promote a unified, renewed Christian front which might resdve many
of the most pressing crises and inqualies. By 1934, they began utilizing the weapon
of the collective manifesto in an attempt to warn the populace of impending dangers, and
to state their position on the most dramatic of events occumng in France and in the
worid. in 1934, for instance, when France seemed imminently threatened by Fascist
insurgence with the marches and riots of the Croix de Feu and related groups, the leading
French Cathdic intellectuals issued"Pour le bien commun". The manifesto declared their

complete opposition to Fascism, and outlined the potential destruction that such a regime
might cause in their country. It was signed by such familiar names as Charles du Bos,
Stanislas Fumet, Etienne Gilson, Gabriel Marcel, Jacques Maritain, Etienne Borne, Olivier
Lacombe, Yves Simon, and Jacques Madaufe to list just but a few.
In every publication of this sort, the message was the same. Changes must be
made to the current system, but they could not be changes of vidence, of class warfare,

of racial nationalism. The transformation must take a mird way" which incorporateci a

spiritual conception of the divine worth of each hurnan being. A society must be created
in which work had a creative purpose and was not simply drudgery. Pditics had to cease
being the purview of elites, and instead take into account the unique abilities and needs
of each citizen in the land. The ?hird way" embraced decentralkation of powers in order
that those m a t affected could make decisions about their economy and their
govemance. It envisioned a Christian socialism or humanism which would be more
righteous, but also more uplifting to personal pride.

Oecumenical Outcornes

In this they were aided by the continued growth of oecumenicism, and its
clarification of Christian unity and purpose. The Oecum8nical C i d e and its descendent
in the Clamart Tuesdays had intended to assist the educatim of influenh'al spokespeople
frorn the individual Churcties about the traditions, principles, and cuiture of alternate
denominations. This task seemed well on the way to campletion during the 1930s.
Members of the original Oecumenical Circle and the ensuing Tuesday meetings at
Clamart went on to lecture at their universities, orders, federations, and societies: while
Bergson still awed his audiences at the Sorbonne with his theories about intuitive
knowledge, oecumenical and Christian issues reigned supmme at the College de France,
the Institut Cathdique, the Protestant Facuky of Thdogy, St. Sergius Theofogical

Institute, and the Russian Religious-Philosophical Academy.

The Thornists (Etienne

Gilson, Abbe Lallement, Père Gillet and Jacques Maritain), the Protestant Pasteurs (Lecerf,
Jundt, Monnier, and Monod), the Orthodox t heologians (8ulgakov, Zander, Florovsky, and
Kovalevsky), and philosophers (Berdyaev, Lossky, Ilyin, and Vysheslavtsev) al1 took part
in the Oecumenical Circle and then retumed to teach their classes with this new
information.
In these courses, budding oecumenists like Yves Congar received their education
into the newly evolving theologies and religious philosophies.

Some professors

wholeheartedly ernbracedthe transformation which was occumng: religion became a vital
source in their lectures, and they inspired their students to approach it with rigour,
discipline, and intense responsibility. The byword was engagement. Whether these
teachers were proponents of a Thornist revival, of Sophidogy, or of the Kieikegaardian
approach to Protestantism, they advocated a new religious cornmitment and involvement

in al1 aspects of Iife. Pasteur Lecerf remained a most notably popular convert to this
approach. By the eariy 19309 his classes in Cahnnist dogma and his rigorous approach
to reason for faith became so popular that students were abandoning their other courses

en masse to take his.
Spiritually and intellectually Pastor Lecerf was very close to the thomistic pattern
characterized by an objective attitude and a search for an understanding of faith
through the sober but confident use of reason. His course on dogma was
optimal but students wem forsaking other courses such as that given, for
instance, by Pastor Wiifred Monod whorn Ivisited several times, in order to attend
the lectures of Lecerf which introduœd them to Caîvinistic dogrnatic thwght. In
French Protestant thwght of the time, there was a cleariy discernible tendency to
retum to the Refonners, together with a repudiationof liberalism which smn found
an outlet in the dialecücal thedogy of Kad Barth?'
Kari Barth had developed concunently many themes which conesponded to those

promoted by the Russian religious philosophers. Although Barth, like Maritain, was not
predisposed to accept the principle of Sophiology and the primacy of faith over reason,
he was a proponent of Christian action and of "authentic" Christian belief. Like Berdyaev,
he saw the need for a revitalization of Christian principles in order to m b a t the rising

appeal of i d e o l ~ g i e sOthers,
.~
like Monod and the convinced 'liberal* Protestants, were
dowly shunted aside in this drive for action and authenticity. Their platitudes of an unclear
"brotherly love" and their "bourgeois" principles of moderation and refinement seemed to
belong to an earîier age.

In the interwar period, these could not cornpete with the

cornmitment of the new thinkers; Monod resigned his post as President of the General
Cornmittee of Churches in 1933 to make way for the more accepted trend of Christian
action and involvement represented by Lecerf, A.N. Bertrand, and Pierre Maury.210
-
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The Catholics were also facing an intemal revdution. Complacency in their
superiority was gMng way to a need to make Catholicism relevant to the working man
and the intellectual, and to a need to work with the other denominations instead of
waging war against them. Père Congar was closely invdved in these endeavors, and was
giving sermons on oecumenism at Cathdic Churches throughout France.

It was providential for me that I was invited to cmduct the Christian unity octave
at the Sacre-Coeur in Paris in January 1936. lncredible nervous exhaustion
obliged me to preach leaning on the edge of the pulpit. The importance of the
occasion was not confined to me. The students frorn the Protestant Faculty of
Theology came up to listen to me for an hour every aftemoori and I had a very
considerable audience. At the end of my eight conferences, Iwent and discussed
thern either with the Protestants ai the rue Jeande-Beauvais or with the Orthodox
at the Institut SaintSerge and I paid several visits to Father Sergei Bulgakw?"

Even the Catholic joumals joined this almost revolutionary wave: In 1932, the leading
Catholic intellectual journal of the tirnes, La vie intellectuelle, began publishing articles
devoted to Protestant and oecumenical issues, and included essays by RussianOrthodox
explaining certain points of doctrine. Other publications which either continued or began
to solicit oecumenical essays after 1932 were: La vie sairituelle and La vie intellectuelle

(after 1945, in Temoianaae chrétienel, Irenikon, Russie et chr6tienite. L'Unit6 de I'Eglise,
L'Unité dans la lumière, Oecumenica, Blackfriars, The Eastern Churches Quarterly,

Catholica, and Geistiae Arbeit.
Moreover, the Clamart Tuesdays, in conjunction with the new populafity of
oecumenism, inspired a series of interconfessional meetings among students. In 1935,
Yves Congar rernembered,

... from 1935 onwards, Itook part in several of thern [ecumenical gatherings]. The
meetings which todc place at Whitsun, usually at Protestant Centers
[Chaintreauville, Boissy I'Aillerie, La Rochedieu etc], since their mixed attendance
made if very difficuit to find hospitality in Cathdic establishments, were called a

'"Congar, Diakaue between Christians 17.

"Franco-Russian retreat." The participants were mœtly students, the Protestants
being both federal and post-federal. I remember many very enriching exchanges
of opinion pursued in an atmosphere of great sincerity and candour, in which we
really expressed our innemost convictions?*
The eady initiatives of the ûecumenical Circle and its offshoots at the Studio Franco-

Russe and at Clamart, had provided both a popular appeai and a protection. N d only
could people be encouraged to participate in these and other assemblies by the lure of

"discovering Rwsia," but also the work of committed oecumenists - especially Cathdic
ones - was sheltered from the vigilant eyes of Rome. They were not meeting Protestants

or Orthodox, they were leaming about Russians.
The Russian Orthodox had succseded, therefore, in making their religion and their

culture a cause for study and interest to the French. The Orthodox study group lstina
under the directorship of the Dominican Pere R.P Dumont flourished during the 1930s and
promoted a greater understanding of their theology and hi~tory.~" The Abbe Paul
Couturier, who had already been engaged in charity work among the Russian émigrés,
was persuaded to embrace the cause of oecumenism and a dose working relationship

with the Orthodox clergy in 1932.'14 The Abbe Gratieux (a fiequent visitor to the Circle

Thomistes) gave lectures on Khomiakov and the Russian Slavophiles at the Institut
-
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213 =PereDumont was connecteci with the work from its earlkst days. For a tirne he was its
sole living representative and he had been responsible for g ~ n g
l a definitety ecumenicai
orientation. Pere Dumont did not devote hirnself to technical historicai studies or academic
theobgy but he acquired and maintaîneda fund of extrernely accurate and detailed information.
Wthout courting open notoriety, PBre Dumont gained the confidence of al1with hirn he was calleci
upon to work: the Roman Curia and ecclesiastical superiors, the ORhodox both in France and in
the East, the Ecumenic Patriarchate in Constantinople, the World Council of churches at Geneva,
the Catholic Conference for Ecumenical Questions, and so m. When the history of it al1 comes
to be written it is to him that we shdl have to kok and I have no dwbt that the files of Istina,
admirably maintained by a very well-inforrned secretary, will prove an exceptiialiy rich saurce of
documentation.' Congar, Dialmue between Christiis 33.
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Catholique, and he inspired the Abbe Baron to mite a book on Khomiakov in 1932.~''
Articles on Soioviev were plentiful dunng the 1930s in Pans and in many other caintries.
While some migM question the Western receptiveness to Russian Orthodox ideas and
theories, there is no doubt that they received considerable exposure dunng these years.
In 1937, the advances made by al1 these intenelated endeavours were tested at
the World Oecumenical Conferences on "PracticalChristianity" in Oxford that July, and on
"Faith and OrdeP in Edinburgh the fdlowing rnonth. P h Congar submitted his cap-

stone book Chrétiens desunis.

Princims d'un oecumenisme cathdiaue for the

Conferences at Oxford and Edinburgh. It was the first volume of the celebrated collection
Unam sanctum2" which was to outline the Catholic Church's responsibility to

oecumenism: A duty which was only attempted at Vatican II. Unlike the Stockholm and
Lausanne Conferences of 1925 and 1927, therefore, Catholics openly participated in the
World Oecurnenical Movement in 1937, despite the still e n m o u s doubts of Rome.

The Oxford and Edinburgh conferences were also quite dramatically different
expenences for the Russian Orthodox than their earlier forays at Stockholm (1925) and
Lausanne (1927) had been. First, the Orthodox prepared for the 1937 conferences by
holding a meeting of al1 branches of Orthodoxy in Athens in December, 1936.~'This
215 'For some time the Abbe Pierre Baron had been talking to me about Khomiakw on whom
he wished ta write a thesis and he toc& me to a course of lectures which the Abbe A. Gratieux was
delivering on Khomiakov and the slavophil rnovement at the InstitutCatholique...The Abbe Gratieux
was not only my first Russian teacher but also 'the iast of the slavophils', as his nephews
maliciousfy dubbed him. Since he had k m the son of Alexis Stepariovich Khomiakov
personally and had had numerous conversations with him, he oonstituted a link in the living
tradition of shvophil thought. Together with Etienne Paillard, I had the pleasure of assisting the
Abbe to complete for publication some wwk he had begun in 1906 at the instigation of Pere
Portal.' Congar, Dialoaue between Christiis 8.

'''
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Paul B. Anderson, Report for 1937,' Paul B. Anderson papers, University of Illinois at
Urbana-Charnpaign, Box 6.
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resulted in a degree of new unity on the part of the Orthoâox M e n they encountered the
Protestants and Catholics in 1937. For the Russians, the Athens meeting diluted the
"historical jealousy" between the Slavs and the Greek~.~"As evidence of this, the
University of Athens invited Professor Kartashevfrom St. Sergius in Paris to spend a terni
studying with them, and after his departure they had Georges Flwovsky replace him.
They also agreed to hold another pan-Orthodox conference in 1939.
At the 1937 conferences, the Orthodox appeared in force and were fully
recognized by the World Protestants for the first time. The efforts undertaken by the
Russian Orthodox in Pans were rewarded by the election of Georges Flarovsky to the elite
Cornmittee of Seven at the Edinburgh Conference: he was the only Orthodox elected to
the Commîttee; Bezobrazoff was narned as his aitemate.

Boris Vysheslavtsev was

engaged for part-time service by the research cornmittee of the Oxford conference
throughout the year, and the Orthodox Sophiologists cocitnbuted a book to the
conferences entitfed Kirche, Staat und Mensche which was edited by Vysheslavtsev.
Even the RSCM had gained a new international prestige and their members fully
participated in the Youth Sections of the two conferences. As Paul B. Anderson was
proud to report to his superiors at the YMCA, 'The principal effect of the conference on
our Russian worl<, as a whde, was the greatly increased recognition of Russian Church
contributions by practically the entire oecumenic mo~ernent."~
At Stockholm (1925) and Lausanne (1927). the Russian Orthodox participants had

usually fett constrained to play the rde only of teachers.

By 1937, however, the

oecumenical groups in Pans and the wide publication of Russian Orthodox material in
--

-
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diverse presses seems to have succeeded in teaching the West about their unfamiliar
religion. Sergei Bulgakw did not present a simple paper on the basic traditions of
Orthodoxy at the Edinburgh Conference: instead, he gave a long, cornplex talk on
Manology and the concept of Saint Sophia which alternately fascinated and horrifïed his

listeners. The mœt conservative Protestants were appailed by his assertion that the
conceptualization of the Virgin Mary was an essential facet to the furthering of
oecumenisrn. On the contrary, however, the Roman Catholics who were now a major
contingent at the conference were quite amazed and pleased to see Bulgakov take such
a bold step in dismantling denominational prejudices.

The Metrapditan Eulogius, Georges Florovsky, Nikdai

Berdyaev, Boris

Vysheslavtsev, Lev Zander and a host of other Russian thedogians and philosophers
ernerged at the 1937 conferences, proud to express their ideas to "now informed"
Westerners. Wflh the Protestants, their groundwork of the past decade enabled the
Russian Orthodox to establish doser ties and a greater degree of material support. For
their long-time sponsors at the YMCA Russian Division in Paris, the Russians' confidence

and new ability to engage in international discussions was an impressive commendation
of their years of work. Their greatest pleasure came when the Russians convinced the

American Church representatives at last to recognize the importance of the Orthodox
Church in exile, and to fully support it.
During 1937, we canied thmugh, eventualiy to the end, the plan which has
engaged us for several years, of securing bette?recognition of the Russian Church
needs by the American Episcopal Church, and by the Amencan Church in
Paris...winning over the active collaboration of Dean Beekman and the vestry of
Holy Tn'nity in Paris. It was thanks to Oean Beekman's definite interest that a still
more important resuit was secured, the passing of a resdution at General
Convention of the Episcopal Chu& (Cincinnati, October, 1937) in accordance

-

with which the Arnerican Church accepts as its task the moral and material
support of the needs of the Russian Church, both abroad and in Russia?

As Anderson reported, the émigrés were able to impress th8 Americans with their "quality
and powers of leadership in the task of the oecumenic mwement". Finaliy, at Edinburgh,
a dozen of the Amencan cleffcs were brwght together with the Bmigrés, and plans were

definitely made which ensured their support of Dean Beekman when he raised the

question of Russian support at the General Comentim."
This was quite an amazing achievement when we consider that barely ten years
previously, the YMCA Russian Divisionsecretarïesdespairecl that the Russians WOU Id ever
leam rnethods of organization and leadership. Yet by 1937, they were winning major

concessions from the American Churches, Sophie Zemova had b e r n e acting director
of the Cornmittee to Aid University Students in France, and the RSCM leadership had

developed to such an extent that the YMCA released most of its operations into the
Russians' own hands with Lev Zander as its international director.

The work of the Oecumenical Circle may, therefore, be said to have fuifilled one
of its major goals. In concurrence with the multitude of other initiatives both YMCA-

Russian and Franco-Russian, it had taught the partiapating 6migrés how to organite,

direct, and wntrd their actMties in the West. The particular efforts of Jacques Maritain
and Nikoiai Berdyaev, also bore fruit at the 1937 wnferences with the increased

integration of Roman Cathdics and the Orthodox.
In character of work there wem two notable advances. First was the increase in
collaboration between Orthodox and Roman Cathdics in an honest search for the
basis for unity. This was seen both in the conference attended by Orthodox and
Roman Cathdics of importance, and in the cmtinued increase in interest paid by
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Roman Cathdic organs of oecumenic purpose in the undertakings with which we
are related. Irenikm published by the Benedictine monks of Amay, 8elgium,
wrnmissioned Mr. Zander, General Secretaiy of the RSCM to write a report on the
Edinburgh conference, which it published and favwrably recommended. The
whole Orthodox-Roman Cathdic relationship has b e r n e a definite part of our
work.*
Although many endeavors such as the Dominican's lstina or the Benedictine's lrenikon
arose discretely from the Clamart Tuesdays,

one must wonder if the cdlaboration

witnessed in 1937 wwld have been possible in the absence of the many Franco-Russian
"retreats" and the education effected at Clamart. The Tuesday meetings had sparked so
many publications and so much instruction at variais cdleges in Pans that they had
broken d o m much of the resistance on the part of Orthodox and Cathdics towards
oecurnenisrn.

Moreover, the Clamart meetings had been able to clarify the mœt

fundamental phifosophical and thedogical divergences between the two religions: those
meetings, and especially the crucial Oecernber 1930 session, demonstrated that the
conflict was not between French and Russians, nor between Catholics and Orthodox, but
rather between "modernists" (Sophiologists and Existentialists) and traditionafists

(Positivists and Scholastics). Through these personal and then published transmissions,
the Clamart Tuesdays added an invaluable clarification wtiich broke through at least one
of the multitude of bamers facing the oecumenical movement.
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5. Facing the Trial of W w

The politicization of religious-philosophy (French and Russian), through the "nonconformist" movements and Personalism, pmvoked vehement attacks as the world
became more polarized in the rnarch to World War Two. Frorn the "Right" came the
charge that "non-confomiist* comrnunaiisrn and Esprit's Christian aspirations for social
justice were nothing more than blatant Communism. The "Left" responded in kind,
charging that the inherent spirituality (labelled *rnystical superstition")ich
i
movements embraced, as well as their medieval rhetorc

these

and symbols, made them

transparently Fascist. Taken together, the disparagementsof the Wo opposite ideological
positions seemed to vindicate the Personalists' assertions that they indeed represented
a "third way", and actually caused some committed intellectuals to convert to their

perspective, or at least to doubt their former certitude.'
However, the sheer numbers and political strength of the established ideologies
of Communism afid Fascism made them both formidable adversaries and seductive

attractions to the loosely-connected and diffuse "non-confomists". The latter tendency

was exhibited as eatly as 1934 when the "third way" suffered its first fragmentation:
n
gi
Georges Izard had cieated a radical w

within the Esprit group which was intended to

take their message to the streets. Hawever, soon the Tdsieme Force began to exhibit

Cornrnunist sympathies which disturbed the leaders of Esprit, especially Mounier and his

-

' For example, Andr6 Gide m e of France's most popuîar literary and intellectual critics, and
the editor of N.R.F. had been a fairîy staunch proQonentof Communism until Berdyaev's article
"La vdrit6 et mensonge du comrnunisrn' in ESD* and a disillusiming visit to the Soviet Unim
caused him to reevaluete his beliefs. ThereaSter, Gide becme veiy lukewam towards
Communism, although he never fully joined the religiousfspiritualmovernent. Albert J. Guerard,
André Gide (Cambridge, Mess.: Haward University Prems, 1951): 26-28.

-
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elder mentors Berdyaev, Marcel and Maritain. mat year, the Esprit cdlecüvity decided
to split from the TIoiseme Force? The next year, a similar breach ouxirred between

Esprit and Ordre Nouveau because of the latter's "Letter to Hitler in which the group

expressed their criticism of Hitler's repressioris against intellectuais in Germany, but also
commended his nationalist and economic planoim.)
It seerned as though the nots in the streets of Paris that year were indicative of the

mood, and the Christian religious movements were not immune h.om the lure of either the
"leff' or the "right".

The lhird way" found it increasingly difficuit to hdd its ground,

especially as its policy of "ounNardaction" or engagement converged with this passionate
mentality. Intending to galvanize intellectuaîs out of aôstract contemplation and into
action, the proponents of the lhird way" could not coritrd the dynamic impulse, nor the
purposes for which action was k i n g applied.'

in this, they were suffering much the

same experience as that of the Russian intelligentsia in 1917. The Personalists had

conquered apathy only to find the tenets of their mwement altered and superseded by
the events of their day. Their decentralized federalism, communal societies, local power
over political and economic decisions could as easily apply to Fascist or Communist
movernents if the ovemding principal of the inalienable and divinely valued person was
poorly defined or discarded. Furtherrnore, the asMe Persorialist attacks on democracy,

liberalism, the bourgeois, and capitalism served to weaken the established order.

Emmanuel Mounier. Mounier et sa ahéfation,ed. Paume Mounkr-Leclercq(Paris: Éditions
du seuil, 1956) 151-154.

"Lettre à Hitler," L'Ordre Nouveau November 1933: 1; Emmanuel Mounier, Mounier et sa
sénération 174; Emmanuel Mounier, Pes pseudovaleurs spiciluelles fascistes: Prise de position,'
Esprit 2.16 (1934): 533-540, and W6ponse l'ordre nouveau,' Es~rit2.19 (1934): 199-203.
For example. this is s&tW in Emmanuel Mounia. -8
826.

de la force.' €serit 1.5 (1933):
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Contrary to their aspirations, therefore, the nascently defined Personalist movement most
often did not move in to fiIf the vacuum. Rather, established ideologies on the "right" and

the "left" gained from their activity.'
w
clear distinctions when
Given this situation, it became imperativeto d ~ extremely
defining the 'Yhird way". As lswolsky asserted,

Berdiaev and Maritain, and al1 those who were leaders of the religious
renaissance, Russian Orthodox, Cathdic and Protestant, could not but realizethat
their philosophy must draw a clear tine between Christian personalisrn and the
totalitarian concept of man as the tod of the dictator in the Krernlin,..Hitler's
National Socialism, with its Valhalla, its pagan "supermennand anti-Semitic fanatics
were obviously just as inhuman as the instigatocs of the Moscow purges?
Aware of the gnmn'ng trend towards taking absdute sides as the impending war

approached, they realized that many held or were turning to ambiguous, if not "outright
anti-Semitic and reactionary" positions.' They saw this among people of al1 nationalities
including the Rusçian émigrés. Nevertheless, those steadfastly invdved in the "third w a r
continued their work right up until the outbreak of war. At the start of 1939, llya BunakovFondaminsky and the 6migrés associated with Nowi arad,

and several other circles

decided to launch a new oecurnenical group in order to capitalize upon the good-will
which had been achieved at Edinburgh and Oxford in 1937. Still supported by certain
Dorninican monks, their rationale for starting a new pmject on the eve of the war was
expressed by Father Mailleux: "Go on doing whatever you have to do, no rnatter what
happens in the Mure. God wiH take Gan, of it.&

John Hellrnari. Emmanuel Mounier... W3,

Iswoisky. No Tirne to Grieve... 205.

' Iswolsky. No Time ta G d v e... 205.
Iswdsky, No lime to Grievet...
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For the Russian émigrés, the dubious atrnosphere on the eve of Wodd War Two

was no new phenmenon. They had extensive expenence with "tum-coatsm
and traitors.
in Tsarist Russia, a number of the intelligentsia had "soid"themselves to the Tsarist police

to act as informants and double agents; in the Bdshevik regime priests as well as laymen
had "converted" to Comrnunism out of fear, greed, or tmiy changed beliefs; even in the
emigration "spies"like Serge EhonSworked within their midst. Suspicion of one's fellowman, therefore, was a part of every-day life for the Russians, and betrayal more expected
than not.
This background served Russian émigrés well dunng the occupation for it made
them reluctant to openly join any wert political movernent be it pro-Nazi or anti-Nd. This
tendency was augmenteci by their traditional isdatimism in emigration which the religious
philosophem had limited, but not by any means overcome. Moreover, those Russian
émigrés involved in promoting the "religious renaissance" could have but little attraction
to either pole. As a result, their non-invdvement alfowed the vast majority to survive the

war untainted by charges frorn either the Nazi occupiers or later from the Free French.
In contrast, their French Cathdic and Protestant counterparts had less expenence with

what was to becorne dubbed "collaboration". Their friends amid the Russian emigration
fett pity for their naïvete, concern for their well-king, and a fatalistic acceptance of the

tragedy such lessons would bnng. Unlike the American emancipators, the Free French
in London and the myriad of other French exiles, the Russian 6migrés wuld fully

~

--

O
Husband of the 6migr6 poet Marina Tsvetaeva who wss exposed as a Soviet agent in
September 1937. In addition to passing information to the Soviet Union, he also s u p p l i
propaganda materials to celk in Paris and wofked adively on the plot to assassinate a former
Soviet agent Ignace Reis in Lausanne (successfui). He escapeci before arrest to Spain and then
was transferred to the USSR. There he wss exscuted for his failure to avoid exposure. Helene
Iswolsky, No Tirne to Glieve..- 2û2.
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empathize with the challenges faced by those under occupation and at Vichy. They
knew, from their own experiences, that "resistance" and "coilaboratiori" had varying
degrees of culpability; their faith demanded that "final judgemenr be reserved for God.
The Russian ernigratim in France had another burden which escaped those from

less directly invdved nations. Among theii ranks were not only those who stayed silent,
who secretly voiced their coridemnation of Nazi policy, or who worked to counteract it.

The emigration also contained people who were not simply "collaborators", but who

embraced Nazism in its fullest dimensions without the slightest twinge of remorse. Those
émigrés who had most ardently opposed the work of the religious philœophers
throughout the inter-war years and who held aspirations of their restomtion to a White
Russia through the deliverance of the great Führer Hitler, made the complicity of many
later tainted by collaboratimisrn seem paltry.

Withdrawal of the YMCA Ruaaian Division
The mobilization of 1939 heralded the death-knellfor most of the joumals, schools,
and movements enjoined in oecumenism, religious renaissance, and Personalism. For

-

the Russian spiritual intelligentsia,the closures included Put', N-

arad, and Berdyaev's

Religious-Philosophical Academy. These were partially caused by new French laws
Iimiting Yoreign" actMties in the country, but mostly predicated by a drastic change in the
fortunes of the YMCA's Russian division. By the eve of the war, the YMCA suffered a
severe retrenchment. During the Depression, its assets and popularity had steadily
eroded in the United States. The Rwsim division had cmstantly fought against the
prevailingtide of isdationisrn and cut-backsfrom their head office in New York, but when
war actually broke out, they were unable to prevent their own recall. The YMCA Russian
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division did not completely close dom. In 1940, Paul B. Anderson still headed the office,
but the bulk of his labour was directed towards activities reminiscent of the YMCA role in
Worid War One. He led the relief work among French POWs and intemed civilians who

were put into camps by the Petain govemrnent on orders from the German Wehrmacht.
Whife Anderson was in charge of relief operations in the Occupied Zone, Donald Lowie
and his wife Helen Ogden Lowrîe. assumed a similar role in Vichy.''
In the spring of 1940, Anderson maved the central office of the Press and RSCM
to Mezieres in order to avoid damage from the predicted bombing of Paris. When the

Nazis approached Pans that summer, the YMCA Russian division again mwed its offices.
This time they travelled to Pau which was just beyond the demarkation fine in non-

occupied France. A substantial number of the Russian emigration had already fled to that
town, and, in Pau, the Press was ako near to the RSCM summer camp at the Chateau

de Claracq. The Conespondence Schod, now called Home Study Section of the Russian

Superior Technical Institute, survived, but had to shift its cumculum from pure and applied
sciences to auto-mechanics, electn'c wiring, and radio because the Geman censors
would not allow passage of printed work in Russian containing vast amounts of figures

or diagrams. However, the famous White A m y general, Baron Wrangel, made his auto
repair shop available to students in Pans as a lab; Professor Oleg Yadw did the same

at the École des travaux publiques. The official Russian Superior Technical Institute did
manage to continue its teaching during the war with a total enrdment of only six students
in any given year. The YMCA-Russian employment office, which Sophie temova had

'O

Paul B. Anderson, No East or West 80.
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been directing since 1933, ceased its previous function, and undertook the evacuation
of children from the occupied zone until 1941."
The most successful émigre endeavour of the war years was Mat' Mana's
(Elizabeta Skobtswa) Paris House of Hospitality. F m e d in 1931 with the financial
assistance of the YMCA and some sums from St. Sergius, the recently confirrned nun
housed and fed chroriically unemployed and destitute Russian labourers, and dispensed
charitable aid in the factories and mines near Paris. Her efforts were a part of the trend
at that time in France.

Like Mat' Mana, certain French Cathdics inspired by

Quadragesima Anno devoted themselves to missionary work directed at their own labour
force.12 Wai the rising tdl wreaked by the depression, the work of Mat' Mana had
grown throughout the 193ûs.13 It was most necessary in 1934 and 1935 when the
French government passed laws limiting the employment of non-French workers.
The House of Hospitality was the charitable base of Mat' Maria's rnovement Action

Orthodoxe, founded with Georges Fedotov of N o y i arad in 1931. The acerbic nun had
decided that a journal would not suffice in mitigating the worst deprivations suffered by
young émigrés and she had come to the conclusion that their efforts would be better

spent in hard labour. Thus, she saw Action Orthodoxe as a movement intended to

cernent YMCA and religious-philosophical aspirations. Her group sought activism on the

l2 Simone Weil epitomized one face ofthis Cathdii mernent by going into the mines and
working with the labourers. She sirnultaneousîy s p r d to w w d & God to niwkers and the cause
of social justice to intelleduals and capitalists in harsh opposition ta al1forces, Cathdic or n d , who
supported the status quo. See, John Hellman, Sirnone Weil: An Introduction ta her Thauaht
(Waterko, Ont.: Wilhed Laurier University Press, 1982); Diogenes Allen and Eric 0. Springsted,
Spirit. Nature and Communitv: Issues in the Thouah of S i m e Weil (Albany: Stade University of
New York Press, 1994).

''

Mat' Maria, West iserp s &m,' Nowi arad 6 (1933): 72-74; Pravioslavnoe dek,' Nowi
10 (1935) 111-116; Pod znakom nashego vremeni,' Nowi arad 12 (1937): 115-122.
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part of lay Orthodox through meetings and articles in Nowi arad. Not m l y did it aspire

to busy the han& of the "idle" 6migré youth, but also it tried to demonstrate to émigré
workers that social justice could be found through Christianity, and not simply through

Socialism or Communism.
As the name Action Otthodoxe indicated, Mat' Mana and her fdlowers perceived

themselves to be a Russian Orthodox quivalent to the movement Action Catholique and
its varying subsidiaries. In France, the shift from "establishment" Catholicism to social

action and physical activity began with Pope Pius Xl's cal1 for secular engagement in
1928-29. It expanded after 1931 with the formation of the Catholic Association of French

Youth (ACJF) ,JeunesseAgricoie Cathdique (JAC), Jeunesse EtudianteChrétienne (JEC),
Jeunesse Ouvrière Chretienne (JOC), and their fernale counterparts (JACF, JECF, and
JOCF). The activiiies of Action Omhodoxe bore the most resemblance to those of the

JOC(F) while the RSCM and Religiws-Philosophical Academy can be seen as parallels
to the JEC(F) and its affiliate F6d6ration des Scouts de France?
With the start of hostilities in 1939 and the rapid erosion of YMCA funding, Action

Orthodoxe and Mat' Mana's House of Hospitality still managed to function. Despite its

reduced budget, she received moral support from the faculty at St. Sergius and actual
help in the form of Father Dmitrii Klepinin who was assigned to serve in her "swpkitchen". The two laboured to the point of complete exhaustion, heiped by Klepinin's wife
Tamara and Mat' Maria's son Yuri, as the House filled 90 overflowing" with Russians made
destitute by the wad5

''

Eugen Weber, The Hdkw Yeam Fmce in the 1930s (New York: Norton, 1994) 183-189.
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St. Sergius survived the war thanks to judicious use of swings collected by their
fund-mising appeals in the late 1930s; other direct YMCA initiatives al1 but ceased with the
occupation. Paul Anderson caught the last boat f t m France in July, 1941 leaving the
courageous Lowries as the only Amencan YMCA representatives in war-tom France. m a t
same year YMCA relief operations were cancelled throughoot Europe. The newly-forrned
United Nations took wer their iesponsibilities in 1943 through the United Nations Relief
and Rehabilitation Administration (UNRRA). Effectively, the Christian task of the YMCA
was hereafter ended almg with their particular interest in the Russian emigration. In

-

1920, the YMCA had been determined to combat their exclusion from one country the

Soviet Union. By 1940, it had lost almost al1 of Europe.
For the Russian emigration, this retrenchment meant the loss of their livelihood,
their publications, and their mwements. For the rernainder of the war, YMCA involvement
consisted only of personal food packages sent by concemecl people, like the Andersons,
to their closest friends in the occupied lands. Quite astonishingly, considering their
abandonment of Europe, the YMCA resisted encraachment from the United Nations in
only one sphere. In 1943, Anderson was sent to Washington to request a gwemment
licence for financial transfers to a new potential YMCA base in the Soviet Union, and he
contacted Andrei Gromyko (the Soviet Ambassador to the United States), seeking
permission for the YMCA to work in POW camps in that country. The YMCA had never
got over its rude expulsion frorn the Soviet Union, and to the last fought for their re-entry.
The Soviets, however, were no more anxious to allow such invotvement at this juncture

than they had been under Lenin; they sirnply ignored Anderson's appeal."

l6

Anderson, No East or West 82.
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The YMCA Press almost entirely relocated to America, with th8 exception of its
retail outlet Les Éditeurs Réunis directed by Russians in Pans. While this deprived the
former émigre staff induding Berdyaev and Vysheslavtsev of their jobs, i t did enable the

Company to continue pnnting Russian-language books. Upon his retum to the United
States, Anderson found an opportunity to expand the operations by assisting in the
creation of another Russian pnnting house. In the late 1930s, the Ford Foundation had
set up an East European Fund. lts creator and first president was George F. Kennan who
agreed with Anderson that émigrés froin Russia shwld be encouraged to presewe their
memories of that land and their flight through literature. DuringWoild War Two, therefore,

Kennan allocated a grant of one million ddlars from the East European Fund to establish
the Chekhov Publishing House in New York. When Kennan's presidency was cut short
by his appointment as American Ambasador to the Soviet Union in 1942, he installed

Philip E. Mosely, a Russian specialist at Columbia University. to lead the new publishing

endeavour. Mosely, a close personal friend of Anderson, helped the newfy-retumed
YMCA secretary be elected to Chekhov's board of twelve trustees which included

businessmen and professimals who had a competence in the Russian language and
Anderson perceived them to be no conflict between his new position at

culture."

Chekhov and his conünued directorship of the YMCA Press because he believed the
Russian-language market would eventually increase and be able to support two
publishing fimis. In fact, dun'ng his tenure on the board of Chekhov, it donated 10,000
dollars of its million dollar grant to the YMCA Press in order that it c w l d increase
production and maintain a balanced budget.''
-

--

-

-

"

Anderson, No E8sî or West 83-84.
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In 1944, another tnck of fate allowed the YMCA to further proffi from the Chekhov
endeavour. Cut-backs at the Ford Foundation cost the Chekhov House its annual grant,
and the house had to be Iiquidated. By that time, it had published only 200 works.
Through some careful negotiations, Anderson managed to have the residue of books
transfened to the YMCA Press National Board, which he directed, gaining both volumes

and potential authois from the ~hekhov.'~
These new stocks were then transfened to
Paris and distributed by Les Éditeurs Réunis. The advantage of the Chekhov takeover

was largely due to the fom of literature accepted by that establishment. While the YMCA

Press published mostly warks relating to religiws issues, Chekhw had concentrated on
secular works. During the last years of the war, therefore, Les Éditeurs Réunis was able
to seIl most of the new stock to POW camps throughout Europe and the Soviet Union

through the auspices of the UNRRA." Thus, Anderson was able to not only maintain,
but augment the Press despite the dislocation and confusion of the market economy
caused by the war.

A New Emigration
The YMCA was not the only body to depart Europe with the Nazi Occupation. In

the United States alone, French exiles numbered about two hundred thousand, and the
majority came from the intellectual or artistic milieus. Among them, the promoters of the
Catholic (spiritual) renaissance, were well represented. Their ventable father, Jacques

Paul B. Anderson, No East or West: The Mernoirs of Paul B. Anderson (Paris: YMCA Press,
1985) 85.
20 The one thing we found it passible to do for the Russhs on a relatively large scale was
to send books in their hguage to the POW camps.' Secuîar and classic literature, therefore, was
accepted in the Soviet Union and ammg Russian prisariers in Gerrnan war camps. where the
YMCA Press' religious material wou# have been rejected. Andersori, No East or West 85.

Maritain, was one of the eariiest escapees. In 1934 Maritain had suffered a severe loss
of faith in the concept of engagement, and his active political endeavocs towards creating
an "Apostolic Ordef.

Scarcely one month after his famous manifesta, "Pour le bien

commun" had b e n released, it was compromiscd by the bombing action of Carmelite
seminarians in Lille. In calling for intellectuals to engage in action according with the new
spiritual philosophy, Maritain had not expectedthem to embrace any action over the basic
prernises of his own and his cdleagues ideas. He condemned himseif for impetuously
inciting the Young, and henceforth vowed to reserve his work to more detached

means2'.
Wth his disillusionment, Maritain retreated largely from his invdvement in
Mounier's Esprit and other overt pditical action and, in 1935, he resolved to spend rnost
of the year abroad. He had received an invitation to speak at the University of Chicago
where the youngest university president in the history of the United States, Bob Hutchins,
was trying to implement a perennialist revdution in educatiomp Hutchins had enlisted
the help of a budding philosopher, Mortimer Adler, who had become an expert in Thomist

philosophy while teaching Western CMlization and Great Books courses at Columbia
University. Together, the two hoped to revitalize American education by impiementing an
interdisciplinary appmach grounded in the great works of philosophy and literaturewhich

21

mAlors. vaus comprenez, me dit-il, compromettre aupres des seminaires, pour des
engagements dans l'action, tout l'oeuvre philosophique qui est notre oeuvre propre, nous ne le
pouvons pas." Jacques Maritain as cited in Mounier, -Mounier et sa adneratiori 145.

"

Arthur Cohen, ed., Humanistic Wucation and Western Civilizatim: Essavs foi Robert
Mavnard Hutchins (New York: Ho&,Rinehart & Wiriston, 1964); See also Robert M. Hutchins, St,
Thomas and the Wodd State (Mihivaulkæ, WI: Meiquette University Press, 1949). Wucation for
Freedom (Baton Rouge: h i s i a n a State University Press, 1943). The Hiaher Learnina in Arnerica
(New York: Yale University Press, 1S36), Na Friendiv Vaiccr (New Yark: GreenWood Press, 1936);
Mortimer Adler, ~ h i m h eatr Larae: An lntelkchralAutobbara~hy(New York: MacMillan, 1977).
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each contained some aspect of perennial values discovered thrwgh the course of
Western development. In these tnrths and values, which Adler and Hutchins considerd
to be eternal, lay both meaning for man's cumnt life and a protective buffer against
aberrant change?

Although their revdution was by no rneans soieiy Christian or

religious, it did adhere to the basic premise which Maritain had long embraced: namely
that the truths of the past were relevant to the present and could be applied therein.
It was due to Adler's respect for the Thomisrn of Maritain that the University of

Chicago issued its invitation to the French philosopher. Hutchins was also supportive of
the idea because he had seen the advance to perennialism enacted by Maritain's close
friend Etienne Gilson in his creation of the Pontifical Institut8 at the University of Toronto.

Maritain, in retum, rnust have been relievedto be offered the opportunity to revert to more
familiar work. Encouraged by Gilson, he temporarily bequeathed his Cercles Thomistes
into the capable hands of Olivier Lacombe, abandoned his Sundays, and departed with
his wife and sister-in-law for a prolonged visit to the United States and Canada. For the

next four years, Maritain continued to joumey over to America at least once every year
in order to teach courses and give lectures at universities there. In the spring of 1939 he
obtained a teaching position at Princeton University in Thomist philosophy. Quite aware
of the orninous spectre of war, he insisted that Raïssa and Vera accompany him so that

they might not be separated in such an eventuatity, and the family, thus, spent the war
years in the United States.
The Maritain farnily was not alone in exile. Around them congregated others frorn

the Meudon Sundays including Julien Green, Etienne Gilson, Charles Boyer, Yves Simon,

The perennialkt phiksophy of educatbn is most succinctly outlined in Themiore Brameld.
Cuitural Foundations of Education (Westport, CN: Greenwood Press, 1957).

Ren6 de Messi&res,and Father Couturier, (had fate not condemned him to an early death
in the spring of 1939, Charles du Bos who also spent much of the late 19309 in America,
would have undwbtedly been counted hem as well)?

Howevei. the gioup did not

ignore the angst of their cdleagues in Europe. Despite Maritain's bad experience with
manifestos, he agreed to draft another dlective attempt in 1942 in order to demonstrate
support for his fellow cwntrymen, and protest the grasp of totalitarianism ttirwghout

Europe. Devant la crise mondaile was published and signed that year by foity-four
spirituallycornmitted Cathdicç as a censure against anti-Semitism in particular, and
against al1 collecüvist mwements of Fascism, Nazism, and Communism while calling for
a unity behind the new international order of the United Nations.
Maritain also published the book France. Mv Country that same year which
condernned the pditical demoralization of the Third Republic. This he largely blamed for
his country's defeat. Iroriically, considering his and Raïssa's personal choiçe regarding
f a r n i ~ yMaritain
,~~
also pointed to the decreased birth rate in France as a causal factor for
their inability to stop the Nazis. In outright support of the resistance, Maritain declared
the success of his endeavors:
Before th8 war, French intellectual life was undergoing a brilliant mwal... In the
past twenty years or so a religiws renaissance of the most genuine and fniitful
kind was occumng in France, both in the spiritual field and in that of social
service, and its harvest was now being brought in among the young intellectuals
and arnong the workingclass youth."

24 Devant la crise mondiale: manifest de Cathdhues eurom6ene seiwrnant en Amerhue
(New York: Qitions de îa Maison Fiançaise. 1942) 1.

25

Maritain and Berdyaev shared m e other similarity: they both formed celibate rnarriages with

t heir spouses.
26

Devant h crise mondiale 27-29.
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He thus chastised al1 French for considering any collaboration with the "satanic" Nazis,
and encouraged them to remain true to the gains of the spirituai renaissance. Resistance
to al1 totalitarianism was his byword from America as he waited impatiently for the

cessation of hosb'lities, and the ability to retum to his homeland.
Among thœe who found themsetves stranded with the outbreak of war, were the
hundreds of artists who escaped, like Anais Nin and Arthur Lourié, deliberately leaving
just ahead of the Gennan forces on the last b a t s departing f r m France. An elite group,
moreover, were the project of a specific rescue mission after France's occupation. In the
autumn of 1940 many of the leading French artisl were mgregated in Marseilles around
the sunealist André Breton and his principal agent Varian Fry who had the invaluabte use,
at that time, of an Arnerican passport. With the help of Oaniel Unédite (an old socialist
militant), and Hygiène (a functionary of the préfecture de police) this group of French and
German exile artists made an appeal to Eleanor Rooseveît for the rescue of those most
in danger from the Germen menace.''

AppreQative of the potential public relations

value of emancipating some of the most famous artists in Europe, Eleanor Rooseveît
accordingly formed the Emergency Rescue Cornmiltee. Fry became her principle agent
and, with 3,000 dollars in his pocket and a host of visas, he retumed to Marseilles with
her list of 200 names of noted "painters, sculptors, nwelists, poets, and political writers"
to be assisted in their escape? The Committee thw effected the removal to Amen'ca
of luminaries of varying origin as Franz Werfel, Marc Chagall. Heinrich Mann, André

Malraux, Henri Matisse, and André Breton.

Daniel Lindenberg coricluded that this adually meant the most famous.' Daniel
Lindenberg. Les années souterraina. 11937-194n (Paris:
la Déaniver<e. 1990) 144.
27
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Upon reaching the United States they were reunited with other artists such as lgor
Stravinsky, Nichdas Nabokov, and Jean Cocteau who had extended their brief sojoums
in 1939 indefinitely until the war had ended. Most other Russian bmigrés of the original
500,000 in France, however, faced quite a different war experience. The majority had

either died, retumed to Russia, or had to endure the rigours of occupationNichy France.
Some, however, did manage to escape after the Nazis had defeated their resident

country. One of the most compelling storïes is that of Helen lswolsky and her family.
Like over one million Pansians, she hastened out of the city the day the Nazis moved in,
catching, as she had in Russia back in 1917, the last free train out of the city. lswdsky
had already moved her mother out of Paris to Pau when the Blitz (Blitzkneg) started in

May, 1940. She, however, rernained to fuifil the responsibilities of her teaching job. On
June 22,1940 she was contacted by Jean de Saint-Chamant, a friend of hers h o worked
at the Ministry for Information; he had heard news of the collapse at the Maginot line, and

advised her to leave Paris and join her mother immediately? The next day, as the Nazis
advanced on the city, she joined the throng of Parisians escaping their grasp.
The lswokkys stayed in Pau for almost one year, where Helen found solace, woik,

and support from the Esprit grwp located there and other dd friends from Pans.
Stanislas Fumet, the Dominican, Father Cané (who replaced Robert Garric as editor of
Revue des ieunes in 1936), and Esprit's relaüvely new German émigre philosopher Paul
Landsberg became her principal new confidants. In lswolsky's opinion:
It was ftom these various grwps assembled at our meetings that the initiators of
the Pau underground resistance gradually emerged. They were to show great

courage, and some of them died heroicaiiy at the han&
perse~utocs.~

of their Nazi

Opportunity would decree that she, herseif, play little part in these resistanœ activities.
After the war, however, she leamed that Paul Landsberg had fallen as a m of the heros
of the French resistance.
Instead, lswolsky was invited to Arnerica by Gwemor Pauiding, the editor of the
New York Persmalkt journal Cornmoriweal. He met her briefly in Pau on his way to
Marseilles while escaping from France, and offered to sponsor her and her mother should
they be able to make her way to the United States. This she accomplished with aid from
MO

quarters: Boris Bakhmeteff and the Tolstoy Foundationn had created an "Humanity

Fund for Russian intelfectuals out of which lswdsky was granted the necessary monies

to pay for their travel from France, and a Russian Jewish doctor, Kovarsky, then
recommended her to HlAS - a Jewish Aid Society - which arranged and paid for ship

passage ta Arnerica. With her escape arranged in the spring of 1941, lswdsky had only
to make the final decision. In her memoirs, she recalled seeking out Father Cane to

asked his advice whether to stay and work for the resistance or go to Arnerica.
Accordingly, he reminded her of the several anti-Hitler articles she had written in Es~rÏt
and Novvi arad, and urged her to escape possible reprisal in the hands of the Nazis
should they soon move into the Free Zone. Thus mvinced, lswdsky travelled to
Marseilles to arrange her visas through Spain and Portugal (the HAlAS ship left from
Lisbon), and retumed to pack her mother and their few belongings befom they set out

3' The Toistoy Foundation had b e n created in 1928 by Alexandra Tdstaya who moved to the
USA after her expulsion ftom Russia in 1922 (she had been a prominent rnember of VOKPG). It
operated a house for new Russian arrivais to the United States where they couid take refuge until
a job and material means could be obtained for them.
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on their flight. They departed in May, 1941j w t before Admiral Darian ousted Pierre Laval
from the PBtain govemment and insütuted the imprisonment

of foreigners in Vichy

camps?'
The trip was difficuft and, at times, extremely frightening. As they entered Spain.
Iswolsky suddenly recded her signature on the 'Guernica Manifestompublished by French
intellectuals protesting Franco's and Hitler's indiscriminate bombing of that city, but she
passed the border without notice for her indiscreüon. In Portugal they had to surpass
difficulties over sleeping arrangements on the boat, visas to Arnerica, and the loss of their
entire savings which had not yet made the transfer from Pau to Lisbon. Nevertheless,
accornpanied by the widow of Vadim Rudnev and the wife of Georges Fedotov,= both
of whom they had met in transit, they managed to catch the ship, and were finally on theii

way to freedom in Arnerica.
In the summer of 1941, the United States was not yet involved in the war, and
Portugal and Spain remained neutral. Such ships travelled the southem route from

Lisbon to the Canaries, to San Dorningo and Havana, befwe travelling the American
coast-line for New York. This long detour was taken to avoid the Nazi-Anglo submarine
warfare in the northem Atlantic, and to carry on the Spanish/Portuguese trade with their
former colonies. Stopped only once by a British destroyer intent on checking their cargo,
they reached Arnerica with no trouble. There, the lswdskys were met by the former
Presidentof Russia's Provisional Gwemment, Alexander Kerensky, who, like Maritain, had

Iswoisky. NOTime ta Grïeve... 213-21833

Georges Fedotov and his wife had been separateci in their flight fram France. After
managing to evade the Gestapo. he was rescued by the underground. With the help of de
Gaulle's associates, he was transferred to Africa and then on to Ameiica-
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been invited to lecture at American universities pnor to the war. He ananged for her first

temporary lodging at the house of his dowager friend, Mm. Kenneth Simpson.
It was fortunate that they had such loyal fnends because they amved in America
with forty-five dollars in hand. The Bank in Lisbon had promised to transfer their savings
on to its branch in New York; once they aWed, however, to Iswolsky's disrnay she

discovered that there was no branch of the Portuguese bank existing in New York!
Destitute, and at that time abandorid by her French (the Maritains) and American

(Paulding) friends, lswoisky had to find same other refuge for herself, her mother, and her
brother who anived barely a week after thern. Again the Tolstoy Foundation came to her
aid; the lswolskys were given lodging for as long as they needed at the Reed Farm in the
Hudson Valley where Alexandra Tdstaya hwsed Russian émigrés.
There, finally settled, lswdsky gradually sought out her former acquaintances
among the French exiles (predominantly Maritain and her spiritual advisor Father
Couturier), and the Russians Arthur Lourie, and Georges Fedotov. Through Tolstoya, she
also met more established Russian émigrés who had made their home in America since
the 1920s. These included the socidogist Nichdas Timashev, and the historian Michael
Karpovich. These connections wem invaluable to lswdsky for they provided her with
employment, publishing opportunities, and the continuation of the woclc in oecumenism
and spirituaiisrn which she had become committed to at Clamart and Meudon.

Remnectecl with Gwernor Paulding, lswoisky was able to submit several articles
she had written about her flight and the situation in France to the Commoriweal. Through

Maritain she renewed her acquaintancewith one of his Meudon Sunday frequenters, Julie
Kernan who, as an editor for Longmans-Green, agreed to contract a book on Iswdsky's

experiences."

In 1942, with the preface minen by Maritain. she published her first

English-language work Liaht Befom Dusk: A Russian Cathdic in France. In retum,
lswolsky added her narne to Maritain's manifesto "Devant la Crise Mondiale," which she
regarded as an important statement of support for the resistors she had left behind in
France. Maritain also helped lswdsky get started on a lecture tour organized by his
friends, the religious publishers Frank Sheed and Maisie Ward. Thus, throughout 1942
and 1943, lswolsky travelled to Catholic colleges in the United States and Canada to talk

about her work in France, and the patential Russian contribution ta the religious
renaissance.
Connection by connection, lswdsky found herseif being introduced to the
elements of Pemonalism and Cathdic work in Ametïca. Julie Keman brought her in
contact with Dorothy Day and Peter Maurin of the CaarOIic Worker

ovem ment.^^ Frank

Ward reunited her with another Russian Catholic whom she had met in Paris: the

indomitable Baroness Catherine de Hueck who, in 1942, ran Friendship Houses in
Harlem, New York and Chicago intending to improve relations between Black and White
~ r n e r i c a n s . lswdsky
~~
immediately recognized kindred movements to that of Clamart
and Mat' Maria's Action Orthodoxe which she had known in Paris, and remained involved
in these efforts for the rest of her life. Thus, despite her second exile, lswolsky managed

-.
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-

Contract between Helene lswdskyand Longrnans 8 Green to publish her book Liaht before
Dusk, 1941, Helene lswoisky fapers, Scranton University, Pennsyivania, Box 1; No Tirne to
Grieve.. . 220-230.
35 See letters between Julie Kernan and Helene Iswobky, 1942-1944, Heiene Iswolsky papers,
Scranton University, Pennsylvariia, Box 1.

"

Helene Iswolsky,lettersto Catherine de Hueck-Doherty, 1942-1959, Helene lswoiskypapers,
Scranton University, Pennsyhmriia, Box 2.
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to continue her work for the "third way? This, however, was not as easy for her

colleagues caught behind enemy lines in France.

Issues of Collaboration
The phenomenon of French collaboration with the Nazis in both the Occupied
Zone and Vichy has been a subject of intense hist&cal scrutiny especially since Robert
Paxton entered the fray in the early 1970s with his revealing studies: Vichv France,

Parades and Pditics in Vichy, and Vchv France and the ~ews."

Utilizing Nazi

documents captured by the Arnericans in their invasion of Gerrnany, Paxton presented
substantial evidence that most French in 1940 were not outright opponents of their Nazi
conquerors, and that concerted efforts at resistance began only at the belated date of
1942. Collaboration, he persuasively asserted, was a general phenomenon in the first

years of th8 Occupation, and not simply the purvïewof a select, perverted few.

Inspired by his disclœures, numerous researchers of modem French intellectual
history have endeavoured to prove that proto-Fascist ideas were rife within most
movements fomied in the 1930s be they stipulatively of the "nght", the "left", or even of
the "non-confonnist". It is this third group which is of the most interest to the present

study. Spear-headed by Zeev Stemhell's 1983 challenge Ni droite. ni aauche, a widening
diversity of historians

have analyzed the aspects of Fascist and Nazi impulses in the ideas

promulgated by Espritl Ordre Nouveau, and other Personalist and/oi non-confomiist

''

Robert 0. Paxton, Vihv France: Oid Guard and New Order. 1940-1955 (New York: Knopf,
1972); Parades and Politics in Vichy: The French Omcer Cons unâer Marshall Petah (Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 1966); Mkhaetl R. Manus and Robefi O. Paxton, Vichy France and the
Jews (New York Basic Books, 1981).

-
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movements."

The Russian émigre religiow philosophers who comprise the focus of

this work were rnost closely related with these groups. Thetefore, the tendencies arnong

the Russian émigrés in World War Two France must be examined in this light.

Stemhell was inspired by omissions in eailier studies of the non-conforrnists. His
suspicions were provoked by the laudatory nature of Jean Touchard's and Loubet-delBayle's examination of these grwps in the 1930s~;they were further aroused by the
failure of either study to link the ideas expressed by these i n d ~ d u a l s
in the 1930s to their
activities during Wodd War Two.

Instead, both m e r s approached the 1930s as a

discrete period and mentioned, anly as footnotes, examples of collaboration in the war.
Stemhell, thus, decided to proceed from the opposite direction. Beginning with proven
occurrences of callaboration with the Nazi's, he delved into individual backgrounds in
order to discover where they had gained their syrnpathy to the Nazi idedogy. His search
led him as equally to the non-conforrnist rnovements as ta the declared Fascist

-

movements Action Française, Ligue de Fascistes - of the inteiwar period.
One difficuity with Sternhell's work, which may apply to other "Fascist-âisclosing"
endeavors, is its predetenination and reliance on histon'cal hindsight. Stemhell does
perfom a wananted, intense scNtiny of non-confmist writings in the 1930s, however
he considers these not in the context of that time, but from the perspective of a decade

tater. Moreover, in looking specificaily for indications of Fascist tendencies, he utilizes a

a Zeev Sternhell, Ni droite ni aauche: Cidedoaie f8sciste en France (Paris: klitions du Seuil.
1983). This has been translated into Englih as Neither Riaht Nor Le&: Fascist ldedoav in Ffance,
trans. David Maisel (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1986). Sem also John Hellman. The
Kniqht-Monks of Vu:hv France (Montreal: McGilCQueenls University Press, 1993); John Hellman.

'Personnalime et fascisme,' Ce misannalisme d'Emmanuel Mounier (Paris: Éditions du Seuil.
1985); David Ennis, Trench Social Thought in the lm,'
diss., Boston Uniuersity, 1979.
39 Jean Touchaid, La aauche en France depuis 1900 (Paris: Édliorrs du Seuil, 1977); JeanLouis Loubet del Bayle. Les c~u)-mfomi'rstesdes années 30 (Part: É d h s du Seul, 1961).
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lens through which to examine them which may be inappropriate."

For Stemhell, any

condemnation of "liberal values" or "democracy", and acceptance of words such as "elite"
or "hierarchy" are clear signs of nascent Fascism. However, it might equally be argued

that these are just as legitimately signs of a tradition which long pre-dates either Fascism
or Nazism: Cathdicism advocated authorilanan leadership by an elite through a clearlydefined hierarchy, and shunned the encroachrnent of secular-liberal values and the

egalitarian view of democracy thrwghout its history.
Non-confomiist, French Persanalist movements such as Espritand Ordre Nouveau
never forrnally aligned themsehms with the Cathdic Church. On the other hand, they also
did not deny their substantial bias towards Cathdicism, nor their partial origins in Catholic
thought;

Esprit, especially, declared as its mentors Charles Péguy, Leon Bloy, and

Jacques Maritain. The Russians contributing to the foundation of Esprit might have
denigrated theories of hierarchy, but they also avowed the need for an dite (order of the
intelligentsia) and, with their predilection for the Slavophile theory that faith must control
reason, they too had little sympathy with rationalistically defined "liberalisrn". Conceming
egalitarian dernocracy, Russian philosophers such as Berdyaev, Florovsky, Vysheslavtsev,

and Lossky shunned the artificial construct that condemned every person to be govemed
by the same motivation (the cornmon good), and opposed the subjection of the individual
to the will of the "faceless"majority.

a In Robert Soucy's review ofthis book in American Historicai Journal 90.1 (February 1985)
he says: "Less oanvincing is Sternhell's insistenœ thad 'authentic' French fascists, although
presurnabîy 'neither bit nor right' were socialïists wha were violent& anti-bourgeois and anticonservative..A basic flaw...is his r e l i c e on the writings of fascist intelîectuals ('authentic
fascistç') rather than on pdice reports detailing aie financial backing and cocisetrvative clienteles
of actual fascist rnovernentsm(148).

-
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The protest from both the Russian Orthodox and the French Catholic perspective
for a 'Yhird way", therefore, was anti-liberal, anti-capitaiist, and in a certain manner antidemocratic. The question which rernains, however, is does this mean that the 'Yhird way"
was Fascist? As we explore here the activities of the Russian religious 6migrés and their
French counterparts during World War Two, the distinctiveness of the "third way" becomes

al1 important. Did it really exist or was it just a part of the Fascist and Nazi phenornena?
And if its professed adherents did attempt to continue the pursuit of this new philosophy
for mankind during the Occupation and Vichy, the implication of cdlaboration in the
annals of history must be explained.

Status of the 7hitd W a r on the Eve of War
The Russian émigré religious intelligentsia was msiderably diminished in France
by the time the Occupation and the Vichy mgirne were established.

and Nowi a n d

had ceased publication, and the Religiws-PhilasophicalAcaderny also closed in 1939.

Although Saint Sergius Thedogical lnsütute and the RSCM suwed, they were forced to
retreat into isdation. Thus, the work of the religious renaissance could be maintained,
but its further expansion was prevented for the duration of the war. In fact, it sufFered

increasing limitation and deciine. A large component to the strength of this multifaceted
endeavour had been the easy inter-european communication of the inter-war years. The
joumals had relied upon contributions, circulation, and editorial ideas fmm members
predominantly in Gerrnany, Czechoslwakia, Estonia, LaMa, and Lithuania. St. Sergius
and the RSCM had tecniited their students and leaders from al1 mer Europe, including
Britain. Therefore, as the Nazi idedogy and its censoring repressions became more
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entrenched, first in Germany and then throughout Eastem Europe, the voices of those
émigrés of the spiritual intelligentsia fell silent.
Feodor Stepun. for example, remwed himself from the editorial board of Nowi
grad in 1934 in order to avoid attracting notice from the Nazi authonties in Germany.
Despite this, in 1937 he was deprivecl of from his teaching post at the University in
Dresden as a waming to œase his dissemination of attemate views. His last essays for
Novvi arad in 1938 and 1939 posed considerable thieat to his personal welfare, and he
ceased atternpting any future publications with the start of the war; Izboldin, his Nowi

grad colleague in Germany, also ended his publishing and speaking activities. The
German occupation of Czechoslwakia similady muzzled Nikdai Lossky, Chetverikov and
Peter Savitsky (PUY. Nowi arad)."

Sergei Hessen (Nm

arad) was caught in Poland

by the advancing Soviet troops in 1939, but somehow escaped detection as a Russian

émigré; l e s lucky were Lev Karsavin of Put'and Ivan Lagovsky of the RSCM who were
discovered by Soviet forces in lithuania and Estonia respectively, and deported to the
Gulag.
A small contingent of the ywnger religiws-philosophical émigrés had made their

way to Britain befwe the outbreak of hostilities. By 1940, Nichdas Zemov (RSCM), and
Evgenii Larnpert (Nowi arad) were completely cut-off from their colleagues in now-

occupied France. Time had ako pnwed an enemy to this contingent of the Russian
emigration. Their numbers had been consistently reduced during the 1930s with the
deaths of the most aged or weak. m e elder Trubetskoys who had played such a vital
role at

and in the original Oecumenical Chle succumbed in 1931, 1932, and 1937.

'' Tragicalfy. at the end d the war the new Communist government of Czechosbvakia turned
Chertverikov mer to the Soviet Government and he was interned in the Gulag where he died
sornetime in the et*
1950s. Zemov, The Russian Reliaiws Renaissance 337.
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Karpov and Kisavetter died in 1937 and 1933 respectively, and the patriarch of the
Kovalevsky family. Evglaph. lingered only to 1941.U Hence, a severely reduced Bmigré
contingent in France was left to face the trial of war.
The interdenominational and RusseFrench initiatives of the spiritual intelligentsia
during the inter-war years had been motivated by two consideratioris: Making a Russian
Orîhodox contribution to the cause of international Christian unity, and overcoming the
isolationist tendencies of the Russian emigration in order that they rnight perceive a
purpose for their existence and not fall into the two-fdd danger of depression and futile

hatred. The original -mon

denominator in these quests was the stniggle against

Communism's appeal both within and outside of Russia. WRh the rise of the Nazi
menace in Germany, their fight against Communism's dehumanizing rnaterialism
broadened, albeit slowly, to encompass what they regarded as the paganist perversion
of nationalist aspirations and the authoritariari encroachment on personal freedorn
embodied in broadly-labelled Fascism.
The Russian religiaus philosophers' identification of this new threat may, through

hindsight, be regarded as tardy. In 1934, Nawi aiad published only a few prelirninary
assessments of Hitler's now all-encompassing power in Germany, and it was only at the
end of 1935 and the beginning of 1936 that both Put' and Nowi arad declared their
outright opposition to Fascism in al1 its rnyriad in~arnations.~
In 1936, the philosophical
and political theorists of the religious renaissance, finally established the link benNeen
their two enemies: both their dd foe and the new one relied on absdute contrd of their
governed populations through the means of propaganda, censorship, and violence; to

" Zernov, The Russian Reiiiious Renaissance
Vt redaktsir Nowi arad 11 (1936): 3-1 1.

333360.
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describe this they used the terni totaiiiananism to apply to both Cornmunism and al1forrns
of Fascism. By 1936, therefore, their fight ceased its nanow focus against materialist

Communisrn, and spread to embrace a Christian denial of the legitimacy of al1 facets of
totalitarian idedogy.
The émigre religious philosophers, having f m e d this connection, stepped up

their opposition to Fascism because they began to see that it posed a specific threat to
their ernigration. Fascism's self-declaredhatred of Comrnunism made it subtly appealing
to rnany 'White"elements of the diaspora who had long held feelings of bitter resentrnent
for their usurpation by the Cornmunists in Russia, The trappings of militarism which

accompanied mœt Fascist phenmena dso s t ~ c akchord with the displaced White A m y
officers and sddiers; Fascism might seduce the majority of the emigration who, in their
desperation and depression, had mly hesitantly begun to invdve themselves in the
Christian rnovement. Indeed, accdlding to Berdyaev, the RSCM had already begun to
exhibit authoritarian tendencies, and he began to distance himsetf from the

organi~ation.~
The religious philosophers, therefore, began to reorganize themselves to stave off

the threatening seductive power of Fascism through joumals and books and in their
classes at the Religious-Philosophical Acaderny and St. Sergius.

Recognizing the

limitations of these means to mach a wide audience, six h i g r é s from very diverse
backgrounds banded together to fom the Ligue mutual antidefaitistie Russe en France
in 1936. The founding cornmittee was composed of several members of the d d Sociahst

Revolutionary Party fmm Russia: Marc Slmim, M.M. Pipenko, G.A. Grekhoff, and V.J.
Lebedev who were al1 invdved in the large Russian 6rnigré weekly Poslednie novosti. It

6erdyaev. Oream and Reality 247-248.
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also included Yun Shitinsky-Shikhmatov, leader of the Post-RewIuüonaries and
contributor to Es~rit,and Nikdai Alexeev of Nowi Grad?

The League was first

investigated by the Paris police on May 19, 1936, who submitted the following report:
The A-0 [League members] are al1 hostile to communism and have not entered
into relations with the Soviet Gwernment. Putting themselves in rapport with
Moscow m l y in the case where war is declared, they would then agitate for the
incorporation of patriotic h i g r é s fKKn their country into the Red Arrny. But in al1
ways, the A-0 would prefer that the 6migrés take the course of enroling in the
amies which wwld ally mth Russia?
They encouraged émigrés to take a part in the French amiy when the draft was reinstated
that year in response to Germany's reamament of the Rhineland. The League hoped that
such involvement wwld both reduce xenophobic, anti-Russian remarks from French
nationalists, and Save military-otiented émigrés from the temptations of Nazism and
Fascisrn.

As it tumed out, their concem was not unmalistic. In 1936, former White Army
officers began a concerteci effort to remit émigrés for a new amy allied with the Nazis.

They had negotiated with Hitler a promise of their restoration in retum for troops. The
Russian émigré army would aid the AKis p e r s in expectation of becoming the new
ruling power in a Russia 'emancipated hm the demonic focces of Comm~nism.'~'ln
response to this new White Russian/Nazi alliance, the Ligue escalated its opposition,

"

A report from the police mtained detaiied informatiori about al1 of the mernbers, including
the date which they artïved in Paris, their addres, and their passport numbers. "Ligue mutuai
antidefaitiiie Russe en France," 19 Msy 1936, Prdfedurede Pdice, Paris V, Carton 17O6.7OZ3.c
a 'Ligue mutual antidefaitiiie Russe en Fiance,' 19 May 1936, Pr6fecture de Pdice, Paris V,
Carton 1706, 7023.c

'Affairs Diverse Concernent la Russie: mutuai antidsfaiti Russe en France,' 19 May 1936,

Préfecture de Pdice, Paris, CaRm 1706, 7 0 2 3 ~ .

verging closer to a seeming collaboration with Soviet R u s ~ i a .When
~
forced to assume

a polar position, they decided to support the Soviet regime and to oppose any military
threat to their former homeland regardless of the taint of Cornmunism which would be
attached to such a pditical stance.
In so doing, however, the League abandoned the "third way".

From its very

conception, the majority of directas had been uninvolved in the religious renaissance;
only Alexeev and Shirinsky-Shikhmatov adhered to the spiritual principles which had been
developed by Berdyaev and his cdleagues ammg the émigré intelligentsia. While the

two tried to ternper the outpourings of their new organization in order that a distinction
might be made between the opposition of Nazi expansionism and the embracrnent of
Communism, their open defense of the Soviet Union's territ0~1'al
integrity made this
impassible.

lt might be argued that necessity wemled semantic considerations.

However, by aligning wiai pro-socialist émigrés who did not yet accept the "third way"
conception of man's spiritual invidability, Alexeev and Shinnsky-Shikhmatov cormpted
their unique vision, and weakened the quest for a religious renaissance.
The White Russiansa who were now secietly aligned to the Nazis wasted no time

* This was indiateci at a meeting of the League he# on April30,1936 at the "Chien"on Bfvd.
Montparnasse. The falkwing speeches were given: M. W r e acüori-Notre program'; Vladimir
Lebedoff, 'La position exacte'; A. Petroff, l a menances & I'egard de h Russie'; N. A. Alexeeff,
"Est-ce que l'Armée Rouge defendera la Russie'; M. S h i m , Za Marie des Grandeurs'; Schirincky,
l e pleunichers et les insulteursD; Pilipenko, 15es Avertissements du mutualité de defensen;
Sementchenkw, "Le problern actuer; Grekkdf. 'Les Casaques et ie mutualit6 de defense'; G.
Alexeeff, 'Au service du parole d'autre mer.' See 'Affairs Diverse Concernent la Russie: mutual
antidefaitistie Russe en France," 19 May 1936, Préfecture de P o i i i , Paris, Carton 1706,7023~.

*

The Prefédure de Police in Paris kept a dossier that l i e d Russian émigrés that had
sympathies with (iimt direct ernpbyrnent fiom), Hitler and Nazi Germany:
1. Biirklund, Boris, Finn agent d Aîfred b e n b e r g , relations with Jean de Andia.
2. Wutshkoff, Pierre, Otthodax priest d Cossaclc orQin, member ofthe Congrerie de la Verité
Russe.
3. Skabn, Alexandre, son of the Russian Genera!, lNed in Berlin, Party of Russian National
Socialists in Germany, reiatiin with Party of ûoris SobiM, came in Company of Melietr Zakomilsky

in attacking the League on exactly this premise. Finding support ammg members of the
Fascist Action Française they produced a convincing argument to insist that the League
was no more than a branch of the Soviet foreign office, the Cornintem.

After having taken notice of the programme of action of the "Front of Defense" we
declare that this organizatim is in fact the Russian branch of the unique Front
International created by the Comintern in light of the decision taken in the month
of August, 1935 by the Cadres of Moscow. The Russian nationalist organizations
formally decline al1solidarity with this argan of Soviet propaganda whose goal, we
see, is to induce enors in the French p u b k opinion, and to create an atmœphere
of war which arnounts to a civil war?
The position demonstrably hardened arnong the Russian emigmnts. By 1938, anyone
who advocated a patnotic response to a potential Nazi attack on Soviet Russia was
considered a Communist and a So
e
vti

spy; anyone who attacked the precepts of

Comrnunism was liable to ôe considered a Fascist.
In 1938, the Soviet government entered the fray by prompting demands to the
Nansen Office of the League of Nations that they end, at once, al1 relief and contributions
to the Russian emigration.

4. Kolagriov, Jean, former captain
of the Cavalry, convert to C a t h d i i m after a stay of severai
years in Rome. Ordained priest, speaks and writes Germari.
5. Souchitzky, Ukranian, rumwred to be an agent d the Gestapo
6. Pianitzky, corespondent of Souchitzky
7 Sossine, kgionnaire agent, Russian N a t i i Socialist Party in France. French-Mutuaiist in
Bologna
Congres ofWhle Russians t e e s place a! 46 rue St. Didier
"Affairs Diverse Concernent la Russie,' 7 April 1936, Préfecture de Pdice, Paris, Carton 1706,
7023~.

"Ligue mutual antidefaitisti Russe en France,' 19 May 1936, Préfecture de Pdice, Paris V,
Carton 17û6, 7023-c. The report cited the preliminary faœts of the Russian opposition:
"Recentîy a Iive opposition was made by rightM eiements in the emigiatiori which has been sent
to certain Parisian journals, notably to Tedm de Pans' on @ri1 18, and to 'L'Action française" on
April 16. This was foikwed by a protest meeting heu at 15 Avenue Hoche al the Tree Tribune
of the Russian Ernigraüori". Urider the presidency d the ex-squadron chief A Barauoff, a
manifesto was aâopted unanimously by those assembied at the Corigress'. At the end of the
report. the Pdice noted that, The 'Front of Defence' represents one face of the Russian
emigration. It has nd fomied its own rebuttal:

These two brochures, utilizing arguments of Soviet inspiration, dernand the Office
cease financing the emigration, "whoare occupied in weaving plots against the
USSR." It is curious to reveal in these writings a dedaration of rapport by
Georges Bmhardt, who for a long time has laboured to give aid to the Russian
emigrati~n.~'
Polar radicalkation became more intense. For the writers of Put'and Nowi arad and for
the religious philosophers, it was bemming increasingly more difficult to maintain the
distinctions of their 'Yhird war. No rnatter how carefully they explained their viewpoint,
the eradication of the moderate

or aiternate position condemned them to continually

being accused of Communist or Nazi sympathies.

The French "non-confmistsmalso suffered retrenchments prior to the outbreak
of Wodd War Two caused by the prevailing tide of p d a r ~ a t i o n . Still
~ a very young

movement that had just begun to define cmcretely its parameters, it began to fragment
into diverse schisms as eaily as 1933. Espnt split with the Tmisi8me

orc ce and then

Ordre Nouveau in quick succession. Ordre Nouveau had provoked warnings from the
older generation: Maritain had repeatedly suggested that Mounier cease his connection
with Ordre Nouveau because of its

in 1933. Gabriel Marcel had fomally

"Affaires diverse concernent la Russie,' 25 May 1938, Préfecturede Pdice, Paris V, Carton
1706, 7023.c Russian emigres interested in 2 brochures published in Geneva dealing with the
Nansen Office:1 by Centre d'Etudes de Paix et Demacratiem;2. by M. Leo Lambert secretary of
Paris bureau d Var k Droit d'asilem.

-
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For exampie, historiens such as Michel Winock lead the alternate view, bluntty dling
Personalkm'phibcommunismmin Histoire WRiaue de la revue Esmit. 1930-19SO (Paris: Editions
du Seuil, 1975).

"

Le Troisième Force led by Georges Izard, became involved with F m t commun and the
S.F.I.O.; warned by both Maritain and Berdyaev about the danger a4 srsociating with those who
increasingly expressedcommunkt sympathies, Mounier
obligedto cesse al1 cooperabiori
with La Troisidme Forice on November 22, 1934. Emmanuel Mounier, Mounier et sa aen6ration,
ed. Paulette Mounier-Leckrcq (Pais:
du Seuil, 1956) 154.
For example, on November 9,1932, Maritain m e Mounier to chaise him for association
with 'the revdutioriaries". Mounier, Mounier et sa aén6ratbn 103.

wit hdrawn his sponsorship. This a d caused a resporrse of confused indignation from one
of the Ordm Nouveau leaders, Alexandre Marc (tipiansky):

Cher Monsieur,
Depuis qq temps d6j& du bruits fâcheux anivent A mes oreilles: d'aucune
prdtendent q vs tiendriez sur mon compte ds propos nettement désobligeants, &
vs jugeriez fort sévèrement mon attitude. J'avoir q je n'arrive p à prendre as bruts
tt à fait au s6rieux. Je sais, en effet, q vs me connaissez depuis longtemps, q vs
avez participé régulièrement aux travaux d mon Groupe. d' Et. religieuses q vs
avez suivi, avec sympathie, l'organisation CL le développement d l'ordre Nouveau
depuis sa fondation, q vs m'avez fait l'honneur d soilicite ma participation à ds
organismes d'Et philosophiques, etc...etc... Vs avez donné dernièrement eu tte
indépendance, puisqueje ne vrai sollicité eu protestant contre une mesure unique
insoutenable. Dirigée contre moi. Tt cela m'incite croire q vous propos ont été
mal compris ou peut être mgme defmés. Ms je tiens A eu avoir le coeur net.
Je vs prÏe d-c d me faire savoir par b i t se is bruits auxquels je faisais allusions
plus haut si vraiment, ddnués d tt fondement.
L'attendrai votre réponse avec une impatience q vs comprendrez
facilement. Je vs serais oblige d ne p une faire attendre trop longtemps.
Veuillez transmettre mes hommages à Madame G. M. & croire, cher
Monsieur à mes sentiments d&vou& à l'ON a vs même.
~lexandre~

Even Berdyaev had expressed some reservations about Ordre Nouveau to Mounier, but
he saved most of these for his articles about French movements to be published in Novvi

Still Mounier and the Esprit grwp persevered in their connedion with Ordre

Nouveau: Mounier had a close, respecfful relationship with Marc which he did not want
to jeopardize, and he aspired to create a decentralized union of the "non-confomists".
He felt that Ordre Nouveauwas closest to his version of Personalism. The group's "Letter

to Hitler in 1934, however, forced a public breach when Espnt condemned this

SS

Alexandre Marc, letter to Gabriel Marcel. 9 Oecember 1933, Gabriel Marcel Papers,
Bibliothèque Mb'umIe, Park, Cartorr 52. The letter has been reproduced in the original, wittrout
translation, in order that its essence might not be deformed.
56 Nikoîai Berâymv, V sotsial'nom p e r s o r i a l i , ' Nowi a
rad 7 (1933):44-61 ; aiso A M I .
"Probuzhdenie mobdoi Frantsii: 'Esprit," Nowi arad 7 (1933): 89-91; Nikoiai Berdyaev, 'lskaniia
sotsial'noi pravdy mobdoi Fmtsiei.' Nawi a d 9 (1934): W.
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communication on the grounds that it smacked of an acceptance of Fascism. While
compiling the censoiiws article for Es~rit,Mounier sent a private message to assure
Berdyaev:
Iwill explain to you myself, oc Maritain, if you see him fimt, the conflict with l'Ordre
Nouveau. Y w se8 the pmfound reasons. The mwement on'ented itself clearly
towards an anti-open fascism and a petit-bourgeois technocracy that we cannot
admit?

Mounier, thus, remained loyal to the founding principalsof the Personalist mwement, and
retained the support of his mentors. Berdyaev comrnended Mounier on his rigocous
maintenance of the movement's integrity, and he qressed sympathy for the problems
of fragmentation. He, himseif, no stranger to divisions having had to break with so rnany
of his former colleagues bath in Russia and in France over philosophical and political
perspective, Berdyaev supported Mounier's deusion with the reminder that impeccable
means were essential for a consistent philosophy. The greatest threat was always the
lure of easy "catch-words", sometimes concealing a "confusion of ideas and values and
exercising a subtle appeal to the divided mind and heart of a decadent inte~ligentsia.'~
Thus enwuraged, Mounier maintained his resilient line, and Esprit was able to
regroup and continue its work in 1935. Mounier characterized the divisive expenence as
a tempering process, and proclaimed, "a new stage had tmly begun around Esprit with
the reorganization of the groups initiated at the start of the summer and which works very
well today.""

One of the new groups, which came to replace the Tmisieme Force, was

composed of about thirty young intellectuals who met at the cafe at Saint-Sulpice to

" Mounier, 73 Nicohs Berdiaeff,' 15 Febiuary 1936 [date of letter is incorrect, actualiy 19341,
in Mounier et sa a6n6ration 174.
" Berdyaev, Dream and Realii
59

206.

Mounier, Mounier et sa a6nhtion 154.

discuss Esprit's pdicy towards social, ewnomic, judicial, and political questions. At their
first meeting on May 13, 1934, Berdyaev was nominated to act as interrnediary. Three
days later, the Russian philosopher also became a participant in Esprit's new
philosophical grwp. It was divided into three sections which would work "to define
spirituaf means, to study w r metaphysics of the Person and of the Comrnunity, to study

~ancism.'~
Berdyaev worked mostiy with the third grwp. lending his expertise to the
youthful endeavors of Marcel Mo&.
As Esprit worked to delineate their philosophy of personnalisme communautaire

throughout 1935 and 1936, the grwp was continuaily approached by new and former
associates who sought s m e basis for unity. Despite wtid he considered a definitive
break, Mounier was still being pursued by the leaders of O d m Nouveau in 1935 when
Gibrat, Lousteau, and Robert Aron initiated a meeting. Their timing was excellent: still
rernorseful about the previous year's debacles and increasingly wonied about the worid

crisis, Mounier had begun to suffer serious doubts about the direction of his movement.
However, once he began to talk to the men at Ordre Nouveau he again saw their negative
tendencies:

They said to me that they would put al1their strength into Esprit, al1their Company,
and that Esprit would becme the laboratory of wr generation. They prepared a
sort of central directory of dl the youth movements - a little close to what I thought
- but this seemed to me very "elite," even in the manner of an engineer thinker.
And even their title. 'Woik and nation," once more goat cheeae and cabbage."
He was also approached by certain syndicalist grwps, and Gaston Bergery's S.F.I.O.

Although Mounier did not refuse to hear their arguments, he corisistently rejected

*
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thernspl Othe-, like the new Belgium grwp Cornmunaut6 led by Raymond de Becker

were cautiously admitted. Both Berdyaev, who had been in communication with de
Becker for the past two years, and Maritain attended the first congress of Communauté
with Mounier. F m this tentative alliance, and fnritful discussion with Emile Galey's new
group Crwsade, Mounier wondered if a new united front of Personalism might not be
developed. On paper, he drafted plans for a potential "Centre of movements for the
Personalist Revdution" which would include Esprit, Communauté, and
The following year, however, rising tensions caused by the Spanish Civil War
made Esprit's cal1 for a Personalist revdution seem irrelevant; the comparatively clear
mandates of Fascism on one side or Communism on the other, became much more
appealing than esoteric discussions of human spirituality. That summer, Mounier had to
assure his friends in other countries that Esprit was still vital.'

To try to bolster his

movement he worked to further the ties with the Belgiurn group Communauté, but found
that Raymond de Becker was leaning in undesirable directions. On al1 sides he seerned
besieged, and thus he tumed back to his original commitment to faith and the Church.
On March 7, 1936, he wrote a very religiws letter to his non-believing, assistant editor
Touchard:

You have the human need that renders me more Christian. I believe in the value,
in the necessity for direction;
and there is not a priest that I can make a friend,
that 1 have envied to bring on board the boat Mounier! Our non-believingfriends,
who desire the Christ more vidently than indeed our habitua1 "bmthers", you are
the unfortunate ones, robbed by the pharisees of the spiritual penitence as the
others are by the riches of the being of material security: you are the corps of
Christ, you allies, and if I cannot count on y w r benevdent indulgence to relieve
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Mounier, Mounier et sa crdn6ration
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Mounier, Mounier et sa a6n6ratim

me of this tiresme task, I could not of course know that I could not have wiped
up the soles of y w r feet in the other w o r ~ . . . ~
This desperate appeal, filled with allusions to the Gospel and its representation of Mounier
as Christ demonstrated a fundamental breakdown in purpose and confidence in the

movernent. In his private journal, just four days after wnting this uncharacteristic letter,
Mounier confided his worst pnvate feais: "Esprit, our faith, is at the point of death?
It was at this point, M e n the mwement seerned besieged by failure after failure

and the worid situation appeared to have gone beyond any solutions the Personalists
could propose, that a final attack against Esprit was launched; this time by the Catholic
Church itself. In the summer of 1936, Maritain wamed Mounier that the Vatican was
considering placing Esprit on the Index. Their attackers were the leaders of Action

Catholique, headed by Monsignor Courbé, who f w n d the essays in Esprit too
sympathetic to Communism and having the potential to confuse true Cathdics. For such
a fervent believer as Mounier and many of his colleagues, this attack must have been

devastating. However, contrary to what might be expected, the rnovement did not sirnply
dissolve in the face of this last onslaught, but rallied to the challenge.
Mounier immediately started a group to compile information for their appeal, and
contacted the Papal Nuncio in order to anange a meeting to present this information.
The appeal was dextrous and dever. Esprit argued first that i?
was not a Cathdic review

although i?s founder (Mounier) and most of its collaborators were Cathdics, therefore it
should not be judged by the same yardstick as a journal under Cathdic sanction. They
then asserted that their movement had b e n inspiied by the very Pope's edict,

Mounier, Mounier et sa crhdratiori 175.
Mounier, Mounier et sa clendration 175.
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Quadmgesima Anno, and aspired to fuifil the command of the Pope? Laying out their
political stance, Esprit fdlowed the line inaugurated by Berdyaev in 1932 that it was not
pro-Communist, but insisted upon recogniu'ng both the truths and critical fallacies of
Communisrn: social justice was necessary and needed to be established in the modem
world; the Communist way, however, could not lead to justice because it dehumanized
people to a class, instituted state monopoly of capital, and did not recognize the spiritual
value of the human being. Thus, Esprit clearly delimited its position as Christian opposed
to Communism or Socialism. In the end their appeal was successful and the Vatican
decided not to move against the review. Espif had convinced the cardinals and Pope
Pius XI of 'leur spirit and of the necessity for w r action.a
Having overcme such a tenuous moment, the Esprit rnovement renewed its
purpose and began a thorough assessrnent of the Spanish CM1 War. Concunently,
Mounier published Manifeste au s e ~ mrsonnalisme
h
in order to present the Personalist
movement to a wider audience in book form. Over the next two years, they continued
their assault against Fascism and watched in desperation as war drove ever closer. In
tandem with Nowi arad, Es~rit
discussed the origins of Fascism, its appeal, and reasons
for its success. No less enarnwred with the Popular Front which had just collapsed in
France, the writers of the two joumals were united in their opposition to the gr&ng
. ~ 1938
alliance between Nazi Gemany and Fascist Italy, and its auguring for F r a n ~ e In

and 1939, after a scathing critique of the Munich Agreement, Mounier was sufficiently
depressed with the inability of EspM and its related mwements ta stop the tide to war,

Mounier. Mounier et sa ahbation 177-185.
a Mounier, Mounier et sa ah6ratim 190.

'Et maintenant (Éditorial sign6 Esprit).' Esorit 6.66 (193û): 801-8ô6.
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that he considered rernovn
ig

the group to a communal retmat in the countryside. There,

he hoped to establish a lay apostolat8 centre where the Esprit friends w w l d more exactly
define their purpose, and engage in a new f m of influence, education, which Mounier
now perceived

as having more potential than poiitical w ~ i n g s ? Before these plans

could crystallize, however, the war broke out.

Nazi Occupation
Wth the invasion of France and the Nazi Occupation of more than haH that
country, the situation became untenable for the Russian spirituai intelligentsia.
Metropolitan Eulogius was placed in extreme danger by the anti-Nazi actMties of several
of his priests in other countries. The most prominent incident concerned Metropolitan
Alexander who directed the Orthodox Church in Brussels. Unwilling to cease his antiGerman semons from the pulpit, he was arrested by the Nazis upon the completion of
their invasion of Belgiurn eady in 1940." He was conducted by the SS to Moabit prison
in Bertin where he died before the end of the war. Metropolitan Alexander was under the
jurisdiction of Metropoîiian Eulogius, and his anest implicated that entire branch of the
Orthodox Church.
Moreover, unbeknownst to Metropditan Eulogius and his foflowers, their
cornpetitors in the Karlovci Synod had been conducting positive negotiations with the
Nazis since 1938. When the Germans bmke through the Maginot Line, and began their
advance on Pans, the full magnitude of their situation was finally realized by Eulogius:

TO
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'Affairs Diverse Concernent la Russie," 15 Novernber 1940, Prdfecture de Police, Paris,
Carton 1706 file 7023.c

He was personally regarded as an enemy by the Nazis because of the indiscrete
preaching of his subordinate Alexander, whose rival Church was allied with the Nazis.
Preparing for the worst, Eulogius retreated to Saint Sergius Thedogical Institute to await
Once the Nazi Occupation of Paris was wmpleted, the Germans
the Nazi reprisa~s.~

did indeed deal with the Russian Orthodox Church. They decreed that the Karfovci Synod
was the only official branch which they would recognize, and they closed Eulogius'
churches at Cfinchy and Asnieres. Metropditan Seraphim of the Karlovci Synod in Paris
was granted sole authority over al1 matters pertaining to the Russian Orthodox Church.
His command centre at 52 rue Boileau was augmented by the donation of Eulogius'
former headquarters at 65 rue Michel Ange."

In all, Metropditan Eulogius was deprived

of his former clerical responsibilities with the exception of his post at St. Sergius.
Nevertheless, the now Yormet' prelate of al1 Russian Orthodox Churches outside
of Russia did escape Nazi arrest and imprisonment. At the tirne, the mysterious forces

that had prompted the Nazi occupiers to spare Eulogius were unknown. After the war,
however, it was discoverea that three prominent rnembers of the German rnilitary directly
intervened to protect St. Sergius and its Russian Oithodox priests: A. von Trott, Count
Moltke, and Count York von Wartenberg were a l established noblemen with impressive
records, but had a seaet personal affection for Eulogius."

rr His fears were indicated by a dechiari ta appoint Sergei &iigai<ov. still recovering fram an
operation to rernove a cancerous tumwr from his throat, 8s Oean ofthe Institute, and Professor
Kartashev as Inspecter. This way. if Eubgius was arrested by the Germans there would be a set
order of leadership to replace him. û o d d A Lowrie, Saint Seraius 42-43.
'3

mAfïair~
Diverse Concernent la Russie,' 15 November 1940, Prdfecture de Police, Paris.
Carton 1706 file 7023.c.
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Thus saved by "divine intervention," Eulogius fended off the nay-sayers, and
detemined to keep the thedogical schod running for the duration of the war. By 1951
completely cut off from its financial assistance sent from Britain and the United States
except for the few persmal "gifts"which Paul B. Anderson rnanaged to get through, St.
Sergius had to rely on what savings it had çdlected in the late 1930s, and a few other
discrete sources. Later in 1941, some aid was provided by Dr. Adoff Keller of the Wcirid
Alliance for Friendship to Churches; Melle Gundvar Sahlin of Sweden sent clothing and
funds. Help also came from some surprising sources: One émigré, K. O. Pomerantsev
who came into a substantial sum of money during these years, gave generously between
1941-43." The i n m e for Saint Sergius was transfonned fmm a regular influx to what

personal donations it could sdicit and obtain, but it was enwgh to suwive.
Despite their financial mstraints, the seventeen students and twelve rernaining
professors

-

Bulgakov, Ilyin, Cyprian Kem, Kartashev, Peter Kovalevsky, Motchulsky,

-

Fedotov, Afanassiev, Spassky, Vysheslavtsev, Weidlé, and Zander continued their work
preparing a new core of Orthodox thedagians and priests. In 1940, they lost Fedotov
and Afanassiev to the exodus: Fedotov escaped to Arnerica, and Afanassiev took over a

parish in Tunis until 1946. However, the two were replaced by Zenkovksy in 1942 when
he was released from the Vichy POW camps, and by Frank who managed to escape from
Germany."
The Academy - it changed its name frorn St. Sergius Thedogical lnstitute to St.
Sergius Thedogical Academy in 1940 - operated without heat, sufficient food, and no new
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publications for the five years of the war. Over one hundred texts were confiscated in
1941 by the occupational German govemment because they contained some Hebrew or

Jewish reference, and they were regulariy visited by the Gestapo for interrogations and
harassment. They also lost Lev Zander to anest by the Gestapo that year. He was
intemed in the Nazi camp in Compiègne by the authorities who refused to believe that he
was not biologically a ~ e w These
. ~ deprivations took their tdl on the Institute: Seigei

Bulgakov succumbed from poor nutrition and cancer in 1944; Metropolitan Eulogius
survived the war, but died shortly after in 1946 due to age and poor heaith.
Initially, the Occupation was met with confusion on the part of residents living in
France. As Robert Paxton so clearly points out, even the Cmmunists in that countiy
made no protest, nor did they f m any outright resistance because, under the SovietNazi pact concluded in 1939, they were stipulative allies to Nazi ~errnany." There was
a major exodus out of Paris upon the Germans arriva1 but, as the treaty was drawn

creating an Occupied Zone and Free Vichy France, life gradually retumed to nomai. In
general, therefore, Paxton's ttieory seems to hdd true for the Russian &migrés as it does
for the French. While the French were applauding the efforts of Pétain in Vichy to create
the Revolution Nation&

and revitalize France, the Russian 4migrés like the religious

philosophers were mostly running for cover or keeping a very low profile.
Iswdsky, Fedotw, and Afanassiev were not the only émigrés to join the exodus.

Despite his resistance to the humiliation of flight, Berdyaev packed up his family and cat,
and lett Clamart for safer climes. They voyaged to Pilat, near Arcachon, to stay wÎth a

Lowrie, Saint Seraius in Paris 43.
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French friend onb bris on." lhere they were joined by llya Bunakov-Fondaminsky and
Constantine Mochulsky, the literary expert on Dostoevsky for the Sorbonne and St.
Sergius. However, by August, the Nazi forces had overtaken even these areas, and
Berdyaev feared they were endangering their hosts: "...and in August we al1 retumed
separately by various detwn to Parkam Stymied in their attempt to escape the
Occupation, the Berdyaev family returned to the house at Clamart. Mochulsky, BunakovFondaminsky, Mat' Maria, Jaba (Nowi arad), Pianov (RSCM), and the novelist Adamovich

were al1that was left of Berdyaev's once great circles; they visited Clamart whenever time
and means would permit for the traditional Sunday teas. However, new visitors were
always welcome, and the 6migré symbotist m e r s Gregory Otsup and Stavrov, the poet
Piotravsky, Miss Kliatchkin. and the jwmafist Mis. Kallash joined the meetings? The
former centre of new philosuphical, oecumenical, and pditical work, now becarne a small
garden of spiritual solace within the tumuk of war.
If lswolsky was endangered by her anti-Nazi writings in Esont and Nowi arad and
Metropolitan Eulogius by the actions of his priests, Berdyaev was seriously threatened in
Occupied France. He had consistently attacked al1 foms of Fascism, categorizing such
ideologies as equally evil to materialistic Communisrn. Moreover, once Hitler came to
power in Gennany, he portrayed the Nazi regime as the actualization of the "dark ages"

BO Constantine Motchulsky. letter to Helene Iswolsky, 26 Juty 1945. Heiene Isvmisky papers,
University of Scranton, Pennsyivania. Box 1: 3.
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he had piedicted in his A New Middle Ases? If anything he was more revolted by

Nazisrn than by Communism, and he wmte about the Soviet-Nazi Pact of 1939 as Russia

stooping to the absdute depths of depravity."
History shows constant signs of a fatal l a p e from the human or dMne-human to
the sub-human or demmic. Out of his iddatrous and dernondatrous instincts
man conjures up real demonic p e r s which in tum seize contrd of him. "The
beast rising out of the sea" is a highly suggestive apocalyptic image of the last
demonic attempts of the kingdom of Caesar to dminate and to enslave man and
the ~ o r t d . ~
However, aside fiom consistent visits by the Gestapo, "alwaysin Nosn,to intenogate both
Berdyaev and his wife Lydia, they left the family alone.
Berdyaev's biographer, Donald Lowrie, asserts that the Russian philosopher had
a friend highly placed in the Third Reich who coristantly intervened on his behaff: the
identity of this man was never discfosed."

For L m , the proof of this came from one

incident in 1941,
One day an announcement appeared in the Swiss newspapers that I had been
arrested. A week or so later agents of the Gestapo amved to make enquiries
about the orQin of the rurnwr. According to them the rumour caused s m e alam
in Beriin (this was undwbtedly an exaggeration), and they wanted to assure me
of the authorities "benevdent attitude" towards me.
The situation was
embanassing and distasteful to me?
Berdyaev, himself, nevei mentioned that he suspected he had a protector in Gennany;
he attributed his good fortune to fate, the inability of the Gestapo to find any incriminating

" "Id d

e d National Socialam and Fascism on more than one occasion, and it was
weli-known that I was an ideobgical opporient of the 'new order." Berdyaev, Oream and Realii
304.
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evidence, and perhaps 'Yhat, apparently, nothing could wipe out the Germans' respect
for philosophy.""
If there was an unknown benefactor amid the Nazis, he remains hidden to the

annals of history. However, Berdyaev also gave no immediate cause for arrest during the
occupation because he refrained from any publishing or activities which might implicate
him. Moreover, during the brief sojoum in Pilat, Father Dmitrii Klepinin and his wife
Tamara had stayed at Clamart, and they had carefullysecreted any incrirninatingevidence
among the philosopher's papers."

One aiso recalls Berdyaev's exaited position in

Russia under Bdshevik rule: Aside from periodic interrogations, they had refused to act
against him in any violent manner, and had even preferted to exile him, rather than
imprisoning or executing him. Since that time, Berdyaev's worldwide notoriety had
increased manifold and, mile most today wwld argue that the Nazis cared not at al1
about world opinion, there were other exceptions like Berdyaev. Albert Einstein and

Sigmund Freud had both been allowed to leave Nazi Germany despite their vociferous
attacks against the regime and their Jewish origin: Therefore, Berdyaev may have also
been too important a figure to be anested.

There is one other curious parallel in Berdyaev's experience with both the
ev
ti
Bolsheviks and the Nazis. Upon his expulsion from So

Russia, the GPU had tried

repeatedly to enroi him as a secret agent abroad? In Occupied France, he was visited
by a Russian 6migré Nazi in 1941 who requested hirn to wnte pro-Nazi essays in favour

of their invasion of the U.S.S.R. that summer. Just as he had curtly refused the GPU offer
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in 1922. Berdyaev threw the Russian Nazi out of his house in ~ l a m a r t .Nevertheless,
~
in both cases the authufities believed that he might be tumed to their cause. One
passible explanation for their gros misconception might be that neither the Nazis nor the
Bolsheviks ever comprehended Berdyaev's philœophy.

On the other hand, his

willingness to admit certain truths in Comrnunism and the superficial similarities between
his conception of a "new middle ages" and the Third Reich may have given these
ideologues reason to hope. Like so many of his close çdleagues they may have ignored
what Berdyaev always msidered the heart of his belief: the absolute and undeniable
freedom of man.
For the duration of the war, Berdyaev remained silent with the one exception of
participating in the oecumenical religious conferences organized by Madelin8 Davy, in

Mlle Davy, a learned and gifted woman, was responsible for a series of
conferences near Paris devoted to the study of religious and philosophical
problems. It was on this occasion that I came into conflict with Gabriel Marcel,
who accused me of anarchism and similar crimes of which I happen to be rather
pro~d.~'
He never participated in any resistance activiües, but he also avoided any taint of

collaboration by his complete refusal to entertain any dubious etements frorn either the
French or the Russian emigration.
C+*

If Paxton's theory of non-invohrement applies to the Russian émigrés, his assertion
of the widespread French syrnpathy for P6tain's Revoluüon Nationale is even more
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appropriate.

Suôstantial, organized resistance activities on the part of the French,

especiafly in the Free Zone, did not begin until 1942 when Laval usurped Pétain as
defacto president and began an outright collaboration with the Nazis. The Resistance
became most active, only with the Nazi movement mer the demarcation line in 1943, and
the actual, if not definitely-stated end to any French govemrnent, In the first years of the
war, the activities of the Esprit group varied widely. Those caught in the Occupied Zone
in 1940, tended to withdraw into silence and non-actMty awaiting some reorganization to
attract them.

Most, however, managed to escape to Vichy France where some

participated in the Revolutron Nationde. Mounier's personal activities during this period
were perhaps the most dubious. He continued to publish Es~nt:In it he wrote several
essays which caused much mtmversy and dismay ammg others of the d d Esprit and
related groups in their acceptarice of the "new reality", and their advocacy of several
elements of Pétain's new program. By 1941, Marcel More and Etienne Borne had broken
with Mounier over his "unclear position."

Heedless of the danger of his activities,

Mounier ardently participated in the new Vichy youth movements, and personally helped
found the elite tran
in
ig

schod Uriage. RecenUy, the orientation of that s c h d has come

under intense historkal scrutiny, and its record has not been left unblemi~hed.~
Mounier's writings, sponsorship, and general actMties of this period have, therefore,
acquired a rather tainted character. The picture that emerges is one of a fnistrated man,
unable to complete his aspirations before the war, and then unwilling to retreat into
obscurity during this period.
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In choosing to becorne engaged in Vichy's R 8 ~ 0 1 ~ oNationale,
n
Mounier
damaged his reputation as a leader of the ?hird way. His new passion for a potential
Christiancorrective (Knight-Monks) to Nazism (Storm troopers) was a dangerous romantic
delusion. Pertiaps caused by some residual notion of loyahy to France's once great past

-

or out of a genuine belief that only a recreation of the Middle Ages not a new Middle
Ages - would suit the "new ordet' in Europe, Mounier entered a game that was completely

beyond his capabilities. He was quickly destroyed by the "authentic" collaborators of
Vichy: Esprit was dosed at the end of 1941; shortly after, Mounier was imprisoned for

the next two years. This defeat, combined with the trials of prison life gradually eroded
Mounier's faith in a true spiritual cause, and caused hirn to question even his belief in
Catholi~ism.~~
Most of Mounier's former sponsors and mentors, as well as the bulk of the former
Esprit group, avoided this transformation dun'ng the brief existence of Vichy France. The

majority relocated to Lyon where, under the direction of Stanislas Fumet, they established
the underground Christian paper T ~ ~ nouveau.
D s
Associated with this review was one
of the first resistance groups in Vichy France, LibeR6. Here the old Christian Democracy

of Marc Sangier's Sillon was combined with the new Cathdic movement which Maritain
and Fumet had participated in at Septt Viaile, Terncs Dresent. and La vie intellectuelle.'

Temps nouveau exercised an influence important, not only on those from the
university milieu, but also on a small group of writers the foremost of whom were
Martin du Gard and Andr6 Gide.

Emmanuel Mounier, letter to Gabriel Marcel, 22 October 1944, Gabriel Marcel fapers,
Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris, Carton 52.
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Sornewhat to the surprise of the previwsly non-religious writers, they now found
themselves defending We spirit of Christianity against Nazi i d e d ~ g y . ~
Although Mounier frequented the nascent Christian resistance meetings, he did
not become greatly invded until almost the end of 1941 in the short intewal between his
removal from Utfage and his ainest It was here that a good deai of Mounier's pst-war
anti-Catholicismfwnd its roots. The traditional Cathdic hierarchy censured the actMties
around Temps nouveau, both out of support for Pétain's R8vo/ut!on Nationale (which at
first promised to return education into Cathdic hands), and under the guise of an

authority which could not admit any selfdetemiined Cathdic mwement. The Catholic
hierarchy had not forgotten that they had b a n d Marc Sangier's Christian Democratic
movement before World War One, and they did not appreciate its resurgence at such a
volatile
Direct action was left to the capable hands of Uriage graduate Henri Frenay's

Combat, Emmanuel dlAstier's tiberatiw and Jean-Pierre Levy's Franc-Tireur which only
became fully organized in the summer and fall of 1942. Wth the closure of Uriage at the
end of that year, the formation of its former students and professors into the philosophical
arrn of the Resistance s e ~ e dsomewhat,
,
to dear both their names and that of Mounier

from the taint of collaboration. The group around Ternos nouveau, who largely consisted
of the French participants ftom the Meudon and Clamart gatherings, restricted their

resistance to philosophy and the publication of inspirational and coridemnatory essays.

The familiar persmage of Gabriel Marcel re-emerged at Lyons, tied to a philosophical
discussion graup respmsible for drafting the constitutional program for a freed France.
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He worked with many newcomen such as Rdand de Pury, Joseph Hours, Paul Bastid,
and a long-time Espnt contributor Jean Lacroïx, in the conceptualkation of a healing
philosophy for a France so dividecl and tom by the Occupation experience?
Hence, most of the mentors of Esprit and the persmalists therein retained an
impeccable reputation thrwghout the trying war experienœ. Even the rnœt m m i t t e d
resistance men did, for teasons of necessity or out of genuine hope, carry quotations
from the great Marshal Pétain on their rnastheads until 1942. Nevertheless, they never

confused their aspirations for a Christian renaissance with the w a r p d means of Nazism,
and they maintained a "safeudistance from the coilaborators at Vichy. Mounier, alone
among the original founders, bore some taint of disreputableness; in his anxiety to see

sorne sign that his proposed revolution might becorne reality, he embracd tactics and
relationships which were thereafter to scar both his reputatiori and his psyche. Let us
take a moment to compare his actions to those who purported to embrace Personalism

during the l93Os, but fmm whom Mounier had kept welldistanced: Gaston Bergery
became Pétain's ambassador ta the USSR; Robert Loustau, Jean Jardin, Robert Gibrat,

Xavier de Lignac, and Albert Ollivier of Ordre Noweau held prominent political positions

in Vichf; even Mounier's first teacher, Jacques Chevalier, disgraced himseif as Minister
of Education for Vichy with his anti-masonic worlc.

Within this context, Mounier's

transgressions appear more as seif-delusionthan outright collaboration. Regardless, after
World War Two, Mounier largely abandoned the 'Yhird way" having lost his faith, and his

rigorous sense of purpose.
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The only mention which might indicate some popularity for Marshal Pétain's

Revolutron Nationaie on the part of the Russian religiws philosophers is the name
adopted by Mat' Mana's House of Hospitality in Pans; in 1940 she registered her
establishment with the Nazi auttiorities as the "Canteen of the Marshal".'"

However, the

story of what became of her remaining Action Orthodoxe suggests that the narne was
coined either out of irony or simple neçessity. Mat' Mana became immediately active in

the resistance fdlowing the Nazi Occupation. One eye-witnesswho assisted feeding and

housing the destitute at her House of Hospitality remembered:
Father Dimitri's [Klepinin] attitude to al1 that happened at this time was rather
different from Mother Maria's. One day she read to him, with evident approval, a
Resistance pamphlet, telling of how they wwld punish the people who helped the
Germans. Father Dimitri said: "Dear G d ,what is al1this talk of vengeance? Must
we prdong this suffering forevefla Mother Mana flushed and said nothing. She
felt it was a just r e ~ r o o f . ' ~
Not only did she read the underground press with great relish, but she also transmitted
secret messages, and provided food and lodging ta any French member of the resistance
as well as to her usual Russian clientele.

At the end of 1941, as the Nazi occupiers began to institut0 the policy of the "Final

Solutionn against the Jews in France, the wotk of Action ORhodoxe took on a more
serious vein. Father Dmitdi Klepinin was trwbled by requests from Jewish Russian
émigrés that he baptize them in order that they might escape the honible deportation.
H8 approached Mat' Mana with his dilemma one day:

Constantine Motchulsky, letter to Helene Ism>lsky, 26 Juiy 1945, Helene lswdsky papers,
University ofScranton, Penrisylvania, 8ox 1: 3.
'O'
Kwkmzin, Manv Wodds 228. Koukmzin goes on to discuss the anest, questiocring and
fate of Father Dimitri on pages 228-229.

What can I say to those people who come to me and say: "1 must be baptized,
Father, but I am not a believer," said Father Dimitri as if thinking alad, "What shafl
I do?" He hesitated a moment. Mother Mana did not speak. "1 think ChrÏst would
give me that paper if Iwere in their place,' he said quietly. "So I must do it."lo2

lhus,he dispensed baptismal certificates to al1 whom requested this service.

His action

saved several dozens of Jews fmm detection as the current pdicy in France, quite
different from that in Gennany, stated that Jews were determined by religion not race.
-iis rnethod of circumventing Nazi poiicy, however, placed al1 who worked for
Action ORhodoxe in great jeopardy. One moment of intense fear came on the night that
llya Bunakov-Fondaminsky was arrested by the Gestapo. Having never forsaken his

Jewish faith out of protest to the rising tide of anü-semitism and having wrÏtten many anti- .
Nazi tracts in Nowi arad, he was doubly culpable in the eyes of the Nazi authorities.

They caught him at the end of 1942 and sent hirn off to prison with the other Jews
awaiting deportatiori. There he was tortured in hopes that he might reveal something vital
about his 6migr6 wtleagues, but he remained silent.

The French underground

discovered his plight (probably through Mat' Mana), and offered to help him escape from
the camp before the deportation could occur; Bunakov-Fondaminsky refused their offer

He
stating that he "wanted to share to the end the fate of his brothers, the J ~ W . " ' ~
died in the camp's prison hospital after

an operation in 1943, and was baptized in the

Russian Orthodox faith just before he died.
Having escaped detection of their resistance actMties due to BunakovFondaminsky's heroic silence, Father Kiepinin and Mat' Mana mtinued their relief work
in al1 its dimensions. Finally, however, their luck tan out eady in 1943 when an informant

.

--

-
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told the Gestapo about their baptizing a c t ~ t i e s . ' ~They were anested along with
Pianov of the RSCM, Kazachkin, and Mat' Mana's son Yun in a Nazi raid of the Hwse of

Hospitality on February 9, 1943.1°5 Until January 1944 they were intemed in Cornpeigne
where their friends Mochulsky and Berdyaev çould write to them and receive replies.
However, as the Nazi defeat began, the Gemians speeded up their extermination project
and the Action Orthodoxe group was transported to Pdand. Mat' Mana was sent to
Ravensbruck; Kiepinin, her son Yuri, Pianov and Kazachkin were deported to

~uchenwald.'~
In Marth. Klepinin alone was sent on to the death camp "Dora' where
he fell sick and died in the 'Death Howe' that same month.lo7 He was thirty-nine years
old. Mat' Mana and her son Yun also succumbed to the deprivations at th& respective

camps. To the end, Mat' Manawas remembered as dispensing aid, cold cornmon-sense,
and enshrouding herseif in her fervent religious faith.
In addition to the heroic endeavwrs of the Action Orthodoxe personages, two
other resistance actions in Occupied France on the part of the Russian emigration
deserve mention. The first invdved Berdyaev's prot&ge,Yun Shirinsky-Shikhmatov, leader

of the P ~ t - R e v o l & ~ ~ eIswdsky's
s.
d d friend, Shinnsky-Shikhmatov had chosen not
to flee during the exodus. Unwilling to forsake his anti-Nazi mmmitment which had led

him to join the central m m i t t e e of the Ligue mutual antidefaitistie Russe en France, he
continued to se& possible cdleagues with whom to begin resistance activities. His
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opposition to the Occupation was manifested first in his decision to don the yellow amiband despite his Russian Orthodoxy; his wife, a former Sacialist-Revdutionary, was
Jewish, and he wanted to demonstrate his support for her as well as his abhanence of
anti-semitism. tisted today as one of the "heroes of the resistance" his activities during
the Occupation rernain shrouded in mystery. lswdsky discovered after the war was wer
that he had been arrested by the Nazis in 1942, sent to a concentration camp and, there,
was beaten to death?

Two Russian 6migrés also organized the first active resistance movement in
France. From a base created at their place of employment, the Pans Mus& de l'homme,
the ethnographers Bons Vilde and Anatde Levitsky began the first informationcdlecüng
network in August 1940.1œ Cited by Paxton as an exception to the general French
cornpliance with Nazi occupation, the Russians at Mus60 de l'homme passed a
substantial amount of information to the Free French in London and later to the active
resistance in both the Free and Occupied Zones in France which allowed thern to function
more effe~tively.''~They also managed to bring together several prominent professais,
writers, and scientists in a concerted resistance effort. F r m this cell originated the first
military resistance organization in Occupied France ted by Cdonel La Rochère and
Colonel Hauet. They also produced the first underground journal Résistance which
released its premier issue on December 15, 1940. The g r w p from the Musbe de
I'homme even managed to provide the Resistance with its first seven rifles.
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Collabomtion

Despite the heroic dimensions of the sacrifices made by these individuals, the
picture of h i g r 6 life in Occupied France should not be obscured by their example. For
every Mat' Mana and Father Klepinin, there were thwsands of Russian émigrés who

survived the war by remaining unnoticed by virtue of their cornpliance with Nazi laws, and
their approach of isolation and neutrality; there were also hundreds who engaged in
entirely opposite activities. The subject of Russian émigre "Fascism" has, to date, been
comprehensively exarnined by John Stephan's The Russian Fascists which provides a
careful description of the various Fascist organizations initiated among the Russian
emigration thrwghout Europe, in the United States, and in the Far East."'

His analysis

of Russian Fascism and direct cornpliance mth the Nazis in France was necessarily

superficial because of the inaccessibility of official (inciuding poiice) files dealing with the
The fdlowihg section will, therefore, make no attempt to undermine his

issue."'

discoveries; it is merely intended to add more information to the base which he has

provided.
The Pr6fecture de Pdice in Paris became aware that certain White Russian
organizations were invdved in negotiations wi?hthe Nazis as early as 1936. However, as
these groups were m a t active in foreign territory (namely Germany), they decided only
to monitor meetings hefd in Paris, and not act directly against the possible threat. With

"' John J. Stephan, The Russian Fascists: Traaedv and Farce in Exile. 1925-45 (New York:
Harper & Row, 1978).
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Ministry of Cuîture [See Paxton, introduction, V i v France]. In rny own experience in 1995 at the
Préfecture de Police in Paris, Iwas nd permitted to view files on even the higrés past the year
1940. The informalion whkh folbws was obtainod oniy bscause of a ' l u w (onnry part) clerical
error by which some later reports were filed in the mot!for the 1930s.
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the drastic reversal of governance in Paris fdlowing

the occupation, the Nazi Russian

émigrés were now able to "come out of the doser and engage in direct action. Despite
their ~ u b s e ~ e to
n ~the
e new Nazi authority, the Préfecture de Pdiœ still managed to
collect information on a wide spectrum of collaboration movements occumng in their city.

In 1936, the French police had intercepted communications between the White
Russian Nazi ocganization in Germany and certain émigrés residing in France. The
following year, they discovered that the g r w p in Genany, led by a former White Army
officer from Wrangel's army, General von Lampe, had made official overtures to Franco
and the Fascists in Spain on January 30, 1936 congratulating him on his rnilitary victories

over the Communist Republicans in that country. F m an aide of Franco, he received
the following reply:

My general, I have the honour of expressing to you in the name of his Excellence
the Head of the Govemment and of the Spanish Nationalist A m y his gratitude for
the sentiments of respect and the comrnitment that y w have manifested in the
letter transmitted by you to Berlin to one of the rnembers of the Spanish Falange.
We know well that y w understand best of al1 wr crusade for the liberation of
Spain from the Red hordes, that you are the tnie representatives of Ru~sia."~
Later in 1937, the police received more minous information that the White Russian Nazis
were forming a rnilitary detachment to aid Hitler. They f w n d this particularly disturbing

as certain Russian 6migrés in Paris were actively funding the initiative, and recniiting
potential sddiers from ammg Russian workers in France. The Russian h i g r 6 army was
led by Biskoupsky under the direction of General Blomberg, and mœt substantially

funded by a British knight, Deterding, who had close ties with Goering and Goebbels and
was now residing as an 6migré in Nazi Germany.

As of the

26 Nwernber, 1937,

Deterding had contributeci some two million pounds sterling towards the endeavwr.
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There wem 4,600 recruits at that time, and at least a thousand had corne directly from

France. Deteiding was offering 2,000 Francs to each Russian 6migré who enrded, and
this was at a time when the French had restricted employment of 6migrés in their factories

and mines in favour of native French workers. Quite simply, the prospect of military
action combined with the assurance of a better-than-average payment was undeniably
attractive to young Russian émigrés who could see few similar opportunities in France.
The army was to be ready for combat by 1938, posing yet another danger to the already

unstable situation of wodd peace.'14
Aware of the potential of this appeal, the Paris pdice conducted a thorwgh
investigation of ail resident Russian drnigrés to detemine their bias. They discwered that
General Miller, Wrangel's foremœt aide in the Russian CMI War, knew about the army,
but opposed its creation. General Skobline, however, was fully in favour of the move as

indicated by a note from one of his veterans, Linnikw, who was recently arrested in
Bulgaria, and whose files were seized by the police there. However, the Paris police were

comforted by the news that the last congres of the Nazis at Nuremberg had decided not
to grant General Skobline the 1,000 marks per year that he had requested. From this

they concluded that the Nazis in Berlin put litüe stods in "l'Union de l'Empire Russen
whose central seat existed in Paris, and they apparenüy derided the importance of the

f Rusrian Bmig~!'5
pro-Nazi activities o
A year later,

on August 8, 1939, the Paris police discovereâ the first traces of an

alliance between the Karlovci Synod and Hitler. They were given a copy of a letter

'Affaires diverse mcernent îa Russie, 1936,' 26 November 1937, Prefecture de Pdike,
Paris V. Carton 17ô6.7023~.
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addressed to Hitler frorn Metropditan Anastasy by the Yugalavian pdice which
commended the Führer for his anti-Bdshevik actions; the N i c e report mcluded:
One can see in this proposal the state of the prdiitlerian spirit which reigns amid
the rnajority of the migration, those who see only gaod in the victory of the Nazis
over the ~ ~ e t s . ' ' ~
Although the Pdfecture de Pdice was perfectly awam of the schisrn between Eulogius'
Church and that of the Karlwci, they did not consider, at this tirne, that such overtures
could be part of a wider collaboration: That in retum for the KarlovciSynod's support and
their pro-Nazi influence over Orthodox believers, Hiîler rnight agree to prodaim them the
only legitimate Orthodox Church.
The fdlowing year saw little interest in the émigré condition on the part of the Paris
police, with the exception of one brief notation that the Russian periodicat in France,
Novoe slovo, was pœsibly a pro-Nazi paper as it printedsuch articles as "Jewsas Tyrants

of the Russian People". Despite the new legislation banning al1 hate-literature in France,

especially that of the anti-semiticvariety, Novoe slovo was not repressed, and it continued
to be published until 1947."'
A significant contingent of the Russian emigration in France,ttierefore, welcomed

the Nazi Occupation with open amis. Not only did the more radical "Whites" feel
themselves to be in camplete accordance with Nazi aspirations and policy - especially
towards Communists and Jews

-

but also &migré labourers fwnd their situation

arneliorated by the new Gennan gwemment. With their intention to use the resourœs
in France to supply their enormous military apparatus, the Nazi occupiers were prepared

Il6 'Alfaires divecmcernent la Russie, 1936,' 10 August 1938, Préfecture de Police, Paris
V, Carton 1706, 7023~.
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to hire every able-Wied worker regardless of natimal &gin; émigre engineers and
miners, who had been unernployed by the French natiorialist quotas, gained renewed
jobs under the occupational govemment."'

The French N i c e noted the effect that

such employment had on increasingthe Nazis' popularity, and engendering considerable
loyalty frorn those previously excluded by the native French gwemment.
Russian labourers and pro-Nazis were soon joined by a much more numerous
contingent. The Gennan invasion of the Soviet Union on June 22, 1941 caused a
resurgence of hope ammg the vast majority of the emigration that they might soon be
able to retum to their native land. The Russian diaspora was, with the exception of those
few engaged in the religiow renaissance, still almost entirely cornrnitted ta the overthrow
of Communism in Russia by any means. They fully supported outside intervention, fimt

by the allies in 1919 and later by the potential Nazi attack. Although the Bdsheviks had
been entrenched in Russia for more than twenty years, most members of the emigration
believed that the Russian people, w h m even the religious philœophers persistently
distinguished from their Communist n~lers,would welcome an invasion intended to
eradicate the Communists and =tore the rightful dite (now in emigration) to their proper
place.
The ambitions of the greater ernigration m t e d upon two pillars of faith: first, that

the people of Russia would not greatly resist an attempt for mstoration because they had
been so badly abused by the Communists, and still considerd their leadership to be
alien and evil; second, that the Nazi forces wwld willingly conquer Russia, and then
withdrzw in favour of a native Russian gwemment led by 6migrés who had prwen their

'la'Anaires diverse concernent la Russie, 1936,' 4 March 1941. Prefedure de Pd-,
Carton 1706,7023~.

Paris V,

loyalty and allegiance to Nazi Germany. This second condition mandated that 6migtés
in France and elsewhere in Europe put aside their petty differences and suspicions, and
immediately align themselves to the Nazi cause.
The Karlovci Synod led this appeal arnmg the emigration in France. On June 25,
1941, three days after Operatiori Barbaiossa began, the Pans police intercepted some of

their first pamphlets intended to amuse the emigration:
We have feamed that tracts printed in the Russian language inciting Russian
refugees to join the ranks of the Geman army by fighting the Soviets are
distributed by worshippers who frequent the Russian Church at 65 rue MichelAnge."'

They also discoveied the creatiori of a sp&c

military organization intended to effect the

goal of restoration.
Since the entrance of the USSR into the war, aie White Russian milieu in the
Capital [Paris] has envisimeci the formation of vduntary corps destined to be
paratroopers in the fight against the Soviets. To this effect, the Cornmittee of
Russian 4mig&, directeci by M. Modrach, proceeds to enlist these volunteers.
Several White Russians have already expressed their desire to enrol in these
CO(~S.'~

Wth consternation, and perhaps resignation that one could not expect anything better of
the unreliable "metics," the Paris police watdied h 8 l p i e ~ ~as
l ythe Russian emigration, fully

sanctioned by the occupying gwemment, began to fomi itself into military unit. to aid the
Nazi invasion of Russia.

The French Pdice were not the only mes who watched these events with dismay.
The religious philosophers had worked for twenty years to combat the concept of

restoration, and even more its actualbtion by the means of outward intervention, insisting
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that Russia wuld only be tiberated from within. It was due to this perception that they
had engaged the youth of

the ernigration in more positive, creative endeavors in order

that they might find beneficial outlets for their frustration, and not be seduced by
dernagoguery or false hopes.

Now, silenced by Nazi œnsorship, fragmented, and

reduced in nurnbers, they could only obsewe the success, or lack thereof, of al1 their

Many mernbers of the RSCM, of Actim Ordhodoxe, and many who taught and
studied at St. Sergius were able to resist the almœt unbearable temptatiori of joining the
mission to "rescue Russia." Others, however, even ammg the FISCM whom the religious
philosophers had counted among their own nurnbers, saw an undeniable opportunity in
the Nazi attack, and they chose now to refute the seemingly hopelessly idealistic pursuit
of a religious renaissance. Thw, both youth and adult joined the staunch supporters of
the 'Whitenmovernent who had never b e n swayed by Berdyaev and his cdleagues, and

who had fought against the religious renaissance every step of the way. These Vue
Russian émigre collaboratom

- who

had held one allegiance and then fmook it for

-

another at the opportune moment were tumed not by the paganist rhetoric of the Nazi
ideology, but by the blunt, fundamental religious appeal ftom fellow Orthodox émigrés:
Message addressed to Young Russians and also to al1 Russians...Orîhodox
Christians prepare al1 against the Empire of aie Red Anti-Christ . Do not listen to
the propositions which are made to you about peace with them, these
propositions have b e r n e more than unimportant because it is not possible to
have Peaw between Christ and Satan as has been commanded by God; I
authorize you, dI you the believers, to treat the ideas which you have been given
as the j o b of an imposter, in order that Christians can not be subjugated to
Satan. By the will of God, I bless al1 souk who will rise against the Red Satanic
authority, and I pardon the sins of al1 who take part in the formations which
engage individually for fighting, and in fact m'Il give their lives for the cause of
Russian Christianity. Go without fear you who combat the Anti-Christ, as the Saint
said: "do not fear that which kills the body, the ml will not be killed. Joy of

Heaven waits for those who die, while only the temestrial joy awaits those who stay
in the world.'"
This message, preached by Metropoiitan Anthony on April 20, 1920 was resunected in
1941 to persuade the undecided and those

of weakening resolve.

The religious philasophers had b e n able to fo6ter hope for an intemal

transformation in Russia throughout the inter-war years as every hope for foreign
intervention was dashed, and nation after nation moved to recognize the Bdshevik
regirne.

However, in 1941 when the massive German Wehrmacht rode inexorably

towards Moscow, it became the syrnbdic herald of a new dynamism in the aggressive,
militaristic émigre milieu. N m it was not the H i e message that appeared to be
anachronistic, Mile, and lacking in energy; rather it was the proponents of the mythical

sobornost', "A New Middle Agesn, and the spiritual "Oder of the Intelligentsia" who
seemed hopelessly out-of-twch with reality.
On June 30, 1941, the Paris police received confirmation that the White Russian

émigrés had committed themselves to a fimi alliance with the Nazis. With those who
directly called themselves "Russian Fascistsn numbering some 3 5 , 0 0 0 , ' ~further
supported by the Karlovci Synod's youth grwps in Central Europe and France, the
remnants of the White Amy, and the now pro-Nazi engineers, the forces to liberate
Russia f r m its Comrnunist "mquerors" proudly dedared their intentions:
With the first news of the start of hostilities between the Great National-Socialist
Gennany and the Judeo-Matxist and Masonic tyrants, our group has decided.
In the name of al1 Russian fascists and of vdunteer Youth domiciled in
France, we have presented ourseives to the competent authorities of the Great
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Gennany in Paris in order to declare to them that we are ready to take arrns finally
in participating in the fight against the comma enemy which is the JudeoBolshevism.
Knowing that al1 hope iests in the grace of G d , we must appeal to al1 for
whom the Country is Dear, from the g r w p that the united have formed in Paris
under the name of l'UNION FASCISTE RUSSE and from the patriotic organizaîïon
LE JEUNE VOLONTAIRE to mise the flag of the three coiours [the White Russian

flagl-

m a t G d aids us! We defend the Orthodox religion and will not die
without honour to our Russian land.
Heil Hitter
V i e le Duce
V i e le Mikado
Vive Rodzaievsky
Gloire à la ~ u s s i e ' ~ ~
Such manifesto appeals wem soon foilowed by concrete action as émigrés flocked to a

special camp set up in Calais to train as vdunteers for battle in the USSR against the
hated ~ommunists.'"
The apex of the 6migré rnwement for their restoration to Russia through the aid
of the Nazi forces came on November 22, 1941. mat night some 100,000 émigrés

-

including at least one French police informant - congregated in the Salle Rochefoucault
to hear a speech from Georges Grebkoff, stipulathe chief of the Russian ernigration in

France in the eyes of the Occupation gwemrnent?

Gmbkoff, ironically one of the

former leaders of the Ligue mutual antidefaitistie Russe en France, had just been
nominated Govemor General of liberated Kiev, now held by the Wehrmacht. For his
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audience that night, it seemed as though their dreams of a restored Russia were finally
within their grasp.
In lengthy discourse, Grebkoff identifid the ?nien enemy of the Russian
emigration:

Only the English and the Boisheviks are not happy with my work: and they
view with displeasure the existence of our committee!
Only the Bdsheviks and the English and their allies the Jews, were
interestedin creating d ' i arnong the Russian emigration in order to make the
German authorities believe that the Russians abroad are not capable of avoiding
calumny and vain oaths.
Despite this paltry opposition, he maintained that he would remain director of the "Office
of R ~ ~ s i a
Énm i g h in France" just until the h e w ordef' (Russia under White leadership)

was firrnly established. He then outlined, for this audience from the emigration in France,
the exact dimensions of the nascent leadership which was prepanng to be the restoration

govemment of Russia:
The Baron MichaelAlexander TAUBE, senator, former minister of public instruction
under the tsarist regime and member of the "Curatonum of the Hague, Professor
of the Faculty of St. Petersburg", he is until this day Professor of the University of
Ministers in Germany. His name is known ammg al1 c ~ l i z e d
names. The Baron
Taube has willingly seconded me in rny w&.
He is named by the Gerrnan
authorities as "Sachverstandiger fer russich Fragenmthat is "expert for Russian
questionsn. The second savant of w r emigration is the general Nicoiai Golovin,
who takes an equal part in our committee. He has willingly accepted the title of
President of the council assoa
c
eitci
with "the Office of the Russian €migration in
France". He is ais0 chief of the Russian rnilitary organizations in France.
In addition to these two formidable personalities from among the emigration, Grebkoff

applauded the work of Vladimir Modrach in helping to establish the committee in France
for the restoration to Russia, and for his successful recruitment of vdunteers and

supporters from the emigratiori therein.
After a great deal of seif-congratulationabout the good works already promulgated
by his organization for Rwsian Brnigrh, Grebkoff felt it necessary to issue a s t m g

waming against the propaganda from Laridon and Moscow, and especially a
condemnation of the Orthodox Chnstians who were preaching about patnotism ta the
USSR. The fact that, at this intensely celebratory meeting, the leader of the pro-Nazi

émigrés even deigned to mention these 'Yraitors", was indicative of a certain influence
which they were still able to wield.

It was particularfy revealing that he directly

condemned the Manifesta of July 25,1941. and devoted a third of his speech to revealing
the franco-masonic and Jewish links to the Orthodox "patriots" of Soviet Russia.
The milieu of Our emigration were often directed by the men who were allied with
the franco-masons of the Jew world, and in the counter-espionage S~M-ceof
countries hostile to Gemany! A great part of our youth has been voluntarily or
involuntarily drawn into the ranks of the enemies to Germany, even during the first
perÏod of the war. It is certain that Gerrnany hesitates to serve these men. The
government of the Reich sees in the Russianemigrationan amorphous mass, they
do not distinguish between this organization or not, nor between different
doctrines. On can no longer count on anyone, and one does not know whom
they are really talking to. Yes Gentlemen! Here is the Russian tragedy. One
cannot count on anyone.
Thus, the White Russians and Russian Fascists were less womed about the possible

appeal the Orthodox "Defensists" might have for young Russian émigrés, than about the
spectre of untnistworthiness that such manifestos produced for their Nazi allies.
Grebkoff wncluded his attack with a citation of the usual Iist of horrors comrnitted
by the Bolsheviks, summed up by their murder of the Tsar and his family as final proof
of the "Defensists" misguided treachery.

Pinpointing the Post-Revolutionarks and

indirectly, Berdyaev, he questimed their hopes for spiritual change within Russia:
I address myself to those Russians and I Say to them that here, for twenty-three
years, the 6migrés have waited abroad for this evdution or for this national
revolution. For twenty-three years, these Russians have implored God finally to
see justice done by what means? By the country. During al1 these years, the
Russians in celebration of their hdidays, have raised their gtass and drank for
Russia. They have said "We are her on foreign soil, but we keep vigil. We are
ready at any moment to respmd to the appeal of w r brothers to throw off the
Soviet regimen! Unforhinately, it has not b e n perceived that this vigilant
sentimentality and that our feeble view of these cups of champagne have served

as opium along with the banal phrases which accompany the h o p that the icon
responds at this moment.
Proclaiming the feeble utopianism of these hopes, Grebkoff called for an acceptance of
reality. He asserted that the Judeo-Communists had been systematically eradicating the
entire population of Russia fur the p s t twenty-four years in a diabolical plot to destroy
their homeland. No amount of waiüng for change would hefp their brothers in Russia;
they wem unable, with their leaders dead

or in exile, to effect such a transformation.

'Yes" Grebkoff implored, "1 am convinced that if the German army had not attacked the

Soviets on June 22, the Russian people would cease to exist."
ie
l
In a final mvincing onslaught against the horb

deprivations suffered by the

people of Russia at the hands of the Communists, Grebkofi commanded the audience
to choose a side. They must once and for al1 commit themseives to the salvation of the
Nazi invasion and restoration of their homeland, or accept the spectre of Communist
Russia transported to al1 free lands in Europe. There could be no more waiting, no more
futile discussion, and above al1 no more indecision.
We live in an epoch where an hesitation of neutrality is criminal. The Russian
emigration must decide m a t she will do. She will choose benNeen the muule of
the Jews and the Red Star on one side, and the German reliability on the other,
which canies this device to his belt - "Gad is with US".'^
Only their acceptance now, of their respmsibility for the reconstruction of liberated Russia

and of their loyalty to Hitler, could Save the people of Russia from death in the

concentration camps of the Gulag or from starvation.
This plea to the few remaining moderates was made convincing by the
immaculate, previously neutral, record of Grebkoff as a leader of charitable initiatives

jZs
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among the emigration. His condemnation of the Bolshevik government and Soviet
system was accurate, judicious, and extremely persuasive. As he claimed, the Nazis had
made no stated intention of permanently occupying ail of Russia, and had, in fact, made
promises to certain Russian Fascists that they would allow thern to take over the reins of
Russia's reconstruction. The Russian Orthodox perception that Jews were both evil, and
instrumental in the Communist takeover of Russia made Hitler's policies towards that
group understandable and perfedy acceptable to the White Russians. The wincidence
of the émigrés' peaking frustration over Western inaction towards Communism with the

startling success of the initial Nazi invasion culminated here in an embrace of National
Socialist aims. Grebkoff did not anse from any vacuum; he simply voiced the viewpoint
of a large preponderance of the diaspora.

The wnclusion of the White Russian h i g r 6 aspirations are known today only in
their finality; perhaps in years with the full disdosure of war-time archives it will be
possible to trace each émigré's activities, and produce a complete picture of the era. As
yet, we rernain with the kndedge of the Nazi retrenchments in 1942/1943, their critical
defeat at Stalingrad, and their ultimate failure in the East in 1944. As the Soviet forces
swept over Eastern Europe for Berlin to meet the American and British liberatm of
France and Western Europe, those émigrés fighting for the Third Reich were demdished,
and those who survived were transported to the Gulag and death. In France, the Russian
collaboratom, for there can now be no doubt about their open allegiance with the Nazi
regime, were most likely uncavered and executed either officidly or arbitrarily with their

French counterparts.
Seen from the Russian 6migr6 perspective, the pracess of coilaboratiori assumes
its most basic of f m s . Those who worked directly to aid Nazi Germany did so because
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they wanted something that they believed the Gemans wuld provide: the Karlovci
Synod aligned itself with Hitler in retum for supremacy over Russian Orthodoxy; the

Russian Fascists and others who fought with the Wehrmacht in Russia were still fighting
the old Civil War on the part of the Whites. They had never changed their aspirations or
intentions. They had always desired to reconquer Russia and dispose of the Bolsheviks

no rnatter who their allies were or m a t means had to be used.
Moreover, White and Monarchist elements had embraced theodes that the Nazis
would later come to hdd dear long before Hitler even emerged fKHn Austria: Jews were
the enemies of all Christians, engaged in a diabolical plot with Freemasms to destroy the
world and enslave its people. Let us not farget that one of the faundations of Nazi antisemitism - the "Protocois of the Elders of Zion" - had been written by a Russian Orthoûox
rnonk, and given to Hitler by Mmd Roeenberg, a Baltic-Russian émigre. Cdlaboration
on the part of these Russian 6migrés would be nothing more than an expected seizure
of what must have seemed to them a divinely-guided opportunity.

Therefore, the

connotation of treachery and a sudden reversal of loyaity inherent in the modem use of
the worid "collaboration" cannot apply to these Russian émigrés: they had always
espoused the Nazi ideology (it rnight be better to say that Nazism germanized White
Russian ideology); they simply lacked the chance to actualize it until World War Two.
It was a somewhat diierent situation for liberal, moderate socialist, and Christian

renaissance adherents amang the emigration who, like Grebkoff, came to join the Nazi
cause. They did indeed experience the complete reversal of former allegiance. In their
case, the motivation might be explained as greed, frustration, fear,
opportunistic belief that Nazi Germany -Id

or simply the

finally retum them to a restored Russia.

Individually, few would have embraced Nazi methods in any other conditions and fewer
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still agreed with al1 the efements of White Russian and Nazi ideology.

Despite their

treachery, and in some cases their heinous crimes, they were most guilty of choosing a

side which would cause them to sacrifice their morality, their beliefs and, above al1 their
honour. In this sense, those who died as Fiesistance heros were much luckier than these
collaborators; they may have suffeied, but they did not los8 th& integrity, and pertiaps,

their souk.

The end of W d d War Two brought about massive celebrations in al1 the victor

countries. It also saw the slow liberation, rehabilitatim and, where possible, reunification
of families so tom and destroyed by Nazi and Japanese depredations. In France, a swift

accounting was taking place both officiaily and privately: coilaborators were impnSoned
or executed. For most peope, the cessation of hœtiiities meant that they could return
to their Ioved ones, and get

on

with their lives. The prevailing mood, therefore

encompassed relief, sometimes anger and revenge, but above ail a desire and intent to

retum to nomalcy.
The Russian religious philosophers in emigration were by no means immune to
the overall sense of relief. Although scarred by their experiences, and especially by the
tragic deaths of their friends at the hands of the Nazis, they steadfastly prepared to
resume their pre-war activities. However, the wocld was quite different now, and the

increasingly-ageddiaspora no longer found a m g e n i d atmosphere for their ideas in the
transfonned West. This change did not c m 8 just frorn the Nazi-Comrnunist polarization
of the war years, nor from the disillusionrnents and betrayal induced by acts and

suspicion of collaboration. Rather the atrocities of the war years had far-ceaching effects
which were to undermine the quest for spiritual rebirth.

Prior to th8 war, the religiws philosophers and their French cdleagues, especially

the Personalists, had believed that the dynamism and spirit of engagement, if hamessed,
would lead to a new era of spintual brotherhood: A "NewMiddle Ages" in the termindogy

of Berdyaev. They had feard and fought against the extremism of the c d l e c t ~ s t
ideologies, especially Communism and Fascism, because they rightly foresaw that they
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c w l d lead to a perversion of these forces and inaugurate, instead. a new ''Dark Ages".
World War Two, in al1 its hom'ble dimensions, verified their prophecy. The war had
demonstrated just how danger-

th8 spirit of engagement could be if fully unleashed

and transfomied into mass movements instead of personal transformations. In this, the
war may be characteriml as an era of betrayal which undermined human confidence in

rnankind.
At the end of the war, the proponents of a "third way" who had endeavoured to
maintain their originality and neutrality had evety r e m to expect that their approach
would enjoy a tremendous increase in popularity. After all, had they not accurately
diagnosed the cunent malaise of mankind and then k e n , tragically, proven correct? In
the context of the Wird way", the expected lesson for the wodd was that any abnegation

of personal responsibili Wich was a necessary precursor to the pursuance of an
ideology, or any other mass movement, was a violation not only of God, but of humanity.
In what could be perceived as a Watershed" moment, they hoped that the world would

now refuse al1 ideologies, and begin the slow, but promising evolution towards true
spiritual development and the creation of a bmtherhood of mankindSome of the religiws-philosophical émigrés even saw signs of a transformation
within their former homeland. The wartime relaxation of Communist repressions seemed
to have opened a crack in the Party's almost impenetrable materialkt shield which, if
encouraged, rnight cause substantiai changes for personal freedom in that country.'
They perceived that the forcd interacüon betwwn the West and Soviet Russia, brought
about by their war-tirne allegiance, had cteated a connedon which, if allowed to flourish,
might prevent the government in Russia from cmtinuing its ruthfess attacks against its

'
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own people; it might cause the Comrnunists to tansform their approadi.2 They saw the

Soviet POWs as a valuable means for transporting these new (and dd), ideas back into
Russia where they might promote popular demands for frwdom in al1 aspects of life.

Finally, some even thwght that they might be allowed to retum in order to lead this
change.
These tentative aspirations were quickly extinguished. The past-war world refused
COshun

rnonist idedogies. These had begun the fighting and,because there were two,

-

ineconcilable ideologies goveming the winners "Communism and Democracy" - it would
not be long before the war continued albeit with different weaporis and manifesting quite

a different character. F m the perspective of the Wiird way" the irnmediate euphoria at
the end of the war had caused them to mistake a brief ceasefire for a possible end to

hostilities. Hence, in the resulting "cdd waf when religious-philtxophycodd have been
able to illuminate the deep-seated falsifications of the entire issue, Ï t was shunted to the

sidelines and condemned to obscurity.
Rather than condemn iddogies, mankind's loss of confidence was so deeply
rmted that it tumed instead against humanist ideals. For centuries philosophers had
struggled to explain the paradox of humanity

- that we are both d ~ n and
e
animal,

spiritual and material - and the conflicts into which these ineconcilable aspects continually

drove us. Ascetics had shunned the material in search of perfecting their spiritual selves,
and, as a resutt, had abandoned humanity; materialists denied the existence of the spirit.

Most creations, however, were sparked and diiven by the inspiration of the spirit then

Nicobs Berdyaev, %t

Russia in Wotid War II, Part I,'The Livina Church 5 March 1940:

1-2. See Paul B. Andersori Papers, University d Illinois at UrbarigChampaign. Box 5.
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rendered, albeit humanly imperfect, thiough matter, and their greatness was judged by
how weft they honoured both of our paradoxical characteristics.
World War Two, however, destroyed humanity's sense of permanence, and the
conception of purpose was overtumed- In so doing, it broke the polarized balance
between spiritual and material in human understandings of their own being. Beyond the

necessary purgative of blame levied against individuals, govemments, concepts and

institutions which had parücipated in the atrocities was a deeper malaise. Culpability
gradually became attadied not m l y to the propagators, but to the neutral: to anything any person, idea, belief, society - which did not stop these temble events from happening.

G d ,or at least human efforts to know and to mach G d , were deemed fruitless, selfindulgent, and at worst dangerous in the light of this cataclysrn which God, or the divine
in humans, did not prevent. This century has b e n called the 'Age of Re~ativity.'~
Since
the Second Wodd War, it might also be called the age of impermanence. Only the

negation of the spiritual essence in man could rnake every value and meaning "relative"
to material surroundings and, so-founded, everything ceased to have any infinite or
-"permanent" character. Live for the ber8 and now. Put faith only in that which we can see
and touch, which gives us imrnediate gratification or fulfils an immediate need. Live only
for the material. Religious-philosophy could not prosper in such an age. Its perennial

woridview, preaccupation with spiritual development, and aspirations for Godmanhood
had no resonance ammg people seeking only normafity, safety, and, in some cases,

revenge. Even its language, its words of "lwe," "brothertrood," "unity," "divine," "organic

Paul Johnson, A Histw d the Modern Wor#. F m 1918 to the 1980s (lmâon: Weidenfeld

and Nicolson, 1983).
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community," were completely foreign to the prevailing drive foi practicai, scientific, and
material goals.
Aside fmm the new hegemony of materialism. religious-philosophy was also

suffering an interna1 haemorrhage. Cdlaboraiori, resistance, occupation, the "Final
Solution," and the sheer preaccupatim with survival had sapped the vital energy which
had fuelled the search for spiritual aitematives: they had also engendered a spirit of

mistrust and suspicion making any wide-spread cdlective effort impossible. Religions had
been tainted by individual and institutional acts condoning, and in s m e cases, actively
assisting Nazism. The private organizations which had so generwsly funded the cause
of religious-philosophy could and would no longer continue their invdvement. Most of
all, the leaders who had propellecl the religious renaissance were of a generation which

had achieved advanced age befm the war: during and shortly after, most of them
succurnbed; the mœt cornmittecl of the ywng who had been groomed as their

successors had fallen in the cataclysrn.

Secularization

The enormous public demands of the Second Wodd War had sharply polarized
religious and secular bodies. Whereas, in the interwar years, an institution or movement
could easily declare itself to be concemeci with both spirituality and material bettement,
it now had to

chme a side. This change greatly affecteâ the YMCA and, as a

cansequence, the Russian migration. Prior to the war the YMCA had been the singlemost important sponsor of the emigration: through the Press, the RSCM, the ReligiwsPhifosophical Academy, Put',Nowi arad, and its financial support for St. Sergius, it had
encouraged the higrés to venture out of their c i d communities into engagement with
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Western society. The Russian division had helped ywng Russians obtain an education

and/or employment.

me inspiration of Mott, Coiton, Lowrie, Anderson and countless

other secretaries had acted as a buhwark against despair and, abwe all, isolation. After
the war, however, the YMCA became increasingly secular, and consciously fosteied its
athletic and educational programmes at the expense of those encouraging monle and
spiritual bettement. In the piocess, they gradually abandoned their invdvement with the
emigation, and left them to rely almost entireîy upon their own community in order to
rnaintain their institutions and preserve their cutture.
Part of the decline and separation may be attributed to the massive insurgence
of State-type intervention. First, the United Nations with its many subsidiary bodies (most

importantly, UNESCO, WHO, and the Security Cwncil), gradually supplanted private and
charitable organizations in their w d . '

As the institution repiesented every nation. it

could not declare a pafticular cuitural or religiow basis; it had to be strictly neutral and

secular. The govemment of the UnitedStates augmented this process with programmes
such as the Peace Corps and the Marshall Plan. Again, because these were State

initiatives, they had to be ~trietlysecular.
Even intemally, most Western gwernments soon took mer the role provided by

private organizations as they completed the evdutim of State intervention required by the
War Effort. In the United States, the National Science Foundation and other government

bodies replaced the Carnegie, Ford and Rockefeller Foundations as the main subisidizer
of research, and the development of new ideas. In Canada, first the Canada Council (a
Crown Corporation) and then direct FederalGwemment bodies - NSERC, MRC, SSHRC

-

An example of this change was the way in which the United Nations tcmk over much of the
responsibility for maki and condïiocrs in POW camps thad hed previousiy been the bailiwick ot
the YMCA.
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took contro~.~
This procBss was repeated in France, Great Britain, Germany, and so

forth. State invdvement vady increased revenues, and provided a more objective
process by Wich recipients might be chosen (ending much discrimination on the basis
of religion or race). The resuit was an amau'ng increase in the number of professional
scholars each seeking to expand knowiedge in their own particular field. The incredible
advancement of technology in the last fifty years must, in part, be attributed to this
transformation.
However,there were detrimentsto State-sponsoredpursuitof knowledge. Science
was valued over the Humanities and the Arts causing a scientification of study: political

science, sovietdogy, behavioral psychdogy, socidogy, and other applied sciences
becamedominant while those studying noriquantifiable,nomobjective humanistconcems
were largely relegated to the fringes.

If the gwemment was gdng to provide the rnoney,

it aIso demanded that the results have some relevance to its curent concems: Study

coufd no longer be pursued out of simply curiosity or belief, it had to legitimize its
practical purpose. Individual or collective initiatives which did not adhere to the State's
definition of what was practical were essentially ignored. Finally, State control began to
cause the emulation of State morals.
The State was secular and represented every person in the country equally (at
least in the ideal). If a private organization proclaimed itseif to be interested in only one
religion, in one cuiture, in one way of thinking it cwld not receive State funds. lnitialfy
ignored, such bodies were gradually perceiveci as entrenched establishments of White,
Christian, and Male suptemacy. It was no longer enwgh that they existed without State
assistance, they had to be changed, forced to inciude everyone (even in their leadership),

' Donald Fisher, The Social Sciences in Canda
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or forced to close: The YMCA for example had to allow nonChristians to sit upon its
governing bodies (ii had aiways allowed people of any race, religion, or belief to
participate), and had to allow women entry (aithough they did have the YWCA for women
and today men are still not allowed to enter that organization). Gradualy, and quite

arbitrarily, the concept of a private body for people of like concems was entirely eroded

as "political correctness"gained hegemony over the public consciousness.
This is explained not to deny that racial, reiigious, and sexist abuses had been,

and continue to be, propagated, but rather to demonstrate how uncongenial the
atmosphere would be to the advancement of religiousphilosophicalthought? It was not
scientific, and frequently wamed of the dangers of scientific exploration unrestrained by
ethics, morals, or other human and spiritual mcems. It was not "practical": not because
it did not address the most serious and vital problerns of human beings, but becawe :r

did not work at the particular level nor within the existing framework. Finally, while most

religious-philosophical thinkers describeci herein tned to foster maximum inclusiveness,
Christianity was now perceived increasingfy as rigid, contrdling, and non-accepting by
most proponents of poiitical conectness; those who do not deem it be specifically
threatening to minority rights, at best regard it as inelevant and non-supporting of their
agenda.
The YMCA Russian division was a casualty of this transformation. During World
War Two, the YMCA's gradua1disassociation froin work ammg the Russian émigrés and
religious initiatives in general, left Paul Anderson and Donald Lowrie to pursue such work

'

Aegarding partiiiariy Russian iltudies, this observation has been supporteci in an Mide by
Paul J. Friedrich, 'Somcr Recent Worlcs an Communkm and Christianity.' Slavic Review 222
(1963): 321-328. He states: Y 3 h m i t y ha6 genediy cessed to be a relevant factor in the lie of
Western socieües. Evefywhere, most natably emang intellectuab, God is no ionger a rnatter of
great concern" (321).
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on their own. The war years were incredibly busy ones for Anderson, and were marked
by new connections and endeavors increasingly divorceci from the YMCA. In 1944, he

was assigned to the UNRRA in Germany to assist with relocation and aid among the POW

camps there.'

He also published his first monograph that year, Peode. Church and

State in Modem Russia? Aftet the war he conünued his M n g , and began the
formidable task of organizing an archive of al1 the papers from his work with the Russian
Division. He was pushed to do this by a request that he write the testimonial for Dr. John
Mott who became a recipient of the Nobel Peace Prize in 1946. Mott had now retired

from the WCSF along with Ethan T. Cdton from the YMCA main officd
The loss of their once great leaders, Mott, Cdton, and Anderson heralded the end
for YMCA Russian wo*, and indeedfor their invdvement in Christian renewal. Anderson
resigned as active director of the YMCA Press in 1946 leaving the position to Donald
Lown'e who had served so courageously in France during the occupation. Lowe
ri

would

stay, however, only until 1955 when he tumed the organization over to Jean (Ivan)

Morozov, a Russian 6migré from the RSCM.
In their view, this was part of the process of natural rnaturity and acquired
autonornous responsibility: The YMCA had never intended to remain the perpetual
caretaker of the Russian emigration. Yet, earlier YMCA pdicy would have demanded a
gradua1 evdution to autonomy for the RSCM with the maintenance of close ties to other
Associations. These would have been fostered by meetings, dissemination of Iiterature,

-

-

-
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and exchanges organized in a CO-centricsen'es of connections of diminishing intensity:
the closest involvements would be among the RSCM and other YMCAs in Europe; a more
distant interaction would occur between these groups and those operating in North

America; finally, each g m p from Associations thrwghout the world would send
representatives to yearly conferences of the WSCF. This did not occur.

Wflh the

retirement of Mott, the World Fedemtim lost most of its impetus. European and North
Arnen'can Associations split into secular (the majority of which provide gyms, courses, and
hostels). and pir ri tu al.'^ The two branches, scm ceased to have any communication
with each other beyond the meagre relatianship of sharing the same name. The émigré

RSCM becarne even more isdated. Not only was it a spiritual or Thinking" association,
but also it did not bear the official YMCA name. Thus, in time, it becarne lost to the whde

organization and forgotten.
The fate of the YMCA Press was even more disturbing. Here it appears that both
the Central YMCA and the Russian h i g r é s pushed for total dissociation. The Central

YMCA's financial restrictions encouraged it to divest itseif of any unmcessaryexpendiiure.

There had always had been members in the leadership who opposed the Press as a risky
and untraditional invdvement," and no longer was the will to promote religious/spiritual

literature dominant. On the side of the &nigrés, their dd, ineradicable instinct towards
isolation re-emerged after the war. In the leadership of the RSCM were now people who
espoused what Berdyaev would cal1 "cmservative, reactionaiy, and obscurantist

'O

One Arnericm whom I intenriewed caWed these 'thinking' Ys which continued to foster
Christian values and morals 8s a curative to dissipath, but they continuecl to decrease into the
barest minority. Chief archnnst Maynafd & i c h M . personal intewiew, June 1994, University of
Illinois at Urbana-Charnpaign.
"

See Chapter 3. This was extrernely evident on mcerns expressed about the

infiive.

tendencie~,"~
and they began to prevail m i l e Donald L o w e headed the Press. At the
tirne of his resignation, which was fraught with accounting problems and a general chaos

in the institution, the RSCM leadership pressured the YMCA ta seIl the Press to them.13
With undo haste and little consideration, the Central officeagreed, thus ending its control

over publishing decisims."

Without the Amencan involvement, the now Russian-owned Press reverted to the
tendency of isolationisrn, iargely ceasing its engagement in oecumenism, in teaching
Russians of other national and Christian perspectives, and devoted itself to émigré
writings and dissident literature f r m the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe. Despite its
major coup in publishing Sdrhenitsyn's Gulaa Archi~elaaoin 1964 for publication, its
production and sales continually declined. In 1994, its current director, Nikita Struve,
confided his belief that the YMCA Press might soon cease to exist.ls The Press began
to work exclusively with the RSCM, St. Sergius, and other Russian Orthodox seminaries
in the emigration and, aside from the dissident literature wtiich seems to have provided

" This process had begun just before and during the course ofWorld War Two. Berdyaev,
himeif, had warned about the trend and had dissociateci himself from the RSCM in 1938.
Activities of certain members of the leadership during the Occupation of France were extremly
isolatiinist and even dubious. See Chapter 6, The original ieaâership was also now dispersed:
Berdyaev cut hirnself off ftom the RSCM h g before his death in 1948; Buîgakw died in 1944;
Zenkovsky - the leader of the RSCM - wss forcibly removed by the Nazis during the war and after,
he emigrated to the United States. Zemov, who seemed to be the most Iikeiy candidate from the
younger generatkn to take over the leadership and maintain its ammitment to engagement and
religious-phiksophy, emgrated to E n g W during the war and did not return.
l3

Paul B. Andenari, "A &ief History of the YMCA Press.' 1971, Paul B. Anderson Papers,
University of Illinois ad Urbana-Champaign, ûox 4: 17.
l4 Paul B. Anderson, however, did remain an advisor for the Press throughout his life. albeit
as a private individual. Anderson, "A Bnef Hislory of YMCA Press" 12.
l5 Nikita Struve, personai interview, November 1994. This seerned to be a hasty and overiy
pessimistic view on the part of Struve. Due to the new revival of 6mgré writings in the former
USSR, the YMCA Press has never enjoyed such progperity. It has just begun a joint RussianFrench publishing endewour, and naw issues manuscripts out of Mocscow as well as Paris.

its main source of revenue, the new wode it published were mostly resewed to the
subject of the Russian Olthodox religion.
All that remains of the massive inter-war YMCA work among Russianstoday is the

residual name YMCAfIMKA Press on the masthead of publications issued out of Les

Éditeurs RBunis on rue de la Montaigne St. Geneviève in Paris. The descendants of the
first Russian diaspora do not openly acknowledge their ancestors' close connection with
the American organization. The YMCA also lost a precious element men they ended
their work with the Russian emigration; narnely, its unifying purpose of promoting world
Christianity. The YMCA today does not acknowledge that a Russian-languagepubiishing
house in Paris still uses its name."

Such a bleak finale is mitigated as this story

proceeds. Aithough the intense East-West engagement of the inter-war yeais ended, the

YMCA Press still pursued the original cause of the expelled religious philosophers. The

Post-Revo/uüon~movement to promote change in their homeland.

**+
After 1950, therefore, the mwement for wodd unity was largely divided into that

controlled by secular economic" and political" bodies, and Christianlreligious unw

l6

Secretary of the Centrai YMCA repositocy. tekphone interview, C h m . October 1994.

" For histories o
f the Euiopsen Eeonamic Community see Detek W. Urwin, The Community
of Euro~e:A Histow of Euroman Intearatbn since 1945 (London; New York: Longman, 1991);
Commission of the Eumpean Comrnunitii, Etanes eurmkenes: Chronobaie de la communauté
euro~éenne, 6e ed. (Luxembourg: office des publications officielles des communautes
europeenes, 1987); Allen M. William, The Euroman Community: The Contradictioris of Intearation
(Oxford,UK; Cambridge, MA- B.Blackwell, 1991); A h S. Miiward, The Eummm Rescue of the
Nation-State (Lorrdori: Routiedge, 1994); Max Jansen, Histow dEurooaan Intearation. 1945-1975
(Amsterdam: Europa Instituut, University of Amsterdam, 1975); Stem to Eurooean Unitv:
Cammunitv Proaress to Date: A Chrwrdoav, 60 eâ (Luxembourg: Omce des publicatians
officielles des communautes europeenes, 1967); The EuCommunihr at the Crossroads:
The First 25 Years (Kingston, Ont.: Centre for Intem&od Rriaüons, Quwn's University. ~1983);
Sources for the Histow d EuIntsclratitm (1945-1955): A Guide to Archives in the Countries
of the Communihr = sources de l'histoire de i'intearetiori euromhn. (1945-1955): auide des
archives conservees dans les w s et la cornmunaut6 (Leyden: S i j t M , 1980).

fostered by neMy-established church b o d i d g The latter, which for the émigrés would
involve St. Sergius, the RSCM, the St. Sergius-St. Albans Society, and the World Council

of Churches, seemed to retreat from worldly concerns to focus upon sdely religious and
theological matters."

A d ~ s i o nhad b e n created. therefore. between secular and

religious considerations leaving little role for laymen who might wish to combine both of

The change was evinced in the fates of many of the prominent religious
philosophers after the war. Nikdai Lossky, the intuitivist philosopher, no longer found

secular institutions willing to sponsor his intellectual pursuits. He retreateâ into the
confines of the Russian Orîhodox C h u M where he would at least be able to continue
writing about and teaching his ideas.
institute, St Vladimir, to open its d

St. Sergius had inspired another thedogical

m in New York State in 1938.2' It was here, that

'O For histories o
f the United N a t i i s see Philippe Drakidis, The Atfantic and United Nations
charters: Cornmon Law Prevailinafor World Peace and Security (Besançon: Centre de recherche
et d'information pdiique et sociale, 1995); Thomas Hovet. A Chranakav and Fact Book of the
United Nations. 1941-1985, 7th ed. (Dobbs Ferry, New York: Oceana Publications, 1986); Max

Harrelson, Fires All Around the Harizon: The U.N-'s U~hillBedtle to Preserve the Peace (New
York: Praeger, 1989); €van Luad, A H'rstorv c# the United Natioris (New York: St. Martin's Press,
1982); Chrk M. Eichelberger, United Nations: The First 25 Ye8ts (New York: Harper & Row,
1970); M i Pr&
Singh, United Nations and the Birth of States (New Delhi: Gitanjaii
Publishers, 1986).
l9 Organizat-ms such as the Worîd Council o
f Churches (founded in 1939) and the Roman
Catholic Church at Vatican II (thmghout the 1950s and 1960s) became the new centres for
oecumenism,

20 b s s OI confidence may have been a factor in this apparent retreat The World Council of
Churches, especially, felt stiame at its hesitaricyto outrightty coridemn the NaUs at the beginning
of the War. See Willem Adolph Vier't Hooft, Le mouvement oecuméniaue et la auestion radical
(Paris: UNESCO, 1954). In the case of St. Sergius, the grM e r s d religious engagement in
every day life Sergei Buigakw, Khavin, and Metropdii Eukgius - had died during or shortty
after the War. Moreover, the Thedogical lnstiiute had suffered such depiivatioris that a necessary
re-building was required.

-

It moveâ to CresWaod New York in 1962 bacause d an expanding studerit body. Sophie
Koukmzin, Manv Wailds: A Russian Life (Crestwood, NY: St. Vladimir's Seminary Press, 1980)
294.

-,

-
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Lossky decided to expend the remainder of his energies; he became a professor in

philosophy at St, Vladimir's in 1946 wtiere he produced the comprehensive Historv of
Russian Phiiosoohy.

Lossky was followed in this decision by Berdyaev's close cdleague and the expert
in Russian Orthodox Church Histary, Georges Florovsky.

He, too, gravitated to St.

Vladimir's after an active, intematianal life teaching and engaging in oecumenical
initiatives throughout Europe. Until 1948, Florovsky tried to encourage greater Orthodox
participation in the W d d Council of Churches, and he was a leading figure in the

constitutive Assembly of the World Council of Churches in Amsterdam that year. After the
Assembly, however, he decided to move his family to the United States, and took up a
position in Dogrnatic Thedogy and Patristics at St. Vladimir's seminary. Hoping that the
mood in Arnen'ca would be more conducive to his oecumenical endeavors, Florovsky
embarked upon an intensive lecture circuit through universities, church bodies, and

especially in Metropolia; a grouping of 15 disputed autocephalous Russian Orthodox
Greek Catholic Churches under contrd of the Ecumenical Patriarch of Constantinop~e.~
However, his populanty soon becarne a curse when, in 1955, he was disrnissed
sumrnarily by the Hoiy Synod of Meaopolia, and forced to leave his position at St.
Vladimir.

He spent one year as associate professor at the Holy Cross Orthodox

Theological S c h d in Brookline, Massachusetts, then, in 1957, was appointed professor
of Eastern Church histoiy at ~award." His association with the Aussian Research
Centre at Hantard ended in 1964 in favwr of a position as visiing professor at Princeton.

*

This had muRed hom the spR led by Metropîïitan Eukgius in 1931 due to Sovietengineered pressure fiom aie Russirvi Patriaichate. See Chapter 4.

See Paul B. Anderson, Y3eorges Vssilmvich Fbiovsky,: His American Caremr (1948-1965);
Greek Orthodox Thedoaical Review 11-1 (Summer. 1965) 7-107.

He died there in 1979 at the age of eighty-five still working on the translation of The Wavs

of Russian Theo~oav.~~
Th8 last çentral figure in the former Bratstvo miatogo Sotii to find a haven within
the Church was Vasily Zenkovsky. The erstwhile leader of the RSCM and specialist in
pedagogy retumed to his position as a professor at St. Sergius after the end of Wodd War
Two. There he remained until his death in 1962 teaching philosophy and writing. Like

Lossky. he produced a formidable H i s t w of Russian Philoscmhy (1948,1950).~~
While
Boris Vysheslavtsev and Ivan llyin did not choose this path of complete retreat, they did
serve out their last days within the religious environment fostered by the Wodd Council
of Chutches in Geneva. The trend throughout the w d d to radical division between "in

the world" and "in the Church," also affected the ywngest émigrés or those who had
been born outside of Russia. They either became refigious schdars and priests or

specialized academics. This is not to Say that those who pursued secular fields did not
maintain their Orthodox religion, but rather that they did not actively espouse or integrate
their beliefs with their woik." It appears, therefore. that without the ever-present support

2'

AS a final irmy and proof of the YMCA-Press's chariged approach, Fiorovsky was
constrained to transiate this wark himseîf because the YMCA-Press refused to re-publish 1.
Anderson had had it published by the Press in 1937, and had intended to disseminate 1 much
more broadiy through translations, but then the war intewened. After, the new émigre directors of
the Press refwed to have anything to do with a reissuance, It was only in the late seventies. that
Anderson persuadecl Fkrovsky to re-edit the book for future transiatii and even a Russian republication.
7t is not surprising that The Wavs of Russian m e ~ m
is not now avaihble in any
language, as the authai encountered a good deal of criticim on the part of certain other
theologians, histoiians and phiksophers in the Paris Russian &y.'
Paul B. Anderson,
testimony to Georges Fiorovsky (1979). Paul B. Anderson papers, University of Illinois at UrbanaCharnpaign, box 32.
25

Se8 Bibliïraphy and Nichdas Z e m , The Russian Relinious Renaissance of the
Twentieth Centuiy (New York: Haiper & Bros., 1963)-340-341

Short biographies of all such persmages (bdh ckrical and secular) can be found in
Zernov, The Russian Reliaious Renaissance 331-391.
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of the YMCA, the émigres found it most coriv~alto remain within their own isolated
circles protected by their Church. They seemed to find the outside wodd of Western
society unconducive to their own development. Airnost no connective initiatives such as
the Religious Philosophical Academy,

m,Nowi arad,

or the Oecumenical Circle were

undertaken in the post-war period.

A Changing Mood in France

In France, this transformation may be explaineci by another factor beside the
abnegation of the Arnerican YMCA.

Many of the émigrés who left that country for

England or Arnerica did not do so just because of the terrible problems of reconstruction
in the afterrnath of the war. They also moved because the atmospheie in that country
became increasingly unmfortable both ammg the Russian 6migré and the French
intellectual milieu.
Characteristically, the émigre comrnunity had been riven by pdtical jealousies and
quarrels. These divergences were magnified during Wodd War Two with the pdarization
toward either Soviet (Cornmunist) or Russian (Nazi) patriotism. However, with the end of
the war, the rifts were never given a chance to heal, because the Soviet government
suddenly acknowledged their long-ignored countryrnen. In a startling shift in pdicy, al1
outstanding criminal records of &nigrés were caricelled in 1945, and they were
encouraged to relum to the USSR? Thcusands who had feit a resurgence of patriotism
it
with the Nazi invasion of Russia, now flocked to Sove

embassies to apply for visas for

their retum. Countless others in Russia Abroad began to castigate these ?raitors" (those

*' Hence the false hopes evaked immediatety d e r the end of the war as mentiied in the
introduction to this chapter-

who applied for visas) as Communist spies and fellow-traveffers whom they accused of

hiding in their midst, underminingtheir opposition to Communism, and creating dissention
among the rightful White mwement for a rnonarchist restoration. Hence, immediately
after the comrnunity had b e n tom by Nmours and often accumte accusations of Nazi

collaboration, it was again fragmenteci this time by the threat of hidden Communists.
Worid War II ended with a complete reshuffling of the centers of gravity of the
Russian emigration and with often unexpected reversais of IoyaMes in relation to
the Soviet regime in generai and the Moscow Patriarchate in particular. It was
often the most right-wing, conservative elements, mare often with militarytraditions
of ernotional patriotism rather than pditical understanding of the Soviet-man&
system, who were overcome wiffi motion upon seeing the Soviet victory and who
viewed the tsanst unifomis and ranks r e s t d in the Soviet armed forces as
"evidence" of a Russian national mvivai. The appeamnce of church delegations
consisting of real bishops from Russia did the rest of the job. Thousands of
Russian emigrés in France, China, Manchuna and elsewhere joined "Societies of
Soviet Patriots", took Soviet passports and applied for repatriation. But the Soviets
allowed only a small propdian to actuaiiy aval themsetves of the right to retum
to the USSR. "Soviet patriots" were more useful as residents in the West, where
they could demoralire the emigré community, sow discord in it and effect further
church splits by creating and perpetuating parishes and dioceses of the Moscow
Patriarchate in addition to those of the Karlovcians, the Evlogians and the Russian
Orthodox Church of America and Canada?
As indicated, the action was most beneficialfor the USSR as a tactic in distracting émigré

opposition. It also s8r~ed
to undermine Western confidence and trust in Russian émigrés
as a whole which might deter their use of the latest wave of Soviet refugees released frorn
Gennan POW camps for providing vital information about the military and government
within the USSR.

As the forties evolved, moreover,

it

also became a method to

demonstrate the moral supremacy of Communism, and the depravity and hopelessness
of Western bourgeois democracy: €a& 6migré applying for a visa wuld be used by the

"

Dimitry V. Pospietkvsky,The Russian Church Under the Soviet Reairne. 1917-1982, Vol. 1
(CresWcd, NY: St. Vladimir's Seminary Press, 1984) 255.
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Soviet Govemment as an exarnple of disaffection with the Western way of life. Therefore,
they became another pawn in the burgeoning Cold War.
The thousands who so hastily availed themselves of the opportunity to retum
home were acting purely out of emotion, having forgotten the crucial lessons of recent

and more distant times. The chance was undeniably appealing. Even the religious
philosophers who had been expelled in 1922 were allowed to return as Nikofai Berdyaev
discovered when he explored the possibility of abtaining a visa himself (an act which
confirmed the suspicions of many of his harshest enernies among the émigrés).

However, Berdyaev, unlike many of the other supplicants, did not forget the lessons of
history.

He remembered the opposition he had faced in his last years in Russia.

Moreover, he was intimately aware of the expenences faced by other 6migrés who had
decided to retum, prior to Worid War Two, often in a flash of patriotic feruour. Alexis
Tolstoy and Maxim Gorky had been two of the eailiest to retum in the late 1920s: Tolstoy
then ceased his independent creativity and wrote only to the "Party line", gradually

disappeanng from the artistic w d d altogether;" Gorky, after a brief celebration of his
hornecoming, found his earlier freedom of expression sharply curtailed, and ceased
making any criticisms about the regime until his death in 1936.
By far the most tragic and memorable $tory was that of Marina Tsvetaeva. The
eloquent poetess had struggled to make her reputatiori in the émigre circles in Paris, but
had been shunned due to the dubious actMties of her husband, Serge Efmn. Then, he
disappeared, shortly to be fdlowed by her daughter, leaving Tsvetaeva destitute in Paris.
When she discovered that they had retumed to the USSR - Efron had been recalled by

29 His oniy
wwk in Russia was a biogmphy d Peter the Great which made fiattering
cornparisons to Salin. See Alexey N. Tolstoy, Petr Perwi (Leningrad: Khudazh. lit.. 1971).
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his superiors in the NKVD, and Alya had decided to join the Kotnsomol - she saw no
alternative but to follow them. Back in the USSR, she was unable to have her works
published and, moreover, could not find her farnily because they had been deported to

the Gulag. She became so depressed she Cnally committed suicide.= These incidents.
cornbined with Berdyaev's knowledge about the active repression of other Soviet M e r s
like Anna Akhmatova and Boris Pasternak, caused him to seek further assurance that he
would be allowed to continue his wofk and freely publish his ideas. He decided ta
dernand, as a test, that the Soviet govemment permit the publication and sale of al1 of his
existing books in the West as a testimony of aieir good faith."

This request met with

continual stonewalling, and Berdyaev eventually abandoned his dreams of meting out his
last years on his native soil.

In al1 likelihood, this was foctunate for the philosopher as his two cdleagues who
found themselves behind Soviet lines during W d d War Two suffered quite horrible fates:

Lev Karsavin of

and Ivan Lagovsky of the RSCM were discovered by Soviet forces

in Lithuania and Estonia respecüvely; both were depocted to prison camps in the Gufag;

Karsavin died there in 1952, and Lagovsky perished at sorne unknown date between 1950
and 1954. The several thousand higrdis whom the USSR accepted back between 19451948 appear, unfortunately, to have been similarfy treated: If they were not deported to

This tragedy is minored in the fate of Prince Sviatopdk-Mirsky who returned earlier only to
be purged. Iswolsky, No Time to Grieve... 200-203.
"

Lowrie, Rebelîiis Prmhet 273; Berdyaev, Drearn and R e a î i i 308-309.

the Gulag, they were marginalized in remote locations, and generally not allowed to
continue their intellectual pursuits."
If th8 émigre milieu was tom by recriminations and suspicion, the French
intellectuals had tumed psitively hostile. Before the war, as the Studio Frarco-Russe,
Esprit, and the whde host of Franco-Russian initiatives demonstrate, French intellectuals
were extremely interested in the ideas and culture of these Russians who had been thrust
into their midst; even avowed Socialists like André Gide were open to discussion and
interaction with the decidedly noncommunist Russian religiow-philosophers? After the
war, however, Marxism enjoyed fiourished in France because of the predominant role it
had played among the Resistance; to be a patriot, in many ways necessitated becoming

Socialist.

The totalitarian grasp of Marxisrn over al1 cultural pursuits in France was
represented by Sartre's hegemony. What Raymond Aron dubbed "lesinistn'sme" made
and broke intellectual careers, and propagated vindictive literary battles such as the
famous dispute between Sartre and Camus. In the artistic worid, Marxism held complete
power until 1968. and retained its predominance until much later?

Even Berdyaev's

former young protégé, Emmanuel Mounier was affected by the change. In a private letter
to Gabriel Marcel in 1944, he decried his earlier faith in religion, and asserted that

It now appears that almost al1 ttiase who retumed were imrnediately depoited to the GuiagA few were not harmed, but also they were ncrt alkwed to express their ideas freely. See
Pospiebvsky, The Russian Church...VOL 1 25&280.
In reviewing the arücie on 4 January 1933, Gide exciairneci fletmarkable, the article by
Berdyaev; Truth and Falsehood d Comrnunism,' which I read in the first edlion of Esorl. I read
it with the keenest sab#factiori and relief.' Andrd Gide, Journals. 1889-1949,trans. and ed. Justine
O'Brien, Vol 3 (Locrdon: Secker & Warburg, 1949) 256.

See Ray&

Arm, Plaidover mur i'Europe d a e n t e (Paris: Robert iaffont, 1917).

progressive socialist christianity represented the only hope for mankind.

He had

resuscitated Es~rit
again in 1944, but found that many of his f m e r cdleagues w w l d not
retum because they felt uncornfortable with the stance which he had taken in the eariy
years of Vichy; with its new participants, the review became increasingly pro-Communist,
and lost its unique Personalist character.
The move to ManUsm on the part of Frenchintellectuals destroyed the allure of the

émigr6s.3 Even Berdyaev who had been able to attract such large numbers of young
French intellectuals pnor to the war, fwnd himseif rather ignored.

He spent his three

post-war years ttying to resunect religiws-philosophical work around a new review called
Cahiers de la Nouvelle h u e . Its first issue was released only in 1947, and declared
its aim as facilitating some creative synthesis between the spiritual and the social:

To retum to the religious sources, to be strengthened in a new spirituality, to
remake the Christian unity, to recreate the total man split by the illusion of rational
thought, to replace the abstract individual by the living person, to rnarry the
interest of the masses with that of the elites, the individual liberty and the

* 'Changeons les mots. Au lieu de 1, disons: la résistance ou le gaullisme, ou le courant
révolutionnaire française de 1944. Ses faiblesses et ses fautes ne nous sont pas moins sensible
qu'un chrétien les fautes et les faiblesses de son église. Mais pour que nous ayions le droit d'en
juger et les moyens de les [éliminer], ne faut-il pas d'abord nous posons h même question
préalable et fondamentale: sommes-nous, oui ou non, de cette dglise? Le mort n'est ici
qu'imagé, et image deficiente, car iln'est pas question d%glise,mais d'optim politique. Je traduis
donc. Voulons-nous de toute la force de notre jugement et de notre vdont6 politique la révolution
profonde dans les institutions politiques et sociales, dans les idées et dans les moeurs, qu'appelle
en 1944 le destin historique de la France et que, mal et bien..., s'est amorcé dans cette matrice
de la France nouvelle: Emmanuel Mounier, îetter to Gabriel Marcel, 28 October 1944, Gabriel
Marcel Papers, Bibliothèque Nationale. Paris, Carton 52.
36 It even diminished the power ofFrance's own leaders of a religious renaissance. Maritain
retreated from public, artistic He to work for UNESCO and to becorne France's ambassadot at
Vatican II. Gabriel Marcel was constantly besiegedby the Marxistsfor his intransigeritcornmitment
to Christian existentiaiiirn. He survived the batth and continued to teach a number of young
protégés (he even played a part in the education of QuebecesPremier René Levesque), but the
post-war era was net an easy period for religious thinkers.

becoming community, to harmonize the national specificity with the oecumenical
spirit..?'
In this review, Berdyaev continued to reject the new d ~ s i o n
between social and spiritual

problems: among the forrner French Personalists this was represented by the narrow
cornmitment of Mounier's resurrected Esmit on the one hand, and Dieu Vivant on the
other.

The belated appearance of the review illustratedthe hcklustre appeal of spiritual
ideas which plagued Berdyaev's last endeavwrs. Arnong the Russian émigrés, he could
find few who were interested in any further association with him: the St. Sergius faculty

completely shunned him, as did the RSCM, and most Russian workers at the YMCA
Press?

They considerd him to be dangerous eiaier because of his unorthodox

approach to religion, or because of their suspicions that he harboured sympathies for

The reaction of the french intellectualsto his new review was even more
Communi~rn,~~
ironic considering how the "Red' connection had plagued the philosopher for so many
years among the emigrau'on. They now perceived Berdyaev to be antagonistic to their

new 'Yaith" in Mamism, and to be irrelevant in his preaccupatians with human spirituality.

Only his relatively new French cmpanions from the war years, former Es~ritwriters
Marcel Mo&, Jacques Madaule, and Andr4 Philip, participated in the review.

Nikolai Berdyaev, 'A nos ledeurs,' Cehiers de la Nouvelle h u e 1 (1947) 6.
30 In fact Cahiers was pubbhed by a French howe because the Press refused to pay for this
initiative of their former Eûitor-in-Chief. Olivier Ciérnent, Berdiaev: Un ohiioswhe russe en France
(Paris:Desclee de Brouwer, 1991) 117-118.
j9
He had to mite Hekne lswolsky in f 948 begging her for articles from intelktuais in the
United States because he cou# not solicit sumcisnt contributionsfrom within Fiance. Se8 Nicoiai
Berdyaev, letter to Hekne iswdsky, 7 February 19443, Helene lswolsky pape=, University of
Scranton, Pennsyîvania, Box 1.
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The Cold War in America

Despite the secular/religiws schisrn and the negative atrnosphere for religiousphilosophy, it might be thought that the exigencies of the Cdd War would at least make
the opinions of the émigrés valuable for Arnerican pdicy-makers. After all, events in the
late 1940s and the Korean War had prwoked the Arnerican Govemrnent to pour millions
of dollars into the new field of "Sovietdogy" in order that they might "know thine enemy."

Similar initiatives were begun in Great Britain, Gemany and, to a lesser extent, in ltaly and
France. Surely the 6migrés who wem Russian would have b e n an invaluable asset
especially those few hundred who had remained in Russia after the revdutions, and had
witnessed the methods of Communist rule first-hand as it were. Morewer, after World
War Two, the economic crisis in France and the change in intellectual climate had
prompted thousands of the émigrés to relocate to Amenca and, to a lesser extent, Great
Britain. Therefom, the "West" in the Cdd War now had leading Russian intellectuals and
scholars ready at hand.
Frorne the standpoint of the "West"

- especially the Americans -

however, the

émigrés did not present such a dear utility. First, there was the problem of secret agents.
Wah the start of the Cdd War and the humiliation of Soviet Russia's success in building
atomic bornbs as eariy as 1949, the American populace was becoming increasingly
convinced that Russian agents were living among them.

Paranoia ran rampant

throughout the early 1950s culminating with the McCarthy trials. If Arnericans feared
moles and such embanassments as Britain's "Burgess and Philby"fiasco, they were even
more suspicious of obviws Russian 6migrés. This situation was made more complex by

the problem of the "Displaced Persons' (DPs).*

Native Russians, be they Soviet or old

Russian, were generally deemed too dangerous to be involved in secret policy
deliberations- The vast resewoir of their knowledge was, therefore, often lefi untapped.
tnstead, the Americans decided to create their Centres of Russian Studies - circles
of Sovietologists

- staffed mostly with academics specializing in econornics, history,

politics, and the military. These professionais were quite different from the russophile
intellectuals who had begun the major Russian Studies Institutes in the West just before

and following the Russian Revdution.''

Then, the prime motivation had been to

understand more about this relatively unknown cufture; partially in order to comprehend

the Bolshevik success, but even more to bring the glory of Russian literature, ideas, and

art to Western students.'*

After Worîd War Two, however, the intent behind studying

Russia changed. New Slavic Departments blossorned in many American universities,

replacing specifically Russian specialities in isolated field^.^ lnitially these continued to
inculcate an understanding or Russian culture largely because they were still staffed by

The thousands of Soviet prismers from German concentration camps who were released
at the conclusion of the war. Many did nd want ta return to their homeland and sought asylum
in the United States in return for miMary information about the USSR.
Such as Bernard Pares who founded Slsvic S t u â i i at the Universityof Loridori and Ernest
Denis who founded the lnsütute d'études slaves in Paris,
'2 W
m the massive emigraüon after 1917,elite Russian schdars had becorne avaihbie to offer
university courses in certain aspects of Russian language, cuiture, and history- Initially, they
operated as specialists within a departmental field: Michael Karpovich joined the History
Department at Harvard University in 1927; NicholasTimsshev and Plrim Sordcin taught Socidogy
at Fordham University and Piiburg University respediveiy; George Vemadsky taught Russian
history at Yale; Mochuisky, Mirsky, arid Pëtr Kovalevsky lectured at the Soibonne. The Eastern
European countiies arid Germany ernpkyed 6migrés in most fieids, but they excelled especially
in Byzantine studies, Religion and, d course. Russian Literaîure.

"

Harvard inaugurated its centre in 1949which wsc to cane to mwk so ckseiy with the State
Department. Similar faculties were begunab Cdumbm. Fordham, Yale, the University of California,
Oxford, Paris, and, in Munich as part of the Frw Europe Program.

the old émigre professors. Nevertheless, as the Cold War becarne all-encompassing,the

tenor and direction

of schdarship shifted to institutional and empirical study.

After the Korean War, Slavic Studies were largely replaced by Sovietology. At
Harvard University, Michael Karpovich resigned his directorship in 1954 due ta failing

health.u There were some indications, however, that he no longer m c u r r e d with the
policies behind the Centre for Russian Studies. He may not have been deterred by the
political purposes towards which information gleaned by its schdars was being utilized,
but with the increased gavemment intervention in Me aiune of studies."

Still, the

character of the Centre undeniably changed when Karpovich stepped down, and a new
generation of Russian schdarship was bom. These schdars took what is now called the
"Cold Watt or "Hard-fine" approach towards issues relating to that country.

Their

unsympathetic condemnation of Soviet totalitananism served to unveil rnany of the
atrocities propagated by the Bdshevik regime, especially those of Stalin, which
undeniably had the effect of legitimiting the West's position in the Cold War?

While

some of their earîy predictims have not been borne out by the events of recent years,

they did have legitimate reasons for their moral condemnation of the leadership in that
country.

He died in 1959.

The increased funding to Harvard and the massive recrulment by the CIA. the State
Department and other Government bureaus of graduades frm the Centre was a dramtic
transformation. Moreover, same dthe prd~ss01s
became governmental consultants on Russian
affairs. This was also the tirne oi the Red Scare in the USA when professms were harshiy
censored and reprimanded for teaching any 'positive' understanding of Communism in general
and Russia in particular.
a For exampb: Merie Fainsod, How Russia is Ruled (Cambridge. MA.: Hanraid University
Press, 1953); Z.K. Bnezinski. The Permanent Purae (Cambridge, MA.: Harvard University Press,
1956); Adam Ulam, The New Face d Soviet T o t a l ' i i s m (Cambridge. MA.: Harvard University
Press. 1963); RobeR Conquest, The Great Terror: SMn's Puram d the Thirties (New York: €.P.

Dutton. 1971).
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The hegemony of the "Cold Wamon", as they are sometimes disparagingly
labelled, did not last long. After Khnishchev's famous speech on "The Crimes of Stalin"

in 1956, a wave of m f m began to sweep through the newly established Slavic Centres
in the West. True to the pathos of Turgenev, the sons tumed against the fathers, and
began to reassess, then attack their former mentors' conclusions and assumptions. What
began was a reaction to intransigent anti-cornmunism. In questioning one extreme,
however, the sons rnoved on ta their own. F m the early 1960s through the late 1WOs,
a rising swell of what was called "pink" schdarship began to prevait in America's
universities."

However, materialist means and ends were not abandoned; they were

simply transfomed from an anti-communist to a soft pro-rnantist paradigm. As this trend
gained strength it swept through the Slavic centres which were now being established at
every major univerçity at an uncontmilable rate due to the massive amount of public
monies available for educational expenditure?
The battles were intense: so-called conservative institutions went head to head
with "liberal" ones; speculation, charges of falsification, and unheeding denial ran

"

In Europe this pracess d encroaching Marxism began right after the war. Berdyaev
described a meeting in Geneva in 1947: 1 have a spcial ressori for noting this occasion, since
I had the unexpeded expience of being thrown baclc into the Russian atmosphme of fifty years
ago, when Marxism W ~ exercising
S
the power ofattraction nat primaiily of a political or social
programme, but af a phiksophy ot Me. Maixisrn was the point round which the whde conference
centred, although, except for rny own paper, it was no part d the agenda. There is a craving for
beiief in modern man, simik to that which inspired the Russians throughout the nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries. Faced with the Miiii of his own existence the modern European finds
himseîf stranded high and dry.' Berdyaev, Orearn and Reality 326.
a Stephen Cohen (Princeton) becamet the stipulatory M e r of the Vlevisiociists' who were to
include Alexander Rabinawich, Jerry Hough, W h e Lewin. and later Sheiia fiipatrick. Robert
Tucker and countîess others.

rampant."

Revisionists refused to accept that the Gulag was re~evant,~
and Cold

Wamors denied that there was any free-thinking occumng among the Russian

The m a t if" schooi began to publish an extraordinary amount of material
p~pulace.~'
rehabilitating ~ r o t s k y Bukharin,=
,~
and others in order to show that Cornmunism was
not intrinsically evil, but only its successful leaders were. Stephen Cohen tried to isolate
Stalin from Lenin thus exonerating the latter from the worst atrocities of what was

becoming called "Stalinism"; he was supported by the work of Moshe Lewin?
Just as quickly, the "Secondary Revisionists" entered this turrnoil with their
arguments against the political preoccupations of their mentors. They procfaimed both

the Cold W a M and the Revisionists to b misguided because they had failed to take

' These b a t t h have k e n revisited by the 'Cdd Warric~s' recently with a book-fm
publication of selected articles by Leopoiâ hbedz, The Uses and Abuses of Sovietology, (Oxford:
Transaction Publishers, 1989)
This becarne sstonishingiy obvious after the t r a n s h t i and publicatïian of Solzhenitsyn's
of the Purge and Gukg atrocities. Cold
Warriors triumphanüy praciaimed vindicabion; Revisionists shouted %ias,' %relevant and
unrepresentativeo
f true socialism: They simuîtaneously refused to identify with the Soviet Union
or to be greatly concerned about injustice in any of the Communist societies.' Paul Jacobs and
Saul Landau, The New Radicals: A Remrt with Oacurnents (New York: Rarrdom House, 1966)
12. As Sartre had said in Fiance, %ne must not reveai the truth about Stalin's camps for fear of
depriving the French workers of socialist hope.' Lmpoid Labedz, The Uses and Abuses of
Sovietobqy (Oxford: Transactiori Publishers, 1989) 221.
Guhq Archipelam which bluntiy unveiled the sape

''

This is best exemplifieâ in Zbgniew Bnezhinsky's The Permanent Purae: Politics in Soviet
Totalitadianism (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1956) which asserted that the USSR
must be overthrami fram mthout because there was no independent thinking forces among the
people individually; it was, in his opinim, incapable of popular reforrn or intemal transformation.
52 lssac Deutscher, The Prwhet Armed: Trotskv. 1879-1921 (New York: Oxford University
Press, 1954); The Prmhet Unamied: Trotsûv. 1921-1929 (New York: Oxford University Press,
1959); The P ~ o ~ hOutcast:
et
Trdskv. 1929-1940 (New York: Oxford University Press, 1963).

" Stephen Cohen. 6ukharin and the Bolshevik Revoiution (Oxford: O x f d University Press.
1971).

"

Stephen F. Cohen, Rethinkina the Soviet -rience:
P o l l i and Histow since 1917 (New
York, Oxford University Press, 1985); W h e Lewin, Lenin's Lsst Struaak, trans. AM. Sheridan
Smith (New York Pantheon 6ooûs, 1968).

into account the millions of "people" in Russia, and the pressure which they rnust have
brought to bear upon their leaders. The bifurcation of the field now began to seem

endless as peasant studies,'
~ e t r o g r a d ,in~ Moscow.'

women's studieslY monographs on workers in

nationalies,"

and so forth began to hit the college book

stands.=

The only problem was, that as amas of study becarne more patticular,larger moral
and perspective issues becarne obscured. A study of steel workers in 1917 showed their
intense support for Bdshevism, but negated the werall unpopularity of the Party among
Russia as a whde."

A study on the causes of the Great Purges orninad due attention

"

Moshe Lewin, Russian Peasants and Soviet Power: A Studv of CollectMtatii, trans. 1. Nove
(Evanston Ill.: University of Chicago Press, l m ) ; Maurice Hindus, Red Bread: Cdlectivization in
a Russian Vilîaae, Forward by Rona# G. Suny. (Bkomington, Ind., University of Indiana Press,
1988); Ronald G. Suny, The Baku Commune, 1917-1918: C k and Nationalitv in the Russian
Revolution Princeton N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1972).
56

G.W. Lapidus, Women in Saviet Societv: Ecaualitv. DevekPment. and Social Chanae
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1978); Women. Work and Farnih, in the Soviet Union
(Arrnonk NY: ME. Sharpe, 1982); B. Farnsworth, Alexandra Kolkntai: Socidism. Ferninism. and
the Bolshevik Revolutiori (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1980).
5T

Alexander RabilKmjfch, The Baîsheviks Corne to Power: The Revdution of 1917 in
Petroarad (New York, W.W. Norton, 1976); A S . Smith, Red Petracrrad: Revoiution in the Factori8sL
19 17-1918 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1983).
W. Chase, Workers. Societv. and the Soviet State: Labour and Life in Moscow, 1918-1929
(Urbana: University d Indiana Press, 1987); Diane Koenker, Moscow Workers and the 1917
Revolution (Princeton, KI: Princeton University Press, 1981).
59

J.B. Dunlop, The Faces of Coritemmraw Russian Nationalkm (Princeton, Princeton
University Press. 1983); BZ. Rurner, Soviet Central Asia: 'A Traaic Gcmrimenr (Baston: Boston
University Press, 1989).

"

The inter-mu oonespondant EH. Carr began ta achieva his greatest success at this time
r
ofSoviet
on the basis of his 'unbiased' (Le.neittier Cdd War nor Revisioriist) ~ u l aaccounting
History; Chamberlin, fortunately, was also resuscitated. E.H. Cam, A Histow of Soviet Russia
*-Series 15 vols (New York: MacMillan, 1951-53, 1954, 1958, 1971-72, 1976-78, 1982). Willihin
Chamberlin, The Russian Revdution. 1917-1921 2 vols. New York, 1935.
6'

Alexander Rabinowitch, The Bdsheviks Corne to Powet: The Revolution of 1917 in
Petrmrad (New Yoik, W.W. Norton. 1976)

to the millions who died, unwittingly exonerating Stalin and the Communist Party of sheer
murder.

Finally, a study of the Bolshevik food pdicy during the era of War

Comrnunism proclairned it to be an amazing success given the circumstances, but then
ended its description at the end of 1920 just before the famine that would have killed

some 40 million Russians had not Arnericans so generously given relief?

This reflection illustrates the problems caused by unrestrained materiakt
investigation unbalanced by moral, cultural or spiritual considerations.

Cannot the

devolution of Sovietdogy be explained at a fundamental, ontological b e l ? When
endeavouring to achieve knowledge, the object of study may be examined extemally, and
described in al1 its composite f m s : this approach, over tirne, necessitates more and

more deconstruction (1.0. the study of smaller and smaller parts of the whole) according
to the law of empirical analysis; logic should then be applied in order to draw the minute
particles together in order to produce a summative comprehension of the whole.
However, the potential morass which eternally plagues this rational, materialist
methodology is the potential for losing sight of the purpas8 of study (Le.to know the
whole). lncreasing particulation frequently becomes an end in itseif, thereby obfuscating
the prima1 requisiîe of logical reconstruction.
This problem created the impetus for subjective, personalistic, existential, or
religious-philoçophy in the first place. Again and again over the ages, lone thinkers
insisted that before study must corne an understanding and acceptance of why one wants

'' J. Arch Getty, The Orbins of the Great Puraes: The Soviet Communist Partv Reconsidered,

(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1985); J. Arch Getty and Roôerta T.
Manning, eds., SWinist Terror: New PersDectives (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.
1933-1938
1993).

Lars T. Lih, Bread and Authoiitv in Russia. 19161921 (Berkeley: University of California
Press, 1990).

to study. An appreciation of the essence, of being in itself, must predicate any utilized
methodology, and this core must be continually revisited in order to ensure that the
direction of investigation has not devdved frorn the track of its original purpose. One
must remernber over and over again the "forest?while examining the 'Yrees" if you like.
Or, in the religious-philosophical patadigm, one must love (approach as ?hou") before
one can understand. Regardless of the potential wealth of ideas which the Russian

émigre religious philosophers rnight have contributed to Sovietology's understanding of
the Russian-Soviet reality, the omission of their basic ontological insights was indeed a
tragedy for the field.
Moreover, the Russian émigrés, especially the religious philosophers, did have a
great deal to Say about the Cdd War even though many of them were to die in the early
days of that hostility. Berdyaev's main grievance in his last few years was the renewed
intolerance between the United States and the USSR. In his conception, a "Cold War"

was just as futile and destructive to the cause of world and Christian unity as World War
Two had been. He did not deny the ever-pervasive trend towards repression in his

homeland:

ln reference to the Zhdanoyschina which emerged at the end of 1946,

Berdyaev wearily stated,
ig
a source of increasing mental agony. My hopes seem to
This problern is provn
be disappointed. After a heroic war the hopeful process and movements within
Soviet FtussiaWfailed to take the expected course. Freedom is again in danger.
The affair of Akhmatova and Zoshchenko made a particularly painful impression
on me. To read the Soviet newspapers and periodicals is a no less unpleasant
experience. The "general line" is being imposed with new vigoor, and the effect
is ~uffocating.~

The increasing liberal policies instituted duting Worid War II, and popular trends which
began short& before and during the war, nded in Nidrdas Timasheff, The Great Retreat: The
Growth and Dedine of Commun~min Russia (New York: €.P. Dutton & Co.,1946).
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However, he was somewhat comforted by signs of a renewed vigour in the Orthodox
Church in Russia and, even more, by auguries that, "as a result of the revdution and war,
the religious movement is growing and the Christian faith is if anything stronger than ever
before arnong the Russian people?
Yet, knowing al1the evils abroad in his country more personally than most Western
people, Berdyaev still opposed the coming Cold War. He never recanted his acceptance
of the Revolution, nor his belief that the country would move away from intransigent
Marxism of its peoples' own accord sirnply because Communism was a "dead end". As
fat as increasing pressures by the Western powers were concerned, Berdyaev felt they

were misplaced and dangerously hostile.

He believed the same old idolatrous

cornmitment to a monist idedogy to be the toat cause of the nsing intderance between
the two spheres.

His analysis was not anachronistically superficial:

Berdyaev

acknowledged even in 1940 during the height of the war that,

...any conversation between Western democracy and the Soviets is devoid of any
common moral basis. The two parties have compfetely different wodd views."
However, he insisted that this did not preclude both sides from sharing "common interests
or even common enemies." He, therefore, was cautionhg the powers not to negate
issues in which communication might be possible sirnply out of intransigent opposition.
Furtherrnore, he believedthat the void betweenthe two spheres was being falsely
rnagnifiedthrough manipulationby idedogists in both camps. While humanist democracy

-

which he applauded because of its cornmitment to freedom, but which he also

a He did accept the limits d isoiabn faced by this milieu as ~ e l as
r fearing a certain

hegemony of conservative and natirnakt eiernents led by the priests he and his cdleagues had
opposed even prbr to the 1917 revdutions. Berdyaev, Oream and ReaIi 324.
Nicolas krdyaev, .Soviet Rwsia in Wodd War If. Part Il.' The LMna Church 17 April 1940:
1. See Paul B. Anderson Papers, University of Illinois at Urbaria-Champaign, Box 5.
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approached warily with its tendencies to ochlocracy - was indeed contrary to the mode
of leadership in the USSR, it was not, he maintained, dead among Russian people.

Moreover, as the Cold War was beginning to emerge, he found the increasing opposition
not between Democracy and Communism, but between Capitalism and Democracy. This,
he asserted, was absurd. Capitalisrn, in his view, was just as timited and fruitless as

Communism; it was also just as inapplicable to the entire population of any country.
In the first place, the contraposition of capitalist and non-capitalist countries is a
pure abstraction. Even if the order of a given country is to a certain extent
capitalistic, this rneans neither that everything done in that country is capitalistic
nor that it does not contain valuable elements, quite independent of the economic
order. Chamberlain rnay be connected with the capitalist circles of the City, but
this daes not imply that he cannot be a sincere defender of liberty and honor, the
enemy of violence, the advocate of peace ammg the nations. Monism is always
a fal~ehaod.~
He had begun to fear that this artificial dichotorny would obscure the real goal of
humanism and humanist democracy. If the West blindly sought to destroy Russia in order
to eliminate or even contain the Communist cancer, they would vidate their own
inalienable laws of human decency, and leave demacracy to became the ideologues of
free-market Capitalism. He thus counselled a dualist approach, aiways maintaining the
"meaning of human personality and fteedm, ungovemed and undeterrnined as they are
from without" cornbined with an acceptance that humans cannot retum to the past which,
in itself, "demands a constant revision of one's attitude to Russia in light of the far-

reaching social revdution that has taken place and is still continuing there." In his final
years, however, he did express a profound uncertainty that this pdicy might be followed
in the Mure: "1 can endeavwr to unite these twa facets within myself, but can their unity
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be achieved on the open stage of h i s t ~ r y ?In
~ America and among other proponents

of the 'West" in the Cold War, the answer appeared to be "no". Rather than trying to

understand the culture and subtle forces working among their Communist opponents,
these countries oveiwhelmingly suppocted the matenalist speculations of the

Sovietologists.
The negative mood of these times may be illustrated by the later life of Helene

Iswolsky, that earnest disciple of Berdyaev who tried so valiantly to continue active
religious-philosophical engagement. As the most active heir to the Russian religiousphilosophers, lswdsky labwred to maintain French morale from her base in America

during the war. In 1944, she got a job at Voice of Amerka wnting religious broadcasts
for transmission to France. There she worked with Denis de Rougemont, the Swiss
Protestant writer for both Ordre Nouveau and Esorit during the 1930s.

She also

established a fimi friendship with a former Meudon participant, the writer Julien Green,
who helped defend her from the anti-religious attacks of Andr6 Breton at the radio station.
Finally, the war ended, and m i l e many of lswdsky's French friends returned to
their native land, she remained behind in America to pursue a new initiative. lntent on
resurrecting the seminars she had attended at Clamart, lswolsky decided to 'bring
Berdyaev to life" in the United States.
I think that every vital problem, religious, philosophical, moral, and social, was
discussed in our littie group, presided mer, or rather led with kindliness and
patience by oui host, Berdiaev...lt was thus that I leamed fmn Berdiaev himself
the main trends of his religious and social teaching. They were often developed
by him right there, at our "round table', and later revised, rethwght, and put into
final shape in his major woiks. Speaking for mysetf, I have realized thrwghout
the yeam how much I owe Berdiaev. When he called me to his "round tablem,he
offered me the rare oppoftunity of widening and activating my spiritual

Berdyaev, Dream and Realii

m.

development without, in any way, interferin with my basic faith. His contribution

to my ecurnenical formation was essential.8,

Although she was busy with helping The Catholic Worker mwement spread their
message of Catholic spirituafity and pacifism, assisting Catherine de Hueck-Doherty
formulate the philosophical basis for Madonna ~owe.'' and lecturing at Fordham
University, lswdsky felt a need to pursue oecumenical work more intensely.
ln 1945, therefore, she began a movement fKwn her apartment in New York city

intended to further oecumenical understanding between the thrw Christian Churches.
lnitially she simply held meetings attended by the remnants of the Meudon, Clamart. and

Esprit groups left in America: Denis de Rougemont. Arthur Lwri6. Govemor Paulding.
Georges FedotovIR and two other infrequent visitm at Clamart, I m a de Manziaily and

Vladimir Yanovsky. During the first year, however, the multiple talents therein agreed they
should publish a journal to disseminate their ideas. Out of this her review The Third Hour
was founded as a direct descendant of Es~ritand
passage in Evanaile depicting

W.

The name derived from a

the time when the Hdy Spirit descended upon the apostles

and they began to speak in different tangues." Its central purpose was to demonstrate

that language barriers and religiow differenceî could be overcome by the unrfying
message of Christ. Committed to acceptance of variation, its articles were printed in
Russian, French, and English as each writer preferred. The New York group expanded

" After World War Tm>, Catherine de Hueck had rnarried a weatthy Chicago publisher, Eddie
Doherty and together they started the Medonne House in Combemete, Ontario as a hy-apost~late
training centre reminiscent of a full-time C
M or Meudori.

Who became inaeasingiy embittered by his iack d opportunity in the United S&tes, and
was finalty to succumb to alcdidsm in 1951.
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when Govemor Paulding brought over Anne Fremantle who, in tum, introduced W.H.
Auden and Mrs. PoRer Chandler or "Bebo"as she was affectionately known; Bebo soon

repfaced lswolsky as host of The Third Hour group due to her vastly larger apartment.

Iswdsky, also, did not forget her friends in France and, as soon as
communication was restored, she resurned contact with Berdyaev and some of the other
survivors from the House at Clamart. Her first letter was camed by a rather unusual
courier: Jean Paul Sartre, visifing th8 United States after the cease-fire to spread his new
concept of atheist existentidism, receked trernendous attention in the New York press in
1945. While lswdsky did not know Sartre personally, she had read about his visa and

the expected date of his retum to France.

Hesitantly approaching the swn-to-be

"ernperot' of the French artistic w d d , she requested he carry over her inquiring letter to
Berdyaev; with good grace and magnanimity he sgreed."
Once their contact had been reestablished, Berdyaev and lswolsky conesponded
on a monthly basis throughout 1945, and then less regulariy untif his death in 1W.She

asked for advice on her new periodical, sent him her book and articles which she had

written during the war, and supplied the Berdyaev family with food packages of goods not
easily attainable in post-war

rance."

In retum he sent her contributions to be

published in The Third Hwr, provided her with news of the Pans front, and solicited her
support and opinions of his new publishing endeavwr Cahiers de la Nouvelle É~oaue".

--

-

Iswolsky, No lime to Glieve... 250.

Nicolai Berdyaev, letter ta Hekne Iswolsky, 20 bcember 1945, Helene lswolsky papers.
University o
f Scranton, Pennsyhmia, Box 1.

''

Nikolai Berdyadv letters to Helene Iswdsky, 1945-1948, Helene lswdsky Papers, Scranton
University, Pennsyhrania, Box 1.

It was due to this renewed communication that Iswolsky, in her preamble to the
first edition of The Thiid Hwr, stated that in the review,

On one hand the texts comütuüng an ensemble at the same tirne varied and
homogeneous will be read with interest by those same people who do not hdd
the same religiws attitude towards the w d d as the m e r s who figure in the
review's title page. On the other hand, even the fact of the publication of a review
conceived in this spirit
which at the moment where one leams of the
simultaneous birth in France of two similar reviews "Dieu Vivant" and "Cahiers de
la Nouvelle €poquen - is symptomatic and deseiving of attention?

-

This spirit, which bwolsky evaked in her first editorial, was a modest one, quite divorced
from the grand preoccupations which s h e and her cdleagues had been involved in prior
to World War Two. While it maintained the devotim to renewed spiritualism in the worid,
it held no pretension of leading a great movement. of being wildly populat, or of

converting the next generation. Instead, The Third Hour functimed as the reflective
journal of people "teunited by a communal spiritual hunger, by a cornmon hope, in a
manner curiously resembling Ovid 'the face tumed towards the sky' ...".
This dlectivity no longer aspired to lead a "revdution" of personalkm or

sobomost'; rather they hoped to

the voice of conscience in what they now viewed

as an almost hopelessîy brutai w d d . Their advacacy had also changed: from growth

and transformation, they had receded to pacifism and a d l for sanity.
The publication of this review which is as a kemel of peace in a world tom apart
by discord, fragmenteci as never before, said one of the most brilliant writers of
the collection."
lswolsky singled out Nikolai Berdyaev, as k i n g one of the most prominent expwnders
of peace and understanding in the pst-war wdd.

Helene Ismisky, 'Preamble.' La Troisième Heure 1 (1946): 1.
Helene Iswolsky, Treamble,' La Troisième Heure 1 (1946): 1.

The masters who inspired this publication remained the same as thoçe called

upon by the "third way" in Paris: Vladimir Soloviev continued to have essential meaning
for th& search. Yet, lswdsky added an additional "fathet' to her new movement: She

eulogized Dr. John R. Mott, "citizen of the world" for his efforts to "reunite the Christians
of the worid, withoot regard to their race, natimality, and re~igion."~
Despite its small

issuance and its fringe nature, The Third Hour at last rnanaged ta effect the unity
atternpted in Pans betweenAmerican, French, and Russian(Protestant-CathdicUrthodox)
perspectives with complete disregard for national or denominational pnde and jealwsy.
Its tiny circulation did not prevent its cdlectim in countn'es throughout the world. As one
Austraiian reviewer was prepared to state:
If, in history, our epoch will ôe counted as the one where the hatred, the mistakes,
the tortures, the destruction of the feflow-man in order to erect in an ideological
m a ladder never seen before: not less did
system and scientifically organized c
she [the epoch] arise equally fnxn those, like the companions at the Third Hour,
who h d d as the point of their departure, the love, the innate taste of justice, the
intense sense of the solidarity of human beings."
Iswolsky's passionfor Sdwiev also braught her into invoivements with Canadians
in the early sixties. She was first introducd to these circles by Catherine de Hueck and
Etienne Gilson at the Pontifical institute in Toronto. iswdsky's Canadian contacts were
extended to Dr. Kari Stem at the McGill and Université de Montréal's psychoiogy
departments, and Professoi Paplauskas-Ramunas at the Education and Philosophy

f9

Helene Iswdsky, 'Prearnble,' La Troisième Heure 1 (1946): 1-2.

* Halina tzdebska. 'ta Troisidme Heure,' (n.d.), Helene lswolsky Papers, Scranton University,
Pennsylvania, Box 1: 1-2,
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Department of Ottawa ~nhnmtity? W ~ them,
h
lswdsky continued to pursue her study
of Vladimir Soloviev and his oecumenical and philosophical contributions ta their time.

Helen lswdsky died in 1975 after living a life in three countries filled with
intellectual, spiritual, and oecumenical endeavors. A true member of the "intellectual
apostolaten (Maritain) or "order of the intelligentsia" (Fondaminsky) she bridged the gap
between Russians, French and Arnen'cans as almost none of her p e r s or mentors were

able to ernulate. Her life was completely devoted to the cause of laie action and, in the
absence of any gmater legacy to date, she deserves to be remembered for her tenacity
and her constancy to unity, Christianity, and peaœ in oui world.

Scholarly Utilkation of Religious-Philosophy
If religiws-philœophy was not advancing significantly during these years, was it
at least sewing as a fruitful area of study for a better understanding of conditions

specifically within Russia and, generally, thmghout the wodd? A brief survey of literature

suggests that only a few in the West found these writings of vital importance and relevant
to their ongoing research. The s t q of research may best begin with the death of Nikolai
Berdyaev, for after his demise some attempt was made to preserve at least our
knowiedge of Russian religiws-philosophy if not the vitality of the movement in itself.
In 1948, Berdyaev grew weaker and felt unable to accept any more speaking
engagements outside of Clamart.
Berdyaev grew increasingly preocçupied with the sorry condition of the wodd. In
a penetrating artide, The Third Way" he showed the absurdity of dividing the
world into two hostile camps, neither one of which could claim complete moral

'' Dr. A Paplauskas-Ramunas. letter to Heiene Iswolsky. 21 August 1954; 29 Odober 1954.
Helene Iswolsky Papers, Scranton University. Pennsyhrania, Box 1.

integrity. A third front was needed, the battle front of truth - truth to be achieved
in freedorn at whatever cost.=
To the end, he retained his faith in a different, better path for mankind to follow, and that

way was never divided fiorn the d ~ n i t of
y man. In his owri assessment made in the last
years of his Me, Berdyaev described his success at active spiritual initiatives among the

emigration, the French, and internationally as "rather rneagrew." Nevertheless. in this last
year he finished two final b o o k which were to be published posthumously:
Samo~razhnenie(his autobiography, 1949), and The Realm of Caesar and The Realrn of
Christ (1951). His autobiography was translated into many languages and remains one
of the finest chaacterizations of that age? The last book encapsulates his He's work
and his vision.

Berdyaev died on Mar& 20, 1948 at his little desk, leaving a cherished cigar
smoking in the ashtray at his elbow, working to the last moment. He was buried in the
little cemetery in Clamart with his wife: The only Russian plot in that section directly
abutting the graves of Fiesistance heros. As in life, the other Russian émigrés in that
cemetery are placed as far distant f m his grave as possible, slotted into their aristocratie
categories of the Trubetskoys, the Osorgins, the Golitsyns....
At his burial, the# were a host of friends and admirers frorn many different

countries and confessions. Eulogies and obituaries filled the pages of almoçt every major
newspaper, and reviews of his work were featured in almost al1 religious and Russian

*

Berdyaev, Oream and R e a l i 246.

Berdyaev's autob'bgraphy also r e m a h the single-moat important source for every scholar
who writes about him. Even the most recent biographies compiled in the former Soviet Union,
such as A. Vadimov, Zhizn' Berdiaeva (Berkeley: Universityaf California Press, 1993) use this book
as their primary source and inspiration.
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émigré journals.

Today, the grave remains untended and forgotten with the names

eroded by tirne, and obscured behind a wild rose bush. The fate of his house, and of the
foundation, prwides an incredibly irmic and sad testimony to the decline of religiousphilosophy, and the hypocrisy of the rnaterialist age.
In 1980, the leaders of the Berdyaev Association (this society had been formed
shortly after his death for the purpose of encouraging studies about Berdyaev) discussed
plans to rent his former house frorn its new owners in order to found an "fnstitute de
philosophies spin tu elle".^ Why did the house have to be rented? In 1956, shortly
before the death of Berdyaev's one sunriving relative, his sister-in-law Eugenie Rapp, the
YMCA Press s d d his house to provide for her maintenance. Rapp should have had

substantial financial resoulces from the continueci royatties paid on Berdyaev's many
books. However, such payments were not mndered to her by the YMCA Press because,

supposedly, the legal copyrights were not in order. Thus deprived of her legacy, Rapp
could not meet the mortgage, iet alone her own monitary needs. The YMCA Press sold
the house to nme other than the Union of Orthodox Parishes of the Moscow Obedience
better known as the wPetePUnion which was controiled by the USSR? While this sale.

in itseff, might not have offended Berdyaev considering his continued allegiance to the
Orthodox Church in Russia, the involvernent of KG8 agents in the "Petel" Union certainly
would have.

The ramifications of this distasteful situation became apparent when Tamara
Nepinine wamed the Berdyaev Association leaders that every book that Berdyaev had

8s

Tamara Klepinine, letter to Paul 6.Anderson, 21 September 1980, Paul B. Anderson papers,
University of Illinois at Urban*Charnpaign. Box 29.
L)6

Tamaia Klepinine, letter to Paul B. Anderson, 21 September 1980, Paul B. Anderson papers.
University of Illinois ab Ulbana-Champaigri, Box 29.

written, pubfished by the YMCA Press, was out of pnnt because they were secretly
sending them into the USSR. If the Association achieved some affiliation with the "Petel"
Union, information about who was receiving these 'Yorbiddenmworks in the USSR might
just be transmitted to officiais in that

As far as this author has been able to

ascertain, the Berdyaev Association dwindled during the 1980s; their last act was to pay
for the restoration of his home with funds that Mi. Ancoraofa had received from
UNESCO.'

The Berdyaev house remains the home of Russian Orthodox priests hom

the "Petel" Union; the plan of creaa'ng a centre of the Berdyaev Fwndation for the study
of his philosophy and similar themes was apparently dropped. The big salon and dining

room where al1 the vibrant discussions occuned, is now a private chape!?
Berdyaev Foundation is rnoribund,

The

and Berdyaev's papers which were copied by Eugenie

Rapp and his memoria have disappeared. All that rernains is the desk and his books in

the upstairs study, a foriom testimony for curiws visitors to gaze upon once they discover
the complicated means by which to gain entry.
These developments were a product, largely, of disinterest on the part of Western
scholars. In each decade, some sctidars of philosophy wwld again tum back to the
works of the religious-philosophicaltradition in order to add their particular interpretation

Ln Tamara Klepinine stades: 'Androriikov's intervention was in a certain sense useful as a
warning. I must add that a! the first meeting (se8 rny ietter of Juiy 25) Metropolii Phibiet
suggested that a rnember of the Petel G m p should enter in the Bureau of the Berdyaev
Association. No w d of this was said now and a new treasurer of it was elected (to replace B.
Tue) who is a French My,Mme. Roussel.' Tamara Klepinine, ietter to Paul B. Anderson, 21
September 1980, Paul B. Anderson papers, University d Illinois at UrbaneChampaign, Box 29.

Tamara KJetpinine, letter to Paul B. Anderson, 21 Septernber 1980, Paul 8. Anderson papers,
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Box 29.

* The irmy of this situath is undeniable. Mer several oonfl'ids with St, Sergius, Berdyaev
had broken off AI contact with the inaute and with the Orttiodox Church d Eukgius. He
remained ORhodox. but decried patent religiosity. Taday, those whom he would not associate
with, live in his house,
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of a certain mode or symbol ernployed.

The vast majority, however, seerned totally

consumed with Heidegger and Derrida or Wittgenstein and Carnap, with constnictivism,
deconstructivism, post-modernism or with the whde school of logical empiricisrn. A brief
accounting of monographs dealing with Nikdai Berdyaev, for example, illustrates the
relative sparsity: Prior to 1956, 8 biographies or philosophical appraisals were m e n in
the West; for the next thirty years when schdaily production grew exponentialty, only 20

works concentrated on his Iife and ideas; since 1989, however, already 9 new

-

rnonographs have appeared 3 ftom the new Russia - and signs indicate that such works
wiii suipas the thirty "Cdd War yeanr output by the end of this milleonium."
Historians have been, by and large, most uniforni in their avoidance of the émigré
phenomenon, and of the work which was attempted by the religious-philosophical
thinkero." Until recently, rnost Western historians

focused upon Soviet issues and those

nineteenth century movements which had led directly to the formation of the Bolshevik
Party; the religious-philosophicalalternativewas considered ta have lost the stniggle, and,

thus, to be inelevant. Moreover, as this chapter indicates, cultural and other "esoteric"

studies of Russian history became more or less unsupportable and difficuit ta integrate
within the dominant Materialist paradigm.
An example of the reluctance during these years to engage in discussions about
religious-philosophy, was the 1959 Colloquium on Berdyaev. Ananged by a small
cornmittee of professors fiom Cdumbia and Union Thedogical univetsities, the
Colloquium was really Paul 0. Anderson's initiative. He arranged for an invitationfrom the
Cathedra1 of St. John the Divine in order that the meeting could be held there on

06

riles are l i e d in the Bibiiography.
See Introduction.
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December 3, 1959.~
He planned for three papen to be presented: ''Berdyaev as a preRevolution thinket'; "Berdyaev as a European philosophef; Christian Elements in

Berdyaev's philosophy."

Then, however, he had to find people willing to deliver each of the stated papers.
For the first topic he contacted Nichdas Timashev and Michael Karpovich. Timashev

replied that he was too busy; Karpovich was seriously ill. Anderson contacted Merle
Fainsod at Harvard to inquire if anyone at his Centre for Russian Studies was conducting

research into pre-Revdutionary religious-philosophy, and might be able to deliver the
speech. Fainsod suggested an Albert Todd Jr. as a possible candidate."

It is unknown

whether Anderson was unable to contact hirn, did and he refused, or decided that he was
not qualified enough to give the speech, but on October 13, 1959 he sent a desperate
request off to Helen lswolsky whom he had briefly met back at Clamart:
The Committee at its meeting last Friday asked me to transmit to you their request
that you give a paper on the first topic. Father Alexander Schmemann particulariy
emphasized the vast knowledge and deep cornprehension which you have of that
era of Russian life which was important at the tum of the century - the religiousphilosophical meetings in St. Petersburg, Vyekhi and Berdyaev's eady wiitings, in
particular Philosophia Neraventstua and Smysl Tvorchestva. We know of no one
who could cover this topic so well as yw."
lswolsky irnmediately agreed to give the speech, but Anderson's difficuities had already
forced him to postpone the Cdloquium until February 2,1960, and at the time of his letter
to Iswolsky, he had not yet been able to find a speaker for the second topic.

Paul B. Anderson. letter ta N.S. Timasheff, 5 August 1959. Paul B. Anderson
University of Illinois at UrbamChampaign. Box 5.
92

93 Merle Fainsod, letter to Paul B. Anderson, 17 September 1959, Paul B. Anderson
University of Illinois at Urbane-Champaign, Box 5.

Paul B. Anderson. letter to Helene Imdsky, 13 ûctober 1959, Paul B. Anderson
University of Illinois at Urbana-Charnpaign, Box 5 .

Representatiori was slightly better at the celebration for the 20 year anniversary
of Berdyaev's death in 1968.

Again arganized by Anderson, this meeting fielded

speeches by William Burgess, Paul Anderson, Fielding Clark, Reverend Paul Oestreicher,
Father Vladimir Rodzianko and Philippe Sabant. Nevertheless, compared to the massive
interest in the Soviet Union representedby the thousands of articles and volumes coming
out on Soviet topics, the issue of religious-philœophy was cleariy suffering an intense
"dry-spell". Imnically, if m e thinks of the typical artist's fate, Berdyaev and the other
religious-philoeophers enjoyed more fame during their lives than after they had passed
away.05

Earlierrepresentativesof the religious-philosophical tradition suffereda similar lack
of concentrated attention. Frorn the Slavophiles: Khomiakov's ideas are only widely

accessible in the West thrwgh th8 one article excerpted in Russian Philosoohp; that
volume also contains a famous article by lvan Kireevsky. Only in 1984 did a more
complete collection of Kireevsky's works become available: lzbrannve stat'i published
by Sovremmenik house, ~ o s c o w !Regarding
~
the Aksakovs, Pëtr Kireevsky, and Yuri

Samarin, the scholar might best turn to secondaty renditims courageously performed by
three

men:

Peter Christoff,=

Andrei Walickifs and

Nichdas

Riasanovsky.lm

05 A list of Graduate Theses ori Berdyaev until 1960 was compiled by Paul B. Anderson. I
have coritinued it until 1989. Plesse see the Bibliography.
% Alexis Khomyalcov, Qn Recent Oevebpments in fhibsophy.' Russian P h i m h y VOL 1
eds., James Edie, James Scanh, Mary-Barbais Zeidin (ïennessee: University of Tennessee
Press, 1978) 221-270.

'' lvan Kireevsky, lzbrannve stat'i. ed. BA. Kotel'nikw (Moçcow: Sovremmenik. 1984).
ga

Peter Christdf, An Intmdudion to Nineteenth Centun, Siavoohilism 4 Vds. (The Hague:
Mouton & Co. Pub., 1961)
90

Andrei Walicki, The Slavocrhile Corrtrov8rsv (Oxford: Clareridon Press, 1975).

Dostoevsky is and always has been, thanks to his international Iiterary reputation,
massively published in most languages. Vladimir Sdoviev is more widely accessible in
libraries, and even in English translations, thanks to efforts during the life-time of the
religious-philosophicel emigration.lm
The central figures of Russia's mligious renaissance were even more ignored.
Only Berdyaev's writings have been widely translated into English, French, and other
languages. Bulgakov, Frank, and S t w e were paid a minimal degree of attention;lm
Florensky, Gerzhenson, Kistiakovsky, Novgorodtsev, the Trubetskoys, Stepun, and the
other philosophers have been lucky to have even one monograph devoted to their life's
work at this time. Those religiws-philosophers who were also literary figures were more

popufar in this era, but Rozanw, Bely, Merezhkovsky, Viacheslav lvanov and Gippius

have been by no means widely examiried for their religious ideas, and even Blok was
almost solely studied for his poetical style.

One exception to this rule is Vekhi. The collection was finally published in English
in 1967-69 in the Canadian Slavic Studies, translated and edited by Marshall Shatz and
Judith Zimmermann. It was cmplemented by aricillary articles from Canadian and
American schdars asseaîing its historical context and its current legacy.lm Vekhi was

'*

Nictidas R-lcy,
Russia and the West in the Teachin~of the Slavophiles
(Cambridge. MA: Harvard University Press, 1956).
'O1

Vladimir Sokviev, The Meanina d Love, ttans. Jane Marshall (Loridorr, Gedhey Bies,

1945); The Justificatiari of the Goad: An Essav on Moral Phiksophy, trans. Nathalie Duddington

(London: Constable & Co., Ud, 1919); Semen Frank ed., The Sdowev Anthdaay trans. Nathalie
Duddington (London: SCM Press, lm).Frank initiated the first two translations.
lm

Perhaps surpdsingly, Struve wss largeiy recaptured by Richard Pipes in his twm vdume
biography.
'O3

Leonard Schapiro, The V e h i Group and the Mystique of Revoiution,'The Slavwiic Review

34 (1955-1 956): 5676; Stuart Tompkins, %&hi and the Russian Intelligentsia,' Canadian Slawwiic
Pamrs 2 (1957): 11-25; Nikolai P. Poitorabzky. The Vekhi dispute and the Significance of

then published as a book and its cornpanion volume fz alubinv (From under the Rubble)

was brought out in both English and Russian. But then, in the mid-t970s, interest waned
and the process stopped.

Yet, not al1 Western schdars discardeci the religious-philosophical and cultural
repository. James Billington applied many of these themes to great success and interest
in his study The lcon and the Axe.'@ Two émigrés also managed to continue to inject

the cultural approach towards interpreting the Soviet Union at the height of Sovietology:

Vladimir Weidlé's Russia Absent and Present and Russia's Task, and Nicholas Timashev's
The Great ~ e t r e a t . ' ~The latter, surprisingly, was often seized upon by the Second

Revisionists as an exemplary study althwgh its acceptance was mostiy mandated by
Timashev's inclusion of regular "people," and rarely for its clear description of a
fundamental breakdown in societal cohesion or its hints of a post-revolutionary, spiritual
(anti-materialist) revival emerging among the popula~e.'~ Martha Bohachevsky-

Vekhi,"Canadian Sbvic Review 9 (1967): 8S106; Nikdai P. Poitoratzky. 'Lev Tdstoy and Vekhi.*
The SLavonic Review 42 (1963-6)): 332-352;A.M. Kelly, 'Attitudes to the Individual in Russian
Thought and Literature, with Special Reference to the Velrhi Contrwersy," diss., Oxford University,
1970; C.J. R e d , Reliaion. Revdution and the Russian Intelliaentsia from 1900-1912: The VEKHl
Debate and Its lntelleda -seck&nd ( ~ o n d o c i i ~ Ü f i a n1979).
:
la
James Billington, The lm and the Axe: An Intermetive Histow of Russian Culture (New
York: Vintage Bodcs, 1966. BiHington's study has received amsiderable attention by scholars in
the USSR (and today's Russia) since the earty 1980s as one of the most original and fruitful
Western pieces d schdarship. He has also been able to maintain ckser ties with intellectualsand
schohrs in Russia than most Western acadernics due to his position with the Library of Congress
in the Uniteci States. Recently he hss helped in the recussitatim of the formerly %ksedaSoviet
archives: documents have been already retrieved, transîated, and are rraw k i n g uülized by
Western scholam as may be seen in Richard Pipes, The Unknown Lenin: Frorn the Secret Archive
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 1996).

A Professor at Fwdham since 1940, he has speciaiized in legal history. Since 1960, he
acted as one of the edam d Nowi zhurnal. NioolsP Zernov. The Russian Reliiiws Renaissance
of the Twentieth Century (New York: Harper & Raw, 1963) 345.
'O6
Nicholas fimashev, The Great Retreat: The Growth and Oecline of Communism in Russia
(New York: E.P. Dutton, 1946).
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Chomiak's study of Sergei Trubetskoy and Bernice Glatzer Rosenthal's of Dmitrii
Merezhkovsky both tried to show that Maotism was by no means pre-ordainedfor Russia,
nor was Materialist Socialism the only current of thought in the pre-Revolutionary years.

In 1982, they augmented the material fKwn Vekhi with a cdlection of essays from a wdier
diversity of the religious thinkers in Revdution of the Spirit.
A few specialists in other fields also detennined that the religious-philosophical

ig
ideas were of vital importance both for known

the Russians/Soviets and for Western

development, and they made conscientious efforts to presewe this legacy. The most
prominent of these is George Kline.

Known also for his seminal works on the

philosophies of Marx, Hegel, Spinoza, and Whitehead, Kline continually fostered Western
appreciation of Russian philosophy. In so doing he helped "in bringing about a much
wider awareness of the contributions of Russian thought, and also in demonstrating their

relevance to Western European experience more nanowfy con~eived."'~'He translated
volumes crucial for an understanding of Russian philosophy, especiaflv Vladimir
Zenkovsky's Histon, of Russian Philoswhy (1953)' and aided the translation, editing and
publication of the three volume Russian Philosmhywhich became the first English source
containing original wriüngs hem al1of the major Russian philosophe^.'^ Ove?half of this
collection is devoted to the religious-philosophical tradition, making it widely accessible
to the English speaking public.

'07 Philip T. Grier, seorge L Kline's Influence on the Study d Russian and Soviet Phiksophy
in the United States," Phiboohical SoWetoloay. eds. H. Dahm. T. J. Blakeley, and G.L. Kline
(Dordrecht: O. Reidel Publishing Company, 1968) 243-266.

James Mie, James Scanlan, and Mary-Barbara Zeldin a.,
with the eolîabomtiori of
George Kline, Russian PhiksoDhy(Tennessee: University&Tennessee Press, 1976)first published
lm

in 1965.
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Kline also inspired students to engage in careers devoted to the study of Russian
philosophy, and especially the religious-philosophical tradition. James Scanlan, Mary
Zeldin, and James Edie (his fellow coilaborators on Russian Philosophv) went on to
contribute important works to this issue. George Young and Philip Grier were also
indebted to Kline, and his book Reliaious and Anti-Reliaious Thouaht in Russia (1968),
provoked studies of the impact of Nietzsche in Russia and other related works.'"
Finally the work of schdars in Slavic literature and languages should not be
ignored. As the Sovietdogy Centres muitiplied, these departments indirectly flourished.

It was discovered that a scholar could not easily access the vital empirical evidence
without the benefit of knowing the language, and so the demand for native-speaking
Russians, and Westerners who developed a fluidity in the language, rose every year.
lronically this process ptovided a place for the émigrés who were being largely ignored
in their divergent specializations, and it soon became a famitiar sight in Western
universities to behold expert émigre e r s , scientists, engineers, philogists, philosophem,
and tacticians teaching the 'A, B, V, s" of Russian to cdlege st~dents."~

However, in these albeit-degrading positions, the Bmigrés found a haven where

they could survive and prosper, and then gradually continue the wor)< of furthering and
preserving their cukure for more receptive tirnes. Gleb Strwe, Ternira Pachmuss, Nina
Berberova, and Simon Karlinsky (to tist a bare minimum) kept the 6rnigr6 literature and
poetry alive through assassments. translations, and new research.'"

As an isolated

For example, Bernice Glatzer Rosenthai, ed.,Nietzsche in Russia (Princeton: Princeton
University Press, 1986).
'Og

"O
This is poignenfly illustrated in Vladimir Nabolcov's
Books, 1957).

"'

See either the Introduction or the Biblibgraphy.

(1953; 1955; New York: Avon
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block, their studies were largely restricted to fiction, poetry and drarna in accordance with

the new specialized limitations of "Languages and ~iterature.""~Nevectheless. they did

manage to evoke a g
o
rw
ng
i

interest among their Western students about the deeper

rneanings inherent in Russian culture and ideas.
In the West, therefore, Sovietology dorninated the field of Russian Studies, and
religious-philosophy became marginalized. However, the sheer endurance and faith of
Russian émigrés did much to mitigate this decline. 8y preserving and transfating their
Iiterature, not to mention, contributing their own creative works, Russia's émigrés refused
to lose their past. This may have seemed an indulgent pastirne for most scholars in the

West, but it was not viewed thusly everywhere in this world. In fact, the enduring work
of Russia's religious-philosophical, and even non-affiliated, diaspora was to have an

underground, but incremental effect on the "unchangeable totalitarian enemy" of these
tirnes: The USSR.

'12
This can be verified in the list of dissertations publûhed every few years by the Slavic
Review- A separate section is hbelled Uerature' and this is Were mast dissertations mentiming
any of the 6migrd and Silver Age Russians can be faund. Under ' f o i i i Th-,
Wistory' and
other more general headings there is a complet8 absence of any stuclies invoking the religiousphilosophical thinkers between l96O-198O.

7. The

Return of Religious Philosophy

If one was to look only to Western sources, decline and dispersion of religiousphilosophy might indeed seem to be the whde story. However, we are now diswvering
t hat after World War Two a process of recovery and revial began in the Soviet Union. The

reissuance of Vekhi began to merge with a genuine feeling of discontent over Communist
Party hegemony in the sucties and seventies, and it enterd the dissident "underground".

Nadezhda Mandel'shtam, the widow of the purged writer Osip, began using references
to the woik in her autobiographical refledions.' Alexander Solzhenitsyn, a member of
the next generation and unfamiliarwith the original publication of Vekhi came to it through
a copy of Maxim Gorky's Untimelv fhouahts. He either managed to obtain access to
Vekhi or leamed enwgh about the collection that in his novel Auaust
1914 he was able

to have a central character comment upm reading the articles only to find "the complete
reversal of all he had read before, yet tme, piercingiy me!&
The YMCA Press mtributed to this process. Aithwgh they had largely ceased
their inter-cultural endeavours, they disseminated dissident literature in the West, and
secretly retumed a large proportion of the dmigré works to Russia.

In 1971, Paul

Anderson commented upon their efforts:
In spite of the Soviet embargo, which prohibits importation of Russian language
literature for sale, a limited but increasingvdume of YMCA PRESS books findtheir
way into the USSR. This can be seen from references to its authors in Iiterary,
philosophical or pdernic atheistic articles in big Soviet jwmals. But chiefly it is

' lt is specificalty mentionedin îUadezhda Mandel'sMam, Homaaainst k b 8 : A Mernoir, trans.
Max Hayward (New York: Atheneum, 1970) 221; Ilme Abandoried, t m s . Max Hayward (New
York: Atheneum, 1974) 273-29û.
Alexander Sdzhenitsyn, Auaust 1914, trans. Michael Glenny (New Yark: Farrar, Straus &
Giroux, 1972) 20.

expressed in letters fram independent readers or in conversations which visitors
to the USSR have with thoughtful persans there. It is evident that YMCA PRESS
is in some measure continuing to fuifil its purpose of maintaining and developing
Russian Christian culturd

In 1974, an undeniable sign of the resurgence of the Vekhi idea emerged when
the collecüon Iz-md alub (From Underthe Rubble) was published containing articles from
Solzhenitsyn (then emigrated to the United States) and several other authors stifl in
Russia. The tale was obvioudy chosen delibeateiy. It refened directly to the cdtecüon

lz alubiny (From the Depths, 1918). Not only was the title and thematic content of the
articles similar to Vekhi and lz alubiny, so too did many of the authors turn "to religious
thought as the only way out of the spiritual impasse they fek the prevailing ideology had
created":

Solzhenitsyn neatly summed up the connectim: 'the ulcers we are shown [in

Vekhi] seem to belong not just to a past histdcal era, but in many respects to ouf own
times as welI.&

To most Westerners, it seerned that Communist hegemony in the Soviet Union

was an unbraken, nondisputable given fact. What was happening that would allow not
only the Samizdat transmission, but even the reading of such clearly "bannedmmaterials?
During World War Two, Stalin had halteci much of the anti-religious efforts in order that
the Church might help improve morale for the war effort. Although the Central Cornmittee
of the Communist Party still, periodically, insisted

on the need to again resurne the

Paul B. Anderson, .A Eùief Histocy of YMCA Pressn, 1971, Paul B. Anderson Papers,
University of Illinois at Urban&Champaign, Box 4: 12.
Marshaif S. Shatz and Judith E. Zirnrnerman, eds., Vekhi (Am#cik, W :M.€. Sharpe, 1994)
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crusade against religion.6 no direct acts were taken against the Orthodox Church;
moreover, on April IO, 1945 Stalin and Mdotov received the newly elected Patriarch
Aleksi and other leading hierarchs. albeit in a clœed meeting.'

The Church made the most of the brief period of Yavour," and requested that new
thealagical acadernies be f m e d to replace thCm8 destroyed in the twenties and thirties.
Stalin agreed to this, and even assented to the creation of a Church printing press.'

Now

the Church was finally able to train replacement clergy, as well as pubtish and transmit

religious literature. Quite aware that the best repositoty of such literature, especially that
wntten in the twentieth century, was the YMCA Press in Paris, the new Patriarch sent a

delegation to meet with its new director Oonald Lowrie. He readily agreed to send
whatever books they requested in order to fiIl the libraries at the new seminaries and
academies. For almost thirty yean that the YMCA had been trying to distribute these
books in Russia, and at last the opportunity had corne.

Through its delegate, the Orthodox Church in Russia chose some 700 volumes
of the YMCA Press b W s : three cornplete series of every publication they had produced

in the life-time of the Hwse. The Church did not even refuse those books which were

In September, 1944 it reieased a dectee 'calling for renewed antireligious efforts thrwgh
'scientifio-educatiorral propaganda.' In 1945 another Centrai Cornmittee resdutîon was made for
the 'intensifkath datheistic proQagenda by the mass media.' See David E. Powell. Antireliaious
Pro~aaandain the Soviet Union: A Shidv in Mass Persuasion (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press,
1975) 38.

Dimïtry V. Pospiekvsky. The Russian Church Under the Soviet Reaime. 1917-1982, Vol. 1
(Crestwood, NY: St. Vladimir's Seminary Press, 1980) 301.

The magnitude of this decision may be illustrated thusly: Before World War Two there were
no legitirnate seminaries: in 1944 m a was opened in k e c o w and included an academy for higher
thealagical (doctoral lever) studies. Mer this meeting six other seminaries Odessa (1945),
Leningrad, MinsWZhiiavitsy, LutsWVdhynia, Stcnnopol.(l946) and Kiev (1947) - and one other
academy - Leningrad (1946) were estabkhed. Pospiekvsky, The Russian Church...Vd. 1 302.

-

blatantly anticommunist in tme? While fervently expressing his h o p that the requests
would continue, Lowrie worked quickly to prepare the books for transport to the USSR.
In the final counting, it was not 700, but "wer 1,300 books representing most of the three
hundred titles we have published since our organization' that were sent.''

The new

Church repositories, therefore, becarne m e centre where Soviet citiens could obtain and
read the "forbidden" religious-philosophical works.
The titerature of the émigrés, especially the explosive critiques of Cornmunism

made by the religious philoeophers, entered the Soviet Union in another way as well. In
1944, out of gratitude for Soviet emancipatim of Czechosfwakia fKNn the hands of the

Nazis, Eduard Benes sent the "Prague Archive" back to Russia. This enormous collection
contained a copy of almost every émigré periodical and book as weil as many personal
recollections of those who had Red or been expelled from Russia."

Although the

"Prague Archive" was supposed to be sealed upon its amval in Moscow - the Communist
authorities rightly thought that the material within would be damaging to their control over
the minds of the Soviet people - it now seems that it was placed in a "Special Collection"
within the Lenin Archive. it was difficuît, therefore, but not impossible for trusted schdars
at the Academy of Sciences to gain acccrro to this d ~ e c t i o n . ' ~

Donaid A Lowrie, 'Report from Paris,' 5 March 1947, Paul B. Anderson papers, University
of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Box 6: 3.
'O Donald A Lamis, Thirty Years o
f Work with Russians,' 9 August 1947, Paul B. Anderson
m e r s , University of Illinois at Urbma Champaign, Box 6: 5.

l 1 Sergei P. Postnikw, Poliika. idedoaiia bvt i uchenve trudv russkoi emiaratsii. 1918-1945:
biblioarafiia K katabm biblioteki R.Z.I. & Aikhiva (New York: Norman Ross Pub., 1993). 24.
l2 For exampie, P
i P. Gaidenko has now described her persorral expeiience in disamering
the works of Berdyasv. She was mnfang in the apecial srchives' on a graduate prqect when she
Entranced, she found herseif putting aside her other worlc as she
came across copies d
began a full $cale te-educadiori into relgiws-phiksophy through the essays printed in its many
volumes. The Phiksophy of Freedom ofNikdai Berdiaev,' Russian Thouaht M e r Cornmunism:

M.
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In the mid-fifties, there was yet another widening of the crack in strict dialecticalmaterialist hegemony: the comprehensive histories

of Russian Philosophy by Lossky and

Zenkovsky were published in 1954 and 1956 respectively. Both were released in "tirnited
editions" which meant that only 500-1000 copies were printed. Moreover, both histories
were translated back into R m i a n from the English translation in the West, and the Lœsky
version was rnysteriowly transfmed in the process."

"Limited editions" were

supposed to be distn'buted only to those people who had dernonstrated their unbreakable

loyalty to Communism. However, several copies of both books were deposited in the
main libraries of the Mœcow, Kiev, and Leningrad Universities, and, although one
required permission to see the books, most graduate students were not denied access.

The second generatim of Soviet citizens, largeîy ignorant of the religiousphilosophical heritage from the pre-revdutionary and émigre writers, were thus able to
uncover its alternative ideas with a little persistence. The potential of this was not
imrnediately realized, but it did begin to manifest itself in the USSR during the late fifties
and onwards. Suddenly, underground organùations began to form: some were directly
contained within the Church; others held distant but concmte ties with the religious
establishment; and a third gioup maintained their secularity. However, these dissident
movements did share a common bond in that al1were dissatisfied with the current Soviet

The Recovew of a P h i w h i c a l Heritacle ed. James Scanian (Amiorik NY-: ME. Sharpe. 1994)

Zenkovsky's was retranslated from Getorge Kline's English translaitiori of the book, and
appears to be quite accurate when compareci to the original. Stanislas Dzhimbinov, 7718 Return
of Russian Phiksophy,' Russian Thouaht After Comrnunism ed., James Scanlan ( A r m k , NY:
M.€. Sharpe, 1994) 1617.
l3
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regirne, angry at the repressions, the Gulag, the mental hospitals, and wanted to effect
change from within in their country.
The Church dissidents beganto form after renewed repressionsagainst Oraiodoxy
were mmmanded in 1954. These were aimed at the new press given to the Orthodox
Church in 1945 which the Communist Party now considered a substantial threat to the
propagation of atheism. S c h d books and dl educaa'orial texts immediately praclaimed
the atheist stance more harshly and more d~grnatkally.'~Special obligatory classes in
atheism were introduced at the schooi and cdlege level. A central lnstitute of Scientific
Atheism was even faunded. Comrnitted believers were not ignored during this time of
new repressions. Special cornmittees formed out of the Communist Party, the Komsomd
and the Znanie society would go to the homes of k n m Christians in an attempt to
convert them. When this did not work they were threatened with demotion, dismissal, and

other forms of dis~rimination.'~
Although the clergy was encouraged to defect, leave the church, and a few indeed
did

by and large the general Church response was one of entrenched resolve. As

the persecution increased, clerics and their students began to find tenets of hope in the
religious-philosophical writings which had been sent over by the YMCA Press. They
began to talk of sobomost', and to engage in aecumenical discussions with the Baptists

l4

Pospiekvsky, The Russien Church... Vol. 1 331.

'"ee Richard Marshall Jr., ed., Aspects of Reiiiim in the Soviet Union. 1917-1967 (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1971) 140-143.
" The most famous was Reverend Prd8ss01Alexander Osipov of the Leningrad Theokgical
Academy who 'defeded,' by M n g the Chur* in 1959. Othem ta leave were Evgrad Duluman,
Pavel Darmansky, and Nikdai Spassky. Pospiebvsky, The Russian Church... Vol. 1. 332-
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and even the ~atholics." The Cornmunist Party tried to quell these attempts at subtle

resistance by infiltroting the Churches with their own agents ftom the KG6 and other
organizations. This pdicy of making the Church subervient ta the Party fmm within had
always been quite successful, for it delegitimized the hierarchy in the eyes of believers.la
However, when combined with the obviws and direct persecution of the Church, the
renewed atternpt at undermining Christianity faPed. By 1959, the "Catacomb" sect began
to renew its ties with the officia! Orthodox Church having gained new respect for its

endurance of State harasment. A newly unified Orthodox Church with stronger ties to
the other Christian religious bodies in the USSR began to represent a serious threat to

Cornmunism.
Following the spirit of the oecumenical endeavors begun by the religiousphilosophical bmigrés, the Russian Orthodox Church also began to try and mend the
schisms in the emigraüm. The rationale was quite simple: unity would mean greater
numbers, which in tum could exert more influence on the Cornmunist govemment for
Church rights and independence. ln 1966, therefore, the Patriarch of Russia sent a letter
to the Archpastors of the Church Abroad, seeking to overcorne the schisms of 1927 and
1930.'~While a f m a l reunificatian was never effected, the Orthodox Church in Russia

was clearly showhg

l7

its independence and initiative.

P a p i e b k y , The Russian Church... Vol. 1 338-9.3724.

l8
Remember the reaction of the Eukgiusgroup in Paris when Metropditan Sergei of Moscow
aemanded they swear byaity to the Sahot regime in 1927 (se8 Chapter 5). The YXaawnbsm
who considered themeives to be the m l y 7ruem0-x
also broke away mer this declaratiin.
They were one of the strorigest centres of rerigiws dissidence in the USSR anci repeatedly
appeared in KG6 files (1954561 and 1971-72). Pospiebvsky, The Russian Church... Vd. 1 366.

l9 This did not entireîy succeed and their are still several different Russian Churches ail finding
their allegiance in different Patriarchs. However, the procas î continuing today. Pospiekvsky,
The Russian Church... Vd. 1 384.

As the Church collected its united strength, the Communists began to study it with
close attention. How, they asked, wuld it have survivecl and now be growing after al1 the

repressions they had commined it to, and after ali the re-education they had perfonned
of Soviet people? lhey decided that the new Church revival had to be attributed to

influence from thinkers such as Dostoevsky, Vladimir Sdoviev, V. Ekzempliarsky of Kiev,
P. Florensky, Berdyaev, Bulgakov and others. Bulgakw received the greatest attention
as "the theoretical source for the religious tiberalism of the First Russian Revolution and

the Renovationism of the 1%?Os, now inclined in the idedogical arsenal of the Oiihodox
Ch~rch.'~'Fortunately for the Chunh. however, they did not point their attacks at the
repositories of this "dangerous literature" within the Seminaries and Acadernies: the
YMCA Press books remained on their shelves free for any thedogical student ta penise;

the writings wuld slowfy inculcate a strmg opposition to Communist power in Russia.
Just how potent this influence wwld be for religious dissidence was demonstrated

in the 1970s. In 1973, the Moscow Seminar was started by Alexander O g ~ r o d i i k o v . ~
Bringing a group of fervent believers interested in the religiws-philosophical tradition
together, the Seminar was created to perform missimary work, to disseminate Christian

Dirnifcy V. Pospiekvsky, Swiet Studies on the Church and the Bekver's Response to
Atheism: A Histw of Soviet Atheism in Themv and Practice. and the Believer, Vd. 3 (New York:
St. MaRin8sPress, 1988) 25.
2'

KS. Siniutina. M i k a khristiiskoi sdsiokgii S.N. 6ulgakovam12 VNAt. (1971): 94. Also
see M.M. Sheinman, Khristiiskii sotsWiun (Motss.n. 1969) 162-82; N.P. Krasnikov,
"Evolrrtsiiisotsial'noi kontseptsii pravosiaviïiaBV ~ ~ r û s
istorii
v 9 (1971) 1623.

OgOIOdnikoVls parents were staunch Communist believers and he himseff studied Marxii
philosophy at two Soviet Universiües ôefofe embarking on pst-graduate studies et the AICUnion
Instiiute of Cinemabography. Influenad by Pazzd'mi's film The Goenel Accordina ta St. Matthew
he converted to Orthodoxy at the baginning of the sewrities. He wss subsequently expelled from
the institute foi making a religious film. OsîrBCiLd he dscided to staR his own privete religious
community in the Moscaw Semiriai. Pospiekvsky. ...the Beiiier's R e s m s e ta Atheism Vol. 3
166.
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ideas and teachings, to work especialiy with young people and children. It hoped to
begin a "moral regmeration and enlightenment of Russia thrwgh the word of Christ?
In its Statement of Principles, the Seminar demonstrateci its connection to the émigre

experience, and its intention to work for the post-revolutr'ona/y ideal:
Development of an Orthodox Mirovanrenie and...thedogical education. The
Russian émigrés have preserved the very depths of our national soul, of Russian
religiws thought...we must take over their burden....The irnperishable beauty of
the Church revealed Russia to w...To love Rupsia means to take up its Crisis."
Finally, more than twenty years after his death, a clear sign that Berdyaev's h o p for a
post-revolutionary evdution in Soviet Russia led by Christian principles and engendered

in religious thought was finally delivered. And it was propelled largely by the rneagre
retum of his and his cdleagues books and writings to the USSR.

The Moscow Seminar, of course, was not ignored by the Cornmunist authorities.
They harassed its members from the very beginning, and increased their efforts as the

Seminar began to grow. Regardless, the seminar soon had groups in cities as distant
as Ufa, Cvov, and Srndensk, althwgh the heart of the movement remained fimily centred

in Moscow and Leningrad. Like al1 the religious-philosophem before thern, they felt it
necessary to spread their ideas thrwgh the medium of a journal. As State approval
obviously wwld not be gnnted. they painstakingly pmduced Obshchina" by hand and
distributed it "underground" through the samizdat press. The first issue was confiscated,
but other subsequent issues did achieve a limited circulation?

-

- -

-

" Pospiekvsky. ...the Believer's Resmse to Atheism Vol. 3

167.

AS cited in Pospieiuvsky, .-.the Beîiier's R e s m s e to Atheism Vd. 3 167.
25

A direct reference to their cornmitment to sobomasf.

28

Pospiekvsky. ...the Believer's R e s m s e to Atheisrn Vol. 3 167.
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By 1978, State action against the Moscow Seminar increased to a fevered pitch:
eight of its members were incarcerated; othen were expelled from their jobs or h m the
universities they attended. Finally Ogorodnikw was sentenced to one year in prison for
"refusal to work.&? At the end of the year, ha received an additional six years hard
labour for disserninating anti-Soviet propaganda within the camp. Even in 1986, under
Premier Gorbachev, when his case again came before the courts, he received another
three years hard labour for %dation of camp discipline?
The Church was not the only grwp which fostered dissidence in these years.
During the f a m w s dissident trials of the sixties, no lesç than two organizatims were
condemned for anti-Soviet activities whose members directly stated their allegiance to
Berdyaev. The first was a grwp of professors, wiiters and students in Leningrad wt~o
were anested in 1967. They professed to being disciples of Berdyaev, and were accused
of working directly for the overthrow of the Comrnunist govemment. In the anest report,

tn
rig
they were charged with so

illegai amis and working with an underground

organization stemming from the Ukraine to the ~rals." Another Leningrad group was
anested on April 5, 1%8.

They called thernseives the "Pan-Russian Christian-Social

Movement for the liberation of the people." Their centre was in Leningrad, but like the
other group, they had associated cells in Kiev, Minsk, and Irkutsk. Again they stated that
they were disciples of Berdyaev, and were trying to institut8 his post-revdutionary

27 This was the horrible *catch-which the Communkt government used against dissidents.
They couid not be hired in any State Organization (which coritrdled ail work in the country)
because of their b e i i i . but then could be tried for 'refusal to HEOl(r because unempkyment was
illegal in the USSR.

Ogorodnikw was released oniy in 1987 with the initiation of glasnost'.
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aspirations in the USSR. This group was composed of writers, linguists, and historians
of literature and philosophy.'
Some of the contempoiary jwmalists assessing the dissident phenornenon were

surprised, and discouraged, that its proponents ahuays seemed to belong to the
intellectual "elite", never exhibithg any mass representation?'

However, considering

these two examples, dissidence appeared to be partially fostered by exposure to
alternatives, and the subsequent realization that there were ways in which Communism
could be reformed

or overthrown altogether. As these ideas, especially those of the

religious-philosophical bent, were only accessible to students and scholars, then m a s
dissemination of the bmigr6 and pre-revdutionq literature wwld have to occur before
greater nurnbers muld be e~pected.~
Finally, dissidence was widely represented by M e r s . They suffered the most
from Soviet censorship as they continued to rebel against the constraints of "Socialist

Realism". Solzhenitsyn is by far the mast farnws of these, but Sinyavsky and Ginsburg
were also well known. The VlRjters were by no rneans universally attracted to, or even
familiar withl the religiow-philosophical tradition. Sinyavsky and Ginsburg represent a
rnuch more secular trend coricemed primarily with human rights and freedom; they

derived much of their inspiration hom the American dernomatic model."

30

Le Monde 19 April 196û: 5.

"

The Moscaw Trials,' Cmmociweal 1 March 1968: W.

Solzhenitsyn,

If is alSO possible, of course, that the religious-phiksophical ideas appealed only to
intelleetuals. Remernber the probiemwhich &manuel Mounier faced in trying to make Es~rit
and
Personalism widely popular. See Chapter 6.
j2
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however, did becorne an adherent of religiws-philosophy. In the Gulaa Archi~elaaohe
stated:

...the oufflow ftom Russia of a signifiant part of her spiritual forces...deprived us
of a great and important stream of Russian cuiture. Everyone who really loves
that culture will slive for the reunion of both streams, the m e at home and the
tributary abroad. Only then will a i r cutture attain whdeness?
This cal1 was to inspire anottier fomi of dissidence: not outspoken revoit against the
Communist repressions and hegernony, but cautious circumvention of the Party's
censorship iaws. This last group wwld be very important in retuming more and more of
the religious-philosophical legacy to the Russian people at large.

The Retum
The start of this work, to insert non-accepted fragments into State-published

documents, began in 1960. That year, the Central Cornmittee agreed that a special
Soviet Encyclopediaof Philosophy shwld be published in order to strengthen the general
populace's understanding of dialectical materialism. They even allowed entries for nonrnarxist philosophers (Kireevsky, Sdoviev, Fedorov etc...), so that their work might be
appropriately denigrated and show to be inferior. However, in 1967, the fourth edition
of the encyclopedia included such oddïies as articles written by the courageous scholar

of philosophy, thirty-yeardd Sergei Averintsev which gave a fair representation of
Soloviev's and the Slavophiles' ideas. In the next edition, published in 1970, the entry on
Soloviev was substantially longer than those for leading Marxist philosophers, and it was
entirely unbiased to the extent that its authors appeared to be afmœt in favour of his

-

Aleksandr Sdzhenitsyn, The Gulaa Archinetlacm (New York: Harper & ROW, 1973) 615.
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ideas.% More astonishingly. new topics and names were included (although there were

a few misspellings): Florensky, Rozanov, Merezhkovsky appeared, and Avenntsev's
twenty-seven articles sympathetically described unheard of topics like Sophia, Salvation,
Theodicy, Chiliasm. and E s c h a t d ~ g y . ~
When the final copy reached the Soviet censors of philosophical materials, they
were outraged. lmrnediate demands were made that its release be hatted or that it be
cornpfetely revised. However, the director of the Sovetskaia ensikiopediia Publishers,
Fedor Konstantinov, did not want to admit that such a mistake had occuned under his
charge. When reprisais were at last demanded he sacrificd his secondi'n-command,

The fifth volume
Aleksandr Spiikin. and the yaing editors. lu. Popov and R. Gal'tse~a.~
of Filosofskaia entsiklmdiia however, was published unchanged, and sold without
restraint. Russian readers now had access to some introductory ideas of the religiousphilasophical tradition. This was the last edition ever published of the encyclopedia; the
embarrassrnent caused its ~ancellation.~~
Grigorii Skwwoda's works somehow slipped through the censors in 1973, but
otherwise

that decade was too dangerous for more extreme revelations to be attempted.

Nevertheless, it is now apparent that such academics who found value in religious
thought were studying it on their own, and preparing a substantial number of publications

The authors of this artide wsre Valentin Asmus, Sergei Khoiuzhii and 2 others. Stanslav
Dzhimbinov, The Retum 04 Russian Phiksophy,' 17-18.
JS

36

Stanslav Dzhimbinov, The Retum of Russian Phiksophr 18.
Stmslav Dzhimbinov, The Retum of Russian Phiksophr 19.

It shouid be noted th& in 1969 Khomiakov's poems and plays were published in one
volume. See A S . Khomiakov, Stikhatvoreniia i d m , ed. B.F. Egorov (Leningrad: Sovetskii
30

pisatel', 1969).
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so that they wwld be ready for immediate release the instant that the censor's guard

went down."

In 1979, an ally was discovered in "Mysl" Publishing House. They were

wiliing to take the risk of issuing excerpts of Ivan Kireevsky's* and of the Aksakov
brothers' writings."

In 1982, they released a large volume of Nikdai Fedorov's cdlected

W O ~ S . ~ ~

Again there was a scandal. lovchuk, director of Philosophy in the Academy of
Sciences demanded the head of the schoiar who had permitted this book to be
published, and he ordered its immediate recall.

For this transgression, Arsenii

Vladimirovich Gulyga lost his position. However, when the police visited the stores, they
found that al1 copies of the book had already been sdd.*

Oespite tepression and the

repercussions, the appeal of the Iiteraturecould not be denied, and other schalars found
it an undeniable temptation to continue the process of revelation.

RA. Gai'tseva. Sub specie finis (Utopïa tvorchestva N A Berdiaeva," Ocherki russkoi
utopicheskoi mvsli XX veka (Moscow:Nauka, 1992) 10-76. Although it was written 1974, it was
onfy pubrished much later. This is also true of a wcwk on the Sbphiles by Khoruzhii (1990),and
a collection of Khomiakw's ideas (1988).
30

a I.V.

Kireevsbï, Kritika i estetika, ed. lu. V. Mann (Moscow: l s k u ~ 1979).
,

' Fiksafskoe nasledie (Moscow,Mysl' 1979-1983); KS. Al<sakov and I.S. Aksakov,
Literatumaia kritika (Moscow: Sovremennik, 1981).
N.F. Fedorw, Sochinenïi ed. A.V. Gulyga, m p . and intro. S.G. Semenwa (Moscow:

Mysl', 1982).
'lurii Andropov, the gerrsek (General Secretary) 'himsetf', hris a chat about this book with
Georgii Mokeevich Markw, who mirs uttedy b(ameW (in th@case). The repressims fell on the
of the Philosophid Heiitege series, Gulyga, who was demoted to a
deputy of the etditor-ii~chief
rank-and-file member d the editorial board. The name Arsenii Viadimiravich Gulyga shouki be
mentiined together with A. G. Spiricin a m g those very, very few members of the official
philosophicai establishment for whom the unenîghtened materielim d the 'revdems'
(revolutionq democrats) was never able ta obscure dl of Russian ttiought.'
Stanshv
Dzhimbinov, The Return of Russian Phibsophr 21.

The Fedorov scandal seemed so great as to derail another daring publication
attempt. Gulyga had been working at that time with the philosopher A. Losev on a
massive three volume collection of Solovievs
'

writings. Now it seemed, it would be

impossible to sneak this past the awakened censors. Hawever, initiative often prevails,
and Losev merely edited out the m a t extreme religious expressions of Soloviev's thought
in order to produce a sfim one vdume introduction to his w d . It was pubfished in 1983.
Again the scanda! erupted, but the solution this time was to ban its sale in any large
Soviet aty. The provinces. however. received full accass to the book? in 1984, a more
complete collection of Kirwvsky also slipped through."
Religious thought might have held little interest for schdars in the West and for
their funding agencies during this period, but in the USSR it was a temptation, "forbidden
fruit," and increasingiy it became the total cornmitment in certain people's lives. In the

West there was increasing separation of the spiritual and the material, and people tumed
more and more to rational science and big mechanistic plans to solve al1 the problems
of their lives. Althwgh never

an oificial pdicy,

atheisrn (or at least indifference to

religion), became generally rnanifested arnong the peoples of almost every Western
democratic country. In the Soviet Union, however, they had tried pure atheism and pure
materialism. As the dissident and circumventive examples herein described demonstrate,

Dzhimbinov, The Return of Russian Phiksophr 21.
I.V. Kireevskii, lzbrannve stat'i (Moscow: Mysl', 1984). There were atso continuecl atternpts
to bring out more general sssessments of the Slavophiles as a grwp throughautthis period. See
for exahple:
Literatumve
vzaliadv itiiwchestw s-l'stov.
l8=#)-l85O aadav ed. KN. Lomunov
.
-.
.- ..
(Mosam: Nauka, 1978); v.& h h e b v . Lteticheskieiliterhimvevoareniia russkikh slavianofiiov
11840-1850-9 aodvl (Leningrad: Nauka: 1984); N.I. Tsimbaev, Skvimdil'stvo: Iz istorii nisskoi

oôshchestven~DdKicheskoi
mvsli XiX vska -(
Izda!el'stvo Moskovskogo universiteta,
1986). While al1 of these were quite critical d the Slavophils legacy. they increasingiy represented
the ideas in a fair light.
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certain Soviet people found it insufficient. Religion was gaining strength and popularïty,

and the demand for more and more Russian religious-philosophial wntings grew
inexorably throughout the Cdd War Years. By the time of Gorbachev, these people were
poised for any sign that the Communists were unsure how to proceed, and then they
would burst forth mth their insistence that the religious-philosophicaltradition be retumed
to the Russian people.

The Policy of Ghs&

and the Ueturn.

The circumventim of Soviet censorship persisted throughout the eariy 1980s as
more and more teligious-philosophical tracts by pre-revolutionary and émigre Russians
were disseminated to the populace at large. Althwgh mass accessibility and wholesale
republication of these materials weie effected only after 1988, several Russian scholars
assert that the Retum was inevitable regardless of ofiicial gwemment policy. Stanislas

Dzhimbinov, who chronicled the process in a 1992 article, stated:
All this is being related with the sde purpose of leading the reader to the stunning
conclusion that the return of Russian philosophy was inevitable, even if there had
not been a perestroika...Something was imversibly set into motion at the end of
the seventies...The lwchuks would fobid one thing, but something else would
appear. They would foibid this something else, and a third would appear...
Repression no longer functioned as effecüvely as More.'
He, thus, perceived the Retum to be the pioduct of a largely spontaneous, "from bel&

movement: once the doot to this rich, native Russian heritage had been opened for Soviet
citizens, it was impossible to stop the natural process by which fumer knowledge would
be demanded and achieved.

--

-

-

a Stanishv Bemovich Dzhimbinov, The Return of Russian Phiksophy," 22.
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Whether or not the go
rw
nig

rebellion in certain academic circles would have

actually resulted in the eventual publication of every banned work will never be known for,
in 1988, the Communist gwernment tumed volte-face, and granted official sanction for

the Retum. The movement "ftom bel&
above".

was seized upon and quickly enacted "from

Some signs indicating an unpiecedented relaxation of Soviet censorship

appeared when Premier Mikhail Gorbachev annwnced that Glasnost' would have to
accornpany the economic and political restructuringprocess (Ferestroika)if itwas to have
any chance of true success. Howevet, the Pditburo resdution of 1988 came as a

complete surprise to most: a new series, /zistbnï olecheslvenrtoi fiIosofskoi mysli, was
commanded to systematically re-publish the collected works of al1 the leading religious
philosophers f r m both the nineteenth œntury mû the emigratim. It would be issued as
an appendix to the journal Vwrosv filosofii which was published by none other than
"Pravda," the official publishing house of the Communist Party."

At first. it seemed

rather unusual that the Pditburo would directly coricern itself with such a seemingly
extraneous issue, but as the first few volumes appeared the poiitical ramifications became
apparent. In one of the most extreme turn-abouts in Soe
vit

histocy, the Communist

Politburo was not just pemitting, but directly commanding the publication of works which

directly opposed its governing philœophy.

The manipulations behind such a revdutionary tum are, as yet, unclear. Although
Premier Gorbachev mpeatedly justified the new "openness"as a necessaiy precursor to
responsible change and greatet popular cornmitment, he remained committed to the

" Dzhimbimnr, The Retum d Russian Phikeophy" 22. See also Robin AUlewood, The
Return of the 'Russian Idea' in P u b l i i , 198&91,' Slavonie and East E u r o m Review 712
(July 1993): 490-499.
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Marxist-Leninist paradigm and its supremacy in the USSR?

Why, therefore. wwld ha

sanction a P d i i u i o decision to republish works which clearfy opposed Comrnunism at

its essence? In an eariy assessment of the new series, luri Senokosov identified Anatolii
lakovlev as the major lobbyist for this decision, but he did not explain how lakovlev

managed to persuade the staunch Pditburo Communists to promote the publication of
what was cleaily anti-Communist literature.*

lakovlev is the son of Aleksandr lakovlev

who was "punished" for expressing opinions counter to the strict Party line, in 1970 with
the post of Soviet Ambassador to Canada. As Aleksandr lakovlev later went on to

become an advisor to Goibachev while Peresboika was king planned, the influence his

son possessed may be explained. However, the connection between the lakovlev family
and Russian religious-philosophical ideas remains a mystery.50

This mystery notwithstanding, the results of the Pditburo decision were, frankly.
incredible. Before, mly a mere fraction of Russian philosophicalwritings were accessible,

a For earIy sssessments

of glemast' in reletion to history, before the edict prornoting the
Retum, see Stephen Wheatcroft, 'Unieashing the Energy of History,Mentiming the Unmentionable
and Reconstruding Soviet Historicai Aweness: Moscow 1987," American Slavic and East
Euro~eanStudies 1.1 (1987): 85-132 and 'Steadying aie Energy of History and Probingthe Limits
of Glas&:
Wscow Juiy to Oecember 1987,' Arnerican Slavic and East Euto~eanStudies 1.2
(1987):
'O

57-1f 4.

'Ne zacherknut', ne nachinatamachda...(beseda S. lu. Senokosovym),' Vestnik wsshei

shkok 11 (1990): 51-51.

A potenfi revelation came in 1992 when the former Premier, Mikhail Gorbachev
participated in a cdkquium at McGill University. There, Or. Valentin Boss asked him if 1 was not
true that Pierre Trudeau (former Prime Minister of Canada) had been somewhat instrumental in
his decision to embark upon PeresbWlaa. To the astcmishmsnt 04 most of the audience,
Gorbachev agreed. It is rumourd that Aleksandr lakovkv heu several privade meetings with
Trudeau during his ambassadorship in Canada and, 8s a resuît, retumedto the USSR sssured that
Canada wouîd support a radical transfomiatm d their ecommy. He believed that 1 m l d lend
its weight at the U.N. and d e r intemathnad bodies to advotate that no 'advantage' be taken of
the USSR during its ïmakened' transitioriary state.

51 1

and those wem largely restricted:

Sdo~iev.~'~ o s e v ,Chaadaev,=
~
L e o n t i e ~ ,a~

Russiantranslation of Nikolai Lossky's Histow of Russian Philoswhy and a limited edition
of Vladimir Zenkovsky's Histonr of Russian Philosol>hxS

Skovoroda. Ivan Kireevsky,

and Nikolai Fedorov. After 1988, a veritable flood increasingly focusing on the h i g r é
religious philosophers ensued; the entire religiws-philasophicaltradition which had been
preserved only in the migration was brought back to Russia.

In the series /z istorii

otechesfwennoi filoso~oimysli alme, an impressive number of volumes were released
in the second half of 1989 indicating the thirst for such 'Yorbidden fruit": Berdyaev,
Bakunin, Chaadaev, Kavelin, Pisarev, Potebnia, Shpet, and the comptete Sdoviev (2
volumes).

This list became even more daring the following year as writings fram

Florensky (2 volumes), Frank, lurkevich, Kropotkin, Losev, Rozanov (2 volumes) and

Tkachev were brwght back. The plan for 1991 was similarly adventurous, with the
proposal of Rozanov, Bulgakw, Em Ivanw, Lossky, Novgomtsev, Shestov and
Vysheslavtsev. That year, however, only the supplements on Losskii, Novgorotsev, and

Em appeared, aithough a surprise addition was the publication of a large volume

The fourth volume d his 'Lettemmwas published in f 923. After that. no reissuance of any
Soloviev works appmred in the Soviet Union until the eightii.

" Eïght bod<s were issued in small runs from 560-1500 copies between 1927 and 1930.
53 F
m prevjOusIy unknown "Phiksophical Lettemmprinted in Literaturnoe nasleâstvo 22-24
(1935). A cornrnemorative one vdume coiledion of his wwks were to be published in 1956 in
honour of 100 years M e r his death, but it never appeared. Only in 1987 was the Châadaev
Collection issued by SowemenniU Publishers, edled by B. Tarasov who also wrote the foreword.

%

55

Konstantin Leont'ev, 'Mois titeratumaia s u d ' w Liteiatumoe nasledstvo 22-24 (1935).

Pubkhed a& by lnostrannaia litetratura' in 1956 again in a limited, numbered edition.
Unlike Losskii, this mrs the original Russian version. 60thbooks resided in special archives of the
major Soviet libraries, and only became availeble to the general reader sometime in the 1970s.
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containing both Vekhi and lz alubiny.=

'Pravdau House and its philosophical organ

Vo~rosvfilosofii, exptained the aiteration on financial giounds: there was just not enough

rnoney to produce al1 the prmised volumes; Vwrasv filosofii was to be henceforth
published by the now private house "Nauka," and would hopefully be able to fuifil its
stated intent in the fdlowing years.
In 1992, however, no new vdumes had appeared and, althwgh "Nauka" promised

a series including Sergei Bulgakov (two vdumes), Ivan llyin (two vdumes), Viachesiav
Ivanov, Aleksei Khomiakw (two vdumes), Lev Shestov (two vdumes), Evgenii Trubetskoi
(two volumes), and Boris Vysheslavtsev, only the Bulgakov work appeared in 1993, and

llyin and Shestov in 1994. The seeming trend was that interest andfor ability to republish

was tapering off in the former Soviet Union. This could be explained on whdly financial
grounds considenng the accelerating econornic problems in Russiawhich the entire world
has witnessed during the past few years. It might also be interpreted as a sign that
Russian religious-philosophy cwld not compete with the now-massive accessibility to the
entire diversity of Western ideas. A more orninous view was to see the apparent decline
as indicative of a govemmentai reaction back towards repression conoboiated by the

attempted coup d'etat against Gohachev, and later by certain acts taken by Boris Yeitsin.
As this thesis was being written, however, in 1995and 1996the process to recover

the émigré legacy has itself regained its eailier vivacity; scarcely one month goes by
without several adverüsements for the impending re-publication of émigré works in the
pages of LiteratumavaQareta, not to mention the apidly expanding production of articles
on one or another issue particularfy related to the religious-philosophem in a widening

56

James P. Scanian, Y)venhw,' Russian fhouaht M e r Communism: The Recoverv of a
Philosoohical Heritaae, ed. James P. Scanlan ( A r m k NY: M.€. Shafpe, 1994) 6.

flood of journais. After, what now appeats to be the pangs of transition, Vmrosv filosofii
has resumed its cornmitment to reclaiming the lost, forbidden, history of the religious

philosopher in 12 istmï otechestvenmi fiIosoMoi mysli which both continues its
publication of cdlected works, and also reports u

p details of history through articles

published in the parent journal. M.A. Koierov, for example, has m e n several articles,
one of which has been crucial for this thesis, that focus upon the activities of the religious
philosophers while they remained in Russia until ffieir expulsion in 1922, and shortly
thereafter in the emigrati~n.~
Although Voprœv filoeofii led the way, it was not the only repository for the Retum.
The unforseen opportunity to distribute religious-philosophical writings caused two
prominent Russian-language publishing houses in France to relocate or open branch
offices in Russia. Thus, in May 1990, "Phenk-Atheneum" (fmerly "Atheneum" in Pans)

opened its doors in St. Petersburg and Moscow with the specific intent of publishing
archival rnaterials and fmerfy censored w&s

relating to the religious-philosophical

renaissance.% WNi the deliberate reference to the 'Phoenix nsing out of the ashes." this
House has begun the immense task of resunecting the lost historical framework, and
bringing back the emigie Iiterature to Russia. Its cdlections to date are Minuvsheve and
Zvenva which include mœtly mernoir and archival rnaterials, Litsa which offers a forum

a AS stated in their prospectus: The most important spheres of actnnty of 'Phen2 are search
and annotated publicatiis of original source documents on the @ i ,
social and cuitural history
of Russia in the XIX-XX centuries. The documents are published in almanacs, collections and as
separate books. The themes cd publicationsare mther braad in s q : religim. science, painting.
Merature, theatre, poiiiical repressïom. resistance. revdutioris, wars, politics etc.' Vladimir Alky,
About "Phena-Atheneum' Publihen (The Internet: Phen#-Atheneum' Publishem webpage).

for émigré and current poetry, and Postscn'otum: A Literaw and Art Journal.

In a

continued attempt to vdidate its work in the West as well as in Russia, Phenix-Atheneum
has solicited the contribution of such schdars as Richard Davis, John Malrnstad, Richard
Pipes and Marc Flaeff. The second French house to move increasingly into the Russian
market has been the YMCA-Press whicti has cited Paris-Moscow on its publications
intended for Russia since 1994.
The Retum also affected native Russian joumals, many of which had been staunch
Communist Party organs, and it further spawned a host of new publications. In addition
to Voorasv filosofii, the periodical Filaofskie nauki began to publish an increasing
nurnber of articles fram the religious philosophers until it closed for financial reasons in
1991. The official journal, Vestnik, of St. Petersburg State University and Moscow State

University also turned their philosophy sections over to the history of the Russian
religious-philosophical tradition.

The former daily bastion of "socialist realism,"

Literaturnava aazeta, now includes long reviews of the Retum books and, in 1989, it
published special sections appraising some of the m a t preeminent religiousphilosophical thinkers?'

Even the Komrnunist joined the republication and spiritual

discussion fray in 1989, albeit having recently changed its name to Svobodnaia mvsl'.

The newly-created j w mals unabashedfy declare their soie interest in reclairning
old Russian ideas, and some are able to exist even though they publish nothing but
philosophical assessments. S m e titles indude: Stumni, Paralleli, Chelovek, Loaos,

59 Vladimir Bibikhin, Xoristantin Nikoiaevich Lmt'ev,' Literatumava aazeta 15 April 1989: 5;
Arsenii Gulyga, "Vladimir Sergeevich Sdou'ev,' Literaturnava aazeta 22 April 1989: 5; Petr
Paiievskii, Vasilii Vasil'evich Rozanov,' Literaturnava aareta 29 April 1989: 5; Sergei Pdovinkin,
"Evgenii Nikohvich Tnibetskoi,' Ueraturnava cmzeta 6 May 1989: 5; Hegumen Andronik
(Trubachev) and Pavel Vasii'evich Fbrenskî, Tavel Aleksandrovich Fkrenskii,' Literaturnava

aazeta 13 May. 1989: 5; Ssrgei Kharurhii, 'tev PWoriovich Karsavin.' Literaturnava aazeta 20
May 1989: 5.
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Voorosv metodoloaii, Filosofskie issledovaniia, Put', Vvbor, and Nachala. It is indicative
that two of the above have chosen names wtrich deliberately recall both the emigration

and the pre-revolutionary period:

Purwas both the title of the Moscow publishing house

attached to the Vladimir Sdoviev Society (1907-1914) which greatfy mntfibuted to

bringing out the books of the religious renaissance philosophers, and the name of
Berdyaev's, YMCA-sponsored, Russian religious-philosophicalmagazine in Pans (19251939); Loaos was the name of the first religious-philosophical review to be published in

the emigration in Berlin between 1919-1923.

The extent of the movement to recapture Russia's "lost heritage" rnay be

exemplified by the case of the valuable collections Vekhi (1909) and lz alubiny (1918).
In 1990the Vekhi was republishedin Russia, and made widely accessible for the first time

since 1918. The path-breaker, however, was not 'Pravda," but "Novosti" publishing house:
this signalled a new competitiveness to be the first to release such explosive materiais,
and "Novosti" tried to ensure huge sales by reviewing the release in its popular weekly

Moskovskie novosti [Moscow News]; Vekhi was heralded as being a book "of legendary
significancen."

The resulüng public interest spuned three other publishing houses to

purchase the rights and issue their own editions in the fdlowing year:

"Ural'skogo

universiteta" in Sverdlovsk, "Pravdanin Moscow (this edition also included lz glubiny and
was a surprise addition to the series lz istonï otecheslvennoi fi1asolSkoi mysli), and

"Molodaia gvardiiaaalso in Moscow (this issuance included Blok's lntelliaentsiiav Rossii);

by 1991 the total number of copies in circulation was 215,000?'

*
''

"Vekhi; M o s k ~ k i enOlK)Gti 31 (5 August 1990): 2.
Shatz and Zimmerrnan, introduction, Vekhi #th,xxxiv.

Since Vekhi and lz alubiny made such astonishing "corne-backs" in Russia, there

has been an increasing trend to republish other cdlections, especially the religiousphilosophical 6migré journals. In 1992, the house "Inforrn-Progress" released the multivolume collection of each issue of Bedyaev's journal

from 1925-1939. The actual

process the publishers used to gather al1 the artides is a testimony to both how important
they regarded the journal ta be,and how fragile the communication still rernains between

East and West. lnstead of simply wntacting an American or Canadian library for an
existing copy of the journalla 'Inforni-Piogress' sent its researcheis to every library and
archive to piece together volume after volume?

The recovery thus spans the entire spectrurn of writings from the first Slavophiles,
through the Silver Age thinkers, and into the continued work of the first emigration. In
fact, it is proceeding at such a paœ that schdars in the West are almost struggling to

catch up. Fortunately, the publishing house ME. Sharpe tesponded with alacrity when
inforrned of the dimensions of this

new interest. It has been publishing a review vuhich

translates the most pertinent artides from Russian periodicals (especially from Voprosy

filosofi~ in Soviet Studies in Philoswhy, now Mled Russian Studies in Philosoohy? This
journal is edited by none other than the persevering schdar of Russian philosophy,

62 McGill University. for example, stores the entire cdlection o
f Put'except for the very first
volume of 1925, and there are complete cdledioris at Amherst. Harvard, and several dher

Universities.

ln their explanation about the piocess used to gather the collection, the editors state: 'In
the preparation of this p u b l i i we were faced with serious difficutii. Not in one library did
we find a *le
cdiecüon ofthe journal, and the qualii of the piinted Werial we wished had
been better. For improving the publication we were prepared to give al1of w r strength. however,
we did not have several modern methods which WOU# have enabled this.'
Kniga 1 (Moscow:
Inforrn-Progiess, 1992) 3.
@ The publishers also produce a complimentary review in liierature under the name Soviet
Studies in Literature/Russian Studies in Literature.
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James P. ~ c a n l a n . He
~ has recently perfmed the invaluable task of attempting to
systematize the extent and particularity of the religious-philosophical Retum in Russian
Thouaht After Comrnunism: The Remverv of a Philoso~hicalHeritaae. The phenornenon
has also been the subject of at least one major conference, the proceedings of which

have just been published in Judith Komblatt and Richard Gustafson (editors), Russian
Reliciious ~ h o u a h t . ~

ln essence, however, it is apparent that Russians today have regained almost full

access to an entire trend of native thinking which has been denied to thern for more than
seventy years. The pioneer works of the two foremost Slavophiles, Ivan Kireevsky and
Alexis Khomyakw, have been almœt fully racovered. Although Dostoevsky and Tolstoy
were always partially allowed under the Soviet regime due to their international notoriety,
Soloviev, Leontiev, and Fedorov, once repressed, are now retumed?

8erdyaev has

been, by far, the most thoroughly reclaimed and examined of the émigre religious
philoçophersIa but his many colleagues have not been ignored?

Bulgakw has been

Scanlan was one of the editom d the three vdurne Russian Phiiosoohv which has p4yed
a valuable role in preseiving this legacy thmgh the W r e n years' in the West. See Chapter 7.
Judith Deutsch KOInblaît & Richard Gustafsan, eds., Russian Reliqious Thouaht (Madison
Wisc.: University of Wsoorisin Press, 1996).
67 Vladimir Sdov'ev. Sochineniia v dvukh totmkh, eds, AF. Losev & A.V. Gulyga. 2 Vois.
(Moscow: Mysl', 1988); Vladimir Sokv'ev. Sochineniia v dvukh tomakh, ed. N.V. Kdreiev, intro.
V-FAsmus, 2 Vds. (Mascaw:Pravda. 1989); A.F. Losev. Vladimir Sdov'ev i eao vremia (Moscow:
Progress, 1990); AF. Losev dentdes a chapter to Sdaviev in Fiksofiia. mifdoaia. kul'tura
(Moscow: Polriheskaia literatura, 1991); V.P. Pazikva, Kriticheskii anak reliaiorndiksofskocm
ucheniii N.F. Fedorova (Moscow: M W . 1985); S.G. Semenava, Nikoali Fedoiov: TwncheshK,
z h ~ n(Mosoow:
i
Sovetskii pisatel', 199ô)-

-

a See MA. Kderw and N.S. Pbtnikw, 'New Publications of aie w o r k of NA. Berdiaev,"
Soviet Studies in PhibsoDhy 302 (Fall 1991): 7690; N A Berdiaev, Fiksofiia svobodv. Smvsl'
tvorchestva (Moscow: Pravda, 1989).

largely recovered and Frank is receiving some attention. However, of the four Manu'sts-

tumed-religious philosophem. Struve has engendered remarkably litîle attention. In fact,
Russians appear to view Novgorodtsev as being a rnuch more interestirtg subject of
study. There has b e n , as far as this auinor has b e n able to ascertain, few atternpts at

reclaiming the Tnibetskoy legacy. Yet, the unique paths taken by Lev Shestov into
irrational existentialism, and lvan llyin into monarchist nationalism and jurisprudence are
receiving a great deal of attention in Rwsia today?
Moreover, al1 of these woc(w are now beîng appraised by Russian scholars" and
through the resunection of old critiques from their coritemporaries."

Archival material

is being retrieved and published in an afternpt to resurrect the missing contextual

* Articles by Lev Kar-n, IF i t e , and Paul Tilich are included in the carnpilatiin, Pamiatniki
reliaiozn~filosofskoimvsli Novoao vremeni (St Petersburg: Aleteia, 1991). See also LP. Karsavin.
'Asketizm i ierarktiïi,' Minuvshee: istoricheskii ai'manakh 11 (Moscow: AtheneumFeniks, 1992):
21 1-231; M.O. Gershenron. W i i s Sovremennoi Kui'tufli,' Minuvshee: -storicheskiial'manakh 1 1
(Mosww: Atheneumieniks, 1992): 232-248; SN. Buîgakov, Sochinenia v dvukh tamakh 2 Vol.
(Moscow: Nauka, 1993).
A Iist of the most recent Shestw r e p u b l i i s may be obtained in the notes to Taras D.
Zakdalsky, UV
Shestw and Religious ThoughtP Russian Thouaht Al\er Comrnunism 162-164;
lvan Ilyin is sirnilarly traced in Philip T. G e r , The Complex Legacy of lvan Il'inDW
Russian Thouaht
After Communism 184-186.

'' Ewmpies cd artides that appraise Berdyaev indude: €A. Stepanova, ehausted Marxism:
An Examination d Marxist Doctrine in the Traditions of Russian Refigious Phiksophy," Soviet
Studies in P h i w h y 29.4 (Spring 1991): 15-34; V.N. Adiwhkin, The Social Phiksophy of N.
Berdiaev in Light ofPeriesiroilae,' Soviet Studies in Phibmoht 30.4 (Spring 1992): 50-62; P.P.
Gaidenko, 'LendllYLlSCP: An Unheard Warning,' RussianStudiesin PhiksoPhy 32.1 (Summer 1993)
34-51; Anârei Smimov, The Path to Truth: Ibn-'Araûi and Nikdai Berôiiv (Twtypes of Mystical
Phiksophizing),'Aussian Studies in Phiiosooht 31.3 (Winter 1992-93) 1M-134; RA. Gal'tseva,
'Sub specie finis (Utopïî tvorchemtva NA. B e d W Ochorici russkoiutmicheskoi rnvsli XXvska,
ed. R A Gal't~ûva(MOSNauka. 1992) 10-76.
T2 For example, in 1994 NA. Berdiaev: ~ r cet
, contra was relsased in St. Petersburg containing
a lengthy compilationd the many reviews and persorial comment5 made between 1900and 1940
by feliow Russians. NA. Berdiaev: nro et m t r a , Seriers Russkiiut', ed. AA. Emiichev, Vol 1.
(St Petersburg: Isdatel'stvo Russkogo khnsüanskogo gumanitarnogo instituts, 1994). This instiiute
is planning the fdkwing Mure editions: M a n t i n Leont'ev and Pavel Fkrenskii and 0. Pavel

background of which most coritemporary Russians, including leading schdars, are almost
entirely bereft." To date, few historical

monographs, biographies, or analytical studies

have appeared in Russia, but three new biographies of Serdyaev covering his years in
Russia have been published: the most notable and innovative is that by Yuri Tsvetkov,
under the pen-name A. Vadimw, which appeared in 1993 just before his tragically early

death at the age of 28."
Wth the valuable new connection to the YMCA-Press in Paris, it may be expected

that every single émigre publication handled by the original Press directed by Anderson
will eventually retum to Russia (if the original impnnts are ail still in the possession of the
Pans offic8)."

No greatet vindication of the YMCA Russian division program, of the

labour of those secretanes, and of their arduous efforts at sdiciting funds h m the Central
YMCA could have occurred. Today, John Mott, Paul Anderson, Gustav Kullman, Ethan

'3 In regards to the prepamtion d the coiledim Velchi, for example, the letters to and from its
editor Gershenzon have b e n retrieved and are published in B. Proskurinaia and V. Albi, X istorii
sozidaniia 'Vekh',' Minuvshee: Istoricheskiial'rnanakh. voi. 11 (Moscaw-St- Petersburg: Atheneum
Feniks, 1992) 249-291. The mernoirs d Los~ky,Reshchikova, Leont'ev and Serkw have a b
been published. See B.N lsssky. 'NEistie sern'ia v poru likhdet'ia 1914-1922,' Minuvshee:
Istoricheskii al'manakh, W. 11 (Moscow-St, Petersburg, Attieneum Fenib, 1992) 119-198; VA,
Reshchikova, Vysylka iz RSFSR,' Minuvshee: Istoricheskii al'rnanakh, vol. 11 (Moscow-St.
Petersburg, Atheneum Feniks, 1992) 199-210; A.V Leont'ev, Nezapechatknnyi trud: iz arkhiva V.
N. Figner,' Zven'ia: istonchesiial'manakh Vol. 2 (MoscawMoscawSt.
Petersburg, Atheneurn Feniks, 1932)
424-488; A. Serûov, Wgown cheiez 'reshetku'. Perepiska MA. Osorgina i AS. Butkevicha,'
Zven'ia: lstorichesii al'rnariakh Vd. 2 (Moscow-St-Petersburg, Atheneum Feniks, 1992) 489-538.

Tsvetkov was aiso the compiler and curator d a Berdyaev Museum in Moscow. Aieksandr
Vadimov (Tsvetkw), a
i
U
r
'Berdiasva: FIossïm (Oakland, CA: Berkeley Slavic Specialiies, 1993).
See also N.K Drnitrieva and AP. Moisseva, Nikoiai Berdiaev: zhizn' i tvorchestvo (Moskva:
Vysshaia shkda, 1993).
TS

A warning letter by Tarnara Kkpinine to Paul B. Anderson on 21 September 1980,
however, signais that this may not be quite so simple. "Ixplained that there is an immense
interest in Russia for Berdyaev's books and ideas, and almoa his Russian books have become
out of print because they am k i n g (secmtîy)sent to Rwia.' Tamara Klepinine, btter to Paul B.
Anderson, 21 September 1980, Paul B. Andenori papers, University of Illinois at Urbana
Champaign, Box 29.
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T. Colton, and Donald Lowtie (and many others) are proven completely right in their belief
that the 6migr6 legacy, if presewed, would some day prove invaluable to the populace

of Russia.

Conclusion

When Berdyaev was approaching the end of his Me, he began to consider the

contributions which he had made thmugh his mia'ng, his teaching, and his intellectual
associations. His final accounting was selfdeprecating.'

Amine as always with the

mood of the times, in 1948 he concluded that his life's work would prove to be of little
importance, and that his legacy woufd not long suwîve him. The rnarginalization of
religious-philosophy abroad, the secularizatiori of the YMCA, and the renewed isolation
of Russian émigre communities and institutionsal1seemed to confimi this pessimism, and
his untended grave in Clamart became a syrnboi of the émigrés' predicamentas a whole.
Yet, the "defeated exilesn,who doubted the sunrival of their cuiture and singular
world-view, would have been astmished by the recent revivai of religion in the former
Soviet Union. After witnessing the Communists' unrelenting persecution of their Church

for more than seventy years, how could they have envisiorid a public admission by the
leader of the USSR and the Communist Party, Mikhail Gotbachev, that he had been

baptized as a child? While Gdachev's initiation of official discussions with Pope John
Paul II and his implementation of PetestmiRa and Glasmt' were not without precedent,
the pennitted magnitude of the Russian Orthodox millennium cslebrations in 1988
signalled a basic shift in pdicy. The Slavs of the Soveit

Union fdlowed the govemment's

cryptic signais by flocking to churches, especially at Easter, Advent and Christmas
services. As Glasnast' came to be perceived as more than Cornmunist propaganda,
genuinely free discussion began for the first time since the 1920s.
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Having underrnined the Communist principle of official atheisrn, Gorbachev

unleashed pent-up forces which soon eluded his coritid. This he compounded with the
cessation of censorship and the Poliuro decree to launch l . istononi
otechestvennoi

filosofskoi mydi which published the long-forbidden works of Russia's religious
philosophers. Thus, in what may corne to be called wGorbachev'sRevdution", he
simultaneously eviscerated his own avowed idedogy m i l e granting the full dissemination
of an altemate world-view. The results of his policies were certainly nothing less than

revolutionary: the Soviet Union is no more; the Communist Party su~*ves,but no longer
commands the fate of the Slavic peoples. And conceming the émigrés, especially the
religious philosophers, they have been vindicated and mhabiiitated. Berdyaev's worlcs
and the writings of most other religious philosaphers are now much in demand as
Russian intellectuals and publishers seek to retum that proscribed heritage to their

country.
The speed at which this recovery is being perfmed suggests that Russians are

seeking particular and vital meanings from the concepts expressed within the religiousphilosophical tradition. Ttreir hopes appear to fall broadly into thme categories. First,

with the collapse of the Communist regirne, Russia's future course becarne uncertain, and

a vacuum was created which demands to be filled by some new wdd-view. Although
Western models, especially the Amencan capitalistaemocratic version, have rapidly

pushed their way into the Russian consciousness,many Russians are uncornfortable with
the thought of adopting a clearly foreign purpose and way of Iife. Another alternative is
that of ethnic or racial nationalism which can be expansionist and vident, or exclusionary.
If derived from the moet extreme Western f m s such as F ascism or Nazism, or even the
less aggressive "selfdetermination,' it would also be a foreign importation as it remains

questionable whether or not a disünctly Russian nationalisrn ever existedO2The most
appropriate sdution for many intellectualstoday, therefore, seems to be the resurrection
of uniquely Slavic concepts which could replace the Cmmunist paradigm, but which

would also be characteristic of their native culture.

The lost Russian religious-

philosophical tradition has re-emerged as the most comprehensive programme for the

Mure in accordance with their national identity?
Second, the religious philosophers were also fewent and expressive critics of
materialist Maocism, and their detailed ducidation of its ontdogical flaws is affecting new
historical interpretationsof the Soviet era which attempt to integrate the wamings from the
vekhovfsy with the increasingtyrevealed facts about Communist rule. Ratherthan outright

negation, a description invdving socio-ecociomic dynamics or "Great man" theories,
Russian scholars today appear to be grasping for an understanding of "la vérité et la
mensonge du Communisme' (Berdyaev). Can the Soviet excesses m g h t against socalled "enemies of the people" be reconciled with the hope wtiich Communism proffered

to workers of the w d d for social justice?'
Third, their recent repudiatim of matenalist Marxismfdlowed shortly thereafter with

a substantial rejection of Arnerican, materialist Capitalism suggests that Russians are

Richard Pipes, The HistocicalEvolutiociof Russian Naitiorral Identity,' Barbara Frum lectures
Voronto; Montreai: 1996) Chapter d preparetd rnenuscript for foRhcoming publication. 133-147.

See, for exarnpk: S.S. Khonuhii, 'Khomiakov i printsip sobornosü.' Zdes' i temr' 2 (1992):
6û; TA, Blagova, 'fiiosatiii rannikh s h h n d i k v . I.V. Kireevskii O tsel'nasti dukha,' Vestnik
Moskovskoao universiteta. Serii 7. Fibafiia 4 (1991): 14; AT. Pavkv. The question of the
Uniquenessof Russian Phiksophy,' Russian Shidies in Phi-hv
33-1 (Summer 1994): 3749.
See also this Americari view on the subject: George Kline, The PotentialContribution ofClassical
Russian Phiksophy to the Buiiâing of a H u m e Society in RussW XIX World Conaress of
Philosoohv (Mosoaw.22-28 Auaust 19931: lnvited Lectures (Moscow: MX Wodd Congres of
Phiksophy, 1993) 34-50.

"Sec the Round-tabk discwsh: Wistory, Rsvolution, Literahrre.' Savist Litsrature 5 (1990):
153-166.

seeking a cornpletely different approach to knowing and living. If it is materialisrn, and
not simply certain idedogies, political systems, and ecmomic strategies which has been
deemed bankrupt, then clearly a new order of understanding is required.

Here, the

concepts of the religious-philosophicaltradition assume their most immediate relevancy
and becorne directly pertinent: human beings are more than a composite of atoms
because each person possesses a divine, and unique value; there should be no "masses"

which c m be directed by one persan, but only freely-chosen associations of individuals
working comrnunally for a certain end; not only masori, but also revelation or faith must
be applied for tnie knowledge. Some supporters of the Retum, therefore, hope it will
foster repentance, and then a new comprehension of personal responsibility which will
make it impossible for human sacrifices (in the literal sense) to be demanded by

Cornmunism or any other cause. Concurrently, the m a t optimistic intellectuals desire a
transcendence by which individuals will cease to be totaity consumed with their material
existence, and will begin to awaken to the spiritual, or ieligious, vision of mankind's

As such, the retum of the ?hird way" does appear to have some relevance to
Russia's past and future problems. Yet, is it likely that the Russian people will put aside
their fears and material needs and engage the "third waf?

We wait pessimistically for

Dostoevsky's Grand fnquisitor to again have the final word:
You want to go into the w d d and y w am going ernpty-handed, with s m e
promise of fieedom, which men in their simplicity and their innate tawlessness
cannot even comprehend, which they fear and dread for nothing has ever been
more unendurable to men and to human society than frwdom!... But in the end
they will lay their freedm at our feet and Say to us, W e don? mind being y w r
slaves so long as y w feed us!" They will, at last, realize themselves that there
cannot be enwgh fmedom and bread for everybody, for they will never, never be

-

For m e informaSion, see: 'Religion and Literature (A Round-table Discussion),' Russian
Studies in literature 29.2 (1993): 37-94; qeligïi i pdiika v poakornrnunisticheskoi Rossii
(Materialy Xrugbgo staia3, V a ~ filosofii
m
7 (1992) 6-33.

able to let everyone have his fair share! They will also be convinced that they cari
never be free because they are weak, vicious, worthless, and rebellious. You
promised them bread from heaven, but l repeat again, can it compare with earthly
bread in the eyes of the weak. always vicious and aiways ignoble race of man?
And if for the sake of bread from heaven thousands and tens of thousands will
follow y w , what is to becme of the millions and scores of thousands of millions
of creatures who will not have the strength to give up the earthly bread for the
bread of heaven?=
Hungry and uncertain today, will the Russians abandon themsehms into a new slavery for

rnoney and security just as, in ûostoevsky's view, millions had thrown themselves into the
amis of the Cathdic Church: Just as the people of Russia themselves once sacrificed
their humanity for the "bread-land-peace" promises of Communism?

Such negative realism rnay, perhaps,be mitigatedby the observationthat renewed
interest in religious-philosophy is not limited to Russia. In the West, as well, the m

m

is affecting reassessment of historical methoddogy and some of the standard

interpretations. As George Gibian has recently asserted,
In retrospect we see it confirmed that such heterogeneous observers of the
cultural scene as Malia, Struve, Billington, and Amalrik were the ones to wfiom we
should have been paying closest attention...Moreover, perhaps we should now
apply wrselves to trying to identify the masons why the reports, analyses, and
representations of the artists and humanists were perceptive, revealing, and borne
out by later developments. We might also learn something frorn the striking
distcxtions, omissions, and plain erroneous coridusions in the works of some
other prominent specialïsts
in political, social, eawromic sciences.'
Staternents of this kind reiiect the growing interest s h o w by Western schdars in the
cultural history of Russia and its nori-materialist developments.
The extent of this shift in historical perceptions rnay be exemplified by recent
developments regarding the study of Vladimir Sdoviev. Lenin's intellectual nemesis is

Fydor M. Dostoevsky,The Brothers Karamerow,tfans. ûavid Magarshack (London: Penguin
Books, 1982) 296297.

George Gibian, V i n t s , ' AAASS NewsNet (March 1991): 23.
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now the subject of intense scnrtiny and interest. Corne full circle, the Vladimir Soloviev

Socieq has been reconstituted by Russians and Arneiicans out of the Transnational

Institutegto bring together anyone interested in Russian spiritual ideas for discussions at
conferences, newsletters and the Internet. Its central mandate is to rebuild and foster new
ties between Russia and the West Wich acknowledge some of the insights provided by

Russian religious-philosophy. Furthetmore. this society has managed to arrange for the

construction of a Vladimir Sdoviev rnuseum within the lnstitute of Philosophy in Moscow.
At this time, as statues of Lenin are k i n g tom down in cities all over th8 former Soviet
Union, Soloviev's is being raised before the new edifice.
Not only have the Russian religious philosophm been retumed, but their

European counterparts, the Personalists, are also enjoying a renaissance. In the late
eighties, the Association for the Study of Persons carne into being, prapelled by scholars

from a diversity of disciplines at Boston University. It now hdds international conferences

Membership in the organization includes such leading students of Russian phiksophy as
George Kline, James Scanlan, and George Young, as well as several Siavic language specialists
like Caryl Emerson and Judith Deutsch Kotnblatt- In Russia: Leoriid Polyakov and Nelli
Motroshiîova (both of the lnstitute of Phiîosophy in the Russiari Academy of Sciences). The
Vladimir Soloviev Society has also spawned a subsidiary cdlectivii: the %erdyaev LW. The
director of this initiative is George Young.
The Tmsnationai lnstitute was formed in 1981 in V e r m t to sponsor a series of projects

and exchange programmes between the United States a d Russia. These have involved ckse
ties and interaction with the Russian ORhodox Church both in that country and in America. The
centrai motivation b r its f o r m a t h appearr to have been the rising fear of nuclear war: in 1981
its first project was M
m for Paece (discorrtinued in 1995). The founders thought that m e way
to reduce the Cold War tensions was to have Americans visa the USSR, and Russians to c m
to the USA, In this way , people ftom each nation w u # be able to see the other not as a faceless
enemy, but as simple human beings. 800 Russians came to the USA during its lifetime, end 1,20Q
Arnericans were sent to Russia and the fornier repubiii. The founders were gtoups d Vermont
and New Hampshire Corigregabd Churchss (The Unad Church of Christ), and centred in
Norwich Vermont. The president of the Transnatiorral lnstilute W Clinton G. Gardner, a graduate
of Camp W i l î i i James, staRed in 1940 with backing trom Franûiin O. Roosevelt on the initiative
of Eugen Rosenstock-Huessy (a phiksopher 6migre from Nazi Germany) and Freya von Moltke
( w i d w of Helmuth von Moltke). For detailed infomiatiorr, se8 Jack J. Preiss, Crunn William James
(Norwich, VT: Argo Book?, 1918).

through the International Forum on fersons (lFOP)'O, and publishes a review enWed
The Personafist Forum. The periodicalssstatement of intent shows a cornmitment to the

humanist ideas which were frequently expressed by the Russian and French proponents
of the 'Yhird way", althaugh their own summary of purpose might have been more elegant

and rnight have pronounceâ their spiritual principles more mcretely.

The Persorralist Forum seeks to provide a forum for thinkers interested in exploring
two persondist hypotheses: that it is the personal dimension of ou? k i n g and
living that is definitive of our hurnanity, and that the personal dimension of beinghuman offers a clue to the ordering of reality. Having no ready-made answers to
offer nor a creed to dernand, we take personal categories seriously and speak in
a language that stiives for maximum comprehensibility."
Similarly the IFOP attempts to provide a contemporary, acadernic corigress which
somewhat resembles the various circles of the inter-war Personalist m~vernent.'~
Another resurgence of French Personalism from the thirties may be found in a
curious federalist association in Europe. This grwp which was begun and is still directed
by one of the only rernaining French Personalists, Alexandre Marc, is called Le Centre

lnternational de Fmation Européene (CFE), and indudes historians, political scientists,
economists, and other schdars as well as some political figures. Its activities involve the

'O The first was heid ab MansfieM Callege, Oxford in September 1991. Selected papers from
this meeting can be read in The Persorralist Forum 8 (1992).
"

Statement articulated by Professor Erau'm Kohak d Boston University. The Personaikt
Forum (The internet: The Personalist Forum webpage).
l2

The Intematiarial Forum on PERSONS organïzes rn international and interdisciplinary
academic conference on persons every tm,years. The aim of the conference is to encourage
original researctr on the conceptsand theoriesofpersonhood, personal identity, and persmalem,
and their application in fie& such as Law, medicine, phiksophy, p o l i , psychokgy, and
theology." Its irnpending OOllference set for Prague in August, 1997 dedicades sessions to
discussing the work of Esprit, Ordm Nomwu, Alexandre Marc, and Emmanuel Mouniec; aiey will
aiso examine, m
g d e r subjeds, the wemergencaCMcountricw from tdalitaiian regimes,' and
peisoriaiii-type Mers induding thoso who specialire[d] in 'Eastern Orthodoxy, Catholcisrn,
Liberation thedogy-' Robert Fisher, The International Foium m Persoris Cfhe Intemet: The
Personaiii Forum webpage).
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publication of pamphlets discussing Marc's brand of federalism (still rerniniscent of the

Ordre Nouveau pr~gram).'~
other federalist theorias," and pmblems which the group
identifies in the current efforts of the European Union (EU). ClFE flourishes through
grants donated by the EU H i c h permit it to maintain its own publishing house, "Presses
d'Europe," and to hdd yeaily conferences for schdars either studying federalism or the
antecedents of "féd6ralisme personnaliste" in the French Personalist movement,
Proudhon, and other related histories. It should also perhaps be noted that federalisrn
as both a philosophical and pditical principle is being widely discussed in Russia taday;

one of its unlikely pimeers in the present context being Ruslan Khasbulatov, the speaker
of the Durna who was outgunned by President Yeitsin in 1993.
A full description of the Persmalist rnwement is far ftom completion. However,

preliminary studies indicate that its influence might reach well beyond France. John
Hellman and William Rauchsuggest links between inter-war Personalisrn and the pst-war

bureaucratie dite, especially those who figured prorninently in Franço& Mitterand's

Rauch has traced some connections between French Personalisrn and
Socialist ~ar-ty.'~
Christian Socialist parties in Germany as well as France. Former leaders of Esprit and

Ordre Nouveau came to participate in the construction of the European Cornmunity, and
former EU President Jacques Dekrs acknawledges his debt to ~ersonalisrn.'~Its

l3

10cite m l y m e example, Alexandre Marc. Comment s u ~ ~ r i m e
lerc h ô m e en Euro~e?

(Nice: Presses d'Europe,
l4

1993).

For example, Ferdinand Kinsky, Federalim. A G

W Theoru: The Impact of Praudhon and

the Personalist b e r n e n t on Federalism (Nice: Pressas d'Europe, 1995)
l5
John Hellman, E
m
q flormto:
University of Toronto Press, 1981); The Kniaht- Moriks d V i v France (Kingston: McGilI-Queens
University Press, 1994). William Rauch, Pdlics and Beliefs in C a r i t e m m France: Emmanuel
Mounier and Christian Dernocracy m
e Hague: Martinus Nijhdf, 1972).

lu

Jacques Dekrs is currently a member of the Centre Internathaide Formation Européene.
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influence on Vatican II, on Catholic movements in North America, and its connection with
religious dissident mwements within the Eastern European, Soviet Bloc countnes,
especially Poland, are subjects awaiting investigation.

If Personalism is to be

characterized as a French variant of Russian religious-philosophy, it seems that ï t too has
insights to give cooceming cunent developments in w r wdd."
Therefore, study of both the Russian religiws philosophers and the Personalists
appears to have becorne a fertile field for exploration. The development of their thought,
the details of their relationships and their personal biographies, and the impact which their
ideas have had upori events in this century rnay, with further examination, coritinue to
augment ouf understanding. This thesis has fwnd, for instance, that the history of
Russia's religiws philosophers lends a less negative perspective to the larger picture of
Russia Abroad. Their actions gave a purpose to the ernigration. Not only were they to

pteserve the Russian traditions and culture which were being eradicated in their
homeland, but they also attracted people from other cultural backgrounds to their
cosrnopolitan vision of humanity. This they did at a time when that very terni came to be
used in Stalin's Russia as a terni of abuse.
Furthemore, their story suggests that religious-philosophy never ceased to be a
viable alternative despite the atmost three-quarters of a century of Marxist hegemony.
Rather than being the logical and inevitable end of centuries of social imbalance and
political oppiession in Tsarist Russia, the Bdsheviks b e r n e only one agent-of-change.
The history of the mligious philosophem also diiected this study to a more indepth
exploration of many supposedty minor events and organizatims in this century. Of al1 of

" The cmnectim between French Persorialim and Russian religbts-phiksophy has been
discussed in Catherine Baiid, 'Russian Persorralism: The Influenced Russian Populism on French
Personaiiim, 193û-38.' MA. thesis (McGill Univershy, 1392).
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these, it was the YMCA and its affiliated associations which came to stand out as the

essential bulwark for Russian religious-philosophy in particular and the emigration in
general. The remarkable contribution of the YMCA press enabled the continuation, the
preservation, and finalîy, the transference of these ideas back to Russia. Therefore, this
thesis has found that the YMCA provided the means by which the Russian religiaus
philosophem' Post-Revolut~onaryaspirations could be final1y realized,

Change is occumng in the f m e r Soviet Union, and religiws-philosophical ideas
are piaying a significant rde in this transformation. Whether or not one finds merit in
religious-philosophy, these concepts can no longer be ignored in either the West or in
Russia. This, then, is the most lasting testament to the efforts of Berdyaev and his fellow
religious-philosophers: They did not let these ideas die. Hence, some ninety yeaiis after
Russians first began their quest for bringing about the "religious renaissance", their
aspirations are still emulated and have b e r n e newly-awakened in our time.
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1

'Anest for banishment to fteedom; for
liquidation telephone'

I
'Arrest for banishment to fremdom; for
liquidation by tekphone'

'Exik, suspend first until receiving fmm
toMnSh Tsiparovicha guarentee and
substantiation of such things,/ by order of
Cornmissart 31/Aug/1922?

Kantsei', Efim
Sernenovich

'Artsst for banishment fmedom'
p
-

Rec!or of U of St.
Petersburg; VdYiik; Bntstvo
Khanmon, Boris
Kissavettar. AA.

'Anest for banmhmsnt to fmadom'

'Arrest for baniuhrnent to freedom; for
lkuidatkn by teWhormm

Histonan
VOKPG
'Not foundm

VOKPG

Konidrrtiw

(--VI
N.D.

'Reiease to exile d e c n e . Kommission under
pissident minister Dzsrrhinsky. Frorn 31-Aug1933 on the basb of h b personal Ieüer to
minist%r Dzershinsky in which he assured his
own ioyally to Soviet power

Kukhov~o

1 VOKPG

Kuskova, E.

VOKPG

Kutîor, N.N.

VOKPG

Lapshin, Ivan
Ivanovich

Philosopher. Professors
Union Peîrograd

LWtblry

VOKPG

LwiWry, V A

VOKPG

Lodyshenskii

Economics Plofessor

mArrestedfor banishment to Fieedornm

--

' A m t for banishment to freedorn; for
liquidation by telephone'

Lutokhin, DA,
MartsinkovsM. V.F.

'Arrest for banishment to freedorn; for
liquidation by telephonef

1
VOKPG

Miakotin. VA-

1

NoMo

1 VOKPG

Novikov, M.M.

HitoMn

Rector of U of Moscow,
Zoobgist
Pmtesson Union Petmgrad

' A m t for banishment to freedom'

VOKPG
Osokh, Vladimir
Mikhailovich

Professon Union Petrograd

Osorgin, Michad

VOKPG

Ostrovsky, Anûrei

ProfessonUnion Petrograd
VOKPG

' h a s t for banishment ta fmedorn

'Arrest for banishment to freedom'

Pletnev, P.V.

Pol'ner, Sivanovich

Professors Union Petrograd

Prokopovicti, Sergsi

VOKPG

'Arrest for banishment to freedorn"

'Arrest for banishment to freedom; for
Iiauidatbn bv tele~hone

Purnpianskii, LM.
Roôionov, NYrolii
sug..vich
Prof R o t n o v
-

Rozhkov

Petersburg l

Prof. R-ikov

VOKPG

i

i

'Not found'

Rozenbera. VA.
'Arrest for banishment to fmedom'

Saclykova. lu. N.

S e l i o v , Ornitri
Fedorovich

Professon Union Peboqrad

'GNe up to judgement from participation in
agiiaüon. Soviet organitation abroad do not
exile, keep within c o u w

Protessors Union Petmgad

'Anest for banishment to freedom'

Soloveichik, Emanuil
Borisovich

'Not found'

Sorokin, Pbim

'Amst for banishment to freedomm;USA

Saratonov, V.V.

Head of Facuity of Math at
Stam U of Moscow

Stein, Vildor
MauiBovich

Professors Union Petrograd

In agreement with decree. Commission under
pmident minister Denhensky from exile into
frssdom and lsave Petrograd. Sem personal

-

statemsnt

Stepun, Feodor

Profassors Union Petrograd

'According to the agreement undersigned by
Prosidant Kommissart Dzenhinsky decrees
that acrioned by chares partains to antisoviet
organkm!bn in West. do not exile to freedom,
Await all judgemsnt Hold under arrest. do not

fme
Troshin, P.V.

Philosophuc Vd'fia

Prince Trubetskoi,

E.
VdWthov

Agronomist, VOKPG

Veüser, G m a n
Rudoi'fovich

'Not foundm

I

Professon Union Pedrograd

Volkovyissky, N.

Critic of Gurniiov

Vysheshvtsev, Boris

Free Acaderny of SpinhraJ

Zbarskii, Oavid
Solomonovich
Zenkovsky V.V.

'Anest for banishment to freedorn; for
liquidation by teiephone-

1

1

'Exile- postpone first until person gives orders:
by Ordm of Kommïssaft Mirrister Denhensky
31Aug.1(Actually nwer sent out, allowed
to m a i n in Russia)
'Not foundm

Bmfstm
'Arrest for baniihment to freedorn; for
liquidation by telephone'

fubashw, E-L

Zvoryikin

I

'Anest for banihment to heedorn'

Professor of economy

2tntellectualsArrested for Exiled in 1922: indudes those who were repressed in Russia and not
actualty sent abroed. I oou# only trace 1û9. The 164 figure was given by S. Fediukin. Velikii
O k t i i r ' i intellkerrtsia (Mosoaw, 1972) 287. At the Institute d Russien History in Moscow, its
directoc Andrei Sakharov gave a nurnber d 144; Iaroslav Leont'ev, a young schdai who is
studying the exputsion esümates their numbetr to be doser to 200 if nd more. Kogan states 174
arrested and 16ô expelîed in Vyslet za granitsu" 66.

1

Abbé Jean-Piene Aitermann 1.
Pére Aupiais
Albert Camilleri 1.

II Mlle. Marie Clément 1.
Roland Dalbiez 1.
Maurice Denis

I

1II

I

Mlle Noëlle Denis 1.

Becornes Mrs. Denis-Boulet, daugter of
Maurice Omis

Émile Dennenghem
Abbé Dondaine 1.
Jacques Froissart (Faîher Bruno)

Stanishs and Aniouta Fumet
Father Garrigou-Lagrange 1.
Henri Ghéon 1.

Writer and Critic. convertecl bv Chudel

Prince Wadimir Ghika 1.

Priesî, rose to an order because of Maritan
Priest

Thornist phibsopher; professor
Baron Alexandre Grunelius and wife the former
Antoinette Schlumberger

Converted by Maritain

Charles Henrion 1.

1

Willard Hill

Businessrnan

Maxime Jacob

Writer. critic

1 Abbé Charles Joumet 1.

Professor a! Friboum

Olivier Lacombe

Philosopher

Abbé Lallement 1.

Professor a! lmütut Catholique

Louis Laloy
Abbé Lavaud 1.
Mlle. Leuret 1.
Pierre and Jeanne Linne

Jacques Maritain 1.

Host

Raissa Maritain 1.

Hostess

. Louis Massignon

OriemWist, specaiiist in lshmic -dies

Mlle. Moreau

1 Dr. Pichet 1.

Ir

1

Paul Sabon

Mme. Marthe Spitzer 1.
Pierre Termier

Geologist

W.R. Thompson

Entomobgist

-

Vaton V i Rosov

0roüw of Aniouta Fuma

Robert Valléry-Radot

Writer and critic, emered Trappist monastery

Pierre Van der Meer de Walcheren

1. denotes the fimt members of the circle.

'

'Names have been m p i i e d from a study d Maritain, NotebookS. Raissa Maritain. Les
Grandes Arnitii, Julie Kman, Our fiiend Jacaues Mariin, Emmanuel Mounier, Entretiens
unpublihed 19261932. It does nat pretend to be amplete. but does offer an overview of the
number and m p o s i t i i of these meetings

2

Mlle. MaribThedse d'Aiverny

SWent

C

3

MI. Paul B. Andarton

YMCA; Episcopalian

P

4

Mn. E. Barlow

M. I'abbé -tirPan

C
-

-

Mr. Nikohi Bedyaev

Put'. YMCA

fîw. S. S. Bezobratov

Put', St Sergius

9

Mme. Léon 8loy

10

Pasteur Marc Boegner

Jullien

1 Maritain

1

Pmident of French
Federation of Student
Christian Associations,
Pasto?Church Passy.
French Reform Church.

M. l'abbé Bom'nolli
12

Rev. Sergei Bulgakov

Put', S t Sergius

O

Berdyaev

13

Mlle. Chire Cafrièm

S u s r i t Jullim

-

C

Laberthonniére

14

Mlle.

RSCM?

O

Klepinin

15

M. Roland Dalbiez

Psychwrist

C

Mafitain

1c

1 Maritain

11 18 #

Marie Czapska

Mme. S. de D i i h

19

M. I'abbd Dumitel

20

Emik ûermengb

1

1
Cerck Thomiste

MI. George P. Fsdotov
Count F. Ferzen

1 23 1

Mme. Aniouta Funet

Roseau d'Oc

cercle thomiste^

1

26
27

1c
1c

1 M. René Gillouin
Mlle. G. Goriars

-

Studm J u l l i

1 Jullien

Prof. V. N. llyin

Put'

M. I'abb6 Jaicoubbii
M. Léon

ame es

I

O

8erdyaev

C

Berâyaeu

I

I

~x~anni4ra

Mlle. Chre Jullien

Tmchef

C

Laberthonniare

Prof. A Jundt

Luthean TheorogY Piof.

P

iaberthonnière

O

Berdyaw

Mr. Yuri A Kalemin
Mr. A m o v

1

1 PM

1O
1O

Prof. A. V, Kartosheu
Mr. Nichobs Klepinin

1

1 YMCA. RSCM

10

1

Mr. Evgaph Kovalsvsky

O

St Sergius

Mr. Maxime Kovaietvsky

O

Rev. Petr Kovaleinky

St Sergius

O

M. l'abbé Labmümnnièm

Philosopher, Oratorian

C

M. Jean de h Laurencie
--

1

1

1c

1

Berâvacv

Mme. J. Laurfal
Pasteur Lecerf

I

orthodox cahn'nist
theobgian at the Collbge
de France

1

M. Edmond LeFîoy

Prof. of Phiksophy a! the
Collège de France

C

Mr. Nichohs Losslry

Put', Professor Prague
Univemity

O

Mgr. Lou&

Laberthonniére

C

Mr. M. V. Malinin

1

Mr. 1. 1. Manuchin

1

1O

1

M. Jacques Maritain

Cercle Thomistes

C

Mme. R a h a Maritain

Cercle Thomistes

C

M. Louis Massignon

Cercîe Thomistes

C

Pmf. Henri Monnier

- CaMnist Fheologian

P

Labetthonni4re

O

Bsrdyaev

Maritain
na
iM
tia
r

M. Jacques Monod
Pasteur W i M Monod
Mr. P. P. Srrvchinsky
Princess C. E. Trubetskaya

I

Fedmtion of Plotestant
Churches. R d o n Church
Put'

1
O

57

1 Prince. G.N. Trubotskoi

Befdyaev

PUY

Berdyaev

Prince S.E. Tiubetskoi

- -

61

y M-DoanWaIter

62

Mr. Leu tander

63

M. J. Zeikr

YMCA, Enghnd, Angfican
Put', St Sergius

I

Mr. Nichohs Zemov

64

'

Miss. Sophie Zemova
65
66

1 YMCA, RSCM

r

YMCA, RSCM

Gippius' mmtafy

Mr. V. Dobin

tig. 44

information

H
Il

George Adamovitch

Establshed Writer (French and Russian
P-1

Marc Aldanov

Estabiiihed Wtiter (Internationaland
Russian P m )
--

-

II Paul Benn, Comte d a St. AuWn

I

Nikdai Berdyaev

Ren6 Brasillach
John CharDeciaer

Jean Chrnsvilie

Louis Durnur
Georges Fedotov

Ambassador to France

1

Aspiring writer, mistress of Khodasevich
Russian

Established philosopher (Intemabonai and
Russian Press)

1Fmh
1Fmh
1 F-h
1 FRnck

1 Russian

Teachr at St Sergius, aspiring political
wfim

'List of guests fw intercorifessional meeting.' 14 Jaunary. 1926, Paul B. Anderson Pepers,
University of Illinois at Urbans-Champaign. Box 3.

Stanishs Fumet

Fmncfl

Publishw

MarieTheme Gad*

Henri Ghéon

Established Dramabjst and Poet

--

R.P. Léon Gillet

Oominican Priest and Ledurer at Institut
Catholiqw

Fmh
r

Daniel Halévy
1

m

I

I

Marguerite Jules-Martin

1 Fmh
1 Fnnch

M. Kantor

1 Fnmh

Georges l w d

I

1

N. Koulmann

1

Olivier Lacombe
René Lalou

1 AspMng p
1

- Esprit 1931Y

1
1
Thorn& young Lechtref at InstiMe
catholique

Fnnch
I

1 French

1 Writer

1

1

1

Pere de Lescum

I

d i i writer

Russian

I

Aspiring polîîcal and philosophicai writer
Pians. Ordre Nouveau

-

Emile Lutz
Lucien Marceau

French

Jacques Maritain

French

Thomist, Established philosopher
(fntmtiona! Press)

Francois Mauriac

FiSnch

Established Writer (International Press)

Henri Massis

Fmh

Action Francaise Establiihed Writer....

Jean Maxence

French

Publisher Cahiers de la quinzaine, writer

Russian

Professorat the Sorbonne, budding literary

Emmanud Mounisr

French

Aspiring phibsophical writer Esprit

P Mouratov

Russian

Marcel Peguy

Flcwicti

N. Millioüi

Andrd Pierre

1

-

Writer, son of Chailes Peguy

II Robert S6bastien

1

N. fourgueneva

Russian

Guy de Traversay

Fmh

Wsevolod de Vogt

Boris Vvshesiavtsev

Russian

Russian Reiigiow-Philosophical Academy

Established writer (Russian press)

fig. s'

11 Charies du Bos

Emile Oetmenghem
Oitch

II George Fedotov
Narnes were taken from Cahiers de la auinraine 19-1932.

II Stanislas Fumet
Vladimir Ityin

Helen lswofsky
Abbé Jakoubisiak

II Louis iaioy
II Roland Manuel
# Gabriel M a r d

il Jacques Madîain
Raissa Maritain
Louis Massignon
Emmanuel Mounier
Nichohs Nabokov
Comte de ?ange
Puech

1)

Piem Van der Meer

N Aleksesv

PUY

bTh-e names have h n &ken from pnmarily tHio sources. The unpubfished Entretiens 11 8
IV of Emmanuel Mounier and Jacqua Maritain. Ndebaalcs...

Nikohi Betrdyaev

ChinaR

Put', Espnt

P. M. Bitsilli

Sofia

Annaies contemporaines

Father Sergei BuIgakov

Paris

St Sergius, Put'

l îya Bunakov (Fondami~ky)

Paris

Savrsmanye zapbki

Georges Fedotov

Parb

St. Sergius

Father Leu Gillet

Paris

Esprit, Dominican Order

Sergei Hessen

Bedin, Prague

Vladimir Ilyin

Par$

S. Sergius

Paris

Esprit

Ekaterina Kuskova

Min

Uadet

f Lagovsky

Paris

RSCM

Evgeni llich LanpeR

MinParis/
Chdord

Nikoiai Lossky

PatWPtagua

P Mikhailov

Paris

Konstantine Motchulsky

Paris

1

1

8 lzhboldin
Helen lswolsky
Yuri lvask

PUY

St. Sergius/ Sorbonne, Acüon
Orthodoxe, RSCM

A. Petnshchev

I G.N. Polkovnikov

1

1

H

1

1

Raoul Rai-Al-

P Savitsky

Berlin-ParisPngw

G.F. Sieghid

London

Elizaveta Skobtsova (WMaria)

Paris

S. Stein

V.Varshavsky

Paris

Put', Oirector Euroasian Press

Achkn Orthodoxe

Boris Vyshesiavtsw

Paris

Put'. St. Sergius, YMCA

Vladimir Weilde

Paris

St Sergius, Putn

Vhd imir Yanovsky
Lev Zakuth

Paris

Sergei Pavolvich Jaba

1 Marcd Arland

I Etienne Borne

Jean Lacroix

Jacaues Macîaula
-

--

Il Gabriel Marcel
Gabriel Marty
Jacques Marimin

1

Louis Massignon

I

Achion Orthodoxe, St.Albans-St.
Sergius Fcllomhip

1 Adrien MiaW
1 René Millienne

1
1

l1

1

Jacques de Monléon

Marcel More
Emmanuel Mouniew

1
Denis de Rougemont
PierreHenri Simon

Jules Sup8nrielk

1

Jean SyîvJre

1) Gilbert de Véricoutt

1

1

-

After seven yeam of cmtinuous waifare externai and domestic - which has undermine
the foundations of the ecoriamic liled the country, the Republic has b8en visiteci by a most heavy
elementary calmnity: failure d the cfops, whidi has aCIûcted a number of the mast fertile districts.
The popubtion of the districts aCIected by this d i i e r k i n g famine, and al1 the terrible
mnsequences th& foikw in its train. Only the united and concerteci e f b t s of the people and the
most strenuous wwk can stave df thii new cahbayIn view of the above, the Ail-Russian Centrai Executive Committee resohres:
1. To create an Ali-Russiarr Hunger Relief Committee for the purpose offighting the famine,
and ail the other sequels of the failure c# the cropa.
2. The Committee is granted the use of the emblem of the Red Cross, which is ta figure
in its seal.
3. In order to cope wiai the task formulateci in part 1, the Committee shall have the right:
a) to acquire in Russia and abroad food and feed supplies, medicai stores, and other artich
required by the hunger-stricken population; b) to distribute the material resewes at the disposai
of the Committee amorigst the popuiaüon dectsd by the failure of the Cr-;
c) to enjoy
preferential rights in the rnatter d wriage of goods wittiout waiting their turn, and ako to own
special means of conveyance and rollingstock; Q to W e dl necessaiy measures for the collective
feeding of the needy; e) to render agricultural assistance to the populatii in the famine-stricken
districts; f) to render medicai assistance in these regiorrs; g) to inauguraie public works for
employrnent of the sufferers; h) to rnake cdlectioris and,generally speaking, to take any steps
d the aims d the Cornmittee.
n e c m for the atan
i ment
4. The Cornmittee shall have th8 rigM to organite kcal sub-cornmittees, to found
branches in various k c a l B i , and aQo to appoint separate representatkes.
5. In order to attrad assistance and morietaiy means from abroad. the Committee shall
have the right to open branches abroad, to encourage the founding of sub-cornmittees abroad,
and to send its representatiues there. The Cornmietee shall enjay unrestricted fretedam in
communicating with the above mentimed institutions anâ representatii abioed.
6-The Cornmittee shall have the rigMto deliberatesuch mesrures emanating from central
and local authorifes, which 1 will m i d e r 86 M n g any beaiing on the cause of relief to the
famine-stricken, and to communkate with the said auttiocitii with a view to coriceiting such
measures wiîh the plans d the Cornmiltee. All institutions of the Republic. both central as well as
local, shall be bound to render the Cornmittete every assistance.
7. The Committee shall have a p u b l i d its own deaiing mth matters referring to the
activii of the Committee and shdi also publish booklets and placards, and cmvoke conferences
for the purpose d dïscussing maiters connedecl mth the Hunger Relief A c t i ~ .
8. The Committ88 shall enjoy tail rights attaching to a legai body, and shall be entitled to
transact business, to enter into agreements, to acquire pr~p~trty,
and to appear as daimant or
respondent in law-sub, in cwxxndcuica with the W .
9. The means CH the Cornmittee shall be made up &-a) frem contributims. b) articles and
materials in kind, and moriies, assignd to the Cornmittee by the State.
10. The actMty d the Commiüm shall nd bs subject to the ooritrd of the Labor-PeasantInspection. Accounts ofits actïMty and accwnts in respect of expenditure, the Committee shail

-

-

'State department archives û61.48/15SO

submit to the Central Execuüve Cornmittee, and bring such acawnts to the public notice.
Il.The original members of the Committee beknging to it at the time of its mnstlution.
aiso the chairman and his substitutes, shall be coofinned in their capacity by a resolution of the

Central Executive Cornmittee. Further electiorrs of members of the Committee shall rest with the
Cornmittee itself.
12-The Committee shall organise &te$ and coriduct its business, in accordance with a
Constitution to be confirmed by the Central Executnre Committee.
M. Kaiinin, President of the Centrai hecutnre Committee.
A. Enukidze, Secretary to the C. M. COMM.
Moscow, Kreml, Jufy 21 at 1921.

Whereas a famine cocidïtiori exists in paits d Russia, 8nd
Whereas Mr. maxim Gorky, with the knawledged the RussianS o c M i FederativeSoviet Republic,
has appealed through Mr. Hoover to the American people for assistance to the starving and sick
people, more particulariy the chiidren, d the famine stricken parts of Russia, and
Whereas Mr. Hoover and the American people have read with great sympathy this appeal on the
part of the Russian people in their distress and are desirous, soleiy for humanitarian reasons, of
corning to their assistance, and
Whereas Mi. m e r in his repiy to Mr. Gorky,has suggested that supplernentary relief might be
brought by the Arnerican R e l i i Administration, an unofficial voîunteer American charitable
organizatiori under the c h a i m h i p d Mr. Herbert Hoover, hereinaRer cailed the ARA-, and the
Russian Socialist Federative Soviet Republic hereiidter calîed the Soviet AuthoritiiThat the ARA will extend such assistance ta the Russian people as is within its poor. subject ta
the acceptame and fulfilment d the folkwing conditioris on the part of the Soviet Authorities who
hereby deciare that there is need d this assistance on the part of the ARA.
The Soviet Authorities Agree:
First That the Ara rnay bring into Russia such personnelas the ARA finds necessary in the carrying
out of its work and the Soviet Authorities guarantee them full libertyand protectionM i l e in Russia.
in Soviet Russia since 1917 will be
Non-Arnericans and Arnericans wtro have bæn detained
admitted upon approval by the Soviet Authoritii.
SecondThat they will, on dernand dthe ARA immediatety extend al1facilities for the entry into and
exit from Russia af the personna1 mentiorid in (1) and whik such personnel are in Russia the
Soviet Authorities shaii accord them full liberty to w m and go and m e about in Russia on
official business and shall prwide them with all necessary papers such as safe-conducts, bisser
passer, etc, to facilie their travel.
Third That in securing Russian and m e r kcal personnel the ARA shdl have amplete freedom
as to selection and the Soviet es
AH, on request, assisi the ARA in securing same.
Fourth That on delivery by the ARA af its relief supplies at the Russian ports of Petrograd,
Murrnansk, Archangel, ~ ï i s k or, other Russian paRs as mutuaily agreed upm. or the
nearest practicable ports in adjacent oountfies, decisian to lie with the ARA, the Soviet Authoriflies
will bear al1further costs such as d k i w g e , haridling, erate. Shou# demurrage or storage occur
at above ports mutually agreted upon as satisfadory, such demurrage and storage is f w the
account of the Soviet Authoritii......
2Citedfrom Rex A Wade, Oocuments inSoviet H i s t qVd. 2 (New York: Acadernic International
Press, 1993)276-281.

Twenfy-fiiai That its personnel in Rwsia wiH confine thernseives strictiy to the ministration of relief
and will engage in no poiitical or commercial actMty whatever. In view of paragraph (1) and the
freedorn of American personnel in Russia from personal search, arrest and detention, any
personnel conûavening this will be withdrawn or discharged on the request of the Central Soviet
Authorities..,-

The folbwing document elucidating Lenin's p h for exterminating the Orthodox Church was
released through dissident sources in the 196ûs, but was d'isparaged as a fake by both Soviet and
Western scholars; in 1994, however, James Ellington led an investigation team from the Library
of Congress into the Soviet Archives where they discovered the original, transiated it, and
disserninated 1an the Intemet, Aithough Richard Pipes has just released a book mtaining it and
other explosive sources in the Unlmawn Lenin (1996). it is still unfamiliar enough to deserve full
exposition in this thesis. Morwver, it so apüy demorrstrates Lenin's attitude and approach to any
opposition.
'Copy To Cornrade Moiotw.
Top Secret For members of the Pditburo.
Please make no copies for any r e m . Each member of the Pditburo (incl. Cornrade Kaiinin)
shouM comment directly on the document. Lenin.
In regard to the occurrence at Shuia, which is already s&ed for discussion by the
Politburo, it is neright now to make a firm decisicm about a general plan of action in the
present course. Because Idoubt that Iwill be able to attend the Pditburo meeting on March 20th
in person, l will set down rny thoughts in M i n g . The event at Shuia should be corinected with
the announcement that the Russian News Agency [ROSfl recently sent to the newspapers but
that was not for publication, nameiy. the announcement that the Bbck Hundreds in Petrograd
[Piter] were preparing to defy the decree on the removal of property of value from the churches.
If this fact is compareci mth Mat the papers report about the attitude of the clergy to the decree
on the removal of church property in additii to what we know about the illegd prochmation
of Patriarch Tikhon, then it becomes perfectly clear that the Black Hundreds clergy, headed by
its leader, with full deliberation is carrying out a pian at this very moment to destroy us decisively.

It is obvious that the most infiuential group of the EUack Hunâreds clergy coriceived this
plan in secret meetings and that it was accepteid with sufficient resalution. The events in Shuia
is ody one manifestation and actualiüatiori of this generd plan. t think that here our opparient is
rnaking a huge sûategic enor by attempting to draw us into a decisive struggle now when 1 is
especialty hope~lessand especialîy disadvantagsous to him. For us, on the other hand, precisely
at the present moment wo are presentedwith an exceptiorralty Pavorable, even unique, oppoRunity
when we can in 99 out d 100 chances utteity defeat w r enemy with complete success and
guarantee for o u r s e h the positionwe require for decdes, Now and mly now, uhen people are
being eaten in tamine-stricken areas,and hundreds, if notthousands,of corpses lie on the roads,
we can (and therefoie mua) pursue the removai d church property with the most fterrried and
ruthless energy and not hesitade ta put d m the least opposition. Now and only now, the vast
majority of petasantg will either be on oui side, or at h s t will nat be in a position to support to
Vladimir 1. Lenin, letter to V.M. Moktw, 19 Merch 1922, tram. James Bllington.
(World Wide Web: Library of Corigress, File: ael bkhunhkg, 1994).

any decisive degree this handful of Bhck Hundreds clergy and reactionary urban petty
bourgeoisie, who are willing and able to attempt to oppose this Soviet decree with a policy of
forceWe must punue the remaval ofchurch property by any rneans necessary in order to
secure for oursehres a fund of several hundred million gold rubles (do not forget the immense
weaith of some monasteries and buras). W M this fund any government mwk in general, any
economic build-up in particular, and any uphoiding of soviet principîes in Genoa especially is
completely unthinkable. In order to get our hands on this fund of several hundred million gold
rubles (and pertiaps even several hundred billiori), we must do whatever is necessary. But ta do
this successfully is possible only now. A l corisideiations indide that Mer on we will fail to do
this, for no other time, besicles that of despetrate famine, will give us such a mood amortg the
general mass of peasants that wuid ensure us the sympathy of this group, or, a! least, would
ensure us the neutraluation of this group inthe sense that viaory in the struggle for the removal
of church propedy unquestimabîy and completely wil be on ouf side.
One clever writer on statecraft correctly said that ifit is necessary for the reaiuation of a
well-known political goal to perform a series of brutal actions then it is necessary to do them in
the most energetic manner and in the shortest tirne, because masses of people will not tolerate
the protracted use of brutality. This observation in particular is further strengthened because harsh
rneasures against a r e a c t i i w clergy will be pditically impradical, possibly even extremely
dangerous as a result of the international shation in mich we in Russia, in al1 probability, will
find ourselves, or may find ourselves, after Ge-.
Naw victory wer the rBBCfjOnaryciergy is
assured us completely. In additibn, it will be more dimcult far the major part of our foreign
adversaries among the Russian emigres ab&,
i.e., the Sociali-Revolutionaries and the
Milyukovites [Left Wing Cadet PartyJ,to fight against us ifwe, preciseîy at this tirne, precisely in
connection with the famine, suppress the readioriary clergy with utmost haste and ruthlessness.
Thetefore, I corne to the indisputable mclusion that we must precisely now smash the
Black Hundreds clergy most decisively and ruthlessly and put down al1 resistance with such
brutality that they will not forget 1 for several decades.
manner:
The campaign itself for caqing out this plan I envision in the folkwing
Only Cornrade Kalinin shoulâ appemr ojficially in regard to any measures taken-never
and under no circumstance must Comrade fratsky write anythingfor th8 press or in any other way
appear before the public.
The telegram airissued in the name of the Poiiiburo temporary suspension of
remvais must not be rescinded. It is useful for us because 1 gives our adversary the impression
that we are vacitiating, that he has succeeded in confusing us (our adversary, of course. will
quickly find out about this secret telegram precisely because it is secret).
Sendto Shuia oui most energetic Ch-headed, and capable members of the AJC-Russian
Central Execuüve Cornmittee (VTslKJor some m e r representativeof the central government (me
is better than several), gMng him verbal instructionsthrough one of the members of the Politburo.
The instructions must corne domi to this, that in Shuia he must arrest m e if possible but not
l e s than several dozen representaüves of the bcal dergy, the kcal petty bourgeoisie, and the
loml bourgeoisie on suspicion of direct or indirect participation in the forcible resistance to the
decree of the VTslK on the removai of proQerty of value from churches.
lmmediately upm campletibn d this task, he must retum to Mosoow and peisonalty
deliver a report to the full session at the Poliburo or to tm,specially authoriied members of the
Politburo. On the b i s d this report, the Pditburo will give a detailed directive to the judicial
authorities, also verbal, that the trial of the insunectioriists fiom Shuia, for opposing aid to the
stawing, shouid be carried out in utmost haste and should end not other than with the shooting
of the very largest numbmdthe most infîuentialand dangerous of the Bladc Hundreds in Shuia,
and, ifpossible, net only in this city but even in Moscaw and several dher ecciesiastical centen.

I think that it is advisable for us not to twch Patriarch Tikhon hirnself. even though he
undoubtedfy headed this whde revoit of sbve-holders. Coricerning him, the State Pdlical
Administration [GPU] must be given a secret directive that precisely at this tirne al1
communicaüons of this persmage m u t be rnonitored and their contentsdiscksed in ail possible
accuracy and detail. Require Dzenhinsky and Unshlikht peisorially to report to the Pditburo
about this weekly.
At the part' congress arrange a secret meeting ofail or almost al1 delegates to discuss
this rnatter jointly with the chief wwkers d the WU. the People's Commissariat of Justice [NKIu],
and the Revdutiorraiy Tribumi. A! this meeting psss a secret resolutiori of the congress that the
remaval of property ofvalue, especially from the very richest h r a s , monssteries, and chutches,
must be carried out wit)i iuthless resolution, leaving nothing in doubt, and in the very shortest
time. The greater the number of representaüves d the reactionary clergy and the reactionary
bourgeoisie that we s u d in shooticrg on this occasion, the better becausu this 'audiencem
must precisely now be taught a lesson in such a way that they will not date to think about any
resistance whatsoever for several decades
To attend to the quickest and most successful -ng
out of these measures, there at
the congress, i.e., at the secret -ng,
appoint a special ammission, the participation of
Comrade Trotsky and Camrade Kaiinin being required. without gMng any publicity to this
be provideci for
commission, with the purpose that the suôordinatbn to it aï al1operations w ~ i #
and carried out rid in the rrame d the ammissibn but as an JCsoviet and ali-party order.
Appoint those who are especialiy resporisibie from among the best to carry out these
rneasures in the wealthiest huras, monasteries, and churches.

Lenin.
March 19, 1922.
I request that Comrade Mdotw atternpt to circuiate this letter to the members of the Politburo by
evening today (ndmaking copies) and ask them to retum it to the secietary immediately after
reading it, with a succinct nde regarding whether each member of the Poiitburo agrees in
principle or if the letter aiouses any differences of opiniarr .
Lenin.
A note in the hand of Cornrade Maktw:
Agreed. However, I propose to extend the campaign not to al1 gubernias and cities, but to those
where indeed there are considerable possessims of value, accordingly concentratingthe forces
and attention of the party.
March 19. Moktw.

Exact numbers for the diaspora are diffïcult to establish due to the chaos in organïzatii

at that time and imprecise redkeeping.

This

Û nat

an unusuai probîem in ernergency

situations when the imrnedïate demands of relief supersede orderly acoounting. Moreover.
between 1920-1922, bmigrés and POWs from WHn who had not yet been repatriated were not
distinguished from each other. This appears to be the major reason for the apparent numericd

dkcrepancies. By utiîizing a chtoriobgical approach. therelwe, many of the number mnflicts c m

On November 1, 1920, the American Red Cross (ARC) estimateci that it was assisting

1,963,500 Russians who composeci 80% of the total number ofRussians in Europe. This figure
did not include the bulk of Wrangel's army and their folbwers who were süll at

sea,nor did it

include the Russians in Bulgaria, Rurnariia, oc the Far East. From this accounting, the sociobgist
H. von Rimscha extrapdated the fdkwing esümate:

11
/

American Red Cross statistics (1.963.5m) as 8096
The Wrangel emigraüon

2,455,000

1

l30,OOO

H

China (the Far East)
J

While this figure is by fat the kgest estimation ofthe ernigradiori it appears more reasonable if the

Russian POWs are taûen into consideration. By 1917. Germany abne had wer 2 million Russian

POWs2 interned in camps anci at the end d the Russc#Polish War in 1920 numûered 50.000

'

H. von Rimscha, Der russiche Biiraerkiisa und d i iwsische Emiarabiorr. 1911-21. (Jena'
s.n., 1924) 50-51.

aithough more than half were members of the White Mrny and would not retum. The repatriation
of POWs and deaths resulting from typhus and the influenza epidemic appear to have reduced
the number of Russians abroad by 1 to 1'1, million or more. This is verified by the figures given
by the Countess Bobrinsky who headed the Russian informatii and relief o î k e in Constantinople

which do not indude POWs or non-Russian e t h n i c i i ? Thus in 1922, despite the new influx of
refugees fieeing the Volga famine of 1921. Or. Nansen of the League of Nations estimated 1.5
miilkn and B. NKAine, 2 million Russian ernigrants.'
In 1936, Or. lzjumov conducted a survey of the Russian h g r 6 archive in Prague for Sir
John Hope Simpson's Refugee Suwey. His results for 1922 found less than 1 million Russians

in Europe thus casting grave doubts upon the earlier establshed figures.

Germany

560,000

300,000

France

175,000

Tutkey

50,WQ

65,000

30,000-35,000

Finland

25,000

25.000

31.000- 32,500

Bulgaria

12,000

12,000

30,000-32,000

U.K.

15,000

15,000

8,000- 10,000

Hungaiy

5,000

5.000

3,600- 4,000

230.000-250.000

60,000-68,000

Simpson, The Refuaee PIoblem 82.
Simpson, The Refuaee Probiem 80, B. Nikitine, Revue des science ditiaues (Paris) 1922
II p. 191. The 2 m i l l i i estirnate b oonoborated by Savia S t a ü s t i i s in P.P Jourid and N A
Kovalevsky, Ekoriomischeslraia Geoaraifvia S.S.S.R., Vd. 1 (1934): 73, 78.
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1,000- 1.500

3,500

-

Greece

2.500

4.000

3.000- 3.200

Cvprus

1,SOO

-

Czechaslovakia

1,O00

5,600

Sweden
Norway

1mm

Tunis

-

@YP~
Lemnos

4,000

I

1*O00

6m-

700

5,000- 6,000

-

(1,006 1.500

7,000

5,000- 5,500

-

At first glance, Dr. Irjumov's figures seern to dispute the legitimacy ofthe von Rimscha. Nansen,

and Nikiine estirnates. However, these dis-

msy be explained by the course of events and

approaches used. The American Red Cross figures given in Fig. 2. still omit the 20% free of

assistance,those included in the Wrangel exodus, and thnigrés in the Far East and other countries
which had led H. vori Rimscha to estimate a figure cbse to 3 milriin Russians abroad,
Concentrating onty on Europe, for the moment, this still leaves a mure of approximately 2.5 million
at the end of 1920. When ve
iwn
ig

the figures of Countess Wrinsky at the Centrai O f f b in

Constantinople in 1921, which are essentieliy concurrent with the M C statistics. we see the effect
of POWs and naturalized Russian ethnicities in the ne*

created Baitic and Polish states. While

the ARC did n d distinguish between these groups, the Countess Bobrinsky based her estimates
solely upon émigre Russians who had contact with her organization. Assuming a POW and non-

Russian ethnic population of approximateiy 1 millioci, the Countess Wrinsky can then be

Simpsori, The Refuaw Probîetm 82.
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correiated to the ARC accounts. Regarding H. von Rimscha's additional millim people (which is
reflected partiaIîy in the Nansen figures and whoily in the Nikitine estimate) these may be
expiained by the inclusion of the Far East, other countiies, and the lack of communication so
prevalent a? this üme. Mor-er,

by 1922 the effects ofthe Vdga famine had ernerged into the

refugee picture as thousands slipped across the border of the R.S.F.S.R. to m i d starvation. Wih
Poland accounting for some 4,000 Russians per dmy during 19216, the Nansen and Nikitine

figures

of January 1922 appear much more reasonable.
Finaily we must address the figures for January. 1922 as presented by Dr. Izjumov. Wih

no critique intended, these figures appear to be the most accurate assessrnent of the total. final

accounting of the Russian diaspora They are omoborated by the 1924 assessrnent of the Young
Mens Christian Associadion's (YMCA) Russiandivision which esümated the total number of Russian
émigrés in Europe to be 800,000.~However, in 1922. it Û highîy unlikeîy that Russians in Europe
numbered so few. Consideringthe impact dthe famine and the mtinuing fluidity of rnovement
on the borders of the R.S.F.S.R., a figure of betwem 1.5-1 -7 million Russian refugees (double the

amount stated by Dr. Izjumov) is not unreasonabie for this period.
In order to expiain the discrepancy we must turn to Dr. Izjumov's sources which remain
the Prague archive. Begun in 1919 udh the intention of maintaining

Russian cutture abroad and

collecting the fruits of Russian intelledual endeavors thmughout dl the lands of exile, the Prague
archive remanied

r e l i t upon the meticukusness d the émigrés, For the earlier emigration this

was admirabîy fuîfilled: the intelleduals, aristocrsts, and skilled workers who escaped the Bdshevik

regime between 1918-1920 were usuaily qule prompt about sending their stories. magazines, and
messages to the Prague archive? However. regardingthe largely peasant. indigenous. population

Simpson. The Refuaee Probiem 76.

'

Paul B. Anderson, 'Report on the Russian Emigrath,' 1 September 1924. Paul B. Anderson
Papers, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Box 6.
a

For problems relrning to even thb grwp d Bmigrés please see Raeff RussiaAbroad 13,200.
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who escaped the famine and who comprise, for the most part, this missing million. such details
bowed before the immediate necessitii of me's next meal.
either died or returned to the R.S.F.S.R.,

As the majority of the famine victims

it is not surprising that their stories do not appear in the

annais of the Prague archive. Their number is not a statistical dispute, but a tesürnony to the
impact and nragnlude d m e of Rwsia's greatest tragedies.

Nansen and Nikline, thus.

accounted to varying degrees for an uncountable rnuîtiiude which remains a biief, mysterious
interlude in the history of the twentiah century,

Regarding the numbers of the erngratbn, the iast issue is that ofthe Far bst. Although
H. von Rirnscha may have exaggerated the 300,000 in China end the Far East in his survey, these

numbers cannot be criticued in view of the continuous fluîdity of borders in that area of the
R.S.F.S.R.

The Siberian oppositibn to the Bdsheviks was the most obdurate and difficuît to quell,

being extinguished miy at the end of 1922- The iast Ameiican WCA centre in Russia, the
ied
Vladivostok Associrrtii, stood its ground until 1923. Thus. the Far East reman

hrgely

unwuntable. W is lvKMn statistiity applies to the years 1924 and henceforth: 50,000 Russian
émigrés established a community in Kharbin and some 70,000 e
rma
nied

throughout the other

countries in this area,
To sum up the statisücal issue, 1 appears that by 1924 the emigration had essentialty

established itsetf with some seven to eight hundred thousand Russians in Europe, 130,000 in the
Far East and a few thousand in NoRh and South America. m u s the final total of the Russian
diaspora appears to be just iess than one m i l l i i persons.
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c
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